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The Western Electric Company's Exhibit in the hind glass ot rare color and design.together with the rapid

Electricity Building. and mysterious changes in form and color has fascinated

the beholder. The large column covered with hundreds

Among the large number of exhiliits in the Electricity of incandescent lamps of red, white and blue from the top

WESTEliN EI.KCTmC CU.MrAJiv's EXHIRIT—THE EOVl'TIAN TK>U^I,E.

building none has attracted more attention from all classes of which reach out four zig zag arms of colored lamps with

of visitors than that of the Western Electric Company, globes at their ends also covered with colored lights, and
The arrangements of lights, many of them concealed be- constantlv revolving, attracts constantly a crowd of visit-
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ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES.

ors who watcli the band of light rise from the bottom of

the column to the tojs and then spread out over the

arms to the globes turning first red, then white, then blue,

The large automatic switch or commutator in the base-

ment is especially of interest to those engaged in electrical

pursuits. Its construction, the manner of making and

breaking the contacts, the arrangement of the air blast

which extinguishes the S2:)arks, etc., are all very ingenious

reaches it. This effect is produced by two cams at right

angles and of suitable shape for producing the motion

through racks and gears. Another ingenious device oper-

ated on the same principle is that in which an incandescent

lamp on the end of a pointer is made to spell out the

words Western Electric Co.

The Egyptian temple which has been erected for the

display of tele.i^raph, tcstini,^, and otlier small instruments

WESTERN EI.ECTKIC CO.'S EXHIBIT—COMBINATION COVEKING AND
SILK MACHINES.

and interesting. A window has been placed in the floor

over this machine, and it is always surrounded by a crowd

of curious people trying to understand its operation.

The large illuminated sign on which is the name of the

company, and the cities at which are located its different

factories is another attractive object. The letters are com-

posed of bits of colored glass set in the darker stained

glass background, and the fourteen arc hinips wliich ;;rc

WESTERN ELECTBICAL CO.'S EXHIBIT—NUT AND MULTIPLE DRILL
MACHINES.

and brass work is lighted entirely by lights concealed be-

hind translucent glass of many colors. A large number of

lights are arranged above the false ceiling of colored glass,

and are so manipulated as to vary the light and render it mild

and more pleasing to the eye. Columns of heavy green

WESTERN ELECTRICAL CO. S EXHIBIT—AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINE.

concealed within the sign are so moved by means of a

motor that the letters on the sign have a sparkling appear-

ance which seems mysterious until explained. This sign

is especially noticeable at night. Some unique features

have been devised by the use of cams and gears

in connection with electric lights. A cabinet surmounted

with the large letters W. E. Co. in incandescent lamps of

red, white and blue is made especially attractive by the

lamias being lighted in rotation commencing with W. and

a pointer on the top of the box at the back of the letters

follows their outline and seemingly lights each lamp) as it

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO. S EXHIBIT—BATTERIES.

glass illuminated by incandescent lamps placed within

them add to the effect produced by the other lamps.

Plush lined cases sunk in the walls and lighted by incan-

descent lamps concealed above are filled with the various

articles disj^layed. For the lighting of this temple be-

tween 1,100 and 1,200 incandescent lamps are used, 700 of

which are constantly burning.

An examination of the interior and exterior frescoing of

the temple show forms and figures of Egyptian design il-

lustrating the various departments of electricity. The
lineman and wiremen are shown at work, the operation of
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the fire aud police patrol systems as well as the operation

of the telephone and telegraph are illustrated iu these in-

teresting decorations. The combination of the ancient

figures with the various applications of electricity, the

most modern force, is certainly unique. From the up|)er

part of the walls light is thrown out through ground glass

globes which add to the striking appearance of this tem-

ple. The wire for this building is laid in interior conduit

tubing and is easily accessible through suitable traps in

the upper part of the structure, and a switchboard is

placed in the top for controlling the different circuits of

with no extra foundation al)ove or below the floor boards

and they are so well balanced that there is no vibration

whatever.

Back of the motor-generator exhibit toward the main

aisle is another enclosure with some representative ma-

chines designed and in use by this company to save labor.

Among them is an automatic nut-making machine, which

from strips of brass fed into it, cuts out a blank, stamps

the company's name on it, faces it up on both sides,threads

it and casts it out for inspection. Next comes a multij)le

drill press so arranged that any number of small holes up

°
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shown in connection with a standing scene, the various ef-

fects of lights, changing from daylight to night and moon-

light, making the complete cycle of the day. The opera-

tion of an electric lighting jjlant is neatly illustrated in

miniature. On a stand of polished wood and enclosed in a

glass case is shown a fine model of a three-cylinder engine

comjjlete with steam pipes, etc. Belted to this is a small mo-

tor, and on a bracket in the center is a group of six incan-

descent lamps, giving the appearance of a dynamo run by

an engine and lamps l)urniug from the current generated.

The deception is quite complete as no wires leading to or

from this stand are seen. The various dry and wet bat-

teries made by this company are shown with all the parts

going to make up the completed cells, carbons, zincs, por-,

ous cups, etc.

A large number of samjales are shown of the hotel calls

and annunciators with all the accompanying equipment. A
complete system of police patrol booths with call boxes of

various descriptions is also shown. Reels of wire large and

small, for all classes and kinds of work, from the finest

green silk covered magnet wire up to the many circuit lead

to today. Statistical tables showing the growth of various

exchanges and multiple switchboards are submitted for in-

spection. Samples of telejihones made abroad at the Ant-

werp factory of the company are shown also, while magneto

bells and telephones unassembled with all parts laid out

for insjjection make a fine exhibit with reference to the

amount of detail necessary for such construction.

A Hollerith electrical tabulating machine, as used by the

United States and other governments, is exhibited, and it

is expected that a sample of Lieutenant Bradley Fiske's

range finders will soon be; both of these machines being

made for the inventors by this company. Among the his-

torical exhibits is a sample set of the Gray printing tele-

graph which was just coming into use when the telephone

came out and supplanted it. A model of an electric street

car designed by the late Prof. Moses G. Farmer, in 1847,

is also shown. It has batteries under the seat and is equip

ped with proper levers for controlling the motor. There is

also one of the original bi-polar motors, built at a very

early date by Prof. Farmer. In a conspicuous place over

this exhibit is a very handsome portrait in oils of the Pro-

WK.STKUN EI.ECTmc (() ^ I-MUIUI ( OM F.I NATION SWITCH BOAl'.D, HACK A.ND FIIONT \LEW

.

covered underground cable, are on exhibition. Two brick

manholes for subways are shown with cables placed as in

actual use, and the methods of drawing in and sjalicing are

indicated in an excellent manner. The Western Electric

Company, it may be said in passing, was the first to adopt

the underground system and to develop it in proper form.

Various types of telephone transmitters and receivers as

made for the American Bell Telejahone Company are

shown, including the regular instruments, long distance

sets and the various forms of desk sets no\v coming largely

into use in large office buildings.

There is a fine historical exhibit of telephone switch-

boards, commencing with one made in 1884 and taking in

all the improvements, up to and including a section of the

latest board now made for and used by nearly all the local

telephone exchanges in the country. These boards are all

connected up just as they would be in use, and where im-

provements have been made in the connections which were

not radical enough to require a new board to demonstrate

it, the diagram is on the back of the board showing the cir-

cuits in outline. This permits of following each and every

step of this branch of the Ijusiness from the beginning up

fessor made in recent years. One unique feature is a portal

over the entrance of one section constructed wholly of

speaking tube, showing the straight tubing and various

curves; another is a coil of coppered iron rheostat wire

spirally coiled and the spiral, over 200 feet in length, is

festooned from post to post.

In the arc lighting exhibit is shown a case containing

the various small suppilies used for that work, such as side

brackets, insulators, switches, hanger-boards, etc.; an or-

namented rack suspended from which are the various styles

of arc lamps made by the company; one of its standard arc

switchboards with marble face, and samples of each of the

company's high tension arc dynamos of 20, 30, 40, 50 and
60-light capacity. In connection with the large service

plant of arc dynamos in Machinery Hall is shown the Rudd
ground alarm, used for detecting grounds in arc circuits

while the current is on. All the dynamos shown are set up
on the regular wooden base and show fine workmanship in

all parts. Samj^les of the Chicago City lamjs post as de-

signed and constructed by this comjaany are on exhibition

in its section, but are also to be found in actual use about

the galleries of the Electricity building. In the line of in-
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caudesceut dynamos, are samples of 110- volt machines of

30, 100, 165, 230, 400 and 650-ampere capacity, and of 220

Tolt motors, aside from the 10-horse power four pole motor

used for driving the machinery exhil)it, the company has

sami^les of seven, 17 and 35-ampere four pole slow speed

motors and the i^reviously mentioned bipolar motor di-

rectly connected to the lighting generator.

Taken altogether this exhibit covers more ground in de-

tail and classes of work shown than any other in the de-

partment. Comment on the nature of the work is unneces-

sary in connection with tlie well-known rej^iutation of this

company and it only need be said that it is finished up to

the high standard set by it. The comprehensiveness of

the exhibit can be judged by the fact that outside of the

time taken in designing and building the apparatus it has

taken six months to complete its erection and installation.

Hard and persistent work has been required by all hands
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to overcome the difficulties that have beset work at the Fair

during the winter, the elements and all else seeming to

combine to prevent any but the very slowest progress.

Search Lights at the Fair.

The field in which the search light is used being limited

but few manufacturers of electrical goods have giveu any

attention to its construction. At the present time the jirin-

cipal use to which it has been put is on river and excursion

steamers, on the large ocean steamers and in the navy, and

in a few cases large business and office buildings have been

furnished with them for advertising jjurposes. Of the

three exhibitors of search lights but one is American, the

General Electric Co., the others are Schuckert & Co., of

Nurmberg, and Sautter-Harle & Co., of Paris.

Messrs. Schuckert & Co. exhibit four search lights with

lenses respectively five, four, three and two feet in diameter.

These are placed at the four corners of the main roof of

the Manufacturers and Liberal Arts building. Only two

of them have l^eeu used so far, but the wiring is nearly

completed for the other two, then all four of them will be

seen the three nights of each week, on which theTair is

open. The largest of these lamps uses a carbon one and

one-half inches in diameter for the positive and one inch

for the negative. In the center of the positive carbon is

a glass core, three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter for the

better focusing of the arc. This light requires 150 am-
peres of current at 00 volts, and represents the lights

designed for coast defense. In the manufacture of

these lights great precision and exactness is required as

well as excellence in the quality of the material used. The
reflector must be of a certain shape and finely finished. The
lense must be of a particularly clear glass carefully ground
to the required shaj^e to give the rays of light a parallel or

slightly diverging direction. This company also exhibits in

the Electricity Building a three-foot marine search light, a

standard search light intended for use in war on land. All

the lamps m-^nufactured by Schuckert & Co. are automatic-

ally adjusted and controlled. Its lamps are all designed

for war purposes. The beam from the largest lamp is

estimated at 19-t million candle power and has been seen

in Milwaukee.

The General Electric Company shows a variety of

search lights, some controlled automatically, others by
hand, the adjustment being automatic in all. The lights

controlled automatically can by setting suitable stops on
the frame, be made to swing automatically through any
desired arc without any attention. On the roof of Music
hall is a light with a 30-inch lens. In the equipment of

the model battle ship Illinois, which was done by the Gen-
eral Electric Company are two 30-iuch automatically con-

trolled lamps. There are also two lamps of this type but
smaller in the galleries of the Electricity Building for light-

ing the tower. An interesting part of the exhibit is a search

light recovered from the U. S. S. Trenton that was sunk in

the harbor at Samoa and was the first U. S. Man-of-War to be
etpiipped with an electrical plant. The company also shows
a (i.OOO candle power focusing lamp for making blue prints

(ir photographic jjriutiug.

Sautter-Harle & Co. show a 24-inch Mangin projector

automatically adjusted and controlled electrically. The
mntrolling apparatus is very simple and ingenious. Near-
ly all the naval search lights are provided with a double
lens, the outer one being movable so that the direction of

the rays of light may be changed so as to cover a small or

large area as desired.

Models from the Patent Office.

The Government Building contains a large number of

articles from the patent office including a number of models
of early electrical inventions, among which is a model
of a magnetic machine invented by Pixii in 1832, an en-

gine by M. H. Jacobis in 1834, magnetic motor by Josejih

Henry, an electric motor by Thos. Davenport in 1887, etc.;

then the more modern models of Gramme, Sims, Farmer,
Fuller, Weston, Brush, Edison, Thompson-Houston and
others. Besides these models of motors and dynamos there

are also models of arc lamps, meters, welding machines,

converters, telephone and telegraph apparatus. There is

also shown in this building samples of the ajjparatus used

by the U. S. Signal Corps, both the stationary and portable

sets. Among them is a light iron wagon holding all the ap-

paratus used in the field, with the wire wound on reels so

that it may be quickly run out, all the batteries, instru-

ments, etc., placed where they can be got hold of to enable

the comjilete line to be quickly put in working order.

The Standard Electric Company has at present twenty

50-light dynamos in operation daily in Machinery Hall.

The company is also putting in two additional machines for

the exclusive purpose of lighting the power plant.
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Salutatory.

The WorkVs Columbian Exposition is recognized through-

out the world as the most imj)ortant event of the day. Vol-

umes have already been written upon the beauty of its ar-

chitecture and its educational advantages to every one in-

terested in the progress of the times and still the Fair is

only now just fairly begun. Visitors are filled with wonder

at what they see and go away satisfied that they have be-

held the most marvelous exhibition of the kind ever held

or is likely to be held for many years to come. The elec-

trical and mechanical features of the Exj)osition, it is agreed,

however, are among the most attractive and important of

all, and the field of research for the electrician, electrical

engineer and manufacturer is almost beyond comprehen-

sion. The growth, extent, and importance of the electrical

industries is here fully shown and the pheuominal develop-

ment of these interests is a matter of which we may well be

proud. Indeed without electricity the Exposition would

fall far short of being the great success that it is. To
gather in a comjarehensive manner and put in acceptable

form for the reader the vast amount of data here found is

the function of the trade journal, and the task to say the

least is not an easy one. The pressure upon the reading

columns of our regular monthly issue has become so great

that we have found it necessary to publish this weekly sup-

plemental sheet of modest proportions. The mission of

this paper will be to advance the electrical and allied me-

chanical interests of the Fair and at the same time be of

interest and value to the visitor. With this object in view

we present on another page a map of the city of Chicago,

giving the name and location of the electrical interests in

the city. This map is to be in each issue, thus making it a

permanent feature. On another page will also be found

diagrams of the Electricity Building, giving the name and
location of each exhibitor. This map likewise is to be a

permanent feature and will, we believe, be invaluable to

every one visiting that building. The paper, in fact, is to

cover an imj)ortant field now existing and we have every

assurance that our enterprise in thus serving our readers

will be appreciated.

WORLD'S FAIR NOTES.

The electric pianos in the west gallery of the Electricity

building furnish very enjoyable music.

In the French section of the Electricity building there is

shown a model of the Letrange process for the reduction of

zinc by electricity.

On the evenings of August 24, 25 and 20, during the

International Electrical Congress, public lectures of a

popular character will be given by eminent electricians.

A. Groetzinger & Sons, of Allegheny, Pa., show samples

of gears and pinions for street car work of dermaglutine.

This process of preparing raw hide for this work has been

very successful.

The exhibit of the Excelsior Electric Company was

nearly completed when Mr. Fuller decided to send a large

amount of additional material which would make the exhibit

better represent the factory.

Prof. Barrett is now preparing some very attractive elec-

trical features which will be placed in the galleries of the

Electricity building, which will, without doubt, draw a

crowd to those parts of the building.

The basins of the electric fountains are being boarded

over on a level with the bottom of the spray caps. This

covering will conceal the pipes and other material, giving

the fountains a more finished ajjpearance.

The entire south wall of the Electricity building above

the gallery has been for some days in the hands of the dec-

orators, who are preparing some very fine decorations

under the direction of the Westinghouse company.

Both the General Electric and Westinghouse companies

have made elaborate preparations for exhibiting the tri-

phase systems and also the Allgemeine Electricitats

Gesellschaft have several machines installed for that purjjose.

The Page Belting Conpany, of Concord, N. H., has a

very neat and appropriate booth erected on the main floor

of the Electricity building. It is made up entirely of the

well known link belting and makes a very attractive dis-

play.

A number of changes are being made in the Bell Tele-

j)hone Company's building, which will cause the building

to be partly closed to visitors for a number of days, but

when it is again oj)ened the change will undoubtedly be

apjareciated.

Lieut. Spencer reports that when the exhibit of the Gen-

eral Electric Company is completed, there will be exhibits

of Prof. Thomson's experiments with currents of very high

tension. A regular program will be issued so peojjle may
know when the experiments are to take place.

The General Electric Company has just issued for the

World's Fair a very handsome folder describing and ilkis-

trating its works and the most noteworthy central stations

furnished with its system. The application of electricity

to its many uses is also shown by numerous cuts, and the

company's exhibits at various expositions are described. It

is a very neat and interesting souvenir of the company.

When completed, the Tesla Mvdtiphase exhibit of the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., will be

one of the handsomest on the grounds. The structure in

the center of the space, painted cream color, touched out

with gold leaf and lighted brilliantly with incandescent

bulbs and short ornamental arc lamps is one of the finest

yet built. Many of the features iu this exhibit are entirely
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new and will prove of very great interest to electrical en

gineers.

Although some of the exhibits in the various buildings

are covered at night, and almost all the exhibitors leave

the grounds at 6 o'clock, enough remains open for inspection

to consume much time. It is a mistake that people are apt

to assume, that little is to be seen at night. Many of the

exhibits are seen to advantage only at night, and this is

especially true of many of those in the Electricity Building,

the tower, the various illuminated signs and other curious

features being well worth a special visit.

It is reported that Nikola Tesla will show some entirely

new experiments in high tension currents in a room pro-

vided for the purpose in the Westinghouse section. The

Westinghouse company are prej)aring to exhibit various

phenomena produced by currents of this nature. They will

also show the working of the Wurtz non-arcing lightning

arrester for various voltages and will endeavor to produce

by means of a Holtz machine all the phenomena and effects

accomj)auyiug lightning on alternating currents.

In the southwestern part of the Transportation Building,

there is being installed a portable electric lighting plant,

which is designed for use in war or for temporary lighting

for any other purpose away from a central station. It con-

sists of a heavy wagon enclosing a gasoline engine with

tanks holding a supply of fuel, a dynamo of the Manchester

type, and ten arc lamps hung on a portable frame with a

spool of well insulated flexible conduit for each lamp.

When comj)leted this exhibit will undoubtedly be very in-

teresting.

The cable for feeding the lights on the buoys for mark-

ing a safe way between Van Buren street pier and the

pier at the World's Fair grounds for boats will be laid this

week. The course is now marked out with white spar

buoys, where the lamp buoys will be located. Commander

J. J. Brice is pushing the work as fast as circumstances

will permit. Mr. Ira W. Henry, the electrical engineer,

and Capt. Marks, superintendent of the Bishop Gutta

Percha Co., are to lay the cable. Mr. Frank Marks will

make the connections and look after the details.

A large and very comprehensive exhibit of the University

of Illinois in the Illinois Building at the Fair includes

many excellent and interesting features, especially from

the department of electrical engineering and physics, in

which are shown apparatus and instruments with photo-

graphs of the machinery used in its laboratories. The ex-

hibit is in charge of Prof. Crawford who invites inspection

of the school's work and facilities. It is his intention at the

close of the school year to have students do practical test-

ing with the apparatus during the day to more fully illus-

trate the instruction given in the University.

Company has just returned home after a hasty trip to the Fair.

He will make a more extended visit later in the season.

Mr. H. McL. Harding lately with the Westinghouse Com-
pany, is registered at the Auditorium, and visiting the Fair.

Mr. George Cutter has gone east for a brief trip in the

interest of some of his specialties which he is exhibiting at the

Fair.

Captain W. L. Candee of the Okonite Company, Ltd., is

spending a few days at the Fair looking after his exhibit which
has been delayed by the press of work at the factory.

PERSONAL.

Mr. Gisbert Kapp arrived in Chicago June 1st.

Mr. Waddell, of the WaddellEntz company, is in the city.

Prof. Elihu Thompson registered at the Hyde Park Hotel

last week.

Mr. E. Wilbur Rice of the General Electric Company was
in Chicago visiting the Fair last week.

Mr. H. D. Fuller, president of the Excelsior Electric Com-
pany, was registered at the Auditorium last week.

Mr. W. H. Knight, superintendent of the railway depart-

ment of the Lynn factories was in Chicago last week.

Mr. J. R. Lovejoy of the Boston office of the General Electric

BUSINESS NOTES.

The Mather Electric Company is enlarging its factory at
Manchester, Conn., by the addition of a new 100 ft. building.

The Chicago Insulated Wire Co., Chicago, has recently
added to its power plant in the factory at Sycamore, 111., a 100-
horse power engine and boilers. The factory is now in shape
to fill all orders promptly.

The \Iariiin Street Railway Company has commenced
work on the line from Marion, Ind., to Gas City, via the Soldiers
Home. The overhead fixtures and attachments are being fur-
nished by the Ansonia Electric Company.
The J. H. & D Lake Company, manufacturer of all kinds of

friction clutch pulleys, has just removed from its old quarters
at Hornellsville, N. Y., to new and larger shops and foundry
just completed at Massillion, Ohio, where the company will
have better facilities for handling its increasing trade.

The Great Western Manufacturing Company, 201-207
South Canal St., in its monthly bulletin for June gives lists

with prices of the standard supplies and specialties, for which
this company is so well known. The new fixture catalogue
will be ready for distribution within a very few days.

Bartholomew, Stow & Co., Chicago, selling agents for the
McNutt Incandescent Lamp have had some difiiculty io getting
a sufficient number of lamps from the factory to fill orders
promptly, but they now state that arrangements have been per-
fected so that all orders will receive immediate attention.

Mr. J. H. Gates is now manager of the western department
of the Waddelt-Entz Company, of Bridgeport, Conn., with a
temporary office at 1122, until the offices llH'.i and 1140 are ready
for occupancy, Monadnock building, Chicago. Direct coupled
lighting and railway generators are made a specialty of by this
company.

The Buckeye Engine Company, Salem, Ohio, has a very fine
exhibit in the large 1,500-horse power engine in Machinery hall
running one of the 10,000-light Westinghouse dynamos. This
engine has run very smoothly since it was started, and has
given good satisfaction. There are also five other smaller Buck-
eye engines exhibited running dynamos.

The Ansoxia Electric Company, Chicago, reports that the
old Sunbeam incandescent lamp finds a ready sale, as the
former buyers gave it the preference as .soon as they learned it

was in the market; that favorable reports are coming in
from the users of the W-W lightning arrester, and that it has
just shipped a large order of Shield brand wire to Iowa.

The Centkal Elhctiuc Company, US Franklin St., Chicago,
is furnishing the .Sentinel building, Milwaukee, Wis., with con-
duit and fittings, manufactured by the Interior Conduit & Insu-
lation Company, New York. The Lundell fan motors, manu-
factured by the same company, for whom the Central Company
is western agent, are being placed in a number of places. The
demand for Okonite wires and tapes continues as lively as
ever.

The Ansonia Electric Company, Chicago, has just completed
the elegant club rooms, it has had the enterprise to fit up for the
snecial accommodation of its friends and World's Fair visitors.

These rooms are handsomely furnished throughout and will be
formally opened this week. Great credit is due Mr. George B.

Shaw, who has charge of the World's Fair Bureau of the com-
pany and under whose personal supervision the fitting up of the
rooms has been.

The ELEf tric Applianc,e Company has made some novel ad-
ditions in its incandescent lamp department. The first is a six

candle power lamp made to fit any regular socket and burn on
regular circuits. In the direction of large lamps the stock in-

cludes lamps up to 1,000-oandle power and of a high efficiency.

One of these lamps will soon be placed on exhibition at the
World's Fair. These lamps are the Packard lamp manufactured
by the well known New Y'ork & Ohio Company for whom the
Electric Appliance Company is western agent.

The Detroit Dynamo Company, Detroit, Mich., has been very
successful in its construction work which was started less than
a year ago. The new hotel Ste. Claire, Detroit, opened to the
public on June 8th was equipped by it with motors for ventila-

tion and power, the Herzog telesame system, fire alarms, bells,

annunciators, speaking tubes, etc., and it shows the excellent
quality of the work done by this company. A large number of
orders has been received for dynamos among which was one for

the yacht of Mr. Cudahy of Chicago.
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DIAGRAMS OF FLOOR SPACE GIVING EXHIBITORS AND THEIR LOCATION.
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NA/E: are PLEIASEID TO EXTEND A HEARTY
WELCOME

to our customers and the trade in general to visit us at our World's Fair headquarters

ELECTRICITY "U 16" BUILDIIMC
in the Southwestern part of gallery. Make our space your headquarters—you will find a
place to rest yourself and

MESTON FAN MOTORS ...to keep you cool.

ELEICTRIC APRLIANCE: COMRAINJV,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CHICAGO.242 Madison Street,

ThB "BUCKEYE" La™.

A KNOWN Quantity

No EXPERIMENTING

Low Opf raiing Cost

Improved Light'ng Effects

Life lOOOto 4000 Hours

Western Deliveries can be

made from Chicago Slock

"The BUCKEYE sets the pace"

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, 0.
Chicago

437 THE New YorW
ROOKERY 49 DEY STREET.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO,

MANCHESTER, CONN.

Offices, 116 Bedford St.. BOSTON.

AND

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

THE "NOVAK" LAMP.

CLAFLIN & KIMBALL (Inc.)

General Selling Agents.

fl6 Bedford Street, BOSTON.

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

Enterprise

Elecfric

Compa
307 Dearborn Street.

Chicago . . .

.

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, ^«»-%,

Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

SUPPLIES OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

Locust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

..^.^.^..^ Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING —
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Map of Chicago.

Showing Location of its Electrical and Allied Business Interests, Principal Hotels, Theatres, Depots and Transportation Lines to
the World's Fair Grounds. (Index numbers refer to the black squares.)
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AusoniaEl c Co., Jlicbiiiau Ave. & Randolph St...
Americuu Baltery Co., 188 AI adisou St
Bartholomew, Stow & Co ,

5" Michigan Ave _ _

Barton & Brown, 1488 Monadnock Block 29
Benhani, A. D., 200 S. Clinton St 3
Brill Co., J. G,, Phenix Bldg 23
Brush Electric Co., Monadnock Block
Buckeye Electric Co.. 437 Kookery Bldg 24
Calumet Electric Mfg. & Engineering Co., 174 S,

Clinton St
Central Electric Lt. & Pr. Co., 185 Dearborn St
Central Electric C.I.. 118 Franklin St _

Central Telephone Co 31
Chicago Arc Light &, Power Co, Washington St., Ply-
mouth PI 8 & 33

Chicago Telephone Co., 203 WaBhingtou St
Chicago Edison Co
Chicago Electric Club, 175 Clark St
Chicago Electric MotorCo., 313S. Canal St 49
Chicago Eawhide M'g. Co., 75 Ohio St ^
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.. 214 The Northeru
Claflin & Kimball, 1001 Chamber of Commerce Bldg
Cleveland Electric & Mtg. Co., 149 La Salle St 46
Cutter, Geo., 851 The Rookery 24
Cashing & Morse. 235 Dearborn St 34

Commercial Elec Co.. Monadnock Block
Consolidated Electric Co
C. & C. Electric Motor Co., 201 Madron St
D'Unger El. Telephone Co., Stock Exchange Bldg.
Detroit Electrical Works, 917 Monadnock Block
Edwards, W. S.. Mfg. Co., 21 Lake St
Eddy Electric MIg.Co., 1417 Monadnock Block
Electric Construction & Supply Co., Uuity Bldg
Electric Appliance Co., 242 Madison St
Elkotbical Industries Pue Co., Monadock Block,
Enterprise Electric Co., 307' Dearborn St
Ft. Wayne Elec. Co., 185 Dearborn St
Glohe Light & Heat Co., 52 Lake St
Gregory, Chas. E., Co.. 49 S. Jefferson St
Great Western Mfg. Co., 203 S. Canal St
General Electric Co., 175 Adams St
General Inoand. Arc L't. Co., 175 Adams St
Hood, Win,, 239 LaSalle St
Ho el Cadillac, Stiite St. & Peck Ct
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co., 307 Dearborn St
Illinois Elec. Lamp Co., 171-173 S. Canal St
.lenney Elec. Motor Co., 932 Monadock Block
Keystone Elec. Co., 343 S. Canal St
Knapp Elec. Works, 56 Franklin St
Kohler Bros., 1417 Jlonadock Block

u

®-
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Lundell Ceiling Fan Motor

NOISELESS EFFICIENT

FINISHED IN BLACK JAPAN AND ANTIQUE POLISHED BRASS

FAN BLADES BLACK WALNUT—PENDANT SWITCH

Okonite Wires and Cables Okonite and Manson Tapes

Interior Conduit Lundell Power and Exhaust Fan Motors.

GENERAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO
118 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC CO.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

OMAHA, NEB.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY GO.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
AGENTS rCR

SBAwma
ItSIOR CONOun S. INSUtAriON c
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CLARK
g
GC

H
O
LU
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lU

COMPANY, ^^^
192 Broadway and II John Street.

MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

The CLARK ARC LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

the best and most durable of any ever made in the United States.

^onsolida^'tecl Cl^ctrlc (p.
Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,
11S RranUclin Street,

CHICAGO.

BEAR IIM MIIMD
that the regular monthly issue of ELECTRICAL IN-

DUSTRIES contains the most camplete and correct

directories published of the electric light central stations

and the electric railways in North America.

World's Fair Headquarters Y 27 Electricity Building.

CITY OFFICES, Monadnock Block.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELEOTRIO MOTORS
A SPECIALTY.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING
Greatest Adiiesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
.OTHER RAWHIDE .

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGER'S PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is

not affected by steam or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and the most econofn-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Beltine:
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, CHICAGO, ILL

RESERVED FOR THE

STANDARD ELECTRIC CO.

Chicago.
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Western Electric Company,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
«ap«p^i^mii«v^BPW)'«^«a^wi>WMVMaauiaaji

Arc Lighting Apparatus

High and Lo^w Tension,

Double and Single Service Lamps,

All Night Single Lamps,

Theater and Focusing Lamps.

SLOW SPEED

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS AND POWER GENERATORS.

SLOW SPEED MOTORS.
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See Our

Exhibits:

East Gallery

Electricity Bids:.

And another:

851-853=855

The Rookery.

SIMPLEX WIRES

rd'-

INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

yy' Simplex Electilcal Co.

t<®* 620 Atlantic Ave.,

George Cutter, Chicago. boston, mass.

Made 5 amp. S. P.
1 O amp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.

1 O amp. 3 way.

XNTRIC
"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

-%•

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South Ibth St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

& S.
CHINA
SWITCHES

Simplest
Neatest

-%.

Made only by

PASS & SEYMOUR,

Syracuse, N. Y.

George Gutter, Chicago.

See Our Exhibit of ELECTRICAL FIXTURES
IN SECTION "N", BETWEEN COLUMNS 62 AND 64, MANUFACTURES BUILDING,

GLOBE LIGHT & HEAT GO., 52 & 54 Lake St., GHIGAGO.

. , . SEE AD . . .

Western Electric Co.,

PACE 13.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Genuine Perforated Electric

Leather Belting.

46 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

Section 15, Dpt. F. CIm. 27. Section D, Space 3.

MACHINERY HALL. ' ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

WAGNER ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS
Fov Direct or Altcriiatinfj Currents.

These motors give a stronger breeze with less consumption of current than
any other fan motor on the market. They are fall 1-8 horse power. Six bladed
13-lnchtaB. Self-oiling. Furnished with or without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICACO.

See Map of Chicago, page 10, showing location of Electrical Business Houses,
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The Exhibit of the Ft. Wayne Electric Company.

It is now nearly IT) years since the first Wood dynamo

was placed on the market, and since then these machines

have been installed all over the country, especially through

the south and west. The exhibit of the Ft. Wayne

some entirely new ideas. These dynamos and generators

are fully up with the times and the alternators shown are

especially interesting.

The exhibit is on the left main aisle as one faces north

just beyond the Bell Telephone building. In connection

with the display of machines there has been fitted up a very

THE EXHIBIT OF THE FT. WAYNE ELECTRIC COMPANY.

Electric Company, the manufacturers of the W^ood

machines, has received a large number of visitors which is

undoubtedly due to these machines being so well known.

This exhibit was one of the first arranged. It is confined

almost entirely to the standard machines for commercial

use. It also contains a number of machines embodying

elaborate office, furnished with everything necessary to

make it a comfortable resting place. The carpets, rugs,

portierres and polished oak furniture tastily arranged are

an exhibit in themselves. Next to the office, an ample

storeroom has been erected for keeping supplies, etc.

For the convenient distribution of power a shaft was
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placed, running the length of the space equipped with

sufficient friction clutch pulleys so that the power may be

distributed to the different machines as desired. Two

Wood constant potential motors one of 120-horse power,

and the other of SO-horse power are belted to the pulley

shaft and furnish power for the different machines. The

current for the motors is furnished from the Machinery

Hall plant. The motors and incandescent lighting

dynamos are placed on the west side of the shaft, while the

arc dynamos are on the east side. Among the machines

shown are a 30 and a 15 K.W. incandescent 110 volt Wood

machine, while near the office are placed 20, 40, 65 and 125

light Wood dynamos, and near them a 1,200 light Slattery

alternating current dynamo, and a 25 light, 6.8 amperes

Wood arc. On the opposite side are a 75 K.W. Wood alter-

nator and exciter, a 1,200 light composite Slattery alternator

with exciter, a 40 light nine and a half ampere Wood arc,

and also Wood arc dynamos of 60, 80, and 120 light capacity.

A 3,000 light alternator is on the way and will soon be in

place in the exhibit. This dynamo is a new departure in

armature construction, it being made up of sheet iron links

put together like a link belt. It is said to make a very

efficient machine producing one volt for each 3.0 inches of

conductor. A one light are machine, coupled direct to a

mechanism; it is of the constant potential type, and run two

in series from a 100 volt converter with the above described

hangerboard for a resistance. Samples of the regular

standard rack lamp both single and double, and of the

newer single and double clutch lamps are shown.

In switch boards there is a combination arc and alter-

nating board with marble face, on a wooden framework,

the arc board being on the front and the alternating instru-

ments and devices on the back; it is very compact and ex-

ceedingly simple. A large low tension switch board made
of old Tennessee marble, and provided with all the neces-

sary ammeters, volt meter, switches and fuse cut-outs is

shown. Two large rheostats are placed on the floor beneath

it. The alternating current switch board is after plans by

Mr. A. E. Barnes, who has charge of the exhibit and is very

complete in all details. It is of the skeleton wooden frame

type, and has a capacity for six dynamos and 12 circuits,

the necessary ammeters, volt meters, pilot lamps, and fuse

blocks being also provided for. The dynamo switches are

located at either end of the board, and the'circuit switches

EXHIBIT OF THE FT WAYNE ET.ECTKIC CO —ALTERNATOR. EXHIBIT OF THE FT. WAYNE ELECTIilC CO.—MOTOR.

Wood motor is used to run a large locomotive head light

which occasions considerable comment when running. There

is also the historical dynamo and lamp described and

illustrated in our June issue. A sample of a plain marine

projector is also shown. Various sizes and styles of arm-

atures are on exhibition; samples of the Fort Wayne record-

ing meter and a lamp bank for testing them, a hanging

rack with 80 arc lamps comprising 26 different styles and

supplied with the different currents dn order to test them;

a bank of transformers of all the styles made by the com-

pany and of a capacity for 1,500 lights, samples of various

forms and sizes of bearings, commutators and a new style

hangerboard rheostat, are all arranged in good shape for

close inspection. The hangerboard rheostat deserves more

than passing mention as it apparently solves a problem

heretofore often very awkwardly handled. A skeleton iron

frame no larger than the ordinary wooden .hangerboard,

has a coiled iron wire rheostat covered with insulating-

material located on the back side, and when secured against

a ceiling nothing shows but the ornamental front, and it

also allows sufficient space for thorough ventilation. The

new alternating arc lamp shown is remarkable in its sim-

plicity, there being nothing but a couple of coarse wire

magnet spools, and a few gear wheels for the whole

in the center space. The dynamo switches are so arranged

that circuits can be changed from one medium or source of

current to another without change of light and without

danger of coupling two dynamos together. The whole

scheme has been very c'everly worked out, and Mr Barnes

states that he has installed a number of them about the

country that are reported as giving excellent satisfaction.

This plant furnishes current for lighting part of the

building with arc lamps and supplies incandescent current

for the lamjjs in the booths in newspaper row.

The Fort Wayne arc dynamos are carefully examined by

all comers. It is a common test to drop a pair of pliers

across the two binding j)Osts thus shortcircuiting the

dynamo; the regulator takes care of the armature perfectly,

and will immediately return to place on removal of the pliers.

This was recently done for an eminent English electrician,

and he was loath to believe it until the action of the regula-

tor was exjjaiued to him.

The exhibit of H. T. Paiste together with the other ex-

hibits in the center of the south gallery have been practic-

ally closed since the erection of the scaffolding by the dec-

orators at the south end of the building.
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The Brixey Exhibit of Day's Kerite Wires.

This exhibit occupies a prominent position in the gallery

fronting the main eastern stairway of the Electricity Build-

ing. The whole end of the section is occupied, a space

over 1,000 square feet in area. The center is taken up by a

very handsome pavilion, serving as an office and assembling

place for the company's numerous visitors. This pavilion

is 10 by 12 feet, finished outside in white, touched out with

gold leaf, while the interior is prettily finished in sycamore

with a number of incandescent lamps for light and orna-

mentation. Desks, chairs, a comfortable lounge and a well

stocked book case furnish comfort for the friends of the

company.

A handsome sign is suspended above the roof of the of-

fice calling attention to the exhibit. Numerous portraits of

the proprietors and managers and several fine photographs

of cable laying and diflferent samjjles of cable are hung on

the outside of the pavilion. The dij)lomas received by

the firm in commendation of its wires are also suspended

on the office walls. Coils of wire for interior use and with

ous sizes from the two wire submarine to the 100 conduc-

tor underground cable.

This company received medals of the highest award

from the Centennial exhibition and has been doing busi-

ness for a quarter of a century, being among the oldest in-

sulated wire companies in America, [ts disjjlay is large,

complete and very comprehensive, and is a credit to the

owner, Mr. W. R. Brixey.

Mr. Eckert in charge gladly shows the wares of the com-

pany, explains their uses and is untiring in his entertain-

ment of visitors.

J. C. Vetter & Company's Exhibit.

This company exhibits in the west gallery of the Elec-

tricity building the various batteries and apparatus for

physician's use, it manufactures. They are displayed in a

finely designed and constructed cabinet of cherry, orna-

mented by numerous miniature incandescent lamjjs. It is

f fSh-"^

EXHIBIT OF DAV S KERITK WIRES.

covering of different colors are displayed on a table in

front of the office; a pyramid of wire on reels, and short

lengths of 154 conductor cable on the top add to the finish

of the figure.

The column in front of the building is draped in the na-

tional colors, combined with those of several foreign na-

tions. Show cases surround the space and contain sam-

ples of cables, the Kerite tape, feeder wires, medals and

other smaller products of the company.

The nature of the insulating material used is shown

from its very origin up through the various stages of man-

ufacture. The Kerite compound is a combination of pure

para rubljer and crude kerite, the nature of the latter being

a secret known only to Mr. W. R. Brixey, the proprietor of

the business. A rubber plant, blocks of pure para rubber as

gathered for shijiment, blocks of crude kerite and samples

of the kerite compound are shown, illustrating the various

stages in the development of the material. The compound

here exhibited has the appearance of long skins of black

yarn matted together.

Reels of wire of various sizes and kinds are shown, wire

for electric lighting, numerous samples of telegraph and

telephone cables, both underground and submarine of vari-

•J. C. VETTER 4 CO S EXHIIilT.

near one of the central stairways on the west gallery of the

Electricity building.

The exhibit consists more particularly of the Vetter moist

and dry Leclanche disque batteries, several styles of an

improved form of jsortable dry Leclanche faradic batteries

for physicians' use, andnumerous pieces of apj)artus for use

in electro-therapeutics, among which are switches, standard

milliamj)ermeters, carbon current controllers, and the

Vetter current adajster. Cases of apparatus combining

almost everything required by the physician are also shown,

constructed and finished with the finest of workmanship.

The current adapter accomjianying these outfits is an

ingenious device consisting of a receptacle plug with three

binding posts. Where a physician has incandescent light-

ing current handy he can unscrew a lamp and insert this

adapter in its place, replace the lamp in the recejstacle and

turn on the light again. When a slight current is desired,

flexible terminals from the medical apparatus are attached

to the first two binding posts. This cuts the lamp and the

apparatus in series and therefore furnishes a very small

amount of current which can be varied by changing lamps.

In case a current of the full potential is required the

terminals are attached to the two outer binding posts and
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the current is governed by the carbon current controller.

This controller is manufactured on the principle that the

resistance of carbon increases as it is compressed. The ex-

hibit although not large is nicely arranged, and makes an

attractive object in that jaart of the gallery.

A Large Holtz Machine.

The Waite & Bartlett Manufacturing Company, has on

exhibition among several important features, a Holtz in-

duction machine which Dr. Waite says, as far as he is able

to learn, is the largest one in existence, the next largest

being one constructed by Wimshurst and but 36 inches in

diameter. This machine has six revolving plates of plate

glass, one-quarter inch thick and 40 inches in diameter;

they are covered with a lacquer which was discovered by the

makers. The shaft of the machine is of two inch steel,

covered with a hard rubber bushing, four inches in diam-

eter. The plates are secured on this bushing, separated

WAITE AND BAKTLETT HOLTZ MACHINE.

by hard rubber collars, drawn into place and fastened by
a large brass nut on the outside.

The stationary plates are common glass of the ordinary

thickness and are in halves, one part being supported on

hard rubber insulators from below, and the other half from

above. The stationary plates have the usual jaaper cover-

ing and a small piece of tinsel on the edges. As the ma-

chine receives its initial charge from a IG-inch Wimshurst

machine the cat-skin and other similar apparatus are not

used. The combs are of one-half inch brass rod with

numerous small points. These combs and the stationary

plates are all easily adjustable, all parts of the machine

being easily and quickly reached for adjustment. The
pole pieces project two feet from the combs and the balls

of the prime conductors are of hollow brass, six inches in

diameter. These j^ole pieces are insulated for 19 inches by
fine hard rubber made by the Butler Hard JRubber Co.,

two and one-quarter inches diameter. Two leyden jars are

used with this machine, 14 inches high by six inches in

diameter of glass, one-quarter inch thick.

The case is of old oak and glass finished with brass

ornaments and bolts. It is four and a half feet high, six

feet long and 30 inches wide, setting on a table of the same
wood, two and one-half feet high. All joints being packed

the case is air tight and by the use of lime kept dry so that

no trouble is found in starting. Various electrodes, chains

and chain holders are jJrovided, also an insulated table for

seating or for patients to stand on for treatment or experi-

ment.

The machine is run by a Ferret motor of one-half horse

power and in dry cold weather will produce a 20-inch spark.

Owing to the state of the atmosphere at the Fair it has

been impossible to get a spark of over 12 inches. With the

leyden jars in contact and short-circuited terminals this

spark is quite heavy and makes a noise like the sharp crack

of a whip. For such jaeople as think they are helped by

electrical treatment the Doctor places them on the insulated

stool, gives them an electrode chain and with rubber hold-

ers passes the other electrode over the surface of the body
or affected parts at a distance of three or four inches; bright

sparks are seen and the sensation is not exactly pleasant.

One very queer effect is that made by seating a j)erson on

the insulated stool, with one electrode and with the other

attached to a light brass frame suspended over the head at

a distance of a foot or more, the hair rises and a sensation

as of a cool breeze seems to sweep up all around the head

towards the terminal. The feeling is entirely novel and

pleasant and is said to be of use in insomnia and some other

nervous diseases.

The Exhibit of Hardtmuth Carbons.

In connection with their American representative, the

International Thomson-Houston Company, Messrs. F.

Hardtmuth & Company of Vienna have made a very credita-

ble exhibit of carbons. The demand for a high grade of

carbon has gradually increased, and although more exjjen-

HAEDTMUTH CARBONS.

sive, large sales are reported in this country. In the

exhibit a general view of which is given in the accompany-

ing cut carbons of from an eighth of an inch to 12 inches

are shown, of different shapes according to the various uses

for which they are intended.

The display is arranged in a very tasty open booth of
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ebouized wood. It is located in section P at tbe right of

the north entrance of Electricity Building near the French

exhibit. The manufacture of carbons is an industry that has

grown up with that of electric lighting and the improve-

ment in the quality and grade of carbons manufactured has

kept pace with the general advancement. The Exposition

company has jsurchased 100,000 of these carbons for use on

the grounds so that they may be seen in use.

Cutter's Boulevard Streethood.

Among the novelties exhibited by George Cutter is the

handsome form of outdoor incandescent reflector which has

been nicknamed Cutter's Boulevard Streethood. In de-

signing it the many little imjirovements which are found

only in Mr. Cutter's streethoods have been retained, the

t'lTTER S liOULEVARB STKEETHOOI).

departure lying in the sjiecial bracket arm which takes the

place of the ordinary gooseneck. This is as strong and

well braced as it is neat, and holds the lamp five or six feet

from the pole so as to give a good efi'ect on thickly shaded

streets. The appearance of these hoods when seen on well

kept streets is said to be unusually fine; and the maker is

already pleased with the calls for them.

The Lake Cable Laid.

For some two weeks past the U. S. Light House tender,

Dahlia, commander J. J. Brice with Mr. Ira W. Henry, the

electric engineer of the Bishop Gutta Percha Co., and a

party of assistants, has been engaged in the laying of the

cable and the anchoring of the light buoys between the

Van Buren St. pier and the pier at the Fair grounds. The
ends of the cables were brought up and tied to the pier on

Tuesday night, and as soon as the tests are completed, the

current will be turned on.

The work has been done without accident or trouble ex-

cept on the occasion when the new whaleback steamer

Christopher Columbus backed into the end of the cable at

the pier. One of the propellors caught the cable and after

twisting it up badly one of the blades broke and it was

thus released. Thus about 100 feet of the cable was torn

off, but the end was easily recovered by the grapjjle and

the cable carefully spliced out to the required length and

the end again made fast, but in a permanent manner to

prevent a repetition of the mishap.

The ends of the cable are connected with the switch board

in the house erected on the end of the pier, which is sur-

mounted by a flag staff and pennant. The use of this

system of lighting for this purpose is entirely new and as

soon as completed and in working order a careful examina-

tion will be made of it by Capt. W. S. Schley of the United

States Light House Establishment at New York. It will

also be inspected by other oflBcers of the Light House Es-

tablishment and harbor masters from different points.

Great credit is due Commander J. J. Brice for his per-

sistence in carrying out the scheme and to Mr. Henry for

this application of the system and his boldne.ss in carrying

it out.

De Laval's Turbine-Dynamo.

In a very neatly arranged space on one of the main aisles

of Machinery Hall, is a dynamo which is decidedly novel

in having two armatures in the place of one. The machine
is of the bipolar type of the direct current dynamos, and
in appearance resembles very much some of the ordinary

dynamos with the exception of the double armatures. The
armatures are placed close together, and revolve in the

same direction, being geared direct to the shaft of the

steam turbine. The whole combination takes up but little

room. The motor dynamo and all attachments and con-

nections are placed on one foundation. It is fitted with

modern oil cups, etc. The connections and general work
manship seems to be of an excellent kind.

It is supplied with a governor, and the necessary regu-

lating apparatus, and is said to be entirely safe. The cover-

ings and boxes are so constructed as to be easily opened
permitting the insjDection of any and all jaarts.

These machines are manufactured at the G. de Laval's

Steam Turbine Works, Stockholm, Sweden.

Exhibit of the Williams Engines.

The Williams engines are being shown in Machinery

Hall in various uses and types. Two are used for driving

line shafts and one for driving a 200 K. W. Siemens Broth-

ers' direct current inverted field type of dynamo. This

engine made and used so largely in England is about to be

built in Chicago by the M. C. Bulloch M'f'g. Company.
While they are somewhat after the Westinghouse type, be-

ing wholly inclosed, and single acting, they are compound,

have a central valve and in place of cushioning on a back

pressure of steam are supplied with an air chamber which

takes its place and saves that amount of power. The en-

gines are comparatively high speed, the oOO-horse power

machines running 350 revolutions per minute. The gov-

ernor is the old form of weights in a horizontal position on

the end of the main shaft which extends out through the

engine casing into a box provided for the purpose. A bell

crank lever changes the motion of the axis of the balls from

a horizontal to a perpendicular position and through a long

rod connects directly with a throttling valve in the steam

pipe controlling the admission of steam to the high pres-

sure cylinders. About half way up on this rod is a lever

the fulcrum of which may be changed at any time, thus

controlling the throw of the throttle valve in comparison

with the action of the governor balls in order to vary the

Sliced of the engine. The balls are held together by a very

light spring and are apparently very sensitive to any

change. A steam separator is used in connection with the

main supply pipe to prevent as far as possible the entrance

of water to the cylinders.

The agents and engineers claim to be able to compete in

economy of steam consumption with any of the Corliss type

of engines. The machine requires very little space, runs

remarkably free from jar and noise and is of fine design and

appearance.
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On a number of occasions the crowd has been so great at

the north and south entrances of the Electricity Building

as to cause a dangerous jam at these places. Cannot the

crowds be directed so as to go in at one entrace and out at

another or be separated so as to use the side entrances

more ? A number of complaints have come to our notice of

this fact.

A few chairs or settees might be placed in the gallery of

the Electricity building in some of the oj)eu space along

the railing on which persons fatigued by walking might

rest. It is not an uncommon sight to see large numbers

resting on the stairs or on the platforms among the exhilD-

its. The chairs or settees so placed would not be in the

way and would be greatly appreciated by the visitors.

That the World's Columbian Exposition is an assured

success there can now be no doubt. The attendance has

increased gradually but steadily each week since the Fair

was opened, and as the season advances when schools are

closed, the increase will unquestionably continue. The
attendance the first week was large on account of the open-

ing exercises. Since the second week in May between the

7th and 13th, when the number of paid admissions was

134,000, the attendance has increased to 724,000 for the

week ending June 17. The Department of Electricity cer-

tainly has no reason to complain with regard to the num-
ber of its visitors. No building on the grounds shows the

crowds present that are to be found in the Electricity

Building and great interest is shown by the visitors in the

various exhibits. Later in the season as the time ap-

proaches for the assembling of the Congress of Electricians,

the prominent electricians from all parts of the world will

be found among the visitors to this building.

The historical features of the exhibits in the Electricity

Building are worthy of especial attention. A number of

the older companies have gone to a considerable expense

and trouble to collect instruments and apparatus which

are of historical interest. In nearly all the fields of elec-

tricity are shown the apparatus used in its earlier applica-

cation to commercial use. The first instrument with the

subsequent ones arranged as one succeeded another, ar

shown in a number of cases. Where it was unpossible to

secure the original instruments, models have been con-

structed from diagrams or niemory to make the list com-

plete. A number of articles are also shown interesting

from their association with important events. The gradual

advancement of the Mechanical Art, the drawing together

of the scientist and the mechanic, or rather the growth of

a highly intelligent class of mechanics and the utilization

in every day life of what was only a chemist's toy, were never

exemplified as in the exhibits in theElectricity Building.

Some of our foreign friends have had many troublesome

and vexing delays in the receipt of their exhibits. Mr. J.

G. Lorrain, of London, England, reports that some of his

exhibits are still on the way and what he has received are

in very bad shape, He hopes to receive it all soon and will

then have his dis2:)lay arranged for exhibition.

The Government exhibit from the naval observatory oc-

cupies a position near the lake just east of the Government

building and the camjj of the U. S. regulars. The various

instruments, transits, chronographs,etc., used for ascertain-

ing and signalling the correct time to all parts of the

United States by means of the telegraph are exhibited.

The British Government Postal Telegraj)h exhibit has

just arrived and is being rapidly arranged under the direc-

tion of Mr. Chapman. It includes a number of instruments

of great historical value. The first telegraph instruments

made by Cooke and Wheatstone, a very cumbersome affair,

having five needles and requiring five wires between each

instrument. A relic of the line between Euston and Cam-

den Town is shown in the shape of a short piece of wood

into which the five bare copper wires were sunk separately

and covered with strips of wood. Instruments are dis-

played showing the gradual improvement and perfection of

the instruments, and the system from the first instrument

requiring five wires to send one message to the latest

Dulaney multiplex system, by which six messages are sent

over one wire at the same time. A sample of the first sub-

marine cable laid is shown, having been laid between

Dover and Calais in 1850. It was insulated with gutta

percha with no protection against mechanical injury, con-

sequently its useful life was short. It was recovered in

1875. The instrument used in the House of Commons, a

two needle machine with case finished in the same style as

the interior is shown, with many other interesting articles.

Most of the historical part of this exhibit is from the

British Post Olfice section of the South Kensington Museum
and is worthy of a careful inspection.

THE OPEMNO OF THE FAIR EVENINGS.

On Monday of this week the council of Administration

decided to open the Fair evenings, commencing with

Thursday night. This decision has given universal satis-

faction, esjDecially to those interested in the Electricity

Building. Many of the exhibits in this building are seen

to advantage only during the evening, and under the new

arrangement every visitor will have an opportunity of seeing

them. The exhibitors will undoubtedly give more atten-

tion to the lighting of their exhibits, and should, as far as

possible, have a representative in charge of their display at

night as well as during the day. The buildings will be

closed at 10 o'clock, and it is expected that all visitors will

leave the grounds by 11 o'clock. The work of completing

the lighting of the grounds is being pushed as rapidly as

possible.
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WORLD'S FAIR NOTES.

The changes in the electric fountains are nearly com-

pleted, and great improvement has been noticed when in

operation.

The exhibit of L. J. Wing & Company has been increased

by the addition of several electrically driven exhaust fans

and other apparatus.

The efficiency of the electric launch was shown in rather

a disastrous manner a few evenings since in the collision

between a launch and a gondola.

The Western Electric Company's miniature theatre is

practically finished and the apparatus is being adjusted.

It will be opened to the public in a few days.

The Jewell Belting Company, of Hartford, have an ex-

hibit of their well-known oak tanned leather belting in the

northeastern alcove of the Electricity building.

The Brush Electric Company are expecting to oj^en their

exhibit to the public this week. The temple erected in the

center of the exhibit is very artistic and is much admired.

The General Electric Company started last week several

electric percussion drills in which a considerable interest

has been aroused. Huge blocks of stone have been placed

for the purpose of testing them.

Some very beautif\d negatives of lightning flashes are

shown in the case exhibited by E. Ducretet and L. Lejeune,

of 75 Kue Claude Bernard, Paris. They alsoexhiliit many

fine electrical testing instruments.

The Electricity building is the great evening attraction;

when no special feature is to be seen elsewhere the building

is crowded. As soon as the fire works cease, or thef)lay of

of the electric fountains, the crowd moves back to the build-

ing. The crowd is especially noticeable at the times set for

the illumination of the tower.

The Otto Gas Engine Company of Cologne have in their

exhibit in Machinery Hall a vertical high speed gas engine

coupled direct by shaft connection to a Schukert dynamo.

A combination is thus presented that has been successfully

used in a number of places in Europe, but which has not

been used to any great extent in America, probably on ac-

count of the greater cost of gas.

One of the most valued historical relics at the Fair is a

magnetic electric machine loaned to the Hanson & Van

Winkle Company by the corporation of Birmingham, Eng-

land. It is said to have been built by VVoolrych in 1844

for Thos. Prince & Son and was the first machine success-

fully used. It was in constant use until 1877 when it was

superceded by a more modern machine.

On the 15th inst. Mr. George Ferris, the engineer and

designer of the Ferris wheel, with a party of friends and

stockholders of the company made a trial trip around the

great wheel. When completed it is to be lighted by electric

lights and will be undoubtedly a very attractive object at

night. The current is to be conveyed to the lights through

sliding contacts on the axis of the wheel.

The Conz electric night signal apparatus recently installed

in one corner of the German exhibit and near the central

tower, is not large, but deserves attention. It seems re-

markably simjjle, liut is said to have been adopted by the

German and Dutch navies. It consists of three double lan-

terns, one half the globes of which are colored red and the

other half white. Two incandescent lamps corresponding

to the colors are placed in the lantern. The lanterns are

suspended by cables about seven feet apart. Each light

is controlled from a controlling box, which is about eight

inches square. This box has 14 points on the top, repres-

enting different comliiuations of the lights. A central

handle with pointer is the arrangement by which the com-

binations are made. Mr. Chas. H. S. Schultz is the Chi-

cago representative.

Tests were made on Saturday night of the high tension

apparatus of Prof. Thomson in the General Electric Com-

pany's exhibit. The apparatus is capable of producing a

spark 64 inches in length with a potential estimated at

'2,000,000 volts. Some little difficulty was experienced in

manipulating the apparatus and the full capacity of the

machine was not shown. With some adjustments it will

undoubtedly work better at the next test.

F. A. Kingler & Company, 21 Barclay St., New York,

have a beautiful exhibit of electroplated material and elec-

trotypes in their space just east of the department offices

in the gallery of the Electricity building. The electrotypes

of engraved steel plates are especially fine. A unique

feature is the jalating of any article which one desires to

preserve of any material. They are first covered with cop-

per and then plated with any metal desired.

It is expected that the headquarters of the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers will be an exhibit in them-

selves. Mr. Hammer has shipped six large frames of

photographs, Mr. W'illiam Wallace contributes some inter-

esting apparatus. Prof. Feraris, of Turin, Italy, has shipped

the experimental apparatus used in his discovery of

the jsrinciple of the rotating field and Van Nostrand has

promised a complete library of electrical books.

The Charles Munson Belting Company, of 22-36 Canal

St., Chicago, have a unique exhibit, not only of their well-

known leather belting, but also of leather ornaments and

furniture, leather chairs, tables, carpet, fence and railing,

gate posts, etc. A sample of an 84- inch double leather

belt shows the capacity of their hydraulic press and the

method of jointing. Mr. H. B. Morgan is in charge and

will be found a genial companion for a talk on belting.

Advisory Council, Chicago World's Congress of Elec-

tricians.

President, Dr. Ei.isha. Gbay, Highland Park, 111.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Prof. Elihu Thomson, Chairman, Lynn, Mass.

F. S. Terry, Chicago.

George M. Phelps, New York City.

Prof. B. F. Thomas, Columbus, O.

E. M. Barton, Chicago.
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T. C. Martin, Chairman, New York.

Dr. Louis Duncan, Baltimore.

Prof. C. R. Cross, Boston.

T. D. Lockwood, Boston.

C. H. Wilmerding, Chicago.
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Prof. T. t'. Mendenhall, Chairman, Washington, D. C.
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A. E. Kennelly, Orange, N. J.

Prof. F. B. Crocker, New York City.

Prof. E L. Nichols, Ithaca, N. Y'.

FINANCE COMMITTEE:

B. E. Sunny, Chairman, Chicago.

Prof. E. J. Houston, Philadelphia.

W. A. Kreidler, Chicago.

Hon Sec ; Prof, H. S. Carhabt, Ann Arbor, Mich. (Member

Prog'oie Com.)
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PERSONAL.

Mr. Frank B. Eae, of Detroit, made a liasty visit to Chicago

on the 15th.

Thos. D. Loekwood, of the American Bell Telephone Co.,

Boston, is in the city.

Mr. Chas. B. Fairchilds, editor of the Street Railway Journal,

was in the city on the 16th.

Mr. W. F. Richardson, of the Euterprise Electric Company,

returned a few days asro from a ten days' trip in the east.

Mr. Ludwig- Gutmann, of Pittsburgh, lately with the West-

ing-house Electric & Manufacturing Co., is in town for a few

days.

Mr. W. H. Freeoe, chief of the British Postal Telegraph serv-

ice, sails for America August 5th on the Paris, and will pay

quite an extended visit to the Fair.

Hon. Jacob Hess, commissioner of the New York Board of

Electrical Control, was in town for a few days last week at the

Auditorium. The commissioner will return later and make an

extensive examination of the electrical features of the Fair.

The Cummings & Engelman Conduit Company.

The Cummings & Engelman Conduit Company has just been

organized in Detroit, with a paid up capital stock of $300,000.

The president of the new company is Mr. James F. Cummings,
the treasurer and general manager being Mr. E. M. Engelman.

Mr. Cummings is well known to the electrical fraternity from

his former connection with the Edison company whose inter-

ests he served for several years in the laying of underground

conduit. As a result of his former experience he has brought

out a new conduit system which will be known as the Cum-
mings and Engelman system, recently illustrated in these col-

umns. Mr. Engelman is a thorough mechanical engineer, hav-

ing- had a practical experience covering the past five years. The
new company has patents for the United States, Canada, Eng-
land, Germany, France and Austria for high and low tension

long distance transmissions of power, and for electric rail-

ways.

The low tension system which it will promote, will, it is

claimed, take care of as high as 5,000 volts, using bare copper

wires, while the high tension system will take care of 100,000

volts using bare copper wires. The company is at present put-

ting in a conduit for the Co-operative Electric Light & Power
Company, of Chicago, which is to use the Siemens & Halske
system of lighting. In this plant bare copper wires will be
used to carry a 3, 000-volt alternating current. In addition to

this large contract the compafly is also putting in a low tension

system for the Edison Company, of St. Paul, the Edison Com-
pany, of Detroit, and a number of others. The company has
established an extensive plant to manufacture its patents in

Detroit, at the corner of Fourth and West Congress sts., with
main offices in the new telephone building of that city. The
new company invites all interested in electrical work to call

and visit them. At present Messrs. Cummings and Engelman
are in Chicago overseeing the putting in of their system for the
Co-operative company, and besides are just now establishing a
company in Canada for the manufacture of their patents.

BUSINESS NOTES.

The souvenir of the World's Fair issued by the Eureka Tem-
pered Copper Company, of North East, Pa. , is very tastily got-
ten up.

The Stow Manufacturing Company, Binghamton, N. Y., has
recently placed on the market a portable electric motor for
driving the well-known Stow flexible shaft.

The ENTEErEisE Electric Company, Chicago, reports very
brisk trade in fan and power motors. N. I. R. wire, which the
company is agent for, is in good demand , and the capacity of the
factory is now being doubled in order to take care of its rapidly
increasing business.

The Hoppes Manufactuking Company, Springfield, Ohio,
have recently made a number of large sales of live steam feed
water heaters to street railway companies. This company is

able, with its excellent shop facilities, to manufacture feed

water heaters of any size and capacity.

The Tice-Lintnek Electric Company, Minneapolis, Minn.,

are among the pushing electrical houses of the northwest. The
new potential indicator recently placed on the market by this

company has received many favorable comments from the trade

and will no doubt find a ready sale.

Queen & Co., incorporated, Philadelphia, Pa., carry a large

stock of magnetic vane ammeters and voltmeters, which they

can ship promptly. These instruments are specially valuable

for isolated plants, combining qualities essential for switch

board work. A number are in use by various exhibitors at the

World's Fair.

Chas. A. Sohieren & Co., 46 Canal St., Chicago, make a spe-

cialty of perforated leather belting for central stations and
power plants. Their exhibits in Machinery Hall and the Elec-

tricity Building show the goods for which they "are well known
and will well repay a visit.

Chas. Mundt & Sons, 88, 90 Walker St., New York, report

large sales of perforated metal to makers of motors and dyna-

mos. The kind and quality of work done by this firm is well

known to all branches of the electrical trade. All kinds of

perforated metal are made by them, but a specialty is made of

perforated lead for street railway work.

The Ansonia Electric Co., Michigan Ave. and Randolph St.,

Chicago, have recently issued a circular descriptive of the Wirt

dimming switch, which is a great convenience and luxury in

sick rooms. This company has recently closed a contract for up-

wards of 40 miles of shield brand wires, and during the past

month has sold large quantities of Habirshaw wire. The sale

of Stanley transformers is active, largely due to the good grade

of the goods.

R. Thomas & Sons Company, East Liverpool, Ohio, has estab-

lished western headquarters at 115 Dearborn St., Chicago, with

Mr. J. E. May, manager. A full stock of porcelain electrical

supplies will be kept there which will enable it to supply its

western customers promptly. The company has made a number
of improvements recently at its factories, including new build-

ings and new machinery.

The Electric Appliance Co., Chicago, promises some marked
improvements in the Elkhart transformers in the way of a new
fusing arrangement, particularly adapted for circuits of 2,000

volts primary. It is also improved by the introduction of a

system of removable coils, making it a very simple matter to

repair an occasional burn out. Since the Electric Appliance

Co. took the western agency, the sales of the Elkhart converters

have been very large, and are now used in all parts of the

country.

General Manager Eckeet, of the Telautograph, reports

considerable progress in the business, and is expecting to fit

out a number of central stations, now under contract, as soon
as the material can be gotten under way. Prof. Gray is con-

stantly improving the apparatus as well as getting out new
material. The exhibit at the Fair will be connected this week
with the city of Chicago, so that a practical demonstration of

its usefulness can be had by all. Prospects in this field prom-
ise very well.

The managers of the Columbian Intramural Railway treated

the denizens of Midway Plaisance to an excursion around the

grounds of the Exposition recently. Representatives from the
different nations exhibited turned out for the ride. A brass

band from the Indian school furnished the music for the party.

Numerous photographs of the novel sight were taken and will

be used to advertise the company. The sight of representatives

from the older nations in their odd costumes riding on one of

the most modern roads was certainly unique.

The Western Electric Company, Chicago, has just closed a

contract for putting in an arc and incandescent central station

plant at St. Clair, Mich. The company has also received a con-

tract for lighting the new Hanneman Hospital, Chicago, with

incandescent lights, including the complete electric equipment
throughout of annunciators, call bells, etc. The new St. Nicho-

las Hotel of St. Louis which is to be one of the finest in the

country is to be lighted by the Western Electric Company's sys-

tem of incandescent lighting, the contract for which was closed

recently.
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Electrical heating apparatus is receiving considerable attention of late, but we are conceited
enough to think that we have something more to the point and appropriate to the season in our

apparatus. We are having a great run on

ELECTRICAL COOLING
1 on

MESTON MOTORS
which have undisputed control of the alternating current fan motor field.

Are you pushing them and getting your share of the profits that are to be made out of the
fan motor business this year?

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
242 Miadison Street,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
OHICA-Gt-O.

The "BUCKEYE" Lamp

A KNOWN Quantity

No EXPERIMENTING

Low Operating Cost

Improved Ligtiting Effects

Life 1000 to 4000 Hours

Western Deliveries can be

made from Chicago Stock

Chicago
437 THE

ROOKERY

"The BUCKEYE sets the pace"

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, 0.

New York
49 DEY STREET.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC GO,

MANCHESTER, CONN.

lis, Gepiois,

Offices, 116 Bedford St., BOSTON.

AND

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

THE ''NOVAK" LAMP.

CLAFLIN & KIMBALL (Inc.)

General Selling Agents.

lie Bedford Street, BOSTON.

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

Enterprise

Electric-

Company
307 Dearborn Street,

Clilcago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, -^9-%.

Telegraph, Telephone and

Electric Light

QTTPPT T17Q °'' every

\fx our rJLlILO DESCRIPTION

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

Locust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

-—Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING -.
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NEW YORK.COMPANY,
192 Broadway and II John Stree'.

MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

The CLARK ARC LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

the best and most durable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

RAWHIDE DYNAIVIO BELTING
Greatest Acil \c Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
> OTHER RAWHIDE ,

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGER'S PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is

not affected by steam or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and tht most econom-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, C«1ICACO, UO.

THE REGULAR MONTHLY EDITION

OF

EleGtrical Industries

ikAi

Is read more widely and used more constantly for reference by actual buyers in the

electrical field than any other similar publication. WHY? Because it has in every issue hand-

somely illustrated special articles and descriptions of everything of interest in the electrical

world besides a complete

BUYERS DIRECTORY giving the names of all the manufacturers and dealers in the

trade; a complete directory of

ELECTRIC LIGHTING CENTRAL STATIONS and a complete directory of the

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS of North America corrected to the date of going to press,

features found in no other electrical journal in the world.

The Weekly World's Fair issue contains the most novel and unique features yet under-

taken by an electrical Journal.

Sample copies free on application. Every electric lighting company should write for our

special terms. We are now making the most liberal offer to subscribers for both publications

during the next few months ever made by an electrical paper.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUB. CO.

Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.
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Lundell Ceiling Fan Motor

NOISELESS EFFICIENT

FINISHED IN BLACK JAPAN AND ANTIQUE POLISHED BRASS
FAN BLADES BLACK WALNUT—PENDANT SWITCH

Okonjte Wires and Cables Okonite and Manson Tapes

Interior Conduit Lundell Power and Exhaust Fan Motors.

GENERAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO
118 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC CO.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
OMAHA, NEB.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Map of Chicago.

Showing Location of its Electrical and Allied Business Interests, Principal Hotels, Theatres, Depots and Transportation Lines to
the World's Fair Grounds. (Index numbers refer to the black squares.)
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Western Electric Company,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
p«^^w^*^^wnv«SM«n^ana^an^^<i«

Arc Lighting Apparatus

High and Lo^w Tension,

Double and Single Service Lamps,

All Night Single Lamps,

Theater and Focusing Lamps.

SLOW SPEED

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS AND POWER GENERATORS.

SLOW SPEED MOTORS.
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Fort Wayne Electric Co.

FORT WAYNE, IND.

Manufacturers of Apparatus for Arc Lighting; Alternating

Current Lighting; Direct Current Incandescent Lighting; Gen-

erators for Railway and other Motor Circuits; Accurate Meas-

uring Instruments, Meters and G-eneral Supplies. This Apparatus

possesses the highest Electrical Efficiency, best Mechanical Con-

struction and the most Artistic Design.

The Armature of the new "Wood" Iron Clad Slow Speed

Alternator is indestructible. These dynamos are being manu-

factured in the following sizes, 750 light, 1500 light, 3000 light

and 6000 light capacity.

Twenty-six styles "Wood" Arc Lamps for Constant Current

Circuits, Constant Potential Circuits and Alternating Circuits.

Noiseless, no extra Rheostat.

The largest stations in existence are of the Fort Wayne
Company's System.

SEE OUR APPARATUS IN OPERATION AT
OUR WORLD'S FAIR EXHIBIT.

bpl.a.:n"oh: of^^ioes:
New York, 42 & 44 Broad St.

Chicago, 185 Dearborn St.

Philadelphia, 907 Filbert St.

Pittsburgh, 405 Times Building.

Syracuse, Kirk Building.

Columbus, Ohio, 57 East State St.

San Francisco, 35 New Montgomery St.-

City of Mexico.

Dallas, Tex.

New Orleans, 52 Union St.
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See Our

Exhibits:

East Gallery

Electricity Bldg.

And another:

851=853-855

The Rookery.

Made 5 amp. S. P.
1 O amp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.

1 O amp. 3 way.

XNTRIC
"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South 16th St.,

PHILADELPHIA,

SIMPLEX WIRES
INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

>^^' Simplex Electrical Co.

t''® 620 Atlantic Ave.,

George Cutter, Chicago. boston, mass.

PA.

Consolidak-ted Electric (p.
Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,
115 F"ranl<lin Street,

CHICAGO.

P. & s.

CHINA
SWITCHES

-%

Simplest
Neatest

-%.

Made only by

PASS & SEYMOUR,
Syracuse, N. Y.

George Cutter, Chicago.

BEAR IIM MIND
that the regular monthly issue of ELECTRICAL IN-

DUSTRIES contains the most cemplete and correct

directories published of the electric light central stations

and the electric railways in North America.

World's Fair Headquarters Y 27 Electricity Building.

CITY OFFICES, Monadnock Block.

SEE AD .

Western Electric Co.,

PACE 14.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & GO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Genuine Perforated Electric

Leather Belting.

46 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

Section 15. Dpt. F. Clm. 27. Section D, Space 3.

MACHINERY HALL. ELECTRICITY BUILDING

WAGNER ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS
For Direct or Alternating Current'^.

-xr--^
These motorB give a stronger breezi- wTtb less consump'ion rf current than

any other Jan motor on the market. They are full 1-8 horse power. Six bladed
12-inch fan. Self-oiling. Furnished with or without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & A^ES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICACO.

See Our Exhibit of ELECTRICAL FIXTURES
IN SECTION "N", BETWEEN COLUMNS 62 AND'64, MANUFACTURES BUILDING,

GLOBE LIGHT & HEAT CO., 52 & 54 Lake St., CHICAGO.



Weekly World's Fair Supplement.

DEVOTED TO THE ELECTRICAL AND ALLIED INTERESTS OF THE WORLD'S FAIR,
ITS VISITORS AND EXHIBITORS.

V<*l. I, No. 3. CHICAGO, JUNE 29, 1893.

The Ferris Wheel. modern feat of engineering skill rises far above the different

villages in Midway Plaisance in marked contrast to the sim-

What the Eiffel Tower was to the Paris Exposition the pie structures of the natives from the eastern hemisphere.

THE FERRIS WHEEL.

Ferris Wheel is to the World's Columbian Exposition. It is

one of the most prominent objects and is seen by the visitor a

long time before he reaches the entrance to the grounds. This

Although the idea of carrying people in seats attached to

the circumference of a wheel is not new the construction of

a wheel of such mammoth size and the manner of erecting
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it is decidedly novel. The engineering problems involved

demanded the best of engineering skill and the workmen

and material employed were necessarily of the best. As it is

the most prominent object during the day it will also be

one of the most prominent at night when it is lighted as it

is now intended. Although the plans are not yet fully

completed, the cars and offices as well as the framework of

the wheel itself will be lighted by thousands of incandes-

cent lamps, and also numerous arc lamps.

The wheel was designed by Mr. George W. G. Ferris, of

G. W. G. Ferris & Co., the well known engineers of Pitts-

burgh. It is built entirely of steel. The wheel is of the

bicycle pattern 250 feet in diameter and 28 feet wide. The

two outer bands are 40 feet apart. The total height of the

wheel is 264 feet while the weight is three million pounds.

It is built on a sub-foundation made of 30 to 40 foot piles

Steam, for motor laower, is furnished, at 125 pounds pres-

sure, by three Heine safety boilers of 400-horse power each

located 700 feet from the structure. The main steam

supply pipe is of wrought iron with screw joints and

lO inches in diameter.

The engines built by Wm. Tod & Co., of Youngstown,

Ohio, are double, reversible and have piston valves. The

cylinder dimensions are 36-inch diameter by 48-inch stroke

running at 48 revolutions per minute. They have, in all,

1,000 nominal horse power. The gear on the engine shaft

is about three feet in diameter with 14-inch face, the teeth

being V shaped across the face. The transmission shaft

12 inches in diameter is geared into the engine gear and

extends each way to the nests of gears running to the

sprocket wheels. There is a counter shaft gearing into

the transmission on one hand and into the sprocket shaft on

THE EXHIBIT OF CHAS. A. SCHIEKEN & CO. IN MACHINERY IIALI,.

above which is a second foundation of concrete. The

towers that support the wheel are pyramidal in form 135 feet

high to the center of the shaft with a base 40 by 50 feet.

The tops of the towers are six feet square and support the

bearings which are of cast iron lined with carbon bronze

bushings. The four main legs of the towers are made of

24|- inch channel beams with latticed bracings. The shaft

is of forged steel 45 feet long, 32 inches in diameter and

weighs, with the hubs, 60 tons. This shaft was raised to

its place by four engines, each with a four sheave block and

falls. The piece was raised, resting against the west side of

the towers, until it reached the top when it swung over and

dropped into place. There are 36 cars, 26 feet long, 13

feet wide over all and seven feet high in the clear inside,

which will seat 38 persons each. They are suspended from

the periphery of the double wheel by heavy steel pins in

the top of the car so that the weight of the car always keeps

its floor very nearly level.

the other. The ratio of sprocket to engine revolutions is

about one to 16. The gears are very heavy, being made of

cast iron, and having a flange on each face rising as high

as one-half the depth of tooth.

The two . sprocket wheels on each side are nine feet in

diameter and are placed 22 feet apart center to center.

There are seven teeth on each wheel and on the face of the

wheels are raised studs which catch the pin as the chain

drops off the large wheels. The shaft of these wheels is

18 inches in diameter.

On the periphery of the two sides of the wheel are cast

iron lugs having gear spaces sunk in them 24 inches apart

the pitch diameter of which is 126 feet and the dej^th six

inches.

The chain is formed like a huge bicycle chain of double

iron links, 24.08 inches long from center to center of pins.

The eyes are 10 inches in diameter outside, a five-inch pin

being used, secured in place by a nut and cotter pin. The
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web of the liuks is five inches iu width by one inch iu

thickness. In order that the links may wear as little as

possible rolls are provided on the pins with the eyes and

adjustable platforms under both upper and lower sides of

the chain are provided for keejsing the weight of the chain

from tlie sprocket wheels.

To stop the motion of the wheel a baud brake wheel uiue

feet in diameter, with a wood-liued sheet iron baud, eight

inches wide, is used on the counter shaft. This band is

tightened from the engine by a common 12-iuch air cylinder

attached to a lever on the band. A five-eighths inch pipe

supplies air pressure, which is under the control of the

engineer. Each loading gate, of which there are six, is

provided with a push button connecting with an annunci-

Mr. Ferris is quite a young man, but 36 years of age, a

graduate of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,

N. Y.

The fact that the steel work was not commenced until

March, 1893, speaks well for the plant and ability of the

Detroit Bridge Company, which built all the steel work.

The steel was furnished by Jones & Laughlin, the Carbon

Iron Company and Oliver of Pittsburgh. The castings for

gears were furnished by the GrifBu Car Wheel Company,

and the sprockets were made by the Walker Manufacturing

Company, of Clevelaud, O.

A large force is necessary for operating the wheel. Three

shifts of engineers and firemen are required, a guard in

each car and one on each platform, a total of 42, being re-

EXHIBIT OP CHA8. A. SCHIEKEN & gf, IN ELECTKICITY BUILDING.

ator placed directly in front of the engineer so that he may
know when to start up.

Six cars are loaded at each stop from the six platforms

provided. It takes about 15 minutes to load all the cars and

ten minutes to go around and unload.

The huge structure is owned by the Pittsburgh Construc-

tion Co., which is incorporated under the laws of the State

of Illinois. The officers are: Robt. W. Hunt, president;

George W. G. Ferris, engineer; L. V. Rice, general man-

ager; H. R. Thornton, secretary. The contractors were

McCaiu Bros., the Rookery, Chicago; the inspector of con-

struction being Geo. R. Buchan.

The wheel was designed by Mr. Ferris, the calculations

made by Wm. F. Gronau and the draughting done by Paul

Laur, both the latter being with Mr. Ferris iu Pittsburgh.

quired for the wheel itself, together with six ticket sellers

and six turnstile guards stationed at the entrances.

Exhibits of Clias. A. Schieren & Co.

To visitors to the Centennial and Paris Expositions the

name of Chas. A. Schieren & Company must be familiar.

Their exhibits at the various expositions have attracted the

attention of visitors and have been appreciated by the

juries of award as shown by the various diplomas and med-

als received.

Their exhibits at the World's Columbian Exposition are

unique iu design and the construction of the booth is wor-

thy of a careful ins2iection. The method of constructing

booths and pavilions of link belting has been studied with

care and some very artistic combinations have been pro-
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duced in these exhibits which display to good advantage

the construction and general qualities of the leather and the

finished belts. The firm has quite outdone itself in this

respect in the booth on the east side of the Electricity

Building. A classic structure has been erected with four

square supporting colums made of the link belt, using black

links for the ornamental figures and the Greek scroll around

the cornice. The columns are surmounted by small pyra-

mids of belting and adorned with the Spanish colors and

American flags. The huge bull's head with graceful and

wide spreading horns, which serves also as a trade mark, is

erected directly over the entrance to the pavilion and as the

horns are each tipped with an incandescent bulb, the effect,

joined with that of the light from the other lamps in each

panel is pleasing in the extreme.

The interior of the booth is provided with chairs, tables,

and a show case containing numerous curiosities in belting,

among which might be mentioned several old styles of belt

joints; one made in 1830 is laced and riveted without

cement, another of 1840 riveted and sewed, and various old

style English joints both sewed and riveted. Several pieces

of belting are shown constructed of narrow strips of leather

laid side by side on edge and fastened together by steel

bolts. Other styles of joints are exhibited, the old laced

joint, the joint made by fine wire lacing and the cement.

Over this case hangs a frame constructed of link belting in

which are contained the various medals received by them

for the superiority of their product.

At the left surrounded by a brass rail is the exhibit of

link belts by the American Leather Link Belt Company.

It contains the diploma and bronze medal received at the

Paris Exposition of 1889, also various coils of the belt.

One large roll contains 100 feet of 36-inch belt one-inch

thick and others of 12, 11, 10 and 9-inch belt, all being

eleven sixteenths of an inch thick and used for dynamo work

are shown. Other coils fill out the geometric figures

formed by those mentioned.

On the opposite side of the pavilion is the exhibit of per-

forated and electric belt the several smaller rolls being

grouped tastefully about one large roll consisting of a

"Zulu" electric belt, 72 inches wide. A roll of 14-inch

perforated electric, one of 18-inch and another of 16-inch

are also shown. A photograph of the New York factory at

41-51 Ferry street rests against this exhibit.

In section F, block 27, Machinery Hall, Schieren & Com-

pany have another very fine display. A large square

pavilion of ebonized wood, touched out with gold leaf and

gracefully hung with linen velour curtains of old rose color

contains among others a roll so large that one doubts if the

wheel has yet been built that will support it. This is a

three-ply belt, 200 feet long and 96 inches wide and re-

quired the hides of 450 large steers for its construction.

Grouped about it in graceful figures are rolls of the electric

and perforated belt similar to those described in the ex-

bibit in the Electricity Building. In a show case at the

left are samples of the company's patent round and

twisted belting, and in another case at the right are ex-

hibited belt lacings both in rolls and in bunches tipped

and plain. Belt dressing and coils of raw hide rope are

also shown in the latter case. The names of the four

principal oiBces of the company at New York, Chicago,

Boston and Philadelphia are displayed on tasty signs on

the front and back of this pavilion. Two diplomas received

by the company at the Centennial and at Paris in 1889 adorn

the walls. While the exhibit of belting at the Fair is large,

Messrs. Chas. A. Schieren & Co. can be said to have held

their own in all ways and may well be proud of the display.

These pavilions do not contain all the belts of the firm

at the Exposition. In Machinery Hall and the Electricity

Building may be seen the Schieren belts in use on many of

the various machines. Nearly all of the all-black belts in

use at the Fair are of their make. The contracts from the

Columbian Exposition Company amounting to nearly

$8,000 are shown at the Chicago office of the company.

Visitors at the Fair interested in belts and belting will find

pleasure in examining these exhibits.

The Exhibit of the Belknap Motor Co.

One hardly looks to Maine for mechanical industries

except shipbuilding, yet the exhibit of the Belknap Motor

Company shows what Portland can do in the way of dyna-

mo and motor construction. The Belknap Water Motor

Company originally commenced the manufacture of water

motors, cyclone coffee grinders and pulverizers.

The inability of the water motor to compete in many

places with the electric motor was soon apparent, and the

construction of electric motors was undertaken. The

facilities have been greatly increased and the various sizes

and styles of machines as shown in the exhibit are now

manufactured.

THE EXHIBIT OF THE BELKNAP MOTOR CO.

Mr. George W. Brown is in charge of the exhibit, and

takes especial pains to explain the different apparatus to

visitors. The display is decorated by numerous signs and

banners, fancy arrangement of colored lamps, etc. A
large illuminated sign in the center of the exhibit has at-

tracted a good deal of attention. A curtain constantly

moved by a motor lets the lights concealed behind it flash

out through openings, thus lighting up the glass sign, and as

the opening in the curtain passes up to the top of the sign

they give the appearance of waves of light passing over the

sign.

The display includes various sizes of dynamos and

motors, mills and pulverizers, water motors, fans, etc., in

different combinations. A large exhaust fan and an electric

drill that holds the piece of iron to be drilled by a magnet

are shown. Among the exhibit of motors are motors of

three and five horse power for a 220-volt circuits, a one horse

power for a 110-volt circuit, a one-quarter horse power,

a one and one-half horse power running a large exhaust

fan. This motor is of the four pole type. In dynamos the

company has on exhibition 25, 60, 100 and 250-light

capacity, at 110 volts. A combined dynamo and water motor
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of 10-liglits capacity, and a similar one of 25-light capacity.

These are very compact and efficient, and where water rates

are not too high can be used to advantage.

The electric and water motors are shown in combination

with fans, coffee mills and other small machines. A very

convenient style of coffee mill and motor is one shown with

the motor beneath the table. There is also shown six

arc lamp on the constant potential 110-volt current. The
various ammeters and voltmeters manufactured by the com-

pany are shown in use. The current for the different lights

and motors in the exhibit is generated by 6.4 K. W. generator

run by a 10-horse power 220 volt motor.

All the electrical devices shown are well designed, sub-

stantially built, and finely finished. Carbon brushes are

used, and no sparking at the brushes is seen. The com-

mutators are of tempered cojiper. The bearings are self-

oiling. The dynamos are all compound wound. These

machines have been designed by Mr. W. H. Chapman, the

electrical engineer of the company.

The World's Congress of Electricians.

The World's Congress of Electricians that meets in

Chicago in August, promises to be an interesting event.

The response to the invitation for papers on appropriate

subjects has been generous. It is desired that all jiapers be

sent to Prof. T. C. Mendenhall,Washington,D. C, as early as

the first of August to allow time for printing. Prof. H. S.

Carhart, Ann Arbor, secretary of the Advisory Council,

reports the following list of prominent electricians who

have consented to read papers.

Mr. W. H. Preece, F.R.S., engineer in chief of the Post

Office, London, "Signalling through space by means of

the electromagnetic vibrations."

Prof. W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S., City and Guilds of London,

Central Institute, London. "Variations of P.D. of the

electric arc with current, thickness of carbons and distance

apart."

Dr. Stephen Lindeck, Physikalisch-Techuische Reichs-

austalt, Berlin. "On materials for standards of electrical

resistance and their construction."

Prof. S. P. Thompson, F.R.S. Finsbury Technical college,

London. "Ocean Telephony."

Prof. Elihu Thomson has accepted the invitation of the

committee to deliver one of the evening lectures which will

be profusely illustrated.

An Exhibit of Incandescent Lamp Decorating.

One of the most ornamental features of the exhibit of the

General Electric Company is the room in which are shown

the meters, switches, instruments and other smaller prod-

ucts. The ceiling is ornamented and illuminated by pretty

figures marked by minature electric incandescent lamps of

various colors. The frieze is also constructed of lamps set

back in the wall making the entire efifect very pleasing. In

all 725 miniature lamps are used in the room, 388 of 5-

candle power in the frieze; 60 of ten-candle power in the

cornice; and 277 of 1, 5, 8 and 32-candle power in the ceil-

ing, making in all 3,892-candle jjower, equal to 243 gas

jets of 16-candle power each. While this exhibit shows

what can be done in the way of decorating and fancy work

the switchboard in Machinery Hall for the 125-volt circuits

of the General Company's plant shows what can be done in

a mechanical way. The instruments are all of the latest

pattern mounted on white marble. The connections are of

massive copper bars and large cables.

A model of the tree system of wiring very accurately

worked out and constructed is shown in one corner of the

company's exhibit. The various sizes of wire and quantity
of wire needed for a stated output are shown. Next to it is

a model of the feeder system showing the same quantities as

required by this system. Square blocks are shown that

give the comparative quantities of copper needed for a
given load and distance by each of the different systems
used with the direct current. The old long magnet type of

the Edison dynamo is shown and is quite a curiosity to some
although there are a number of them still in use.

In looking over the exhibits of this company one sees
nearly everything to which electricity could be applied;
while it is doubtless a fact that some of the machinery
designed has had little practical use it shows what can be
done and in what direction inventive genius has worked.
The applications are now becoming so numerous that it will

not be long before the dynamo factories will be confined to
the building of siaecial apparatus and the smaller shops will
take up electrical machine construction from special plans
and specifications prepared by electrical engineers as is

already done to some extent in Europe.

Coming Events at the Fair.

To-day is Millers' Day, and the flour makers are given
the privileges of the grounds.

For Saturday evening a special program is being pre-
pared, including music and fireworks.

On Tuesday, the Fourth of July, preparations are being
made for a grand old-time celebration. The event will un-
doubtedly be a memorable one to all who attend, as the com-
mittee on ceremonies is arranging a suitable program to
commemorate America's greatest day. The exercises will
commence with the uatioual salute at sunrise.

At 11 o'clock A.M.—The international proce.ssion of the
peoples on Midway Plaisance.

At 3 o'clock P.M.—The reading of the Declaration of In-
dependence. Speeches by distinguished men to be given
in front of the Administration and Government Buildings,
and in the Stock Pavilion.

At 8 o'clock P.M.—The illumination of the grounds, the
Grand Basin and buildings.

At 8:30 o'clock P.M.—Fireworks in the Court of Honor
and at the Government Pier.

Theodore Thomas and Prof. Tomlins will give musical
entertainments at Music and Festival Halls, and there will
also be music at the band stands.

The Central Electric Company is completing its exhibit

in the gallery of the Electricity Building as fast as possi-

ble. The main part of this exhibit consists of nine very
handsome reels of Okonite submarine lead cased and aerial

cables, for which the company is the western agent. Several
photographs of the Okonite Company's factories are shown.
The Central Company is also including in its exhibit two
large boards containing samples of conduit in all the various
forms made by the Interior Conduit and Insulation Com-
pany, for which it is the western agent. The boards contain
all the necessary tools and fittings. Besides the exhibits

mentioned the company is also making a handsome display

of the Washington Carbon Company's product consisting

of samples of pure carbon, battery carbons, light and brush
carbons. When complete the Central company's display

will certainly be very creditable and well worth seeing. Mr.
H. H. Small is in charge.
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The attendance at the Fair was not as large last week as

during the previous week, being but 704,000. The special

ovitside attractions undoubtedly limited the attendance, so

that the large attendance on Thursday and Saturday of the

previous week more than equalled the increased attendance

of the other days. Next week the Fair will have the great-

est crowds yet seen. The special attractions on the 4th of

July and the inducements in the excursion rates offered by

the railroads will bring large crowds to the city.

Although the buildings at the Exposition are large and

well lighted, they seem to lack one very important feature,

that of ventilation. The main floors are cool and comforta-

ble, but it is a general complaint that the galleries are almost

unbearable on warm days. As the days are all warm now and

will continue so until toward the close of the Fair, steps

cannot be taken too soon to remedy this defect. By a com-

bined effort of the exhibitors in the Electricity Building and

the Department some means can undoubtedly be found to

effect a change. In some of the other buildings steps have

already been taken.

The appointment of the jury of awards and the method

to be employed in making the awards in the Department

of Electricity is at present of the greatest interest to ex-

hibitors. It is stated that the selection of the jury is now
being made, the appointments to take place July 3rd, while

the work of making awards will begin July 15th, and con-

tinue for two months. In the regulations governing the

awards it is understood that sections 3 and 5 will be slightly

modified, a matter which will be decided upon at once.

From the great number of practical and theoretical electri-

cians of the country we are sure that Chief Barrett and his

department will succeed in selecting the best men avail-

able.

Since the initial number of our weekly World's Fair issue

many compliments together with warm words of approval

for our enterprise have poured in upon us from all parts of

the country. It is, to say the least, very gratifying to us to

know that our efforts to give our readers the freshest and
, most timely news connected with the great Exposition, are

thus appreciated. We feel that our object has been fully

attained in giving visitors to the Fair information not other-

wise available. The illustrated articles and news items

already published we have the satisfaction of knowing

have been read far and wide and that the diagrams giving

the names and locations of the exhibitors in Electricity

Building are used universally as an official directory. We
have also the satisfaction of knowing that strangers in the

city use and appreciate the map showing the location of the

electrical and allied business interests of Chicago. All we

can say to our readers is that we thank them one and all for

their kind words of approval, their subscriptions and good

wishes, and hope they will be even better pleased with our

subsequent issues.

Dynamos run by Gas and Oil Engines.

As yet very little has been done in the United States in

the way of running dynamos by gas or oil engines. Many
types, however, of both of these are shown in Machinery Hall.

Among those deserving special mention is the safety oil

engine, a three and a half horse power machine after the

Hornsby-Akroyd patent, and made by K. Hornsby and

Sons, Limited, of Grantham, England.

This engine using crude petroleum of 300 degrees flash

test is said to consume but three-quarters of a pint of oil

per hour per horse power, and as run at this exhibition

fuel for it is said to cost less than a cent per hour. The

supply of oil is carried in a tank forming a part of the foun-

dation box, and is automatically pumped into the combus

tion chambers as needed after the machine is started.

The engine is somewhat like the Otto gas engine, and

works on the Otto-cycle principle. A hot combustion

chamber at the rear end of the cylinder receives oil and

air, vaporizes the former, and after mixing it with the air

the gas thus formed is exploded by the compression of the

piston forcing it into and against the hot combustion

chamber. To start the machine, a lamp underneath this

combustion chamber is lighted, and a blower provided for

the purpose is turned by hand to heat the chamber up to

a cherry red. When this is accomplished, which takes but

three or four minutes, the light is extinguished and the

chamber is kept hot by the compression and explosion of

the oil gas, an explosion taking place once during each two

revolutions of the fly-wheel.

This particular engine is belted to a Castle dynamo of

24 lamp capacity, and the regulation of speed is very per-

fect, no variation being noticeable when the load is all cut

off or all thrown on. The dynamo was built by J. H.

Holmes & Co. of Newcastle-on-Tyne, England, and is of

much the same type as the Crocker-Wheeler dynamo of this

country. It is very slow speed for the size, running at not

over a thousand turns per minute. There is a large field

here for engines of this type as the Americans have scarcely

become aware of the fact that oil engines are very useful as

well as inexpensive for j)roducing electric currents. The

foreign firms at the Fair have already noticed this fact and

are preparing to supply the demand.

The Westinghouse Company is daily experimenting in

alternating currents of very high potential in the room pro-

vided by it for the purpose. Some of the effects as now

shown are grand and startling in the extreme. One needs

his ears covered while sitting in the room, and the smell

of ozone is strongly apparent. The advance made since

the commencement of the exhibit has been very great, and

new effects have been designed which will be ready for dis-

play very soon.
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WORLD'S FAIR NOTES.

Numerous inquiries are made as to the whereabouts of

the Edisou Kinetograph. It is said to be advertised in the

official catalogue, but has not been seen in the Electricity

Building.

The Jenny Motor Co. has in operation two generators

this week, current for which has been supf)lied by another

exhibitor. The engine plant for supplying the regular

power is not yet installed.

The large railway signaling exhibit of Siemens &
Halske in the southeast end of the Transportation Building

seems to be making progress. It is very nearly finished,

but hardly attracts the attention it really deserves.

Mr. H. T. Paiste, Philadelphia, is just completing his

exhibit in the gallery at the south end of the Electricity

Building. Mr. Paiste is giving away a neat lead pencil to

electricians, wiremen, and, in fact, to all who apply.

The numerous streams of water being pumped into the

receiving basin in the annex to Machinery Hall from the

various pump exhibits are continuous sources of amusement

and wonder to the crowds of visitors in that part of the

building.

Mr. Prentiss expects to have the large exhibit of the

Brush Electric Company completed so as to have the formal

opening on Saturday next. The pavilion is finished and

all the heavy work done, and only a few details now need

attention.

The current for charging the storage batteries in the

electric launches is furnished by the two bipolar dynamos

at the west end of the row of Edison dynamos in the Ma-

chinery Hall. For a time six boats were charged in series

from the 500-volt power current.

The Electrical Engineering Department is at work plac-

ing 20-candle power series incandescent lamps under all the

bridges crossing the lagoon. They are cut in on the regu-

lar arc lightning circuits and will make those spots decid-

edly more cheerful than at present.

The Ide and Ideal engines made by the Harrisburg

Foundry and Machine Works of Harrisburg, Penn., attract

much attention by their silent and smooth running. They

are tandem compound, occupy little space and are in most

most respects self oiling. The location is blocks 15 and

16, Sec. F.

The Briggs' Automatic Screw Machine, in the exhibit of

the Western Electric Co., is one of the permanent attrac-

tions and bids fair to hold its favor with the public to the

close of the Exposition, if one may judge by the number of

people standing in line waiting the souvenirs it turns out

with measured regularity.

A very handsome and smooth nmning engine is shown

by the Siemens & Halske Company in their exhibit in

Machinery Hall. It is vertical, triple compound condens-

ing and drives their main lines of shafting by a peculiar

arrangement of ropes. The engine was built by F. Schi-

chan of Elbing Preussen, and is well designed.

The Walworth Manufacturing Company of Boston, Sec-

tion O, No. 27, Machinery Hall, show samples of the several

types of street railway poles, also a large assortment of

steam valves in all sizes. A handsome ebonized wood glass

paneled cabinet occupies the center of the space in which

are shown the large number of smaller products of the

factories, such as the Stillson wrenches, die plates and dies

and a great many other specialties. A very large propor-

tion of the iron poles used by the electric street railways of

the country has been supplied by this establishment.

The electric fountains are now in working order after

various vexing delays. They are played three nights a

week and have proved a drawing card. It must be ad-

mitted that they suffer somewhat from being placed so far

below the level of the court and the best of the effect is thus

lost to people who cannot get close to the railing.

The Vacuum Oil Company of Kochester and Olean, New
York, exhibits in section K, No. 23, Machinery Hall, com-

plete models of the manufacturing plants at both these

places. They are complete in all detail and very instruc-

tive. This company manufactures the celebrated 600 w.

cylinder oil, so long and favorably known to the trade.

The Exposition might well be called an electrical expo-

sition since, with the exception of Machinery Hall where

steam is used, all the power for every kind of apparatus is

supplied by the electric current. The plan is carried out

of driving each line of shafting by a separate electric motor;

a more convenient method it would be diiBcult to find.

Taylor, Goodhue & Ames, have ready for their exhibit in

Electricity Building a 10-horse power alternating current

motor but are delayed in showing it in operation owing to

their not being able to get alternating current in the space

assigned them. This motor will, it is claimed, enjoy the

distinction of being the only large alternating motor in

operation on the grounds.

The Newark factory of the Westinghouse company has

just contributed its quota of exhibits, and although long

delayed, every one will be pleased to see the machines from

this old established factory. All the new types and designs

will be shown and when completed this exhibit will add
one more to the numerous excellent displays of the Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing Company.

The exhibit of the Phoenix Glass Company in the Elec-

tricity Building has usurped the place occupied by the

Corliss engine at the Centennial Exposition as a meeting

place. The tower has become one of the best known feat-

ures of the Exposition, and Mr. Fox, the genial rejoresenta-

tive of the Phoenix Glass Company is daily the temporary

guardian of lost children, packages, etc., and the custodian

of various articles and messages.

Randolph & Clowes have an exceedingly appropriate

booth in the Mining Building, made of different sizes and

shapes of drawn brass and copper tubing. The general

offices and factory of this company are in Waterbury, Conn.,

while the goods of Randolph & Clowes are not "quick-

winding" they quite evidently possess all the other points

of merit that are indelibly impressed on the jaublic mind as

synonymous with the word "Waterbury!"

One can get some idea of where the copper comes from

what is now so extensively used in the electric trades by a

thorough examination of the fine large exhibit of the Calu-

met and Hecla Company in the Mines and Mining Build-

ing. Huge square cakes and ingots of solid copper are

piled up on the floor and large cones of sheet copper and

wire confront one on the west side of the exhibit. Models

of some of its shafts and rock houses are shown and many

fine pictures in colors adorn the walls of the section. The

native ore is piled up about the space, and from the large

maps and pictures one is able to get something of an idea

of the size of the works.
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Amusements.

Hooley's Theatek—Mr. E. S. Willard, in " The Professor's

Love Story." 149 Randolph street.

Colombia Theater— Miss Lillian Russell, in " Girofle-

Girofla." Sixth week. 108 Monroe street.

Grand Opera Hoose— Sol Smith Russell, in " April

Weather." 87 Clark street.

Auditorium—Imre Kiralfy's Spectical "America." Con-

gress street and Wabash avenue.

MoVicker's Theater—" The Black Crook ;
" next week

Denman Thomson, in " The Old Homestead." 82 Mad-

ison street.

Chioaqo Opera House—American Extravaganza Company,

in " Ali Baba," or " Morgiana and the Forty Thieves."

Fifth week. Washington and Clark streets.

Schiller Theater—Chas. Prohman's Stock Company, in

"The Girl I Left Behind Me." Fifth week. Ran-

dolph, near Dearborn.

Haverly's Casino—Haverly's United Minstrels. Wabash

avenue, near Jackson street.

Havlin's Theater—" The Cracker Jacks." Wabash avenue,

near Eighteenth street.

Haymarket Theater—James J. Corbett, in "Gentleman

Jack." Madison, near Halstead.

Windsor Theater—Rider Haggard's " She." 468 Clark

street.

Tattersall's—Military Tournament. 16th and State streets.

Buffalo Bill's " Wild West." 63d street.

Pain's " Seige of Sebastopol," 60th street and Cottage

Grove avenue. Opens Saturday, July 1.

PERSONAL.

confined to his house fora few days with a slight illness, due to

over exertion during the recent warm weather.

Mr. John Kreusi, superintendent of the Schenectady works of

the General Electric Company, was iu the city for a few days

early this week, making a short visit to the Fair.

Mr. Frank B. Rae of Detroit, was in Chicago last week. He
has been retained as consulting engineer by a number of towns

that contemplate putting in electric lighting plants.

Mr. W. J. Hammer, chairman of the committee on head-

quarters for the A.I.E.E. at the Fair, arrived last week, and is

arranging the rooms of the Institute in the Electricity Build-

ing.

Mr. W. W. Primm, the electrical engineer of the Department

of Electricity, and Miss Adilena M. Stark were recently mar-

ried. The many friends of Mr. Primm at the Fair extend their

congratulations and good wishes

.

Prof. W. E. Ayrton sails for New York early in July.

Prof. S. P. Thompson sails for New York on the Etruria

July 15th.

Mr. Luke Lilly returned to Cincinnati Sunday night after a

short visit to the Fair.

Mr. C. A. Coolige, of Centralia, Washington, is a visitor to

the Fair, Chicago and vicinity.

Mr. Henry Villard, of the New York Financier, was a

visitor at the Electricity Building last week.

Prof. George D. Shephardson,of the University of Minnesota

with his wife is spending a week at the Pair.

Mr. L. B. Stillwell, of the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-

facturing Company was in the city June 31st.

Prof. Dugald C. Jackson, of the University of Wisconsin,

was at the Fair Saturday, accompanied by several of his pupils.

Jas. H. Mason of the Simplex Electrical Co., was in the city

this week looking after the company's exhibit in George Cutter's

space.

Prof. B. P. Thomas, of the Ohio State University, is paying

a short visit to the Fair, expecting to return for the Electrical

Congress.

Mr. Franklin Phillips, ot the well-known firm of engine

builders, the Hewes & Phillips iron works, is visiting the Fair

with his wife.

Mr. G. E. Emmons, auditor of the Lynn factories of the Gen-

eral Electric Company,with his wife, has been visiting the Fair

during the past week.

Mr. H. T. Paiste of Philadelphia is at the Pair looking after

his exhibit that has been closed for a few days on account of

the decorators working above it.

Mr. Ralph W. Pope, secretary of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, arrived in Chicago last Friday and will

make his home here until the close of the Pair.

Col. Geo. L. Beetle, the popular veteran in the electrical busi-

ness, and in the service of the Western Electric Company, is

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

The Charles E. Gregory Company, Chicago, has just issued a

very neat and convenient pocket memorandum book containing

a valuable telephone directorj'of the electrical interests in Chi-

cago, and at the World's Fair grounds. Its value will be

greatly appreciated by all who are so fortunate as to secure a

copy.

The Ansonia Electric Company' has just issued a very

handy and neat edition of its house goods catalogue which will

be known as B. 44. It is only issued temporarily for use until

the larger and more complete catalogue comes out on which the

company is now at work, A number of new goods are shown in

this catalogue and also some changes in price. It may be had

on application.

One of the many valuable and improved features in the cata-

logue just issued by Taylor, Goodhue & Ames is the manner of

indexing. The index is placed in a convenient part of the book

and includes a general index, an index of trade members and

an index of all the numerous articles and supplies handled by

this firm. The book is substantially bound with cloth covers,

well printed, neatly and intelligently arranged. The house

goods, central station supplies, line and general supply goods

are all very finely illustrated on good paper and make the cata-

logue a valuable reference book for every user of electrical sup-

plies.

BUSINESS NOTES.

McLean «& Schmitt, Chicago, are keeping an increased force

of men at work in their shop, doing general repair work, and a

considerable of extra work for the World's Columbian Expo-
sition.

Mr. Geo. W. Brown, general manager of the Belknap
Motor Company, has a puzzle for his visitors when they attempt

to tell which of his motors are running and which are not. The
motors run so silently and even that it is almost a puzzle for an
expert.

The Brush Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio, are putting in a

$100,000 plant at Montgomery, Ala. Mr. Ira J. Britton, for

many years chief expert for the company, is in charge of the

work. Over 300 men are engaged in the construction. The
plant, when completed, will supply both light and power to the

city of Montgomery.

The Intehiok Conduit and Insulation Company' are distribut-

ing at the Fair very neat and useful souvenirs in the shape of

pocket screw drivers. They are nickel-plated and close up in

very convenient shape to carry in the pocket. The company's
name is neatly etched on the handle.

The Electeic Appliance Company's exhibit of Meston alternat

ing current mocor applied to the operation of a sewing machine
continues to attract considerable attention and keep a crowd
around their World's Fair space. The outfit is certainly a very

complete and compact affair and the ease with which it can be

controlled leaves nothing to be desired. The outfit is certainly

one that will find a very large field.

The Telegraph & Telephone Construction Co,, Detroit,

Mich., has just removed to its new building containing the new
exchange to which it has transferred all its old subscribers.

This exchange is a model in every way, being equipped with a

new multiple switch board made by the Western Electric Com-

pany, Chicago. All of the wires are run underground, and the

building and its equipment constitute one of the most modern
and best equipped telephone exchanges in the world.
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STANDARD ELECTRIC CO
General Offices, Suite 625 Home Ins. BIdg., ) ^^Ul^^ A ^^^\
Works- 313-317 South Canal Street, I wniwMXi^VyB
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STANDARD SYSTEM OF ARC LIGHTING.
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NOTICE:
Central Station Managers, Mnnicipal OiRcers, Owners of

Isolated Lighting Plants and Prospective Purchasers
everywhere are invited to inspect and investigate the
STANDARD SYSTEM before contracting for ap-
paratus.

For lighting stores, foundries, factories, or the streets of

a city, this system has no equal.

OUR CONTRACT does not obligate the purchaser to buy appa-
ratus or supplies exclusively of us for a term of years, but courts open
competition and encourages fair tests for merit between any and all

existing arc lighting systems and the STANDARD.
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ELEOTRIOITY BUILDING—EXHIBITORS AND THEIR LOCATION.

iJL-ziLJ^iii^

GALLERY.

MAIN FLOOR.

Exhibitor. Section.
Anetria T
Aneonia Electric Co Z
Am. Inst, of Elec. Eng S
American Battery Co T
Axtord, H. M S
Allg. Elec. GesellBChaft D
Bates Mtg. Co Y
Bryant Electric Co R
Billings & Spencer R
Briiey, W. R T
Belknap Motor Co E
Bell Telephone Co E-G
Brnsh Electric Co L
Caldwell El. Cloth Cnt. Mch. Co Y
Consol. Elec. Storage Co R
Cutter, George T
Canton Elec. Co T
Chicago Elec. Wire Co T
Copenhagen I'ire Alarm Co S
Central Electric Co U
Commercial Cable Co Y
C. & C. Elec. Motor Co A
Cleveland Elec. & Mfg. Co A
Chicago Belting Co F
Dulaney Clock Co R
Department ol Electricity R
Electrical Industries Y
Elec. Launch & Nav. Co R
Electric Separator T
Edgerton, E. M T
Elgin Telephone Co T
Edison Elec. Mfg. Co S
Enterprise Elec. Co U
Eureka Temp. Copper Co U
Electric Appliance Co
Elec. Sel. & Sig'l Co U
Electric Heat Alarm Co Y

g Exhibitor. Section.

g Electrical Review Y
"» Electricity Y
Electric Gas Co R
Electrical Engineer Y
Electrical World Y
Eddy Electric Motor Co B
Excelsior Electric Co B
Electrical Forging Co D
Equitable Dynamo Co O
Elektron Mfg. Co P

S?Electrical Conduit Co P
England O

^Empire China Works S
^Franklin Elec. .Appliances S
French Piano Exhibit Y
Felton & Guilleaume D
Prance K-P-2
Ft. Wayne Elec. Co M
:Ganlt&Co.,N. C Y
Gamewell Fire Alarm Co T
General Electric C0....B-H-N-C-& J
.General Incand's't Arc L't Co E
^Greeley, E. S., & Co B
'Germany X
Hubbard, Wm., & Co T
Hirleman. C. J S

s^HartA Hegeman Mfg. Co S
KHope Elec. Appliance Co S
I". Hall, Chas. F TJ

,
Holmes, N. S W
Hartman & Brauu E
Hanson * Van Winkls L

?.Hir8h, J. M O
; Hardtmuth, P.. & Co P
^ Illinois Alloy Co S
Internal. Ant. L't & P'r Co.. U

t India Rubber Comb Co S

Exhibitor. Section.
Jaeger, Chas. L T
Johns MIg. Co., H. W U
Jewell Belting Co F
Tenney Elec. Motor Co L
Knapp Electrical Works T
K. A. P. Elec. Novelty Co V
Knapp & Buckley S
Kennedy Electric Co L
Lawton, H. A Y
LeClauche Battery Co V
McNeil-Tinder Elec. Co U
Marcus, W. N S
Meeker, Dr. G S
Mcintosh B»t. & Opt. Co W
Munson, C, lielting Co D
Mather, A. C E
Mather Electric Co M
Newman Clock Co Y
Non-Magnetic Watch Co R
N. Y. Insulated Wire Co T
National Carbon Co T
Norwich Ins. Wire Co T
North Am. Phonograph Co S-F
N. Y. &L. E. A Y
Nat. Aut. Fire Alarm Co A
Nat. Engraving Machine Co S
Owen. Dr. A U
Phoenix Glass Co I

Paiste, H. T S
Pulvermacher Galv. Co Y
Pumpelly. J. K T
Pratt El. Med. Snp. Co U
Powell, Wm. &Co U
Phelps, A.H U
Page Belting Co D
Queen & Co E
Ringler, P. A R

Exhibitor. Section.
Reliance Gu.ageCo T
Roessler & Hasslacher Chem. Co S
Street Railway Journal Y
Strowger Aut. Telph. Co T
Standard Paint Co T
Sponholz, C. L T
Star Iron Tower Co W
Spain Y
Schieren, Chas. A. & Co D
Schoraburg & Sohne E
Siemens & Halske E
Schuokert & Co E
Short Electric Co L
Sperry Elec. Railway Co L
Standard Underg. Cable Co L
Standard Electric Co P
Samson Battery Co S
Tate Aut. El. Sign.alCo Y
Todd, Applegate Co S
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames A
Thomson Elec. Welding Co O
Telautograph, Elisha Gray W
Union Electric Co P
Vetter J. C. & Co W
Webb.G. P Y
Weston El. Instrument Co R
Washburn* Moen Mfg. Co V
Western Union Tel. Co V
Waite <& Bartlett Mfg. Co U
White, S. S., Dental Mfg. Co U
Western Electrician Y
Wilder Aut. Burglar Al. Co A
Western Electric Co A
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co ... . B-H-J
Wiles & Scofield P
Wing.L.J., &Co P
Zucker* Levett Chem. Co P
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HAVE YOU EXAMINED
the new 6 C. P. PACKARD lamps made to burn on regular

voltages and to fit ordinary sockets.

wtiL I H tin. ..in our World's Fair Exhibit.

ELECTRICITY "U 16" BUILDING
and place your orders with our representative there or send them to

242 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

Electric Appliance Company.

The "BUCKEYE" lan.p

A KNOWN Quantity

No EXPERIMENTING

Low Operating Cost

Improved Lighting Effects

Life-1000to4000 Hours

Western Deliveries can be

made from Cliicago Stock

Chicago
437 THE

ROOKERY

"The BUCKEYE sets the pace"

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, 0.

New York
49 DEY STREET.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO.

MANCHESTER, CONN.

Offices, il6 Bedford St., BOSTON.

AND

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

THE ''NOVAK" LAMP.

CLAFLIN & KIMBALL (Inc.)

General Selling Agents.

116 Bedford Street, BOSTON.

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

Enterprise

Electric-^

Company
307 Dearborn Street,

Ctiicago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, ^m^
Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

!j U Jl JrLillilO desc'ription

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

ILocust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

'•——— Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING.
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Map of Chicago.
Showing Location of its Electrical and Allied Business Interests, Principal Hotels, Theatres, Depots and Transportation Lines to

the World's Fair Grounds. (Index numbers refer to the black squares.)

Ansonia El^c Co., Michigan Ave. & Randolph St
American Battery Co., 188 Madieon St
Bartholomew, Stow & Co , 57 Michigan Ave
Barton & Brown, 1428 Monadnock Block
Benham, A. D., 200 S. Clinton St
Brill Co., J. G., Phenlx Bldg
Bryant Electric Co
Brush Electric Co., Monadnock Block
Buckeye Electric Co.. 437 Rookery Bldg
Calumet Electric Mfg. & Engineering Co., 174 S,

Clinton St
Central Electric Lt. & Pr. Co., 185 Dearborn St
Central Electric Co., 118 Franklin St
Central Telephone Co
Chicago Arc Light & Power Co, Washington St., Ply^
mouth PI 8&

Chicago Telephone Co., 203 Washington St
Chicago Edison Co
Chicago Electric Club, 175 Clark St
Chicago Electric Motor Co., 313 S. Canal St
Chicago Rawhide M'g. Co., 75 Ohio St
Chicago Insulated Wire Co., 214 The Northern
Claflin & Kimball, 1001 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
Cleveland Electric & Mfg. Co., 149 La Salle St
Cutter, Geo., 851 The Rookery

Gushing & Morse. 225 Dearborn St,

Commercial Elec Co.. Monadnock Block.
Consolidated Electric Co
C. & C. Electric Motor Co., 201 Madi«on St
D'Unger El. Telephone Co., Stock Exchange Bldg.
Detroit Electrical Works, 917 Monadnock Block
Edwards, W. S.. Mfg. Co., 21 Lake St
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., 1417 Monadnock Block
Electric Construction & Supply Co., TJnity Bldg
Electric Appliance Co., 242 Madison St
BlectricaI, Tndusteies Pub Co., Monadock Block.
Enterprise Electric Co., 30T Dearborn St
Ft. Wayne Elec. Co., 185 Dearborn St
Globe Light & Heat Co., 52 Lake St
Gregory, Chas. E., Co.. 49 S. Jefferson St
Gr.at Western Mfg. Co., 203 S. Canal St
General Electric Co., 175 Adams bt
General Incand. Arc L't. Co., 175 Adams St
Hood, Wm., 239 LaSalle St
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co., 307 Dearborn St
Illinois Elec. Lamp Co., 171-173 S. Canal St
Jenney Elec. Motor Co., 932 Monadock Block
Keystone Elec. Co., 345 S. Canal St
Knapp Elec. Works, 66 Franklin St
Kohler Bros. , 1417 Monadock Block

McDougall it Cuuimines, Unity Bldg..
McLean * Schmitt, 195 S. Canal St
Mather Elec. Co., Chamber of Commerce Bldg
New York Insulated Wire Co., 80 Frankln St

National Elec. Mfg. Co., Pullman Bldg
Postal Telegraph Co., Phenis Bldg
Pullman's Palace Car Co.. Pullman Bldg
Pumpelly, J. K., 205 S. Canal St
Phoenix Glass Co., Wabash Ave. and Lake St

Railway Equipment Co., Pullman Bldg
Rockford Elec. * Mfg. Co., 94 La Salle St

Standard Elec. Co. . 625 Home Ins. Bldg
Siemens-Halske Elec. Co., 1225 Monadnock Block.
Star Elec. Lamp Co., 806 Chamber of Com. Bldg....
Stirling Co., 606 Pullman Bldg
Schieren, Chas. A., & Co., 46 S. Canal St
Short Elec. Railway Co. Monadnock Block
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames, 348 Dearborn St

Todd. Applegate Co., The, 340 Dearborn St
Waddell-Entz Co., 1122 Monadnock Block
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co, Pullman Bldg.
Western Electric Co., 227 S.Clinton St
WoUensak, J. F., Lake and Franklin Sts

Western Union Telegraph Co., Phenix Bldg
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•A'N'03 NouvinsNi '8 imomo aomaiw

5visp?rvcl?cl f^n Ou-tfit

Black

Japan

Finish

Electric Fans

Self-Oiling

....and

Self-Aligning

Bearings

Electric Fans

OKONITE
OKONITE WIRES= TAPES = MANSON

INTERIOR CONDUIT.
Batteries, Bells, Push Buttons, Annunciators, Volt Meters, Ammeters, Wheatstone

Bridges, Line Wire Cross Arms, Brackets, Pins, Insulators, Tools.

^ErMErRAL^SOPPLIErS.
CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO

116-118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILLS. AGENTS FOR

BIERIOR CONDUIT & INSUUnoU C
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CLARK
o COMPANY, NEW YORK.

192 Broadway and M John Street.o
lU MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.
_l| The CLARK ARC LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

iJj the best and most durable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING
Greatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
ND OTHER RAWHIDE

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGER'S PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is
not aifected by steam or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and the most econom-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, CMICACO, UA.

THE REGULAR MONTHLY EDITION

. .OF

EleGtrical iRdestriGS

^fci I

Is read more widely and used more constantly for reference by actual buyers in the

electrical field than any other similar publication. WHY? Because it has in every issue hand-

somely illustrated special articles and descriptions of everything of interest in the electrical

world besides a complete

BUYERS DIRECTORY giving the names of all the manufacturers and dealers in the

trade; a complete directory of

ELECTRIC LIGHTING CENTRAL STATIONS and a complete directory of the

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS of North America corrected to the date of going to press,

features found in no other electrical journal in the world.

The Weekly World's Fair issue contains the most novel and unique features yet under-

taken by an electrical Journal.

Sample copies free on application. Every electric lighting company should write for our

special terms. We are now making the most liberal offer to subscribers for both publications

during the next few months ever made by an electrical paper.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUB. CO.
Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.
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Western Electric Company,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

Arc Lighting Apparatus
High and Lo^v^ Tension,

Double and Single Service Lamps,
All Night Single Lamps,

Theater and Focusing Lamps.

ELECTRIC MOTORS

BUILT FOR SEVERE AND CONTINUOUS SERVICE.

SPECIAL TYPES FOR SPECIAL DUTY.
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See Our

Exhibits:

East Gallery

Electricity BIdg.

-%%

And another:

851=853=855

The Rookery.

SIMPLEX WIRES
INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

SlntplexEleclrlcalCo.

620 Atlantic Ave.,

George Cutter, Chicago. boston, mass.

Made 5 amp. S. P.
1 O amp, S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.

1 O amp. 3 way.

XNTRIC
"That's the Switch"

And we control thai movement.

-%>

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South 16th St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

P.- & S.
CHINA
SWITCHES

%.

Simplest
Neatest

'%'

Made only by

PASS & SEYMOUR,

Syracuse, N. Y.

George Cutter, Chicago.

Qonsolide^'ted Electric (p.

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

115 F"rank;lin Street,

CHICAGO.

NEW YORK.

42 Murray Street.

PITTSBURGH.

43 Sixth Avenue.

CHICAGO.

19 & 21 Wabash Ave.

Phoenix Glass Company,

World's Fair Exhibit, Center Electricity Bldg.

Do not fail to call and leave your name for

our new catalogue of electric and gas globes

and shades.

. , . SEE AD . . .

Western Electric Co.,

PACE 15.

GHAS. A. SGHIEREN & GO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Genuine Perforated Electric

Leather Belting.

46 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

Section 15, Dpt. F, CIm. 27. Section D, Space 3.

MACHINERY HALL. ELECTRICITY BUILDING

WAGNER ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS
For Direct or Alternating Currents,

These motors give a stronger breeze witti less consumption of current thas
any other fan motor on the marliet. They are full 1-8 horse power. Six bladed
12-mch fan. Self-oiling. Furnished withor without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICACO.

see Our Exhibit of ELECTRICAL FIXTURES
IN SECTION "N", BETWEEN COLUMNS 62 AND 64, MANUFACTURES BUILDING,

GLOBE LIGHT & HEAT CO.. 52 & 54 Lake St., CHICAGO.
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The Exhibit of the Weston Electrical Instrument

Company.

The exhibit of the Weston Electrical lustrument Com-

pany is located in the gallery of the Electricity Building,

just east of the main stairway leading to the offices of the

Department of Electricity. A square showcase around a

square upright glass faced cabinet occupies the center of the

ments on the switchboard consist of one ammeter reading

to 1,500 amperes, and four reading to 300 amperes, four volt-

meters and one potential indicator. All are of the regular

switchboard illuminated dial type now so extensively made
by the Weston company. Ajax switches are used on the

switchboards and include six of 300 ampere and one of

1 ,000 ampere capacity, the latter being double-throw and

changing from a three-wire to a two-wire system.

THE EXHIBIT OF THE WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY.

space in front of a comfortably equipped office. Arranged

around the outside are showcases in which are shown the

various instruments and appartus made by the company.

The office itself is provided with current, and various forms

of instruments are shown in use.

The front side of the office is formed by a large enam-

eled slate switch-board furnished by J. T. Murphy, of New
York; the enameling on this board is an imitation of the

grain of oak, and the effect is quite pleasing. The instru-

At the bottom of the board on a slab of onyx enameled

slate is a voltmeter arranged as a ground detector. It has

two keys for closing on either side of the circuit, the line

potential being read on the indicator above,the resistance of

the ground is calculated by the following formula. K being the

resistance of the voltmeter; V, the total line voltage, and

v' and v^ being the readings on the positive and negative

sides respectively; thus X, the resistance of the ground

=(^"^'^^i"^ '''^)KforthepositivesideandX'=( ^"^''^+ "'^
^R
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for the negative side. Mr. R. O. Heinrich, who is in

charge of the exhibit has made a very thorough study of

the detection and measurement of grounds with the

Weston instruments and has simislified many of the

usual formulae. The company manufactures high grade,

portable, and laboratory standard resistance boxes in sizes

from 100,000 ohms up. The construction of these boxes is

such that the hard rubber top may be removed without dis-

turbing the coils. The alloys used in these boxes which do

not require a temperature co efficient are the invention of

Mr. Weston and the fundamental patents were issued to

him in 1888, on nickel-copi^er and manganese nickel-cop-

per alloys.

The central square cabinet contains samples of all the

instruments made by the company separated into all the

parts used in their construction, even to the smallest screw

or jewel. Various samples of standard voltmeters,alternating

current voltmeters, ammeters both for laboratory use, test-

ing and switchboard work are shown. A variety of shunts

for use with the switchboard ammeters are exhibited. It

Weston instruments may seem expensive to the ordinary

central station superintendent, the saving in lamp break-

ages and other faults by knowing the actual condition of

machines and circuits, more than compensates for this cost.

For switchboard use in isolated plants and smaller stations

they make instruments which, while not having the fine ex-

terior finish found in the standard instruments, are made
of exactly the same working parts and are in every way
just as reliable as the standard instruments and at about one-

half the price. Mr. Richard 0. Heinrich, in charge, will

be found willing to explain in a very concise and clear man-

ner all the various exhibits, and a chat with him on the use

of these instruments is sure to be of benefit to anyone in-

terested.

The Western Electric Company's Scenic Theater in

the Electricity Building.

While travelling abroad one of the officials of the West-

ern Electric Company saw a small scenic theater in opera-

tion, all the different effects being produced by electric

PIG. 1.—THE WESTERN EI.ECTEIC COMPANY'S SCENIC THEATER IN THE' ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

will be remembered that the Weston ammeter is simply a

milli-voltmeter, reading the fall of potential around a

shunt. Several samples of laboratory voltmeters and other

instruments are shown. A new form of bridge for labora-

tory work is here exhibited for the first time. All contact

blocks are placed underneath the hard rubber top, and the

plugs are long and extend through holes in the same. This

arrangement prevents dust settling between the blocks and

facilitates cleaning to a great extent. All coils in this and

the other instruments are wound with the patent composi-

tion wire made by this company and which has practically

no temperature co-efficient. Various sizes of multiplying

coils for use with the ordinary voltmeters for reading very

high voltages are shown.

Of other instruments deserving sjaecial mention are vari-

ous samples of the astatic ammeters for use in places where

there is a strong magnetic field; an inspector's set including

voltmeter, and four adapted plugs for use with the Edison,

T-H., Westinghouse, and the old U. S. sockets, together

with flexible cord and plugs. While the higher grades of

lighting. The result was so pleasing that when the com-

pany was searching for new features for showing the appli-

cations of electricity this gentleman expressed a desire

that such a theater might be constructed for the company's

exhibit at the World's Columbian Exposition, and the

-matter was placed in the hands of Mr. A. L. Tucker for

execution. Dr. Hornsby, the Assistant Chief of the De-

partment of Electricity, had also seen the same thing and

was able to add some information to that already ob-

tained. Messrs. Sosman & Landis of Chicago were given

the order to make the scenery under the direction of Mr.

Tucker, a small model eight or nine inches wide having

been completed about February 14th. The scene is sup-

posed to be Swiss, although no special location is given.

As shown in the engraving, a snow-capped mountain is in

the rear of the scene repesenting foot hills, in front of which

is a lake of real water overflowing into a brook that tumbles

over several little falls and emerges under an old Roman
bridge in the foreground. At the right is an abrupt crag

or precipice surmounted by a castle, with a road winding
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away from the bridge up the hillside. At the left on the

road leading from the bridge and overshadowed by a rugged

mountain is a church and several small houses and out-

buildings nestling against the hillsitle. The object of the

arrangement is to show by means of electric lighting the

varied light of the complete cycle of a day.

Commencing in the evening with the lamps lighted in

the houses, the church is illuminated, and the whole scene is

enveloped in moonlight. As the moonlight dies out and dawn

approaches, the soft grey light first appears and gradually

turns to red, orange and yellow as the sun gets farther above

the horizon. The lights first strike the mountain peaks and

creep gradually down the sides into the valley until the

full light of the gorgeous sun is spread over all, being

tempered by a bluish light to give the proper atmospheric

effect to the scene. After the sun has passed the meridian

a storm appears, the first indication being a dimming of the

sunlight and a gradual darkening of the sky. As the storm

arrives sheet and chain lightening fill the sky, after whicli

To the electrical engineer the method of accomplishing

these wonderful lighting effects is full of interest, and we

are pleased to be able to give a description of the appara-

tus used.

The amphitheatre is about 20 feet broad by 15 deep, the

floor sloping toward the stage. Between the curve of the front

of the amphitheatre and the procenium arch is a space of 10

feet in width in which are placed two miniature electric

fountains which play constantly and by means of clockwork

change colors from red to green, red, yellow, blue and

white. A 10-horse power electric exhaust fan is placed

under this floor and discharges upward into the room to

cool the interior.

The stage is 20 feet wide by 15 feet deep, the procenium

arch being 12 feet wide by nine feet in height. The sky

is represented by a painted canvas hung in a curve on the

back wall and being perforated with holes, the 30 16-candle

power lamps behind it gives all the appearance of stars in

the sky. In front of this scene and in rear of the mountain

FIG. 2.—THE WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY S SCENIC THEATER IN THE ELECTRICITV BUILDING,—THE RHEOSTATS.

the sunlight begins to emerge and a rainbow appears. The

ends of the bow are first seen at the sides of the mountain

creeping up and finally arching over, becoming as vivid as

in nature. The sun gradually increases in brilliancy and

the bow disappears in the same mysterious manner in

which it came, breaking first in the centre and gradually

disappearing as if into the ground. By this time evening

has arrived and the sun begins to set, the first evidence of

which is a purple glow and the light slowly creeps back up the

mountains and changes through the yellows, oranges and

reds glowing in the sky and over the mountains, lake and

foot hills until it entirely disappears. As darkness ap-

proaches, the stars peep out in the sky, twinkling as in

nature, the houses are lighted, shooting stars and a

comet apj)ear and the Aurora Borealis spreads its glow over

all the scene. The cycle is thus completed, taking about 20

minutes. Visitors wait for a long time to get inside the

amphitheatre, and this feature is in every way as well pat-

ronized as the others of this company's most attractive

exhibits.

scene are, first a tin reflector on each side sloping from a

higher point in the center downward toward the sides,

each containing 15, 16-candle power lamps under a red

glass screen. These lights are used to illuminate the sky

during the rising and setting of the sun. Just forward of

the red lights are two more tin reflectors slanting in the

same way and containin 20, 32-candle power blue lamps

used for making blue sky.

In front of the mountain and immediately back of the

foot hills scene is one long tin reflector containing 24, 32-

caudle power blue lamps used for tinting the mountains

and for producing atmospheric effects.

Placed in reflectors one on each side back of the fore-

ground scene are 10, 82 -candle power blue lamps for light-

ing the sides and foot hills and for the general atmospheric

effects. On each side of the procenium arch is a vertical

row of 10, 16-candle power lamps behind red glass for ris-

ing and setting sun effects, with a row of 10, 32 candle

power blue lamps on either side for producing atmospheric

effects on the front scenes. The moon consists of a group
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of three 16 candle power green lamps placed directly over

the arch, over which is a drum about three feet long by

about 12 inches in diameter with part of the surface covered

with red and orange gelatine for running the sun light down

or up the mountains at the proper time.

The sun is made up of a group of 15, 32-candle power

lamps on a carriage which travels across the stage from right

to left, the color effects being obtained by graduated glass

screens on either side running from a deep red down

through the lighter reds, oranges and yellows until the

clear light appears on the scene, the same being repeated

on the opposite side but in reverse order. The border

lights are in the usual long inverted reflectors, the rear one

having 26, 32-candle power blue lamps; the middle, 20,

16-candle power lamps behind a red glass screen; while the

front one for grey effects contains 20, 16-candle power

lamps behind ground glass. An extra front border is be-

ing put in place for lighting the front of the scenery more

effectually. Of course the lamps would be of no effect

The mechanism is simple, very effective, and provided

with cut outs which act automatically to stop the screw at

any point desired. Drums with cords attached and re-

volved from the machine shaft work the sun and color drum
by watching the progress of the scene the prompter is able

to start up the lights at the proper time: The theatre runs

very smoothly and requires but one man for its operation.

The company intends to move the theatre into the south-

east corner of the Electricity Building early in July, and

the present pavilion will then be used as an office by the

representatives of the company located at the Fair.

Exhibit of the General Incandescent Arc Light

Company.

In contemplating the decorative lighting of interiors one

cannot help wondering why the use of the arc lamp for that

purpose has been so long neglected. The amount of illu-

mination obtainable, the economy of production and the

TUE EXHIBIT OF THE (iHXEKAL INCANDESCENT AEC LIGHT CCJMFANV.

unless means were provided for turning on the light grad-

ually and at the proper time. For this purpose all circuits

from the lamps are led to a frame work placed just north of

the theatre on the outside. On this are 11 rheostats, made

of cylinders of sheet iron, about 20 inches long by 10 inches

in diameter. These cylinders are wrapped with asbestos

and wound with german silver wire of the proper size, the

lower end being connected to one terminal of the bus bars

the other being free. A slide which is made to travel up

and down the side of the cylinder is attached to the wire

leading to the lamps and cuts in more or less resistance ac-

cording to its position on the cylinder. Switches and safety

fuses are provided for cutting out any circuit.

The slide screws are revolved by means of round belts

running over grooved pulleys on a shaft along the frame of

the machine and as the belt doubles back to the screw,

another grooved pulley above the first can be thrown in by

a guide so as to turn the slide screw either uj) or down
thus cutting the resistance in or out.

large field for decorative lighting and effects which needed

but a good lamp and experience, would seem to commend
its use. In spite of this the same old time shapes of lamps

are still in use and it is exceedingly difficult to convince

central station managers that a lamp handsome in appear-

ance and ornamental in design is desirable, and can be

made financially successful.

The General Incandescent Arc Light Co. seems to have

recognized this as shown by the interesting and attractive

exhibit, located in section E, Electricity Building, a space

68 feet long by 13 feet wide. It is surrounded by a sub-

stantial railing with iron posts sui^portiug a canopy of red

and yellow, the Spanish colors, and tastefully draped from

post to post. The rear wall is partially covered by a large

American flag. A table and comfortable chairs are pro-

vided.

The specialty of the company is ornamental arc lamps

for every service and any current for which the arc lamp is

to-day adapted. The regular series arc lamp with auto-
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matic cut-out, lamps for low tension multiply circuits either

continuous or alternating current; railway lamps used 10

in series on 500 volt circuits; long lamps with rack feed

and short lamps with ribbon or chain feed are all shown in

beaatiful designs and suspended in many different ways.

The company's standard arc lamp is of the rack feed

type, plain in finish and when for use out of doors is provided

with a very neat protecting hood inside of which the extra

resistance is placed when used in multiple. The resistance is

separate when the lamp is used for interior lighting and is

placed in some convenient place. This resistance is of

German silver wire wound on an iron frame having porcelain

covering where wires touch and a cover of sheet iron over

all. These lamps are ornamented in many different ways,

by an extra finish of brass; in dead black or in a steel

finish. Handsome designs in fancy brass and iron work

are shown, and also of designs suitable for any place. For

places where it is not desirable or convenient to use the

standard lamp, the bijou or short lamp is provided. This

lamp has a so-called ribbon feed, the ribbon being formed

of fine brass or composition wires braided together thus

forming a very strong and flexible suspension as well as a

good conductor to the positive carbon. The works are

otherwise precisely the same as in the rack feed lamp with

THE BKYANT CO.MI'ANY S EXHIHIT.

the exception of the drum which holds the cord. These

lamps are only 30 inches long over all, and are made in all

the standard sizes of four, six, eight, ten and 20 ampere

current capacity, and are subject to the same degree of

ornamentation as the standard lamps. Another new feature

is the use of side brackets and electroliers for the hanging

of small lamj)s, samples of the latter for two lamps and six

lamps Ijeing shown; by this means the small arc lamp

should be not only very effective for illuminating purposes

but can be made liighly decorative.

The lamp mechanism is very simple in construction,

having but one electro magnet for feeding, the lifting of

the upper carbon to draw the arc being accomplished by

means of a spring, which may be tightened or loosened to

increase or decrease the length of arc. The side rods are of

small brass tubing, the lower carbon holder being made of

a small split tube with a conical screw on the end which

enters the lower base framed from the bottom. It can thus

be removed with the lower carbon attached without disturb-

ing the globe, a small feature but one that will be much
appreciated by the practical central station man. All parts

of the lamp are thoroughly insulated from the circuit ex-

cepting those holding the carbon and electrical contacts.

This company is a special advocate of arc lamps on the

low tension continuous currents now so largely supplied in

our large cities at from 110 to 220 volts. They state as

reasons for it, the simplicity of installation, safety and re-

liability of service, and great range of candle power as 500,

700, 1,000 and 1,500 or 2,000 candle power lamps can be

taken from the same circuit, thus supplying any kind or

quality of illumination that may be desired. It is said that

many of the local Edison companies have some hundreds of

the lamps already in use and are increasing their orders.

The company's factory is at 33rd street and First ave..

New York city and its western oflBce is 169 Adams street,

Chicago. Mr. S. Bergmann being the President of the

company is in itself an assurance that the ornamental

features will receive the best of attention. Mr. Phillip Kleim

is the Secretary.

The Bryant Company's Exhibit.

Every electrical man who attends the fair becomes fa

miliar with the sight of the Bryant D. P. switch, as all the

incandescent lights throughout the fair grounds are con-

trolled by the Bryant switch. The company's exhibit,

which is in the gallery of the Electricity Buikling in the

southeast corner, however, gives an idea of the great va-

riety of specialties which are manufactured by this com-

pany.

Bug cutouts, horseshoe cutouts, of white porcelain, key

and keyless sockets, polished yellow brass Paiste S. P. five

and ten ampere and three way switches, also the double

pole Bryant switch with shining nickel caps, together

with branch and main line cutouts of various kinds and a

beautiful assortment of finely decorated china switches, all

grouped in a most artistic manner on the black back ground

forms a picture interesting and pleasing to the eye. The

arrangement of these appliances in this manner is so

striking that visitors pause to examine them. Even the

railing that surrounds the exhibit is constructed of the

Bryant specialties.

The harmony of color and the beautiful arrangement of

these useful devices show that artistic talent exists in a

marked degree among some of our electrical fraternity.

Mr. Edward K. Grier, who is associated with Mr. Thos. G.

Grier in the management of the western olEce, personally

arranged and erected the entire exhibit. The rejnitation

of the Bryant company and the merits of its goods are both

well established and so well-known here to the electrical

trade they need no comment. Their western office is lo-

cated in the Monadnock Block.

A very pleasant event happened on June 24 in the

department offices of the Electricity Building. It was

the birthday of the genial chief of the department.

Prof. Barrett, and his friends, the press representatives

from newspaper row presented him with a handsome floral

emblem in the conventional shajae of a magnet. Mr. M. J.

Sullivan made the presentation speech in a very short and

appropriate manner, but the Professor was too surjarised to

frame a reply.

Electrical Industries has endeavored always to keep in

the foremost rank in giving its readers the latest and best

information on current subjects, but never has it received a

more graceful compliment than it did the other day when

a representative discovered one of its contemporaries using

the map of Electricity building, published in the Weekly

World's Fair Supplement, as a guide in locating the different

exhibitors. The compliment is ajjpreciated.
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The Fourth of July was most fittingly celebrated at the

Fair. Special efforts were made, especially in the Elec-

tricity building to make the exhibits look as attractive as

possible. The grounds and buildings were most elabo-

rately decorated, and everything had a holiday appearance.

Although a program was prepared including speeches,

parades and music, the electric fountains and fireworks

were the great attractions. The attendance exceeded

300,000.

The presentation to Prof. J. P. Barrett, Chief of the

Department of Electricity, a few days ago, of a handsome

floral design by the electrical press, on the occasion of his

birthday was a most pleasant occurrence. This compliment,

however, only reflects the sentiment and high esteem in

which he is held by the entire electrical fraternity. Prof.

Barrett is without doubt one of the most popular chiefs of

any department of the Pair, and his efforts in behalf of the

electrical interests to act impartially and bring about a dis-

play of credit to these important interests are certainly ap-

preciated. Electeical Inddstribs most heartily unites

with all his friends in wishing him many more and pleasant

birthdays.

The various outdoor attractions, the fountains, the bands,

the boats and the attractions of Midway Plaisance seem to

draw the evening crowds. With the exception of the Elec-

tricity building, the buildings have very few visitors during

the evening, so few that the exhibitors do not consider it to

their advantage to be with their exhibits nor to place

attendants in charge. A program is being discussed by

the chiefs of the departments, and the management for

keeping open during the evening the Electricity building

and one other building, taking the buildings in order.

If this program is adopted, as it now has the appearance

of being, the attendance at the Electricity building will be

greatly increased, much to the advantage of the exhibitors.

The Jury of Awards in the Department of Electricity

has not as yet been announced. It will include from 21 to

31 members, as the occasion and necessity of the situation

demand. Of this number from 6 to 8 will be selected from

the eminent foreign electricians. The jury will be divided

into 9 committees, one for each section in the department.

A meeting of the committee will be held to determine the

method of conducting examinations and tests. The actual

work in each section will be done by one or more members

of the committee forming a sub-committee. The report

will be made by the sub-committee to the committee of the

section by whom it will be referred to the Dej)artment Jury

of Awards for consideration. From the Department Jury

of Awards a report will be referred to the Executive Jury

of Awards, from whom it will pass to the National Commis-

sion, who will order the awards to be made by the secretary

of the treasury. A bronze medal, accompanied by a diploma,

stating the points of excellence and advancement, will be

awarded to those selected by the Jury.

At noon, on July 1, and entirely without ceremony of

any nature, the decorations by the Westinghouse company

on the south end of the Electricity building were unveiled.

Over the top, following the curve of the arches of the

building, is the name of the company. Immediately under-

neath is a large painting of the head of Columbus, large

handsome scrolls being painted on either side. Lower

down are the dates, 1492 on the left, and 1892 on the right,

with the name, Columbus, directly underneath the picture.

All these letters and figures, which are painted on the wall

with a back-ground of terra-cotta, are filled in with incan-

descent lamps for evening illumination. There are in all

1988 16-candle power lamps used in this decoration, 580

being for the head of Columbus, 588 in the scrolls, 260 in

the name and dates, and 560 for the sign of the company.

These lamps are of difi'erent voltages, varying from 95 to

110 in order to get the proper shadings. Owing to the

hurry to get ready for the celebration on the 4th, white

lamps will be used at present, but eventually colored lamps

will take their place in order to produce the best effects.

A fine exhibit of leather belting is shown by A. Domage
of 74 Boulevard Voltaire, Paris, in the French section of

Machinery Hall. Specimens of single and double belting,

round twisted and link belting, which by the way differs from

ours in having double links, that is, two of the ordinary links

side by side. A 32 -inch belt is shown made of strips of

leather cut about three-quarters of an inch wide sewed

together so that the edge of the leather is the bear-

ing surface. This appears like a very stiff and strong belt,

but must be very expensive. A frame is shown containing

samples of leather of different quality and shape and

samples of belting are arranged at the sides in ornamental

forms.

The electric light buoys from Van Buren street wharf to

the World's Fair Pier were started Saturday evening, July

1st. The light is said to be very brilliant and highly satis-

factory to the lake pilots.

The Lamp Case at Milwaukee.

Hearing in the suit for injunction brought by the Gen-

eral Electric Company against the Electric Manufacturing

Co. of Oconto, Wisconsin, was begun in the U. S. District

Court at Milwaukee, Monday the third; the court adjourned

over the fourth to Wednesday morning. The Oconto Com-

pany is represented by its local counsel, Mr. Webster and

Messrs. Witter & Kenyon, who so ably defended the St.

Louis case. The General Company has its full force of

legal talent, including Mr. Fish.
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WORLD'S FAIR NOTES.

The Western Electric Co.'s scenic theater is attracting

considerable attention, and it is especially amusing to

listen to the comment of children who eagerly watch the

changing effects. One little tot, as the shadows followed

the fading light, inquired anxiously: "Is it going to rain,

mamma y"

Saturday, July 1st, was Dominion Day at the Fair. The

programme included meeting at the Canadian pavilion at

at 2 P.M.; a procession to Festival Hall at 3 p. m. and

speeches after that hour by the Canadian Commissioner

and others. Music was furnished by Tattersall's military

and other bands.

The Electric Heat Alarm Co.'s exhibit is worthy of

insjiectiou. If it be visited on a sunshiny day, Mr. E.

Nashold, the manager of the Chicago ofBce and who is in

charge of the exhibit, will show the visitor how sensitive

are the thermostats used by the company by simply expos-

ing one of them to the sun's rays for a few seconds.

Albert & J. M. Anderson, Boston, have an interesting ex-

hibit of electric railway, light and power specialties in the

Transportation building, showing, among other goods, the

Ajax switchers and lighting arresters manufactured for

C. S. Van Nuis of New York. Mr. T. A. Matthews is in

charge of the exhibit for a New York exhibitors' association.

The Western Electric Company added still another

feature to its already large exhibit, last Saturday, in the

shape of a large focusing lamp with the front lens con-

cealed by a disc formed of richly colored pieces of cut glass,

with the name of the company inlaid in glass of a different

color around the edge. It is located just north of the

scenic theatre and is destined to l)e one of the evening

attractions.

A great deal of interest is manifested in the electric weld-

ing of small samples of metal, shown by the attendant at the

exhibit of the Thomson Electric Welding Co. Short pieces

of iron or steel wire are almost instantaneously joined by

the automatic welder. On the opposite side of the build-

ing the electrical heating of metals for working, shown by

the Electrical Forging Company attracts a large crowd

whenever any of the machines are in operation.

One elderly lady approached Mr. Fox under the Tower

of Light and inquired if the surrounding exhibits were

those of the General Electric Co. Upon being assured

they were, she watched the pumps, gazed on the drilling

machine with a puzzled expression, and finally her eyes

wandered to the illuminated monogram in colored light in

Section B. Her face lit up and she exclaimed in pleased

surprise: "How kind of them! C. E., Christian Endeavor"'!

The Miyoshi Electric Works, of Tokyo, Japan, have just

commenced the installation of an exhibit in the northeast

corner of the Electricity Building, near that of Queen &
Co. They already show some very handsome electroliers

made entirely of bamboo in various forms; also a number

of enlarged jihotos of views of the effects of earthquakes in

Japan. The company was established in 1883 and manu-
factures dynamos,motors, telephones, telegraph and various

other electrical material.

A very finely finished alternating current dynamo of the

Zipernowsky pattern is exhibited in Machinery Hall, along

with other products of the firm of Schneider et Cie of Creu-

sot, France. At 500 revolutions the capacity is stated as

25 amperes at 2,000 volts. The shape and design is very

much different from those in this country and the machine

would have deservedly received much more notice in the

Electricity Building than it does now, hid away behind a

lot of high power cannon and revolving turrets.

One of the finest exhibits of electrical fixtures ever

placed on view is that of the Archer & Paucoast Manufact-
uring Co., New York, located in the New York State

Building. The two $15,000 electroliers in the Ball Room
contain 72 lights each of 16-candle power. Four 12-light

gold plated standards valued at from .!i2,500 to .$3,000

each are also to be seen in the Ball Room. Scattered

throughout the building are 14-six light standards of artis-

tic design. A 56-light electrolier illuminates the main
stairway, while over the main entrance is a 40-light gold

lantern that has already been sold to Chicago parties.

Among new steam engines at the Fair is one that has not

heretofore been seen in the East. In section M, No. 43, of

Machinery Hall is an engine exhibited by the Golden State

& Miners Iron Works, of San Francisco, Cal. This engine,

the invention of I. F. Thompson, is known as the slide

valve Corliss, and the leading features are said to be one

eccentric; all flat slide valves; exhaust valves fixed; steam

valves quick opening and closing; and the fewest joints to

accomplish the above results of any engine yet produced.

The arrangement of lugs, dashpots, governor and other

small detail is peculiar and deserve the great deal of atten-

tion from engineers the engine is now receiving.

The Javanese Village, Midway Plaisance, was the scene

the other day of a most interesting series of experiments

with the electrical current. The attendant was replacing

burned out lamps and had one native assistant, to whom
he tried to explain the nature of the current. First wet-

ting his finger the instructor placed it in the socket, being

careful not to make a connection. The little man from

Java put in his finger, minus the water. No effect. Then
he wet it and tried again. The standing jump he made
would have turned a college athlete green with envy!

Not a word of complaint from the bright-eyed little for-

eigner, but the attendant had no sooner left than another

native was initiated into the mysteries of electricity by the

original investigator! And so it went; each in turn bring-

ing another, till now it would be hard to find a more
"highly charged" community.

The Wm. Powell Company, of 225 Spring Grove Ave.,

Cincinnati, has a fine exhibitof engineand sight feed lubri-

cators in the southwest galkry of the Electricity Building.

There are grease cups for all purposes, for locomotive and
for street car motors, special sight feed oilers for triple ex-

pansion engines, for largedynamo bearings, in fact oilers for

most places were lubricating oils are used. A fine exhibit

is also made of Powell's patent regrinding seat globe valve.

Not wishing to be inconvenienced by using oil for showing

the workiugof thesecups, the Powell Company has installed

a small induction coil plant for driving sjjarks between two

points inside the various sight glasses. This plant consists

of a half horse power Jenney motor, belted to a small gene-

rator of the same capacity, this in turn runs a large in-

duction coil, the spark from which produces the required

effect in the oilers. As none of the regular spring make
and break vibrators would do for the heavy currents,used in

this device Mr. Powell has constructed a very ingenious

make and break, by the use of a mercury cup. The three

cabinets of ebonized wood, trimmed in gilt, with curved

glass fronts, show off to good advantage against a back-

ground of heavy dark curtains draped against the back of

the space. It is intended to show some further electrical

effects as soon as the apparatus can be got ready.
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PERSONAL. ship has increased greatly in the past two years and doubtless
many new names will be added during the Fair.

R. M. Bayles, of New York, formerly of the C. & C. Motor Co.

,

is a visitor at the Fair.

Mr. W. R. Brixey and family, of Ansonia, Connecticut is spend-

ing a couple of weeks at the Fair.

Mr. G. T. Williams, formerly Supt. of the Nickel Plate Rail-

road telegraphs attended the Fair a few days last week.

Mr. C. F. Scott, electrician of the Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co., was in Chicago for a few days at the Fair last week.

Mr. J. H. Rhotehamel, of the Columbian Incandescent Lamp
Co., accompanied by Mr. Henry Gobel, visited the Exposition

this week.

Mr. D. H. Doi-sett of Jamestown, New York, and a pioneer in

undergound conduit construction was at the Fair during the

last of June.

Prof, and Mrs. Thos. French, oi the University of Cincinnati,

are in town for a few days, and will return later for the elec-

trical congress.

Mr. O. B. Schallenberger, consulting electrician of the West-

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., with his wife visited

the Fair last w^eek.

C. M. Lungien, of the Siemens-Lungren Lamp Co., is doing

some work in the Department of Electricity for Appleton's Pop-

ular Scientific Monthly.

Mr. F. B. H. Paine of St. Louis, and the representative of

Siemens & Halske Co., in that city was registered at the Insti-

tute headquarters last week.

Mr. Edwin F. Morse, of Morse, Williams & Co., Philadelphia,

who have an exhibit of electric elevators in the Transportation

Muilding, was in town last week.

Prof. W. E. Ayrton and daughter arrived in New York on the

Germanic a few days ago. After a brief stay in New York they

will come to Chicago for six weeks.

Prof. A. Maofarlane, of the University of Texas, stopped in

the city for a day or two last week. He will return again later

to attend the Congress of electricians.

Mr. Henry A. Reed, general manager of Bishop Gutta Percha

Company, New York, arrived in Chicago on Thursday of last

week and is spending a few days at the Fair.

Mr. Nelson W. Perry, editor of the Electrical World, was mar-

ried to Miss Marie Eugenia Bedell, at Brooklyn, N. Y., June
28. Electhical Industries extends congratulations.

Mr. James G. Kaelber, the Rochester agent of the Western
Electric Company, is visiting the Fair this week, in company
with J. S. Hays, electrician of the Carnagia Steel Company.

Mr. S. K. Bullard, of Sedalia, Mo., Supt. of telegraphs for the

M. K. & T. Railroad is in the city with his family on his way
home from the meeting at Milwaukee. He will spend a few days

visiting the Pair.

OBITUARY.

Mr. Wm. Stanley Sr. , the father of Wm. Stanley Jr.,

died at his summer house in Great Barrington, Mass., June 38.

He was a well known lawyer, and at the time of his death was
66 years of age.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Price list Number 6 has just been issued by the Oconite Com-
pany, 13 Park Row, New York, containing complete price lists

of its insulated wires and cables. The wires and cables manu
factured by this company include those adapted for high and
low tension currents, aerial and sub-marine telegraph and tele-

phone cables, electric light and railway wires insulated by
Okonite and Candee insulation.

The new catalogue of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers has been received. It is corrected to June 1st, 1893,

and contains alphabetically arranged lists of the members and
associates together with a geographical distribution of the same.

Names of past offices, rules of the Institute and a calendar of the

dates of meetings for the ensuing year are also included. The
book is marked with the cut of the new badge which will here-

after be found on all literature of the association. The member-

BUSINESS NOTES.

The Phoenix Glass Co. furnished the globes used by the
Westinghouse Company in lighting its Kiosks.

The Western Electkic Company, Chicago, has been awarded
the contract for wiring the Ferris wheel for incandescent
lights.

Notice was given Saturday, July 1st, that a semi-annual divi-

dend of four per cent has been declared by the Great Western
Electric Co., and is payable on and after July 1st at the office of

the Company, 307 South Canal street, Chicago.

The W. S. Edwards Mfg. Co., Chicago, has recently completed
contracts for gas and electrical fixtures for the following build-

ings: Hotel Edinburgh, the Kedzie Building, the Teutonic Build-

ing and a new Government building at Fort Sheridan.

The American Electrical Works, Providence, R. I., is present-

ing its friends with a harmless piece of fire works which calls

attention, not only to the national holiday, but also to the in-

sulated wires, electric light and Faraday cables and other goods
manufactured by this company.

The Ei.ecteic Appliance Company has been working for

some time in the telephone line with the idea of getting up a
first class non-infringing electric telephone. They have at last

succeeded in securing an instrument that is satisfactory to

themselves, which is a sure guarantee that it is a first class in-

strument. They promise to proceed at once to make a few rip-

ples in the telephone puddle.

Amusements.

Hoolet's Theater—Mr. E. S. Willard, in " The Professor's

Love Story." 149 Randolph street.

Columbia Theater—Miss Lillian Russell, in " La Cigale."

Seventh week. 108 Monroe street.

Grand Opera House— Sol Smith Russell, in " April

Weather." 87 Clark street.

Auditorium—Imre Kiralfy's Spectacle "America." Con-

gress street and Wabash avenue.

McVioker's Theater—Denman Thomson, in " The Old

Homestead." 82 Madison street.

Chicago Opera House—American Extravaganza Company,

in "Ali Baba," or " Morgiana and the Forty Thieves."

Sixth week. Washington and Clark streets.

Schiller Theater—Chas. Frohman's Stock Company, in

" The Girl I Left Behind Me." Sixth week. Ran-

dolph, near Dearborn.

Haverly's Casino—Haverly's United Minstrels. Wabash

avenue, near Jackson street.

Havlin's Theater—" The Cracker Jacks." Wabash avenue,

near Eighteenth street.

Trocadero—Concert. Michigan avenue near Monroe street.

The Grotto—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe

street.

Buffalo Bill's " Wild West." 63d street.

Pain's " Siege of Sebastoj)ol," 60th street and Cottage

Grove avenue.

One of the best known advertisers in the trade writes us

as follows: "We were well impressed with the idea of your

weekly issue and more so with the way you carried it out.

As a bright and timely enterprise it certainly deserves a

generous patronage."

For a new sensation try a camel ride.

The donkey drivers in the Cairo street do not need elec-

tric lights to see a dime.
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Central Station and Isolated Plant Astatic i^mmeter (Gne-Halt Size).

The Weston Standard Portable Direct Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters are used in all parts of the Civilized World.

They are recognized by ;iU aulhorilit^s as the very b*-8t irstrument ever
produced.

UuriDg the past year Mr. Weston hap given nrnch time to the farther Ptndy
and improvement of thesi' instruments, and has brought, them to a higher degrei;;

of permanency, durab lity, accnracy and excellence than we ever thougbt possible.
The New Model is the same in external appearance as the old. but is vastly sup-
erior to the latter in nil that contributes to a tirBt-class mstrumcnt. It is the acme
of perft'Ction, and is destined to become and rt-main

THE STANDARD PORTABLE INSTRUMENT OF THE WORLD.
ts—expressly adapted

WESTON PORTABLE ALTERNATING CURRENT VOLTMtTERS.
These instruments are absolutely permanent and very accurate, and are in-

comparably superior to any form of hot wire instrument known. They will be
found invaluable in securing and maintaining uniformity and ecouomy of opera-
lion of alten ating current plants.

We make multipliers for use with these instruments to extend their range so
as to measure thi- highesi voltage met with on primary circuits.

We also make histt-eu different ranges of moderate priced, high grade

DEAD-BEAT SWITCH-BOAhD AMMETERS. (See lUustralion.)

The capacity range* from 25 amperes to 750 amperes. These instruments are
J. new type, and are very accurate and well made. The scales are very regular,
the instruments very sensitive, thoroughly durable and absolutely peruanent,
and their indications are not sensibly affected by the most powtrfrl external fields.

In addition, we are making a full line of Direct Current

STATION AND ISOLATED PLANT VOLTMETERS,
in three sizes a' d many ranges. These instruments are very dead-beat, and era-

body many new :md valuable features.
They are spt-cially adopted for railway and power plants, and are well suited

for arc and ncandesccnt light circuits, and all other work requiring good and
thoroug ly trustworthy Voltme'ers. They are especially designed for switch board

We are also making a large line of high grade

STATION AMMETERS,
in ranges from 200 to 5,000 amperes, with absolutely proportional scales through-
out thf entire range. The sensibilily and accuracy of these ine'ruments have
never been approached. A 1,2(X1 ampere instrument will indicate, with full load
or no ioad, the turning on or off of a single lamp, and can be read in any part of
the scale to one Pmpeie. They are very dead-beat, handsome in design and finish,

permanent, durable and well made, and moderate in price.

SEE OUR ELABORATE EXHIBIT AT WORLD'S FAIR S. E. CORNER SECOND FLOOR, ELECTRICITY BUILDING,
WHERE OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE PLEASED TO RECEIVE VISITORS.

THE WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U.S.A.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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ELEOTRIOITY BUILDING—EXHIBITORS AND THEIR LOCATION.
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MAIN FLOOR.

Exhibitor. Section.
Austria Y
Ansonia Electric Co Z
Am. Inet, of Elec. Eng S
American Battery Co T
Axford, H.M S
Allg. Elec. Gesellechaft D
Bates MfR. Co T
Bryant Electric Co B
Billings & Spencer R
Briiey, W. R T
Belknap Motor Co B
Bell Telephone Co E-G
Brush Electric Co L
Caldwell El. Cloth Cut. Mch. Co Y
Consol. Elec. Storage Co R
Cutter, George T
Canton Elec. Co T
Chicago Elec. Wire Co T
Copenhagen I'ire Alarm Co S
Central Electric Co.. .-. U
Commercial Cable Co Y
C. & C. Elec. Motor Co A
Cleveland Elec. & Mfg. Co A
Chicago Belting Co P
DulaneyClock Co B
Department of Electricity R
Electrtcal Industries Y
Elec. Launch & Nav. Co R
Electric Separator T
Edgerton, E. M T
Elgin Telephone Co T
Edison Elec. Mfg. Co S
Enterprise Elec. Co U
Eureka Temp. Copper Co U
Electric Appliance Co U
Elec. Sel. & Sig'l Co U
Electric Heat Alarm Co Y

Exhibitor. Section.
Electrical Review Y
Electricity Y
Electric Gae Co R
Electrical Engineer Y
Electrical World Y
Eddy Electric Motor Co B
Excelsior Electric Co B
Electrical Forging Co D
Equitable Dynamo Co O
Elektron Mfg. Co P
Electrical Conduit Co P
England O
Empire China Works S
Franklin Elec. Appliances S
French Piano Exhibit Y
Felton & Guilleaume D
France K-P-2
Ft. Wayne Elec. Co M
Gault*Co.,N. C Y
Gamewell Fire Alarm Co T
General Electric C0....B-H-N-C-& J
General Incand's't Arc L't Co E
Greeley, E. S., & Co E
Germany X
Hubbard, Wm., & Co T
Hirleman, C. J S
HartA Hegeman Mfg. Co S
Hope Elec. Appliance Co S
Hall, Chas. F U
Holmes, N. S W
Hartman & Braun B
Hanson »& "Van Winklft L
Hirsb, J. M O
Hardtmuth, F., <fc Co P
niinois Alloy Co S
Intemat. Ant. L't & P'r Co . . U
India Rubber Comb Co S

Exhibitor. Section.
Jaeger, Chas. L T
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W U
Jewell Belting Co P
J«nney Elec. Motor Co L
Knapp Electrical Works T
K. A. P. Elec. Novelty Co V
Knapp & Bnckley S
Kennedy Electric Co L
Lawton, H. A Y
LeClanche Battery Co V
McNeil-Tinder Elec- Co U
Marcus, W. N S
Meeker, Dr. G S
Mcintosh Br.t. & Opt. Co W
Munson, C, Belting Co D
Mather, A. C B
Mather Electric Co M
Newman Clock Co Y
Non-Magnetic Watch Co R
N. Y. Insulated Wire Co T
National Carbon Co T
Norwich Ins. Wire Co T
North Am. Phonograph Co S-F
N. Y. &L.E. A Y
Nat. Ant Fire Alarm Co A
Nat. Engraving Machine Co S
Owen, Dr. A U
Phoenix Glass Co. I

Paiste, H. T S
Pulvermacher Galv. Co Y
Pnmpelly, J. K T
Pratt El. Med. Sup. Co U
Powell, Wm. & Co U
Phelps, A. H U
Page Belting Co D
Queen & Co B
Ringler, F. A E

Exhibitor. Section.
Reliance GuageCo T
Roessler & Hasslacher Chem. Co S
Street Railway Journal Y
Strowger Aut. Telph. Co T
Standard Paint Co T
Sponholz, C. L T
Star Iron Tower Co W
Spain Y
Schieren, Chas. A. & Co D
Schomburs & Sohne E
Siemens ifcHalske E
Schuckert & Co E
Short Electric Co L
Sperry Elec. Railway Co L
Standard Underg. Cable Co L
Standard Electric Co P
Samson Battery Co S
Tate Aut. El. Signal Co Y
Todd, Applegate Co S
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames A
Thomson Elec. Welding Co O
Telautograph, Elisha Gray W
Union Electric Co F
Vetter J. C. & Co W
Webb, G. F Y
Weston Bl. Instrument Co B
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co V
Western Union Tel. Co V
Waite & BartleitMfg. Co U
White, S. S., Dental Mfg. Co U
Western Electrician Y
Wilder Aut. Burglar Al. Co A
Western Electric Co A
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co . . . B-H-J
Wiles & Scofield P
Wing,L.J., &Co P
Zucker & Levett Chem. Co P
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STILL FORGING AHEAD
Every one takes a certain pleasure in watching

a meritorious article grow in popularity and

fill an ever increasing field of usefulness. It is undoubtedly this appreciation of a good thing that

pushed the sales of the

^ a #% l# M 1^1^ I A Afl 1% ^^ ^*^ ^^^ present high water mark.

I'OljHONII LA^Rr ^"^ ^^^ good work still goes on.

The reputation of the lamp is its constant advertisement. ^ J^^ I P4 B" |wl

Electric Appliance Company, 242 Madison st.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES. CHICAGO.

The "BUCKEYE" La^p

A KNOWN Quantity

No EXPERIMENTING

Low Operating Cost

Improved Lighting Effects

Life'1000to4000 Hours

Western Deliveries can be

made from Chicago Stock

Chicago
437 THE

ROOKERY

"The BUCKEYE sets the pace"

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, 0.

New York
49 DEY STREET.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC GO,

MANCHESTER, CONN.

Offices, 116 Bedford St., BOSTON.

AND

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

THE ''NOVAK" LAMP.

CLAFLIN & KIMBALL (inc.)

General Selling Agents.

116 Bedford Street, BOSTON.

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

Enterprise

Electric-

Company
397 Dearborn Street

Chicago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, -^9^
Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

SUPPLIES OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

Locust Pins, Cross Arms, Class——- Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING_
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Map of Chicago.
Showing Location of its Electrical and Allied Business Interests, Principal Hotels, Theatres, Depots and Transportation Lines to

the World's Fair Grounds. (Index numbers refer to the black squares.)
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Ansonia El c Co., Michigan Ave. & RaDdolph St 34
American Battery Co., 188 Maditon St 21
Bartholomew, Stow & Co , 57 Michigan Ave 43
Barton & Brown, 1428 Monadnock Block 29
Benham, A. D., 200 S. Clinton St 3
Brill Co., J. G., Phenix Bldg 23
Bryant Electric Co 29
Brush Electric Co., Monadnock Block 29
Buckeye Electric Co.. 437 Rookery Bldg 24
Calumet Electric Mfg. & Engineering Co., 174 S.
Clinton St 6

Central Electric Lt. & Pr. Co., 185 Dearhom St 36
Central Electric Co., 118 Franklin St 10
Central Telephone Co 31
Chicago Arc Light & Power Co, Washington St., Ply-
mouth PI 8&33

Chicago Telephone Co., 203 Washington St 17
Chicago Edison Co 26
Chicago Electric Club, 175 Clark St 31
Chicago Electric Motor Co., 313 S. Canal St 49
Chicago Rawhide M'g. Co., 75 Ohio St 45
Chicago Insulated Wire Co. , 21 4 The Northern 22
Claflin & Kimball, 1001 Ch.amberof Commerce Bldg. 27
Cleveland Electric & Mfg. Co., 149 La Salle St 46
Cutter, Geo., 851 The Rookery 24

Cashing & Morse. 225 Dearborn St
Commercial JElec. Co.. The Rookery
Consolidated Electric Co :

C. & C. Electric Motor Co., 201 Madi'-on St :

D'Unger El. Telephone Co., Stock Exchange Bldg. !

Detroit Electrical Works, 917 Monadnock Block J

Edwards, W. S.. Mfg. Co., 21 Lake St i

Eddy Electi ic Mt§. Co. , 1417 Monadnock Block S

Electric Construction & Supply Co., Unity Bldg \

Electric Appliance Co., 242 Madison St
Electkical Tndusteies Pub Co., Monadock Block.J
Enterprise Electric Co., 301' Dearborn St i

Ft. Wayne Elec. Co., 185 Dearborn St ;

Globe Light & Heat Co., 52 Lake St i

Gregory, Chas. E., Co., 49 S. Jefferson St <!

Great Western Mfg. Co.. 203 S. Canal St i

General Electric Co., 175 Adaras ht '....1

GeneralTncand. Arc L't. Co., 175 Adams St 1

Hood, Wm., 239LaSaneSt
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co., 307 Dearborn St E

Illinois Elec. Lamp Co., 171-173 S. Canal St
Jenney Elec. Motor Co., 938 Monadock Block £

Keystone Elec. Co., 345 S. Canal St 4

Knapp Elec. Works, 56 Franklin St 1

Kohler Bros. , 1417 Monadock Block £

McDougall A;Cuuiming-s, UnityBlrig 38
McLean ii Schmitt, 195 S. Canal St 4
Mather Elec. Co., Chiiraber of Commerce Bldg 27

New York Insulated Wire Co., 80 Frankln St 12

National Elec. Mfg. Co., Pullman Bldg 40
Postal Telegraph Co., Phenix Bldg 23
Pullman's Palace Car Co.. Pullman Bldg 40
Pnmpelly, J. K., 205 S. Canal St 49
Phoenix Glass Co., Wabash Ave. and Lake St 48
Railway Equipment Co., Pullman Bldg 4o
Rockford Elec. «; Mfg. Co., 94 La Salle St 47

Standard Elec. Co.. 625 Home Ins. Bldg 25

Siemens-Halske Elec. Co., 1225 Monadnock Block... 29
Star Elec. Lamp Co., 805 Chamber of Com. Bldg 27

Stirling Co., 606 Pullman Bldg 40
Schieren, Chas. A., & Co., 46 S. Canal St 1

Short Elec. Railway Co. Monadnock Block 29
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames, 348 Dearborn St 28
Todd. Applegate Co., The, 340 Dearborn St 28
Waddell-Entz C.^., 1123 Monadnock Block 29
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co, Pullman Bldg... 40
Western Electric Co., 227 S.Clinton St 2
Wollensak, J. P., Lake and Franklin Sts 14

Western Union Telegraph Co., Phenix Bldg 23
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^^Lurvdell^
5vjsp^r\d^ci f^n Out-fit

Black

Japan

Finish

Electric Fans

Self-Oiling

....and

Self-Aligning

Bearings

Electric Fans

OKONITE
OKOIMITE WIRES= TAPES = MANSON

INTERIOR CONDUIT.
Batteries, Bells, Push Buttons, Annunciators, Volt Meters, Ammeters, Wiieatstone

Bridges, Line Wire Cross Arms, Brackets, Pins, Insulators, Tools.

<SiE:MErRAl_ SUPPLIErS.
CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO

116-118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILLS. AGENTS FOR

ICRIOfl COHOUIT & INSUIATION CII.N.^
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CLARK
o

0\
LU

_l|

LU

COMPANY. ^^^
192 Broadway and II John Street.

MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

The CLARK ARC LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

the best and most durable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS
A SPECIALTY.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING
Greatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
> OTHER RAWHIDE

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGER'S PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is
not affected by steam or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and the most econom-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting
Transmission is superior to all
otliers

75 Ohio Street, OHICACO. ULL

The Regular Monthly Edition of ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES is the most complete Electrical Jour
nal published—every issue containing descriptions of all the new applications of electricit}', complete direc-

tories of the Manufacturers and Dealers, the Electric Lighting and Railway Companies in North America,
revised and corrected to the date of going to press. These special features are found in no other Electrical

Journal in the world, and consequently it is read b}^ more actual buj^ers than any other publication, which
fact makes it without a superior as an advertising medium.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUBLISHING CO., Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.

Standard Electric Company.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AT THE

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.
Sec. S, 20

ELECTRICITY BUILDING, Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

The Standard Lamps Light the Power Plant, Machinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Building, and

Other Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Rod Lamp.
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Western Electric Company,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

lui wi uiiP'^^^p^v^^^^v^vawwnaiwmOTW

Arc Lighting Apparatus
High and Lo^w Tension,

Double and Single Service Lamps,
All Night Single Lamps,

Theater and Focusing Lamps.

ELECTRIC IVIOTORS

SI-iO^W^ SIPEEID.

BUILT FOR SEVERE AIMD CONTINUOUS SERVICE.

SPECIAL TYPES FOR SPECIAL DUTY.
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See Our

Exhibits:

East Qallery

Electricity BIdg.

%'%'

And another:

851=853-855

The Rookery.

Made 5 amp. S. P.
1 O amp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.

1 O amp. 3 way.

XIMTRIC

"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

r\ H. T. PAISTE,
10 South rath St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

SIMPLEX WIRES
INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

,y,y simplex Electrical Co.

George Cutter, Chicago.

620 Atlantic Ave.

BOSTON, MASS.

P. & S.
CHINA
SWITCHES

%-

Simplest
Neatest

'%'

Made only by

PASS & SEYMOUR,

Syracuse, N. Y.

George Gutter, Chicago.

NEW YORK, 42 Murray St. PITTSBURGH, 43 Sixth Ave.

PHENIX GLASS COMPANY,
World's Fair Exhibit, Center Electricity Building.

CHICAGO. l9-2f Wabash Ave.

Do not fail to call and leave your
name for our new catalogue of electric
and gas globes and shades.

Consolida'tccl Electric (p.

Manufacturers and Dealers in all Itinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

11s F"rank:lin Street,

CHICAGO.

CHAS. A. SGHIEREN & GO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Genuine Perforated Electric

Leatlier Belting.

46 So. Canal Street, - CHICAGO.

Section 1 5, Dpt. F, Clm. 27. Section D, Space 3.

MACHINERY HALL. ELECTRICITY BUILDING

. , . SEE AD . . .

Weston Elecfrical Instrument Co.,

PAGE 9.

WAGNER ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS
For Direct or Alternating Curi'ents.

^—->5y

These motors give a stronger breeze with lees consiimption of current than
any other Ian motor on the market. They are fall 1-8 horse power. Six bladed
12-inch fan. Self-oiling. Furnished with or without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

See Our Exhibit of ELECTRICAL FIXTURES
IN SECTION "N", BETWEEN COLUMNS 62 AND 64, MANUFACTURES BUILDING,

GLOBE LIGHT & HEAT CO.. 52 & 54 Lake St., CHICAGO.
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The Siemens & Halske Central Station Exhibit.

During the past two or three years there has been a

strong tendency towards the direct combination of dynamos

and engine on one shaft and foundation. This has been

connected dynamos and compound engines and this station

has grown until now there are 20 of these direct connected

machines of the same size and type as the one shown in this

exhibition. On the five wire systems, as shown here, stations

have been constructed or are under contract in the follow-

FIO. 1.—THE SIEMENS 4 HALSKE CENTRAL STATION EXHIIilT.

noticeable especially in the heavier machines of the railway

power house and it has grown in favor with central stations

and isolated plants.

As early as 1887 the Siemens & Halske Co. commenced
the equipment of the Berlin central station with direct

ing cities abroad: Two in Vienna, one in Sector Clichy,

Paris, one in Trient, one in Rotterdam, and another now

being built at Cape Town, South Africa. It will be seen

that up to the present date European engineers have given

more attention to this class of apparatus than those of our
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own country. The plant here shown is part of the exhibit

of Siemens & Halske Electric Co., being located almost in

the center of Machinery Hall and consists of a large ver-

tical engine, a dynamo connected directly to the end of the

crank shaft, and the equalizer tor distributing the current

to the five wires used in the system of conductors.

The engine, built by F. Schichau, Elbing, Prussia, is of

the vertical triple expansion type running 100 revolutions

per minute and rated at 1,000 to 1,200-horse power. The

high pressure cylinder is 22.86 inches diameter, the inter-

mediate 37.4 inches, and the low pressure 57.08 inches; all

having a stroke of 27.56 inches. The valves are balanced

pistons with the cut-off valve surrounding the inner piston

which is called the expansion valve and being controlled by

the governor regulates the speed of the engine.

The control of speed is very accurate and it is said to

vary but one to two per cent from no load to full load. The

governor is one of the ordinary centrifugal type which

through a simple system of levers turns the inner piston

valve on its axis, the stem of the valve extending through

the upper end of the steam chest for that purpose.

The ports in both valves are diagonal slots somewhat

after the style of the old Ryder cut-off, and the turning of

the inner valve changes the relative position of one opening

to the other very rapidly and this cuts off the steam earlier

or later in the stroke as the case may require, in order to

lower or raise the rate of revolutions. This valve is said

to admit steam for seven eighths of the full stroke when

necessary.

The framing of the engine is light and graceful, but is so

braced as to make the most of every pound of metal con-

tained in it. For the capacity of the engine it takes but

little space, about 9 by 18 feet and runs under full load

without the slightest noise or jar. The lubrication, as in all

machines of this type, is accomplished by means of small

tubes leading to each and every joint from oil tanks on the

rear of the cylinders. All stuffing boxes, bolts, nuts, and

in fact every part that could in any way work loose, has

been secured in some special manner, advantage having

been taken of the firm's very extensive marine practice and

experience on these points.

The dynamo known as type I is shunt wound and is of the

regular external armature type made by Siemens and Halske,

having ten inside pole pieces, ten brush holders, about 1,700

windings on the armature which also serves as a commutator,

the external surface of the drum having been turned true

for that purpose. The method of taking the current directly

from .the armature in this manner is said to increase the

output. At 100 revolutions the total output is 1,400 am-

peres at 500 volts, and as but 22 amperes are used in the

shunt at full load and the resistance of the armature is ex-

tremely low, the electrical efficiency of the machine is rated

at S}8i per cent and the mechanical efficiency approaches

96 per cent.

The construction of the dynamo is especially interesting.

A heavy ring of soft iron forms a continuous yoke and sup-

port for the ten field magnets which radiate from the outer

surface. The ends of the pole pieces spread out so that

they form almost a continuous circle, thus presenting a

large field surface to the armature revolving about them.

This frame with the radiating fields is secured to the engine

foundation. The engine shaft passes through the center of

it and supports the arms to which the outside armature is

attached. The armature core is constructed of thin soft

iron plates that overlap each other, thus breaking the joints

in the construction of the ring secured on the transverse

pins which extend out from one side of the radial arms

This frame is supported on a large bearing on which it may

be moved away from the fields, thus giving plenty of room

for inspection or repair. The windings of the armature

are thin copper bars shaped to fit the core and securely

soldered in place. By having no lead wires or connections

many of the small attending evils are avoided and great

simplicity of construction secured, allowing the armature

resistance to be so low as not to require compounding. The

same bearing that supports the armature spider also sup-

ports two other frames, one having radial arms, supporting

from its ends the brush holder rods vi-hich are of steel and

extend across the face of the armature.

This frame rotates a short distance for adjusting the

brushes to the non-sparking point. The other frame sup-

ports a gear and short levers attached to the brush holder

rods in such a way that when the frame and gear are rotat-

ed a short distance all the brushes are lifted from the

armature surface at once. The insulation for all exposed

parts is thick hard rubber, and the connections from the

brushes to the connecting rings and from thence to the

terminals are layers of thin sheet copper. The connecting

of all the brushes of like polarity is accomplished through

a very substantial ring supported on the armature bearing

and to which the flexible leads from the brushes are con-

nected, heavy flexible connections leading from these rings

to the regular machine terminals.

Where it is necessary to make connections for very heavy

currents, the surfaces of tne contact blocks are grooved to

give better contact and permit of greater pressure. Three

brushes about IJ inches wide and of small straight copper

wire ar.e used on each brush rod. It is said that the com-

mutator surface of the armature of the machine first in-

stalled in the Berlin station in 1887 is as good today aa

when installed and shows but the slightest signs of wear.

From the dynamo heavy conductors are led to the small

marbleized switch board on which are placed two large sin-

gle pole switches, one for each side, an ammeter showing the

total out -put of the machine, a volt meter recording to 600

volts, and a rheostat for the shunt the contact wheel being

on the front of the board and the resistance back of it.

There is also a special carbon contact switch for breaking

the shunt field circuit gradually to avoid trouble fronl ex-

tra currents when stopping the machine. When the ma-

chine is running the switch is closed but when it is desired

to stop, the switch is opened throwing the current through

the carbon pencils which are then gradually separated.

The current is carried from this board by two feed wires to

the centers of distribution where are placed the equalizers.

These equalizers are specially constructed shunt motors

with very low resistance armatures, all connected on one

shaft, the four separate machines being exactly alike. The
fields are connected in series from one terminal of the 500

volt circuit to the other, the armature circuits being also

connected in series between the same terminals. A resist-

ance is placed in series with the armature circuit and used

only for starting, in exactly the same manner as that in use

with a shunt wound motor, and is cut out after the ma-
chines are up to speed. By this method the action of the

equalizer is briefly as follows: the fields, being in series

across the terminals, are practically independent of the ma-
chines themselves and exert the same influence all the time;

in case one of the four circuits is loaded heavier than the

others the particular machine on that circuit acts as a gen-

erator and being driven by the others adds its current and
makes up the balance; if the circuit ifi underloaded as com-
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pared with the others the machine is carried as a motor and

thus balances for the overflow. Of course if the circuits are

all equally balanced no action takes place in the machines.the

counter electro motive force simplybalanciu g the consumption

of current excepting that needed to overcome the friction

and machine losses, the machines need only be of suffi-

cient capacity to take care of the largest difference in load

between any two of the circuits, care being taken in mapping

out the system to as nearly as possible balance the different

circuits one with the other. In this special case the equal-

izers are wound for 125 volts pressure, 50 amperes of cur-

rent and run 1650 revolutions per minute. At full load

they are said to have 90 per cent efficiency, the armatures

being of very low resistance and the brushes taking current

directly from the end face of the windings without special

commutator, the machines are practically automatic, the

variation in pressure being not over one and one-half per

cent from nothing to full load. It may be said that where

terminals, the second and fourth the intermediates and the

third the central wire which is used as one of the outsides

in cases where only three wires are run.

The system permits of a great degree of flexibility and

the fact of needing but two feed wires tends to reduce the

apparent complexity due to the great number of wires. On

the continent these circuits are laid directly in the ground

about two and a half feet below the street surface and with-

out other protection than the iron or steel armor of the

cables themselves. The insulation consists of a layer of

jute saturated with some ozokerite compound next to the

wire, then lead, this being covered with another layer of

of jute and wound over all with two layers of iron or steel

ribbon both in the same direction in order to cover the

entire surface and give the proper amount of flexibility.

All connections for customers are made through junction

boxes buried in the street and are quite similar to those

made by some manufacturers in this country. Large feeder

FIG. 3.—THE SIEMENS & HAL8KE CENTRAL STATION EXHIBIT.

the load is very uneven storage batteries are advocated by

this company in place of the equalizers, as having a some-

what higher efficiency. They are placed across the termi-

nals and connected up in precisely the same manner as the

motor equalizers and have the same effect.

At the center of distribution the equalizer is placed be-

tween the terminals and five wires are run from it as dis-

tributing mains, one from each of the outside terminals and

one from each junction of the armature circuit. As the

potential difference at the dynamo is generally 500 volts

and the lamps used are 110 volts a drop of 00 volts may be

allowed between the primary dynamo and the lamp socket.

It is not necessary to run five wires in every case, as side

streets and buildings requiring but few lights need but two

or three wires, the system being balanced at some other

point.

The comparative sizes of the five wires are about as fol

lows: 1, i, 3, 4, 1; the first and last being the outside

boxes are placed at street junctions for connecting up and

testing the system.

The plant exhibited here is used for lighting the Termi-

nal Building, Festival Hall, Wooded Island, German sec-

tions in Machinery Hall and in the Electricity Building.

Equalizers are placed in Festival Hall, Terminal Building,

Electricity Building, the one for Machinery Hall forming

part of the exhibit. On this system are carried 450 arc

lamps, 3,000 incandescent and 250-horse power in station-

ary motors.

It was first intended to erect a complete generating plant

for tri-i^hase work and show a street car truck equipped

with a tri-phase motor running on a piece of track, but the

proper space and concessions not being obtainable, the gen-

erator, transformers and motor truck are at present located

in the German section of the Electricity Building.

Outside the plant just described is also shown a 600-

ampere 110- volt bi-polar direct current dynamo. The
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fields of this machine are very heavy and are flattened on

the insides where they face each other, otherwise the ma-

chine is of much the same type and design as bi-polar

machines of American make. The speed is 650 revolutions.

This exhibit although not as extensive in its variety as some

others, shows the great care and skill of the company in

the design, construction and erection of its machinery.

A comfortable office, as shown in the engraving, is pro-

vided and Mr. W. Fricke, who is in charge, is always ready

to explain any apparent intricacies of the five wire system

used.

The steam engine part of the exhibit is in charge of Mr.

Ludwig Gelbrecht for F. Schichau, his office and quarters

being located on the west end of the engine platform.

The Electric Launches at the World's Fair.

One of the marked features of the Exposition grounds

and one which renders them much more attractive than

those of any previous Exposition, is the system of lagoons

and water ways within the grounds. Much credit is due to

feet 10 inches long over all by six feet three inches beam,

draw 28 inches of water and will seat comfortably 30

persons. They were built and are operated by the

General Electric Launch & Navigation Company of New
York.

The motive power is furnished by 72 cells of the S type

of storage battery cells made by the Consolidated Storage

Battery Co. of 120 Broadway, New York. These cells

have seven positive and eight negative plates each, the con-

taining jar being of hard rubber four and a quarter inches

by seven and a quarter by nine inches high, with a hard

rubber tight fitting cover, the connecting lugs coming out

through a small hole in the center of the top. The plates

are separated by the regular corrugated perforated hard

rubber sheet now used by this firm and a new feature is

the covering of the positive plate with a very thin perforated

sheet of lead, which is folded around the bottom and pre-

vents the active material falling out while in use. This

sheet soon becomes formed and is said to add much to the

economy and durability of the cell. The motor is five-

horse power capacity, of the two field and four pole type,

THE ELECTKIC LAUNCHES AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

the landscape architect, Mr. Frederick Law Olmsted, for the

improvement and develojjment of this part of the grounds.

The excellent taste displayed by those who selected the

forms of craft which should be used on these water ways is

also a credit to those who had the affair in charge. The

gondolas with the Venetian boatmen not only afford a

pleasant ride and excellent means of going around the

grounds but are also an ornamental feature of the Exposi-

tion. These boats make regular trips for which a fee of

50 cents is charged, or they may be rented by the hour.

The electric launches, forming a prominent and attractive

feature of the lagoons, are greatly appreciated by the visitors.

They are a matter of interest to all as this means of projoulsion

is new and it has never before been tested on so large a

scale. To the many visitors, who are unfamiliar with the

rapid development and numerous applications of electric-

ity, these boats gliding through the water swiftly with no

visible means of propulsion are a matter of wonder and

astonishment. The competition for this concession was

very sharp at the time it was awarded, for the manufacturers

of steam, naptha, electric and other launches entered into

competition for the concession. The boats selected are 35

designed and made for this special purpose by the General
Electric Company. The armature is cross connected, thus

requiring but two brushes, is made thoroughly moisture

proof as is attested by the fact that motors have at times

been run while half submerged.

There are four speeds at which the boats can be run for-

ward, but two only have been provided for backing. The
speed is controlled by a special electromagnetic switch,

having mercury cup contacts, and an electromagnetic arc

breaker, all being controlled by a handle in the bow of the

boat. A special auxiliary switch is also provided, by which

the circuit to the motor may be opened in case of trouble

on the regular switches. Backing is accomplished by re-

versing the motor armature terminals in the usual manner.

The four speeds are, three and a half, five, six and eight

miles per hour, the second being the one most generally

used. Following is the arrangement of cells for the differ-

ent rates of speed:

First.—Three series of 24 cells, each in parallel with a

rheostat in series to the motor.

Second.—Same as above with the rheostat short cir-

cuited.
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Third.—Two series of 3() cells, each in par:illel with the

rheostat iu series to the motor.

Fourth.—Same as third with rheostat short circuited.

The first two are the only ones used for backing. Some

idea of the smoothness and freedom from trouble with which

these boats work, may be gained from the fact that on an

average 48 boats are out all the time, each averaging 13

trips per day, a trip being three and one-half miles, and

consuming from 45 to 50 minutes.

As soon as the boats come in at night the wires are con-

nected, and charging commenced. A current of 52 amperes

is used, the cells being arranged in three series of 24 each

in parallel, thus taking about 17^ amperes jier series; the

time taken for a full charge after using all day is seven

hours. Current is supplied by the large bi-polar genera-

tors of the General Electric Company iu Machinery Hall,

through two heavy sets of feeders run in the Edison three-

wire tubing to the launch house at the southeast corner of

the Agricultural building wharf.

A stall and charging leads are provided for each boat,

the latter being taken from one side of the three wire sys-

tem through a double pole fuse and switch, one side pun-

ning throughan ampere meter, and rheostat of two ohms-

have no doubt of the future growth of the business. The
record of one of these boats is deserving of special notice;

after running over 1,200 miles without rejiairs, it made a

continuous trip of RO miles on one charge.

EXllilllT ul' THE ELECTRICAL FORGING COMPANY. :L

hence on to the boat, the other lead going directly from

the switch to the Isoat.

The course of most of these launches is from the start-

ing point on the north front of the Agricultural building,

to and along the south side of the Hall of Liberal Arts,

thence up the north canal around ))y the Fisheries building

and Clam Bake to the Art building, returning by the way of

the Lagoon, in front of the Womans building. Horticultural

Hall, Transportation building. Mines and Mining and

Electricity l)uildings, to the starting point. One or more

stops are made at all prominent points, the fare for the

round trip being 50 cents, or 25 for a half trip. The boats

are provided with carpets of jserforated rubber mats, the

seats with leather cushions stuffed with hair, and awnings of

canvas in red and yellow stripes. The pattern and colors

were selected by F. D. Millett, director of colors for the

Exposition. The officers in immediate charge of the con-

cession on the grounds are, General Manager, C.D.Wyman;
Superintendent, C. H. Barney; Electrical Engineer, K. N.

Chamberlain. A pilot and guard is provided for each boat,

and a guard is also stationed at each wharf, where passen-

gers enter through a turnstile, after buying tickets at the

small booth provided. Handsome blue uniforms with brass

buttons are worn by all emijloyes, the different classes being

designated by appropriate letters on the cap.

There is now no doubt of the success of the electric

launch as a means of transportation, and after riding in one

se boats, gliding over the water so smoothly, one can

Exhibit of the Electrical Forging Company.

A very interesting exhibit of the Electrical Forging Com-
paHy is located in section D, Electricity Building, just east

of the German section. It contains three large C. & C.

motors used to drive the two welding dynamos and the

shafting over head to which are belted the special tools

used in forging. There are also a number of other tools,

rollers, etc., used in the practical exhibition of the process.

The company manufactures electrical welding and forg-

ing tools and machines, a large number of which are shown

and used in this exhibit. The dynamo used for generat-

ing the current is an alternating intermittent dynamo
having ten field coils and five armature coils which have

each a special winding by which it is claimed that not only

more pulsations are generated per minute but the peculiar

windings of the armature adds another feature in that the

current is not evenly alternated but has an intermittent

strength which stirs up the molecules more violently. The
controlling rheostat is placed in the shunt field circuit of

the exciter, the field circuit of the dynamo itself being in

connection with the armature only. While this arrange-

ment is not new as applied to lighting it is said to be new
in this application. The two welding dynamos shown are

of 75-horse power capacity at 1,(300 volts pressure the ex-

citer having a capacity of 220 volts and six amperes.

The transformer has a core formed of pieces of bare iron

telegraph wire in the form of a large ring, the wires being

placed so as to break joints. Wound around this ring at

short distances apart are the primary coils of fine insulated

copper wire, two coils being connected in series and the

pairs iu multiple. The secondary coils are sheets of copper

cast in the shape of a square spiral and slipped on to the iron

core between the primary coils. The terminals are extensions

from the connecting rings. Working terminals can be

taken from any part of these rings thus permitting a num-
ber of kinds of work being done at once. The terminals

shown with these machines are of different kinds and

adapted to several kinds of work. A system of heating and

welding by arc currents is also shown. Various goods

manufactured by this process are exhibited among which is

an ornamental fence in three sections one being made of

copper, one of brass and the other of iron. The president

of the company is Mr. George Burton, who is at present at

the exhibit ready to explain the process to interested

parties.

An Injunction Granted.

Judge Lacombe, of the United States circuit court of

New York,has granted injunctions to the Edison Illuminat-

ing Company, of New York, against the Holland House

and Imperial Hotel prohibiting them from using incandes-

cent lamps infringing the Edison patent. The Edison Il-

luminating Company is sole licensee for the city of New
York for the Edison lamp.

Willans & Robinson, Ltd., are the English makers of the

Willans engines erroneously call the Williams engines in a

descrij)tion of the engines at the World's Fair which re-

cently appeared in this paper. The M. C. Bullock Mfg.

Company, 1170 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111., is the American

manufacturer of these engines.
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Two notable and suggestive events have happened during

the past week: The arrival of the caravels, models of the

ships of Columbus in which he made his first voyage, and

the arrival of Capt. Anderson and his Viking shijj, a sup-

posed model of Lief Ericson's craft. Thus is brought to

mind the discovery of the western world by two distinct

races. One in about the year 1,000, but whose discovery

made no stir in the world, and the voyage of Columbus in

1492 which brought civilization to this continent.

The small attendance on Sundays at the Pair has been a

surprise to all. On last Sunday, July 9th, the attendance

was but 44,000. The reduction of the price of admission

to 25 cents is strongly advocated by some of the daily

papers. As many of the exhibits are closed, and but few

attendants are with them that day, it would not seem to

be bad policy to reduce the price of admission for the one

day each week. The American public does not like the

idea of paying the full admission price for seeing half a

show.

It was confidently exjaected that the railroads would
establish excursion rates to the Fair from all points; but in

this there has been so far only dissappointment. What has

been granted applies only to distant points and has been

made in such a way as to deprive the traveler of all the

comforts of travel. The half of the Fair is nearly over, and
but a small portion of the people of this country has visited

it. Some inducement in the railroad fare and some com-
fort and accommodation while on the way is the thing

that will bring the people.

The disastrous fire of last Monday afternoon was a never

to be forgotten spectacle to the thousands of visitors pres-

ent. The death of nearly a score of firemen throws a

shadow over the festivities of the Fair. The building, which
was of staff construction, was used for cold storage and ice

making machinery. It had also a skating rink on the up-
per floor, for which the first coating of ice had just been
frozen. The great tower in the center of the building

formed a trap from which there was no means of escape.

It is probable that no other building on the grounds could

furnish the same conditions, but this fire has its lesson

and will undoubtedly lead to greater precautions. As the

first stej), however, every building on the grounds should

be provided with fire escapes. The fire department is vig-

ilant and well organized but nothing should be left undone

to make the buildings safe. In the Electricity Building

the matter of insulation should be looked after with the

greatest care so that no fire may be attributed to the elec-

tric current. We are confident the department will take

this matter in hand at once.

One of the finest models shown at the Exposition is that

of the four cylinder triple expansion engine made by Har-

lan & Hollingsworth, in the south end of Transportation

building. Engines of this style were built by the firm for

the steamers "Maine" and "New Hampshire" of the Ston-

ingtou Line, and are said to have been the first four cyl-

inder triple expansion engines built in the United States.

The dimensions of the cylinders of these engines are re-

spectively as. follows: 28, 45, 51 and 51 inches with 42-inch

stroke.

The Chapman Valve Manufacturing Co., of Indian

Orchard, Mass., have an exhibit in Machinery Hall, Main

26, K. 28, where are shown the various sizes and styles of

high pressure steam valves, such as are now in use by

nearly all the steam and electric power stations. This

valve is extra heavy in all its parts; has a gate giving full

opening of pipe, outside screw and packing, and in the

very large sizes, such as 24 inches, has a small by-pass

valve admitting steam around the regular gate in order to

even up the jDressure on both sides before opening it. These

valves all have moveable bronze seats, thus allowing quick

and easy repairs. Samples of high class extra heavy flanges

for steam pipe work are also shown. This comjaany furnished

the throttle for the large Allis Corliss engine, all the valves

for the Intramural Power Station, and all valves used on the

Heine boilers in the power house. Samples of hydrants

and hose bibs for water works are shown, also samples of

the large water gates made by the company. The exhibit

is nicely located, well-displayed, and Mr. Edward L. Eoss,

the well-known agent of this company, is in charge and

will take pleasure in making it comfortable for any visitors

stopping at his gate.

The French section, in the Manufactures and Liberal

Arts building, contains several exhibits of high grade elec-

trical fixtures which are worthy of more than passing

notice. A. Rollet, Paris, exhibits several beautiful electro-

liers, nearly all of which are designed after water fowls and
aquatic plants. In price these goods range from $100 to

f200. Goupier & Drouart, Paris, show among other goods

many artistic designs in bronze of one, two, three and four

light fixtures. Female figures predominate, though one of

the most attractive of the lot is a group of three children

running holding incandescent lamps in their hands. In

price the goods of this firm range from $130 to $350 for

articles mentioned; Mr. Ch. Jacobson is in charge. The
works of Goupier & Drouart were Hors Concours at Paris

Exposition, 1891. H. Houdebine, Pere et Fils, show one

pair of vases, with thirteen light clusters, valued at $2,000;

also two female figures, life size, with raised arms support-

ing basket filled with lights; the pair are held at $5,000.

Maison P. Barbedinne, Paris, makes an exceedingly elabo-

rate display of electroliers, the principal feature of which is

two life-size female figures supporting a cornucopia filled

with flowers in which are sockets for lamps; the pair is

valued at $10,000.
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WORLD'S FAIR NOTES.

The managers of the Turkish Cafe on Midway Phiisauoe

gave a reception to the press on Friday evening last.

A unique feature in the exhibit of the New York Insu-

lated Wire Co. is a log cabin built entirely of vulca duct. It

is high enough to stand in, and makes a valuable addition

to the disjilay.

The Worthington Pump Co. have a very large display

of its celebrated steam pumps at the extreme southeast

corner of Machinery Hall. Some of the pumps are in con-

stant use for the service plant, others are on exhibition

only.

The arc lamp poles in the Javanese village have

been given native decorations. The hoods have been

thatched with straw, and the poles covered with the long

hairlike bark that grows on the sugar palm. The decora-

tions match the native houses, but the arc lights look

rather strange under their Javanese covering.

Siemens & Halske are fast completing their excellent

exhibit in the Electricity Building. Among the articles

shown is a resistance or rheostat in which the coil is made

of copper wire cloth. It has been little used in this country

although possessing several advantages, among others the

rapid dissipation of the heat. An electric railway truck

with tri -phase motor, together with generator, exciter and

transformers are shown.

The Sloss-Stein Electric Co. of 218 La Salle street, Chi-

cago, is making an exhibition of electric gas lighters, in

which a battery and spark coil are concealed under the

canopy of each fixture, thus doing away with lead wires.

The pavilion is located in the southeast corner of Electric-

ity Ijuilding, and is decorated in a very unique manner

with spider webs formed of cord with exaggerated flies and

spiders fastened on the surface.

The headquarters of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers are now completely furnished. The rooms are

comfortable, cheerful and offer an excellent resting jilace.

The files of electrical and daily paj)ers, together with the

library of electrical books presented by Van Nostraud, fur-

nish reading material for visitors. A stenographer is lo-

cated in the offices, and long distance telephone and tele-

graph lines are being put in so that every convenience will

be afforded members. Various jshotograjihs and relics are

distributed about the rooms, making a visit to tlie head-

quarters interesting and instructive.

An exhibit of the application of electric motors to heavy

machine work is made by Heinrich Ehrhardt, of Dusseldorf,

in the German section. Machinery Hall. A special motor

made by Siemens and Halske, of Berlin, is used, and it is

of much the same form and shape as the late Edison arc

dynamo, the size being modified to meet the special re-

quiremeut. Most of the machinery is for sawingor cutting

iron and steel, and is rather heavy in its nature. There is

one upright band sawing machine for sawingscroll work in

heavy iron plates; another for cutting large bars of iron or

steel in f)ieces and others fordoing various kinds of work.

One special feature is a method of keeping a belt tight l)e-

tween the machine and counter shafts.

A very complete exhibit in its line is that of the James

Morrison Brass Mfg. Co., Limited, of Toronto, Canada, in

Section F., No. 2, Machinery Hall. It consists of oil cups

of all kinds: gauges, gauge glasses, cocks, clocks for steam

uses, steam gauges, revolution counters, steam-ship con-

trollers, gongs, bells, steam whistles, inspirators of various

sizes, cylinder oilers of different forms and sizes; in fact

almost everything in the way of a steam engine fitting is

shown in this space. The sizes of the different pieces of

apparatus are such as are in general use and many of extra

large sizes are also shown. The exhibit is well arranged.

Messrs. Schaeffer & Budenberg of 60 John street, New-

York and 22 West Lake street, Chicago, have a very fine

exhibit of their steam specialties in Machinery Hall, in the

main hall and aisle near the entrance to the annex. Ar-

ranged around the edge of their space are a number of dif-

ferent sizes of the exhaust injector, while inside a cabinet

of ebonized wood are samples of all the smaller material

used or sold by this firm. Among others were noticed

samples of heavy gauge glass, which are made in sections

so as not to destroy but a small section in case of blow-out.

The exhaust injector sold by this company is a feature

which deserves mention. It is placed in the exhaust pipe

of an engine and produces a partial vacuum, which forces

water into the boiler and at the same time taking most of

the remaining heat out of the exhaust steam. In a

frame hung over the desk are some forty medals that have

been received at different expositions by the firm. Mr. A.

L. Portong is the western manager and is in charge of the

exhibit. He is pleased to meet his old friends at his ex-

hibit and hopes to make a long list of new ones before the

exposition is over.

The American Battery Company of 188 Madison St.,

Chicago, is showing a storage battery carriage in the

northwest corner of the Electricity Building. The carriage

has three seats and is somewhat heavier in construction

than carriages of the same type built for horses. There

are twenty-four cells, eight under each seat. The capac-

ity is 150 ampere hours and when fully charged are 2.2

volts each and are never run below 1.9 volts. The motor

is a small bi-polar type placed on the running gear under-

neath the body and geared through three reductions to

the rear axle. The speeds are 4, 8 and 12 miles per hour

and the carriage is said to be capable of running 00 miles

on one charge. As high as 75 miles on one charge has

been obtained. This carriage has been in use for the past

18 mouths and is said to show no deterioration whatever

in the liatteries. About three times a week the carriage is

run around the grounds, accommodating three or four peo-

ple and excites very much interest from the visitors on the

grounds.

Foreign Visitors to the World's Congress.

The following letter has been received from Professor H.

S. Carhart:

Dear Sir,—Dr. Elisha Gray has just received a letter from

Professor von Helmholtz announcing that he will take part

in the conference of the World's Congress of Electricians in

Chicago, Aug. 21st, as the official delegate of the German
Government. He will be accompanied by Drs. Feussner,

Kurlbaum, Leman, Lindeck, Lummer and Pringsheim, his

assistants in the Eeichsanstalt in Berlin. These gentlemen

have made important contributions to our knowledge

of the values of the modern practical electrical units, and

their work will doubtless form a basis of Dr. von Helmholtz's

recommendations. The presence of von Helmholtz will

render the Electrical Congress a notable occasion.

Yours truly,

(Signed) Henry S. Carhart, Secretary.
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PERSONAL.

Mr. W. J. Hammer returned to New York on Saturday last.

Mr. W. R. Brixey, of Day's Kerite, returned to New York

last Saturday.

Prof. N. M. Terry of the U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, is

visiting the Fair.

Mr. R. Hornell, managing director for the de Laval Steam

Turbine Co., is visiting the Fair.

Mr. C. A. Benton, of the Sprague Electric Elevator Company,

New York, paid the Fair a visit last week.

Mr. James H. McGraw, President of the Street Railway

Journal, was a visitor at the Fair last week.

Mr. J. 0. Chamberlain is stopping at the Auditorium for a few

days, and is spending some time at the Exposition.

Mr. Julian A. Moses of the Electrical Review, New York,

registered at the Institute headquarters on the 10th.

Mr. Charles Seldon. of Baltimore, recently registered at the

headquarters of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Mr. J. H Rhotehamel, president of the Columbia Incandescent

Lamp Company, St. Louis , visited the Fair and Chicago last

week.

Mr. Brainard Rorison, secretary of the Port Wayne Electric

Company, is in the city with his family and will spend consid-

erable time visiting the Fair.

Mr. R. O. Heinrich, of the Weston Electrical Instrument Co.,

has returned to his home in Newark, N. J., after supervising

the installation of the company's exhibits.

Mr. J. Hammar, of Guttenburg, Sweden, member of the

Institute of Electrical Engineers of Great Britain, is the en-

gineer in charge of the de Laval Steam Turbine exhibit in

Machinery Hall.

Mr. F. 0. Blackwell, chief engineer of the mining department

of the General Electric Co. , at Lynn, Mass., is spending a few
weeks at the Fair, with headquarters at the company's office

in the Electricity building.

Mr. Carl K. MacPadden, formerly with Taylor, Goodhue &
Ames, and for two years or more engaged as expert on the

Nutting arc lamp, has recently been engaged by Bartholomew,

Stow &Co., of Chicago, the general selling agent for the Nutting

system of arc lighting.

A.MERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENtilNEERS.

World's Fair Headquartere,

SECTION S, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

BUSINESS NOTES.

The Enterprise Electric Company, Chicago, is still finding a
good demand for fan motors.

Mn. L. E. Frorup, western manager of the General Incandes-
cent Arc Light Co., must be doing a lively business from the ap-
pearance of his headquarters at 169 Adams St., and his cheerful
countenance.

The Electric Appliance Company with its usual enterprise
has come to the front with a Meston fan motor wound particu-
larly for the low frequency alternating current at the World's
Fair. It has succeeded in securing results that have been a sur-

prise to all. The efficiency of the motors is very high and the
company is making arrangements to have the motors rewound
after the Fair at a nominal expense to operate on alternating
circuits of ordinary frequency where customers so desire.

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICITY.

Offices: SECTION R, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Chief, John P. Barrett,
Assistant Chief, J. Allen Hornsby.

General Superintendent, J. W. Blae.sdell.

Electrical Engineer, W. W. Primm.

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER I Ntt.

OFFICES SOUTH OF MACHINERY HALL.

Mechanical Engineer, C. P. Poster
Electrical Engineer, R. H. Pierce.

First Asst. Mechanical Engineer, John Meaden.
First Asst. Electrical Engineer, S. G. Neiler.

Ralph W. Pope, Secretary.

Open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

CHICAGO WORLD'S CONGRESS OF ELECTRICIANS.

ADVISORY COUNCIL.

President, Dr. Elisha Gray, Highland Park, 111.

Secretary, Prop. H. S. Carhart, Ann Arbor, Mich.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Chairman, Prof. Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

COMMITTEE ON INVITATIONS.

Chairman, T. Commerford Martin, 303 Broadway, New York.

COMMITTEE ON PROGRAM.

Chairman, Prof. T. C. Mendenhall, Washington, D. C.

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE.

Chairman, B. E. Sunny', 175 Adams Street, Chicago.

Amusements.

Hooley's Theater—Mr. E. S. Willard, in " The Professor's

Love Story." 149 Randolph street.

Columbia Theater—Miss Lillian Russell, in " La Cigale."

108 Monroe street.

Grand Opera House— Sol Smith Russell, in " April

Weather." 87 Clarlj street.

Auditorium—Imre Kiralfy's Spectacle "America." Con-

gress street and Wabash avenue.

McVicker's Theater—Denman Thomson, in " The Old

Homestead." Second week. 82 Madison street.

Chicago Opera House—American Extravaganza Company,

in "Ali Baba, or Morgiana and the Forty Thieves."

Seventh week. Washington and Clark streets.

Schiller Theater—Chas. Frohman's Stock Company, in

"The Girl I Left Behind Me." Seventh week. Ran-

dolph, near Dearborn.

Haverly's Casino—Haverly's United Minstrels. Wabash
avenue, near Jackson street.

Trooadero—Concert. Michigan avenue near Monroe street.

The Grotto—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.

Buffalo Bill's " Wild West." 63d street. Daily at 3 and

8.30 p.m.

Pain's " Siege of Sebastoj)ol," 60th street and Cottage

Grove avenue. Tuesday and Thursday nights.

Next week Mr. E. S Willard will appear in "The Middle-

man" and "Judah" at Hooley's.

Sol Smith Russell began the eleventh week of his success-

ful engagement at the Grand Opera House last Sunday evening.

This will be the last week of "April Weather" as Mr. Russell

will appear next week in his famous play "A Poor Relation."

Ali Baba, the 500th performance of which occured last

Wednesday evening, goes on record as having been played the
greatest number of times of any play in the west. It was in-

tended to h ave replaced it with "Sinbad" before this, but its

continued popularity will keep it on for some time.

Kiralfy's spectacle "America" is having an extraordinary
success at the Auditorium. The Shaffers are popular favorites

and a number of wonderful feats have recently been introduced
by them which are surprisingly skillful and intensely inter-

esting.
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412 Broadway.
1000 H. P. DIRECT CURRENT GENERATOR. 1000 H. P. ALTERNATING GENERATOR.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct Current Multipolar Dynamosi Generators

These machines are constructed with outside, revolving armatures, without and with special commutator, as desired. They have
proven remarkably efficient and economical. Used largely in European Central Stations. They are slow speed machines, made
for direct connection to engine withou' belting, and in sizes from 20 H. P. to 1,500 H. P.

HIGH SPEED BELTED SIEMEN'S DYNAMOS.
These machines are copied extensively in this country as " Drum Type.'' We are building these machines in sizes from 1 H. P.

to 1.50 H. P.

ALTERNATING AND MULTIPHASE CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Dynamos with laminated field and armature, in sizes from 1 H. P. to 4,000 H. P. for belted or direct coupling.

MOTORS.
Motors of every speed for direct, alternating or multiphase current, in sizes from one-tenth H. P. up to 4,000 H. P. Street car motors

and kindred appliances; these motors have been made double reduction, single red iction and gearles.a. Durable and economical in
operation.

SIEMENS' BAND LAMPS.
Lamps for direct and alternating current, for constant, potential and series machines.

CARBONS.
Siemens' arc light carbons, with either solid or soft cores, which are the most economical in the world, and give a steady light.

INSTRUMENTS.
All instruments requisite for the regulation of electrical apparatus; also the Siemens' voltmeters and ammeters and Automatic

Devices made in Berlin.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
Profiting by our European experience and exhaustive tests, we are prepared to estimate on power transmission intelligently, and

guarantee successful operation.
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We have the means to that end.ARE YOU KEEPING COOL w. ... ,,

COOLING MACHINE
THE JVIESTON MOTOR

This means that you will save the price of the motor in a few months.

Electric Appliance Company, 242 Madison st.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES. CHICAGO.

guaranteed to work in a satisfactory manner on

an alternating current.

It will operate with less than half the
current of any other equally powerful
alternating current fan motor.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO.

MANCHESTER, CONN.

Dypos, |lloto[s, iiepatois,

Offices, il6 Bedford St., BOSTON.

AND

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

THE ''NOVAK" LAMP.

CLAFUN & KIMBALL (Inc.)

General Selling Agents.

116 Bedford Street, BOSTON.

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

THE REGULAR MONTHLY EDITION OF

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
Is the most complete Electrical Journal published.

Every issue containing descriptions of all the new applications of electricity, complete directories

of the Manufacturers and Dealers, the Electric Lighting and Railway Companies in North America,
revised and corrected to the date of going to press. These special features are found in no other Electrical

Journal in the world, and consequently it is read by more actual buyers than any other publication, which
fact makes it without a sttperior as an advertising medium.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUBLISHING CO., Monadnock Block, CHICA60.

Enterprise

Electric-^

Company
307 Dearborn Street,

Chicago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, ^s^
Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

J^UrXj-<lliJ^ DESCRIPTION

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

ILocust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

———Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING_
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Map of Chicago.
Showing Location of its Electrical and Allied Business Interests, Principal Hotels, Theatres, Depots and Transportation Lines to

the World's Fair Grounds. (Index numbers refer to the black squares.)
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Ausonia El-c Co., Michigan Ave. & Randolph St
/American Battery Co., 188 MadiFon St
liartbolomew. Stow & Co , 57 iWichigan Ave.
li rton & Brown, Mv8 Monadnock Block
Bennam, A. D., 200 S. Clinton St
Brill Co., J. G., Phenix Bldg
Bryant Electric Co
Bru8 Elect ic Co., Monadnock Block '. .'.'.'

Buckeye Electric Co.. 437 Rookery Bldg, . .

Calnmet Electric Mfg. &, Engineering Co , 174 S
Clinton St

Central Electric I.t. & Pr. Co., 18.5 Dearborn St.
.'.'.'.'.'.

Ceniral Electric c •.. 118 Franklin St
(Central Telephon Co
Chicago Ar.- Light & Power Co, Washington St., Ply-
mouth i-1 8,S;

Chicago Telephone Co., 203 Washington St
Chicago Edison Co
Chicago Electric Club, 175 Clark St
Chicago Electric Motor Co., 313 S. Canal St
Chi ago Rawhide M g. Co., 75 Ohio St
Ohicato Insulated Wire Co.. 214 The Northern
Claflin & Kimball, lOUl Chamber of Cc ramerce Bid"
Cleveland Electric & Mfg. Co., 149 La Salle St .

Cutter, Geo., 851 The Rookery

Cushing & Morse. 225 Dearborn St 34
Commercnl Elec Co.. The Rookery ,.. . 'M
Con^olid I ted Electric Co 16
C &C Electric Motor Co., 201 Madl-on St 15
D linger El. Telephone Co., Stock Exchange Bldg 37
Detroit Electrical Works, 917 Monadnock Block .. 29
Edwards, W. S.. Mfg. Co., 21 Lake St 41
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., 1417 Monadnock Block... . 29
Electric Construction & Supply Co., Unity Bldg . 33
Elect' ic Appliance Co., 242Madii-on St 9
Electrical Industkies Pcjb Co., Monadock Block 29
Enterprise Eleciric Co., 307 Dearborn St .

.

33
Ft. Wayne Elec. Co., 185 Dearborn St m
GlobeLight & HeatCo., 53Lake St 39
Gregory, Chas. E., Co.. 49 S. Jefl'erson St 44
Gr. at Western Mfg. Co.. 203 S. Canal St , 49
General Electric Co., 175 Adams tt , 18
General Inoand. ArcL't. Co,, 175 Adams St 18
Hood, Wm., 239 LaSalle St
Holtzer-CabotElec. Co., 307 Dearborn St . 33
Illinois Elec. Lamp Co., 17M73 S. Canal Sr, 5
Jenney Elec. Motor Co.. 932 Monadock Block 39
Keystone Elec. Co., 345 S. Canal St . .

.

49
Knapp Elec. Works, 56 Franklin St 'l3
Kohler Bros., 1417 Monadock Block 39

McDougall & Cuiiiming's, Unity Bldg
McLean & Schmitt, 195 S. Canal St
Mather Elec. Co., Chamber of Gommerce Bldg....
New York Insulated Wire Co., 80 Frankln St
National Elec. Mfg. Co., Pullman Bldg
Postal Telegraph Co,, Phenix Bldg
Pullman's Palace Car Co.. Pullra.an Bldg
Pumpelly, J. K., 205 S. Canal St
Phoenix Glass Co., Wabash Ave. and Lake St
Railway Equipment Co.. Pullman Bldg
Rockford Elec. s. Mfg. Co., 94 La, Salle St
Standard Elec. Co., 625 Home Ins, Bldg
Sieme s-Haleke Elec. Co.. 1235 Monadnock Block.
Star Elec. Lamp Co., 805 Chamber of Com. Bldg....
Stirling Co., 606 Pullman Bldg
Schieren, Cbas. A., & Co., 46 S. Canal St
Short Elec. Railway Co. Monadnock Block

' aylor, Goodhue & Ames, 348 Dearborn St
Todd. Applegate Co., The. 340 Dearborn St
Waddell-Kiitz C ., 1122 Monadnock Block
Westinghonse Electric & Mfg. Co, Pullman Bldg.
Western Electric Co., 227 S. Clinton St
Wollonsak, J. F., Lake and Franklin Sts
Western Union Telegraph Co., Phenix Bldg
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Black

Japan

Finish

Electric Fans

Self-Oiling

....and

Self-Aligning

Bearings

Electric Fans

OKONITE
OKONITE WIRES
=^ TAPES = MANSON

INTERIOR CONDUIT.
Batteries, Bells, Push Buttons, Annunciators, .Volt Meters, Ammeters, Wheatstone

Bridges, Line Wire Cross Arms, Brackets, Pins, Insulators, Tools.

(aE:/HE:RAL 3aPPLIE:3.
CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO

116-118 Franklin Street, ^
CHICAGO, ILLS.

AGEHTS FOR

'wi I ig—m
DERKm CONDUIT & IKSU[AI10II CII.N.1^>!
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CLARK
i COMPANY, ^^'^ ^°"'^-

o
192 Broadway and II John Street.

LU MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTtNG APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

_l| The CLARK ARC LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

QJ the best and moat durable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PIHIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS
A SF=EdAI_TY.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING
(ID Greatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING GO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
> OTHER RAWHIDE ,

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGER'S PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is
not affected by steam or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and tht most econom-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting:
Transtnission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, CMICACO, ILJ.

Standard Electric Company.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AX XHI

'WOI^LO'S IJ^-A-IR,.

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.
Sec. S. 20 " " *'

ELECTRICITY BUILDING. Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

The Standard Lamps Light tlie Power Plant, Machinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Building, a^-d

Other Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Rod Lamp.
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Western Electric Company,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

Arc Lighting Apparatus
High and Low^ Tension,

Double and Single Service Lamps,
All Night Single Lamps,

Theater and Focusing Lamps.

ELECTRIC IVIOTORS

BUILT FOR SEVERE AND CONTINUOUS SERVICE.

SPECIAL TYPES FOR SPECIAL DUTY.
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Cutter's "Boulevard" Streethood

THE LATFST, NEATEST AND BEST.

GEORGE CUTTER,
851=853=855 The Rookery...CHICAGO.

SIMPLEX WIRES
INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

Simplex Electrical Go.

ti^*' 620 Atlantic Ave.,

George Cutter, Chicago. boston, mass.

Made 5 amp. S. P.
1 O amp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.

1 O amp. 3 way.

XNTRIC
"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

<%-

r^ H. T. PAISTE,
10 South leth St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

Consolida'tecl Electric (p.

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

11s Rranklin Street,

CHICAGO.

p. & s.

WIRiN9 INSULATOR,

Saves TIME
TROUBLE

and TIE WIRE

Made only by

Pass & Seymour,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

George Cutter,
CHICAGO.

. . . SEE AD . . .

Siemens & Halske Electric Company

PACE 9.

GHAS. A. SGHIEREN & GO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Genuine Perforated Electric

Leather Belting.

46 So. Canal Street, - CHICAGO.

Section 1 5, Dpt. F, CIm. 27. Section D, Space 3.

MACHINERY HALL. ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

J- HOLT CATES,
Managrer Western Dept.

THE WADDELL ENTZ CO.
MULTIPOLAR

DIRECT CONNECTED DYNAMOS.
SLOW SPEED MOTORS.

1122 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.

WAGI«ER ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS
For Direct or Alternating Currents.

These motors give a stronger breeze with less consumption of current thaa
any other fan motor on the market. They are full 1-8 horse power. Six bladed
ISMnchfan. Self-oiling. Furnished with or without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

see Our Exhibit of ELECTRICAL FIXTURES
IN SECTION "N", BETWEEN COLUMNS 62 AND 64, MANUFACTURES BUILDING,

GLOBE LIGHT & HEAT GO., 52 & 54 Lake St., CHICAGO.
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Exhibit of Allgemeine Elektricitats Qesellschaft.

In the very extensive display made by Germany in the

Electricity Building the exhibit of the Allgemine Elektri-

citats Gesellschaft, Berlin, attracts universal attention. It

trimmings. The whole partition is surmounted by a very

ornate bronzed wrought iron sign giving the name of the

company and carrying 220 10-candle power incandescent

lamps. The trusses on the side next to the main aisle are

concealed from view by decorated panels. The column in

1.— EXHIlilT illL Al.l,(..t.\Il,lMi j-.li;kikic:ii'.\ r- \bl,LJ,.>CllAFl.

is situated in the German section just east of the long dis-

tance department of the Westiilghouse Company. The par-

tition wall between this exhibit and that of Felton & Guil-

leaume at the south end is handsomely 2>aneled in brown
cloth, the columns being of wood painted white with tinted

the center of the exhibit is drajjed in brown, the ruling

color of the decorations, and has two very handsomely or-

namented arc lamps suspended from it. Just under these

is a crown-shaped decoration of gilded wrought iron, sup-

porting 80 or more incandescent lamps. White posts, suji-
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porting heavy browu rope with brass ornaments and tas-

sels surround the exhibit and divide it into i:)arts. At the

two entrances to the exhibit are placed cones formed of

reels of bare copper wires and cables.

The princijDal feature and the one which attracts much
attention from the electrical engineer, is the power trans-

mission plant, consisting of a direct current shunt wound

motor running 620 revolutions a minute and with a capac-

ity of 150 amperes at 500 volts. This motor is supplied

with current from Machinery Hall and drives by a belt a

three phase generator made especially for the exhibit. The

generator has a capacity of 150 volts and 500 amperes,

separately excited by a continuous current of 110 volts. It

has 14 poles and the speed is such as to give 50 periods

per second; the efficiency is said to be 92 per cent. The
three phase generator drives through proper wire connec-

tions a 50-horse power three j)hase motor running at 725

panels. The front of the board is divided into two panels;

the upper one is placed in a vertical position and contains

the ammaters, volt meters, etc. The second panel, placed

at an angle of 15 degrees from the horizontal and just be-

low the first, contains the main switches and fuse blocks.

The third j)anel, placed on the rear of the board, in a verti-

cle position, contains the distributing bus bars, switches

and fuses. The body of this board is made of the new in-

sulating material called " stabilit", which is said to have

all of the insulating properties of hard rubber and to be

very much like it in every way excepting that it does not

soften from heat. The particular material used on this

board is of a reddish color, having the appearance of our

American vulcanized fibre.

This switch board is supplied with all the necessary

switches, cut-outs, fuses, bus bars and resistances, ampere

meters, and volt meters necessary to control the current

-EXHIBIT OF THE ALLEGEMEINE ELEKTRICITATS GESELI.SCHAFT.

revolutions and 120 volts j^ressure. It is said to have an

efficiency of 91 per cent. This motor is directly connected

through a brush coupling so called, to a direct current gen-

erator of 300 amperes capacity at 120 volts, the current

from which is used to supply the arc and incandescent

lamps for lighting the exhibit. A peculiarity in the con-

struction of the direct current motor and generator used in

this display is that a complete cast iron shell surrounds the

armature between it and the faces of the pole pieces. The

shell is about one inch thick over the pole pieces but thinner

between them. It is pierced by a row of half inch holes half

way between the pole piece. The effect of this shell is

said to prevent the changing of the position of the neutral

point when the load is varied to any great extent.

The switch board, on which are located the instruments

and switches for the control of the current used in the ex-

hibit, is mounted on an iron frame and is arranged in three

for the various machines and lamps in the exhibit. The
switches, and in fact all of the apparatus, show a very high

degree of finish and have some points of excellence that

might well be copied by American makers. The starting

resistances for the direct current machines are situated

underneath the frame of the board with the wheels for the

same on the front. Another important feature in the ex-

hibit is the theatrical outfit, consisting of an iron frame

with a simple but comprehensive arrangement of levers

and controlling stands. Tables are provided all about the

space for displaying the minor products of the company.

They are all handsomely draped in brown cloth and tas-

sels. On a table near the main aisle is a sample of auto-

matic resistance for controlling the shunts of dynamos and

several samples of small three phase motors.

A handsomely arranged circular table displays a great

number of samples of incandescent lamj)s with different
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bases and bulbs variously decorated. A cone under a glass

cover, on top of the table, shows the filaments in all stages

of preparation. Another table, near the front on the main

aisle, exhibits various sizes of direct current motors from

one-sixteenth-horse power to six-horse power. Other ta-

bles are loaded down with material for outside construction

such as are used for line construction and for railroad work.

The various grades and sizes of volt meters and ampere

meters, switches and cut-outs in great number, instruments

for testing and registering pressures, one of the latter de-

serving special mention in that it is a registering volt meter

which makes a curve, showing the state of the voltage for

the entire 24 hours. The fu.se cut-outs made by this company

are similar to the Edison screw base cut-outs. The plugs

for the different capacities of fuse are of different lengths,

graduated from that of the smallest capacity in the longest

plug to that of the greatest capacity used in this form of

cut-out which is the shortest plug. The screws are the

same for all sizes but it will be seen that the i)lug with the

heaviest fuse if screwed into the base requiring but a small

fuse will not reach the bottom and therefore will not close

ing circuit of an electrical system of distribution instead

of having special electrical circuits. An automatic device

attached to the shunt of a dynamo and actuated by a master

clock placed in the central station, at a certain time of day,

reduces the regular potential of the circuit to 100 volts and

the clocks by this action are set and wound. The whole

arrangement takes but an instant of time and the shunt

apparatus being immediately short circuited, the circuit

potential returns to its former standard. A device for in-

dicating the time of departure of trains and the stations at

which they stop, for use in railway stations, is also shown.

The exhibit is one of the handsomest shown in the Elec-

tricity Building, is very comprehensive and includes prac-

tically all the details required in either central station or

isolated work either for lighting or jjower.

Exhibit of Queen & Company.

This company, located at the end of the German section

in the northeastern part of the Electricity Building, is

only a part of the company's entire exhibit at the Fair, as

THE EXHIBIT UF ((UEKN &

the circuit. Nearly all metallic contact surfaces are tinned

over to prevent oxidizing.

This company also exhibits a complete outfit of electrical

heating devices such as teapots, flat irons, pipe and cigar

lighters, and one instrument which has not been noticed

among American exhibits of like material, being a long rod

with a flat circular disc on the end containing the electri-

cal heating device used for heating water in a pitcher or

other receptacle. Numerous forms of switches for use with

accumulator installations are shown. The special feature

the company is exhibiting is a small shunt arc lamp which

it is said will burn on constant potential circuits, constant

current circuits and alternating current circuits, and with

the same mechanism will burn on one ampere of current

or any amount above that to 30 amperes at 45 volts. A
small opal glolse, about three inches in diameter, is so sus-

pended from the upper carbon holder as to conceal the arc

at all times, the regular globe being put on over the lamp

in the usual manner.

Another feature is a system of self-winding and self-set-

ting clocks that is attached to the regular low tension light-

they have many branches of business other than electrical.

Outside of the few instruments necessary for use in the

general study of physics which are located in the hall of

Manufactures and Liberal Arts all the electrical apparatus

made or sold by the company is shown here.

The location being at the end of a section allows of a

very open arrangement of the show cases. A handsome de-

signed oflSce occupies the center, the cabinets and show

cases being arranged around the outer edge of the space.

The office besides being fitted out very comfortably with

desks and other necessary furniture is supplied with a well

stocked electrical library. On one wall arranged in taste-

ful designs are samples of the Cardew hot wire volt

meters and several sizes of magnetic vane volt meters and

ammeters made by this company; these latter instruments

while being very reliable and consuming little energy while

in circuit are very reasonable in price. On another side of

the office are arranged samples of Lord Kelvin ampere

gauges reading in one instance as high as 0,000 amperes,

and of the type designed for switchboard use. There are

also samples of switchboard form of multicellular volt
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meter of the same make. These voltmeters being of the

electrostatic type consume no energy whatever when kept in

circuit.

Back of the office and entered by a door leading from it,

is a dark room for showing working samples of photometers,

and in that connection the several forms of sight boxes,

including the Lumner-Brodhun type. There is also a very

complete collection of Geissler crooks and spectrum tubes,

which will be shown in use as soon as current can be

furnished. In the show cases and cabinets outside of the

office, while some attemjjt at classification has been made,

no fixed rule has been followed, so that the instruments

have been arranged with a view to decorative effect. In

galvanometers there are shown several new forms of the

reflecting type, all of them having the finely drawn quartz

fibre suspension. Corrugated hard rubber support posts

are used in nearly all cases for increase of insulation, and

all parts of the instrument have been simplified so as to be

easily and conveniently reached for adjustment.

In the high grade type of Thomson instruments the coils

are all hinged in pairs on the frame of the instrument and

contacts are all closed when the coils are shut against the

frame. In some cases the terminals of the coils are brought

outside the frame to a small plug switchboard by which all

combinations of coils are easily and quickly made. The

ballistic galvanometer shown is one of the finest and most

complete of that type made. The suspension is quartz fibre

and is got at by removing one screw from the outer case,

which turns back and allows the front coil to be opened

out; the needle is then entirely free for inspection. The

peculiar construction of the needle and its magnets allow

its sensibility to be increased or decreased without the

introduction of any outside force. Other types are an

Anthony tangent galvanometer of the Helmholtz-Gaugain

pattern; a modification of the Wiedemann dead beat reflect-

ing galvanometer; a sample of the Moler swinging arm

tangent instrument which has an exceedingly wide range of

reading, andsamples of the new Queen pattern of D'Arson-

val galvanometer. This last instrument has a very delicate

suspension, and is very convenient for use in intense and

varying magnetic fields, its own field being so strong as to

be entirely unaffected by outside influences.

Several types of scales, lamps and reading telescopes, as

well as shunt coils for use with the galvanometers are also

shown. One form of shunt coil shown is provided with a

compensating coil which is introduced in addition to the

regular multiplying shunts in order to make the resistance

of the circuit the same as at first. There are also several

new forms of discharge and contact keys. A very large

assortment of resistance boxes, rheostats and bridge sets

are exhibited, one very small testing set known as the Acme
deserving especial mention, as it is but eight inches long by

six inches wide and high, and yet includes a battery of 10

cells, a D'Arsonval galvanometer, a rheostat of 11,112

ohms, that will measure by means of the reversing arrange-

ment, as high as 11 meg-ohms, a carbon rheostat useful in

calibrating with large currents, two large Anthony bridges

which it will be remembered are provided with temjoerature

coil and so arranged that the coils of the rheostat can be

checked against each other, several forms of standard ohm
coils which include one of a new type having besides the

standard resistance a temperature coil and heating coil for

determining temperature co-efficients.

In batteries the Carhart-Clark cell is shown. This

is said to have an exceedingly small temperature co-

efficient and is provided with a coil of 100,000 ohms in

series with a battery to prevent short circuiting. Samples

of the Queen aluminum iodine testing battery are also on

exhibition. This cell is said to have one-and-a-half-volts,

and to be a great improvement over old forms. An extensive

exhibit of Siemens dynamometers is made, the form shown

by this company having but one support, a pivot suspension

in place of fibre and various other detail improvements,

and arranged in sizes from a five ampere instrument to 500

amperes. There are samples of the Mascart electrometer

and also of the Ryan modification of the same. -The latter

instrument has taken very well and several of them have

already been sold.

For school purposes a large case of statical electrical ap-

paratus for lectures and a fine set of apparatus, consisting

of a hand dynamo capable of furnishing either direct

or multiphase currents, two motors for use with the

same, and various other pieces of sjjecial apparatus are

shown.

One unique exhibit is a large Hertz mirror for illustrating

the oscillatory theory of electricity according to Hertz.

Among the newer and special forms of apparatus shown

is a new form of slide wire bridge embodying Will-

young's improvements for very accurate work, a set of

apparatus for determining the difference in resistance

according to the Gary-Foster method, and another which

is the reverse of this for determining the conductivity of

specimens. These last instruments are entirely new, and

have not yet been placed freely on the market. The
exhibit is in its line very comprehensive, and includes

about every instrument required in the study and practice

of electrical science. It is thought that a careful study of

the instruments included will convince the most prejudiced

mind that it is no longer necessary to go abroad for this

class of material. The fact that the entire collection is

valued at something like $15,000 will indicate the amount

and class of material shown. A large number of these

instruments ha%'e already been purchased by the Armour

Institute of Chicago for use in their course of electrical

engineering and their name will be found on many of the

exhibits.

About half the material has never before been shown to

the public, and has nearly all been made by Queen & Com-
pany. Mr. C. W. Pike is in charge of the exhibits, and is

ably assisted by Mr. E. R. Keller, M. E. Both gentlemen

take pleasure in showing and explaining the use of the

instruments.

Exhibit of the Washburn & Moen Manufacturing

Company in Electricity Building.

This well known firm has a very extensive exhibit of such

of its products as are used in electrical work, in Section V
in the east gallery of the Electricity building. A platform

raised about 6 inches above the floor, surrounded by a

handsome brass rail gracefully hung with brown cord and

tassels covers the entire sp)ace. The name "Salamander,"

made ujd of incandescent lamps, is supported over the center

of the front of the space, and American flags are gracefully

draped on each side. A desk and chairs occu2:)y one corner

of the platform; a cabinet containing a battery of secondary

cells used for showing the fire proof qualities of the new

Salamander wire, occupies the center of the front side, and

directly back of this is a large blackwalnut cabinet, or show

case. Carpeted walks, railed ofi' with brass, lead up to the

large cabinet and around the testing platform.

On the left of the space next to the office, are arranged a
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number of coils of bare copper rod. Next to them are six

large reels of weather proof wire running from No. 8 to

No. 14 B. & S. gauge. In the same space are also four

large reels of weather proof insulated feeder wire of sizes

l)etween number 0000 and B. & S gauge. The last men-

tioned reels are surmounted by coils of magnet and annun-

ciator wire of various sizes and styles. One large reel of

stranded cable 300,000 circular mills cross section; a reel

each of number 0000 and 00, 37 strand feeder wire, and a

coil each of No. 2 and No. 4 B. & S. gauge cotton covered

magnet wire are shown, on top of which is a coil of bare

twisted copper wire such as is used for lamp cord. By a

peculiar process used by this company, it is made to retain

its bright surface and not oxidize.

At the left of the testing cabinet and fronting on the

aisle are a number of solid copper ingots just ready for

rolling; a number of reels of magnet wire, coils of bare

copper and iron wire, spools of fine annunciator wire and a

ten-foot sample of an insulated copper cable about an inch

merous short samples of black and white covered wire are

lined up under the scrolls and around the center cone.

The battery cabinet contains 1 5 cells of accumulator and
through suitable terminals and switches on top the current

is used to produce a great degree of heat in short samples
of different makes of insulated wire. Samples up to six

inches in length of No. 14 of different makes are joined in

series with a similar sample of the Salamander brand. On
turning about 120 amperes of current through this series

the heat immediately destroys the insulation of all but the

Salamander wire. At the right of the battery cabinet are

coils of galvanized iron wire, bare copper wire and coils of

various sizes of Salamander and cotton covered lamp cord.

On the corner at the extreme right is a glass show case

containing materials used for the rubber insulation of wires,

consisting of four grades of rubber, pure, red, white and
black. The space also contains large reels of stranded

railroad feeder wire of 500,000 C. M. cross section, a reel

each of Nos. 000, 00, and 0, rubber covered, taped and

EXHIBIT OF THE WASHBUKN & MOF.N MANUFACTURING COMPANY IN ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

and a half in diameter, cut from a piece, supplied a plant

used for the electrolytic deposition of metals. In this same

space are also sample coils of red, blue and green cotton

and silk covered Salamander lamp cord, which lend color to

the exhibit.

The glass paneled cabinet back against the wall contains

as the most prominent object a half section of a large cone

covered with alternate layers of red, blue and green Sala-

mander lamj) cord, surmounted by two copper whips made

from cojjper rods about one half inch diameter, the size

being reduced every three inches by drawing down, until

at the end of the lash the copper is very fine, probably not

larger than No. 40 B. and S. gauge, showing the quality of

the material and the high degree of efficiency to which the

workmanship and machinery has been Ijrought.

Arranged on the bottom of this case are coils of all kinds

of lamp cord, rubber, silk and cotton covered. The back of

the case being lined with black velvet, the fancy scrolls and

geometrical figures in copper and brass wire arranged on

this dark background forms an attractive display. Nu-

braided, all being surmounted by a cone formed of coils of

rubber covered wire in sizes running from No. 6 to No. 18

B. and S. gauge. Cables of iron wire for guys and cross

over wires are exhibited in coils. The exhibit is very com-

prehensive, including as it does about all the numerous

styles of electrical conductors made by the company, but

especial jjrominence is given to the new brand called Sala-

mander. This wire is insulated as follows: First, a thin

layer of rubber to render the insulation water proof, then a

layer of "Salamander," that is, a composition somewhat

like a fine clay or kaolin which is fireproof, this being

covered with an outer braiding of soft white cotton over

which is applied a heavy coat of black insulating paint.

The covering, as made up, is said to be fire and water

proof, and from the tests shown here there can be little

doubt of the former. The company refines its copper from

the ore electrolytically, having erected during the past year

or two a large j)lant for this purpose. Mr. F. A. Warren is

in charge of the exhibit and will show the numerous sam-

ples and exjslain the insulation to those interested.
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The Western Passenger Association meets tomorrow to

again consider the question of World's Pair rates. It is

hoped, for the good of the Fair and the people, the Associa-

tion will decide on a general one way rate. The proposition

to be submitted is an advance in the right direction, but

why should people living within 200 miles of Chicago be

excluded from this rate?

The gate receipts of last Sunday, which was the last

open Sunday of the Fair, were appropriated to the benefit

of the sufferers by the recent fireat the Exposition grounds.

The fund raised by contributions large and small together

with what has been raised from benefits given by conces-

sioners and others has become large enough so that the

sufferers will be relieved from want. The action of the

directors in thus disposing of the receipts on the last open

Sunday was most appropriate.

In another column will be found a list of the jurors so

far appointed in the Department of Electricity. The se-

lection of the Jury of Awards has been a most difficult task

but has thus far been most creditably done. In looking

over the list of names the number of men connected with

educational institutions is noticeable. It was advisable to

select men not connected with electrical companies and for

that reason the choice was confined almost entirely to prom-

inent electricians connected with educational institutions.

At a meeting of the jury held on Tuesday afternoon Prof.

H. S. Carhart was elected president.

Last week the Board of Directors by a vote of 24 to 4

decided to close the Fair on Sunday. This decision of the

directors seems to give, with a few exceptions, universal

satisfaction. It will undoubtedly be a relief to the public

to know that the matter is settled and the army of employes

at the Fair will appreciate a day of rest each week. The

wish of the people in this matter was shown by their stay-

ing away from the Fair on Sunday; after a sufficient time for

making a test the above decision has been reached. Chicago

has many beautiful parks and places of interest, so that

visitors if they desire will find abundant places to spend

the Sabbath, and the increased attendance during the week

will more than make ujd for the slight profit there would

have been secured on Sundays.

The German Commission is arranging some very hand-

some decorations in the center of the east gallery. The

plan is copied from the memorial to Dr. Von Siemens

erected by the Emperor at Berlin. The panels will be of

finest crimson silk jjlush with gold trimmings. A statue of

Siemens is shown iu the back ground while arranged in the

foreground on tables are numerous cases of instruments

and apjDaratus of historical interest.

The Hope Electric Appliance Co. of Providence is show-

ing a number of interesting pieces of apparatus in the

Gallery of the Electricity Building Section S. A wooden

arch over the center of the space supports a number of in-

candescent lamps. A converter on a frame back of the

arch supplies current for the lamps and serves to show the

special double pole dead cut-out switch for opening the

primary circuit of an alternating current. The switch is

in an iron box, has a very quick motion, is insulated with

porcelain and can be made with or without fuses. Samples

of series arc circuit cut-out switches are also shown with

the mechanical action and construction very similar to that

of the primary alternating switch mentioned above. Other

special switches are also shown in operation. A very clever

device, Wright's automatic mast arm, is secured to one of

the posts running up to the roof through the space. This

arm consists of one long piece of pipe extending out from

the post and strongly braced in all directions, secured to a

casting at the post end and parallel to it underneath is a

swinging arm, to the outer end of which the arc lamp is

fastened. A thin tape of strong bronze metal about § inch

wide is attached to the lamp, runs over a pulley on the

outer end of the stationary arm, through that pipe to the

post where it runs over another pulley and down the pole

to a windlass. By paying out the tape at the windlass the

lower arm swings down with the lamp attached. The wires

from the circuit are first carried to a series cut-out on the

post, from thence through the movable arm to the lamp.

In dropping the lamjJ for trimming, the circuit is entirely

cut off, making it absolute safe to handle. The windlass is

boxed in to prevent trouble from storms, and the bronze

tai^e runs in a cleat down the pole. The company has also

a mast arm for use on streets where there are trolleys; the

lamp is in this case drawn in to the pole on the same level

by means of an endless cable the circuit wires being looped

for that purpose. The company owns numerous patents

on and is making a specialty of these devices.

The Electricity Building Gallery Exhibitors' Club.

During the past week an organization has been perfected

of the exhibitors in the galleries of the Electricity Build-

ing. It is called the Electricity Building Gallery Exhibit-

ors' Club, and the object of it as stated is to advance the

interests of the gallery exhibitors.

The officers are: President, Thomas R. Lombard, of

the North American Phonograph Co.; Vice President, C.

E. Lee, Chicago; Secretary and Treasurer, M. J. Sullivan,

of the Electrical World. At a meeting on Monday after-

noon a resolution was passed that members should con-

tribute five dollars each to the treasury for a j^relimi-

nary fund for immediate expenses, and committees were ap-

pointed as follows: General Committee: C. E. Lee, George

Clark, Herr Lobach, M. J. Sullivan, Dr. A. Owen. Com-

mittee on entertainment: Dr. Waite, E. Nashold, Prof. J.

P. Barrett, Mr. Eckert, Dr. A. Owen. Committee to con-

fer with American Exhibitors' Association: Lieut. E. J.

Spencer, M. J. Sullivan, C. C. Breckner.
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WORLD'S FAIR NOTES.

The exhibit of the Newark factory of the Westinghoiise

Company is fast approaching completion and by the middle

of next week will be in very good shape.

During the severe storm of Thursday last lightning struck

the top of the northeast tower of Machinery Hall tearing

the staff off for a considerable distance.

The Equitable Manufacturing and Electric Company is

showing an exhibit of printing telegrajjhs in the gallery of

the Electricity Building under the big Westinghouse sign.

Much interest is still manifested in the British Post oflBce

exhibit and Mr. Chapman, who is in charge, is kejjt con-

stantly busy explaining the different pieces of apparatus to

interested listeners.

In order to have some repairs made the Wellington res-

taurant in the west gallery of the Electricity Building has

been closed for the present. This restaurant has been one

of the most popular on the grounds.

The Excelsior Electric Company has nearly completed

its exhibit. The decorative arrangement of fancy colored

lamps and moving illuminated signs will probably be en-

tirely complete by the end of this week.

Mr. E. Nashold, western manager of the Electric Heat

Alarm Company, has added new decorations to his exhibit

in the west gallery. A canopy over the top with neatly

draped curtains at the sides and an electric fan has made
the booth attractive and comfortable.

of whom should be English and the other German. Other

officers were not decided on, and the candidates were not

discussed.

How the Writing is Done.

Jury of Awards Department of Electricity.

About one half the total number of judges for the Depart-

ment of Electricity have now been confirmed. The names

are as follows:

Henry S. Carhart, University of Michigan.

Harris J. Ryan, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

Benj. F. Thomas, Ohio State University, Columbus.

Geo. P. Barker, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelj)hia.

T. C. Mendenhall, United States Coast and Geodetic

Survey, Washington, D. C.

Robt. B. Owens, University of Nebraska, Lincoln.

M. O'Dea, Notre Dame, Ind.

W. M. Stine, Chicago.

Sam'l Reber, U. S. Army.

Henry A. Rowland, Johns-Hopkins University, Baltimore.

E. P. Warner, Chicago.

Dr. Chas. E. Emery, New York City.

A. E. Dolbear, Tuft's College, Mass.

W. E. Ayrton, F. R. S., London.

Geo. Forbes, M. A., F. R. S., Loudon.

Director Rathenau, Berlin.

Daurath Ulbricht, Berlin.

Pierre Dehausse, Belgium.

Wm. Shrader, University of Missouri.

S. Brown Ayres, Tulane University, Louisiana.

D. C. Jackson, University of Wisconsin" Madison.

S. Thompkins, Clemson College, S. C.

R. W. Pope, Sec. Am. Inst. E. E.

An informal meeting of the jury was held at '2 o'clock

Monday afternoon in the office of Prof. Barrett, nine mem-
bers being present. The meeting was called to order by
Dr. Hornsby, who acted as temporary chairman, and a gen-

eral discussion of methods of procedure took place. It

was decided that the president of the jury should be an

American and that two vice-presidents shall be chosen, one:

In the crowd in front of the "W. E. Co." writing machine

there is always some one ready to explain its operation.

The following explanations were overheard in the courseof

an hour the other evening:

"O ! Mr. Smith ! isn't that perfectly lovely? I wonder

how that funny little pointer lights those lamps."

"Why, Miss Jones, that pointer doesn't light the lamps.

It doesn't touch them. I saw how it was done the first

time."

"O ! please tell me; I'm just dying to know."

"Well, the stick doesn't light the lamps but the current

that lights the lamps makes the stick move. You know
that a current of electricity will attract a magnet; just as

in the telephone. When you talk into a telephone you turn

the crank a while first; that charges the wire with electric-

ity. When you talk, the vibrations of the air cause the

electricity charged into the wire to vibrate too. The dia-

phragm at the other end is a magnet, and as the electricity

in the wire vibrates the magnetic diaphragm is attracted

and repelled; it follows the movements of the charged elec-

tricity exactly and so produces the sound. Now, in this case,

there is a magnet in the end of the stick. As the current

is turned on to light the lamps it passes along from one

lamp to another and the magnet is attracted and follows

the current, and that is what makes the pointer follow the

letters."

"O, I see now; but I thought electricity went faster than

that."

"So it does, normally. But when we pass it through an

apparatus called a rheostat it absorbs so many lines of force

that it is retarded. You saw the rheostat over by the

column that retarded the lightning there."

"Perhaps they do that by a brush discharge from the end

of the jDointer. It could be done that way easily enough;

but I think more likely it is a chemical process, because

you see the wires on the back of the frame are painted

with something. The stick may contain another chemical,

or more likely is hollow and the chemical in the form of

gas is blown through it against the chemical on the wires

and so current enough is generated to light the lamps."

"Yes, I see: it could be done that way; but how does the

stick put the lights out when it goes back ?"

"There is probably an automatic device to reverse the

current when it goes back."

"O, aunt Mary! you must see this ! see! it looks as if

that pointer lighted the lamps but it don't. George read

all about it to me out of a paper the other day; that box is

full of cans and things and the electricity goes through the

cans before it gets to the lights and the pointer doesn't

have anything to do with it at all."

"Say, Mickey, tell us what makes de stick go'i"

"O, I'm onto it; dere's a kid in de box w'at wiggles de

stick, see?"

"Aw, come off; de kid couldn't do it all day; he'd be

tired."

"Say, you makes me tired; dere's a hole in de floor, and

w'en de kid is tired he goes down and auoder one comes

up, see?" .
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PERSONAL.

Prof. George Forbes, of London, is registered at the Victoria
Hotel.

Prof, and Mrs. Harris J. Eyan, of Cornell University, are
visiting the Fair.

Mr. Walter L Flower, of the Acme Filter Company, St. Louis,

is visiting the Fair this v^eek.

Mr. C. F. Scott, of the Westinghouse Company, Pittsburgh, is

visiting the Fair with his family.

Prof. W. E. Ayrton, of London, arrived Monday, in time for
the first meeting of the Jury of Awards.

Mr. Wellington W. Cummer, of the Cadillac (Mich.) Electric

Light Company, and family were at the Fair last week.

Mr. Thos. W. Stewart, of the Thackara Manufacturing Com-
pany, Philadelphia, was a visitor at the Exposition last week.

Prof. Benj. F. Thomas, of the Ohio State University, is in the
city to visit the Fair and attend the meetings of the Jury of
Awards.

Mr. S. A. Drake, superintendent of the People's Gas & Electric

Light Company, Canton, 111., is spending a few days at the Fair
with his family.

Mr. A. A. Dion, superintendent and electrician of the Chau-
diere Electric Light and Power Company, of Ottawa, Ont., is

visiting the Exposition.

Mr. Clarence J. Reddig, treasurer of the Shippensburg Electric
Light Company, of Shippensburg, Pa., while doing the Fair last

week, called on Electrical Industries.

Mr. Fred. A. Gilbert, of the Boston Electric Light Company,
is spending a couple of weeks at the Fair and making a special
study of the exhibits in the Electricity building.

Col. Henry S. Kearney, engineer of the New York Board of
Electrical Control, is visiting the Fair and devoting a consider-
able time to the Electrical features of the Exposition.

Dr. Charles E. Emery, of New York, is visiting the Exposi-
tion and also attending the meetings of the Jury of Awards.
The Department of Electricity should be congratulated on se-

curing the services of Dr. Emery on the jury.

DEPARIMENT OP ELECTRICITY.
Offices: SECTION E, BLECTEICITY BUILDING.

Chief, John P. Barrett,
Assistant Chief, J. Allen Hornsbt.

General Superintendent, J. W. Blaesdell.
Electrical Engineer, W. W. Primm.

BUSINESS NOTES.

DEPARTMEM OF MKCHANICAL AND ELECTRK AL
ENGINEERING

OFFICES SOUTH OP MACHINERY HALL.

Mechanical Engineer, C. F. Foster
Electrical Engineer, R. H. Pierce.

First Asst. Mechanical Engineer, John -Meaden.
First Asst. Electrical Engineer, S. G. Neiler.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

World's Fair Headquarters,

SECTION S, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Ralph W. Pope, Secretary.

Open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

CHICAGO WORLD'S CONGRESS OF ELECTRICIANS.
OPENING SESSION, MONDAY, AUGUST 21sT, 3 P. 31,

ADVISORY COUNCIL.
President, Dr. Elisha Gray, Highland Park, III.

Secretary, Prof. H. S. Carhart, Ann Arbor, Mich.
executive committee.

Chairman, Prof. Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
committee on invitations.

Chairman, T. Commerford Martin, 303 Broadway, New York.
committee on program.

Chairman, Prof. T. C. Mendenhall, Washington, D. C,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE.
Chairman, B- E. Sunny, X75 Adams Street, Chicago,

The Chicago Electric Wire Company has secured from the
government a contract for the wire for the submarine cables to
be attached to the automobile torpedoes which are being tested
at Willetts Point, N. Y. The contract calls for the expenditure
of $75,000. This contract will take from one to two months to
complete, and will require the uninterrupted work of the factory.
The Electrical Appliance Company report that it is very

interesting to note the way in which the orders commence to
pour in for Meston fan motors after a few consecutive hot days.
It has already sold several hundred of these machines and is
filling large orders every day for country as well as city trade.
A very large number is now in use at the Pair and the Electric
Appliance Company expects to have several hundred motors in-
stalled there before the fan season is over.

The Electrical Engineering Company, St. Louis, Mo.,
through its manager, Mr. E. G. Bruckman, has been awarded
the contract for the installation of the electric light work of the
new Union Depot at St. Louis. This depot is one of the largest
of its kind and the electrical work is of correspondingly large
size. The contract for some 6,000 lights required in the Union
Trust Company's new building has also been awarded to the
same company.

Amusements.

Hoolet's Theater—Mr. E. S. Willard, in ' The Middle-

man." Saturnay evening, " The Professor's Love
Story." 149 Randolph street.

Colombia The.4,ter—Miss Lillian Russell, in " La Cigale."

108 Monroe street.

Grand Opera House — Sol Smith Russell, in "A Poor
Relation. 87 Clark street."

AuDiTOEiUM—Imre Kiralfy's Spectacle "America." Con-

gress street and Wabash avenue.

MoVioker's Theater—Denman Thomson, in " The Old

Homestead." 82 Madison street.

Chicago Opera House—American Extravaganza Company,

in "Ali Baba, or Morgiana and the Forty Thieves."

Eighth week. Washington and Clark streets.

SoHiLLEE Theater—Chas. Frohman's Stock Company, in

" The Girl I Left Behind Me." Eighth week. Ran-

dolph, near Dearborn.

Haverly's Casino—Haverly's United Minstrels. Wabash
avenue, near Jackson street.

Trooadero—Concert. Michigan avenue near Monroe street.

The Geotto—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.

Buflfalo Bill's " Wild West." 63d street. Daily at 3 and

8.30 p.m.

Pain's " Siege of Sebastopol," 60th street and Cottage

Grove avenue. Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday

nights.

This week Mr. Willard has returned to "The Middleman,"
with the exception of Saturday night, when he will appear in
" The Professor's Love Story."' The cast is the same as that of
six weeks ago and the reappearance of this play has been
greatly appreciated.

"A Poor Relation,'" in which Mr. Russell appears this week,
has proved, it is said, to have been the most satisfactory in Mr.
Russeirs repertoire. This comedy was written by E. E. Kidder
and has never failed to receive a large patronage.

Various scenes in "Ali Baba" seem to render it especially
adapted for the summer season. The waterfalls, the forests,

and caves, the moonlit garden, and other suggestions of cool
retreats, seem to modify through the imagination the heat of
the body. The American E.Ktravaganza Company has done
much toward making Chicago a profitable place during the
summer, having opened the summer season seven years ago
with the production of " Arabian Nights."

The great popularity of the spectacle " America " was shown
last week when on the hottest nights of the season the thea-
ter was filled. Every World's Fair visitor comes with at least

one evening reserved for seeing this spectacle, it has become
so generally recognized as one of the great attractions of the
World's Fair season. The SchafEers still hold the highest place
in public favor. Persons present at the Wednesday matinee
were fittingly reminded of the 100th performance by a hand-
some souvenir.
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CLARK
COMPANY. NEW YORK.

192 Broadway and II John Street.

o
(rl

I-

o
LLI MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

_l| The CLARK ARC LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

IJJ the best and most durable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS
A SF=ECIAl_TY.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING
Greatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
ND OTHER PflWHinr _

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGER'S PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is
not aifected by steam or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and the most econoni-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, CHICAGO, ILL

Standard Electric Cdmpany.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AX THI

"WOI^LO'S F-A-II^.

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.
Sec. S, 20

ELECTRICITY BUILDING. Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

Tli8 Standard Lamps Light tlie Power Plant, Machinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Building, and

Othtr Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Rod Lamp.
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ELEOTRIOITY BUILDING—EXHIBITORS AND THEIR LOCATION.
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
We confine our attention entirely and strictly to electrical supplies. We are

NOT COMPETING
with our own trade in the sale cf electrical machinery or in electrical contracting.

EILEICTRIC ARRLIANCE: COMRANV,
243 l^aciison Street, OH:io.A.C3-0.

We are thus enabled to be more in sympathy with the trade and by giving entire attention to one line of the business can secure
more satisfactory results for ourselves and our customers than would be attained by trying to spread ourselves over every department of
the electrical field.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
THE MATHER ELECTRIC GO,

MANCHESTER, CONN.

Offices, 116 Bedford St., BOSTON.

AND

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

THE "NOVAK" LAMP.

CLAFLIN & KIMBALL (Inc.)

General Selling Agents.

lie Bedford Street, BOSTON.

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

Enterprise

Electric-

Company
307 Dearborn Street,

Chicago

Manufacturers' Agents and MMI Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, -%,<»^

Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

o. SUPPLIES OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

ILocust Pins, Cross Arms, Class
———---'—— Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING_^ -.

-:^/^//i^<iJ, at ^^^^%r^^/j^^^^<
e^

^l€^€li 'J-.
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Map of Chicago.
Showing- Location of its Electrical and Allied Business Interests, Principal Hotels, Theatres, Depots and Transportation Lines to

the World's Fair Grounds. (Index numbers refer to the black squares.)
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nnnnnnoi
Ansonia Eloc Co., Michigan Ave. & Randolpli St. . .

.

American Battery Co., 188 Madison St
Bartholomew, Stow & Co , 57 Michigan Ave
Barton & Brown, 1428 Monadnock Block
Benham, A. D., 200 S. Clinton St
Brill Co., J. G., Phenis Bldg
Bryant Electric Co
BruBi Electric Co., Monadnock Block
Buckeye Electric Co.. 437 Rookery Bldg
Calumet Electric Mfg. & Engineering Co 174 S
Clinton St

Central Electric Lt. & Pr. Co., 185 Dearhorn St
Central Electric Co.. 118 Franklin St
Central Telephone Co
Chicago Arc Light & Power Co, Washington St., Ply-
mouth PI 8 &

Chicago Telephone Co., 203 Washington St
Chicago Edison Co
Chicago Electric Club, 175 Clark St
Chicago Electric Motor Co., 313 S. Canal St
Chicago Rawhide M g. Co., 76 Ohio St
Chicago Insulated Wire Co., 214 The Northern
Claflin & Kimball, 1001 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
Cleveland Electric & Mfg. Co., 149 La Salle St
Cutter, Geo., 851 The Rookery

Cushing & Morse, 225 De
Commercial Elec Co.. The Rookery.
Consolidated Electric Co
C. & C. Electric Motor Co., 201 Madi'
B'Unger EI. Telephone Co., Stock Exchange Bldg
Detroit Electrical Works, 917 Monadnock Block ...

Edwards, W. S.. Mfg. Co., 21 Lake St
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., 1417 Monadnock Block
Electric Construction & Supply Co., Unity Bldg
Electric Appliance Co., 242 Madison St
Electrical Tnbustkies Pdb Co., Monadock Block,
Enterprise Electric Co., 307 Dearborn St
Ft. Wayne Elec. Co., 185 Dearborn St
GlobeLight & HeatCo., 52Lake St
Gregory, Chas. B., Co.. 49 S. Jefferson St
Great Western Mfg. Co., 203 S. Canal St
General Electric Co., 175 Adams bt
General Incand. Arc L't. Co., 175 Adams St
Hood, Wm., 239 LaSalle St
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co., 307 Dearborn St
Illinois Elec. Lamp Co., 171-17.S S. Canal St
Jenney Elec. Motor Co., 933 Monadock Block
Keystone Elec. Co., 345 S. Canal St
Knapp Elec. Works, 56 Franklin St
Kohler Bros., 1417 Monadock Block

McDougall ^t C uiiimines. Unity Bldg..
McLean &. .'^chmitt, 195 S. Canal St.
Mather Elec. Co., Chamber of Coran
New York Insulated Wire Co., 80 Frankln St."

National Elec. Mfg. Co., Pullman Bldg
Postal Telegraph Co., Phenix Bldg
Pullman's Palace Car Co., Pullman Bldg
Pumpelly, J. K., 205 S. Canal St
Phoenix Glass Co., Wabash Ave. and Lake St
Railway Equipment Co., Pullman Bldg
Rockford Elec. s, Mfg. Co., 94 La Salle St
Standard Elec. Co., 625 Home Ins. Bldg
Siemeiis-HalskeElec. Co.. 12S5 Monadnock Block.
Star Elec. Lamp Co., 805 Chamber of Com. Bldg. . .

.

Stirling Co., 606 Pullman Bldg
Schieren, Chas. A., & Co., 46 S. Canal St
Short Elec. Railway Co. Monadnock Block
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames, 348 Dearborn St
Todd. Applegate Co., The, 340 Dearhorn St
W.addell-Kntz C"., 1122 Monadnock Block
Westingbouse Electric & Mfg. Co, Pullman Bldg..
Western Electric Co., 227 S.Clinton St
WoUensak, J. F., Lake and Franklin Sts
Western Union Telegraph Co., Phenix Bldg
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5visp^nd^cl Fan Outfit

Black

Japan

Finish

Electric Fans

Self-Oiling

....and

Self-Aligning

Bearings

Electric Fans

OKONITE WIRES
OKONITE ^^ TAPES = MANSON

INTERIOR CONDUIT.
Batteries, Bells, Push Buttons, Annunciators, Volt IVIeters, Ammeters, Wheatstone

Bridges, Line Wire Cross Arms, Brackets, Pins, Insulators, Tools.

(SiErMErRAL SUPPLIErS.
CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO

116-118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
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Books for Electrical Men

THE MEASUREMENTS of ELECTRICAL
CURRENTS and OTHER ADVANCED PRIMERS
of ELECTRICITY by Edwin J. Houston, A. M.,

429 pages, 169 illustrations, price $1. An element-
ary electrical treatise for students and non-technical

readers giving in simple but exact terms the prin-

ciples and apparatus upon which are based the

practical operations of electrical measurements.

PATENTABLE INVENTION by EDW. S.

RENWICK. A brief and concise summary giving

the Law of Patents for inventions. An invaluable

work of reference for every inventor. Bound in

Sheep, price $2.00.

THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY in THEORY
and PRACTICE by O. T. Crosby and Dr. Louis
Bell. Second edition revised and enlarged. 416
pages, 182 illustrations. Price $2.50. A practical

work on the electric railway that should be in the
hands of every railway man.

ELECTRICITY and MAGNETISM by Prof.

Edwin J. Houston, A. M. 306 pages, 116 illustra-

tions. Price $1.

AKY OF THE ABOVE WORKS SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

Electrical Industries Publishing Co.

Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.
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Western Electric Company,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
'^pvi^is^n^BnvnBntKvsi

Arc Lighting Apparatus
High and Low Tension,

Double and Single Service Lamps,
All Night Single Lamps,

Theater and Focusing Lamps.

ELECTRIC MOTORS

BUILT FOR SEVERE AND CONTINUOUS SERVICE.

SPECIAL TYPES FOR SPECIAL DUTY.
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Cutter's "Boulevard" Streethood

THE LATEST, NEATEST AND BEST.

GEORGE CUTTER,
851=853=855 The Rookery. ..CHICAGO.

SIMPLEX WIRES
INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

,^^*6^^^
Simplex Electrical Co.

t''® 620 Atlantic Ave.,

George Cutter, Chicago. BOSTON, MASS.

Made 5 ami -:

\ O amp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.

1 O amp. 3 way.

XNTRIC
"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South reth St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

y:4 p- & s.

WIRINS INSULATOR,

Saves TIME
TROUBLE

and TIE WIRE .

Made only by

Pass & Seymour,
SYRACUSE, N.Y.

George Cutter,
CHICAGO.

(onsolida-ted Electric (p.

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

115 Rranklin Street,

CHICAGO.

J. HOLT GATES,
Manager Western Dept.

THE WADDELL-ENTZ CO.
MULTIPOLAR

DIRECT CONNECTED DYNAMOS.
SLOW SPEED MOTORS.

1122 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.

OEOI^a-E FOR.TEI^,
Contractor for All Kinds of

ELECTRICAL \A/ORK.
Room 67, 143 La Salle St., CHICAGO.

Crary Block, BOONE, IOWA.

CHAS. A. SGHIEREN & GO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Genuine Perforated Electric

Leather Belting,

46 So. Canal Street, - CHICAGO.

WAGNER ELEGTfllC FAN MOTORS
For Direct or Alternatlny Currents.

Section 15, Dpt. F, Clm. 27. Section D, Space 3.

MACHINERY HALL. ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

These motors give a strc-gerbreezB with less consumption of current thaa
any other fan motor on The market. They are full 1-8 horse power. Six bladed
12-inch fan. Self-oiling. Furnished with or without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

See Our Exhibit of ELECTRICAL FIXTURES
IN SECTION "N", BETWEEN COLUMNS 62 AND 64, MANUFACTURES BUILDING,

GLOBE LIGHT & HEAT CO.. 52 & 54 Lake St., CHICAGO.
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Exhibit of the Brush Electric Company. The feature of the exhibit which attracts the most atten-

tion artistically is a square temple of Grecian style of archi-

This exhibit, situated just west of the temple of the Bell tecture, at the south end of the space. The outer surface

Telephone Co., contains representative machines and appli- is painted white with the lightest of blue tinted trimmings,

auces manufactured by The Brush Electric Company, the An entrance at either end, back of the row of Corinthian

IHK KXiiilUT i>i. lUE iii;l:sii i:i,].>.rKR

earliest in the field with practical electric lighting appa-

ratus. Although it was in the seventies that Charles Fran-

cis Brush constructed the first arc lighting dynamo bear-

ing his name, and which by the way is exhibited here, little

change is to he noted except in the substitution of a lami-

nated armature core for one of cast iron.

columns supporting the roof, leads to a circular interior

that is surmounted by a dome. At the right and left are

doors leading to closets and store rooms. The central post

supporting the dome is surrounded by an upholstered seat

for the accommodation of visitors.

The object of the peculiar shaped interior of this temple
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is to show a method for lighting theatres, churches and

other large assembly rooms. Incandescent lamps are en-

tirely concealed from view behind the frieze at the base of

the dome. The light from the lamps is thrown upward

on to the surface of the dome and from there disseminated

throughout the room, lighting the whole interior evenly and

softly.

The required effect is secured without a dazzling light

tiresome to the eyes. Mr. I. E. Prentiss, who is in charge

of the entire exhibit, has advocated this system of lighting

for some time, and the results seem to justify him. The

temple was constructed by the Henry Dibblee Company of

Chicago. Without the temple on the east side of the space

are displayed the eight regular sizes of Brush standard

arc lighting dynamos, from one light to 65 lights capacity,

each equipped with ampere meter and dial regulator. The
new Brush arc dynamo, called No. 9, having a capacity of

120 to 125 10 ampere arc lamps, at 500- revolutions, will

be shown coupled direct to a Willans engine, running 460

this dynamo and 20 in each half of the field. One special

feature is the flexible coupling between the motor and the

dynamo; while it is perfectly rigid as far as rotation is

concerned it is capable of movement slightly out of line; it

consists substantially of a jaw clutch with four small teeth,

two on each of the large flanges, with proper recesses to

receive the teeth in the opposite flange. Another direct

coupled exhibit is a 50-light arc machine, connected by a

flexible coupling to a 21 -inch 35-horse power shunt wound
crane motor, 220 volts, at 900 revolutions. An old No. 7,

16-light arc machine is accompanied by a letter from the

former owners, saying it had been in use for 14 years with

no repairs other than segments and brushes.

Other dynamos, etc., shown are: a 40-light arc with 10

of the original lamps sold in 1881 and used until shipped

here; a 100 kilowatt 1 ,000 volt constant potential dynamo,

such as is used at the Calumet & Hecla mines for furnish-

ing current to motors for pumping purposes; a crane

motor showing the design of motors made in sizes of from

W^

Ml
'^^'"^^^^im.^

'Xnsr

i?5f"'

In^-.',

FIG. 3.—THE EXHIBIT OF THE BRUSH ELECTKIC COMPANY.

revolutions per minute and at that speed will have a cajsac-

ity of 100 or more lights.

On the west side of the temple are arranged samples of

the Brush direct current, constant potential, compound

wound dynamos of 20, 30, 50, and 100 kilowatt capacity,

the two first being 100 volts and the two latter 110 volts.

While the regular copper wire brush is used on all these

dynamos it is supplemented on the constant potential ma-

chines by one carbon brush in each set, which is pushed

slightly forward of the others and prevents all sparking.

Another very interesting item in this exhibit is a 150

kilowatt 2,000-volt alternating dynamo of the standard

Brush type with the armature coupled up to produce 110

volts for use in the exhibit at such times as it is necessary

to supply current to the three wire system current for which

is furnished by the Exposition at 110 volts.

This large machine is direct coupled to a 250-horse

power 220-volt brush motor, running 600 revolutions per

minute, the exciter being belted from the alternating cur-

rent dynamo. There are ten bobbins in the armature of

five to 33-horse power; an iron clad mining motor, 15 by

28 inches 220 volts and running 750 revolutions; a 36

kilowatt and a 60 kilowatt 2,000 volt alternating current

dynamo, the armature of one being out of the machine and

the armature of the other being taken apart to show the

construction. Sample converters are shown of the brush

types.

In switch boards the company has a very fine exhibit, in-

cluding some four or five different sizes and types. The
regular service board used for the exhibit is constructed of

white marble on an iron frame, and has all the switches for

the various motors, dynamos, lamp and power circuits used

in and around the exhibit. One special feature of the

board is the jointing by an iron bar of two of the regular

double pole, double throw, knife switches in such a man-

ner that when thrown one way the incandescent lamp cir-

cuits are joined onto the regular three wire system, and

when thrown in the opposite direction cuts the same cir-

cuits onto the two wire system of the large brush alternat-

ing current dynamo in the exhibit.
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The fuses are all placed on the back of this board and

consist of copper strips cut down to a width for the proper

carrying capacity. The fuses are duplex, that is, there are

two, one being in circuit until blown when by putting a

plug in its socket, the remaining one is cut in until the first

can be replaced. There is a considerable space between

FIG. 3.—THE EXniBIl OF THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY.

the front and back of this board, used in this case for

making the circuit connections, and the end of the space

between is taken up by a white marble arc-board. The 50

double carbon arc lamps used about the exhii)it are con-

nected from this board.

Machinery Hall. On the east side is another aic board for

36 dynamos and 36 circuits, with the regulation safety plug

and cable. A ground detector is placed on one end of the

board, consisting of a bank of lamps with a revolving

switch or commutator for cutting them in or out individ-

ually in order to balance up against the resistance of a

ground. These boards are all made in panels, each com-

plete in itself and having all its contacts perfectly insu-

lated from the slate by hard rubber bushing. The plug

used has a substantial hard rubber handle and a long

sleeve of the same material slips over the brass contact

piece to protect the hand from an accidental contact in

drawing out or pushing in the plug. The plug socket is

on the back of the board and at the end of a heavy bush-

ing of hard rubber being joined to the other sockets and

circuits by wire bush bars, the several panels being con-

nected together in this manner. The south end of the

board is used to show the different styles of panels. The

center one is on hinges and swings like a door, allowing ac-

cess to the interior for examination of the connections.

On the west side of the quadrangle is a four unit alter-

nating incandescent board capable of caring for 5,000

lights. Each panel is comjalete for one circuit and four

machines, having a volt meter, ammeter magnetic cut out,

wliich by the way is placed on but one leg of the circuit

in this system. A ground detector at the end of the board

serves for all the circuits. A larger board of this same

type but of 10 unit size is placed just back of the Brush

carbon exhibit across the aisle to the west. It has a set of

instruments for the feeders, a set for each dynamo and a

magnetic circuit breaker for each line. The instruments

for use with the dynamos placed at either end, the feeder

switches and other apparatus being on the central panels.

Near the center of the exhibit space is a long table or bench

4.—THE EXHIBIT OP THE RRUSH ELECTRIC COMI'ANV.

In special designs of standard boards, there are shown

in the northwest corner of the space types of the arc and

alternating incandescent boards of different capacities, all

on black enameled slate so placed as to form the four sides

of a quadrangle. On the end towards the north is a duj)-

covered with olive green cloth on which are displayed a

number of the smaller parts of a dynamo, such as the com-

mutator, and a lamp unassembled. Back of this is a test

rack for arc lamps, with lamps hanging in place, the sheet

iron testing globe on each for allowing the arc to be seen

licate of the arc board used in the Brush service plant in through colored glass without injury to the eyes. The
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sliding volt meter for testing the lamps to a standard is

also shown.

Various other detail parts are displayed on benches,

among others a commutator for a 250-horse power motor.

Across the aisle to the west is the exhibit of Brush carbons

including all sizes from the smallest up to those huge

pieces used by the Cowles Smelting Company at Lockport,

being three feet long by three inches in diameter. All are

tastefully arranged in geometrical figures on a platform,

with statistical tables showing growth from five millions pro-

duction in 1882 to twenty-six milllions in 1892. Numerous

pictures of the different forms of apparatus made by the

Brush company are placed about the exhibit and handsome

painted signs are suspended over each portion of the com-

pany's space. Festooned from post to post between the

arc lamps marking the outline of the space occupied are

handsome wreaths of staff setting off the outlines. A great

deal of credit is due to Mr. Prentiss for getting his display

in so good shape in spite of the many difficulties in the

way. The scheme of interior lighting mentioned above and

especially advocated by him is deserving of special atten-

tion.

Electrical Exhibit of the Brazilian Oovernment.

The Brazilian government has recently installed a very

interesting exhibit of electrical apparatus in Section V, of

the gallery of Electricity Building. It consists mostly of

telegraph instruments made at the government workshops,

Riode Janeiro, although many pieces of electrical apparatus

for fire alarm, telegrajjh, torpedo work, and maps of the

entire system of government telegrajDhs have been added.

The regular Morse instruments shown are finely finished

and well made. Sample relays, resistance boxes, switch-

boards, which, by the way have all metal surfaces tinned

to prevent oxidation, galvanometers arid lightning arresters

are displayed about the tables in the space. The naval de-

partment shows a set of instruments after the pattern of

Lieut. Bradley Fisher's range finder for locating vessels

over mines, with resistance boxes, testing and firing keys,

also samples of electric exploders for use with mines and

torjjedos.

One very large map at the south end of the exhibit gives

the location of all the telegraph lines now completed and

under construction. Portfolios containing majas showing

every section of telegraph line in the country are displayed

at the table in the center. The country now has some 8,700

miles of line in operation with 17,400 miles of wire and 300

stations. Among special features is the peculiar porcelain

insulator used by this government. It consists essentially

of two parts, that is the insulator itself and the lead ball

used to hold the same in place.

The insulator is of hard glazed porcelain with double

pettycoat and secured onto an iron pin which fits into the

cross-arm. The shape is somewhat like a truncated cone.

In the top is a circular depression about an inch in depth

and two notches are cut in opposite sides of this depres-

sion in which the circuit wire is laid. A hole in each of

the other two sides at right angles with the notches serves

to hold the cross-wire which is pushed through over the

circuit wire and bent at right angles at either end.

The principal feature, however, is the lead or tin ball,

about |-inch in diameter, which is applied to the wire in

halves and being placed over the wire at the proper spot

is dipped into solder and thereby securely fastened in

place. The wire and ball are then dropped into place in

the top of the insulator and the tie wire passed through

the small holes over the ball preventing it from rising and

holding the wire securely in place, the insulation being of

the very best. These insulators were made by the Siemens

& Halske Co. in Berlin; as are the cables and many of the

heavier pieces of machinery.

The booth is covered with a handsome canopy in the

national colors of green and yellow and is surrounded by a

substantial railing.

The decorations and arrangements reflect great credit on

Capt. I. M. de Lemos Basto, the Brazilian commissioner

who is also director of telegraphs in Brazil. An attendant

is always at hand to explain all the interesting features of

the exhibit in many languages.

The Photophone.

During the past week the American Bell Telephone Co.

has been making experiments with the photophone, in the

transmission of sounds by a ray of light. The transmitter

placed in the west gallery of the Electricity Building was

used to direct the rays into the receiver placed on the steps

at the north end of the telephone temple.

The apparatus is very simple and the experiment is said

to be an unqualified success. The transmitter is made up
of a very thin diaphragm of glass mirror set in a brass

frame, with a mouthpiece facing the silvered side. The
reflecting side receives the ray of light from an arc lamp
directed through a strong lens. This ray is reflected

from the mirror into a parabolic receiving reflector which

concentrates the light on a small glass bulb filled with very

dry burnt cork. Two wires are taken out of this bulb to

small ear pieces similar to those used with the phonograph.

The vibration of the transmitting diaphragm by the voice

converges or diverges the ray of light, making it stronger

or weaker in the parabolic receiver. The heating of the

bulb of carbon is varied, thus causing a variation in the

vibrations of the carbon which are transmitted to the ear

pieces. The experiment is very neat although at present

it is diflScult to imagine to what practical use it can be put.

The Director General has issued an order to the depart-

ments and the department heads have issued a circular to

all pass holders, ordering them to call at the dej)artment

offices to have passes examined and approved. If such

term passes are considered necessary and are approved by

the department officials a form will be filled out for the

pass holder who will then visit the office of the department

of admissions either at 64th street or 62nd street, and

there get his pass stamped, "Good on and after August 1,

1893." Truly the life of the pass holder is not one of un-

alloyed bliss.

One class of machinery seems so far to have escaped the

touch of the electric motor to any extent, that is saw mill

machinery; yet one would think that the high speeds at

which such apparatus is run would invite the application

of electric motors. A fine exhibit of wood sawing machin-

ery is being made in a pavilion back of Machinery Hall, just

west of the department of Mechanical and Electrical En-

gineering. Some of this machinery is so automatic and

vigorous in its action as to appear almost human.

The Electrical World should read the World's Pair

Supplement of Electrical Industries and avoid the publi-

cation of illustrations of machines that never saw the

western continent, as World's Fair exhibits.
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Exhibit of the Reliance Quage Company.

The Keliance Gauge Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, has

one of the most attractive exhibits in the gallery of the

Electricity Building, showing a full line of the well-known

Reliance safety alarm water columns for steam boilers.

There are samples of the ordinary sizes in iron, brass and

aluminum. Some very large sizes, one being shown like

those used on the ],0()0-horse power ''Climax" boiler in the

power plant in Machinery Hall.

Other sizes, ranging through all capacities and for every

class of service are exhibited. The copper float for the

alarm whistle is usually a weak point for use in connection

with high pressures of steam, but the samples shown by

this company give evidence of being very strong and sub-

stantial. The Reliance safety alarm column is for use in

the place of the ordinary water column and aside from

having all the advantages of the plain column adds that a

patrons and friends and all others who are interested in

the device, to whom he will be glad to exjalain the work-

ings and good qualities. The boilers in Machinery Hall

are equipped with the Reliance column, where they can be

seen daily in practical oj)eration.

Stum & Co., of Vienna, Austria, have a small but very

choice case of incandescent lamps in the northwest gallery

of Electricity Building. It contains lamps of different de-

sign, candle power and color, also several styles of base.

The Star Iron Tower Co., is not to be beaten on decora-

tion. It is painting a.very handsome sign on the wall back

of the sample tower in the west gallery of Electricity

Building, which will be on a par with like decorations in

other parts of the building.

The Newman Watchman's Clock exhibit has been moved

EXniUIT OF THE RELIANCE G.\.URE COMPAXY.

.safety device by which a signal whistle is blown in case

the water in the boiler gets above or below a certain point.

The column body is large and two oblong floats are placed

in it, one at the top and one at the bottom; both join

through simple levers to the valve of a small whistle placed

on top of the casting. These floats hold a normal position

as long as the water level is between the two predetermined

points, any abnormal change of level affects one or the other

of these floats and the valve opens, allowing thesteamto es-

cape to the whistle and thus give the alarm to the fire-

man.

The whole device is very simple and effective. The ex-

hibit is handsomely and tastefully arranged, the floor being

covered with Brussels carpet, the stands with plush, and

fine olive draperies furnish the background for the exhibit.

The highly polished brass and aluminum columns adding

to the general luster. Mr. George B. Clark is in charge

for the company and will be pleased to meet his many

to a much better location at the head of the northwest

stairway of the Electricity Building, occupying the space

formerly set aside for Spain.

A small but eminently practicable exhibit may be seen

in the British section of the annex of the Transportation

Building. It is Webb's Electric Tube Cutter, and consists

of a small electric motor on the end of a four foot bar, with

a guide and gauge for use in removing surplus tube after

placing the same in the heads of a boiler.

So far the mouth of July has seen little increase in the

attendance at the Fair. The total admissions for the

month will barely exceed the 2,670,000 of the month of

June. Even the more conservative estimates have not

been realized. The warm weather, which on the whole has

been verv moderate, has not been conducive to sight see-
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An improvement that might be made in the Department

of Electricity and also in other departments at the Expo-

sition is the institution of more live exhibits in which elec-

trical instruments and machines great and small are being

made or assembled. The popularity of and interest taken

in this class of exhibits is shown by the crowds that collect

around the exhibit of the Sperry Company while they are

winding armatures or some of the exhibits in the gallery

where gold and silver plating is being done. A greater

number of such exhibits, esjaecially in the gallery would

be an improvement.

The decision of Judge Seamans in the lamp case at Mil-

waukee was watched for with great interest The defend-

ants, the Electric Manufacturing Company of Oconto, Wis.,

had followed out the same line of defense as that taken by

the Beacon Vacuum Pump Company at Boston, which was

unsuccessful, and also followed by the Columbia Incan-

descent Lamp Company at St. Louis, and which in that

case was successful. Thus each side victorious in a similar

case had endeavored to strengthen its case by additional

testimony so that the decision of the judge was difficult to

predetermine. The decision which grants to the plaintiffs

the injunction asked for, strengthens the decision of Judge

Colt, but the next step will be watched with interest.

The Jury of Awards, Department of Electricity.

In addition to the appointments published last week one

more name has been added, Adolpho Aschoff, of Brazil.

Prof. W. E. Anderson, of Virginia is secretary to the

executive committee.

A committee consisting of Messrs. Pope, Thomas and
Ulbricht appointed to formulate rules for the guidance of

judges, arranged the following schedule:

I. Title of exhibit.

II. Description (including diagrams or cuts when de-

sirable).

III. Specific claims of exhibitor.

IV. Report (stating character, details and results of

examination or test).

V. Finding of Judge.

1. As to originality (defined by determining whether an

exhibit has been in commercial use).

2. Merit.

a. Utility; 6, Simplicity; c, Ingenuity; d. Reliability; e,

Economic features; /, Workmanship; g, Finish; h, Design.

3. Claims sustained by examination.

VI. Recommendation as to award.

The committee suggests that there are undoubtedly

many collective exhibits possessing no distinctive individual

features entitled to an award; in other cases certain instru-

ments or systems embraced in a collection may be of such

special merit as to entitle them to distinct awards.

In such cases it is recommended that special awards be

made for such parts of a collection as the judge may con-

sider deserving of such honor.

It is proposed to test a number of the larger direct

coupled dynamos for the purpose of ascertaining the con-

sumption of steam and the electrical and commercial

efficiencies of the apparatus under various loads. Tests of

smaller apparatus of this kind may be decided upon later,

but arrangements for the same are not yet completed.

Tests will be made for the purpose of helping the jury

to form an estimate of the value of the exhibits. Where
the jury are able to come to a conclusion without carrying

out such tests they may grant awards based on an exami-

nation of the exhibits. It will only be practicable, in re-

lation to the particular exhibits referred to herein, to test

such representative apparatus as is located favorably in

relation to steam supply and can be operated under a de-

sirable load. It is, therefore, to be understood that the

awards on the apparatus for which tests are herein provided

are to be "granted upon specific points of excellence or

advancement," the same as other exhibits, but that an

abstract of the general results of the tests will be added to

the report for an award, with references to the detailed

report on the subject.

There are to be three classes of tests of each apparatus,

to be designated A, B, and C. They are:

"A" tests: No less than one or more than three complete
tests are to be made with each apparatus, to ascertain the
economy in the use of steam and the relation of the indica-

ted horse-power to the electrical output. One of such tests

to be made with a load corresisonding substantially with
the maximum efficiency, one near the minimum allowable

load, and one near the maximum allowable load.

"B" tests: Partial tests, supplementary to the above,

without measuring the water evaporated, but varying the
load by gradual increments through the practicable range,
to be made for comj:)aring the indicated horse-power with
the electrical output.

"C tests: These tests are designed to aid in distributing

the energy developed in the engine in excess of that shown
by the total output in watts to include friction tests of

engine and a determination of the resistance caused by ex-

citing the field with the main circuit open; they include
also tests of electrical resistance, heating of armature,
field, etc-

The order of tests provides that the apparatus shall be

first ojierated at six-tenths of its maximum load for at least

four hours before commencing the tests. The first com-

plete or "A" test is then to be made, to be followed by the

minimum "A" test, and that followed by the maximum "A"
test. In case all of these tests cannot be made in succes-

sion the rule as to operating the dynamo four hours, at six-

tenths load to be followed previous to each test. The same
preliminary run to be made also before commencing the

"B" tests.

The following sub-committees have been chosen:

Sub-committee No. 1: To have charge of Groups 122,
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123 and iudiccitors, registering meters, ammeters and volt-

meters of Group 126. Messrs. Ayrton (chairman), Men-

denhall, Rowland, Owens, Stine and Thomas.

Sub-committee No. 2: To have charge of Group 124.

Messrs. Dolbear, Stine and Shrader.

Sub-committee No. 3. To have charge of Groups 125, 127

and 128, and j, of 138 a. Messrs. Carhavt, Emery, Forbes,

Jackson, Reber, Ryan and Rathenau.

Sub-committee No. 4: To have charge of Groups No.

126 and 129. Messrs. Thomas (chairman), Ayres, Owens

(aec'y), O'Dea, Thompkins and Ulbricht.

Subcommittee No. -"">: To have charge of Groujis No.

130, 131 and 133 and L. M. of 138 a. Messrs. Barker,

Ayres, Rathenau and Warner.

Sub-committee No. 6: To have charge of Groups 133 and

134. Messrs. Ayres, O'Dea (sec'y). Pope (chairman), and

Ulbricht.

Sub-committee No. 7: To have charge of Group No. 135.

Not yet appointed.

Sub-committee No. 8: To have charge of Groups 130,

137, 138 and 138 a. Not yet appointed.

Space has l)een secured on the ground floor of the

Electricity Building just west of the Jenney Motor Com-

pany's exhibit for testing incandescent lamps; this space

will be entirely enclosed by wire netting so the tests can be

witnessed by visitors, no attempt being made to conceal

any part except the photometer tests which necessarily have

to be dark.

Space for battery testing has been secured on the west

side of the building in that marked off for the Equitable

Dynamo Co. The room at the northwest corner of the

building and now used as an oiBce by the Wellington Cater-

ing Co. will be fitted up for testing instruments.

Rooms for meeting of committees have been provided at

the south end of the gallery between those of the Depart-

ment and the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

General meetings of the jury take place every day at

12 o'clock noon, the sub-committees meeting directly after-

wards.

WORLD'S FAIR NOTES.

The new Wood 3,(KX) light alternator arrived early last

week and was put in place Saturday; it seems to fulfill as

far as appearance goes all the promises made as to its

merits and as it is to be supplied with power one can soon

test its running qualiteis.

A meeting of the Gallery Exhibitors Club was held last

Saturday. Another committee was appointed, consisting of

Messrs. Newman, Clark and Eckert, with power to provide

signs, elevators, souvenirs, and such other devices as may

in the opinion of the committee be desirable.

John Stephenson, the oldest and best known street car

Ijuilder in the world, has an exhibit in the Transportation

Building annex, showing his latest style of truck for electric

street cars, a closed car with electric truck and a sample

of the closed cable car, as made for the Broadway road.

New York.

A very interesting exhibit at this day is that of A. S.

Hallidie, of San Francisco, Cal., consisting of the first

dummy or grip car, the first trailer used for the

purpose and a section of first cable tube and grip,

as originally used on the Clay street road in San

Francisco, August 1, 1873. As compared with the present

heavy and solid construction, th(> wooden Ijraced casting

used for the cable conduit, together with the wooden
sleepers for the rails, makes one wonder how the cable road

ever reached its present condition. A very fine collection

of more modern cable grips is also shown.

Another instance of the lil)erality of the chief of the

Department ot Electricity is shown in the caps worn by the

department officia'ls. Recognizing that much trouble and

annoyance would be saved the public if some way of

designating an officer or employe of the department could

be had, and knowing that the Directory would , spend no

money for the purpose, he supplied the caps at his own ex-

pense.

The perpetual motion crank has at last arrived. He re-

ported at the Institute headcjuarters last Friday and talketl

one of the members into a fit that was only cured by a trip

to the Midway enabling him to get his brain composed

again. He (the crank) said he had offered to explain his

device to the Germans and French but they were so preju-

diced that they said they would not go across the street to

see it.

C. S. Van Nuis, of 1 36 Liberty St., New York, is showing

a line of "Ajax" specialties in the annex to the Transporta-

tion Building, samjiles of the Ajax lightning arrester,

which might be called a magazine fuse box, switchboards

of enameled slate with Weston instruments, Ajax switches

and fuses, also a glass show case containing various other

samples and specialties. Albert & J. M. Anderson show in

the same space the Boston j)ivotal trolley and a show case

with numerous samples of line material, insulators, over-

head frogs and switches, and a lot of other material for

trolley line work.

In the present day of question as to the style and weight

of rail to be used for electric roads, not to mention the

kind of joint, one can do no better than to visit the very

exhaustive and comprehensive exhibit made by the Geleise

Museum in the annex to the Transportation Building.

From the old plank road and first short sections of cast

iron rail laid on stone blocks up through the various styles

to the 127 pound self-supporting rail used without ties or

sleepers and with lap joints and very heavy fish or joint

plates, nearly everything is shown as used on the European

continent. Our American railway engineers may criticise,

but will dou))tle.ss get some valuable points.

The Chicago Rawhide Manufacturing Company, Chicago,

has a very nice exhibit in Section 15 J, 28 and 29, Machin-

ery Hall, consisting of rawhide belting, both flat and round,

together with samples of all the various goods of its manu-

facture. The flat belts shown consist of several rolls from

one inch to twenty-four inches in width, while the round

belting includes samples from 1-32 of an inch to li inches

in diameter. The flat belts include everything from small

thin belts to dynamo and heavy belts. Rawhide lace

leather is also shown in sides and cut laces, together with

harness leather halters and straps. Rawhide pinions for

electric cars, of which the company makes a specialty, are

exhibited, together with a large roll of hydraulic packing.

The company has, in addition to its display of manu-

factured goods, a large 38-inch belt in operation in Machin-

ery Hall, running a Willans high speed engine in the

British section; also an 18-iuch belt running a smaller

Willans engine. These belts attract a great amount of

attention from their extreme smooth running. A large

number of other smaller belts made by the company is

also in oi)eratiou on various parts of the grounds.
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PERSONAL. BUSINESS NOTES.

Prof. George Forbes was called to Niagara Falls last week on

business.

Prof. Ulbricht, of Dresden, Germany, and a member of the

jury of awards, has arrived.

Mr. E. E. Wood, eastern manager of the Electkical In-

dustries has been visiting the Fair for a few days.

Prof. N. M. Terry, of the U. S. Naval Academy of Annapolis,

has returned home after a two weeks" visit to the Exposition.

Mr. W. B. Grimes, of Grimes Bros., electrical engineers and

contractors. Grand Bend, Kas., is in the city visiting the Fair.

Prof. R. B. Owens, of the University of Nebraska, arrived

last week and expects to remain in Chicago for a couple of

months.

Mr. A. J. Martin, superintendent of the West End Light

Company, of Philadelphia, spent several days at the Exposition

last week.

Prof. A. E. Dolbear, of Tufts College, Mass., arrived in Chi-

cago last week and is devoting himself to the work of the jury

of awards.

Prof. Brown Ayres, of Tulane University, is now in the city

and attending the meetings of the jury of awards, of which he

is a member.

Mr. James J. Wood was at the Fair a couple of days last

week looking after the erection of the 3,000 light alternator

which had arrived.

Mr. Marcellus Reid, formerly with the Short Electric Rail-

way Co. , Cleveland, has been in the city visiting the Exposition

for the past few weeks.

Mr. F. R. Starr, Jr., manager of the Gonzales Light and
Power Company, Gonzales, Texas, accompanied by his father,

recently made an extended visit to the Fair.

Mr. Aaron C. Wright, of the Hope Electrical Appliance Co.,

Providence, R. I., has completed arrangements for the hand-

ling of his company's goods by local agents in Chicago and

other western points.

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICITY.

Offices: SECTION R, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Chief, John P. Bakeett,
Assistant Chief, J. Allen Hornsby.

General Superintendent, J. W. Blaesdell.
Electrical Engineer, W. W. Primm.

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING.

OFFICES SOUTH OF MACHINERY HALL.

Mechanical Engineer, C. F. Foster
Electrical Engineer, R. H. Pierce.

First Asst. Mechanical Engineer, John Meaden.
First Asst. Electrical Engineer, S. G. Neiler.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

World's Fiiir Headquarfere,

SECTION S, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Ralph W. Pope, Secretary.

Open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

CHICAGO WORLD'S CONGRESS OF ELECTIRCIANS.
OPENING SESSION, MONDAY, AUGUST 21sT, 3 1". M.

ADVISORY COUNCIL.
President, Df,. Elisha Gray, Highland Park, 111.

Secretary, Prof. H. S. Carh.\rt, Ann Arbor, Mich.

EXECUTIVE CO.MMITTEE.

Chairman, Pbof. Ei.ihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

COMMITTEE ON INVITATIONS.

Chairman, T. Commerford Martin, 303 Broadway, New York.

COMMITTEE OJJ PROGRAM.

Chairman, Prof. T. C. Mendenhall, Washington, D. C.

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE.

Chairman, B. E. Sunny, 175 Adams Street, Chicago.

Mr. W. L. Abbott, 119 La Salle street, Chicago, has been re-

tained by the council of Rochelle, 111., as consulting engineer
for the municipal plant to be installed.

L, K. Comstock, 1419 Monadnock Block, Chicago, has just

completed several large wiring contracts, among which are the
Columbus Memorial building, the New Era building and the
Polk St. depot.

Queen & Company ( Ine) has in its exhibit of high grade instru-

ments much that attracts attention. Some S3, 000 worth of the
instruments in the exhibit have been reserved for the Armour
Institute, Chicago.

The Jennby Electric Motor Company, Indianapolis, Ind.,

has had a very busy season at its western office, Chicago. A
number of large orders and a steady stream of small ones has
kept this office busy.

The Electric Appliance Company, 342 Madison St., Chicago,
reports a continued large demand for the swinging ball light-

ning arrester. It is a frequent sight to see a line of poles with
cone shaped boxes on every fifth or tenth pole, as 10 or 13 of the
swinging ball lightning arresters are used on a circnit.

The Ansonia Electric Company, Michigan Ave, and Ran-
dolph streets, Chicago, finds the warm weather has so stimu-
lated the sale of fans that it has been almost unable to supply
the demand. It makes a speci'ilty of fans operated by primary
batteries and this summer there has been a large demand for

them. The Edison motor, operated by the Edison Lelande bat-

teries has been found very popular and a large stock is carried.

The Brightman Stoker Company, Cleveland, Ohio, report
among recent sales the following: American Straw Board Com-
pany, Circleville, Ohio, 10 machines; Pittsburgh Water Works,
10 machines; Rocket River Paper Company, Pottsdam, N. Y.

,

3 machines: Brown & Co. (Inc.), Pittsburgh, Pa., S machines;
Bailey-Farrell Manufacturing Company, 3, and W. H. Birge &
Sons, Buffalo, N. Y., 3 machines. The works of this company
have been very busy this season and the outlook is very bright
for the later summer and fall.

Amusements.

Hooley's Theater—Mr. E. S. Willard, iu •' The Middle-

man."' Saturday matinee, '' The Professor's Love

Story." 149 Kandolj)h street.

Colombia Theater—Miss Lillian Russell, in " La Cigale."

108 Monroe street.

Grand Opera House — Sol Smith Russell, in " A Poor

Relation, 87 Clark street."

Auditorium—Imre Kiralfy's Sjaectaele ''America." Con-

gress street and Wabash avenue.

McVicker's Theater—Denman Thomson, in " The Old

Homestead." 82 Madison street.

Chicago Opera House—American Extravaganza Company,

in "Ali Baba, or Morgiana and the Forty Thieves."

Washington and Clark streets.

Schiller Theater—Chas. Frohman's Stock Company, in

" The Girl I Left Behind Me." Randolph, near

Dearborn.

Haverly's Casino—Haverly's United Minstrels. Wabash

avenue, near Jackson street.

Trocadero—Concert. Michigan avenue near Monroe street.

The Grotto—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.

Buffalo Bill's " Wild West." 63d street. Daily at 3 and
8.30 p.m.

Pain's " Siege of Sebastopol," 60th street and Cottage

Grove avenue. Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday

nights.

The season of America, which ends in October, is about half
over and still the attendance is only limited by the capacity of

the Auditorium, which bids fair to continue to the end of the
season. The trapeze comiques, Basco and Roberts continue to

afford unrestrained fun by their inimitable act in the Merry-
mount.scene.

The ninth week of the second successful run of Ali Baba be-

gan at the Chicago Opera House last Sunday night. It is cer-

tainly one of the most popular entertainnents of the World's
Fair season. While the spectacular, musical, comic and terpsi-

chorean features please the adults, the amusing donkey, the
extraordinary lion and the wonderful dragon, constructed from
designs not known to naturalists, afford the greatest amuse-
ment to the younger members of the family.
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WeatKerproo-f Wire.

We are the largest manufacturers of weatherproof

wire in the west.

We guarantee the quahty of our wire to be equal,

if not superior, to any other wire of like character in

the market.

Special prices on application.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
SST-STS South Clinton Street,

ch:io^c3-o.
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ELECTRICITY BUILDING—EXHIBITORS AND THEIR LOCATION.
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This applies not only to our specialties but to our general line of supplies. Send for a
sample of anything we carry and we will guarantee that you will take no exception to the
above claim. Remember that our

"O. K." AND PARANITE
wires are the leaders in their two classes.

PACKARD LAMPS continue to burn as brightly as ever and the

MESTON MOTOR revolves with its accustomed effectiveness.

ELECTRIC ARRLIAINCE COMRANV,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

S4S lwfl:a.ciison Street, OH:IO.A.OO.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC GO.

MANCHESTER, CONN.

Dypos, piotors, Geiiiirators,

Offices, 116 Bedford St., BOSTON.

AND

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

THE ''NOVAK" LAMP.

CLAFLIN & KIMBALL (Inc

)

General Selling Agents.

116 Bedford Street, BOSTON.

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

Enterprise

Electric-^

Company
307 Dearborn Street,

Ctiicago . .

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, -^o^^.

Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

1^ U L L Xj1Iu\^ description

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

Locust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

' Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING.

T

Ziue^ne^nJ^a^M^K^,
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Map of Chicago.
Showing- Location of its Electrical and Allied Business Interests, Principal Hotels, Theatres, Depots and Transportation Lines to

the World's Fair Grounds. (Index numbers refer to the black squares.)

lia El c Co., Michigan Ave. & Rando ph St,
American Battery Co., 188 Madieon St si
Uartholomew, Stow & Co , 57 Michigan Ave 42
Barton & Brown, 1488 Monadnock Block 29
Benham, A. D., 200 S. Clinton St

' "
3

Brill Co., J. G., Phenix Bldg
. 23

Bryant Electric Co 29
Brush Elect ic Co., Monadnook Block 29
Buckeye Electric Co.. 437 Rookery Bldg 24
Calumet Electric Mfg. & Enginecrins Co , 174 S
Clinton St f... 'e

Central Electric Lt. & Pr. Co., 185 Dearborn St 36
Central Electric Co., 118 Franklin St 10
Central Telephone Co 31
Chicago Arc Light & Power Co, Washington St., Ply-
mouth PI 8<$;33

Chicago Telephone Co., 203 Washington St 17
Chicago Edison Co 26
Chicago Electric Club, 175 Clark St. ............'!! 31
Chicago Electric Motor Co., 313 S. Canal St 49
Chicago Rawhide M'g. Co., 75 Ohio St 45
Chicago Insulated Wire Co., 214 The Northern 22
Clafliu & Kimball, 1001 Chamber of Commerce Bid" S7
Cleveland Electric & Mfg. Co., 149 La balle St .46
Cutter, Geo., 851 The Rookery 24

Consolidated Electric Co..
C. &,C. Electric Motor Co., 201 Madi-on St
D'Unger El. Telephone Co., Stock Exchange Bldg. i

Detroit Electrical Works, 917 Monadnock Block ...S
Edwards, W. S.. Mfg. Co., 21 Lake St '

Eddy Electiic Mfg. Co., 1417 Monadnock Block i

Electric Construction & Supply Co., Unity Bldg i

Blectiic Appliance Co., 242 Maditon St
Electrical Industries Pub Co., Monadock Block.

S

Enterprise Electric Co., 307 Dearborn St ;

Ft. Wayne Elec. Co., 185 Dearborn St ;

Globe Light & Heat Co., 52 Lake St ;

Gregory, Chas, E., Co.. 49 S. Jefferson St 4

Gnat Western Mfg. Co., 203 S. Canal St 4

General Electric Co., 175 Adams &t 1

General Inoand. Arc L't. Co., 175 Adams St ]

Hood, Wni., 239LaSalleSt
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co., 307 Dearborn St i

Illinois Elec. Lamp Co., 171-17,^ S. Canal St
Jenney Elec. Motor Co., 932 Monadock Block 2

Keystone Elec. Co., 345 S. Canal St 4

Knapp Elec. Worts, 56 Franklin St 1

Kohler Bros,, 1417 Monadock Block 5

McDougall & Cuinmiu7s, Unitv BMg
McLean & Schmitt, 195 S. Canal St.
Mather Elec. Co., Chamber of Commerce Bldg
New York Insulated Wire Co., 80 Frankln St
National Elec. Mfg. Co., Pullman Bldg
Postal Telegraph Co., Phenix Bldg
Pullman's Palace Car Co.. Pullman Bldg
Pumpelly, J. K., 205 S. Canal St
Phoenix Glass Co., Wabash Ave. and Lake St
Railway Equipment Co.. Pullman Bldg
Rocklord Elec. <s. Mfg. Co., 94 La Salle St
Standard Elec. Co., 635 Home Ins. Bldg
Siemc' s-Halske Elec. Co.. 1235 Monadnock Block.
Star Elec. Lamp Co., 805 Chamber of Com. Bldg
Stirling Co., 60S Pnllmaa Bldg
Schieren, Chas. A., &Co.,46S. Canal St
Short Elec. Railway Co. Monadnock Block
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames, 348 Dearborn St
Todd. Applegate Co., The, 340 Dearborn St
Waddell-Entz C"., 1122 Monadnock Block
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co, Pullman Bldg.
Western Electric Co., 227 S.Clinton St
Wollensak, J. P., Lake and Franklin Sts
Western Union Telegraph Co., Phenix Bldg
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00 Noavinsm t imo«o3 mmwt

^^Lurvdell^
5visp^rvcl?cl F^^n Outfit

Black

Japan

Finish

Electric Fans

Self-Oiling

....and

Self-Aligning

Bearings

Electric Fans

OKONITE
OKONITE WIRES= TAPES = MANSON

INTERIOR CONDUIT.
Batteries, Bells, Push Buttons, Annunciators, Volt Meters, Ammeters, Wheatstone

Bridges, Line Wire Cross Arms, Brackets, Pins, insulators. Tools.

<SiE:ME:RAL SUPPLIErS.
CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO

116-118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILLS. AGEHTS FOR

lEillllR CONOUII & msuLAnm CO.N.t\
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY,

NA/orld's F"air Exhiloit, Section L_, Electricity Builciing.
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CLARK
i COMPANY, ^^'^ ^°"'^-

JT 192 Broadway and II John Stree'.

LJJ MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.
_l| The CLARK ARO LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

UJ the best and most durable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS
A SF»ECIA1_T\'.

RAWHIDE PYNAMO BELTING
eatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY IVIANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE This Belting and Lace Leather is

_.^,,..„ „.,.....„.- not aflfected by steam or dampness;
> OTHER RAWHIDE __ never becomes hard; is stronger,

; durable and the most (GOODS ical Belting made. The Raw-
OF ALL KINDS hide Rope for Round Belting
BY KRUEGER'S PATENT Transmission is superior to all

others

75 Ohio Street, CMICACO, UJ.

Standard Electric Company.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AX THE

"WOI^LID'S F'-A-II^.

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.
Sec. S, 20

ELECTRICITY BUILDING, Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

The Standard Lamps Light tite Power Plant, {Machinery Hail, Agricultural Half, Shoe and Leather Building, and

Other Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Rod Lamp.
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^Mi Cutter's "Boulevard" Streethood

11

THE LATFST, NEATEST AND BEST.

GEORGE CUTTER,
851=853=855 The Rookery. ..CHrCAQO.

SIMPLEX WIRES
INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

Simplex Electrical Co.

620 Atlantic Ave.,

George Cutter, Chicago. boston, mass.

Made 5 amp. S. P.
1 O amp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.

1 O amp. 3 way.

XNTRrC
"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

-%.

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South leth St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

P. & S.

WIRING INSULATOR,

Saves TiME
TROUBLE

and TIE WIRE

Made only by

Pass & SeyTiour,
SYRACUSE. N.Y.

George Cutter,
CHICAGO.

Consoliddk-tcd Electric (p.

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

11s Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

GI-EOR.OE FOrLTER.,
Contractor for All Kinds of

EILEICTRICAL \A/ORK.
Room 67, 143 La Salle St., CHICAGO.

Crary Block, BOONE, IOWA.

GHAS. A. SGHIEREN & GO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Genuine Perforated Electric

Leather Belting.

BEAR IIM MIND
that the regular monthly issue of ELECTRICAL IN-

DUSTRIES contains the most complete and correct

directories published of the electric light central stations

and the electric railways in North America.

World's Fair Headquarters Y 27 Electricity Building.

CITY OFFICES, Monadnock Block.

WAGNER ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS
For Direct or AUeruafinfi Currents.

46 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

Section 15, Dpt. F. Clm. 27. Section D, Space 3»

MACHINERY HALL. ELECTRICITY BUILDING

These motors give a stronger breeze with less cousumption of current >..haH
any other Ian motor on the market. They are fall 1-8 horse power. Six b'aded
12-iuch fan. Self-oiling. Famished with or without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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De Laval's Steam Turbine. and in place of taking steam all around its circumference

— of blades at the same time, it uses a limited number of

The exhibit of the De Laval steam turbine in connection nozzles directed tangentially against one side of the wheel,

with electric lighting is located in the Swedish section, K, admitting steam at great velocity against a portion of the

22, Machinery Hall. In these days of the large compound blades. As the speed of this wheel is something terrific,

THE EXHIBrr OF DE L.WAL .S STEAM TUKBINE.

and triple compound steam engine, a novelty of this sort is

sure to be interesting to steam engineers and users.

Steam turbines have been in use for some time past, and

of late, after the develoi^ment that comes with use, their

economy has been made something great for such small

machines. Instead of using a number of turbine wheels,

one exhausting into the next and so on until the pressure

of steam is wholly used, this machine has but one wheel

being 30,000 revolutions per minute for the five-horse power

machine; and about 22,000 for the 20-horse power. A
unique style of gear has been invented to accomplish a

reduction in the speed. This gear reduces the speed to

one-tenth that of the turbine.

In the larger engines, as many as eight nozzles are used,four

being arranged with valves that may be controlled from out-

side by hand, so varying the power and speed as two to one,
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Great diiEculties were met with in overcoming faults and

troubles developed by the very high speed. However care-

fully the turbine may be manufactured, it is impossible, on

account of unevenness of the material, to get its center of

gravity to correspond exactly to its geometrical axle of

revolution; and however small this difference may be, it

becomes very noticeable at such high velocities. De Laval

has nevertheless succeeded in solving the problem, by pro-

viding the turbine with a flexible shaft, the wheel disc

being placed on the thin portion of the shaft and at a con-

siderable distance from the bearings, the shaft for 20-

horse power being about three-eighths of an inch in

diameter for a distance of about four or five inches each

side of the disc.

A yielding shaft allows the turbine at the high rate of

speed to adjust itself and revolve around its true center of

gravity, the center line of the shaft meanwhile describing

a surface of revolution. If the shaft were stiff, the

vibrations of the turbine wheel would be communicated to

the bearings, which would then run warm. The purpose

of allowing an adjustment of the wheel can also be accom-

plished by making the journals yielding; but this arrange-

ment requires complicated and expensive details of con-

struction. The bearing of the free end of the flexible shaft

is provided with a l)all fastening, in order to allow it to

adjust itself to the shaft. Moreover, all the journals are

provided with lubricating grooves and anti-friction metal,

thus being specially adapted for effective lubrication.

The gear for the 20-horse power engine is about one and

a quarter inches in diameter, with a double face for teeth,

about five inches long over all. There are 23 teeth, there

being screw threads of that number and of very steep

pitch, thus forming a multiple spiral gear, the teeth on the

two faces running in opposite directions, to prevent any

end thrust. The teeth on the large gear are of like pattern,

and as some 20 or 30 of them mesh at the same time and

enter with a long sliding motion, the teeth meet with no

shock and need not be excessively strong. These gears run

with practically no noise. The governor is a simple,

centrifugal device, not unlike many others, but of small

and neat appearance. It acts on the throttle valve in

the main steam inlet.

A copy of a certificate is shown, stating the results of an

economy test made at Stockholm, Sweden, on the 13th of

May last. In an eight hours run, the consumption of

water is said to have been 19.69 pounds and of coal 2.67

pounds each per brake horse power. In connection with

this engine, and to provide for the different sizes shown,

there are several constant potential dynamos directly

coupled to the engines. They are made after the Man-

chester type, but with different winding, owing to the high

speed at which they are run. One is a dynamo with two

armatures in the same frame, with the turbine gear mesh-

ing in between the armature gears. Leads from this

machine can be coupled in multiple or series, as desired.

A bank of incandescent lamps is provided for load, and

may be cut on or off, as desired, to show the regulation of

both dynamo and engine.

The exhibit, though small, is very finely arranged, the

engines being j)laced on pedestals, to show that heavy

foundations are not necessary.

A brass rail surrounds the space and in one corner is ex-

hibited, in a handsome frame, medals and decorations pre-

sented to Gustaf De Laval, the inventor.

The machine is creating as much interest among en-

gineers as did the other steam turbines when they came out.

Although it has been in use in Sweden for some three years,

it has not previously been shown to the American public.

The International Electrical Congress.

Preparations for the meeting of the Congress of Electri-

cians in this city on the 21st of August are progressing

rapidly. Many inquiries being received regarding railroad

facilities, etc. Mr. C. O. Baker, Jr., has been appointed

chairman of the transportation committee by Dr. Elisha

Gray; this alone guarantees the comfort of guests from the

east. Mr. Baker will have his headquarters at the office

of the National Electric Light Association, 136 Liberty

street. New York, Secretary Porter having placed it at his

disposal. Mr. Baker will soon issue a circular for the

benefit of the eastern members and in all probability a

special congress train will be run.

The , Congress committee on invitations has already

finished the larger part of its work but will probably be

busy up to the very opening day. Upwards of 950 indi-

vidual invitations have already been issued of which 600

are American and Canadian, including some of the foreign

electricians attached to the World's Fair. General invita-

tions have also been issued to twelve foreign electrical and

scientific societies, of which the membership is upwards of

3,000, only a small proportion of which may be expected to

attend.

It is believed that the attendance at the Congress will be

at least 500. The individual invitations have all been

canvassed by Dr. Gray and the committee on invitations

and it is safe to say that a more representative body of

scientific, professional and practical men has never before

met in this country. Many very distinguished foreigners

will attend. The program for papers and topics is in

preparation and will be issued shortly before the meeting

of the Congress.

Exhibit of the Sperry Electric Railway Company.

This exhibit, located just north of the Brush carbon dis-

play and across the aisle from the large exhibit of the Brush

Electric Company, is unique in showing the company's

ideas of what is the proper design of gearing for street car

motors. Although the idea of beveled gears with one motor

in the center is perhaps not new with this company, the

designs shown are of recent construction. Trouble has

heretofore been experienced from the very rigid connec-

tions necessary in order to keep gear teeth in good bearing.

This trouble has been attacked by the Sperry Electric Rail-

way Company and the result is shown on the McGuire truck

equipped with a new type of Sperry motor and jacked up

from the floor so that the motor may be shown running.

The special feature in this gearing, in which it differs

from other similar types, is the flexible connection between

the motor shaft and the gears at each end. This connection

is formed of a series of links so arranged that while the

shafts are freely movable out of line in every direction the

rotating movement is as solid as though it were a straight

clutch coupling. The pinion and gear are arranged in a

solid casting in such manner that it is impossible for them

to become separated in the least. A solid cast iron case

encloses the gear and pinion against all dirt and dust and

with a liberal amount of grease the gearing runs with very

little noise. The motor itself is suspended from the side

bars of the truck with its shaft at right angles with the axles

and from this position is attached to the motors on either

axle. This method of suspension allows the motor free
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play over rough ground aud prevents many of the small

evils due to the heavy jar from the usual methods of sus-

pension.

Another truck near the first, having no jjlatform shows

the arrangement of motor, gears and connections. The first

design was to have the link flexible connection encased to

keep out dirt and other obstructions but by improving the

design of the links they are now left open and free and are

easily examined for defects. At the north end of the ex-

hibit on a wooden frame is shown one of the company's

street car motors with one half of the field thrown back to

show the armature and arrangement of the fields. The
type of motor is after the style of the old Weustrom dyna-

mo, having two field coils and four poles, two of them being

consequent poles. The special feature of the machine

which removed many of the difficulties attending this

special design is the dividing of the casting at diagonal

corners instead of in the centers either tojs or bottom. In

this way about two-thirds of the surface of the armature is

commutator. This avoids much trouble due to the old

methods of cross connections. Numerous sample armature

cores are exhibited; some bare, some partially insulated

and others partly wound..

One of the most interesting features of the exhibit and

the one which attracts the most attention from both the lay

and the professional public is the armature winders in one

corner of the exhibit who are at work insulating and wind-

ing armatnres for this railway motor. So much interest is

manifested in this part of the work that it is astonishing

that there is not more of it done in the Fair. On the west

side of the space is a table on which are displayed various

parts of the motor and accessories. The exhibit is sur-

rounded by a handsome railing and a large sign in white

and gold is suspended over the center of the space. This

company claims to have received many orders for its par-

ticular style of car equipments and to have met with very

satisfactory results on such roads as have so far been

equipped. Special attention is called to the flexible connection

EXHIBIT OF THE SPBRRY ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY,

exposed to view for examination. One field coil can be en-

tirely removed and all parts of the machine are as readily

accessible as any type of motor so far examined.

The machine is very simple and much surprise is ex-

pressed by most visiting electricians to see it run with the

top half of the machine entirely removed as it is here. The

armature is of the iron clad type wound with ribbons of

wire about three-eighths of an inch wide in radial slots cut

in the surface of the core and secured in place after the

usual manner of the day by wedge shaped hard wood

sticks driven in under the converging edges of the slot over

the coil of wire after it is wound. The connections between

the armature coils and the commutator are made by flexible

copper wire heavily insulated with cotton and the cross con-

nections are accomplished by a heavy hard wood ring placed

over the armature shaft and next to the commutator. In-

sulated flexible copper connections are wound on this ring

before it is put in place so that all that remains is to con-

nect to the ends of the armature windings one of the ends

of these ring connections and the other end of the connec-

tions comes in proper position to connect directly to the

between the gearing and armature shaft as explained above

and a thorough examination will amply repay anyone in-

terested in this class of apparatus.

Exhibit of the Telegraph Construction Main=

tenance Company.

The problem of electrical communication between the

shore and light ships anchored outside has been before

naval boards for a long time. Direct cable connection has

never been accomplished to the entire satisfaction of all

concerned, owing princif)ally to the fact that tides vere the

ship around and entangle the cable and anchor chains.

An exhibit model shown by the Telegraph Construction

and Maintenance Company, limited, 38 Old Broad street,

London, near the center of the Transportation Building,seems

to have eliminated most of the objectionable features and

is claimed to have been in use from 1885 to 1889 on a light-

ship, nine miles off the east coast of England, until a com-

mittee of the Board of Trade decided that the expenditure

involved was not commensurate with the advantages gained.
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The ship is anchored by a chain from the bow, which at

a short distance below the surface of the water is attached

to a heavy swivel having a hollow bolt. The chain divides

here and two chains are led in opposite directions to

anchors. The swivel forms a point, around which the ship

swings.

The cable from the shore runs up through the hollow

bolt of the swivel, and following the chain to near the ship

enters a hole provided for the purpose, and following along

the deck is led through an aperture to a drum below.

This drum, holding a considerable length of extra cable, is

so hung as to be capable of revolving not only on its own

axis, but at right angles thereto, permitting twists to be

taken out, in case the ship swings around often.

It was found that the regular stranded conductor was

easily broken when the ship strained at the anchors in a

storm, and a spiral conductor was substituted that is said

to have given no further trouble in that line.

allowing considerable movement of the axle and shaft,

avoiding any jar to the motor, which is suspended wholly

from the arc truck.

A number of diagrams are shown stating the efficiency

of this motor as compared with others with single and

double reduction gearing.

A Dorner & Dutton improved flexible truck on one side

of the exhibit is equij)ped with two of the latest type of

20-horse power gearless motors. It is supported above the

floor leaving the wheels free so the motors may be run. Along

side of this truck is a stand supporting the motor con-

troller and rheostat so that both may be easily and closely

examined. Other samples of the rheostat are also shown.

It is made entirely of iron and asbestos and is most thor-

oughly fire proof.

One each of the 20 and 30-horse power motors with

single reduction gearing are shown.

Among the larger exhibits is a 500-horse power, 500-

KXHIlilT OF THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

In the United States, the Light-house Establishment has

tried numerous methods, but never to their own complete

satisfaction. With some few improvements, that could be

easily added, it seems as if this system might be made
successful.

Exhibit of the Short Electric Railway Co.

This exhibit is located just across the aisle to the west of

the Greek temple of the Brush company. It embodies

everything in the line of electrical apparatus for railway

work, from the generator to the motor.

This company was one of the very earliest in the field

with a practicable gearless motor and its faith still clings

to it as is shown l)y the special exhibition made of that

style of apparatus. The original type is exhibited and the

different styles designed since are represented, up to and

including the latest, which is constructed with three field

coils and six poles half of them being consequent j)oles.

This last motor embodies many new improvements, runs at

100 to 175 revolutions per minute, and has flexible link

connections between the axle and hollow armature shaft

volt generator having six field coils on a side and a capacity

of 300 kilowatts at 300 revolutions. A special feature of

this machine is a device attached to one of the main bear-

ings of the armature for moving that part endwise so as to

center the armature windings in the fields. An extra

armature for this large generator is exhibited and attached

to it is one of the bearings fitted with the above mentioned

shifting device.

The casting to which the bearing is attached is square,

having surfaces parallel with the axis of the journal, across

the bottom of this casting at right angles to the axis of the

bearing is a wedge, fitting into a recess of the main cast-

ing having another loose wedge. A screw attached to the

loose wedge and extending through the side of the main

casting may be turned by the hand wheel attached shifting

the journal Ijearing one way or the other as may be found

necessary. The usual rings found on all Brush armature

shafts are located on the shaft in this bearing and prevent

side play of the armature.

These machines are very compact, well finished and run

at a very low rate of speed.

On a cloth covered bench at one side are displayed
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numerous parts of the armatures and otlier apparatus, in-

cluding automatic cut-outs, switches, commutators and

various parts of the motor fields.

A very fine black enameled slate switchboard in

panels like all other well arranged boards of today, is

exhibited fully equipped with all the instruments, apparatus

and devices necessary for controlling the railway currents

of two generators. In addition to the circuit breakers

provided for each machine, very long fuses are supplied,

mounted on the backs of long single insulated black

switches, so that when a fuse blows there is no trouble in

replacing it.

The exhibit covers the field in a very comprehensive

manner, shows good judgment in its selection, and is

standard all the way through, embodying as it does only

such types of apparatus as are advocated for i^ractical

every day use. Numerous jiictures of Short appliances and

apparatus are distributed about the space, and a large sign

in white and gold is suspended over the center of the exhibit.

most of the time, and takes pleasure in showing the Hart

switch to visitors.

Brewster Electrolytic Disinfectant Plant.

Exhibit of Hart & Hageman.

The exhibit of switches by Hart & Hageman M'f'g Co.,

of Hartford, Conn., located in Sec. S, sirace 5, Electricity

building, is in charge of George S. Searing, the western

EXHlBrr OF HART & HAGEMAN.

manager. Since it was first installed, more space has been

secured, and the display somewhat enlarged. Rugs, table

and chairs give an air of comfort to the place. A brass

rail on oak posts surrounds the space with gates on both

sides. The real exhibit of the company consists of various

sizes and styles of the Hart switch arranged in geometrical

figures on small panels in mahogany, white and ebonized

wood. The two mahogany boards support the various sizes

of the standard three-point, single and double pole Hart

switches, which are well known to the trade. The flush

switches, of which this comj^any makes a specialty are

shown in various styles and finish on the white and ebonized

board, the different colors of finish showing well in contrast

to the white and the black of the pianels. These flush

switches are made in single units or in any multiple

desired. The principal styles of finish are nickel plated,

dark copper, mottled steel and bronze. Special orders are

filled in any color the purchaser may desire. Colored ban-

ners, in two corners, with the words "Hard Switches," and

a sign across one end with the name of the company,

attract the attention of visitors. Mr. Searing is pn^seut

The recent installation of an electrical disinfecting plant

at Brewster, New York, gives evidence of a new field for

the use of the electric current. The Electrical Engineer

recently described this jilant which contains one IS-horse

power engine coujsled to a Zucker & Levitt dynamo with a

capacity of 700 amperes at five volts. Near the dynamo is

an electrolyzing tank with a capacity of 1,000 gallons, in

the bottom of which are placed three copper j>lates plated

with platinum alternating with four carbon plates. This

tank is fed from a larger tank and the supply is so regu-

lated that the water is electrolyzed and overflows into the

sewer.

As a result of the threatened invasion of cholera, exam-

inations were made of New York's water supply, and it was

found that the sewerage from Brewster which drained

into a marsh situated on an elevation, percolated through

the soil and finally reached one of the streams forming the

awter supply of New York. As these marshes were also a

a nuisance to the health of the citizens of Brewster, the au-

thorities of both places were interested in means for relief.

The ordinary methods employed for the purification of

sewerage and the destruction of the germs to which cholera

is due, and by which it is disseminated in drinking watar,

involve the use of chemicals containing hypochlorites and

chlorides more or less expensive. Dr. Edsou was led by the

great difl'erence in cost and other advantages to adopt

the system proposed by Mr. Albert E. Woolf.

The chlorides, bromides, etc., in sea water are converted

by the passage of the electric current into hypochlorites,

hypobromites and various other compounds. When a solu-

tion of hypochlorite of sodium is brought into contact with

organic matter decomposition takes place and if the solution

is strong enough the matter is comjsletely disinfected.

The use of this system at Brewster is said to be entirely

satisfactory. The offensive odors are absent from the

marshes and the green algae and other vegetaljle matter

have become bleached since this plant has been operated.

Tests of the Woolf disinfectant show that it equals in

strength a one per cent solution of chloride of lime. A one

per cent solution of chloride of lime costs about 1.4 cents

per gallon with lime at six cents per pound, while the esti-

mated cost of the electrolyzed sea water is only 10 cents

per 1,000 gallons. The electrolyzed sea water is harmless,

while many of the chemical disinfectants are harmful in the

hands of inexperienced parties.

The Babcock & Wilcox Company has an exhibit in Ma-

chinery Hall, section 25, M-23. The space is nicely car-

peted and provided with desk, chairs and table. On the

table are displayed samples of the tubes used by the com-

pany bent in a great variety of ways to show the quality of

the metal. Samples of the cast mud drum, of the cast and

wrought iron heads are shown. A very neat railing sur-

rounds the exhibit one side being made of brass tube while

the other three sides are made of boiler tubes with headers.

In a glass cabinet is shown a very handsome model of a

single drum boiler. It has all the attachments of a full

sized boiler. On the Exposition grounds there are installed

6,000-horse power of Babcock & Wilcox boilers, 3,000 of

which are in the power house of the Intramural Railway

and 3,000 in the Machinery Hall l)oiler plant.
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Monday, July 31, was mechanical engineers' day at the

Fair, and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

visited the Fair in a body, going at 1:30 p.m., on the

Illinois Central E. E. A regular program had been pro-

vided by Mr. H. F. J. Porter for their entertainment. They

inspected the Multi-platform Eailway on the Pier, after

which a reception by the engineers of the Exposition was

held at Music Hall at which the engineering features of the

Exposition were described. After a trip to the Krupf> Pa-

vilion, where they were entertained by the representatives

of Pried Krupp, and to the pumping station of Henry E.

Worthington, they separated to a number of the more

amusing features of the Exposition.

As proposed some time ago it has now been decided to

close a majority of the ExjDosition buildings at 7 p.m. The

Electricity Building, Machinery Hall and some other build-

ing will remain open. On Monday evening Horticultural

Building will be open; on Tuesday Manufactures and

Liberal Arts Building; Wednesday, Transportation Build-

ing; Thursday, Art Gallery, Anthropological, Forestry and

Shoe and Leather Building; Friday, Agricultural and

Fisheries; Saturday, Mines and Mining. This order goes

into effect immediately. By this arrangement exhibitors

can easily keep their exhibits open all the time the

building is open, and the visitor will be assured of seeing a

majority of the exhibits in the buildings on their open

night. Electricity Building has no reason to complain of

lack of visitors at night; so far the attendance has been very

good. With its interesting exhibits, its handsome decora-

tions, and brilliant illumination it is one of the greatest

attractions of the Fair.

box; the other part, being inside the first, slides up and

down in a direction at right angles to that of the first.

Steam is admitted through ports cast in the casing to the

center of the shell and exhausts through a circular port

surrounding the central admission port. Owing to the

double piston and double action, there are no dead points

and the engine will start from any part of the stroke. It

is said that the engine may be run at any speed up to a

thousand revolutions per minute.

A very interesting type of engine is that shown by the

Dake Engine Manufacturing Company, of Grand Haven,

Mich., in Column G, 1-37, Machinery Hall annex. It is

exceedingly simple in construction, having but two moving

parts outside of the crank itself, and consists of a thin,

oblong rectangular box containing the piston. The piston

is double, the outside jiart sliding from end to end of the

The Baltimore Car Wheel Company has an exhibit in the

annex to Transportation Building, a sample truck for electric

street railway motors. It is equijaped with two Baxter

motors, and has oil and dust tight axle boxes. As is usual

in electric car trucks at the present time, the car bearings

overhang, giving all the effect of a long wheel base.

Chicago World's Congress of Electricians.

As the time approaches for the assembling of the World's

Congress of Electricians, August 21, something of its his-

tory may be of interest to our readers. The congress is

held under the direction of the World's Congress Auxiliary

of the World's Columbian Exposition, the Electrical Con-

gress Committee having the matter in charge. In the work

of preparation the congress committee of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers has assisted. As early as

1889, the Institute appointed a committee to prepare for a

congress during the World's Fair. The adjournment of

the Frankfort Congress in 1891 to meet during the World's

Fair in 1893, seemed to confirm the work of the Institute.

Having had the advantage of experience in two electrical

congresses, the Institute proceeded in a systematic manner

in the work of preparation. After the appointment of the

Electrical Congress committee of the World's Congress

Auxiliary, with Prof. Elisha Gray at its head, the two com-

mittees have co-operated. Electricians in all parts of the

world have become interested in the congress, and in the

technical jiress have appeared many discussions of subjects

which will be brought up at the congress. As many new

units have ajjpeared in connection with the growth of elec-

trical knowledge and the use of electricity, the necessity of

adopting universal terms which would be international has

lead to a general discusssion.

As already announced, the congress will be divided in

three sections, which will meet at 10 o'clock a.m., on

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of congress

week. Prof. H. A. Eowland has been appointed temporary

presiding officer of section (A) of pure theory, including

electric waves, theories of electrolysis, electric conductors,

magnetism, etc.; Prof Charles E. Cross, of section (B) of

theory and practice, including studies of dynamos,

motors, storage batteries, measuring instruments, materials

for standards, etc.; and Prof. A. Graham Bell, of the section

(C) of pure practice including telegraphy and telephony,

electric signalling, electric traction, transmission of joower

systems of illumination, etc.

At one o'clock p.m., Friday, the congress will assemble as

a whole to hear reports, etc., and will adjourn at three

o'clock P.M. Several jDrominent electricians have signified

their willingness to deliver lectures of a popular character

which will be delivered on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday

evenings of congress week. While the jjublic can attend

the meetings of the congress only those who hold cards of

invitation from the committee on invitations will be per-

mitted to take jsart in the deliberations of the congress.
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WORLD'S FAIR NOTES.

The Ferris Wheel was completely lighted for the first

time last week. The rows of lights on the sides of the rim

of the wheel and the rows on the towers supporting the

axle produce a striking scene at night.

J. M. Jones & Sons, of West Troy, N. Y., show two

styles of electric street cars in the annex to Transportation

Building. One is an open car, the other of the closed

type. Both exhibit fine design and workmanship.

A considerable amount of interest is taken in the vertical

marineengine of the General Electric Company in Machinery

Hall. It is fitted with Corliss valve gear. In the same

space are shown two dynamos of the type constructed

especially for steamships.

The Westinghouse company has recently started in the

southeast corner of Machinery Hall a large continuous cur-

rent multipolar generator coupled direct to a cross com-

pound horizontal Alles Corliss engine. The armature is on

the shaft between the two main bearings, and a fly wheel is

provided to steady the speed.

The electrical apparatus of Prof. Galileo Ferraris of

Turin, Italy, is expected to arrive about August 10th.

This apparatus has been very unfortunate on the way hav-

ing been sunk in the harbor of Genoa. Afterwards recov-

ered, repaired and started again for the World's Fair on

July 23d.

The scenic theater of the Western Electric Company is

again running in its new quarters in the southeast cor-

ner of Electricity Building. A number of additions have

been made in the stage equipment, and chairs have been

provided for the audience. A jjiano adds to the attractive-

ness of the entertainment. The storm and rainbow effects

are especially applauded. It requires 20 minutes for the

production of the different light effects, and it is intended

to give performances every half hour.

The Electric Appliance Company has recently added to

its World's Fair exhibit a lot of twenty finely finished fancy

reels of Paranite wire. The reels are stacked in the four

corners of the space in such a way as to form foui

pyramids of reels tapering from very large at the bottom

to small at the top. These reels thus serve the double

purpose of helping to mark out the space and making an

attractive exhibit of Paranite. This addition just about

fills up the Electric Ajjpliance Comjiany's space, and seems

to be about all that was wanting to make it symmetrical in

arrangement and complete in detail.

A grate bar which will be found of interest to steam

users will be found in an exhibit in the British section of

Machinery Hall. It is made by Caddy & Company, Limited,

Daybrook Iron Works, near Nottingham, England. The

bar is a hollow piece of chilled cast iron. The top edge is

harder and wider than the lower. The rear end enters a

chamber in the bridge wall at the back of the furnace while

the front end projects in front. Thus a current of air

passes through the bar. The bars are said to wear much
longer on account of the air keeping them cooler and the

air entering the back of the furnace the gases are consumed

that would be otherwise passed out as smoke.

Just beyond the door at the right of the south entrance

to the Government Building is a very interesting exhibit of

photographs of nearly all the electrical apparatus used by

Joseph Henry in his electrical experiments. The Sturgeon

magnet, the quantity magnet, Henry's intensity magnet

made in 1829, pole changers and the induction coils used

by liini in the discovery of tlie laws of induction are

shown. There is also a picture of the first electro-magnetic

motor made by Henry in 1831, and called the father of all

electro-motors. As the originals themselves are nearly all

on e.xhibition in the Princeton College exhibit these photo-

graphs are interesting only as a matterof record at the Fair.

In the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building, just

north of Tiffany's beautiful exhibit, is that of the Self-

winding Clock Company, of New York. The booth is a

large square room, with one side open. The walls are

hung with clocks of all styles, sizes and purposes, each

being provided with the electric winding arrangement

owned by this company. The standard time clocks rented

all over the country by the Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany are of this make, and are syncronized with the

standard time of the Naval Observatory at Washington, D.

C, at noon each day. The company also shows samples of

devices, for use with clocks, to strike a starting bell for

street car lines and for any purpose where it is desirable to

have a bell struck at a given minute of time. The large,

clocks and chimes in the central clock tower in the Manu-
factures and Liberal Arts Building are all furnished and
run by this company, the bells being struck from a desk

located in the front of its exhibit, and connected with

it by electric wires and the proper electrical devices.

H. T. Paiste, of Philadelphia, has a very attractive ex-

hibit at the south end of the gallery in Electricity Build-

ing. The space which is next to the wall is surrounded by

a very neat railing, is carpeted and furnished with chairs

and desk. At the ends are easels, one of which supports

a polished oak board on which are switches illustrating

the evolution of the Paiste switch. On the wall on a very

handsome background are arranged main and branch cut-

outs, switches, etc. In the center of the background cut-

outs are arranged showing the outlines of the "xntric"

movement of the switch, with the words, "Xntric; that's the

switch." The exhibit is very tastily arranged and reflects

great credit on the designer. Mr. E. A. Jenkins is in

charge of the exhibit.

Cutter's Economic Door Switch.

Among the most novel devices which are on exhibition at

the electricity building are some which George Cutter has

been developing, and which are only now ready for the

market. One of these is a switch

for controlling the current by the

^
opening and closing of a door, so

-j2 as to keep the cost of the lighting

at a minimum. Most housekeeja-

ers know how exjJensive it is to

light closets, store rooms and the

like as the hired heljJ will persist

in burning the lamps continuously.

Such a waste of current is easily

avouled 1)} settmg an economic door switch into the rabbit

of the door jam, so that the door itself will operate the

switch. Then the light will burn only so long as the door

is open, and the saving in current and in the life of lamps
will soon pay for the controlling device.

Our cut shows the general appearance of this new switch

which has a spring action, is well built and carefully insu-

lated. Having a cylindrical casing, it is very easy to fit to

the woodwork, no expert being required. Other uses for

this switch will soon suggest itself, and it looks as if Mr.

Cutter ought to find a wide market for it.
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PERSONAL. BUSINESS NOTES.

Prof. George Forbes has returned from Niagara Falls and is

now at the Fair.

Mr. Frederick A. Scheffler, of The Sterling Co., New York, is

visiting the Exposition.

C. C. McNutt, president of the Warren Electrical and Specialty

Co., Warren, Ohio, is visiting the Fair this week.

Prof. N. M. Terry of the U. S. Naval Academy at Annapolis,

has returned home after an extended visit to the Pair.

Prof. D. C. Jackson, of the University of Wisconsin, will re-

main at the Fair for some time on work connected with the

awards.
r Mr. W. R. Brixey of Day's Kerite, is again at the Fair extend-

ing his already large acquaintance among the electrical fra-

ternity.

Mr. Leo Daft, one of the earliest pioneers in electric railway

work, and now settled at Seattle, ^Washington, is in the city

stopping at the Great Northern.

Mr. W. C. Cheney superintendent and engineer of the Port-

land (Oregon) General Electric Company made a short visit to

the Fair last week while on his way east.

Prof. E. riospitalier of Paris, delegate of the French Govern-

ment to Chicago World's Congress of Electricians arrived in

Chicago on the 27th after a two weeks stay in New York.

Prof. H. A. Rowland, of Johns Hopkins University, arrived in

the city Monday, July 31, and will attend the meetings of the

Jury of the Department of Electricity, of which he is a member.

Prof. Baurath Ulbricht of Dresden, Germany, has been elected

first vice-president and Prof. W. E. Ayrton of England second

vice-president of the Jury of Awards Department of Electricity.

Mr. Harold B. Smith, superintendent of the draughting de-

partment of the Elektron Manufacturing Co., has accepted the

professorship of electrical engineering in Purdue TTniversity,

Lafayette, Ind.

Mr. Alfred A. Cobb, of the India Rubber Comb Company, sales

agent for the Chicago Electric Wire Company, designed and ar-

ranged the company's exhibit of wire. He has shown excellent

taste in the arrangement as he has in conducting other affairs

of his company.

The many friends of Mr. L. W. Burnham, manager of the

Electric Gas Lighting Company, Boston, will be pained to learn

that just as he was ready to start on a visit to the Fair last week
he was taken with a sudden illness. He is, however, improv-
ing slowly and will, we hope, be able to visit the Fair a little

later in the season.

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICITY.

Opfioes: section E, BLECTEICITT BUILDING.

Chief, John P. Bakkett,

Assistant Chief, J. Allen Hoensbt.

General Superintendent, J. W. Blaesdbi,l.

Electrical Engineer, W. W. Primm.

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING.

OFFICES SOUTH OF MACHINEEY HALL.

Mechanical Engineer, C. F. Fostek

Electrical Engineer, R. H. Piekce.

First Asst. Mechanical Engineer, John Meaden.
First Asst. Electrical Engineer, S. G. Neilek.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

World's Fair Headquartere,

SECTION S, ELECTEICITT BUILDING.

Ralph W. Pope, Secretary.

Open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

CHICAGO WORLD'S CONGRESS OF ELECTIRCIANS.
OPENING SESSION, jrOXDAT, AUGUST 31ST, 3 T. 31,

ADVISORY COUNCIL.
President, Dk. Elisha Gkay, Highland Park, 111.

Secretary, Pkof. H. S. Caehakt, Ann Arbor, Mich.

EXECUTIVE committee.

Chairman, Pkof. Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

COMMITTEE ON INVITATIONS.

Chairman, T. Commeefoed Maetin, 203 Broadway, New York.

COMMITTEE ON PEOGHAJr.

Chairman, Peop. T. C. Mendbnhall, Washington, D. C.

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE.

Chairman, B. E. Sunny, 175 Adams Street, Cliicago.

Wm N. Maecus, of 318 North Second street, Philadelphia,
has a small exhibit of his patent auxiliary mouth pieces for tele-

phones in section S Electricity Building, next to the Hart &
Hegeman exhibit. This device is applied to the Blake trans-
mitter of the ordinary commercial telephone and is adjustable
for persons of any height.

CuTLEE& HAMMEE,Chica.go, manufacturers of electrical goods,
are pushing rapidly to the front. Their shop is receiving orders
for all the work it can turn out and instead of being obliged to

lay ofE some of their men, as many of the older shops are doing,
they have been obliged to increase their force. The new "C. &
H." snap knife switches are meeting with a large sale.

The C. H. Stoelting Manufacturing Company, Chicago,
are manufacturing several electrical specialties, among others
the Blair Lamp Adjuster. This adjuster has been improved
lately in construction by using a porcelain base, so made that
wires can be run under it and the metal cover locks on to the
base, giving easy access to the roller. The roller is now being
so constructed that it will a much larger amount of cord.

Amusements.

Hooley's Theater—Mr. E. S. Willard, in "The Middle-

man." Saturday matinee, " The Professor's Love

Story." 149 Randolph street.

Columbia Theater—Miss Lillian Russell, in " La Cigale."

108 Monroe street.

Grand Opera House — Sol Smith Russell, in " A Poor

Relation. 87 Clark street."

Auditorium—Imre Kiralfy's Spectacle "America." Con-

gress street and Wabash avenue.

McVickeb's Theater—Denman Thomson, in " The Old

Homestead." 82 Madison street.

Chicago Opera House—American Extravaganza Company,

in "Ali Baba, or Morgiana and the Forty Thieves."

Washington and Clark streets.

Schiller Theater—Chas. Frohman's Stock Company, in

"The Girl I Left Behind Me." Randolph, near

Dearborn.

Haverly's Casino—Haverly's United Minstrels. Wabash

avenue, near Jackson street.

Trocadero—Concert. Michigan avenue near Monroe street.

The Grotto—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.

Buffalo Bill's "Wild West." 63d street. Daily at 3 and
8.30 p.m.

Pain's " Siege of Sebastof)ol," GOth street and Cottage

Grove avenue. Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday

nights.

"The Girl I Left Behind Me" has had a very successful run at

the Schiller during the last ten weeks, and the advance sale of
seats seems to promise a continuance of the success. On Aug-
ust 16th, the 350th performance, handsome souvenirs will be
presented to the ladies in attendance.

This week is the closing week of Mr. E. S. Willard' s engage-
ment at Hooley's. His season has been most successful. Thurs-
day an.l Saturday evenings he appears in "The Middleman,'' Fri-

day evening in "The Professor's Love Story."

The special attractions of the Trocadero, Amami, the mimic,
Paquerette, the electric fire works, and the music of the Von
Bulow band and the Roseubecker orchestra are specially at-

tractive, while the dancers, the acrobats, the jugglers and San-
dow who is making his first appearance in the city are intense-

ly interesting and amusing to all lovers of vaudeville.

"Ali Baba" is keeping up its reputation for genuine success

so well established in its previous productions. The 33rd week
it has been pla}fed at the Chicago Opera House began last Sun-
day night. Several new people with special parts have been
engaged and will shortly appear. The production has grown
so large that at the close of the season in Chicago it will be
be taken to only the larger cities.

In "America" is found a genuinely cosmopolitan entertain-

ment. It is not an uncommon sight to see groups of Turks,
.Japanese, Singalese, and representatives from other nations in

the audience applauding the different parts of the spectacle.

The vivid scenes and the pantomimic action makes the piece

understood by everyone. The play is now at its zenith.
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WEATHERPROOF

WIRE
We Are The Largest Manufacturers of

WEATHERPROOF WIRE ...IN THE WEST

WE GUARANTEE THE QUALITY OF OUR WIRE TO BE

EQUAL IF NOT SUPERIOR TO ANY OTHER WIRE OF LIKE

CHARACTER IN THE MARKET.

SPECIAL PRICES ON APPLICATION.

WESTERN
ELECTRIC

COMPANY,
227-275 South Clinton Street,

CHICAGO.
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ELECTRICITY BUILDING—EXHIBITORS AND THEIR LOCATION.

^^HLJoonLJssTu

GALLERY.

MAIN FLOOR.

Exhibitor. Section.
Austria Y
Ansonia Electric Co Z
Am. Inst, of Elec. Eng S
American Battery Co T
Axtord, H. M S
Allg. Eleo. GesellBchaft D
Bates Mfg. Co Y
Bryant Electric Co K
Billings & Spencer K
Brixey, W. R T
Belknap Motor Co E
Bell Telephone Co E-G
Brush Electric Co L
Caldwell El. Cloth Cut. Mch. Co Y
Consol. Elec. Storage Co R
Cutter, George T
Canton Klec. Co T
ChicaM Elec. Wire Co T
Copenhagen l^'jre Alarm Co S
Central Electric Co U
Commercial Cable Co Y
C. & C. Elec. Motor Co A
Cleveland Elec. & Mfg. Co A
Chicago Belting Co F
Dulaney Clock Co R
Department of Electricity R
Electrical Industries Y
Elec. Launch & Nav. Co R
Electric Sepa-ator T
Edgerton, E. M T
Elgin Telephone Co T
Edison Elec. Mfg. Co S
i^nterpriee Elec. Co U
Eureka Temp. Copper Co U
Electric Appliance Co U
Elec. Sel. & Sig'l Co U
Electric Heat Alarm Co Y

Exhibitor. Section.
Electrical Review Y
Electricity Y
Electric Gas Co R
Electrical Engineer Y
Electrical World Y
Eddy Electric Motor Co B
Excelsior Electric Co B
Electrical Forging Ci D
Equitable Dynamo Co , . O
ilektron Mfg. Co P
Electrical Conduit Co P
England O
Empire China Works. S
Franklin Elec. Appliances S
French Piano Exhibit Y
Felton & Guilleaume D
France K-P-Q.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Co. M
Gault&Co., N. C Y
Gamewell Fire Alarm Co T
General Electric Co . . . . B-H-N-C-& J
General Incand's't Arc L't Co E
Greeley, E. S., & Co E
Germany S
Hubbard, Wm., & Co T
Hirleman. C. J S
Hart &, Hegeman Mfg. Co S
Hope Elec. Appliance Co S
Hall, Chas. F U
Holmes, N. S W
Hartraan & Braun E
Hanson & Van WinklR L
Hirsh, ,T. M O
Hardtmuth, P.. & Co P
Illinois Alloy Co S
Internat. .\ut. L't & P'r Co U
India Rubber Comb Co S

Exhibitor, Section.
Jaeger, Chas. L T
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W U
Jewell Belting Co F
-Ti nney Elec. Motor Co L
Knapp Electrical Works T
K. A. P. Elec. Novelty Co V
Knapp & Buckley S
Kennedy Electric Co L
Lawton, H. A Y
LeClanche Battery Co V
McNeil-Tinder Elec. Co U
Marcus, W. N S
Meeker, Dr. G S
Mcintosh B»t. & Opt. Co W
Munson, C, Belting Co D
Mather, A, C E
Mather Electric Co M
Newman Clock Co Y
Non-Mignetic Watch Co R
N. Y. Insulated Wire Co T
National Carbon Co T
Norwich Ins. Wire Co T
No'-th Am. Phonograph Co S-F
N. Y. &L.E. A Y
Nat. Aut. Fire Alarm Co A
Nat. Engraving Machine Co S
Owen, Dr. A U
Phoenix Glass Co I
Paiste, H. T S
Pulvennacher Galv. Co Y
Pnmpelly, J. K T
Pratt El. Med. Sup. Co U
Powell, Wm. * Co U
Phelps, A. H U
Page Belting Co D
Queen & Co E
Ringler, F. A R

Exhibitor. Section
Reliance Guage Co T
Roessler & Hasslsicher Chem. Co S
Street Railway Journal Y
Strowger Aut. Telph. Co T
Standard Paint Co T
Sponholz, C. L T
Star Iron Tower Co W
Spain Y
Schieren, Chas. A. & Co D
Schomburg & Sohne E
Siemens &Halske E
Schuckert & Co E
Short Electric Co L
Sperry Elec. Railway Co L
Standard Underg. Cable Co L
Standard Electric Co P
Samson Battery Co S
Tate Aut. El. Signal Co Y
Todd, Applegate Co S
T.aylor, Goodhue & Ames A
Thomson Elec. Welding Co O
Telautograph, Elisha Gray W
Union Electric Co P
Vetter J. C. & Co W
Webb.G.F. Y
Weston El. Instrument Co R
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co V
Western Un ion Tel. Co V
WaiteA Bartlett Mfg. Co IT

White, S, S., Dental Mfg. Co U
Western Electrician Y
Wilder Aut. Burglar Al. Co A
Western Electric Co A
Westingbouse El. & Mfg. CO....B-H-J
Wiles & Scofleld
Wing, L. J., &Co P
Zucker & Levett Chem. Co p
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SLOW MONEY
Now is the time to begii

PRICES AWAY DOWN....QUALITY AWAY UP

....Makes Low Prices
Now is the time to begin to lay in your supplies for Fall Extensions.

WE ARE STILL SUPPLYING
Meston Alternating Current Fan Motors in large quantities to those who know a good
thing when they see it. Are you going to get in line before it is too late?

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

242 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC GO.
MANCHESTER, CONN.

Offices, 116 Bedford St., BOSTON.
AND

1002 Cliamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

THE "NOVAK" LAMP.

CLAFLIN & KIMBALL (Inc.)

General Selling Agents.

116 Bedford Street, BOSTON.

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

':^/^m^m>y

0'^,tS^^?nye9''th^ay.

Enterprise

Electric-^

Company
307 Dearborn Street,

Cliicago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, ^s^
Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

SUPPLIES OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

iLocust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

._..^_._ Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and tttrtmh
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Map of Chicago.

Showing Location of its Electrical and Allied Business Interests, Principal Hotels, Theatres, Depots and Transportation Lines to
the World's Pair Grounds. (Index numbers refer to the black squares.)
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Aneonia Elec Co., Michigan Ave. & Randolpli St. . .

.

American Battery Co., 188 Madison St
Bartholomew, Stow & Co , 57 Michigan Ave
Barton & Brown, 1428 Monadnock Block
Benham, A. D., 200 S. Clinton St
Brill Co., J. G., Phenix Bldg
Bryant Electric Co
Brush Electric Co., Monadnock Block
Buckeye Electric Co.. 437 Rookery Bldg
Calumet Electric Mfg. & Engineering Co., 174 S
Clinton St

Central Electric Lt. & Pr. Co., 185 Dearborn St
Central Electric Co., 118 Franklin St
Central Telephone Co
Chicago Arc Light & Power Co, Washington St., Ply-
mouth PI ....8&

Chicago Telephone Co. , 203 Washington St
Chicago Edison Co
Chicago Electric Club, 175 Clark St
Chicago Electric Motor Co., 313 S. Canal St
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co. , 75 Ohio St
Chicago lusulated Wire Co., 314 The Northern
Claflin A Kimball, 1001 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
Cleveland Electric & Mfg. Co., 149 La Salle St
Cutter, Geo., 851 The Rookery

1
-HOUSE

T-H

,u>
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5vjsp?ncl?d Fan Out-fit

Black

Japan

Finish

Electric Fans

Self-Oiling

....and

Self-Aligning

Bearings

Electric Fans

OKONITE
OKONITE WIRES
=^ TAPES = MANSON

INTERIOR CONDUIT.
Batteries, Bells, Push Buttons, Annunciators, Volt Meters, Ammeters, Wheatstone

Bridges, Line Wire Cross Arms, Brackets, Pins, Insulators, Tools.

^ErNErRAL- SUPPLIErS.
CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO

116-118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
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VISITORS SHOULD NOT FAIL TO SEE THE

First Souvenir Half Dollar

...AT THE EXHIBIT OF...

RemMon Typewriters
in the N. B. Corner of the Main Gallery of the Manu-
factures and Liberal Arts Building.

$10,000 was paid for this coin, making it the most
valuable piece of silver in the world.

THE MONTHLY ISSUE FOR AUGUST

Should be read by everyone interested in electrical matters. In its table of contents is the following:

"Incandescent Lighting at the World's Fair."

"The Electric Power Plant of the Chicago City Railway."
"Steam Engine Efficiency—Its Possibilities and Limitations" b.y Wm. H. Bryan.
"Alternating Arc Lighting for Central Stations" by H. S. Putnam.
"Hard Rubber as an Insulator in Street Railway Work" bj^ W. R. Mason.
"A Brief Review."

Together with illustrations of the recent applications of electricity.

The paper also contains regulariy

A Buyer's Directory of Manufacturers and Dealers in Electrical Supplies and Appliances.

A Complete Directory of Electric Light Stations in North America and a Complete Directory of

Electric Railways in North America.
These directories are revised each issue to the date of going to press and are to be found in no

other electrical journal in the World. Its articles are read cai-efully and its directories used constantly
by all the buyers in the trade. These facts make it without a superior as an advertising medium.
Sample copies and rates sent on application.

Subscription price $3 per year. Six months trial $1, if ordered during the next 30 days.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUB. CO.,
Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.
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CLARK
i COMPANY, ^^^
\-\

o
192 Broadway and II John Street.

LU MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

_l| The CLARK ARO LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

III the best and most durable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS
A SF=EClAl_-rY.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTIIMC
Greatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
) OTHER RAWHinr

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGER'S PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is
not affected by steam or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and the most econom-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, C«1ICACO, UA.

Standard Electric Company.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AT the:

'WOI^LXD'S in^A-IR,.

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.
Sec. S, 20 " "

ELECTRICITY BUILDING, Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

TI18 Standard Lamps Light the Power Plant, Machinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Building, an

Other Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Rod Lamp.
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Cutter's "Boulevard" Streethood

THE LATEST, NEATEST AND BEST.

GEORGE CUTTER,
851=853=855 The Rookery...CHICAGO.

SIMPLEX WIRES

>'^v.*'

INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

Simplex Electrical Go.

620 Atlantic Ave.,

George Cutter, Chicago. boston, mass.

Made 5 amp. S. P.
10 amp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.

1 O amp. 3 way.

XNTRIC
"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

-%

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South 18th St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

v<^ P- & s.

•"^'
WIRING INSULATOR,

Saves TIME
TROUBLE

and TIE WIRE .

Made only by

Pass & Seymour,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

George Cutter,
CHICAGO.

(onso1ida4;ecl ^l^ctric (p.

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

11s Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

OEOPLOE FOR.TER..
Contractor for All Kinds of

EILEICTRICAL \A/ORK.
Room 67, 143 La Salle St., CHICAGO.

Crary Block, BOONE, IOWA.

GHAS. A. SCHIEREN & GO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Genuine Perforated Electric

Leaflier Belting.

46 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO

Section 15, Dpt. F, CIm. 27. Section D, Space 3

MACHINERY HALL. ELECTRICITY BUILDING

BEAR IN MIIMD

that the regular monthly issue of ELECTRICAL IlSf-

DU8TRIES contains the most complete and correct

directories published of the electric light central stations

and the electric railways in North America.

World's Fair Headquarters Y 27 Electricity Building.

CITY OFFICES, Monadnock Block.

WAGNER ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS
For Direct, or AlternaUuf/ Ctirrent<.

These motors give a stronger breeze with less consumption of current than
any other fan motor on the market. They are fall 1-8 horse power. Six bladed
13-inch fan. Self-oiling. Furnished with or without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.



WEEKLY WORLD'S FAIR

DEVOTED TO THE ELECTRICAL AND ALLIED INTERESTS OF THE WORLD'S FAIR,
ITS VISITORS AND EXHIBITORS.

Vol. I, No. 9. CHICAGO, AUGUST ID, 1893.

Exhibit of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufact- the latest system of long distance power transmission of

uring Company. this company.

Another section occupying a similar space but toward

While the lighting system of the Westinghouse company the south of the building, contains an exhibit of railway

is best shown in the electric plant of the Exposition, its ex- power machinery. Directly to the east of this exhibit is the

-EXHIBIT (IF THE WESTING IK lUSE KI.ECIHIC ,t M A NTFAC TCKINi

hibit iu Electricity Building better represents the varied

products of its factories. The exhibit is divided into sec-

tions, each representing a particular branch of the industry.

Tlie section located near the center of the building between

the Barbier display of lighthouse lenses and the Edison In-

candescent lamp exhibit, contains an exhibit representing

display of both arc and incandescent lighting. The Shal-

lenberger meter, lighting arresters and apparatus showing

some novel effects of the two phase alternating currents

are also displayed in this section. In the corner of the

space a room has been built in which are shown a number

of startling experiments in high tension currents. Mr.
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Tesla expects to be present to utilize this room for exhibi-

tions for invited guests during congress week. To the east

of this section is the space in which rej)resentative machines

from the Newark factory of the company are shown. In

addition to the letter and horizontal type several machines

of the Manchester type are shown. Also a 50-horse power

multipolar direct current machine made in Pittsburg. The
different sections are surrounded by substantial and orna-

mental railings open at the corners which are closed by

brass chains.

The exhibit of long distance power transmission system

consists of a complete plant with all the machines and ap-

paratus necessary for the transmission and the reception of

the electric current. The plant consists of a 500-horBe

power, two phase alternating current generator directly con-

nected to a pelton waterwheel as illustrating the source of

power while the real power is furnished by a 500-horse

power two phase Tesla motor which is belted to the gener-

ator by a 24 inch belt. The prime generator is of the new
type now known as the rotary transformer, although why
it is so named is hard to say as it is simply a commutating

sion plant proper. The greater number of the switches

mounted on the board are used for controlling the Tesla

motors supplied from the lighting circuits and used in this

case to furnish power and exciting current to the transmis-

sion plant. All the connections and contacts are made on

the back of the board, only the handles of the specially de-

signed switches and the fuse blocks are on the front of the

board. All the wires have Okonite insulation and are fast-

ened on porcelain. All terminals for the instruments are

insulated so that it is almost impossible to come in contact

with the current on the front of the board. The fuse blocks

are specially designed single pole blocks and the fuses are

of a non-oxidizing metal requiring but a small mass of

metal in comparison with the ordinary fuse. The block is

eight inches long by four wide, of two pieces an inch thick.

The pieces are recessed for the fuse and the outer block has

a hole above the fuse through which the melted fuse may
pass when blown out.

The bearings of the fuses are two long brass plugs an

inch wide by three-eights inch thick and about six inches

long extending out at right angles from one side and fit in-

FIG. 2.—EXHIBIT OF THE WESTINGHOU8E ELECTKIC & MANUFACTUKING COMPANY.

device for an alternating current and might better be called

a commutating machine. As used in this case the full

horse power output can be taken off either in alternating

or direct current or any proportion of both currents at the

same time.

The machine is separately excited by a five-horse power
direct current dynamo directly couj^led to a Tesla motor of

the same capacity. The dynamo may be easily made self

exciting. The primary voltage is of course provided for

according to distance and load, in this case the voltage is

380. From the generator the current is conveyed to the

switch board by the wires which are concealed beneath the

floor. From the switch board the current is conveyed to

the step up transformers for long distance transmission.

This switch board is of white marble mounted on an iron

frame and is arranged after a design specially made for

this work. It is provided with the necessary switches for

controlling the 500-horse power moter and the current from

the generator so arranged that the current may be thrown

from the step up transformers to any part of the exhibit.

The switch board contains much more apparatus than is

required by the 500-horse power generator of the transmis-

to suitable contacts on the back of the board, holes in the

marble permitting the placing of the block from the front.

Other instruments on the board are as follows: Four 300

ampere ammeters; two 100 ampere ammeters; four 120 volt

volt meters; two switch board transformers; one rheostat;

three double pole switches for exciters; two fuses for direct

current lines and eight for alternating current lines. The
back of the board is protected on the back by a closet

about three feet deej), with doors at the ends allowing ac-

cess to all connections.

Just back of the switch board on glazed tiling are the six

stej) up transformers. A frame is built over them to sup-

port the four primary and four secondary wires. The 360

volt primaries of the three transformers are connected to one

pair of wires from the switch board and generator and the

primaries of the other three to the remaining two wires.

The high tension secondaries, in this case 1,200 volts, are

connected in the same grouping to the two pairs of trans-

mission wires which run on a couple of poles to the step

down transformers at the opposite side of the space. The
insulators used are of the type employed by the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Company in the plant now
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operating at Pomona and at San Barnardino, California.

Usually the transmission wires would be conducted directly

to the receiving switch board first, before reaching the

transformers so in case there were trouble with the trans-

formers, current could be entire cut off from them.

The connections of the transmission wires to the step

down transformers are precisely like those of the same at

the power end of the line. The board varying only from

the fact that connections, instruments, switches and other

appliances are provided for control of all the various ap-

paratus used to illustrate the methods of using the power.

The principal machine shown at this end of the transmis-

sion is another GOO-horse power motor or rotary transformer

which takes the two phase current into the four rings at

one end of the armature from the switch board and at 'SCiO

volts, and running as a motor supplies power to several

machines belted from its pulley and direct current from

the commutator on the opposite end of the armature for use

in a number of direct current motors used for various pur-

poses, thus illustrating the great flexibility of the system.

The voltage from the direct current end is 550, being some-

what greater than the alternating current voltage supplied

to the motor.

current from this machine. Samples of the Ingersoll-Sar-

geant rock drill, and coal cutter are also shown. Con-

nected to the alternating current switch board, current for

which is taken from the secondaries of the step down trans-

formers, are coupled direct to a 1,000-volt constant poten-

tial alternating dynamo; the other being employed simply

as a rotating transformer giving out a continuous current

of 50 volts, showing that low voltage can be had for elect-

rolytic or electroplating, and electric tanning, etc. It is

intended to employ current from this machine to operate

one of the large Schuckert search lights in Electricity

Building.

This covers the mechanical and electric part of the sec-

tion and fully illustrates the development today of the

two-phase long distance electrical transmission of power.

In the center of the space on a platform slightly raised

above the surrounding floor is a very hanisome kiosk or

booth, that is used as a reception room and office, tallies

and chairs are provided and files of the electrical journals

are supplied for the visitor.

This booth is oblong in shape, made in wood and staff,

the lower or supporting part consisting of columns at either

end, the roof curving over and a square tower rising from

FIG. 3.—EXHIBIT OF THE WE8TINGH0USE ELECTRIC & MANUF.^CTURING COMPANY.

Driven by belt from the pulley of this machine is a large

Worthington pump which supplies water to the Pelton

wheel which is coupled to the shaft of the prime generator,

and is done to show the regulator of the Pelton wheel

which naturally should form a part of the power end of the

exhibit.

Besides the pump, from another pulley on the same shaft

is also driven by belt a 40 light alternating arc dynamo
running 1,000 revolutions per minute, supplying a 10

ampere current for 25 arc lamps suspended in a frame on

the side of the space. A small switch board for controlling

the output of this machine is provided near the dynamo.

Leads from the commutator end of the rotary transformer

are taken to a portion of the receiving switch board where

all the necessary bus bars and switches are provided for

utilizing the current for running a pair of Westinghouse

30-horse power railway motors, mounted on a Dorner &
Dutton truck, the object being to show the ease with which

this style of long distance transmission apparatus can be

connected to the existing railway lines, which might be lo.

cated in towns sufficiently near to the plant.

An Ingersoll-Sargeant air compressor equipped with a 60-

horse power 500-volt direct current motor is also run by

it to the height of several feet, all being highly ornamented

in design and painted in cream color, with the points

touched out with gold. Flags and curtains are draped

around the sides and ends, the margin of the cornices are

ornamented and lighted by numerous incandescent lamps

with globes of various designs and the interior is lighted by

three highly ornamented short arc lamps running on the

alternating current. These arc lamps are of the constant

potential A. C type. A large number of these lamps are

supplied with current from the incandescent lighting cir-

cuits throughout the Exposition grounds.

The name Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-

pany Tesla Polyphase System is in large letters on the

north and south sides of the square tower on top of the

pavilion. This is one of the handsomest exhibits in the

Fair and is attracting a great deal of attention, as the

system is new and not yet generally understood by the pub-

lic.

The section of the Westinghouse company's exhibit

coming next in point of interest is the railway department,

located between the two main aisles just north of the Bell

Telephone temple. This display is intended to include a

complete list of the apparatus necessary for use in con-
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nection with street railway power, with samples of such

types as are considered embodying the most points of excel-

lence. A very handsome octagonal kiosli occupies the cen-

ter of the space furnished with tables and chairs and files

of several trade journals. Curtains are draped across the

openings, and it is illuminated by arc and incandescent

lamps from the alternating circuits.

Ornamented wrought iron brackets are raised around

the roof dome, from which are suspended eight short arc

lamps, very highly decorated in Berlin black finish. These

serve to light the exhibit space as well as to ornament the

booth. Suspended over the pavilion is a sign in black and

gold displaying the Westinghouse company's name.

ir-
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switch boards, and in capacities from 200 to 1,600 amperes.

On a track over a pit running the whole length of the

north end of this space are two street cars, one a Brownell

20-foot accelerator and the other a Steijhensou 18-foot car

with Tackaberrj truck, both having ()J-foot wheel base.

Both these cars are fitted throughout with the Westing-

house standard 30-horse power equipment, with the series

parallel controllers, and all the lamps and other devices

that go with a car, complete and ready for the road. The
New Haven fare register is used, and is quite neat in

appearance as compared with the old style of circular

dials in common use on old lines. The machines are con-

nected to a 500-volt circuit so that their actual operation

is shown to visitors.

Nothing seems to be missing from this exhibit that can

be needed or useful in a railway power station, and with

the courteous attendants always present to explain matters,

visitors should be well pleased and get a fair knowledge of

what the Westinghouse company has in this most interest-

ing line.

In the section to the east are shown the various machines

and apparatus used in electric lighting. Sample dynamos,

converters, switchboard instruments and devices, lightning

arrestors, etc., are exhibited. The transformers and meters

are shown complete, and their unassembled parte showing

the construction. The exhibit of the Wurtz non arcing

lightning arrester is neatly arranged in the center of the

space. The exhibit of dynamos includes sizes ranging

from a 25 light to a 7,500 light, of both continuous and al-

ternating current dynamos. Sample field rheostats, ground

detectors, theater regulators with numerous other devices

are shown.

While the Westinghouse company have arranged the

exhibits of a practical nature of the greatest interest to the

electrician, the mechanic and the capitalist, the decorative

features have not been overlooked. One of the most

noticeable features at night is the large illuminated sign

on which the name of the company, the dates 1492 and

1892 with the head of Columbus in the center are thrown

out in the artistically arranged incandescent lights.

A very interesting novelty is the Columbus egg, as it is

called, shown in the lighting exhibit. On a table on the

west side of the space are placed a pair of large induction

coils for exhibiting the effects of the two-phase rotary

current. A wooden table is placed over these on which

metal objects commenced to spin around as soon as placed

upon it. Two copper eggs, one small, the other about eight

inches long, when placed over these coils commence whirl-

ing and soon turn up on the end and continue to whirl.

In the room provided for the exhibition of high tension

currents a series of tranformers and Leyden jars are so

arranged as to give heavy discharges over glass and rubber

plates.

The Cook Elevated Electric Railway.

Near the Westinghouse Air Brake exhibit in the Trans-

portation Building is a working model of the Cook Elevated

Electric Kailway. A single row of truss ' iron pillars,

placed from 20 to 51) feet apart and of the desired height,

supports the girders, which are constructed in the most

approved style of brace work. The top of the girder has

an outward and upward flange. The truck runs the entire

length of the upper right hand side of the car, the weight

resting on two anti-friction wheels placed near either end of

the truck, and running on the inside of the flange.

The driving wheel, which is directly connected with the

armature shaft and made with bevelled edge, travels on the

track at the lower part of the girder, which is made to

slope out and down. .As the speed increases the driving

wheel climbs the track and takes a portion of the load from

the truck wheels, which ordinarily support four-fifths of the

weight of the car. The driving wheel and the truck wheels

are compensating, thus lessening noise and vibration.

A guide wheel runs on the under side of the lower flange

and serves the double purpose of preventing the truck from

leaving the upper track and of increasing the traction of

the driving wheel when desired, being controlled by a lever

in the motor room. A shoe brake, also controlled by lever,

bears on the outer edge of the lower flange and is wonder-

fully efficient in conjunction with the under running guide

wheel in making quick stops. In practical tests, made last

fall at Tacoma on a 000 foot eliptical wooden track, a speed

of 42 miles per hour was developed, and stops were made
inside of 600 feet while running at this speed, and without

inconvenience to the passengers.

The current is applied through a flat copper conductor

placed in a perfectly insulated trough on the under side of

the upper track, where it is necessarily protected from rain,

sleet or snow. A metal brush trolley is used, which will be

perfected later so as to allow the car to move in either

direction. The motor is of the ordinary street railway

type, that used in the Tacoma tests being of the Sperry

manufacture. The ground is made by the contact of the

driving wheel with its track.

Among the claims made for this system by Mr. Cook, who
is personally in charge of the exhibit, are the following:

A speed of 200 miles per hour; an absence of any jerking

or surging motion in starting or stopping; minimum possi-

bility of accidents to passengers or the public generally;

low cost of construction; small amount of ground space

required for the single line of pillars; one above the other

can be constructed on the same line of supports; a modifi-

cation of the system can be used for express or parcel

transportation.

A company has been formed and it is expected that at

least two miles of track will be in operation in Chicago

before the end of the present year. Such an eminent

specialist on the rapid transit problem as Prof. Haupt, of

the University of Pennsylvania, unhesitatingly pronounces

in favor of the Cook system.

A well-known electrician was heard to remark the other

day that electricity could show the only notable progress of

any thing at the World's Fair. In art, science, manufacture,

and nearly every branch of industry, he said, the advance

made could not be compared with electricity. The Jumbo
dynamo was one of the first incandescent machines built,

and is now on exhibition at the W^orld's Fair. Compare
that machine with those of to-day and a person sees the

improvement at once. This cannot be shown of the steam

engine or any other class of machinery in so marked a de-

gree. In transportation the progress made has been that of

electric traction. In fact, electricity is the one feature of

the Fair that is always interesting and constantly reveals

some new wonder to the thousands of people who visit the

Exposition both day and night.

England, Germany, Belgium, Brazil and Turkey are now
represented on the jury of awards; Ahmed Fahri Bey, an

electrical engineer of Constantinople, having recently been

appointed.
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The interest taken in the World's Congress of Elec-

tricians by foreign nations and societies is a matter of

commendation. The Electrotechnischer Verein of Vienna

has just appointed the following of its members delegates

to represent it at the meetings of the congress: Nikola

Tesla, A. Prosch, inspector of the Austrian State Railways;

Ernst Egger, Dr. Johann Sahulka, constructor at the Im-

perial High School, Vienna, Fred W. Tischendorfer and

Joseph Wetzler.

This month will be the crowning one to all interested in

electricity who are able to visit Chicago and the World's

Fair. The number of electricians now here is be-

ing constantly increased. Prof. Helmholtz, whose name is

familiar to everyone, is expected to arrive in Chicago in a

few days. The educational advantages of this meeting can

hardly be estimated. To all who are in any way interested

in electricity, the congress and the Fair will be found of

the greatest interest and benefit. Electricity Building af-

fords unexcelled advantages for educational improvement.

The exhibits, with the attendants in charge who are ready

to explain any part of the exhibit; the various features in-

tailed, not so much to show the practical side of electricity

as to show what can be done with the electric current; the

popular lectures and other attractions arranged by the de-

partment afford opportunities never equalled. The con-

gress, with the men prominent in arts and science assem-

bled from distant cities, will also afford to all interested

in electricity, no matter in what branch, an opportunity of

gathering a mass of information such as would otherwise

require years to gather.

from now on until the close of the Fair. Mr. Hawley, of

the Department of Electricity has the matter in charge.

The regular course will begin next week and various

subjects pertaining to the uses and application of electricity

will be treated under the following heads: Lighting (a).

Arc (b), Incandescent; Power Transmission; Experiments

in High Potential, High Frequency and Alternating Cur-

rent; Electrical Signals; Electrical Railways; Electricity

applied to Mining and Milling Machinery; Wires and In-

sulation; Ocean Cables; The Telegraph; The Telauto-

graph; The Phonograph; Metal Working; Scientific In-

struments; Patent Law Applied to Electricity.

Preliminary to the regular course on Tuesday this week,

Mr. C. P. Frey, electrician, with E. S. Greeley & Company,

New York City, gave a talk on "Electrical Test Instru-

ments," and on Thursday, Mr. Fred W. Tischendoerfer,

representative of Schuckert & Company, Nuremberg, Ger-

many, will speak on "Search Lights," and on Saturday of

this week "The Fire Alarm and Police Telegraph" will be

discussed by Mr. E. Bruce Chandler, of the Gamewell Fire

Alarm & Telegraph Company of New York.

The lectures will all be given in the new scenic theatre

of the Western Electric Company in the southeastern cor-

ner of the Electricity Building, and will begin promptly at

2 o'clock p. M. It is expected that they will not last more

than an hour. As soon as the program for the entire course

is completed it will be announced in full in Electrical In-

dustries.

The Importance of Practical Experience.

Popular Lectures in Electricity Building,

The Department of Electricity desiring to create as much
general interest as possible in the exhibits in Electricity

Building, has mapped out a course of free lectures to be

given every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday afternoon

The importance of practical experience in the training of

electrical engineers is emphasized by Prof. S. P. Thompson

in a letter to the editor of Electrical Plant and Industry,

London, in which he says: "The education of a student of

electrical engineering, whether liberal or illiberal, must be

an education obtained from things and men, in the labora-

tory, the workshop, and the drawing-olBce, can be aided by

books and lectures; but these do not and cannot constitute

the education of an electrical engineer. From that point

of view there is more educational value in a half-yearly

volumn of one of the weekly technical journals than in a

ton of text-books. Give the student of electrical engineer-

ing the run of a laboratory well equipped with modern

electrical machinery and instruments, and a good library of

books of reference, and bring him into daily contact with

men who are themselves both electricians and engineers, he

will want few books beyond his own note-books and a

pocket-book of numerical data. It is a real disaster to the

electrical industry, and to the thousands of young men who
are just now swarming into it on all sides, that the idea

should prevail that so essentially practical a subject can be

crammed up by mastering a certain list of books. It is

mainly because we are convinced of the evil wrought by

such misinformed ideas that Mr. Knapp and I, who have

now for two years been colleagues as examiners in this sub-

ject in the City and Guilds Technological examinations,

have determined to set such questions as shall be impossi-

ble to be satisfactorily answered by the mere paper electri-

cian, whilst they shall be comparatively easy to answer by

the candidate who has really mastered his subject by be-

coming practically acquainted with it in the laboratory, the

drawing-office, and the workshop, the lighting station, or

the testing-room. Electrical engineering can no more be

learned from books than can railway engineering, or hy-

draulic engineering, or any other branch of the great elec-

trical industry.
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WORLD'S FAIR NOTES.

The exhibit of the Hicks (Troy) Electrical Door Opera-

tor ou the west gallery, near the Enterprise Electric Co.,

is Hearing completion.

Dr. N. S. Keith, of San Francisco, expects to shortly in-

stall an exhibit of constant current motors, similar to those

used largely on the Pacific Coast.

Sidney Smith & Sons of the Basford Brass Works,

Nottingham, Eng., have displayed in a neat case in Ma-

chinery Hall a line of brass goods, including steam boiler

alarms, gauges, valves, water columns, etc.

The Yale & Town traveling crane with a band of music

and a number of visitors, traveling back and forth the length

of Machinery Hall and Annex over the heads of visitors and

exhibitors was watched with a considerable of interest last

week.

The new scenic theater of the Western Electric Co. is

"playing to large houses." People can be seen crowding

around the entrance awaiting the next performance from

the time the theater is opened till it is closed in the after-

noon.

A large jeweled sign, 21 feet 4 inches in length, bearing

the words, "Western Electric Company," is to be hung in

front of the Egyptian Temple, near the southern entrance

to Electricity Building. Ten arc lamps will be placed at

the back of the sign to give the jewel effects.

The Association of Edison Illuminating Companies, of

which Mr. M. J. Jenks, of the legal department of the

General Electric Company, is Secretary, are holding their

annual meeting this week at the Fair. The opening ses-

sion was held in the Wisconsin State Building on Tuesday,

August 8th.

In Machinery Hall the ornamental posts in the railing

which surrounds the service plant have attracted a good

deal of interest. The tops which support incandescent

lamps in very neatly designed shades are very handsome.

The different colors of the shades which vi'ere made by the

Phoenix Glass Company give a variety to the combination.

The register of the American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers contains much interesting data. On August 4th,

there were nine entries only, but these nine are literally

from the four corners of the globe. We give the addresses

in order: San Francisco, Constantinople, Vienna, Stock-

holm, Darmstadt, Cornwall-on-Hudson, Morgautown, W.
Va., Lafayette, Ind., and New York City.

Preparations for the California Midwinter International

Exposition is progressing rapidly at Golden Gate Park at

San Francisco, Cal. The Park covers some 100 acres

and will contain five principal buildings, viz: Manufactures

and Liberal Arts, Agricultural and Horticultural, Fine and
Decorative Arts, Mechanical Art and Administration build-

ings. Besides these buildings there will be numerous
smaller buildings occupied by various concessions.

Mcintosh, Seymour & Company of Auburn, N.Y., have in

use in the service plant in Machinery Hall a 1,200-horse

power engine of the double tandem compound type belted to

one of the large Westiughouse alternators. Among the special

features of the construction of this engine are the water

jackets for the guides and main bearings, the latter being
of ball and socket pattern with oil settling chambers and
pumps for continuous oiling, copper heating coils in the

receiver fed from high pressure cylinder jacket, and a drag

link shaft which gives motion to the governor placed on the

outside of the frame. Engineers will find many things

about this engine of interest.

What to see in the Electricity Building in the Daytime.

"There is nothing worth seeing in there," is a remark one

quite frequently hears made in reference to the Electricity

Building. Of course it is always made by visitors who are

not well acquainted with the grounds and having no special

interest in electrical matters. This is to be very nmch re-

gretted, for there certainly are many exhibits of interest to

the general public in the Department of Electricity.

Entering the Electricity Building at the north door the

visitor should take the electric elevator directly in front of

the entrance, or the one in front of the French section on

the west side of the building, to the gallery. At the north

center of the gallery is the exhibit of the Ansonia Electric

Company, and in the east end of its pavilion is the exhibit

of the American Electrical Heating Company, where the

visitor may witness the exceedingly novel and interesting

sight of cooking by electricity. This, of course, is more
especially interesting to ladies.

Going west from the Ansonia exhibit and then south past

the French piano exhibit the visitor will come to the booth

of the Commercial Cal)le Company, where the sending and

the receiving of cablegrams is something that the visitor

should not go away without seeing.

Opposite to this booth is Prof. Gray's telautograi^h and

everyone of course wishes to carry away from the Fair a

souvenir telautogram as well as to have explained the work-

ings of the mysterious little instrument that not only dup-

licates a message hundreds of miles away, but jaroduces it

in an exact facsimile of the sender's hand-writing.

Continuing down the main aisle to the extreme southern

end of the gallery the visitor will arrive at the exhibit of

the North American Phonograph Company, where will be

found the Edison Phonograph applied to all its various

uses. Directly opposite the phonograph exhibit is one of

the most interesting pieces of mechanism in the Fair, the

National engraving machine, a machine capable of engrav-

ing one's name in characters so fine that a magnifying glass

is necessary to decipher them.

Descending to the main floor the Grecian temple of the

Brush Electric Company is directly in the foreground and

opposite it is the smaller but no less attractive temple of the

Jenuey Electric Motor Company. Opposite the main

southern entrance is the exhibit of the Bell Telephone

Company with all of its historical apparatus. Here is to

be seen the photopbone by means of which sounds are

transmitted through the medium of a ray of light.

Directly east of the Bell telephone exhibit is that of the

Western Electric Company. If the day is warm the visi

tor should pass through the Egyptian temple and enjoy

the cool breeze produced by the large exhaust fans, then if

the scenic theatre is open a visit should be paid to it. The
automatic writing machines at the northern end of this ex-

hibit are extremely novel. Near by a magnetic lift offers

an opportunity for the "strong man" to exercise his muscle.

Farther north past the main eastern entrance is the ex-

hibit of the Electrical Forging Company, which, it is to be

regretted, is too seldom in operation. Next north of this

exhibit is that of the Belknap Motor Company where the

visitor will get another refreshing breeze from a large ex-

haust fan and have an opportunity of witnessing the amus-

ing spectacle of "fishes swiHjmiiig in the air."
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PERSONAL. BUSINESS NOTES.

Mr. Wtn. Stanley has been spending a few days at the Fair

and about Chicago.

Mr. Luther Stieringer arrived in the city last Thursday and
will spend a few days at the Fair.

Dr. Chas. E. Emery is now in New York but will return later

when the active work of the jury commences.

Mr. R. A. Falconer, of the Falconer Mfg. Co., Boston, was a
caller at the booth of Electrical Industries this week.

Prof. George P. Barker, of the University of Pennsylvania,
one of the jadges of electrical exhibits, is now in the city.

Mr. Richard O. Heinrich, of the Weston Electrical Instru-

ment Co., Newark, N. J., is at the Fair again for a few days.

Mr. J. T. Burke, secretary of the Western Electrical Supply
Company, Omaha, Neb. , has been in the city for some days
past.

Mr. John M. Marvin, of Milwaukee, the inventor of Marvin's
Electrical Brick Baker, has been a visitor at the Pair the past
week.

Prof. Henry A. Rowland, of Johns Hopkins University, Balti-

more, is attending the jury meetings of the department of
electricity.

Mr. Phillip H. Campbell, general manager of the India Rub-
ber Comb Co., New York, is spending a few days in Chicago and
at the Fair.

Prof. Horace S. L. Verney, from the Stevens Institute, New
York, is registered at the office of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers.

Mr. Adolpho Ashoff, of Brazil, has been appointed on the
jury of awards of the Department of Electricity as one of the
foreign members. He is now in attendance.

Prof. George P. Barker, of the University of Pennsylvania,
is now in attendance at the Exposition. He is on committees
No. 1 and 3 of the jury of awards of the department of elec-
tricity.

Dr. N. S. Keith, of San Francisco, Cal., arrived in Chicago on
Friday last and will spent a few weeks at the Fair. Dr. Keith
was one of the originators of the American Institute of Electri-
cal Engineers.

Mr. S. D. Greene, general manager General Electric Co., New
York; Mr. A. D. Page, assistant manager of the Edison Lamp
Works, Harrison, N J.; and Mr. Jno. W. Howell of the Edison
Lamp Works, Newark, N. J., are in Chicago this week.

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICITY.

Offices: SECTION R, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Chief, John P. Babkett,
Assistant Chief, J. Allen Hoensby.

General Superintendent, J. W. Blaisdell.

Electrical Engineer, W. W. Pbimm.

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERINH.

OFFICES SOUTH OF MACHINERY HALL.

Mechanical Engineer, C. P. Postee

Electrical Engineer, R. H. Pieece.

First Asst. Mechanical Engineer, John Meaden.
First Asst. Electrical Engineer, S. G. Neilbb.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

World's Fair Headquarters,

SECTION S, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Ralph W. Pope, Secretary.

Open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

CHICAGO WORLD'S CONGRESS OF ELECTIRCIANS.
OPENING SESSION, MONDAY, AUGUST 21sT, 3 P. M.

ADVISORY COUNCIL.
President, Dr. Elisha Geay, Highland Park, 111.

Secretary, Pbof. H. S. Caehaet, Ann Arbor, Mich.

executive committee.
• Chairman, Peof. Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

committee on invitations.

Chairman, T. Commeefobd Maetin, 303 Broadway, New York.

committee on peogeaji.

Chairman, Pbof. T. C. Mendenhall, Washington, D. C.

committee on finance.

Chairman, B. E. Sunny, 175 Adams Street, Chicago.

The Electric Appliance Company, 243 Madison St. Chicago,
reports that it has a surprise in store in the shape of something
new and progressive in the transformer line and advise intend-
ing purchasers to correspond with them before making any
converter contracts or placing any transformer orders.

The Centeal Electeic Company, Chicago, reports having
just secured the contract for the complete installation with
Okonite wire of the new Y. M. C. A. Building on LaSalle St.

The company also secured the contract for the complete equip-
ment of the great Ferris wheel with Okonite wire. The struc-
ture of this wheel being entirely of iron it was found necessary
to have a very high grade of insulation and the fact that this
brand was selected speaks volumes for that popular wire.

Electeical Enginbeeing Company, 249 Second Ave., south,
Minneapolis, Minn., formerly the Electrical Engineering &
Supply Company, of St. Paul, is handling a large line of Elec-
trical machines and supplies, including National incandescent
and Standard arc dynamos, Eddy and Holtzer-Cabot motors,
Paranite, Grimshaw and 0. K. Weatherproof wires and electri-

cal supplies and specialties of all kinds. The company just
completed the installation of a 2,500 light alternator with the
necessary transformers, etc., at Brainard, Minn., and has several
large contracts on hand.

Amusements.

Hooley's Theater—Mr. Nat C. Goodwin, in " Mizzoura."

149 Randolph street.

Colombia Theater—Miss Lillian Russell, in " The

Mountebanks." 108 Monroe street.

Grand Opera House — Sol Smith Russell, in " A Poor

Relation." 87 Clark street.

Auditorium—Imre Kiralfy's Spectacle "America." Con-

gress street and Wabash avenue.

McVicker's Theater—Denman Thomson, in " The Old

Homestead." 82 Madison street.

Chicago Opera House—American Extravaganza Company,

in "AH Baba, or Morgiana and the Forty Thieves."

Washington and Clark streets.

Schiller Theater—Chas. Frohman's Stock Company, in

" The Girl I Left Behind Me." Randolph, near

Dearborn.

Haverlt's Casino—Haverly's United Minstrels. Wabash
avenue, near Jackson street.

Trooadero—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe

street.

The Grotto—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.

BuflFalo Bill's " Wild West." 63d street. Daily at 3 and
8.30 p.m.

Pain's " Siege of Sebastopol," 60th street and Cottage

Grove avenue. Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday

nights.

The Alhambra Theater opens Saturday evening with Corinne
in "Henrick Hudson."

The principal attraction at the Trocadero this week is the
appearance of the strong Prussian, Sandow, whose feats requir-
ing great strength are a surprise to all.

"The Mountebanks" by Gilbert and Cellier, is being presented
this week at the Columbia by The Lillian Russell Opera Comique
Company, Miss Russell appearing as Teresa.

"America" is enjoying its sixteenth week at the Auditorium.
This fascinating spectacle once seen leaves an impression that
cannot be effaced, and repeated visits are made with increased
pleasure. The Schaffers are still one of the great attractions of
the piece.

The principal event of this week has been the appearance of
Mr. Nat C. Goodwin at Hooley's in "In Mizzoura," a play of
which Augustus Thomas is the author. The play has been
favorably received by good houses, which seem to be more en-
thusiastic on each succeeding night.

At the Chicago Opera House "Ali Baba" is having the same
crowded houses. New ideas and new hits keep the play fresh.

The jokes of the players keep pace with the times and some of
the local hits are especially amusing. Norman's "Midway
Plaisance" is a decided hit. It is announced that the piece is

soon to be taken from the boards and will make a tour of the
principal cities.
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Batteries

iSl" i

Disque La Clanche Batterv.

Open circuit woi'K-
j

h'ESTtPN ELECTRIC 4

Phoenix Dry Battery.

Quad Battery.

Crenet Battery.

Battery Exhibit Electricity BIdg. World's Fair.

ii'SIBiP™*'?""'

"-^.l-'.'J*!*

m
Gravity Battery. Smee Battery.

Weco Carbon

Battery.

Carbon Battery.

Western Electric Company,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
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ELECTRICITY BUILDING—EXHIBITORS AND THEIR LOCATION.
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DULL TIMES
EXTRA SESSION.

Prices will probably prevail for the balance

of this month, which will make it expedient

for intending purchasers to anticipate their

requirements as much as possible.

Get in your orders before prices are

sent skyward by favorable legislation in

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES and SPECIALTIES,

EXTRAORDINARY,
242 ^wdleLdisorL Street, OHIO-A^OO.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC GO.
MANCHESTER, CONN.

Offices, 116 Bedford St., BOSTON.
AND

1002 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., CHICAGO.

THE ''NOVAK" LAMP.

CLAFLIN & KIMBALL (Inc.)

General Selling Agents.

116 Bedford Street, BOSTON.

1002 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., CHICAGO.

Enterprise

Electric-^

Company
307 Dearborn Street,

Chicago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, ^c^
Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

l3 U 1 Jrijlllo DESCRfPTION

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

ILocust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

— ' Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and tttbtmh ^
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Map of Chicago.
Showing Location of its Electrical and Allied Business Interests, Principal Hotels, Theatres, Depots and Transportation Lines to

the World's Fair Grounds. (Index numbers refer to the black squares.)
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THE
FERRISWHEEL

^--o'^^'Tl^-^ll^
fe;^

When you visit the World's Fair, you will

naturaUy take a ride on the FERRIS WHEEL
and be interested in the ELECTRIC LIGHT
INSTALLATION, which is wired throughout

with

OKONITE NA/IRE
FURNISHED BY THE

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
116-118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILLS. AGENTS FOR"I I I I—
SnOR COKOUIT & mSUlAIUN CO.N.t'V
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VISITORS SHOULD NOT FAIL TO SEE THE

First Souvenir Half Dollar

...AT THE EXHIBIT OF...

Remington Typewriters
in the N. B. Corner of the Main Gallery of the Manu-
factures and Liberal Arts Building.

$10,000 was paid for this coin, making it the most
valuable piece of silver in the world.

THE MONTHLY ISSUE FOR AUGUST

be read by everyone interested in electrical matters. In its table of contents is the following:

"Incandescent Lighting at the World's Fair."

"The Electric Power Plant of the Chicago City Railway."

"Steam Engine Efficiency—Its Possibilities and Limitations" by Wm. H. Bryan.

"Alternating Arc Lighting for Central Stations" bj' H. S. Putnam.
"Hard Rubber as an Insulator in Street Railway Work" by W. R. Mason.
"A Brief Review."

Together with illustrations of the recent applications of electricity.

The paper also contains regularly

A Buyer's Directory of Manufacturers and Dealers in Electrical Supplies and Appliances.

A Complete Directory of Electric Light Stations in North America and a Complete Directory of

Electric Railways in North America.

These directories are revised each issue to the date of going to press and are to be found in no
other electrical journal in the World. Its articles are read carefully and its directories used constantly

by all the buyers in the trade. These facts make it without a superior as an advertising medium.
Sample copies and rates sent on application.

Subscription price $3 per year. Six months trial $1, if ordered during the next 30 days.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUB. CO.,
Monadnook Block, CHICAGO.
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CURK
i COMPANY, '"^'^ ^°"'^-

o
192 Broadway and M John Street.

LU MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

_l| The CLARK ARC LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

UJ the best and most durable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS
A SF»ECIA1_TV.

RAWHIDE PYIMAMO BELTING
Greatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURIHG CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
.OTHER RAWHIDE

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGERS PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is
not atfected by steam or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and the most econom-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, CHICAGO, UJ.

Standard Electric Company.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AX XHE

"WOI^LZD'S F-A.IR,,

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.
Sec. S, 20

ELECTRICITY BUILDING, Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

The Standard Lamps Light the Power Plant, Machinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Building, an

Other Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Rod Lamp.
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Cutter's "Boulevard" Streethood SIMPLEX WIRES

THE LATEST, NEATEST AND BEST.

GEORGE CUTTER,
851=853=855 The Rookery...CHICAGO.

0<^'^ of

INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

Simplex Electrical Co.

620 Atlantic Ave.,

George Cutter, Chicago. boston, mass.

Made 5 amp. S. P.
I O amp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.

1 O amp. 3 way.

XNTRIC
"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South l^th St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

(onsolida^'tecl E1?ctrlc (p.

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

115 Rrankclin Street,

CHICAGO.

OEOrLOE FOPLTEIL,
Contractor for All Kinds of

EILEICTRICAL \A/ORK.
Room 67. 143 La Salle St., CHICAGO.

Crary Block, BOONE, IOWA.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & GO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Genuine Perforated Electric

Leather Belting.

46 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

^^ WIRING INSULATOR,

Saves TIME
TROUBLE

and TIE WIRE

Made only by

Pass & Seymour,
SYRACUSE, N.Y.

George Cutter,
CHICAGO.

BEAR IN MIND

Section 1 5, Dpt. F, CIm. 27. Section D, Space 3-

MACHINERY HALL. ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

that the regular monthly issue of ELECTRICAL IN-

DUSTRIES contains the most complete and correct

directories published of the electric light central stations

and the electric railways in North America.

World's Fair Headquarters Y 27 Elec ricity Building.

CITY OFFICES, Monadnock Block.

WAGNER ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS
For Direct or Alternating Currents.

These motors give a stronger breeze with less consumption ot current thaa
any other fan motor on the market. They are full 1-8 horse power. Six bladed
12-inch fan. Self-oiling. Furnished with or without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.



WEEKLY WORLD'S FAIR

DEVOTED TO THE ELECTRICAL AND ALL'ED INTERESTS OF THE WORLD'S FAIR,
ITS VISITORS AND EXHIBITORS.

Vol. i, No. 10. CHICAGO, AUGUST 17. 1893.

Exhibit of George Cutter in Electricity Building. The exhibit is interesting to electrical people in many
different ways and shows the variety of devices which the elec-

An exhilwt that has been arranged with a view to the trical specialist of the west has put on the market. Oc-
comfort of visitors as well as the display of electrical goods cvipying a central position is a large panel on which are

ITlKi; IN KLKCTKK'ITV lUII.DINC

is that of George Cutter in the southeastern part of the

gallery of Electricity Building. The goods are arranged

in attractive figures on panels about the space which is

fitted with a handsome carpet, comfortable chairs and other

furniture. A brass railing marks the front of the space.

displayed Simjjlex wires in a variety of sizes and kinds

which Mr. Cutter has been pushing in the west. Large

cables plain and arriiored form an artistic border to the

panel. In the center are shown different simplex wires

from the smallest to the largest with the insulation and
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armor slipped back to show its character. At the sides

of these samples of wire are shown the wire ou spools. The

arrangement on the antique oak background makes an in-

teresting display.

Part of the space has also been given to the display of

the Pass & Seymour specialties. Insulators of almost every

kind. Several sizes of the self fastening porcelain insula-

tor, outlet insulators, etc., cut-outs in numerous styles and

sizes are shown. The line of switches is one that has only

recently been developed and contains some novel features.

The most striking point is the abandonment of the inner

contact, the current being carried through the shaft as well

as through a series of conducting ribbons. The ribbons in-

crease the carrying capacity of the switch without adding

to the power required to throw the switch, a point specially

noticeable in the large sizes. The display includes sizes

up to 1,000 amperes in single, double and three pole styles.

The arrangement of the snap spring in these switches is

also novel.

On the same board are shown several of the new economic

door switches as well as the voltmeter and in the cen-

ter of the board an eight point switch. This switch is a

special four way switch designed for alternating current

work. Arc light cut-outs are next shown in a number of

styles, among which is the Dow hanger board shown in

several sizes. The exhibit would hardly be complete with-

out the Cutter lamp supporting pulleys used so largely in

central station lines. One special form is shown in connec-

tion with the Cutter mast arm that surmounts the exhibits.

On the same mast is also shown Cutter's boulevard street-

hood. A large variety of smaller devices and specialties

are shown, among which are mining sockets, tree insulators

and lightning arresters. The goods shown in this exhibit

of Mr. Cutter's are noticeable for their originality as well as

for their practical design.

The Baker Gas Engine.

Joseph Baker & Sons of 58 City Koad, London, England,

have an extensive display of gas and oil engines in the east

end of Machinery Hall. Several types are shown, some

running with, others without, load; some as regular gas en-

gines and others of the same type with the necessary parts

added running as oil engines.

The special claims made for it are, that it can bechanged

from an oil to a gas engine or vice versa in a very short

period of time; will use any commercial oil of flash test be-

tween 140 and 300 degrees; is very economical of fuel and

can be started in from 7 to 10 minutes. The engine as a

gas engine is of the common Otto Cycle type with exhaust

and air valves, gas flame, water jacket and pump. To

make the same machine an oil engine, there is bolted onto

the rear end of the gas cylinder a vaporizing cylinder which

being first heated to a j)roj)er degree by the flame from a

blow lamp vaporizing the oil flowing into it and the heat is

maintained by the explosions of the oil in the cylinder. A
lamp on the outside is furnished with oil and a wick, the

air blast from a pump blowing the flame into the igniting

tube where it lights the gas. A double pump on the side

of the cylinder actuated by an eccentric on the engine shaft,

pumps water to the cylinder jacket and furnishes air to the

lamp and cylinder. A very small pump attached to the un-

der side of the vaporizing cylinder and actuated by the

same shaft that moves the gas valve levers, pumps oil a few

drops at a time into the vajjorizer. The supply is controlled

by the governor which is remarkably simple.

A crank on the end of the valve shaft moving in a slot in

the upper end of a vertical lever that is pivoted below

moves the lever back and forward for a space of about two

and a half inches. Attached to the end of this lever at its

upper end by a pin, is a flat finger about six inches long by

three-fourths of an inch wide. On the end of the lever

next to where it rests on the pin is an arm extending

downward at an angle and sliding on this is a ball of

iron which can be fastened at any point on the rod by a set

screw.

This weight almost exactly counter-balances that of the

flat arm and at slow speed the arm impinges against a

notch in the eixl of the oil pump lever, pushing it forward

and pumping a few drops of oil into the vaporizer. In case

the speed increases the momentum or inertia of the ball

being slow the lever falls and does not catch on the pump
rod so no fuel is supplied and the engine slows down. A
very slight variation in speed causes the governor to act.

Common commercial burning oil is used, a small supply

being kept in a tank at the side of the engine and conducted

by very small cojaper pipes to the pumps.

1 IIK liAlvKK (.AS EMilXE.

The amount of fuel required per horse-power per hour is

said to be about one half pint. The cut herewith shows

the three cylinder vertical oil engine displayed in the front

part of the exhibit. The cranks are set at 120 degrees

from each other to provide smooth running, and each cylin-

der is a complete engine in itself, being provided with run-

ning gear so that any one or two or all engines may be run

at once. About the only difl^erence is the change of gover-

nor to meet difl'erent conditions. A sf)ecial feature on the

machine not often seen in this country, is the style of gear

used to run a shaft at right angles to the main or crank

shaft; the gears have diagonal teeth cut in their peripheries

and mesh at right angles, one acting as an exaggerated

worm.

The aj^plication of oil engines seems to have been quite

extensive both in England and on the continent and it

would seem as if they might be nsed to advantage in this

country if once properly introduced. It is probable that

with gas at present prices the gas engines will not be uni-

versally used, but with the large supply of oil, the oil en-

gine could be used economically.
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The Exhibit of the Elektron Manufacturing Company.

In the northwestern part of the Electricity building op-

posite the French section is located the exhibit of the Elek-

tron Manufacturing Comjiauy. The space has aisles on

three sides allowing the machinery arranged about the

space to be easily examined.

The electric elevator in the space forms a very attractive

part of the exhibit as well as a most convenient way of

reaching the gallery. The Elektron company has had an

extended experience in the applications of electric power to

elevator service and this elevator with the accompanying

machines and apparatus demonstrates in an excellent man-

ner the adaptability of electricity to this purpose.

A wooden frame with guides was erected on the platform

in the space to the proper height above the gallery floor.

The lower part is surrounded with an ornamented iron net-

work for protection. Running in this frame is an ordinary

elevator car rather prettily ornamented. The regular

counter-balance weights are applied over pulleys at the top

as usual. The elevator machinerv consists of a lOhorse

thrown by means of the controlling rope and sheave which

at the same time raises the brake. The starting switch

turns the current into the motor and automatic rheostat and

before admitting the current sets the reversing switch in

the proper position for ascending or descending. The au-

tomatic rheostat switch always stands at the point of all

resistance in except when the car is in motion and thus

protects the motor from any rush of current in ease the

primary current is cut off for any purpose and the starting

devices left on. When current is turned on, a strong sole

noid magnet attached to the rheostat lever working against

the dash pot very gradually cuts the resistance out and the

motor gets up to speed slowly and safely. As this auto-

matic rheostat has no mechanical connection with any part

of the elevator machinery it can be set in any convenient

place and wires run from the motor.

The main brake is a strap of iron almost surrounding the

brake flange on the worm shaft. The compound lever act-

uating this brake terminates in a roller engaging with a

cam on the shaft that turns the switch, thus whenever the

switch is moved the brake is applied by the falling of the

THE EXHIBIT OF THE ELEKTRON .M ANUFACTUIilNG COMPANY.

power Perret six pole motor directly connected through an

insulated universal coupling to the worm and gear attached

to the cable drum. The whole machine was designed and

constructed by the Elektron company.

The gear or the drum shaft has bronze teeth and cast

iron hub on which is a good sized flange to prevent any

danger from the keys between drum and shaft working

loose. This hub flange is bolted to another similar flange

on the head of the drum itself. A strap brake is provided

for the drum and is automatically applied in a number of

ways; for instance, if the car should happen to be very

much overloaded when coming down and attempt to race,

a couple of weights inside the drum spread apart by centrif-

ugal force and through connections to the outside, trip a

lever supporting the brake weighty allowing it to fall and

instantly apply the safety brake, gradually bringing the

car to a stop. Again, in case the car comes to a standstill

or meets with an obstruction in its descent, the consequent

slacking of the cable causes a pulley riding against tlie

cable to fall as the slack gains, tripping the brake and

shutting off the power.

The motor is equipped with a starting switch which is

weight at the end of the lever; if the switch is ofi', the brake

is on and vice versa. The entire machine is well designed,

compact and seems to embody all the safety devices neces-

sary to meet any emergency that can occur to such a ma-

chine. This particular machine has a lifting capacity of

1,500 at 150 feet per minute.

In the exhibit of electric motors for stationary work there

is, first, a 15-horse power 500 volt Perret motor of the six

pole type receiving current from Machinery Hall and run-

ning at 600 revolutions per minute. This motor is belted

to another similar machine which as a generator produces

75 amperes of current at 110 volts for some of the motors

in the exhibit. Current from this generator is conducted

to a marblized slate switch board and from there distrib-

uted to the various motors and other apparatus. The board

is j^rovided with Queen & Company's magnetic vane instru-

ments, a rheostat built into the board, and all the necessary

switches and cut-outs.

In order to show the adaptability of electric power to

pumping water for domestic use, a one horse power 110

volt motor is lielted to a Gould triplex pump which raises

water from a tank under the floor to another raised on sup-
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ports a considerable height above the floor. In the upper

tank is a copper float which by a chain attached to a snap

switch cuts off the current when the water reaches a cer-

tain height and cuts it on again when the water level is

lowered, an automatic rheostat similar to the one used with

the elevator prevents rush of current through the motor.

Glass in the side of the tank permits inspection of the

action. Several electric fan motors are shown: one, a

quarter horse power, is of the new inverted type and carries

a fan 15 inches in diameter; uses pencil carbon brushes and

has ring coiled bearings. Other small motors are displayed,

two motor generators, one giving out continuous current at

60 volts and the other alternating current at 100 volts, one

armature is used with two windings in these machines.

Four Mosher constant potental arc lamps, run two in

series are used to light up the exhibit at night. There is

also a four-horse power motor belted to a 50 ampere 110

volt dynamo. As a display of stationary motor work and

incidentally of constant potential generators this exhibit is

comprehensive, well arranged and enables the lay visitor

to learn just what is being accomplished today in this line.

with brass body, up to very large sizes, with iron bodies, as

used in the heaviest steam vi^ork. Samples are shown of

large brass valves of this make as used by the naval de-

partment on the new cruisers. Others with quick-opening

handles are also shown.

Numerous samples of globe valves with regrindiug seat

are shown. In this valve there is a small hole in the stem

and a corresponding one in the socket of the disc; by plac-

ing a pin in the two when in line, they are joined together,

so that the process of grinding may be carried on.

A simple type of sight feed lubricator for use on thresh-

ing-machine engines and in other similar places, is exhib-

ited. This instrument has the condenser bulb attached to

a short piece of pipe extending from the upjDer side, and

requires but one opening to the steam pipe for the entire

apparatus, and but one valve is used to turn oil on or off

after the first adjustment.

Dynamo oil cups, with patent feed, set so that oil may al-

ways be started instantly and feed the same. Grease cups,

both with automatic compression feed and plain screw feed,

the latter with a spring inside, so arranged as to prevent the

EXHIBIT OF THE LUNKENUEIMBK COMPANY.

Mr. M. H. Robbius, Jr., in charge of the exhibit, will be

found constantly on hand and ready to explain all the ap-

paratus.

Exhibit of tlie Lunkenheimer Company.

The Lunkenheimer Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio, has an

exhibition of valves and other similar material in Sec. 25,

Col. Q 24, Machinery Hall. Broad platforms have been

built and covered with yellow and black velvet, forming

three terraces for the display of the company's product.

The company is making a sjiecialty of the Luuken gate

valve, which has an renewable seat, renewable disc, remov-

able top, and is self balancing for steam pressure by the

simple process of releasing the pressure on the handle,

thus opening a small by-pass hole through the gate. The

top containing the screw, nuts and stem is secured to the

valve body by a U-shaped clasp surrounding the body and

passing up through holes in the top casing, packing being

inserted between the two parts. The removal of the two

nuts holding this clasp enables one to take the entire valve

to pieces.

These valves are exhibited in all sizes, from half inch.

cover coming loose, glass sight gauges for ring oiled bear-

ings, so constructed as to keep oil in easy and plain sight;

and various other sight feed devices for attaching to 23oints

where bearings are oiled from a general system of j^iping,

are shown in many sizes and styles.

The company makes water columns, pop valves, and a

specialty of steam whistles, both the regular type and the

famous mocking-bird whistle, such as is furnished to the

Pair for signaling purposes, this one being an eight-inch

cylinder and run on 125 lbs. of steam. The exhibit is well

arranged, quite comprehensive in the material shown and

receives much attention from visitors.

The large engine manufactured by the Sioux City Iron

Works seems to attract attention, placed as it is near the

center of the Machinery Hall annex among looms, print-

ing presses, lath's, etc. It is finished in nickel j^late and

white, of the Corlis pattern, 400-horse power and L'4 by

48 in dimensions. The fly wheel is 16 feet by 44 inches

and weighs 16 tons. It is belted by two Schieren electric

belts running side by side to the two lines of shafting by

which power is distributed throughout the annex.
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The Western Electric Company's Exhibit of Primary

Batteries.

Exhibit of the Chapman Valve Manufacturing
Company.

In the exhi})it of primary batteries made by the Western

Electric Company in Electricity Building will be found bat-

teries of every desired size and type. There are batteries

displayed from small dry batteries that can be placed in a

wine glass to the largest used. Arranged in a pyramid

are twelve hundred dry batteries and porous cups, and ne.xt

to this pyramid is another pyramid of wet batteries.

The dry batteries shown, the Phoenix and Pony, are the

results of the extended experience of the manufacturers,

and on tests show excellent results. The resistance is very

low and the electro-motive force is as high as the LeClanche.

The Phoenix battery is shown in the standard size adopted

of eight inches high by three and three-quarters in diam-

eter, while the Pony battery is but one -half as high.

These batteries are largely used on electric bell circuits.

Several crowfoot gravity batteries of the size used on the

telegraph lines are shown. The zinc and copper of these

batteries are made of specially refined metal free from impur-

ities. Several sizes of Grenet batteries, finely finished and

The Chapman Valve Manufacturing Company, of Bos-

ton, U. S. A., whose works are at Indian Orchard (Spring-

field), Mass., have a fine and extensive exhibit in Machin-
ery Hall at K 28, center aisle.

The question of valves has become of such paramount
importance in the consideration of the economic genera-

tion of power, that this company has taken advantage of

the World's Columbian Exposition to give visiting man-
agers and engineers a chance to see for themselves the great

advance made by them in this line, especially calling atten-

tion to the valves recently designed for high pressure steam

service.

The high pressure, renewable bronze seat valves, just

mentioned, are shown with the bypass arrangement, the

outside screw and yoke, the self-packing spindle, by means
of which the valve may be repacked when wide open with

the steam on the line; and with the bodies heavily ribbed

so that the valve is not affected by the expansion of the

pipe line. In addition to these features all kinds (if ond

TllK WKSTEKN ELKCTIMC f'c IF TRIMAMV llATTEHIKJ EXHIBIT OF THE CHAPMAN VALVE MANUFACTUKINO COMPANV.

designed for laboratory use, are shown; also the Smee

battery, which is very simple and plain in construction,

using dilute sulphuric acid for the liquid. Daniell, Fuller's

mercury bicromate and other batteries are shown. Several

of LeClanche batteries, which have been so successfully

used on electric gas lighting, bell and other circuits, are

exhibited.

The various kinds of carbon batteries made by the

Western Electric Company, in which the carbon used is of

such a form that a proportionately large surface of carbon

is presented to the acid are shown. The acid and manga

nese used by the company are remarkably free from iron

and other impurities. To secure pure material has re-

quired a numberof years of persistent effort.

The porous cups used by the company are made from

special clay found in but few places in the United States.

In connection with the exhibit are shown the different parts

of the batteries and the liquids used in them. This part of

the exhibit is especially interesting as showing how each

battery is made up. A number of specially designed porous

cups in which by different means the walls are decreased in

thickness are shown, it being the object to lower the resist-

ance of the cells.

connections indicating devices and methods of opening

are shown.

The display is arranged in a very appropriate manner,

valves for like purpose being bolted or screwed to brass or

iron masts in tiers, or arranged in columns ranging from

very large at the bottom to (juite small at the top.

The line of flanges shown are intended for use in con-

nection with high pressure steam, and are shown, both

plain, tongued and grooved. These may be used either

bolted to valve or as flange unions.

All kinds of brass and iron valves are shown, adapted to

feed and circulating systems, exhaust and low pressure

steam; also ammonia valves for mechanical refrigeration,

water valves and fire hydrants tor use on cast-iron pipe.

Besides the Machinery Hall exhibit, working displays

may be seen at the Intramural Electric Railway power

house, on the Heine boilers in the boiler house annex to

Machinery Hall, and upon the big engine in Machinery

Hall itself, which was made by the E. P. Allis Manufactur-

ing Company, of Milwaukee, Wis.

Edward L. Ross, M. E., is representing the company,

and gives a hearty welcome to visitors at the space in

Machinery Hall.
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The total paid admissions to the Fair to date reaches

nearly eight millions. The pleasant weather and lower

railroad rates have brought more people during the last

few days. The interest shown in the popular amusements

arranged by the management should encourage their con-

tinuance. They not only furnish amusement for the vis-

itors but a diversion for the exhibitors and attaches of the

Fair, while the participants in the swimming and canoe

contests seem to enjoy them greatly.

The Electric Committee of Underwriters meet this week

at 157 LaSalle street, Chicago, to discuss the recently

adopted international rules and will themselves formally

adopt rules and regulations for electric light and railway

circuits. The members of the committee in the city are Mr.

F. E. Cabot, Boston, chairman; Mr. LeLoup, New Orleans;

Mr. Devitt, Philadelphia; Mr. E. A. Fitzgerald, Syracuse;

Mr. Geo. P. Low, San Francisco, and Mr. E. A. Van Geis-

sen. While in session the committee hope to devise some

means for standardizing municipal and automatic fire alarm

systems.

The World's Congress of Electricians.

About one thousand invitations have been sent out and

from the number of acceptances received, it looks as though

the congress would be well attended. At the meeting of

the Advisory Council held January 17th., a committee was

appointed to decide on the number of members that each

foreign country should be invited to send to sit in the

Chamber of Delegates. Their apjjortionment was as fol-

lows:

Five each for England, France, Germany, Austro-Hun-

gary and the United States.

Three each for Belgium, Italy and Switzerland.

Two each for Norway and Sweden, Holland, Denmark,

Kussia and Spain.

One each for Portugal, British North America, Austra-

lian Colonies, India, Japan, China, Mexico, Brazil, Chili,

Peru and the Argentine Kepublic. Making fifty-five in all.

Up to the present moment eight of the more important

countries have officially responded to the call. We give be-

low the names of the delegates in the order of their official

appointments.

England.—W. H. Preece, F. R. S.; Prof. W. E. Ayrton,

F. R. S.; Prof. S. P. Thompson, D. Sc, F. R. S.; Alex.

Siemens, Major Carden, R. E.

France.—M. Mascart, M. Hospitalier, M. Violle, M. de la

Touanne.

Germany will be represented by Dr. H. von Helmholtz

who requests that the following gentlemen of the Physika-

lische-Technische Reichsanstalt of Charlottenburg, be al-

lowed to attend the meetings of the Chamber of Delegates,

namely: Dr. Feussner, Dr. Kurlbaum, Dr. Leinan, Dr.

Lindeck, Dr. Lummer and Dr. Pringsheim.

United States.—Prof. H. A. Rowland, Prof. T. C. Men-

denhall, Dr. H. S. Carhart, Prof. Elihu Thomson, Prof.

Edward L. Nichols.

Switzerland.—M. le Dr. A. Palaz, M. Thury, M. le Dr.

Weber.

Italy.—Prof. Gallelio Ferraris.

Mexico.—Senor Don A. M. Chavez.

China.—Mr. Peng Kuang-Yu, Mr. Teng Shen, Mr. Shon

Yen.

The reply of the Electrotechnischc Verein of Vienna

published in our last issue will be referred to the committee

on credentials at the opening of the congress.

Program of Popular Lectures.

The hour for the lecture course in the scenic theatre of

the Western Electric Company has been changed from

2 P.M. to 11 A.M. The course, under the supervision of Mr.

Hawley of the Department of Electricity, is exciting interest

in the exhibits of electrical wares, and the idea so far has

been extremely well received. The program, for this week

and next, will be as follows: Tuesday, Mr. George C.

Holland, representative of the North American Phonograph

Company, lectured on the Edison phonograph. In another

column will be found a summary of his address.

On Saturday Mr. R. O. Heinrich, electrical engineer for

the Weston Electrical Instrument Company, will talk of

electrical testing apparatus.

On Thursday, Mr. E. J. Jenness, representing the West-

ern Electric Company, will speak on the subject of arc

lighting.

Tuesday, August 22, Mr. Wm. Carroll, superintendent of

city construction (Chicago), will deliver an address on

municipal arc lighting.

Thursday, August 24, the address will be on safety

alarm water columns, and Mr. Geo. B. Clark, manager of

the Reliance Gauge Company, will be the lecturer.

Saturday, August 26, Mr. Geo. D. Benton, president of

the Electrical Forging Company (Boston), will speak of

electric bath heating and electric heating and welding.

Obituary.

The many friends of Mr. Louis W. Burnham, vice-j)resi-

dent and general manager of the Electric Gas Lighting

Company, Boston, were pained to hear of his death on

Wednesday the 9th instant. His recovery was confidently

expected up to within a very short time of his death and
the sudden termination of his illness was a shock to his

family and friends.

Funeral services were held at his late residence in Dor-

chester Friday noon and the burial took place in his fam-

ily lot at Palmer, Mass.
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WORLD'S FAIR NOTES.

Director Emil Rotheuau of the German exhibit and Prof.

Ulbricht started on their return to Berlin Wednesday the

16th.

Prof Louis C. Hill of the School of Mines, Colo., Dr. W.

J. Herdman of the University of Michigan and Dr. Louis

Duncan have recently been appointed on the jury of awards.

The General Electric Company installed an additional

exhibit on the experimental track at the side of the Terimal

Station last week in the shape of a 30-ton high speed

electrical passenger locomotive of the gearless type. It will

soon be seen in operation.

The exhibit of the Mather Electric Company, Electricity

Building is at last completed, and is exciting much admira-

tion and favorable comment both from attaches of the

building and from visitors.

The ventilating exhaust fans just placed in the boiler annex

of Machinery Hall will be greatly appreciated by the vis-

itors as well as the attendants. The Jenney Electric Motor

Company has installed 3 three-horse power motors to

operate them, which are of the well known Jenny type.

The Hoppes Manufacturing Company has an ex-

hibit of feed water heaters in the boiler annex showing

close together a new heater and one that has been used

with the pans incrusted with scale. In a case are shown

numerous samples taken from heaters which are interesting

to steam users.

Major Geo. A. Benton, vice-president of the Standard

Signal Company, Eochester, N. Y., accompanied by Mr. W.

W. Hibbard, the inventor and electrician for the company,

is in Chicago this week, showing a working model of the

company's fire and auxiliary alarm system at the rooms of

the Fire Underwriters Association in the N. Y. Life Build-

ing.

The Maharajah of Kapurthala reviewed the military

organization at the Fair at 5 o'clock p. m. on Tuesday. The

band pavilion near the north entrance of Electricity Build-

ing was used as the reviewing stand. The Maharajah was

escorted from the boat landing to the pavilion by Director

General Davis and the official representatives of various

foreign countries in full uniform.

An informal meeting of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers has been called for Wednesday evening,

August '23d, at the World's Fair headquarters. It is to

be of a social character for extending personal acquaintance

between members. A good attendance is expected as a

large number of members are in the city attending the

Congress and Fair.

Some exceedingly novel electroliers are shown in con-

nection with the exhibit of earthquake instruments from

Japan. The electroliers are constructed of bamboo bent

in a very artistic manner. The sockets are concealed within

leaf shaped pieces made of small pieces of bamboo. The
different parts are well put together and make a very or-

namental electrolier.

The elevators at the north end of Electricity Building

put in by the Frisbie Elevator & Manufacturing Company,
of New Haven, Conn., are greatly appreciated by visitors

to whom the stairs seem like mountains after walking

around the grounds. This easy and quick way of reaching

the gallery largely increases the number of visitors to that

part of the building. This elevator is very appropriately

operated by electricity. The motion is easily regulated; the

car stopped or started. It is also fitted with safety devices

by which the car would be stopped automatically should

the cable bl-eak or the speed of the car exceed the limit for

which the device is adjusted. A 10-horse power Crocker

& Wheeler motor furnishes the motive power. The motor

runs in one direction and is not reversed. The reversal

being effected by a friction clutch which when thrown in

different directions changes the direction of the drums.

The various special attractions at the Exposition arranged

by the management have drawn large crowds to the part of

the grounds where they took place. This was especially

true of the swimming contests of last Friday when this

course was lined with interested spectators. These races

were entered by the foreigners at the Fair, the prizes offered

being five dollar gold pieces. The race of the Turks won
by Conaste and the Dahomey race won by Bretoglan were

particularly amusing.

In response to an invitation from Mr. W. A. Grant, of

Niagara Falls, general manager of the Niagara Falls Park

& River Railway, the eastern members and friends of the

Electrical Congress will take a ride over the above road

Sunday morning August 20th. The special train will stop

at Niagara Falls giving time for all to see the beautiful

scenery about Niagara. This electric road runs for 12

miles in view of the falls and rapids. The ride will take

about two hours. Special cars will be provided.

The American merchant might learn a thing or two from

His Highness of Kapurthala. The Maharajah wished to

purchase a supply of electrical ventilating apparatus. He
wrote Mr. L. J. Auerbacher, of the E. S. Greeley & Co., to

call on him at his hotel. Mr. Auerbacher called, and His

Highness invited him to lunch with himself and his wife,

and after luncheon was over he placed a thousand dollar

order for goods, and we venture to suggest he paid less for

them than he would have paid had he been wined and

dined at the expense of the firm that secured the order.

Exhibit of the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company.

The extent to which graphite is used in some form or

other in nearly every branch of business makes the exhibit

of the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company of interest to every

one.

In the electrical industry graphite is largely used and

its production is consequently of great importance to

the trade. The two exhibits of the company, one in the

northeastern part of the gallery of Mining Building, and

the other in the northeast gallery of Manufactures and

Liberal Arts Building, show the graphite in both the crude

form and the manufactured product.

The space in Mining Building, 25 by 28 feet is

very handsomely finished and arranged. In upright

cabinets are displayed numerous articles made of graphite,

crucibles, retorts, ladles, stopper heads, graphite boxes,

resistance rods, incandescent filiments, moulds and other

goods. The process of electrotyping in which graphite is

used is illustrated in a case placed in the center of the

room.

In other cases are shown graphite lubricants, stove

polish, foundry facings, paints, etc , etc. Distributed about

the room are samples from all the different sources from

which that article is obtained. One sample from the island

of Ceylon weighing nearly 300 pounds seems to attract

attention. The space is handsomely carpeted and fur-

nished with comfortable chairs, tables, etc.
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PERSONAL. BUSINESS NOTES.

Mr. E. Egger, Vienna, is paying the Fair a visit.

Mr. Ch. Letter, Zurich, was seen in the Electricity Building

last week.

Dr. Martin Kellmann, Berlin, called at the ofBce of the

A. I. E. E. this week.

Mr. Geo. K. Metcalfe, editor of Electricity, New York City, is

at the Exposition this week.

J. M. Rich, electrical engineer. New York, was a caller at the

office of Electrical Industeies this week.

T. C. Rafferty & Co., Chicago, have located their offices

in the Oomo block, and are now ready for business.

Mr. W. H. St. John, electrician of the Lozoo Company, Lazoo,

Miss., called at the World's Fair office of Electrical Indus-

TKIES.

Mr. Stephen L. Coles, the associate editor of the Electrical

Review, is looking over the Fair, and the Electricity Building

especially.

Mr. M. J. Sullivan, of the Electrical World, was married on

Tuesday of this week to Miss Frances Read at Preeport, 111. A
number of Chicago friends attended. Electrical Industries

extends congratulations.

Mr. Geo. B. Ellison, formerly engineer with the North Western
Thomson-Houston Company, of Portland, Ore., has just accepted

a position as engineer for the western department of the Wad-
dell-Entz Company, with offices at 1140 Monadnock building.

Mr. Geo. P. Low, the well-known insurance inspector of the

Pacific coast, is in the city accompanied by Mr. W. F. C. Hasson.

Both gentlemen are the delegates from California to the Elec-

trical Congress, and while here will visit the Fair. Mr. Hasson
is the special agent of the electrical department of the Fair to

be held in San Francisco next winter. It is hoped to have an
electricity building at this Fair, and while in Cbicago Mr. Has-

son will do what he can to secure exhibits for his department.

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTKICITY.

Offices: SECTION E, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Chief, John P. Barrett,
Assistant Chief, J. Allen Hornsby.

General Superintendent, J. W. Blaisdell.

Electrical Engineer, W. W. Primm.

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRK AL
ENGINEERING.

offices south op machinery hall.

Mechanical Engineer, C. P. Foster
Electrical Engineer, R. H. Pierce.

First Asst. Mechanical Engineer, John Meaden.
First Asst. Electrical Engineer, S. G. Neiler.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRI':!AL ENGINEERS.

World's Fair Headquarters,

SECTION S, electricity BUILDING.

Ralph W. Pope, Secretary.

Open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

CHICAGO WORLD'S CONGRESS OF ELECTIRCIANS.
OPENING SESSION, MONDAY, SlST, 3 P. M,

ADVISORY COUNCIL.
President, Dr. Elisha Gray', Highland Park, 111.

Secretary, Prof. H. S. Carhart, Ann Arbor, Mich.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Chairman, Prof. Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

COMMITTEE ON" INVITATIONS.

Chairman, T. Commerford Martin, 303 Broadway, New York.

COMMITTEE ON PROGRAM.
Chairman, Prof. T. C. Mbndenhall, Washington, D. C.

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE.

Chairman, B. E. Sunny, 175 Adams Street, Chicago.

The Chicago Rawhide Manufacturing Company', Chicago,
reports that the foreign demand for its rawhide products is in-

creasing in spite of the present dull times. The company has
just received an order by cable for 5,000 feet of belting. It also
made a large shipment of goods to Australia last week.

The Moshek Electric Company, Chicago, is having many in-

quiries and making a number of &hi|iments of its street railway
arc lamps. Among the orders recently filled are those to the
South Chicago Railway; Paducah, Ky., and the Los Angeles
Street Railway. The alternating arc lamp recently brought
out by this company is also selling well.

The Western Electric Company, Chicago, has just secured
the contract for the complete installation of a electric lighting
central station for the city of Rochester, Minn. The plant will
consist of 80 Western Electric Company arc lights and 1,000
alternating incandescent Westinghouse. The entire construction
of the plant will be done by the Western company.

The Enterprise Electric Company', Chicago, has just re-

ceived contract for the entire electric equipment for the Medina
Temple, corner Jackson St. and Fifth Ave. The McFell Elec
trie Construction Company is doing the work of installation.
The entire plant is to be wired throughout with N. I R. wire,
for which the Enterprise Company is the general western
agent.

Electric Appliance Company report that their business in
electrical house goods does not seem to feel the depression that
exist in other lines of electrical trade and is proving a valuable
line to fall back on at a time that in other departments is com-
paratively quiet. The Electric Appl'cince Company are building
up a splendid trade in this line of goods, which has been com-
paratively neglected for the past few years in the interest of
electric light supplies, and their electrical house goods have
already established for themselves a first class reputation among
the trade of this material.

Amusements.

Hooley's Theater—Mr. Nat C. Goodwin, iu " Mizzoura."

149 Randolph street.

Columbia Theater—Miss Lillian Russell, in " The

Mountebanks." 108 Monroe street.

Grand Opera House — Sol Smith Russell, in " A Poor

Relation." 87 Clark street.

Auditorium—Imre Kiralfy's Spectacle "America." Con-

gress street and Wabash avenue.

McViokeb's Theater—Denman Thomson, in " The Old

Homestead." 82 Madison street.

Chicago Opera House—American Extravaganza Company,

in "Ali Baba, or Morgiana and the Forty Thieves."

Washington and Clark streets.

Schiller Theater—Chas. Frohman's Stock Company, in

"The Girl I Left Behind Me." Randolph, near
Dearborn.

Haverlt's Casino—Haverly's United Minstrels. Wabash
avenue, near Jackson street.

Tbooadero—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe

street.

The Grotto—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.

Buffalo Bill's " Wild West." 63d street. Daily at 3 and
8.30 p.m.

Pain's " Siege of Sebastopol," 60th street and Cottage

Grove avenue. Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday

nights.

Sol Smith Russell, at the Grand Opera House, continues to
have good houses. This is the sixteenth week of his present
engagement, and the present piece "A Poor Relation," in which
Mr. Russell has been such a favorite, will be continued some
time longer.

"Ali-Baba' has but three more weeks to run, when "Sinbad,"
the revival of which has been postponed several times on ac-

count of the continued success of "Ali-Baba," will be again
placed on the stage. The various productions of the American
Extravaganza Company form a remarkably successful list. The
first one, "The Arabian Nights" was presented at the Chicago
Opera Housee 90 times, "Sinbad" ran 122 times; "Bluebeard
Jr.," 125; "The Crystal Slipper," in two engagements, 206
times, and "Ali-Baba," when it closes its present engagement,
September 3, will have been played 331 times in Chicago.
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Batteries

Disque La Cianche Batterv, Phoenix Dry Battery.

Quad Battery.

Crenet Battery.

Battery Exhibit Electricity Bidg. Worid's Fair.

Gravity Battery. Smee Battery.

Weco Carbon

Battery.

Carbon Battery.

Western Electric Company,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
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ELECTRICITY BUILDING—EXHIBITORS AND THEIR LOCATION.
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SILVER LEGISLATION
GOOD AS GOLD

would undoubtedly be a good thing for

certain sections of the country, but we
would respectfully remind the trade that our
specialties and supplies are

in any section of the country and it is a mistake
to withhold orders for material you are going to

need in the near future, as your

today than it will thirty days
from now.MONEY WILL BUY MORE

SUBMITTED FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION BY THE

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

242 IMIa^dison. Street, - - OKIO-A-OO.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC GO.
MANCHESTER, CONN.

Offices, 116 Bedford St., BOSTON.
AND

1002 Chamber of Gommerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

THE "NOVAK" LAMP.

CLAFLIN & KIMBALL (Inc.)

General Selling Agents.

116 Bedford Street, BOSTON.

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

'^iS^^/'iAa^uf^

Enterprise

Electric-^

Company
t07 Dearborn Street,

Cliicago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, -%,•'«.

Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

O U JrX JLlli!^ DESC^RimON

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

Locust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

——— Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING.
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Map of Chicago.
Showing Location of its Electrical and Allied Business Interests, Principal Hotels, Theatres, Depots and Transportation Lines to

the World's Fair Grounds. (Index numbers refer to the black squares.)

Ansonia El-c Co., Michigan Ave. & Randolph St.
American Battery Co., 188 Madison St
Bartholomew, Stow & Co , 57 Michigan Ave
Barton & Brown, 1428 Monadnock Block
Benham, A. D., 200 S. Clinton St
Brill Co., J. G,, Phenix Bldg .'..'......"

Bryant Electric Co
Brush Electric Co., Monadnock Block
Buckeye Electric Co.. 437 Rookery Bldg
Calumet Electric Mfg. & Engineering Co., 174 S
Clinton St.. '

Central Electric Lt. & Pr. Co., 185 Dearhom St. ......
Central Electric Co., 118 Franklin St
Central Telephone Co
Chicago Arc Light & Power Co, Washington St., Ply-
mouth PI 8^

Chicago Telephone Co., 203 Washington St.... ..

Chicago Edison Co
Chicago Electric Club, 175 Clark St ".

" ""...'"

Chicago Electric Motor Co., 313 S. Canal St
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co., 75 Ohio St....
Chicago Insulated Wire Co., 214 The Northern
Claflin & Kimball, 1001 Chamber of Commerce Bldg
Cleveland B lectric & Mfg. Co., 149 La Salle St
Cutter, Geo., 851 The Rookery

Cushing & Morse, 225 Dearborn St
Commercial Elec Co.. The Rookery
Consolidated Electric Co
C. & C. Electric Motor Co., 201 Madison St
D'Unger El. Telephone Co., Stock Exchange Bldg.
Detroit Electrical Works, 917 Monadnock Block
Edwards, W. S.. Mfg. Co., 21 Lake St
Eddy Electric Mf§. Co. , 1417 Monadnock Block
Electric Construction & Supply Co., Unity Bldg
Electric Appliance Co., 242 Madison St
Electrical Industries Pub Co., Monadock Block.
Enterprise Electric Co., 30? Dearborn St
Ft. Wayne Elec. Co., 185 Dearborn St
Globe Light & Heat Co., 52 Lake St
Gregory, Chas. E., Co.. 49 S. JefEerson St
Grtat Western Mfg. Co., 203 S. Canal St
General Electric Co., 175 Adams St
General Incand. Arc L't. Co. , 175 Adams St
Hood, Wm., 239 LaSalle St
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co., 307 Dearborn St
Illinois Elec. Lamp Co., 171-173 S. Canal St
Jenney Elec. Motor Co., 932 Monadock Block
Keystone Elec. Co., 345 S. Canal St
Knapp Elec. Works, 56 Franklin St
Kohler Bros., 1417 Monadock Block

McDougall & Cuuimings, Unity Bldg..
McLean & Schmitt, 195 S. Canal St
Mather Elec. Co., Chamber of Commerce Bldg....
New York Insulated Wire Co., 80 Frankln St
National Elec. Mfg. Co., Pullman Bldg
Postal Telegraph Co., Phenix Bldg
Pullman's Palace Car Co., Pullman Bldg
Pumpelly, J. K., 205 S. Canal St
Phoenix Glass Co., Wabash Ave. and Lake St
Railway Equipment Co., Pullman Bldg
Rockford Elec. a, Mfg. Co., 94 La Salle St
Standard Elec. Co., 625 Home Ins. Bldg
Siemens-Halske Elec. Co., 1225 Monadnock Block.
Star Elec. Lamp Co., 805 Chamber of Com. Bldg
Stirling Co., 606 Pullman Bldg
Schieren, Chas. A., & Co.,46S. Canal St
Short Elec. Railway Co., Monadnock Block
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames, 348 Dearborn St
Todd. Applegate Co., The, 340 Dearborn St
Waddell-Entz Co., 1122 Monadnock Block
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co, Pullman Bldg.
Western Electric Co., 227 S.Clinton St
Wollensak, J. F., Lake and Franklin Sts
Western Union Telegraph Co., Phenix Bldg
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'm NOUVinsNi s iinonoj aoinjis

THE
FERRISWHEEL

f-*^^;^K:-^:H;^-

"When you visit the World's Fair, you will

naturally take a ride on the FERRIS WHEEL
and be interested in the ELECTRIC LIGHT
INSTALLATION, which is wired throughout

with

okonite: wire:
FURNISHED BY THE

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
116-118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
KROR CONOUIT & INSUlATKINCa.N.£
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VISITORS SHOULD NOT FAIL TO SEE THE

First Souvenir Half Dollar

...AT THE EXHIBIT OF...

Reinin2[tQn Typewriters
in the N. B. Corner of the Main Gallery of the Manu-
factures and Liberal Arts Building.

$10,000 was paid for this coin, making it the most
valuable piece of silver in the world.

THE MONTHLY ISSUE FOR AUGUST

Should be read by everyone interested in electrical matters. In its table of contents is theifoilowing:

"Incandescent Lighting at the World's Fair."

"The Electric Power Plant of the Chicago City Railway."
"Steam Engine Efficiency—Its Possibilities and Limitations" by Wm. H. Bryan.
"Alternating Arc Lighting for Central Stations" bj' H. S. Putnam.
"Hard Rubber as an Insulator in Street Railway Work" by W. R. Mason.
"A Brief Review."

Together with illustrations of the recent applications of electricity.

The paper also contains regularly

A Buyer's Directory of Manufacturers and Dealers in Electrical Supplies and Appliances.

A Complete Directory of Electric Light Stations in North America and a Complete Directory oi

Electric Railways in North America.
These directories are revised each issue to the date of going to press and are to be found in no

other electrical journal in the World. Its articles are read carefully and its directories used constantly
by all the buyers in the trade. These facts make it without a superior as an advertising medium.
Sample copies and rates sent on application.

Subscription price $3 per year. Six months trial $1, if ordered during the next 30 days.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUB. CO.,
Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.
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CLARK
ii COMPANY. ^^'^ ^°"'^-

192 Broadway and M John Stree*

LU MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

_l| The CLARK ARC LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

^J the best and most durable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING
Ij) Greatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
NO OTHER RAWHIDE

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGER'S PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is
not affected by steam or damjjness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and the most econom-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting:
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, CHICAGO, UJ.

Standard Electric Company.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AX THE

WOI^I-.ID'S F-A-II^.

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.
Sec. S, 20

ELECTRICITY BUILDING. Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

The Standard Lamps Light the Power Plant, Machinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Building, and

Other Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Rod Lamp.
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FERRIS WHEEL
Wired with mile

upon mile of

Simplex Wire
(We don't claim it all)

QEORQE CUTTER, ?r1f.5,ker,, Chicago.

SIMPLEX WIRES
INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

Simplex Electrical Go.

620 Atlantic Ave.,

George Cutter, Chicago. boston, mass.

Made 5 amp. S. P.
10 amp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.

1 O amp. 3 way.

XNTRIC
"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South IBth St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

China Window Tube (Patented).

Made only by PASS & SEYMOUR,
George Cutter, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

CHICAGO.

Consolide^'tecl E1?c-tric (p.

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

115 F"rank;l in Street,

CHICAGO.

OEOR,OE FOI^TER.,
Contractor for All Kinds of

LEICTRICAL \A/ORK.
Room 67, 143 La Salle St., CHICAGO.

Crary Block, BOONE, IOWA.

GHAS. A. SGHIEREN & GO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Genuine Perforated Electric

Leatlier Belting.

46 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO

Section 1 5, Dpt. F, CIm. 27. Section D, Space 3

MACHINERY HALL. ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

CALL AND EXAMINE

Lawton's Call Indicator,

Indispensable for hotels, railroad

oflBces, school buildings, hos-
pitals, etc.

Section Y, Space 45, Gallery Electricity

WORLD'S FAIR.

WAGNER ELEOTBIG FAN MOTORS
For Direct or Alterluttiiif/ Currents.

-^j" -^
These motors give a stronger breeze with less consutnption of current than

any other fan motor on the market. They :ire full 1-8 horse power. Six bladed
13-inch fan. Self-oiling. Furnished with or without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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DEVOTED TO THE ELECTRICAL AND ALLIED INTERESTS OF THE WORLD'S FAIR,
ITS VISITORS AND EXHIBITORS.

Vol. I, No. II. CHICAGO, AUGUST 24, 1893.

Arc Lighting Plant of the Standard Electric Company er. The other lights are distributed in the Agricultural,

at the World's Fair. Anthropological. Forestry, Shoe and Leather buildings and

around the Peristyle and in other parts of the grounds.

In Machinery Hall, section S, is located one of the largest The 20 dynamos are arranged in two rows and are belted

arc lighting plants of the Exposition supplying current for to shafts beneath the floor. The wiring is all concealed be-

iifi^M^Mfa

AlK i.Kiliri.\(. ri.A.NT OK THE STANDAKD KLECTKIf ClJ.Ml'ANV.

over 1,100 arc lamps. This plant which was installed by

the Standard Electric Company, Chicago, contains 20

dynamos, each having a capacity of 50 2,000 candle power

lights while in section Q are one 50 and one 60 light

machines, used in the illumination of the power plant prop-

neath the floor, both the leads to the switch board and the

wires to the ammeters which are after a special design of

the Standard company. These ammeters are raised on

standards to a convenient height and are placed eufficiently

near to be easily read by the dynamo tepder from the
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dynamo. The metallic cases and standards are nickel

plated, presenting a neat appearance. The wires are run

from below inside the standards so that there are no exposed

wires to be injured or to oppose the free movement of the

iittendauts about the machine.

The dynamos are of the well known Standard type. The

frame is an adaptation of the Manchester tj-pe. The pole

pieces which form the main portions of the frame are of soft

cast iron of a character especially designed for this purpose.

In the field magnets wrought iron is used. The journal

supports are made self adjusting and aligning. The bear-

ings are made long and are fitted with self oiling lining of

ARC LIGHTING PLANT OF THE STANDAHU ELECTIUC COIJPANV.

an improved pattern. The armature is easily removed by

taking out the journal support at either end. This armature

has many special features the excellence of which aie

apparent on inspection. The large open interior permits of

a free ventilation of the armature which is so essential to the

perfect operation. From this construction both the interioi

and exterior surface is open to the air.

To remove and replace a coil requires little time or

trouble and a coil may- be renewed with ease on the anna

ture on account of the armature being free from internal

supj)orts. In case of accident to one of the coils it may be

disconnected from the commutator and the dynamo run until

such a time as repair can be conveniently made. Manj

visitors have remarked on the smoothness with which these

machines run, there being no sparking and heating at the

brushes a fact which is quickly noticed by users of manj

arc machines of other manufacture. All screws, bolts and

nuts used about the machine are made from standard com

mercial taps and dies so that repairs may be quickly made
no matter how remote a plant may be from the factory. As

a whole the machine commends itself to the visitor as simple,

solid and compact.

Three engines furnish the jjower for this plant. The
first engine which is a 24 by 24 by 1 5 by 24 double tandem

compound furnishes power for 12 dynamos. It is a four

valve independent exhaust Eussell engine. It is fitted with

Detroit lubricator and sight feed oil cups of the latest

pattern. The fly wheel, which is 10 feet in diameter and

60__uiches wide is belted by a 50 inch George Oberne &
Company's belt to a shaft beneath the floor to which each

dynamo is independently belted. The next four dynamo.s

are run by a 20 by 20 by 13 single valve Russel engitoe.

The fly wheel which is eight feet in diiimeter Ijy ?A) inches

is belted similar to the above by a 26 inch belt. The last

four dynamos are belted tandem to a 200 horse power

engine running 275 revolutions per minute. This engine

which was built by the Erie City Iron Works is fitted with

a Webber automatic governor, Detroit lubricator, sight feed

oil cups and other improved devices.

The dynamos in section Q are run by an ideal engine

manufactured by A. L. Ide & Son. The power is trans-

mitted by the Ideal system which makes a most compact

combination. The dynamos and engine which is 125 horse

power requiring no more room than if they were directly

connected. This plant though occuying but little space

has a capacity of 110 2,000 candle power arc lights and is

worthy of more than a passing notice.

In the center of the large jilaut is erected a model switch

board capable of accommodating 21 circuits and 21

dynamos. It is of marble, of the plug pattern and so

arranged that the current from any dynamo in the block

may be turned on any circuit. The board is extremely

simple and compact. The company also furnishes the

operating department with a 12 circuit board used as an

exchange board, In case the dynamos or engines in any

plant should become disabled from any cause, by means of

this board current from other plants may be turned on.

The lamps used on the circuits of this plant are all of the

Standard company's make. The lamps used in the Machin-

ary Hall power plant, on the patrol circuits, and in the

grounds are of the double service weather proof pattern

while the others are of the single service pattern. These

lamps have been in use a number of years and improve-

ments have been added making the lamps in every way

efficient. In the outdoor weather proof lamps the unsightly

hood has been abandoned and the lamps present a trim and

substantial appearance. All the working parts and connec-

AliC LIGHTING PLANT OF THE ST.\NDAKU ELECTKIC COMPANY.

tions are enclosed in a tight weather proof cap which can

easily be removed. The lamp may be quickly disconnected

from the line without opening the circuit. The carbon

feeds smoothly and without any jerking motion, thus giving

a clear and steady light.

The hangers used for supporting these lamps were de-

scribed and illustrated in our July issue but the eredit for

the designs was given to the department which should have

been given to the Standard company, as we have since been

informed that the design originated in the factory of this

company where the hangers were made.

Every part of this plant has been installed in the most

substantial and workmanlike inahner and to those interested
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in central station construction an exaniiiiatioii of the plant

in detail will be found of interest. Many iniprnvpnicnts in

construction and methods of operation ha\e been M<l(i|>ti'il.

World's Congress of Electricians.

At'1<T nioiillis III preparation tlie ElectricaK'ongrcss has

assi-nil)liMl. The electricians have been gathering in

Chicago ftir Minictiine in anticipation of the congress and

the attendance at tlieo]ieuing,both in numbers and the prom

inence was fully up to expectations. When the congress

opened there were on the platform the following gentlemen,

whose names are familiar to all delegates from their re-

sjiective countries to the congress: Dr. H. Von Helmholtz,

Dr. E. Voigt. Germany; Prof. E. Hospitaller, Prof. E.

Mascart, France; Dr. A. Palaz, M. Thury, Switzerland;

Prof. Elihu Thomson, Dr. T.C. Mendenhall. Prof.H. A. Row-

land. Prof. H. S. Carhart, United States; Prof. Silvanus

Thompson. Alexander Siemens, Prof. W. E. Ayrton, W.
H. Preece, England; Dr. Johann Sahulka, Austria: Prof,

(ialileo Ferraris, Italy.

OPEXIXU SESSION.

Tlie Cliicagii WorldV Congress of Electricians was called

to ortier ill Columbus Hall of the Art Institute by Prof.

Elisha Cray, at '>:{'> ci"ciocl\ r.M. on Monday. Prof. Gray

read an adchcss welcoming the delegates and the members

of the congress, and at tlie end called for nominations for

temiiorary chaiiinan. Mr. W. H. Preece, a delegate from

Great Britain, in a very neat little speech, proposed tor

temporary chairman Elihu Thomson, of Lynn, Mass, who

was elected by acclamation. Prof. Thomson, on taking the

chair, made a siiort speech which was received with ap

plause.

On calling for nominations for temporary secretary. Prof.

E. K. Cross, of tlie Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Boston, proposed Prof. F. B. Crocker, of Columbia College,

New York, who was elected by acclamation. The chair

then appointed as a committee for the nomination of per-

manent ofKcers Prof. T. C. Mendenhall, Prof. B. F. Thomas,

Dr. Louis Duncan, Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson, Prof. E.

Hospitaller, Dr. A. Liubeck, and Dr. A. Palaz. who then

retired. Prof. Thomson called on Prof. W. E. Ayrton to

say a few words on the subject of the World's Fair as setMi

l)y a foreigner.

Prof. Ayrton stepped forward, [irefacing his speech In

saying that the chairman had made a mistake in calling

him a foreigner, as no Englishman could be a foreigner in

America. He preferred to be called a stranger. He then

went on to say that Chicago is a long way from the seas,

and he thought that a stranger's impression on electrical

matters began long before he arrived at the white city.

After describing what impressions a stranger would receive

In his journey to Chicago in the various eastern cities he

might visit, he said: He is as much astonished with the

courtesy with which he is shown every detail in the factories

;is by the magnitude of the undertakings. His expecta-

tions are aroused to such a pitch, that he expects that when

he comes here to Chicago, to find a display which will cast

all previous electrical exhibitions into the shade. Well, take

this stranger into the Electricity Building blindfolded, so

that his judgment will not be warped by the glories of the

outside surroundings, and leave him there, and after a

while, if he be candid and if he can master up courage to

say a word which might cause pain to those whose kindness

has made them dear to him, he will say he is a little disap-

pointed that the world lias not lietter ausweied the invitn

tlou to show the Electricity Building what it could do.

The stranger feels that the real electrical display of

America is not In the Electricity Building but in every

street where there art- trolley wires, in every town and

village where there are electric lights—and where is the

town in this country where there are not? But if the

stranger be thoughtful, he Is not disappointed. In Frank-

fort it was what was inside the Electricity Building that

dazzled the mind; at Jackson Park It is what is outside of

the Electricity Building that rivets his attention. The
committee now returned, and Dr. Mendenhall, as chairman,

reported the nominations as follows: For honorary presi-

dent of the congress his excellency Dr. H. Von Helmholtz,

of Germany; as permanent chairman of the congress, Prof.

L^lisha Gray, of Chicago; as vice-presidents, representing

the United States, Edw. Weston; Great Britain, W. H.
Preece; France, E. Mascart; Germany, Dr. Voigt; Austria,

•T. Sahulka; Italy, Prof. Galileo Ferraris; Switzerland.

Dr. H. F. Weber, who were elected by acclamation. Prof.

F. B. Crocker was then nominated as permanent secretary

and was elected by acclamation.

In presenting Dr. Von Helmlioilz as the honorary presi-

lieiit (if the congress, the chairnian. Prof. Thomson, called

attention to his very great acliii'veineiits and to the fact that

at the beginning of his career but a trifle was known of the

science of electricity. Or. Von Helmholtz, on accepting the

presidency, was received by the audience standing and with

the heartiest applause. He spoke shortly of the honor

that he considered was conferred on him by the position,

and said in his remarks: "The beginning of my career was
when the phenomena of electricity were most delicate ex-

[leriments which were performed by some physicists in their

laboratories. We can move at present great machines of

the greatest power. At the time I began the study of

electricity, we could not move a little magnetic needle sus-

jiended on a silken cord, the finest that we could find. We
could not move the slightest apparatus, but we showed

that there were feeble currents. We were obliged to work

with the simple elements zinc and copper, without sulphate

of copper, elements which altered every moment; which at

the first Instance had a great electromotive force, then went

down and down, so that after some instances there was

(inly a trace of the former force."

In conclusion, he said: "The history of the world and

the history of science has grown rapidly during our life

time, and it is a great pleasure for us old men, to see now
what electricity has reached in its new stages and to admire

the newest developments that are collected on this festival

occasion here in your great exhibition." Prof. Gray was

then introduced by the chair as the permanent chairman of

the congress and made a short speech of acceptance, and

tlien introduced in turn Mr. W. H. Preece as vice-president

representing Great Britain, whose speech of acceptance

was brief but heartily apj)laitded. The chairman then

introduced Prof. Mascart, who made a short speech. Dr.

Mendenhall, on behalf of the program committee, made a

few remarks as to the conditions for membership of the

congress, etc. The delegates to be distinguished by a

white badge, and all persons who have received invitations

and those whose name ajipears on the printed list of

reference will receive a red badge; to others they will be

issued on the presentation of a card endorsed by the com-

mittee. Mr. R. W. Pope, W.E. Anderson, and Dr. J. Allen

Hornsby were appointed a committee on entertainment and
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will, from time to time, report such arrangements as were

made.
Tuesday's session.

The different sections of the congress assembled in the

halls assigned. Section A of pure theory was called to

order at 10:30 by its chairman, Prof. H. A. Eowland. The

chair ajjpointed a committee to nominate the permanent

officers of the section. The following names were recom-

mended by the committee and elected by acclamation: Prof.

H. A. Rowland, chairman; Prof. Galileo Ferraris, vice-

chairman, and Dr. A. S. Kimball, secretary. After dispos-

ing of other details of organization the section adjourned

till 10 A. M. Wednesday morning.

Section B was called to order by Prof. Chas. R. Cross, of

the Institute of Technology, Boston, at 10:15 a. m. The first

business in order was the appointing of a committee to

nominate permanent officers for the section, a chairman

and a secretary, and at the suggestion of the temporary

chairman a third officer was added to the list, which was

composed of Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson, London; Prof.

Louis Duncan, Baltimore, Md., and Lieut. W. F. C. Has-

san, San Francisco. The committee retired and returned

in a few minutes recommending that Prof. Cross be con-

tinued in the chair, Lieut. Samuel Weber appointed per-

manent secretary with Prof. Dolbear as the third officer of

tlie section. Prof. Elisha Gray announced that section A
would meet in Hall VI., section B in Hall VII. and section

C in Hall VIII.

The reading of the regular papers on the program was

then taken up and Mr. W. H. Preece, F.R.S., read the first

paper on "Signaling through Sjaace by Means of Electro-

Magnetic Vibrations." Starting from the discovery by

Henry in 1842 of the transmission of signals through the

vibration of the magnetic needle in the cellar charged by a

Leyden jar in an upj^er room of his house, Mr. Preece lead

down to 1884 when it was first reported to him that mes-

sages in transit over the underground wires of the London

telegraph system had been read over a telephone, the wire

of which was 80 feet distant, and incidentally referred to

Edison's experiment in 1885 in the transmission of mes-

sages from a moving train on the Lehigh Valley Railroad to

the wires on the side of the track.

Mr. Preece was last year appointed a member of the

Royal Commission to investigate the communication by

electricity between light houses, light ships and the shore,

and his address was a description in part of the experi-

ments made by this commission on the coast of Bristol

Channel. Mr. Preece did not read his paper in full but

gave the convention the results of the investigation and the

particularly interesting points leading up to them. The
result of these experiments were due entirely to the electro-

magnetic induction; the self induction and the electro-static

induction playing but very slight parts in the general results.

The main experiment consisted in the running of a ground-

ed line three-quarters of a mile long on the shore of the

channel and the running of a parallel line of the same
length on a small island something over three miles dis-

tance from the shore, and a third line parallel to the other

cwo and of the same length on a second island some five

miles distance from the shore. With a steam launch cables

were laid at various distances and experiments made as to

the possible reading, on such cables through a telephonic

connection, of signals sent with an ordinary Morse instru-

ment over the land wire. It was found that when the cable

laid on the surface of the water (as it did when being rap-

idly played out from the steam lavmch, one end of it being

attached to a buoy, the signals could be very distinctly

heard. While, when the cable had sunk under the water to

a depth of 6 inches or more the induction ceased This

lead Mr. Preece to make certain experiments which estab

lislied beyond doubt the fact that electro-magnetic waves

are reflected from the surface of the water and do not per-

culate. With 15 amperes of current and a frequency of

192, experiments were made between the land and the three

miles island wire, with the result that the signals were

read by telephone and the notes were very clear. In ex-

periments with the wire on the five mile island, and with

the same frequency and current on the shore wire, the sig-

nals were heard but the current was not strong enough to

make the Morse code readable. Mr. Preece is of the opin-

ion that had he had five amperes more of current at hand

the signals would have been as clear on the five mile island

at 20 amperes as they were on the three mile island at 15

amjjeres. In all of these experiments the readings were

made by from three to five different persons to preclude

any possibility of the supposed effect being the result of

imagination. With wires 30 miles long on each side of the

British Channel Mr. Preece is confident that communica-

tion by electro-magnetic induction could easily take place

between England and France, though he doubts very much
if this method will ever come into commercial use for var-

ious reasons; principally owing to its being more expensive

than the present cable system. The English light houses

and light ships, as a result of these experiments, will be

connected to the main line by regular cables, though it is

highly possible that induction may be used by the light

houses and light ships for the transmission of signals to

vessels during time of fog. The engineer of the coast of

Scotland is at present engaged in the introduction of a

system for the protection of vessels approaching the coast

by the laying of a cable at the 20 fathom line along the

coast and using electro-magnetic induction for the trans-

mission of signals between the shore and the ships through

this cable. No j)ractical results have yet been attained in

this direction.

In the discussion that followed the reading of Mr.

Preece's paper, Mr. T. D. Lockwood, electrician for the

American Bell Telephone Company, Boston, delivered a

somewhat lengthy expression of oj^inion and gave a resume

of some similar but far less important or interesting experi-

ments that had been made in this country. He also ex-

pressed his doubts in regard to the transmission being due

entirely to the electro-magnetic induction but inclined to

the opinion that water played a very important part. In

his final remarks at the close of the discussion, Mr. Preece.

in a very few words, showed Mr. Lockwood that he was in

error. Owing to the length of Mr. Lockwood's comment

Prof. Carhart of Ann Arbor, felt called upon to move that

the discussion by any one member of a paper that had

been presented be limited to five minutes. The chairman

declined to put the motion but suggested that the members
so understand it. Dr. Carroll expressed his appreciation of

Mr. Preece's paper and recited an incident that came to

his attention some 15 years ago where messages had been

transmitted over telephonic circuit, the wire of which had

been broken and the two ends resting some ten feet apart

on a large block of stone. The incident at the time was

considered so improbable that the Doctor had never men-

tioned it until Mr. Preece's paper had proven to him the

entire possibility of the occurrence being true. Prof. Jamie-

son desired to inquire what was the greatest distance from

the cable in the north of Scotland at which signals could be
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received by an approaching ship. Mr. Preece replied that

the distance would be regidated by the length of the ship,

or the length of the cable on the ship.

Mr. Heaviside, the associate of Mr. Preece who had

charge of the experiments described in the latter's paper,

was introduced by Mr. Preece and made a short address in

which he described an experiment he recently conducted

in the pit of a colliery, where he ran a line on two sides of

a triangle and made the connection for the third side by

means of a ground, it not being possible to run the third

side owing to the location. He then constructed a similar

triangle on the surface, having all three sides of wire. Sig-

nals were transmitted by electro-magnetic induction from

the lower circuit to the upper, and received by telephone.

The practical result of this experiment can be utilized for

communications between imprisoned miners and the out-

side world, provided cables can be constructed in some way

so as not to he broken by the falling rock. Dr. Emery

called the attention of the congress to the different princi-

ples employed in Mr. Preece's ex23eriments and the Ameri-

can experiments sited by Mr. Lockwood. Messrs. De-

laney, Wiegand, Wynu and Lemp asked various minor

questions which were replied to by Mr. Preece. Prof.

Cross also made a suggestion with reference to the loss of.

energy in reflection by the electro-magnetic wave.

The second and third papers on the program "Materials

for Standards of Kesistance and their Construction," by

Dr. St. Lindeck and "Variation of P. D. of the Electric Arc

Current, size of Carbons and Distance Apart," by Prof. W-

E. Ayrton, F. K. S., were not read owing to the absence of

the two gentlemen mentioned. The fourth paper on the

program was by Dr. Silvanus P. Thompson, entitled "Ocean

Telephony." Prof. Thompson finished his paper at 12:45

and the congress adjourned till the following morning.

Section C. was called to order at 10:20 a. m., by the

temporary chairman Prof. E. J. Houston. The committee

on nominations present the following lists of names: Per-

manent chairman, Prof. Edwin J. Houston; vice-chairman,

George P. Low and secretary Prof. E. P. Eoberts: com-

mittee for the section George Blodget, Dr. F. H. C. Perine

and Townsend Wolcott. The report was accepted and

short speeches were made by Prof. Houston and Messrs.

Lowe, Koberts, Jackson and others. A very interesting

paper was read by Mr. Franz Shulze-Berge, of Brooklyn

on "Rotary Mecurial Air Pumps" which was illustrated by

comprehensive diagrams. After a brief discussion of the

section adjourned and those present attended the session of

section B.

WEDNESD.W'S SESSION.

At this session of section A., Prof. A. Macfastane read a

paper on "The Analytical Treatment of Alternating Current"

which was discussed by Mr. Chas. P. Steinmetz. The paper

of Drs. Bedell and Crehore, "General Discussion of the

Curren Flow in Two Mutually Related Circuits Containing

Capacity," was presented.

Section B was called to order at 10:10 Wednesday by

Chairman Cross and after the reading of the minutes of

previous meeting by Secy. Weber the discussion of Prof.

Silvanus P. Thompson's paper was taken up. Dr. Carroll

desired to present the congress a tube made of an alloy of

aluminum, silver and copper prepared in his laboratory,

Hnd expressed the belief that such an alloy would be better

fitted for telephonic purposes than the conductors now

used. Prof. Jamieson made the point that whereas the

present cables used cost but £40,000 per mile a cable made

in iK'cordanee with Prof. Tliompson's paper with three con-

ductors would cost probably three times as much. He also

desired to know how Prof. Thompson would localize faults

or flaws.

Mr. Lockwood had to suggest that several pieces of un-

derground cable of similar construction be spliced until a

cable be produced with which the practicability of Prof.

Thompson's ideas could be tested. Mr. Kennelly called

attention to the itleal method devised several years ago by

Mr. Oliver Heaviside for absolutely eliminating effects of

electro-static induction. Mr. Cuttress, electrician for the

McKay-Bennett cable system, described certain experiments

made under his direction with a two wire cable connected

in straight cord, metallic and multiple circuit, the result of

which show but slight variation in the three styles of con-

nection. He also offered to place the cables of his com-

pany at the disposal of Prof. Thompson for the conducting

of further experiments. Mr. Heaviside exjjressed his ap-

preciation of Prof. Thompson's paper both from a scientific

and commercial point of view and added that his experience

since 1877 confirmed the principles laid down in the

paper.

Mr. Wilkinson in(pured whether the effect of the three

wires did not tend to cause further retardation of the sig-

nals. Mr. Siemens, of Siemens Bros., London, the cable

manufacturers, said that such a cable as Prof. Thompson

proposed would be extremely difficult to construct and

would cost much more than cables, for telegraphic pur-

poses at least, which would give a similar speed. He called

attention to the fact that capacity is not the only enemy of

the telegraph but that the insulating materials play an im-

portant part. Prof. Cross made the point that while, with

the telegraph and the siphon recorder, from the point of

extreme legibility to illegiliility there is considerable lati-

tude, with the telephone, from audibility to inaudibility

there is but a slight step. Prof. Thompson replied quite

humorously to the various criticisms made on his paper and

expressed himself as believing that he is still on the right

side and sincerely hoped that one effect of the reading of

his paper will be the giving of his plans a practical trial,

which can only be done when the large cable interests co-

operate in making such a trial possible.

Dr. St. Lindeck of the Reichsanstalt, Berlin, read an in-

teresting paper on "Materials for Standards of Resistance

and their Construction," in which he described the result of

the experiments made by Dr. Feusner and himself at the

Reichsanstalt during the past four years. He described

tests made of platinum-silver, german silver, patent nickel

and manganese alloy. He found that where the percentage

of zinc was less in the alloy there was less variation of re-

sistance. The variation in the first two alloys mentioned

proved them to be unfit for standards; while the patent

nickel alloy used by Siemens & Halske, of Berlin, and com-

posed of 2") parts nickel and 75 parts copper stood the tests

remarkably well; an alloy called maganin and composed of

84 j)arts copper, 12 parts manganese and four parts nickel

stood the test for a space of two years with a variation of

but a few thousandths of one per cent.

Mr. Edw. Weston of Newark, N. J., discussed Dr. Lin-

deck's paper at considerable length, the rule as to the time

being suspended in this instance. He said that such pa-

pers as Dr. Lindeck's tend to increase the confidence of

the electrical fraternity in these alloys as standards. In

1884, Mr. Weston began a series of researches of alloys for

resistance purposes at his laboratory at Newark. N. J., ex-

amining in the neighborhood of 400 of them. About 15Q

\C'onfi7tned nn page 7.]
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For some time Chicago has been the Mecca towards

which the eyes of all true electricians have been looking

and there are now gathered in this city the most prom-

inent men in science and the arts, an array of eminent

names such as this wonderful city of the west has never

previously seen. The number of electricians at the con-

gress is fully up to expectation and the enthusiasm shown

gives evidence of the interest taken in the congress by the

representatives from the different countries- The commit-

tees having the prej^aration for the congress in charge

seem to have been most thorough in their work. The ar

rangements made have met with the approval of the con-

gress so that it has proceeded directly with the work laid

out for it. The committees have not only provided for the

work of the congress but for many diversions at the Fair

and in the city. Through the kindness of various conces-

sioners and companies at the Fair a most enjoyable pro-

gram was arranged for yesterday afternoon for visiting

various attractions at the Fair- The banquet this evening

at the Grand Pacific Hotel is the medium through which

the foreign and domestic members will meet in a social

way. The lecture of Nikola Tesla in the assembly hall

of the Agricultural Building at the Fair on Friday even-

ing, at 8 o'clock will be an interesting feature of the week.

List of the Papers of the Congress.

Section A,

"On the Analytical Treatment of Alternating Currents,"

Prof. A. Macfarlane.

•Complex Quantities and their Application in Electrical

Engineering," Charles P. Steinmetz.

'General Discussion of the Current Plow in Two Mutually

Related Circuits Containing Capacity," Dr. Frederick

Bedell and Dr. Albert C. Crehore.

'Explanation of the Ferranti Phenomenon," Dr. J. Sahulka.

'Measuring the Power of Polyphase Currents," A. Blondel.

'Extended Use of the Name Resistance in Alternate Cm
vent Problems," Prof. W. E, Ayrton, F. R. S,

SECTION B.

"Signaling through Space by Means of Electro-Magnetic

Vibrations," W. H. Preece, F. R. S.

''Materials for Standards of Resistance and their Construc-

tion," Dr. St. Lindeck.

"Variation of P. D. of the Electric Arc with Current, Size

. of Carbons and Distance Apart," Prof. W. E. Ayrton,

F. R. S.

"Ocean Telephony," Dr. Silvanus P. Thompson, F. R. S.

"Iron for Transformers from the Magnetic Point of View"

Prof. J. A. Ewing, F. R. S.

"Note on Photometric Measurement," Prof. B. F. Thomas.

"Some Measurements of the Temperature Variation in the

Electrical Resistance of a Sample of Copper," A. E.

Kennelly.

"Various Uses of the Electrostatic Voltmeter," Dr. J.

Sahulka.

"On a Method of Governing an Electric Motor for Chro-

nographic Purposes," Prof. A. G. Webster.

"On the Construction of Cables for Subterranean High

Tension Circuits," Dr. A. Palaz.

"Periodic Variation of the Candle Power of Alternating Arc

Lights," Prof. B. F. Thomas.

"Transformer Diagram Experimentally Determined," Dr.

Frederic Bedell.

"London Electrical Engineering Laboratories," Prof- An-

drew Jamieson.

'"On the Source and Effects of Harmonics in Alternating

Circuits," Prof. H. A. Rowland.

"A Pair of Electrostatic Voltmeters," Prof. H. S. Carhart.

"On the Maximum Efficiency of Arc Lamps with Constant

Number of Watts," Prof. H. S. Carhart.

"On Direct Current Dynamos of Very High Potential."

Prof. F. B. Crocker.

"On an Improved Instrument for Measuring Magnetic Re-

luctance," A. E. Kennelly.

"The Swinburne-Thompson Unit of Light," Dr. Silvanus

P. Thompson, F. R. S.

SECTION C.

"Rotary Mercurial Air-Pumjos,'" F. Shulz-Berge.

"A Hundred-Hour Electric Arc Light." L. B. Marks.

"The Conversion of Alternating into Continuous Currents,'

Dr. C. Pollak.

"The Use of Accumulators in Central Stations,'' Dr. C.

Pollak.

"Underground Electric Construction in the United States,"

Prof. D. C. Jackson.

"A New Incandescent Arc Light," L. B. Marks.

THE CHAMBER OF DELEGATES.

The following topics will be considered by the Chamber
of Delegates:

Adoption of definitions and value of fundamental tinits

of resistance, current and electro-motive force.

Adoption of definitions and values of magnetic units.

Adoption of definition and value of the unit of self-in-

duction.

Definitions and values of light, energy and other units.

The standardization of electric lights.

The consideration of an international system of notation

and conventional symbols and of a more uniform and ac-

curate use of terms and phrases in electrical literature.

A commercial standard of copper resistance.

Together with such other topics as may properly come
before this bodv.
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ol this luinibei' he was able to work satisfactorily aiifl to

get from them good and thin wires, and out of this loO the

alloy which suited his purposes best was that described by

Dr. Liubeck as manganin. He also expressed the hope that

this congress will pass upon these alloys and decide on a

unit as a substitute for mercury. Prof. Thompson ob-

jected to magnanin on the ground that it is rendered en-

tirely useless as a .standard when heated above a certain

temperature. Dr. Lindeck replied that the use of any

standard necessarily involved care; and doubted whether

any standard could be established that could not be subject

to a suiBcient strain to destroy its usefulness.

Mr. A. E. Keunally read a paper on "Some Measure-

ments of the Temperature Variation in the Electrical Re-

sistance of a Sample of Copper" which he statied was the

joint production of Prof. Reginald Fessenden of University

of Pennsylvania and himself. The paper described the ex-

periments of Matteson and Dr. Siemens and the varying re-

sults obtained by them, together with the experiments of

later investigators and scientists to establish the tempera

ture co-efficient of copper. He then described the experi-

ments made by the two authors of the paper at Mr. Edison's

laboratory at Newark, N. J., and gave the mathematical re-

sult of such researches which coincided very nearly with

the results obtained by those investigators following in the

footsteps of Matteson and Siemens. Mr. Preece thanked

Mr. Kennelly for his investigations and insured him on be-

half of the English electricians that the co-efficient estab-

lished by himself and Prof. Fessenden will be ;icce))ted in

England without hesitation.

The next pa])er was a "Note on Photometric Measure-

ment" by Prof. B. F. Thomas. As a result of his investi-

gation Prof. Thomas showed quite conclusively the impos-

sibility of making accurate photometric measurements with-

out taking into consideration the reflection from the rear

surface of the chimney used on a standard light. He said

that he believes this reflection is sufficient to account for

the difference in measurements made by various lal)ora-

tories of the same light. He suggested that square metallic

chimneys with black background and the mica front be used

so as to avoid the reflective and lenticular effects. Refer-

ring to the tests of the candle power of incandescent lamps

Prof. Thompson remarked that the only way to arrive at a

correct measurement of the caudle power woidd be to have

the lamp revolve at the rate of say 1,000 revolutions per

minute, and this can be done only with short or anchored

filament lamps. Owing to the lateness of the hour discus-

sion of Prof. Thompson's paper was postponed until !•• v.

.M., Thursday.

This session of section C. was opened by the reading of

the paper of Prof. Jackson on "'Underground Electrical

Construction in the United States." The various systems

were described in detail and the discussion which followed

was entered into by a number of those present. Mr. A. W.

Heaviside described in a general way the conduit work as

constructed in England for electric lighting. Prof. Jackson

answered the large number of (piestions in a most satis-

factory manner. At the conclusion of the discussion Dr. A.

Sahulka read a paper, "The Various Uses of the Electro-

.static Voltmeter. Dr. Sahulka was followed by Mr. L. B.

Marks with a paper on "A Hundred Hour Electric Arc

Lamp." The paper was discussed by Prof. E. L. Nichols

and Prof. S. P. Thompson who in his discussion described

some of his experiments with the arc lamp. Also by Mr.

Geo. P. Lowe. Prof. E. P. Roberts and Dr. N. S. Keith.

The Congress at the Fair.

Members of the congress to the number of 12--> assein

bled Wednesday afternoon at the Van Buren St. Pier to

carry out a program arranged by the committee on en-

tertainment. The Whaleback steamer Christopher Colum
bus through the courtesies of the World's Fair Steamship
Company was waiting to convey them to the Exposition

groimds. On their arrival at the Casino Pier the party

made a trip around the moving sidewalk and stopped to

examine the construction. The party then visited the

Krupp Pavilion which was placed at theii disposal.

Commissioner Carl Richter welcomed the party, and
Mr. Lauter, the genial representative of the Krupp com-
pany showed the guns and methods of operating them to

the party. The Intramural power house was visited and
its machinery inspected, then the party made a trip on the

Intramural Railway to the north loop and from there went
to the parade grounds where seats had been reserved from

which they could view the dress parade of the West Point

cadets, after which they separated pleased with the trip

and expressing their thanks to those through whose kind-

ness they were indebted for the pleasures of the afternoon .

Meeting of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers.

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers met in-

formally at the headquarters in Electricity Building at S

o'clock Wednesday evening. At S:30 the party, which

numbered about 100, adjourned to the launches which

were provided through the courtesy of the General Electric

Laiuich Company. A trip was made around the lagoon,

and at the Woman's Building the party disembarked. The
Ferris wheel was next visited, and under the care of Mr.

Ferris the party made the trip around the wheel. The
German village was next visited, where lunch had been

]>rovided by Mr. W. R. Brixey. The party was called to

order by Mr. Ralph W. Pope, the secretary, in the absence

of the president. Prof. Houston. After the lunch speeches

were made by Dr. Keith, Prof. Thomas and others, after

which the Institute adjourned.

A very interesting type of engine is that shown by the

Dake Engine Manufacturing Company, of Grand Haven,

Mich., in Column G, 1-37. Machinery Hall annex. It is

exceedingly simple in construction, having but two moving

parts outside of the crank itself, and consists of a thin,

oblong rectangular box containing the piston. The piston

is doutsle, the outside j)art sliding from end to end of the

box; the other part, being inside the first, slides up and

down in a direction at right angles to that of the first.

Steam is admitted through ports cast in the casing to the

center of the shell and exhausts through a circular port

surrounding the central admission port. Owing to the

double piston and double action, there are no dead points

and the engine will start from any part of the stroke. It

is said that the engine may be run at any speed up to a

thousand revolutions per minute.

TuE Phoenix Ikon Wokks Company, 519 The Rookery, has
been awarded contract for a complete steam power plant for the
city of St. Clair, Mich., comprising one of its 150-horse power
tandem compound condensing' engines and Manning yertical

boiler. Also from Pittsburgh Construction Company two 100-

horse power tandem compound engines, for the Ferris wheel
lighting plant.
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At the Congress.

Among those in attendance at the Electrical Congi-ess are the

following:

Dr. Von Helmholtz, Alex. Graham Bell, Prof. Elisha Gray,
Prof. Elihu Thomson, Prof. W. E. Ayrton, Dr. T. C. Menden-
hall, Washington, D. G. ; Dr. Arthur G. Webster, Worcester;
Camillo Olivetti, Turin, Italy; Prof. Francisco Grassi, Milan;
Prof. Galileo Ferraris, Turin; L. M. Hancock, Chicago; E.
Sederholm, Stockholm; Otto Lemisch, Klagenfurt, Austria;
Eobert McAUoyd, New York; Dr. W. E. Geyer, Hoboken, N. J.;

B. J. Arnold, Chicago; Dr. Schrader; Dr. Chas. Pollak, Frank-
fort; Dr. W. Wedding, Berlin; John Cassidy, Honolulu; Dr.
Frederick Bedell, Ithaca, N.Y.; Prof. Edw. L. Nichols, Ithaca,
Carl. Herring, Philadelphia, Pa.; Prof. F. B. Crocker, New
York.; Geo. P. Lowe, San Francisco,

Lieut. W. F. C. Hasson, San Francisco; E. G. Aeheson, Pitts-
burgh; D. B. Grandy, St. Louis; Austin M. Knight, U. S. Navy;
Hermann S. Bering, Baltimore; Chas. F. Kent, Chicago; C. M.
Goddard, Boston; P. E. Cabot, Boston; Dr. Johann Sahulka,
Vienna, Austria; Kuno Thnrnauer, Nuremberg, Germany; E.
Braun, Clarendon Hills; Prof. Josef Pechan, Reiehenberg, Aust-
ria; H. C. Parker, Brooklyn; M. D. Law, Washington, D. C.

;

Frank T. Lyman, Cincinnati; W. S. Jenks, New York; A. Sut-
ton; Rye, N. Y. ; E. A. Wheeler, New Y'ork; Gano S. Dunn, New
Y'ork; S. D. Mott, Passaic, N. ,1,; Dr. S. S. AVheeler, New York;
Wm. J, Danielson, Providence, R. I.; L. P. Hall, New York;
Fredk. Reckinzann, West Hoboken; W, A. Preece, London;
l!'rof. Elihu Thomson, Lynn; Prof. Harry A. Rowland, Balti-
more; J. E. CuUinane, Dennison, Tex.; F. McCarthy, Chicago;
Jos. Wetzler, New York; Max Levy Galveston, Tex.; Dr. E.
Voit, Munich: Geo. P. Squirs, U. S. Army: Luiji Lambardi,
Eng. : Dronero Cuneo; AValter S. W^iley, South Omaha, Neb.;
Chas. W. Livermore, Manchester, N. H.; J. Violle, Paris; Lud-
wig Weber, Frankfort, Germany; L. Eddy, Darrville, Ivy.; Capt.
L. Sventorzeteary, St. Petersburg; Piof. Edwin J. Houston,
Philadelphia; Camilto Cerrati, Turin, Italy; Tito Galvao, Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil; J. W. Sterns, Jr., Denver; Ormond AVyman,
Ottawa; J. W. Johnson, New York; Cecil P. Poole, Va.: A, F.
McKissick, Auburn, Ala. ; Harry M. Palmer, Washington, Pa.

;

J. J. Thoresen, Washington, Pa.; Alfred E, Wiener, Sche-
nectady.
Alex Siemens, London, Eng.; B. Rosa, Middletown, Conn.;

W. W. Ryder, Chicago; Dr. Chas. E. Emery, New Y'ork; Wm.
Maver, Jr., New Y'ork; Geo. T. Gibson, Des Moines; Thos. D.
Lockwood, Boston; M. E. Rice, Lawrence, Kas.; Wm. Elmer,
Jr., Princeton, N. J.; H. W. Frund, Yincennes, Ind. ; Hermann
Lemp, Lynn; Geo. A. Hamilton, New York; Holbrook Cush-
man, New York; J. Edward Lisson, St. Petersburg, Russia; A.
L. McRae, RoUa, Mo.: Dr. Chas. E. Doremus, New York: C.

Courtney, Wharton, Cinti.: Dr. F. A. C. Perrine, Palo Alto, Cal.:
E. L. Zaliuski, U. S. Army; Stephen D. Field, Stockbridge,
Mass.: B. H. Fairbanks, Worcester; Capt. A. de Khotinsky,
Marlborough, Mass. ; Jas. Allen Pentz, Philadelphia: Major
Capel L. Holden, Woolwich, Eng.: Major A. H. Bagnold, R. E.
Chatham, Eng.; P. A. Wessel, New York City: Edwin E. Weeks,
Kansas City; Francis W. Willcox, Atlanta, Ga. ; A. Langstaff
Johnston, Richmond, Va. ; A. Wickenheise, Pokor, Eussia; Otto
Frick, Malmoe, Sweden; Douglas Burnett, Brooklyn.
Geo. M. Phelps, New York; Jas. Waring, Manchester, Conn.;

Edward A. Colby, Newark; W. B. Cleveland, Chicago; E. Reck-
inzann, Yonkers; Carl P. Siemens, Berlin: Chas. F. Scott, Pitts-
burgh: P. B. Delany, South Orange; C. A. Maillous, New York;
E. E. Bernard. Troy; L. B. Marks, New York; L. L. Summers,
Chicago; F. W. Jones, New York: Chas. P. Steinmetz, Lynn:
H. L. Rodgers, Windsor, Conn.; H. A. Reed, New York; C. H.
Mclntire, Newark; F. E. Jackson, Newark; Prof. E. P. Rob-
erts, Chicago; Hammond V. Hayes; T, W. Voeter, Pittsburgh;
Harold B. Smith, La Fayette, Ind.; W. E. Goldsborough, Fay-
etteville. Ark.: J. A. Cabot, Cincinnati; Henry W. Frye, E. W.
New York; A. Buys, N. J.; Keijiro Nakamure, Private Secre-
tary to Mr. Nirva; Lewis Searing, Denver, Colo ; J. L. Javne,
U. S. Navy; I. H. Farnum, Boston; H. Bergholtz, Ithaca; Frank
C. Perkins, Buffalo; Chas. Cuttriss, New Y'ork; D. George Pinze,
Milan; E. L. French, Pittsfield.

BUSINESS NOTES.

The Bkush Electric CoMrANY has sold 300 double carbon arc
lamps similar to those on exhibition at the Fair to the Edison
Light & Power Co. of San Francisco, Cal., and 100 to
the Indianopolis Light and Power Co. of Indiauopolis,
Ind. The larger thirty-thousand light switch board
which has attracted so much attention at the Fair is to be
shipped to Manilla in the Phillipian Islands at the close of
the Fair.

The ELEcrmc Appliance Co.mpasy are meeting with consid-
erable success with their 'new Acme Lamp socket. It has a
number of small improvements in the details of construction
which are meeting with the approval of the trade and making
some very large sales. The recent cool weather has interfered
somewhat with the fan motor business, but the Electric Appli-
ance Company reports that it has only a few left of the large
.stock offau motors and expect by making some special induce-
ments in price to close them out in a very few days.

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICITY.
Offices: SECTION E, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Chief, John P. Bakbett,
Assistant Chief, J. Allen Hobnsby.

General Superintendent, J. W. Blaisdell.
Electrical Engineer, W. W. Peimm.

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING.

OFFICES SOUTH OP MACHINERY HALL.

Mechanical Engineer, C. F. Fosteb
Electrical Engineer, E. H. Pieece.

First Asst. Mechanical Engineer, John Meaden.
First Asst. Electrical Engineer, S. G. Neilee.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

A. World's Fair H<.adqnartere,

SECTION S, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Ealph W. Pope, Secretary.

Open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

CHICAGO WORLD'S CONGRESS OF ELECTIRCIANS.
OPENIXG SESSION, :StONDAY, AUGUST 21sT, 3 P. M,

ADVISORY COUNCIL.
President, De. Elisha Gbay', Highland Park, 111.

Secretary, Pkof. H. S. Caehaet, Ann Arbor, Mich.

executive committee.

Chairman, Peof. Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

COMMITTEE ON INVITATIONS.

Chairman, T. Commebfoed Maetin, 303 Broadway, New York.

COMMITTEE ON PBOGBAIM.

Chairman, Pkof. T. C. Mendenhall, Washington, D. C.

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE.

Chairnaan, B. E. Sunny, 175 Adams Street, Chicago.

Amusements.

Hooley's Theater—Mr. Nat C. Goodwin, in " Mizzoura.''

149 Randolph street.

Columbia Theater—Miss Lillian Russell, in " The
Mountebanks." 108 Monroe street.

Grand Opera House — Sol Smith Russell, in " A Poor

Relation." 87 Clark street.

Auditorium—Imre Kiralfy's Spectacle "America." Con-

gress street and Wabash avenue.

McVicker's Theater—Denman Thomson, in " The Old

Homestead." 82 Madison street.

Chicago Opera House—American Extravaganza Company,
in "Ali Baba, or Morgiana and the Forty Thieves."

Washington and Clark streets.

Schiller Theater—Chas. Frohman's Stock Company, in

"The Girl I Left Behind Me." Randolph, near
Dearborn.

Haverly's Casino—Haverly's United Minstrels. Wabash
avenue, near Jackson street.

Troo.4dero—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.

The Grotto—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.

Buffalo Bill's " Wild West." 63d street. Daily at 3 and
8.30 p.m.

Col. Cody and Mr. Salsbury have added a new feature to their
already colossal show. This new feature is the represeutation
of the battle of the Little Big Horn in which Gen. Custer and
his band of IHO men were wiped out. Col. Cody was then chief
of scouts, and he now has with him a number of scouts that
took part in that campaign. Extensive scenery, correctly made
from photographs and sketches made on the ground, is used.
Thus the scene is realistic. A historical scene, in which many
of the original participants take part is something entirely new
in the amusement line.
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Batteries

hm ^fy Bat/si

!
OPEN CIRCUIT WOK' '

|

rESTEFN ELECTRIC _<^(|,

D'sque La'Cianche Batterv. Phcenix Dr, Battery.

Quad Battery.

Crenet Battery.

Battery Exhibit Electricity BIdg. World's Fair.

jjiiiiilil

Gravity Battery. Smee Battery.

Weco Carbon

Battery.

Carbon Battery.

Western Electric Company,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
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ELECTRICITY BUILDING—EXHIBITORS AND THEIR LOCATION.

-:Si^.i^f^:;Y D,.A. I "'tss'Ki^''- I

^ ^^_:_4. J |„„„c::,c..
|

l j ''"-'- °'-'

^^jq
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CntralElXo. J, ||]]Q-'-=-J::'- ^V (H ["i^

MAIN FLOOR.

Exhibitor, Section.
Austria Y
Ansonia Electric Co Z
Am. Inst, of Elec. Eng S
American Battery Co T
Axtord, iJ. M S
Alig. Elec. Gesellscliaft D
Bates MfK. Co T
Bryant Electric Co K
Billings & Spencer R
Brixey, W. R T
Bi-lknap Motor Co E
Bell Telephone Co.. E-G
Brush Electric Co L
Caldwell El. Cloth Cut. Mch. Co Y
CoDsol. Elec. Storage Co R
Cutter, George T
Canton Elec. Co T
Chicago Elec. Wire Co T
Copenhagen t'ire Alarm Co S
Central Electric Co U
Commercial Cable Co Y
C.& C. B'ec. Motor Co A
Cleveland Elec. & Mfg. Co A
Chicago Belting Co F
Itulaney Clock Co R
Department of Electricity R
ElECTRTCAL iNDtJSTRIES Y
Elec. Launch & Nav. Co K
Electric Sepa-ator T
E<igerton, K. M T
Elgin Telephone Co T
Edison Elec. Mfg. Co S
Enterprise Elec. Co U
Eureka Temp. Copper Co U
Electric Appliance Co U
Elec. Sel. & Sig'l Co U
Electric Heat Alarm Co Y

Exhibitor. Section.
Electrical Review Y
Electricity , Y
Electric Gas Co R
Electrical Engineer Y
Electrical World Y
Eddy Electric Motor Co B
Excelsior Electric Co B
Electrical Forging C-- D
Equitable Dynamo Co O
Elektron Mfg. Co P
Electrical Conduit Co P
England O
Empire China Wofks S
Franklin Elec. Appliances S
French Piano Exhibit .. Y
Feltou & Guilleaume D
France K-P-Q.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Co M
Gault*Co., N. C -....Y
Gamewell Fire Alarm Co T
General Electric Co . . . . B-H-N-C-& J
General Incand's't Arc L't Co E
Greeley, E. S., & Co E
Germany X
Hubbard, Wm.. * Co T
Hirleman, C. J S
Hart* Hegeman Mfg. Co S
Hope Elec. Appliance Co S
Hall, Chas. F U
Holmes, N. S W
Hartman & Braun E
Hanson * Van Winkl.i L
Hirsh, J. M O
Hardtmuth, F.. & Co P
Illinois Alloy Co S
Intemat. Aut. L't & P'r Co TJ
India Rubber Comb Co S

Exhibitor. Section.
Jaeger, Chas. L ' T
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W U
Jewell Belting Co F
J^nney Elec. Motor Co L
Knapp Electrical Works T
K. A. P. Elec. Novelty Co V
Knapp & Buckley S
Kennedy Electric Co L
Lawton, H. A. Y
LeClancbe Battery Co V
McNeil-Tinder Elec. Co U
Marcus, W. N S
Meeker, Dr. G S
Mcintosh B»t. & Opt. Co W
Munson, C, Belting Co D
Mather, A. C E
Mather Electric Co M
Newman Clock Co Y
Non-M**gnetic Watch Co R
N. Y. Insulated Wire Co T
National Carbon Co T
Norwich Ins. Wire Co T
^North Am. Phonograph Co S-F
N. Y. &L. E. A Y.
Nat. Aut Fire Alarm Co A
Nat. Engraving Machine Co S
Owen, Dr. A U
Phoenix Glass Co I

Paiste, H. T S
Pulvermacber Galv. Co Y
Pumpelly, J. K T
Pratt El. Med. Sup. Co II

Pow'Ml, Wm. * Co U
Phelps, A. H U
Page Belting Co D
Queen & Co E
Ringler, F. A R

Exhibitor. Section
Reliance Guage Co T
Roessler & Haeslacher Chem. Co S
Street Rail way Journal Y
Strowger Aut. Telph. Co T
Standard Paint Co T
Sponholz, C. L T
Star Iron Tower Co W
Spain Y
Schieren, Chas. A. & Co D
Sehomburff & Sohne E
Siemens A'Halske E
Schuckert & Co ..• E
Short Electric Co L
Sperry Elec. Railway Co L
Standard Underg. Cable Co L
Standard Electric Co P
Samson Battery Co S
Tate Aut. El. Signal Co Y
Todd, Applegate Co S
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames A
Thomson Elec. Welding Co O
Telautograph, Elisha Gray W
Union Electric Co F
Vetter J. C. & Co W
Webb, G. P Y
Weston El. InstTument Co R
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.... V
Western Union Tel. Co A'

Waited Bartle't Mfg. Co U
White, S. S., Dental Mfg. Co U
Western Electrician Y
Wilder Aut. Burglar Al. Co A
We-lern Electric Co A
Westingbouse El. & Mfg. Co ...B-H-J
Wiles & Scofleld P
Wing, L. J.. &Co P
Zncker & Levett Chem. Co F
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A FINAL WHIRL. We have a few Meston
Alternating Current Fan
Motors left, which we

are going to move. The meaning of this is plain. There is only one way we can do it.

Write for prices. You can get the value of the outfit if you have no other opportunity
to use it than during

INDIAN SUMIVIER. ^:^'pTi^tember. Be prepared for it.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

242 IMIa^d-isoiTL Street, - - OH:IO.A.OO.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO,
MANCHESTER, CONN.

Offices, 116 Bedford St., BOSTON.
AND

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

THE ''NOVAK" LAMP.

CUFLIN & KIMBALL (Inc.)

General Selling Agents.

116 Bedford Street, BOSTON.

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

-j/^m^/^J,

Enterprise

Electric-^

Company
307 Dearborn Street,

Ctiicago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, ^o^
Telegraph, Telephone and

Electric Light

^. SUPPLIES OF EVERY
DESCRIPTIOf.-

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

Locust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

-.——Feeder Wire, insulators.

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING,
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Map of Chicago.
Showing- Location of its Electrical and Allied Business Interests, Principal Hotels, Theatres, Depots and Transportation Lines to

the World's Fair Grounds. (Index numbers refer to the black squares.)

Aiisoiua Kl-c Co., Michis,'aii Ave. & Randolph St
rtmCTican Battery Co., 188 Madieon St
riartholomew, Stow <fc Co , 57 Michigan Ave.
Barton A Brown, 1428 Monadnock Block "'

Benham, A. D., 200 S. Clinton St
"

;

Brill Co., J. G., Phenix Bldg 2;
Bryant Electric Co ?c

Brush Electric Co., Mon.idnock Block.. .

.'..'.'.."." 5
Buckeye Electric Co.. 437 Eookery Bldg . . 24
Calumet Electric Mfg. & Engineering Co., 174 S
Clinton St f

Central Electric Lt, & Pr. Co., 185 Dearhor'n St. .'.'.'.'.'.S(

Central Electric Co.. 118 Franklin St K
Central Telephone Co 31
Chicago Arc Light & Power Co, Washington St. .Ply-
mouth PI 8 & 3c

Chicago Telephone Co., 203 Washington St^ ..'.'.'..... 11
Chicago Edison Co gf
Chicago Electric Club, 175 Clark St '.'.'m
Chicago Electric Motor Co., 313 S. Canal St 4c
Chicago Rawhide M(g. Co., 75 Ohio St... 4.=

Chicago Insulated Wire Co., 214 The Northern 2S
Claflin & Kimball, 1001 Chamber of Commerce Bid" SI
Cleveland Electric '& Mfg. Co., 149 La Salle St ..4i
Pntter, Geo,, 85J The Rookery g4

Oa^hin,! A: Morse, 3i5 Dearborn St.

,

Commercial Elec Co.. The Rookery
Consolidated Electric Co
C. cSj C. Electric Motor Co., 201 Madison St
D'Unger El. Telephone Co., Stock Exchange Bldg. ;

Detroit Electrical Works, 917 Monadnock Block i

Edwards, W. S.. Mfg. Co., 21 Lake St <

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.. 1417 Monadnock Block I

Electric Construction &, Supply Co., Unity Bldg c

Electric Appliance Co., 242 Madison St
Electrical Industries Pub Co., Monadock Block.S
Enterprise Electric Co., 307 Dearborn St i

Ft. Wayne Elec. Co., 185 Dearborn St .=

Globe Light & Heat Co., 52 Lake St 3

Gregory. Chas. E., Co.. 49 S. .Jefferson St 4

Grt at Western Mfg. Co., 203 S. Canal St 4

General Electric Co., 175 Adams St 1

General Incand. Arc L't. Co., 175 Adams St 1

Hood, Wm., 239 LaSalle St
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co., 307 Dearborn St 3

Illinois Elec. Lamp Co., 171-173 S. Cannl St
Jenney Elec. Motor Co., 93S Monadock Block 2
Keystone Elec. Co., 345 S. Canal St 4

Knapp Elec. Worts, 56 Franklin St 1

Kohlcr Bros,, 1417 Monadock Block S

McDougall & Cnuimings, Unity Bldg
McLean & Schmitt, 195 S. Canal St.

Mather Elec. Co., Chamber of Commerce Bldg
New York Insulated Wire Co., 80 Fr.inkln St
National Elec. Mfg. Co., Pullman Bldg
Postal Telegraph Co., Phenix Bldg
Pullman's Palace Car Co.. Pullman Bldg
Pumpelly, J. K., 205 S. Canal St
Phoenix Glass Co., Wabash Ave. and Lake St
Railway Equipment Co., Pullman Bldg
Rockford Elec. « Mfg. Co., 94 La Salle St
Standard Elec. Co., 625 Home Ins. Bldg
Siemeiis-Haleke Elec, Co.. 1225 Monadnock Block.
Star Elec. Lamp Co., 805 Chamber of Com. Bldg. . .

.

Stirling Co., 608 Pullman Bldg
Schieren, Chas. A., & Co.,46S. Canal St
Short Elec, Riiilway Co. Monadnock Block
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames, 348 Dearborn St
Todd, Applegate Co., The, 340 Dearborn St
Waddell-Eutz Co., 1 122 Monadnock Block
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co, Pullman Bldg.
Western Electric Co., 227 S.Clinton St
Wollensak, J. F., Lake and Franklin Sts
Western Union Telegraph Co., Phenis Bldg
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FERRISWHEEL

^iSc5^ /I'
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When yon visit the World's Fair, yon will

natnrally take a ride on the FERRIS WHEEL
and be interested in the ELECTRIC LIGHT
INSTALLATION, which is wired throughout

with

okonite: \a/ire:
FURNISHED BY THE

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116-118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
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Standard Electric Company.

GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AX the:

"W^OR.I-.D'S F'.A.II^,

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.

Sec. S, 20

ELECTRICITY BUILDING, Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

The Standard Lamps Light the Power Plant, NIachinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Building, and

Other Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service Ail Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Rod Lamp.
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CLARK
o
eel

\-\

o\
LU

-l|

LU

COMPANY, '^^'^ ^°"'^-

192 Broadway and II John Stree .

MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

The CLARK ARC LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation <ir beint;

the best and moat durable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS
A. SF»E:dAL-TY.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTIIMC
Greatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Condu<ni n 'if Electricity

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY

LACE LEATHER ROPE
«ND OTHER RAWHIDE

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGER'S PATENT

This Belting and l^ace Leather is

not affected by steam or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and the most econoni-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, OHICACO, UO-

THE MONTHLY ISSUE FOR AUGUST

Should be read by everyone interested in electrical matters. In its table of contents is the following:

"Incandescent Lighting at the World's Fair."

"The Electric Power Plant of the Chicago City Railway."

"Steam Engine Efficiency—Its Possibilities and Limitations" by Wm. H. Bryan.

"Alternating Arc Lighting for Central Stations" by H. S. Putnam.
"Hard Rubber as an Insulator in Street Railway Work" by W. R. Mason.

"A Brief Review."

Together with illustrations of the recent applications of electricity.

The paper also contains regularh'

A Buyer's Directory of Manufacturers and Dealers in Electrical Supplies and Appliances.

A Complete Directory of Electric Light Stations in North America and a Complete Directory oi

Electric Railways in North America.

These directories are revised each issue to the date of going to press and are to be found in no

other electrical journal in the W'orld. Its articles are read carefully and its directories used constant))-

bv all the buyers in the trade. These facts make it without a superior as an advertising medium.

vSample copies and rates sent on application.

Suhscriy)tioii price $3 per year. Six months trial $1, if ordered during the next 80 days.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUB, CO.,
Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.
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FERRIS WHEEL
Wired with mile

upon mile of

Simplex Wire
(We don't claim it all)

OEORQE CUTTER, Thefekery. Chicago.

SIMPLEX WIRES

Qeorge Cutter, Chicago.

INSURE
HIGH

,
INSULATION

X.*^^'''* Simplex Electncal Co.

620 Atlantic Ave.,

BOSTON, MASS.

Made 5 amp. S. P.
1 O amp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.

1 O amp. 3 way.

XNTRIC
"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement,

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South 18th St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

China Window Tube (Patented).

Made only by PASS & SEYMOUR,
George Cutter, SYRACUSE, N. y

CHICAGO.

Consoliddi'tecl EUctric (p.

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

115 RranlKlin Street,

CHICAGO.

OEOI^OE FOPtTErt,
Contractor for All Kinds of

EILEICTRICAL \A/ORK.
Room 67, 143 La Salle St., CHICAGO.

Crary Block, BOONE, IOWA.

GHAS. A. SGHIEREN & GO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Genuine Perforated Electric

Leather Belting.

46 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO

CALL AND EXAMINE

Lawton's Call Indicator.

Indispensable for hotels, railroad

oflBces, school buildings, hos-

pitals, etc.

Section Y, Space 45, Gallery Electricity Building,

WORLD'S FAIR.

WACNER ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS
For- Direct or Alternatinf/ CurretUf. -

,

These motors give a BtroDger breeze with lees coueumptiou of current than
any other fan motor on the market. They are full 18 horee power. Six bladed
13-inch fan. Self-oiling. Furnished with or without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE

Section 15, Dpt. F, CIm. 27. Section D, Space 3 I TAYLOR, CIOODHUE&. AIVIES.
MACHINERY HALL. ELECTRICITY BUILDING. I 348 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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ITS VISITORS AND EXHIBITORS.

Vol. I, No. 12. CHICAGO, AUGUST 31, 1893.

WORLD'S CONGRESS OF ELECTRICIANS. with Prof Gray in the center. To the right of Prof. Gray

is Dr Von Helmholz, next to whom are Mr. W. H. Preece,

Prof. Rowland, Prof. W. E. Ayrton, and Alex. Siemens. InAt the adjournment of the congress on Friday, Elec-

trical Indcstries secured a photograph of the delegates the next row, back between Profs. Rowland and Ayrton, is

assemliled on the steps of the Art Institute where the Dr. Silvanus Thompson, to whose left is Prof. Elihu

WOULD S CONGRESS OF ELECTRICIANS.

sessions of the congress were held. The accompanying

engraving was taken from this photograph. Our readers

will undoubtedly appreciate the picture, especially those

who did not attend the congress and who are not familiar

with the appearance of the many eminent scientists present.

Seated in the foreground is the chamber of delegates.

Thomson. To the right of Prof. Gray are Prof. E. Mascart,

Prof. Galileo Farraris, Dr. Violle and Prof. E. Hos-

pitalier.

THURSDAY SESSION.

On Thursday, section A was called to order at 10:15 a.m.,

with Prof. Eddy in the chair. Dr. Bedell furnished the
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reading of his paper on mutual induction and capacity. Dr.

John Sahulka then read a paper "On the Explanation of

the Ferranti Phenomina," after which the section adjourned

until Friday.

Section B was called to order by Prof. Cross, and the

section proceeded with the discussion of Prof. Thomas'

paper. The question was discussed by GarlHering and others.

At 10:45 Prof. Henry S. Carhart read a paper on "A Pair

of Electrostatic Voltmeters," describing an instrument

which he had had in use for some time past. The needles and

mirror being susj^ended by fibre from the top and steadied

by a small spiral spring from the bottom. He said that the

instrument was very accurate and excellent for laboratory

use.

At 11:10 Prof. Webster read a paper on "A Method of

Governing an Electric Motor for Chronographic Purposes."

The purpose of the governing was to control the revolutions

of the chronograph absolutely so that the error in time

would be very slight. The means of doing this was

through an electro-magnetic arrangement of a tuning fork.

The secretary, Lieut. Reber, then read Prof. J. A. Ewing's

paper in "Iron for Transformers from the Magnetic Point

of View." At 11:30 the section was adjourned until 12

o'clock. On reassembling after adjournment a paper was

read by Prof. Andrew Jamieson on "London Electrical En-

gineering Laboratories." The author said that the title of

the paper was somewhat incorrect, and that he had no idea

of l)eing called on for such a pajier when he arrived. Prom

the way with which the subject was handled it was evident

that he is thoroughly familiar with the subject. In

his remarks he said: It has often been brought to my notice

that the question of a boy's education cannot always be

decided by rules and that it must be decided largely from

the bent of the boy himself. The Professor said that if the

boy evinced a tendency to fiightiness. of disposition or

showed a disposition to slight things and to play with

batteries and other small tools, his education certainly

should begin with an apprenticeship to some good shop

where he would learn the value of work, and would be kept

down to it until his fiightiness ceased. He should then be

sent to some good technical school to" complete his educa-

cation. On the other hand if the lad was studious, steady

in his habits and had a good head for mathematics it would

be much better for him to be sent immediately to college and

get his practical apprenticeship afterwards. He said that in

many cases in the city of London schools^ the night student

who had to work hard all day and studied evenings out-

stripped his more fortunate competitor who was enabled to

attend the colleges during the day. He described the labor-

atories of the various technical schools, starting first with the

city and guilds of London Institute of which Prof. W. E.

Ayrton is the head, and which Prof. Jamieson thought was

the best type. Others which he described in detail were

the Siemens laboratory under the charge of Dr. John

Hopkiusou, the laboratory conducted by Mr. Kennedy, and

entered into quite a detailed descrijjtion of the Finsbury

College conducted by Sylvanus P. Thompson. Others were

also described. There was more or less discussion by Dr.

Boehm, Prof. Reed of Ann Arbor and Prof. Crossof Boston.

Dr Bedell read his pajjer on "Transformer Diagrams Ex-

perimentally Determined."

Section C was called to order at 10:10 a.m. After dis-

posing of the routine business of the section, Prof. F. B.

Crocker presented his paper "On Direct Current Dynamos

of Very High Potential," in which he described various

experimental machines made under his direction having

very high potential. Dr. Keith, at the close of the paper,

called attention to the fact that dynamos of high potential

had been in use in San Francisco since 1887, and that at

the present time there are not more than half a dozen

motors in that city which are not'operated by high potential

current.

At the close of Dr. Keith's remarks the discussion on

long distance power transmission was opened with a very

able 23aper ))y Dr. Louis Duncan of Baltimore. Dr. Duncan
was followed by Mr. Scott of the Westinghouse company
who described, with the assistance of large diagrams, the

Tesla j)olyphase system as exhibited at the Fair. Lieut.

Hasson of San Francisco sjJoke very humorously and laid

stress uf)on the point that while there are many beautiful

theories there has not as yet been a practical application of

long distance electrical power transmission within his

knowledge which has stood the test of actual use.

Dr. Bell of the General Electric Company spoke

decidedly in favor of alternating currents for power trans-

mission because they can be twisted around to better

advantage than the direct current, and the single phase

motor in its present state of development can be considered

nothing more than a poor polyphase motor. There are two

systems of polyphase according to Dr. Bell, the indeiDendent

and the dependent circuit system. Personally Dr. Bell is

an advocate of the dependent circuit of the polyphase

system for such transmissions of power. Mr. Stillwell of the

Westinghouse company made a few remarks, in the course

of which he said he hoped that after the large companies

had gone to so much labor and expense to perfect a new
system for power transmissions, that the consulting engi-

neers would not force them to install the plants at their own
expense and guarantee the dividends before they (the

engineers) would be convinced of the practicability of the

system.

Mr. Prick, of Germany, described the various power

transmission plants in his country which have been working

from one to two years, giving entire satisfaction, and said

he believed do one system the best for all purposes; each

has its good points. Prof. Thompson read from notes made
by Mr. Thury, of Switzerland, a description of power trans-

mission plants located at various points on thecontinent, and

afterwards made some very interesting remarks, and give it

as his personal opinion that the polyphase system is jDrefer-

able only where no geaeral distribution of power is to take

place at the receiving end of the line, but. that where distri-

bution is to take place the alternating system is jsreferable.

Prof. Forbes, of London, arrived while Prof. Thomson was

speaking, and at the conclusion of the professor's remarks,

expressed his belief that while the three phase system is

attractive from its beauty the two phase system is much
better adapted to practical uses.

Mr. Steinmetz closed the discussion by calling attention

to the fact that the continuous current is still more largely

used than any other, and expressed the opinion that the

single phase system will be the system of the future, that

suchobjectons as are now raised to it will be soon overcome,

and that we are nearer the ideal condition than is generally

supposed.

The next paper on the program was that of Dr. C.

Pollak on "The Conversion of Alternating into Continuous

Currents," which was appreciatedly received but not dis-

cussed owing to the hour for adjournment having consider-

ably passed. The machine described in Dr. Pollak's pajaer

can be seen in operation in the German section of the

Electricity Building at the Fair.
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FRIDAY'S SESSION.

Section A. was called to order at 1U:1() a. m. aud the

Secretary read by title two pajiers, one by Prof. A. Blou-

del on " Measuring the Power of Polyphase Currents," the

other, by Prof. W. E. Ayrton,F. K- S. ou " Extended Use

of the Name Resistance in Alternating Current Problems."

The session then adjourned to the afternoon session when

the rejjort of the cliamljer of delegates is to be presented.

Section B. After the reading of the minutes of the pre-

vious meeting the section listened to a paper read by Prof.

W. E. Ayrton, F. K. S., on the "Variation of the P. D. of

the Electric Arc, Current, Size of Carbons and Distance

Apart. Prof. Ayrton's paper was a very able description

of the experiments made under his direction during the

pas five years for ascertaining an absolutely reliable for-

mula for the potential difference between the carbon points

of the electric arc. These experiments have liot been fully

completed nor the computations made, so t*rof. Ayrton Was

not able to give the congress the corrected formula which

will be the final result of his experiments and calcula-

tions in this direction.

In the discussion which followed the reading of this ird-

])er Prof. Elihu Thomson made a brief address in which

he stated that experiments conducted by him in 188-1

and since that time coincided in results quite closely with

those described by Prof. Ayrton. Prof. Cross, Mr. Hen-

riques. Prof. MacFarlane aud Dr. Silvanus P. Thomson

participated in the discussion. The next paper was on

the " Light and Heat of the Electric Arc" and was read in

French by Dr. J. Voille. Dr. Silvanus P. Thompson gave

au ab.rtract of tlie paj)er in English after the reading of

the same in French by the author, in which he said that a

translation of a similar article by Dr. Voille could l)e found

in the London Electrical Review for Aug. 4, 1893.

Prof. Elihu Thomson, Prof. Webster and Mr. Heuriques

participated in the discussion of the paper, some of the

gentlemen addressing their remarks to M. Voille in his

own language, to which Dr. Voille responded.

Dr. Silvanus P. Thom])son presented his paper on " The

Swinburne-Thompson Unit of Light" without reading,

as the time for adjournment was ajaproaching. The pa-

per was intended to prove that a S([uare millimeter of

the surface of the crater of the positive carbon should

be taken as the unit of life.

Prof. F. B. Thomas presented a short paper on " Pe-

riodic Variation of the Candle Power of Alternating Arc

Lights" together with a diagram of curves showing the re-

sults of measurements made Ijy him in recent experiments.

There was no discussion of this paper. The last jiaper on

the program was that of Prof. H. S. Carhart on " The

Maximum Efficiency of Arc Lamps with Constant Number

of Watts." The author had intended to simply have

this paper read by title but on request gave a brief out-

line of it without reading it in full. The paper was a

suggestion to rate arc lamps by the number of watts ex-

pended upon them instead of by the caudle power as is

the present custom. Prof. Carhart merely offers the prop-

osition as a suggestion, realizing that there are objections as

well as points in favor of this idea. Piof. Ayrton e.xpressed

his appreciation of Prof. Carharfs paper as it had to do

directly with his own line of exjserimeuts. The follow-

ing papers were presented but not read: " On the Source

and Effects of Harmonics in Alternating Circuits" by

Prof. H. A. Rowland, " Sour 1' Arc a Constant de Lu-

miere" and " Nouvelles Recherches sur I'Arc a Curants

Alternatifs'' by A. Boudel. This section then adjourned

to meet in Columbus Hall at 3 p. m. to hear the report

of the chamber of delegates.

Session C was called to order by Prof. Houston at 10:15

A.ii. Dr. Pollak read a few notes on the convertiou of al-

ternating into continuous currents for charging storage bat-

teries. Mr. Frick, of Germany, then spoke in reference to

the load line of central stations as determined by te-sts made
on days in three different portions of the year. He exhib-

ited diagrams of these load lines and showed how accmmu-

lators could be applied for easing up the use of the machin-

ery as well as being less costly to install. He said that

accumulators were in use in all stations in Germany and in

nearly all stations on the continent of Europe, and that

without exception they were well liked by all who had them

in use.

At 1((:30 Prof. Geo. Forbes, of London, the consulting

electrician for the Cataract Construction Company, of

Niagara Falls, reopened the discussion on long-distance

power transmission that was started yesterday. He said that

as 1890 he had .stated it as his opinion and had since seen

no reason to change it, that the two-phase alternating cur-

rent was the proper thing to use for long distance trans-

mission, the two separate circuits being kept independent.

In some shops single phase motors can be used, in others

two phase, and where direct current is needed alternating

motors of either style could be used to drive direct current

dynamos. He called attention to the commutating machines

now commonly known as rotary transformers and said that

while this was perfectly feasible he thought the expense of

the machine aud the losses in efficiency due to its construc-

tion would prohibit its use. Some simpler form of commu-
tating device might be made which would not consume so

much energy.

He expressed as his opinion that not very far in the future

we should be in possession of a simple device for this j)ur-

pose, which would change alternating currents into direct

currents and that without the consumjation of any large per-

centage of energy, and instanced as such the very ingenious

machine exhibited and explained by Dr. Pollak. He stated

that Gramme's first alternating dynamo was two phase with

a stationary armature. In reference to the question as to

whether he would favor the direct production of the re-

quired high potential by the machine itself or would use

step-up transformers, the dynamo being run at high pres-

sure, he favored the first method as with the standing arma-

ture it would be perfectly feasible to obtain the requisite

potential without danger to the machine.

From a financial point of view it was very much clieaper

as the transformers for such work would cost nearly if not

quite as much, as the dynamo itself, and three or more per

cent of such loss in such transformation would amount to

.$3,000 j)er year, counting the cost per horse power at $20,

which, capitalized at 5 per cent, would be .160,000, or more

than the entire cost of the dynamo. In regard to the con-

ductors to be used and the location of the same, he very

much favored the use of bare wires in a large subway so con-

structed that the inspector could walk througli it. In any

overhead construction there would be more or less trouble

from sleet and various other difficulties, while the use of

conduits for drawing cables in and out would be impos-

sible.

After speaking for au hour Prof. Forbes was followed by

Prof. H. A. Rowland, of Johns Hopkins, who argued that

the mere loss of three per cent in the efficiency of the trans-

former, could be easily made up by turning on a little more

water, that he did not think itcut any figure at all, aud that
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as for the direct production of the excessively high pressures

in the armature itself, he very much favored the use of the

step-up transformer as liable to be of less trouble for re-

pairs and shut downs. He had considerable to say in re-

gard to the frequency which would be best to use in this

general transmission as a frequency that would be proper

for motors would not be right for the incandescent lamp as

at 35 or less periods per second, the effect on the eye was

decidedly unpleasant, and also could not l)e used for syn-

chronous motors.

CLOSING SESSION.

The afternoon session was held in Columbus Hall, the

chamber of delegates taking their place on the platform at

3. 10 P.M. The rei^ort of the chamber of delegates was read

by Prof. E. L. Nichols, and was as follows: Gentlemen

of the International Congress: The chamber of delegates

has made a careful investigation in accordance with the

program laid down, and has reached certain decisions

which it is my duty as secretary to report. The first

question which came before the chamber had to do with the

adoption of definitions and values of fundamental units of

resistance, current and electro- motive force. The following

resolutions on this point have been passed by the chamber

of delegates:

Resolved, That the several governments represented by

the delegates in this international congress of electricians

be and they are hereby recommended formally to adopt

as legal units of electrical measure the following:

As the unit of resistance the international ohm, which is

based upon the ohm equal to 10" units of resistance of the

initial C G.S. system of electro-magnetic units and is rep-

resented by resistance offered to an unvarying electric

current of a column of mercury at the temj)erature of melt-

ing ice, 14.4521 grammes in mass, of a constant cross

sectional area and of a length of 106.3 centimeters.

As a unit of current the international ampere, which is

one-tenth of the unit of current of the C. G. S. system

of electro-magnetic units, and which is represented

sufficiently well for practical use by the unvarying current,

which, when passed through a solution of nitrate of silver in

water, in accordance with the accompanying specifications,

deposits silver at the rate of 0.001118 of a' gramme a

second.

As a unit of electro-motive force the international volt,

which is the electro-motive that, steadily applied to a

conductor whose resistance is one international ohm, will

produce a current of one international ampere, and which

is represented sufficiently well for practical use by 1,000-

1,434 of the electro- motive force between the poles or

electrodes of the voltaic cell known as Clark's cell, at a

temperature of 13 degrees centigrade, and perpared in

the manner described in the accompanying specifications.

As the unit of quantity the international coulomb,

which is the quantity of electricity transferred by a current

of one international ampere in one second.

As a unit of capacity, the international farad, which is

the capacity of a conductor charged to a potential of one

international volt by one international coulomb of electric-

ity.

As the unit of work, the joule, which is 10'' units of

work in the C.G.S. system and which is represented

sufficiently well for practical use by the energy expended

in one second by an international ampere in an international

ohm.

As the unit of power the international watt, which is the

equal to 10^ units of power in the C. G- S. system and.

which is rejoresented suificiently well for practical use by

the work done at the rate of one joule per second.

Concerning the adoj)lion of a definition and value for the

unit of induction the chamber of delegates has resolved,

upon the motion of Prof. Mascart of France, and seconded

by other foreign members, that the unit of induction shall

be called the henry, which is the induction in a circuit

when the electro-motive force induced in this circuit is one

international volt while the inducing current varies at the

rate of one ampere per second. With regards the question

of the selection of names for magnetic units and the units

of light and energy, it was resolved that in these cases no

specific name should be applied but that these units should

be designated as C. G. S. units.

In addition to these topics two others have been consid-

ered. The question of standards of light was considered

and a committee was appointed to deliberate on this very

vexed question of the electrical engineer. I have the

pleasure of reading the report of the committee, which re-

port has been received and adopted by the chamber of dele-

gates. The committee says it has had much discussion

upon the various forms suggested for standards, and in

particular upon the two special forms of lamp known re-

spectively as the amylacetate lamp of Von Hefner Alteneck

and the pentale lamp of Vernon-Harcourt. The committee

recommends that all nations be invited to make researches

in common on well-defined practical standards and on the

convenient realization of the absolute unit.

Finally there was before the chamber the question of

the modification of electrical notation and nomenclature,

and an extended and carefully matured scheme was pre-

sented by M. Hospitaller and others. After due consid-

eration and after some amendments and modification of

this plan had been made, it was moved that the report be

received and printed as an appendix to the regular pro-

ceeding and as the report of a sub-committee.

Prof. Gray then stated that he had a few announcements

to make relative to to-morrow's work or to-morrow's pleas-

ure and that Mr. Preece also had an announcement to make.

Mr. Preece spoke as follows: "Ladies and Gentlemen:

My announcement is an extremely simple one. As presi-

dent of the Institution of Electrical Engineers in England,

it was my wish to invite the members of the Institute of

Electrical Engineers in America to meet me at Victoria

House in the grounds of the World's Fair, especially as

they have done me the great honor of making me an hon-

orary member, there are only two and I am one of them, of

their body. I had this great difficulty that the addresses,

either of the members of the American Institute or of the

Congress, have not been very carefully kejjt, and therefore

I now invite all the members of this Congress, whether

members of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers

or not, to allow me to have the pleasure of receiving them

to-morrow afternoon between the hours of five and seven,

in my present British home, Victoria House, World's Fair

grounds.

"

Dr. Von Helmholtz then arose and addressed the con-

gress, saying: "Ladies and Gentlemen: We have come

forward here to do a really important work and one which

I trust will have good fruit for future time in correcting

the incongruities of electrical science and electrical notions,

so that all scientific and industrial men can understand

each other in the simplest and best way. It was rather a

hard piece of work to do in these hot days in continual

meetings of the delegates and members of the congress,

and he who has had the greatest part of the exertion and
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work in this connection is our president, Prof. Elisha Gray.'

I therefore trust you will express to him your thankfulness

and give him a vote of thanks." M. Mascart of France

then spoke in French in substance as follows:

"My associates join with me in heartily seconding the

proposition of Dr, von Helmholtz, to express our thanks to

the distinguished President of the Congress of Electricians.

We have admired the urbanity, grace and ability with

which he has conducted the work, and are grateful for the

courtesy with which he has treated us, and for all the hos-

pitality and kindness that we have received in America/'

Mr. Preece: "I move that a vote of thanks be accorded

to this fine old man, as the newspapers call him, but who
is in reality a younger man than myself." The motion was

unanimously carried and Prof. Gray responded as follows:

"I cannot tell you how gratifying this is to me. I have

worked for the last two years in organizing this congress

under many difficulties and those difficuties have continued

right up to the present moment. Those steam engines out-

side do not even give us a chance to express ourselves. I

want to thank you before we leave, I want to thank the

members of this congress for the part they have taken

and I want to thank you for the good jsart in which you

have taken all the difficulties under which you and I have

had to labor. I think on the whole the congress has been

very successful and I trust you will go away feeling that

this is true, and that you will think of us kindly; and you,

gentlemen, who come from foreign shores, when you go

home and look back, do not think only of smoke, of noise,

and of high buildings, but think of us over here as having

warm hearts, as wishing you well, and that we are all pray-

ing that you will have smooth seas and a warm-hearted wel-

come home to your friends and dear ones. Now, gentle-

men this closes the work of the International Electrical

Congress at Chicago in 1S'J3, and 1 now declare the same

adjourned."

Nikola Tesla's Lecture.
j

Mr. Tesla's lecture on "Mechanical and Electrical Oscil-

lators" was delivered in Assembly Hall at the southwest

corner of the Agricultural Building at the World's Fair

grounds on Friday evening as announced in the program.

Every member of the congress with one or two exceptions

was present and the greatest interest was manifested in the

experiments that were shown.

It was twelve minutes after eight when Prof. Elisha Gray

introduced Mr. Tesla to the audience in the following

words: "I came down here to-night for the purpose of in-

troducing to you a gentleman whose name needs no intro-

duction as it is a household word with all electricians, but

I wanted to do him the compliment of coming here as the

official head of the World's International Congress of

Electricians and to extend to him the compliment of an in-

troduction for them as well as for myself. This compli-

ment loses none of its force when I tell you that I have

another official duty to perform to-night and it will be

necessary for me to leave immediately, but if I should fol-

lovi' my inclinations I should stay, for no one wants to hear

and see these exjieriments more than myself. I have the

honor, ladies and gentlemen, of introducing to you Nikola

Tesla. I wish to add one word, inasmuch as I have to

leave; I am going to ask Dr. T. C. Meudenhall to do the

honors for the rest of the evening.

"

Immediately the hearty applause subsided Mr. Tesla

said: "Ladies and Gentlemen: We are tokl in a delight

-

'^ ful anecdote how, many years ago, when science was still

_
in its infancy, a man to whom the world is largely indebted

for the discovery of a great truth was meditating in his

garden when the idea came to him, and how on that occa-

sion he was carried away by his enthusiasm. Be that an

actual fact or not it is certain that the search for truth

through the centuries that have elapsed has exercised an

immense power on the imagination of man. It seems as

though we are actual witnesses of the researches and ex-

periments made by the discoverers and inventors of ages

gone by, and that we are almost in a condition to know-

how they felt at the moment of sublime insjiiration.

1 "I am sure in this audience there are many who have

felt this most exquisite jaleasureand whose presence here will

forever fix the recollection of this evening upon my mind
To feel this pleasure is accorded to but few; however, I can

say myself that I have felt it and am still under the im-

pression of the pleasure which the accomplishtnent of a few

insignificant thoughts that have come to me and the specu-

lation on the possibilities of their future development have

caused. In these results I am, inventor like, quite taken

up, and I hardly dare hope to be able to develop them as

I wish, but I feel that I must explore them; and again I

have doubted my ability to present them satisfactorily. Yet

lam sure of the practicability of investigations in this man-
ner from the few results I have so far obtained.

"I can best tell you what I have attempted if I comply

with the scientific duty and tell you exactly the history of

these inventions. It was at a time when I was strenuously

endeavoring to solve a question or two which was consid-

ered insolvable, first, W'as it possibleto operatea motor with-

out sliding contact, and second; was it possible to develoj)

constant currents in a certain direction? I found the solu-

tion to the one problem and produced dynamos without

comnuitators and that success emboldened me to go ahead

and apply whatever of knowledge and experience I pos-

sessed to the solution of the other problem.

"On the occasion of my first visit to this country I stepped

into the exjjosition at Philadelphia and I saw there a

very thick copper washer provided with handles that

visitors would move within a magnetic field.. That day it

occured to me that when the plate was moved slowly in the

field there was experienced resistance, and that when the

plate was suddenly pressed in there was a rebound as though

it struck against something solid. After returning from the

exposition the tliought occurred to me that if I took a con-

ductor and moved it into the field and then rapidly with-

drew it, Icould in this way obtain whatever of electro-motive

force there was. In the first place I was impressed with the

analogy of this device to the induction coil, in which the

same process takes place. When we impart current to the

primary circuit we put lines of force slowly into the field

and when we break the current we take the force swiftly

away. I began to think of a mechanism which would be

capable of fulfilling these conditions.

"During my work with induction coils and motors which

succeeded I became familiar with currents of high fre-

quency, and then I clearly realized the problem before me.

I convinced myself that in alternating distributions we

must induce currents of more thad one phase and that we

must have a better organization and a perfected mechanism

capable of rendering the current into steady oscillations

before we could obtain the desired results. Here then I

was confronted with this difficulty. I constructed small

machines of the ordinary type which enabled me to investi-

gate, but when I endeavored to construct machines with a
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greatfer number of altefnations for higher frequency I

found that I met insurmountable mechanical difficulties.

"And then the idea came up and I asked, how it would be

if I took a very strong field and reciprocated very rapidly

a conductor in that field, would I not have a similar ma-

chine and one which would not involve loss in the iron?

And now I began to consider this matter very seriously and

later I considered this question, knowing what has been

done in the field of harmonic telegraphy and supposing

that instead of the ordinary dynamo we take dynamos con-

structed like the pendulum of a clock and on a harmonic

vibration principle, would we not then obtain alternating

currents of a perfectly defined and absolutely constant

period, which it is impossible to accomplish with an ordi-

nary machine because it jJossesses so great inertia? And
then again I thought like this, with such powerful ma-

chines thereis a possibility of transmitting energy through

the air and by means of this energy of transmitting mes-

sages- This, then, is one of the mainsprings which has

driven me into this work."

Here by means of diagrams Mr. Tesla described the con-

struction of the engine which he has invented for producing

these absolutely constant oscillations and which is operated

by compressed air under 100 pounds 23ressure and delivered

at the rate of 40 cubic feet per minute. One of these en-

gines having a diameter of about two inches and a half and

of about that length operated a small motor and has a ca-

pacity of nearly one-half horse power. After this Mr.

Tesla showed the operation of the larger engine having a

piston and plunger weighing 20 pounds which was oscil-

lated at the rate of 78 times a. second, and stated that

5,000 or 10,000 oscillations per second could be as read'ly

produced. The next experiment was made by attaching a

horse shoe magnet having a wire about two feet in length

inserted through it to show the vibration to the plunger of

the engine. The engine was then set in motion, a current

communicated to the magnet through wires attached to the

nodes of the magnet wire. A copper disc revolving on an

axis was then introduced by Mr. Tesla between the poles of

the magnet while the same was being oscillated by the en-

gine. The result of the experiment was that the copper

disc began slowly to revolve, thus disproving the theory

that there is no electro-magnetic force at work in the disc

and that the force was simply one produced by induction as

has been believed universally heretofore.

Mr. Tesla next attempted to show an experiment with

what might be called a three coil generator, but the appara-

tus had been damaged in some w-ay and refused to work.

The next experiment was one with a large engine similar

to that last described, having attached to the plunger of the

oscillator a core of iron which played through four field

magnets excited with a current at 5,000 volts from the

Westinghouse jilant. A current was generated by the

apparatus, and was used to run a small registering

motor, thug proving that generators can be constructed

on the ideas evolved by Mr. Tesla in accordance with

these more recent experiments, and having an absolutely

constant current. It should be added that one of the

claims made by Tesla for these oscillators is that the

period will not be varied after the machine is started,

whether the pressure be 10 pounds or 100 j)ounds, and

that the electrical currents produced from small units

will oscillate just as as the pendulum oscillates, and be un-

affected by the circuit load or any imaginable condition.

The osciUatprs are so constructed that they can be adjusted
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Banquet to the Foreign Delegates.

The event of last week socially was the banquet given

by the American electricians to the foreign delegates to the

international congress on Thursday evening at the Grand

Pacific hotel. In parlor 44 there were gathered the fore-

most electrical scientists of the world. Dr. Von Helm-

holtz of Berlin, upon whom all looked as one of the fathers

of the science, and Thos. A. Edison, the great American

inventor, divided the honors of the evening. The toast-

maker. Prof. Elisha Gray, occupied the center chair at the

table of honor. At his right sat Dr. Von Helmholtz, Prof.

Rowland, Dr. Mascart, Prof. Carhart, Dr. Budde, Prof.

Nichols, Dr. Violle, Prof. Houston, Prof. Thomp.son, Mr.

Lockwood, Prof. Dolbear, Prof. Brown-Ayres, Dr.. Tour-

rane. Dr. Lummer, Mr. Wenmann and Dr. Sahulka, while

on his left sat W. H. Preece, P. R. S., Dr. Mendenhall,

Prof. Farraris, Prof. Thomson, Prof. Ayrton, Prof. Cross,

Dr. Shrader, Prof. Crocker, Dr. Palaz, Prof. Thomas, M.

Hospitaller, Dr. Voit, M. Chavez, and Messrs. Wetzler,

Pope, and Phelps. At the table directly opposite Prof.

Gray sat Mr. Thos. A. Edison with Messrs. Emery, Wheeler,

Insull, and Kennelly. The following is the menu served:

MENU.
Little Neck Clams
Consomme Royal

Fresh Penobscot Salmon, Holiandaise
Dressed Cucumbers

Chateau Lauterne
Fillet of Beef, Larded, Financiere

Browned Potatoes New Lima Beans
Mumm's Extra Dry-

Sweetbreads in Cases
French Peas

Siberian Punch
Breast of YouDg- Chicken with Truffles

Tomato Mayonnaise
Pontel Canet

Peaches and Cream
Charlotte Glace Fancy Cake
Roquefort Coffee

At 8:30 Prof. Gray arose and presented the first toast,

' The International Electrical Congress," and called on
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Dr. Von. Helmholz to respond, who said, " We Europeans

have come over here with the feeling of a good father re-

joicing in the success of his children, to which he himself

could not attain. Europe is too narrow for the splendid

march of electrical progress and America has grandly per-

formed the lask set Ijefore it. We see iu you the result of

l)etter conditions and prospects than we have enjoyed, and

we rejoice with you ia your remarkable advancement. Gen-

tlemen, I drink my glass to the great American Nation."

Prof. Gray then proposed " Our Guests, the Official For-

eign Delegates," to which Mr. W. H. Preece, Prof. E. Mas-

cart and Prof. Ferraris responded. Prof. W. E. Ayrton of

London resjjonded to " The American Electrical Engi-

neers"', and Prof. E. J. Houston to "The American Institute

of Electrical Engineers." The other speakers were Prof.

S. p. Thomp.son, Dr. Mendenhall, T. D. Lockwood. Prof.

H. A. Rowland and Prof. Eiihu Thomson.

Exhibit of the Standard Underground Cable
Company.

Just west of the exhibit of the Sperry company in the

on hangers from an iron wire. The poles are low enough so

that every detail is in plain view of the visitor.

A special feature of the exhibit is the presentation of the

various means of terminating the cables in appliances

known as terminals, whereby the end of the cable is her-

metically sealed and yet presenting an easy and effective

method of reaching the ends of the wires for tests or con-

nections. Under this head are shown the distributing

boxes by means of which a main cable may be cut into, the

wires for various services may be taken out without dis-

turbing the working abiltyof other lines in the cable. This

is practically shown in the taking from the manhole and up

the pole a section of underground cable and connected

through a terminal to the aerial cable for distribution above

ground. On a table near the center of the space are ex-

hibited numerous sections of lead covered cables which

the method of making different kinds of joints. Main line

joints, branch connections, etc., in electric light and power

cables, in telephone, messenger and other cables are shown.

Near by is a pile of cases containing the ozite compound

extensively used as an insulation for filling caljle joints.

THE EXHIBIT OP THE MTANr).\Rn UNDEKGliOUND CABLE COMPANY.

south-western part of Electricity Building on the main

floor the Standard Underground Cable Company has

placed its exhibit. As a background to the exhibit there

has been erected a representation of an elevation of a

street showing the pavement on top, the soil beneath and

the position and method of laying the Standard Under-

ground system.

The conduit is shown as it actually appears in the ground.

Manholes are constructed in the line of different kinds and

through the open side the interior is exposed to the view of

the visitor. The lead covered cable is there shown with the

joints and branches, made according to the methods

adopted by the company. The manholes are covered v/ith

frames and covers of the latest pattern. AH details have

been so faithfully carried out that the visitor almost be-

lieves himself in a trench in the street. There has also

been erected in this space a pole line showing the Standard

company's overhead system. Several poles have been placed

at convenient distances apart for displaying the system.

From these poles are strung a line of duplex cable suj)ported

caljle terminals, splice boxes, converters, etc. Variously

distributed about the space are reels, showing the kinds and

character of wires and cables manufactured by this company.

The line includes wire for every branch of the electrical

industry. In pyramid form are arranged reels of wire and

cables with the large lead covered messenger and telephone

cable at the bottom, above which are placed smaller

cables and wires, both braided and waterproof, then the

smaller wires, lamp cord and annunciator wires. Several

large reels of the lead covered duplex cable specially

adapted for the alternating current are shown, also cables

for high tension light and power circuits, and numerous

samples of the Waring anti-induction cables of the flat and

clover leaf styles. A complete set of tools is also shown for

removing the lead casing and the insulation from the wires,

showing the perfection of this branch of the work and the

facilities for performing quickly and easily any alterations.

While the exhibit shows in a general way the range of

the business of the company an inspection of the lighting

and power distributing system of the Exposition will show
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the capabilities of the company for complete and extensive

installations. Within the grounds of the Exposition 390,-

000 feet of feeders and mains used in the distribution

of the alternating current for the incandescent lighting of

the grounds and buildings have been installed and main-

tained by the Standard Underground Cable Company.

This company has offices both in New York and Chicago,

although its main offices and factories are in Pittsburgh,

Pa.

The Western Electric Company Sues the General

Electric Company.

The exhibitors in the Electricity Building have until re-

cently been friendly and pleasant in their relation with

each other and what rivalry there has existed has been un-

marred by any ill feeling. Prof. Barrett, the chief of the

department, has been most equitable in the management of

his department. On July 17th some one removed the signs

of the Western Electric Company from its lamp posts in

the Electricity Building, a most cowardly act, and one that

no one with any manhood or the least appreciation of

respectable business methods would degrade himself to do

in dealing with a competitor. The result of this is the

suit brought by the Western Electric Company against

the GsQsral Electric Company et al. on Aug. 23. The
following is an abstract of the declaration:

State of Illinois,
(

County of Cook. f

®®-

In the Superiok Court of said County.

To the September Term, A.D., 1893.

Western Electric Company, a corporation organized and ex-

isting under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Illinois,

plaintiff, by Williams, Holt & Wheeler, its attorneys, complains
of the General Electric Company, a corporation organized and
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New
York, and E. J. Spencer, R. W. Hofstede-Crull, John Doe,

James Rogers, Henry Smith and William Wilson in a plea of

trespass on the case.

That heretofore, to-wit, prior to the first day of May, 1893,

the World's Columbian Exposition, a corporation of the State

of Illinois, by John P. Barrett, chief of its electrical depart-

ment, solicited the plaintiff to exhibit its electrical devices

and products at the Fair or Columbian Exposition, conducted
under the auspices of said corporation in the city of Chicago
during the summer of the year 1893, and the plaintiff, believing

that by so doing, it would not only add to the interest and value
of said Exposition, but would secure to itself great advant-

ages by bringing its products and machines into favorable

notice among the visitors to said Exposition, consented to

make an exhibit, but as a part of such exhibit, the plaintiff

was solicited by said Barrett and consented to furnish iron

poles or posts, such as are used upon streets for carrying

electric lights, which posts to the number of 30 were agreed
to be placed at various points on the main floor and in the
gallery of the Electrical Building in said Exposition and es-

pecially in the public passageways of said building. That it

was further agreed between said World's Columbian Exposi-

tion and the plaintiff that upon certain of said posts, arc

lights manufactured by the plaintiff should be placed and up-

on others of said posts, arc lights manufactured by the defend-

ant, General Electric Company, should be placed, the designation

of the particular posts to be occupied by the lamps of the re-

spective manufacturers to be made by the said Barrett, chief

of the electrical department of said Exposition; and it was fur-

ther agreed that in consideration that the plaintiff would
furnish said posts that the plaintiff' should be allowed to mark
sa'd posts with the name of the plaintiff, not only upon brass

plates screwed upon said posts near the base thereof, but
also upon glass signs inserted in the hood or covering at the

top of said posts in the manner in which are customarily in-

serted signs bearing the names of streets in cities. And it

was further agreed that the lamps furnished by manufactur-
ers other than the plaintiff" and placed upon said posts should

be marked with the names of the respective manufacturers, so

that said manufacturers should have due credit for their lamps,

and the plaintiff should have due credit for its posts. That the

said posts were manufactured and erected by the plaintiff and
signs placed thereon in accordance with its agreement, as

aforesaid, and that said posts were especially designed and
adapted for their purpose, and possessed great advantages over

the posts customarily made by other manufacturers, and it was
and is of great advantage to the plaintiff to have its name
plainly appear on all the said posts and upon the glass signs

aforesaid, and that said privilege was and is of gi-eat value to

the plaintiff, to-wit, of the value of ten thousand dollars

($10,000).

That the defendant, the General Electric Company, prior to

the first day of May, 1893, had agreed with the said World's

Columbian Exposition that it would also exhibit its products

and machines in the said Electrical Building, and among other

things, that it would furnish lamps as aforesaid to be placed

upon certain of the posts manufactured by theplantift', as afore-

said, to-wit, to the number of 37. That the defendant, E. J.

Spencer, who, at all the times herein mentioned, was and is the

agent of the defendant, the General Electric Company, in charge

of its exhibit at said Exposition, conspiring with said General

Electric Company to injure the plantiff and deprive it of its

advantage from the exhibition of said glass signs upon its posts

aforesaid, repeatedly and continuously endeavored, to-wit, from

the first day of May, lS93,to the 17th day of July, 1893, to secure

the removal of said glass signs bearing the name of the plantiff

from those posts which had been designated by said Barrett to

carry the lamps of said General Electric Company. That at

various times between the dates last above mentioned, said

General Electric Compay, by said Spencer and its other agents,

demanded that said glass signs be removed and replaced by plain

glass, and at various times threatened, if its said demands were

not complied with, that it would remove its entire exhibit from

said Electrical Building, and the said General Electric Company
continuously neglected and refused to place its lamps upon the

posts designated for that purpose by said Barrett, as aforesaid,

unless and until the said signs bearing the name of the plantiff

should be removed from said post, although the General Electric

Company did place a small number, to-wit, three or four lamps

upon posts adjacent to its own exhibit.

That the said Barrett declined to yield to the improper and
unlawful threats and demands of the said General Electric

Company and Spencer, made in pursuance of the conspiracy

aforesaid, and insisted that the said General Elecric Company
should comply with its agreement and place its lamps properly

marked upon the posts of the plaintiff designated by said Bar-

rett, and that to wit, on the 17th day of July, 1893, the said de-

fendants, said General Electric Company, E. J. Spencer, R. W.
Hofstede, John Doe, Henry Smith, James Rogers and William

Wilson, conspired to injure the plaintiff and to take possession

of its property and deprive it of its benefit and advantage afore-

said from the exhibition of its posts, and thereupon during the

night, between the hours of eleven o'clock p.m. on July 17 and

two A.M. on July 18, the said defendants, R. W. Hofstede-Crull,

John Doe, Henry Smith, James Rogers and William Wilson,

acting in pursuance of said conspiracy and under the direction

of said General Electric Company and E. J. Spencer, did enter

the said Electrical Building and unlawfully and feloniously re-

move and take away the glass signs aforesaid bearing the name
of the plaintiff", but only from the posts which had been desig-

nated as aforesaid to carry the lamps manufactured by the Gen-

eral Electrical Company, and not from the posts designated to

carry the lamps of the plaintiff; that the guards employed in

and about the said building did not interfere with such removal

for the reason that the said defendants, Hoftede-CruU, Doe,

Smith, Rogers and Wilson, engaged in such removal were men
who were known by said guards to be in the employ of said

General Electrical Company, and were therefore supposed to

have the right and authority to remove said signs.

By reason whereof and of all the actings and doings of said

defendants in the premises the plaintiff has suffered great loss

in the value of said signs so feloniously taken and removed, and
in the money expended in and about the putting of said signs

in place and in the loss of the benefit and advantage of adver-

tising its posts and devices, as aforesaid, to the damage of the

plaintiff of ten thousand dollars ($10,000), and therefore the

plaintiff' brings its suit.
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Batteries

D'sque La Clmiche Batterv. Phoenix Dry Battery.

Quad Battery.

Crenet Battery.

Battery Exhibit Electricity BIdg. World's Fair.
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Gravity Battery. Smee Battery.
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Weco Carbon

Battery.

Carbon Battery.

Western Electric Company,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
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LINE SUPPLIES. CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

RUBBER COVERED WIRES. WEATHER PROOF WIRES.

ELECTRICAL HOUSE GOODS.

TELEPHONE SUPPLIES^ TELEGRAPH SUPPLIES.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPAIMY,
CHICAGO. . . . 242 Madison Street, . . . CHICAGO.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC GO,
MANCHESTER, CONN.

Offices, 116 Bedford St., BOSTON.
AND

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

THE ''NOVAK" LAMP.

CLAFLIN & KIMBALL (Inc.)

General Selling Agents.

116 Bedford Street, BOSTON.

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.
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9'/.Jitert^e^ry:

Enterprise

Electric-

Company
207 Dearborn Street.

Ctiicago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, -%.«-%,

Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

a. SUPPLIES OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

Locust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

——Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING,
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Map of Chicago.
ShowiDg Location of its E'ectrical and Allied Business Interests, Principal Hotels, Theatres, Depots and Transportation Lines tothe World s iair Grounds. (Index numbers refer to the black squares.)
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Ansoma Elec Co., Michigan Ave. & Randolph St 34
American Battery Co., 188 Madifon St. .... 'si
Bartholomew, Stow & Co , .W Michigan Ave 4"
Barton & Brown, 1428 Monadnoek Block 29Benham, A. D., 200 S. Clinton St

'

'

' s
Brill Co., J. G., Phenix Bldg 23
Bryant Electric Co 39
Brush Electric Co., Monadnoek Block. ..'! 29
Buckeye Electric Co.. 437 Rookery Bldg. ...

' '"24
Calumet Electric Mfg. .&, Engineering Co., 174 S
Clinton St .'

o
. -^

Central Electric Lt. & Pr. Co., 185 Dearhom St. 1 ! ! !

!

' 36
Central Electric Co.. 118 Franklin St ]0
Central Telephone Co 31
Chicago Arc Light & Power Co, Washington' St.'.'PlT-
mouth PI "..

8 & 33
Chicago Telephone Co., 203 Washington St ^

.'.'.'.'..... 17
Chicago Edison Co se
Chicago Electric Club, 175 Clark St. ..'..". ', "".^."'31
Chicago Electric MotorCo., .313S. Canal St. 49
Chicago Rawhide M g. Co., 75 Ohio St 45
Chicago Insulated Wire Co., 214 The Northern 22
Claflin & Kimball, 1001 Chamber of Ccmmerce Bldg 27
Cleveland Electric & Mfg. Co., 149 La talle St 46
Cutter, Geo., 851 The Kookery 24

Gushing &, Morse. 225 De.irborn St.
Commercial Elec Co.. The Rookoiy.
Consolidated Electric Co le
C. &C. Electric MotorCo., 201 Madi-on St 15
D'Unger El. Telephone Co., Stock Exchange Bldg 37
Detroit Electrical Works, 917 Monadnoek Block ...29
Edwards, W. S.. Mfg. Co., 21 Lake St 41
Eddy Blectiic Mfg. Co., 1417 Monadnoek Block 29
Electric Construction & Supply Co., Unity Bldg... 38
Electiic Appliance Co., 242 Madieon St 9
Electrical Industries Pub Co., Monadock Block.29
Enierprise Electric Co.. 307 Dearborn St 32
Ft. Wayne Elec. Co., 185 Dearborn St 36
Globe Light & Heat Co., 52 Luke St 39
Gregory, Chas. E.. Co.. 49 S. Jefferson St 44
Gnat Western Mfg. Co.. 203 S. Canal St 49
General Electric Co., 175 Adams St 18
General Incand. Arc L't. Co., 175 Adams St 18
Hood, Wm., 239LaSalleSt
Holtzcr-Ciibot Elec. Co., 307 Dearborn St...! ."39
Illinois Elec. Lamp Co., 171-173 S. Canal St ..... 5
.Jenney Elec. Motor Co., 932 Monadock Block 29
Keystone Elec. Co., 345 S. Canal St 49
Knapp Elec. Works, 56 Franklin St 13
Kohler Bros., 1417 Monadock Block 29

McDougall & Cniiimings, -Unity Bldg.
McLean & Schmitt, 195 S. Canal St
Mather Elec. Co., Chiimber of Commerce Bldg. . ,

.

New York Insulated Wire Co., 80 Frankln St. .

.

National Elec. Mfg. Co., Pullman Bldg
Postal Telegraph Co., Phenix Bldg
Pullman's Palace Car Co.. Pullman Bldg
Puinpelly, J. K., 205 S. Canal St
Phoenix Glass Co., Wabash Ave. and Lake St
Railway Equipment Co., Pullman Bldg
Rockford Elec. <S Mfg. Co., 94 La Salle St
Standard Elec. Co., 625 Home Ins. Bldg
Siemers-Halske Elec. Co.. 1225 Monadnoek Block.
Star Elec. Lamp Co., 805 Chamber of Com. Bldg
Stirling Co., 606 Pullman Bldg

,

Schieren, Chas. A., & Co., 46 S. Canal St
Short Elec. Railway Co. Monadnoek Block
Taylor, Goodhue* Ames, 348 Dearborn St
Todd. Applegate Co., The, 340 Dearborn St
Waddell-Entz C"., 1122 Monadnoek Block
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co, Pullman Bldg..
Western Electric Co., 227 S.Clinton St
Wollensak, J. F., Lake and Franklin Sts
Western Union Telegraph Co., Phenix Bldg
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FERRISWHEEL
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When you visit the World's Fair, you will

naturally take a ride on the FERRIS WHEEL
and be interested in the ELECTRIC LIGHT
INSTALLATION, which is wired throughout
with

OKONITE NA/IRE:
FURNISHED BY THE

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116-118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
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The Standard Underground Cable Co.
ARE THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF

LEAD COVERED CABLES
AND INSULATED WIRES

IN THE UNITED STATES.

And Prepared to offer bids on any or all installations of

Underground or Aerial Systems for Telegraph,

TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.
Westinghouse Building,

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Rookery, CHICAGO. Times BIdg., NEINA/ YORK.

THE MONTHLY ISSUE FOR AUGUST

Should be read by everyone Interested in electrical matters, In its table of contents is the following:

"Incandescent Lighting at the World's Fair."
"The Electric Power Plant of the Chicago City Railway."
"Steam Engine Efficiency—Its Possibilities and Limitations" by Wm. H. Bryan.
"Alternating Arc Lighting for Central Stations" bj- H. S. Putnam.
"Hard Rubber as an Insulator in Street Railway Work" by W. R. Mason.
"A Brief Review."
Together with illustrations of the recent applications of electricit}'.

The paper also contains regularly
A Buyer's Directory of Manufacturers and Dealers in Electrical Supplies and Appliances.
A Complete Directory of Electric Light Stations in North America and a Complete Directory oi

Electric Railways in North America.
These directories are revised each issue to the date of going to press and are to be found in no

other electrical journal in the World. Its articles are read carefully and its directories used constantly
by all the buyers in the trade. These facts make it without a" superior as an advertising medium.
Sample copies and rates sent on application.

Subscription price $3 per year. Six months trial $1, if ordered during the next 30 days.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUB. CO.,
Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.
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CLARK
COMPANY, NEW YORK,O

^ 192 Broadway and II Joh 1 Stree".

UJ MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

—I

I

The CLARK ARO LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

III the best and most durable of any ever made in the United Stales.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS
A SF=ECIAI_XY.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTilMC
(.reatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
) OTHER RAWHIDE

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGER'S PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is
not affected by steam or dampness:
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and the most econoin-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, OHICACO, ULL

Standard Electric Company.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AX THE

"WOI^LD'S F-A.IR..

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.

Sec. S, 20

ELECTRICITY BUILDING, Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

The Standard Lamps Light the Power Plant, Machinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Building, and

Othsr Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Rod Lamp.
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riile after mile of

SIMPLEX WIRE
Supplied to the

FERRI5 WHEEL

By...George Cutter,

The Rookery, CHICAGO.

SIMPLEX WIRES
INSURE
HIGH

,
INSULATION

/.d^^'''* Simplex EiBciFlcai Co.

620 Atlantic Ave.,

George Cutter, Chicago. boston, mass.

Mads 5 amp. S. P.
1 O amp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.

1 O amp. 3 way.

XNTRIC
"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

%

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South Itth St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

China Window Tube (Patented).

Made only by PASS & SEYMOUR,
George Cutter, SYRACUSE, N. Y

CHICAGO.

Qonsolidek-tcd EUc-fcric (p.

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

Electrical . supplies,

11s RranPclin Street,

CHICAGO.

OEOI^CS-E FOPtTEI^,
ContrdOtor for All Kinds of

ELECTRICAL \A/ORK.
Room 67, 143 La Salle St., CHICAGO.

Crary Block, BOONE, OWA.

CHAS. A. SGHIEREN & GO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Genuine Perforated Electric

Leather Belting.

46 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO

Section 1 5, Dpt. F, Clm. 27. Section D, Space 3

MACHINERY HALL. ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

CALL AND EXAMINE

Lawton's Call Indicator,

Indispensable for hotels, railroad

oflBces, school buildings, hos-

pitals, etc.

Section Y, Space 45, Gallery Electricity Building,

WORLD'S FAIR.

oh:io.a.oo, ijl.1l.

WAGNER ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS
For Direct or Alternating Currents.

These motors give a stronger breeze with lees consumption of current than
any other fan motor on the market. They are full 1-8 horse power. Six bladed
IS-inch fan. Self-oiling. Furnished with or without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE 6l AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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Exhibit of the Central Electric Company.

Walkiug tJiroiigh the southwestern p.irt of the gallery of

Electricity Building one meets with some mammoth reels

nearly six feetin diameter of wire and cable, the well known

product of the OkoniteCo., of New York. These constitute a

portion of the exhibit of the Central Electric Company, of IIS

nite trade mark. Something of the variety of electrical

conductors which the Okonite company manufacture is

shown in this exhibit. Reels of the heavy armored con-

ductors for submarine lines, largo, many circuit, lead

covered telephone and telegrai)h cables for underground and

conduit lines, l)raided aerial cables and numerous sizes of

the smaller insulated wires are exhibited.

IF THK CENTRAL ELECTKIC COMPANY.

Franklin St., Chicago. This exhibit as a whole is i:)eculiar

in two special features which constitute the principal points

of electric light installations, namely the wire used and the

system of installing the wire.

The great reels of cable standing almost as high as the

visitors head have attracted more attention since it was

used in wiring the great Ferris w'heel. These reels are

painted white and on the sides appear the well known ()ko-

These cables are used by the telephone and telegrajili

companies in their regular work and were made in accord-

ance with their specifications. The insulation known as

Okonite is a special high grade j)atented rubber compound

which is thoroughly seasoned and tested. The Okonite

Co., received a gold medal at the Paris exposition in 188^.

Nearly (iO miles of Okonite wire was used in the installa-

tion of the police patrol and the fire alarm systems at the
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Fair. The feeders for the Intramural Railway and the

wires of the lighting system of the Libbey Glass Works are

also of this kind of insulated cables and wires. A number

of large photographic views of the Okouite factory adorns

the walls of the exhibit which show the works and the

method of insulating these wires.

One of the most interesting parts of the exhibit of the

company is the exhibit of the coDduit system of wiring.

This system is that of the Interior Conduit Insulation

company, of New York, for which the Central Electric Com-

pany is general western agent.

On two large panels with projecting tops the conduit and

various fittings and ap)pliances are displayed. The conduit

is of two kinds, plain and brass armored, the fittings and at-

tachments for each being very much alike except the out-

ward finish. The system is so complete, necessary fittings

being made for turning corners and connecting the different

lines and branches, that there is no part of the wire in a

building but what is enclosed and protected by the conduit;

The conduit is shown in sizes that will admit wire or

cable from one fourth inch in diameter to two and one-half

inches in diameter. Between these panels is a panel show-

ing samples of carbon of the various kinds handled by the

Central company from the works of the Washington Car-

bon Company, of Pittsburgh.

In contrast is shown the raw unmoulded carbon and the

marketable article. Sample carbons for arc lights in a large

number of sizes, battery carbons of the shapes best adapted

to the different kinds of carbon batteries are shown. Also

carbon jjlates for electrolytic plants, carbon brushes for

motors and dynamos and samples showing something of

the capacity of the works, are exhibited.

Another of the many articles handled by this company

and exhibited in a practical way at the Fair is the Luudel

l^ower motor which is used in a number of exhibits. One
of these is in constant use in the United States Whip Co's.

exhibit in the making of the souvenir jjen holders. In the

the Linotype type-setting exhibit which has received

EXHIBIT OF TUE EXCELSIOR ELECTEIC COMPANY.

and the wire in any part or all of it may be withdrawn and

new wire inserted.

The stringent rules of the fire underwriters and the extra

rates charged for poor methods of wiring have caused this

system to be used to a large extent. The system is adapted

for any system of wiring and is as easily applied to the

three or five wire systems as the two wire. The conduit

will all be concealed beneath the plaster or if run open it is

furnished in colors to match the interior finish of the build-

ing. The joints are all neatly and tastily made and the

junction boxes and terminals fitted with covers of any de-

sired finish makes the system present an excellent appear-

ance.

In plastered buildings the terminals are concealed under

the fixture canopy and the cut-out or junction boxes may
ajipear almost anywhere without marring the appearance

of the room, as. nothing but the top appears above the

plaster over which a handsome cover is placed.

On these panels are shown the porcelain cut-out blocks

both for the large and small boxes of such size and shape

that they just fill the boxes and yet leave room enough for

the connections. There is also shown neatly arranged on

the panels the necessary coupling and cutting tools, pliers,

etc., needed in the installation of this system.

a good deal of attention another of these motors is

used. Others are used about the Fair two being put to the

novel use of propelling the Japanese launch.

Above the exhibit there have been erected a number of

signs the largest of which gives the names and factories of

the three large companies for whom the Central Electric

Company is the general western agent.

Exhibit of the Excelsior Electric Company.

Just to the left of the east entrance of Electricity Build-

ing is located the exhibit of the Excelsior Electric Company.

The rows of arc lamps suspended above the railing that sur-

rounds the exhibit immediately attracts the attention of the

p)assing visitor. In this exhibit of lamps are the various

styles of arc lamps the comjaany manufacturers. Lamps
adapted to the different places in which the arc lamp is

used, weather proof lamps for the street, lamj)s for interiors

with high ceilings, short lamps for low ceiling with the arc

but 15 inches from the top, in this lamp both the upper and

lower carbons move.

Lamps for use on steamboats with lenses, focusing lamps

for photographic purposes etc., are shown. The latest du-

plex street lamiD is shown which is so arranged that while
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the first set of carbons is Iniruiug tJie other set is lield up.

The toji of tlie rod of the first carbou is provided with a

button which trips a lever wlien that carbon is burned out

and throws the second set of carbons into use. Special at-

tention has been given in the construction of these lamps
to the facilities for cleaning them easily. The switch on

the lamp when turned throws the lamp entirely out of cir-

cuit, thus the safety of the trimmer is assured.

Tn the front part of the space is a 30 arc light dynamo
with case opened so as to show the armature and bearings,

and on counters are shown fan motors of various sizes from

one tenth horse power up. On the left is a 1 0-horse power

motor l)eltedto a 120-ampere incandescent 110- volt dynamo
at the side of «hich is placed a skeleton switchboard with

ammeter, voltmeter, fuse, switches, etc., very neatly ar-

ranged. In the center of the exhibit is a 20-volt 2.400-ampere

])lating machine around which are placed motors, commu-
tators and parts of motors and dynamos showing the con-

struction of the different parts. Back of this is placed a

lOO-light 2,000 candle power arc dynamo belted to a shaft

beneath the floor. At tlie sides are jilaced racks holding a

The Excelsior Company manufacture these outfits in a

number of sizes. They have Ijeen used successfuly in a

variety of places and have been found especially efficient

for raising water to the upper stories of buildings where the

pressure on the street mains was not sufficient.

The exhibit is in charge of Mr. Geo. H. Almon who is

looking after the interests of the company at the Fair.

Exhibit of the Stilwell=Bierce & Sniith-Vaile Co.

The exhibit of heaters, vvatervi'heels and puni[)s made by

the Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-Vaile Company is located in

the annex to Machinery Hall column J., 37 section 14,

directly opposite the booth of the mechanical trade iournal.

Since the consolidation of the two companies represented

by the above name early in the year the construction of

both water power and steam a[)paratus has been largely

undertaken by the new firm.

A prominent position is given to different sizes and types

of the victor turbine. A !•"> inch horizontal doulile victor

wliee) with register gates, a good representation of the

IF THK STII,Wf;i.I.IiIKR<E ,V SMITH-VAI.E C. >M l'.\ .N V .

dozen armatures of different sizes with their brightly

polished shafts.

On stands near the walls are shown a number of power

motors of one, three and five horse power adapted for arc

and incandescent light and power circuits, also plating

dynamos of different capacities. On the wall to the right

are placed connecting boards, rheostats, switches, meters,

starting boxes, etc. The name of the company in large

white letters covers the west wall. The motors of this

company have been used to drive all kinds of machinery.

The company building motors for different voltages has

been able to supply motors for almost any circuit.

A part of the exhil)it that attracts the attention of the

passing visitor is the motor and pump shown in operation.

Two tanks are placed one above the other. From the lower

tank a line of wrought iron pipe leads to the upper in

which is placed a small rotary pump. This pump which

can be placed in any line of water pipe as easily as making

a connection, is operated by a one half horse power motor.

This outfit that occupies a space not more than three feet

square is said to be able to raise 500 gallons of water an

hour 40 feet and at a cost of about Ht cents ])er hour for

current.

horizontal type of modern turbine. Another five inch

horizontal wheel for high pressures and using a gate valve

are shown. In the regular type with vertical shaft there

are shown a 27i inch with cylinder gate, a 30 inch with

register gate and a six inch with the same gate. The wheels

are all well finished, simple in construction and have a rep-

utation for very high efiSciency. The Stillwell live steam

purifier is exhibited with one end open to show the method
of construction and to explain the working of the same. It

will be remembered that this purifier is a cylinder or

chamber placed a few feet higher than the water level in

the boiler and to which live steam is admitted at boiler pres-

sure. The feed water enters at the top and being fed very

slowly strikes the top one of a series of shallow pans which

tip slightly in opposite directions; the water traversing

these in a thin sheet is thoroughly heated to the boiler pres-

sure and any im))urities contained in the same are de-

l)osited either in the pans or are filtered out in the coke

filter pans at the bottom. Water enters the boiler from this

heater and jjurifies by gravity and at the same temperature

as that in the boiler. The principle is one of common
sense and should meet with the most extended success as it

will easily save its cost in a very short period.
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A sample of the Stillwell vertical improved exhaust

heater, purifier and filter combined is shown. This is some-

what similar in principle to the one above described and

has an additional convenience in an automatic water inlet

valve which controls the supply of feed water and prevents

too much entering at a time. The new Stillwell close

heater is also exhibited. This device has brass tubes in a

U form expanded into a heater that is bolted to one end of

a cylinder. A partition in the cylinder between the turn of

the tubes prevents the feed water going straight through

and another partition in the casting bolted into the base

directs exhaust steam into one end of the tubes and out of

the other. This heater is laid on its side and the support

form a mud drum from which is taken all the deposits froms

impure water.

In the pump jjart of the exhibit are samples of various

sizes and styles of the Smith- Vaile duplex pumps. A large

compound isump with duplex tandem steam cylinders, a

large Underwriters pump with duplex cylinders a capacity

of 750 gals, per minute with IG by 9 by 12 cylinders are

shown. Also a receiver pump for the return end of steam

heating system is shown; this pump has an automatic float

controller with by 4 by 6 cylinders.

Other pumps, one a duplex 7 by 4i by U), another dujilex

3 by 2 by 4 and another a deep well [nunp Ui by 30 steam

cylinder, are shown. All the products of this company are

of the best design and show a degree of finisli and work-

manshiiD equal to any.

If they will now add a first class water wheel regulator

to their other products, one that will do for electric light

and power work, the Stillwell-Bierce & Smith-Vaile Co.

will be able to supply an equipment that will meet all the

wants of the motive power end of any large plant.

A Chicago Branch of American Institute of E. E.

On Saturday evening of last week a meeting of the Chi-

cago members of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers was held and the advisability of establishing a

branch at Chicago was discussed. Mr. Pope addressed the

meeting on the Institute and its work. Prof. W. N. Stine,

of the Armour Institute offered the free use of the lecture

room and laboratory for the use of the branch. A number

of others spoke, among whom were Dr. Keith, of San Fran-

cisco, and Mr. W. H. Preece, of London. A committee

consisting of Messrs. B. J. Arnold, H. A. Foster and R. H.

Pierce was appointed to canvass the members and ascertain

the support such a branch would receive.
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California Mid=Winter Exposition.

The management of the California Mid-Winter Exposi-

tion announces that the success of the enterprise is assured.

A large number of exhibits have already been promised, and

the plans for the buildings decided upon. Special arrange-

ments have been made with the railroads for the transpor-

tation of exhibits. Just what part electricity will take in

the exposition we are as yet uninformed, but it is safe to

say that it will do its share. Whether it will pay electrical

manufacturers to make extensive exhibits is a matter they

alone can judge, but in any event a large amount of light

and power will be required to operate the exhibition suc-

cessfully.

The Mason Battery Company, New York, has placed a

line of batteries on exhibition in section S, just east of the

Paiste switch display.
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To many persons the electric fountains at the Fair have

been something of a disappointment. The fountains are

but a part of the great basin and consequently are not

]ilaeed so as to form a center of attraction, liut to form one

part of a great whole. In order that they might harmo-

nize with their surroundings they were placed much below

the level of the plaza about the Administration Building;

consequently to persons in the rear of a crowd the fountains

look small in this ''city of grand jai'oportions.'" They are

also contrasted with the Lincoln Park fountain, which on

its elevation is a most beautiful sight, appearing as it does

against the dark background of the trees. But the wheat-

sheafs and other water effects, which form a .special feature

of the Columbian fountains, are not as perfect. The best view

is secured from the basin. To persons in a boat a scene

unsurpassed in bi illiancy is presented, but the fountains

are not the central object and some of their brilliancy is

lost in the bright light of their surroundings, but the colors

appear clear and beautiful. There will undoubtedly be a

great improvement in their operation since they have now

23assed under the management of the Exjiosition. The
same hand will now manage both the water and light sup-

ply and the full power of the fountains will be displayed.

The reception given by the Department of Electricity

through its genial chief. Prof. J. P. Barrett, to members of

the Electrical Congress on Saturday evening of congress

week was an enjoyable ending to a day at the Fair. The
members of the congress had spent the day at the Fair

viewing more especially the electrical features of the Ex-

position, and they promptly availed themselves of the op-

portunity of discussing that part of the Fair. The refresh-

ments served were excellent and of a kind conducive to a

friendly interchange of opinions on the various features of

the Fair or rather were not, as one member remarked as he

arose with both hands and his mouth full to make a

speech.

Dr. J. A. Hornsby, assistant chief of the department, was

attentive to the wants and comfort of the guests and his

remarks on the electrical features of the Exposition were
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pertinent and interesting. Prof, Elihu Thomson, Dr. Emery,

Prof. Houston, Mr. DeCauip, Prof. S. P. Thompson, Prof.

G. R. Barker, Mr. Weston and Dr. Keith each respondeil

to the toasts proposed by Prof. Barrett who occupied the

chair of honor in the center of the party.

The Department of Electricity has always been very

generous in its treatment of visitors and this special enter

tainment which it j)rovided was greatly appreciatted by all

who were j)resent.

WORLD'S FAIR NOTES.

The exhibit of the .\nsonia Electric Company was

closed a portion of last week in con.sequeuce of the assign-

ment of the company.

Bartholomew, Stow A: Co., are installing an exhibit of

Nutting arc lamps at the south end of the gallery, near

the phonograph exhibit.

The popular electrical lectures that were being given in

the scenic theatre of the Western Electric Co- have been

discontinued for the present.

The Belknap Motor Company ha.s added to its exhibit a

direct connected dynamo and vertical type engine of small

size. At present the dynamo runs the engine.

Official photographer .\rnold obtained some very good

negatives of many of the prominent delegates to the World's

Electrical Congress while they were at the Fair.

The control of the electrical fountains is now in the hands

of the Exj)osition. Disj)lays of the intricate water effects

are now made during the day and the fountains areillumin-

ated every evening.

Since Se[>t. 1st. the Elektron Mfg. Co. has carried an

average of over fifteen hundred persons daily in its display

elevator in the northwest corner of Electricity Building.

The accommodation that is thus afforded is highly a])j)reci-

ated by both the public and the gallery exhibitors .

The Jury of Awards has been progressing very rapidly

with its work. The work of testing the lamps and in-

struments has been delayed somewhat but the laboratories

are now fully equipped and the tests will be soon under

way. It will probably be very near the close of the Expo-

sition before the tests will be completed.

An interesting use of the phonograph may be seen in a

number of the educational exhibits in the gallery of the

Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building. Records have

been secured of the singing by the children in the various

schools, and in this way the progress made in the art of

reading nnis-c is very easily shown.

The popularity of the gallery of the Electrical Building

shows the success of the efforts made by the Gallery Ex-

hibitors Club. Neat signs announcing the attractions in

the gallery have been placed in conspicuous places, a liberal

number of seats have been provided and an artistic little

.souvenir is given away to visitors. The increa.sed attend-

ance must be a source of satisfaction to the committee who
have hail the matter in charge.

The four large Westinghouse vertical engines, directly

connected to Westinghouse dynamos placed close together

in the power plant in Machinery Hall form a very compact

plant as well as one of great power. Each engine is of

1,000-horse power capacity and each dynamo has a capacity

of 10,000 ]() candle power lights. In this block there is

then a ])lant of 40,000 lights. The engines are double act-

ing steeple compound engines and run 200 revolutions per

minute. The low pressure cylinder is placed above the

high pressure, and the cylinders are respectively thirty-seven

and twenty-two and one-half inches in diameter and have
a stroke of twenty-two inches.

Many of I he official delegates attending the World's

Electrical Congress remained in the city to enjoy the varied

features of the Fair. Dr. H. von Helmholtz is spending two
weeks in the Yellowstone National Park. Prof. Alex.

Siemens and Prof. M. Mascart have already returned home.
Prof. Ayrton sails this week on the Germania, and Prof,

(xalileo Ferraris will leave Sunday on the Paris. Prof.

W. H. Preece will spend some time at Niagara before

returning to England.

An attractive addition to the decoration of Electricity

Building is being placed this week, by the Department of

Electricity, between the exhibits of the Brush Co., and the

Ft. Wayne Co. An artistic arrangement of flags made of

many different colored incandescent lamps will be shown.

The lighting of the lamps will be automatically controlled so

as to give the rtags a waiving effect. The artistic signs and
electrical effects that have been added during the past

month by the various exhibitors has much improved the ap-

pearance of the building.

The writer of fairy tales has told of the doors that wen-

opened by unseen hands on the approach of the hero of the

story and noiselessly closed after he had passed through.

That doors of this kind should become a commercial article,

was iieyond our comjirehension when we read those tales,

but among the other wonderful and mysterious things to

the uniiutiated in Electricity Building are a number of

doors that open as a person ajiproaches them and close

after him. These doors are operated i)y the Hicks-Troy

electric door operator, and a visit to the exhibit in the

west gallery will be of interest.

In the German section of the Manufactures Building

Heinrich Seitz exhibits two unique fixtures for electric light-

ing. They are both three quarter size figures in bronze.

One represents the figure of an old peasant holding an old-

fashioned square lantern at arm's length and shading his

eyes with the other hand to get a clearer view into the sur

rounding darkness. The other is the figure of a country-

man who is evidently having his first experience with the

physical effects of an electrical battery. Clasped in either

hand are the electrodes, with sockets for lamps in the upper

ends, while the expression of the face and pose of the body

plainly indicate that the current is on.

The three Climax boilers in the boiler-room annex to

Machinery Hall have attracted a great deal attention on

account of their odd shape which is very much different from

that of the ordinary water tube boiler. These boilers are

two of -"iOO and one of 1 ,000-horse power capacity and 13

and lo^ feet in diameter. The latter standing 37 feet high.

This boiler is said to be the largest boiler in the world and

is guaranteed to evaporate 30,tK)0 pounds every hour. The
total heating surface is 10,000 square feet, the surface of

1,000 tubes 12 feet long. The construction of these boilers

is not very complex. It consists of a vertical cylinder of

sufficient strength to withstand the internal steam pressure.

From its outer surface these tubes come out and then bend
back and again enter this vertical cylinder. This is sur-

rounded by a shell lined with material that will prevent the

radiation of the heat. The furnace is pla<;ed beneath the

boiler and as will be readily seen the hot air and gases

pass over a large amount of surface before reaching the

stack. These boilers were built by the Cloubrock Steam

Boiler Works, Brooklyn, N. Y,
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PERSONAL.

Mr. F. S. Hunting-, of the Ft. Wayne Electric Co., is now at

the Fair.

Mr. H. A. Lawton returns from an extended trip East, the

latter part of this week.

Mr. W. H. McKinlock has associated himself with the Enter-

prise Electric Co., Chicago.

Mr. Caryl D. Haskins, of the General Electric t:o., Boston, is

in the city visiting the Fair.

Mr. E. R. Knowles, engineer for the Schuyler Electric Co.,

Middletown, Conn., is among the arrivals this week.

Mr. A. L. Daniels of the Miamisburg Electric ('o.,Miamisburg,

Ohio, is spending a few days at the Fair this week.

Mr. W. E. Dresser, superintendent of telegraphs from Costa

Rica, has been spending some time at the Exposition.

Mr. F. W. Fairfield, city electrician from Nashville, Tenn.,

has been in the city visiting the Exposition during the past

week.

Mr. Coleman Sellers, the well known engineer of Philadel-

phia, registered at the Windermere last week, and was an
interested visitor of the electrical exhibits.

Mr. Mignel F. Horta, an engineer from the Kepublic of

Uruguay, South America, is now at the Exposition, making a

special study of electrical railway exhibits.

Mr. D. I. Carson, of New York city, secretary and general

superintendent of the Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph

Co , is spending some time at the Exposition this week.

Mr. Henry D. AVilkinson, engineer of the British Worlds Fair

Commission, accommpanied by Frederic A. Hamilton, M. Inst.

E. E. London, were visitors at the headquarters of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers last week.

The New Lamp of the Pennsylvania Electrical En=
gineering Company.

In the accompanying cut is illustrated the new uon-in-

fringiug lamp now being manufactured by the Pennsylvania

NEW L.\.MP OV THE PENNSYLVANIA ELKCTKIC'VL ENGINEERING Co.

Electrical Engineering Company, Peun Mutual Bid., Phil-

adelphia, Pa.

The receiver is not an all glass receiver and the leading

in wires do not pass through the glass consequently the

amp does not come under the claims of the Edison lamp

patent. A number of patents have been secured on numer-
ous details in its construction. It is decidedly original in

design and contrary to the usual method, the leading in

wires are of iron instead of the more expensive metal plati-

num.

The lamp has been named by the company the "Maggie
Murphy" lamp, and it is able to supply them in any
quantity to suit the purchaser.

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICITY.
Offices: SECTION R, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Chief, John P. Babkett,
Assistant Chief, .1. Ali.bn Hobnsby.

General Superintendent, J. W. Bi.aisdei.l.

Electrical Engineer, W. W. Primm.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE iV ELECTRICAL ENtJINEERS

World's Fair Ht'adquartere,

SECTION S, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Ralph W. Pope, Secretary.

Open from 9 a m. to a p.m.

Amusements.

Hooley's The.\ter—Mr. E. S. Willard in '-Wealth." 149
Randolph street.

Columbia Theater—Daniel Frohman's Lyceum Theater Co.

in "The Charity Ball." 108 Monroe street.

Grand Opera House — Sol Smith Russell, in " A Poor
Relation." 87 Clark street.

Auditorium—Imre Kiralfy's Spectacle "^imerica." Con-
gress street and Wabash avenue.

McVicker's Theater—Denman Thomson, in " The Old
Homestead." 82 Madison street.

Chicago Opera House—American Extravaganza Company,
in "Ali Baba, or Morgiana and the Forty Thieves."

Washington and Clark streets.

Schiller Theater—Chas. Frohman's Stock Company, in

"The Girl I Left Behind Me." Randolph, near

Dearborn.
Haverly's Casino—Haverly's United Minstrels. Wabash

avenue, near Jackson street.

Trooadero—-Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.

The Grotto—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.

Buffalo Bill's " Wild West." 63d street. Daily at 3 and
8.30 p.m.

Daniel Frohman's Lyceum Theatre Company appears at the
Columbia this week in " The Charity Ball." This play has
been seen here a number of times and has always been well re-

ceived. This is announced as the opening of the regular season
although there has been no intermission during the summer.

Mr. E. S. WiUard begins this week another engagement at
Hooley's. A new play is presented entitled " Wealth," by Hen.
ry Arthur Jones. "A Fool's Paradise," " Judah" and "The
Middleman" will follow in each of which Mr. Willard is famil-
iar to Chicago people.

Mr. Sol Smith Russell appears next week in "A Peaceful Val-
ley', a play in which Mr. Russell has been very successful. For
its presentation new scenery has been prepared and the third
act has been rewritten by the author so that it will be like see-
ing a new play with all the beauties of the old.

The sign " standing room only" is displayed in the lobby of
the Auditorium every evening before the curtain rises so great
has been the demand for seats. Extra afternoon presentations
of ".\merica" have been instituted. This arrangement will al-

low thousands to see this spectacle which has come to be con-
sidered a part of the visit to the World's Fair, who have hereto-
fore been turned away.

"Ali Baba" continues to draw crowded houses at the Chicago
Opera house. On October 1st " Sinbad or Maid of Balsora" will
take the place of "Ali Baba". This piece is being rehearsed,
the scenery is ready and the costumes designed by Howell Rus-
sell of London are being made. New music, new people and
lots of fresh dialogue will make the piece lively and amu.sing.
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OUR IMPROVED SYSTEM
... OF

Automatic Fire Alarm,

covered by patents recently issued, is the

embodiment of all factors contributing to the

GREATEST SAFETY,

and the MOST RELIABLE

PROTECTION FROM FIRE.

Western Electric Company,

CHICAGO and NEW YORK.
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ELECTRICITY BUILDING—EXHIBITORS AND THEIR LOCATION.

GALLERY.
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LINE SUPPLIES. CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

RUBBER COVERED WIRES. WEATHER PROOF WIRES.

ELECTRICAL HOUSE GOODS.

TELEPHONE SUPPLIES^ TELEGRAPH SUPPLIES.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
CHICAGO. . . . 242 Madison Street, . . . CHICACO.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO.
MANCHESTER, CONN.

Offices, 116 Bedford St., BOSTON.
AND

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICAGO.

THE "NOVAK" LAMP.

CLAFLIN & KIMBALL (inc.)

General Selling Agents.

116 Bedford Street, BOSTON.

1002 Chamber of Commerce BIdg., CHICIOO.

z^^/^i^/y.

^M(^/^^^^^j^^2^d'S^^,

Enterprise

Electric--

Company
307 Dearborn Street,

Chicago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and M)ll Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, ^^^
Telegraph, Telephone and

Electric Light

o. SUPPLIES OF EVERY
DESCRIPTIOr

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

Locust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

-——Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPS and TUBING.
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Map of Chicago.
ShowiDg- Location of its Electrical and Allied Business Interests, Principal Hotels, Theatres, Depots and Transportation Lines to

the World's Fair Grounds. (Index numbers refer to the black squares.)
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THE
FERRISWHEEL

p^ '/

7.-^^

'_\ms>

<:f^^-<.''tj
.^^isc" =t» A r

When yon visit the World's Fair, you will

naturally take a ride on the FERRIS WHEEL
and be interested in the ELECTRIC LIGHT
INSTALLATION, which is wired throughout

with

okonite: \a/i
FURNISHED BY THE

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
116-118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
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"PENNSYLVANIA"

^DELIGHT OHTHE. D*^

^£»i%,v

PtNNA- ELECTRIC ENGrNEERINdC"

PRICE, 35 CENTS, IN LOTS OF 200.

Dynamos, Power Generators, Motors, Supplies. Railway and Lighting Construction our Specialty.
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WM. BARAGWANATH & SON
MANUFACTURERS OP

Feed Water

Heaters,

Purifiers,

Power Pumps,

Syphon

and Surface

Condensers,

Boiler

Cleaners,

Etc., Etc.
The Water Jacket Coinleiiser.

llie Isteim J.itktt ittd \> atei Heater.

I'he Triple-Acting Power Boiler Feed Pump.

55 West Division St.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE MONTHLY ISSUE FOR SEPTEMBER

Should be read by everyone interested in electrical matters, In its table of contents is the following:

"World's Congress of Electricians."

"Nikola Tesla's Lecture."
"Love Underground Electric System in Washington." Bj^ M. D. Law.
"Gas Engines as Applied to Electric Light Work." By Geo. A. Farwell.
"The Underground System at the World's Fair."
"Electric Railway Plant of the Chicago North Shore Railwaj' Company."
"Obituai'y—Louis W. Burnham."
"A Brief Review."
"Financial."
Together with illustrations of the recent applications of electricity.

The paper also contains regularly
A Buyer's Directoi-y of Manufacturers and Dealers in Electrical Supplies and Appliances.
A Complete Directory of Electric Light Stations in North America and a Complete Directory of

Electric Railways in North America.
These directories are revised each issue to the date of going to press and are to be found in no

other electrical journal in the World. Its articles are read carefully and its directories used constantly
by all the buyers in the trade. These facts make it without a superior as an advertising medium.
Sample copies and rates sent on application.

Siibsci-iption price $3 per year. Six months trial $i, if ordered during September.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUB. CO.,
Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.

NO ONE interested in Electricity at the World's Fair can afford to be without

WEEKLY WORLD'S FAIR

Electrical Industries.

IT is the only Paper Published devoted exclusively to the electrical features of the

Fair and containing a complete directory of the Exhibitors in Electricity Building.

IT Publishes more electrical news of what is actually going on at the great Exposition

and IT is therefore read and used for reference by more visitors than any other Electrical

Journal.

Send for free sample copy.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES,
Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.

Or World's Fair Headquarters, Section Y, 27, Electricity Building.
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CLARK
i COMPANY, ^^'^ ^Q"*^-

o
192 Broadway and II John Street.

LLI MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

_l| The CLARK ARC LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

\^ the best and most durable of any ever made in the United Stales.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS
A. SF=ECI/\1_TN'.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTIIMC
Greatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
iND OTHER PAWHinr _

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGER'S PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is
not affected by steam or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and the most econo^n-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting:
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, CMICACO, U_l.

Standard Electric Cdmpany.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AX "the:

"WOR.IL.O'S F'-A.IR,.

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.

Sec. S, 20

ELECTRICITY BUILDING, Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

The Standard Lamps Liglit the Power Plant, Machinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Buildirg, and

Other Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Rod Lamp.
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mie after mile of

SIMPLEX WIRE
Supplied to the

FERRIS WHEEL

By...George Cutter,

The Rookery, CHICAGO.

SIMPLEX WIRES

0<^^ 0-^

INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

Simplex Electrical Go.

t'l**' 620 Atlantic Ave.

George Cutter, Chicago. boston, mass.

T,~:i>

Vife"'

Made 5 amp. S. P.
1 O amp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.

1 O amp. 3 way.

XNTRIC
"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

<%-

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South leth St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

^^v^\\^

China Window Tube (Patented).

Madeoulyby PASS & SEYMOUR,
George Cutter, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

CHICAGO.

^onsolida^-tccl Electric (p.

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

115 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

(3-EOR.GI-E FOR.THIPt,
Contractor for All Kinds of

ELECTRICAL NA/ORK.
Room 67, 143 La Salle St., CHICAGO.

Crary Block, BOONE, IOWA.

KOHLER BROTHERS,
ESTERN BRANC

TI16 tdflu tiectric Mio. Go.
ELECTRIC iVlOTORS ^^
DYNAiVlOS FOR LIGHTING
RAILWAY AND POWER GENERATORS

1417-1418 MONADNOCK BUILDING.
Telephone 5090. ^,,,^.^^CHICAGO.

CALL AND EXAMINE

Lawton's Call Indicator.

Indispensable for hotels, railroad

offices, school buildings, hos-

pitals, etc.

Section Y, Space 45, Gallery Electricity

WORLD'S FAIR.

0H:I0-A.C3-0, IJL.L.

WAGNER ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS
Fof Direct or Alterimthif/ Currents.

These motors give a stronger breeze with less cousuinptiou of current than
any other fan motor on the market. They are full 1-8 horse power. Six bladed
13-inch tan. Selt-oiling. Furnished with or without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.



WEEKLY WORLD'S FAIR

DEVOTED TO THE ELECTRICAL AND ALLIED INTERESTS OF THE WORLD'S FAIR,
ITS VISITORS AND EXHIBITORS.

Vol. I, No. 14. CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER 14, 1893.

Exhibit of the Electric Appliance Company.

The Electric Ai)[)li:iiicr ('iiiiip;iny Ikis ihu- uf tlu-

interestingJ iiud

attractive e x -

hibits made by

any of the sup

ply houses. The

space is in the

southwestern
])art of gallery

facing on gallery

front, and is very

conspicuous from

almost any part

of the floor from

t4ie fact that large

painted signs are

used and in ad

dition a Packard

lamp sign which

runs across the

front of the space

Hashing and

spelling out the

words letter by

1 e 1 1 e r i n red
lamps makes a

V e r y attractive

a n d ))rominent

display.

A very original

result has l)een

obtained by cov-

ering the entire

space with a can-

opy of Paranite

lamp cord, which

lias the effect of

making t h e ex-

hibit look very

compact and <it

the same time

forms a good back groumi for signs and sample boards. At

a short distance the cord has the apj)earauce of a Japanese

oiien work curtain and is certainly unique, l)eing the only

thing of the kind in the biiilding. This canopy alone con-

tains about thirty thousand (8(l,((()()) yards of Paranite

laui]) cord )iiade up of upwards uf a million and a half feet

of numljer thirty

copper wire.

The Electric

Appliance Coni-

[lany has made
up its exhibit

prineij)ally of

s|)ecialties, not
siiowing a gen-

eral line of sup-

|ilies. The prin-

cipal sj)ecialties

represented are

the Packard
lamps. Paranite

wires and cables,

(). K. Waterproof

wires, Mestou fan

motors. Whitney

instruments, Elk-

hart transform-

ers, C.E.M. jack-

knife switches,

\ e w England

switches and

swinging ball
lightning arrest-

ers.

As before stat-

ed, the principal

part of the lamp

exhibit consists

of the flashing

sign made up of

the new fi C. P.

Packard lamps.

The sign con-

tains about 50(»

lamps of various

colors. The sign

spells out the words Packard lamps a letter at a time and

then flaslies up both words and also a large lamp and scroll

above the sign made up of about 100 small lamps arranged

IK I'llE Kl.KcriUC AI'PI.IANCK I'dMP.WV.
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to show the shape of a regular iiieaudescent lamp. lu

addition to those in the sign tliere is shown a large

assortments of lamps of all candle powers and voltages and

a number of special lamps made of various kinds of fancy

colored glass making a very original display.

The exhibit of Meston alternating motors is very com-

plete showing the new dental and sewing machine motors

and single and duplex power motors in operation doing

actual work, and also a large number of Meston fan motors

both stationary and revolving which are distributed about

the exhibit in a way to keep up a stiff breeze in all parts of

the space. One of the one eighth horse power motors is

used to drive the commutator which operates the lamj)

sign.

The exhibit of Paranite wires and cables in addition to

the Paranite cord canopy before referred to, is very com-

plete and extensive. The center of the platform is occupied

An inleiesling sample lable thowiug all sizes and styles

of New England switches and the switch parts from the

cover to the porcelain base adds to the attractiveness of the

display. C. E. M. jack-knife switches are shown in all fini-

shes, shapes and capacities and the swinging ball lightning

arrester is j)rominently displayed. O. K. weatherproof

wire is also conspicuously displayed by a number of hand-

some sample reels.

Another part of the exhibit worthy of mention is the

large display board on which is exhibited a line of Von
Cleflf & Co.'s all steel pliers, connectors and other tools

used in electrical work.

The exhibit in detail is very interesting and the amount

of machinery, lamps, etc in operation makes it attractive

and what is more desirable the whole arrangement of the

display is harmonious and symmetrical and the Electrical

Appliance Company is to be congratulated upon having

THE EXHIBIT OF THE .STAJJD.^Hn I'.\INT COMPANY.

by a large coiie about five feet in diameter at the base and

eight feet high covered with Paranite wires running from

heavy submarine cable atthe bottom tonumber eighteen wire

at the top. In addition to this the four corners of the space

are marked with pyramids of fancy reels and several dis-

play tables are covered with handsome coils of Paranite

wires and cords.

The Elkhart transformer exhibit consists of the trans-

formers in actual operation supplying the current used for

illuminating and power purposes in the exhibit. The con-

verters are so arranged that their close regulation, high

efficiency and cool running can he readily shown, and be-

ing in actual operation it makes a very practical converter

exhibit.

A very fine sample board of Whitney instruments is

shown, also a show case of the same with ammeters and

volt meters connected up to show their operation on direct

and alternating currents.

one of the neatest displays in Electricity Building. Mr,

F. S. Cassoway, assisted by C. C. Hilles, is in charge of

the exhibit and takes pains to explain to visitors the vari-

ous articles shown.

Exhibit of the Standard Paint Co.

In the manufacture of electrical goods and their installa-

tion the matter of insulation plays a most important part.

For this purpose special compounds, paints, varnishes, etc
,

are manufactured and of the manufacturers of this class of

goods none are better known than the Standing Paint

Company.

In the east gallery toward the south end of Electricity

Building this company has an exhibit made up entirely of

electrical insulations. In the center of the space there lias

l)een erected a large stained glass panel in the center of

which appears the well known trade mark of the company.
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On each side are draped flags of different iiMtimis iiuikino-

:in attractive background to the display of the goods.

On the base at the Ijottom of the panel are placed piles

of tape used in insulating joints and connections and the

smaller products of its factory. Nearly all the larger manu-
facturers of dynamos, motors and insulated electric wires use

some form of the P. & B. insulations. In the exhibit are

shown samples of different kinds of wires in which the

P. & B. compounds are used in the insulations. Small

electric light wires, lead covered cables painted with the

P. & B. compound, braided cables with the braid saturated

with P. & B. coinpound are shown illustrating some of the

uses of the P. & B. com|jound.

Packages of armature varnish for the protection of the

armature and field coils and enamels for commutators which

are e.'ctensivelv used bv clecti-ii- street railwavs are shown.

The Exhibit of the Chicago Rawhide Manufacturing
Company.

To persons interested in belting, the transmission of

power and the various industries in which leather is used,

a visit to the exhibit of the Chicago Rawhide Manufacturing
Company, of 75-77 E. Ohio St., will be found of great value.

It is located in Machinery Hall, section 15, Column J, 28 and
29. The exhibit is composed entirely of the products from

the extensive works of the company, treated by the rawhide

process.

For many purposes rawhide leather has been found far

superior to leather tanned in the ordinary way. It is said

that the process is simpler, requires less time and leaves

the leather more in its natural state. No lime or acids are

used and when finished the leather retains the natural

wmi;^.

IHI. EXMllSn UK THK (UK Alio K.\\VHII>E M.Wr FACTIRINO COMrANV.

The P. A; B. motor cloth for jirotecting the motors from

dust, mud, and water thrown by the wheels, now being used

to a large extent by street railways is also shown. There

is also displayed samples of the P. & B. wooden under-

ground conduit. The method of putting up these goods for

the market is shown in the great variety of sizes and shapes

of the packages exhibited, from the small half gill can that

forms the apex of the pyramids to the liarrelsthat occupy a

corner of the space.

The large works of this company an' located at Bound
Brook, N. .J., from which point the goods are distributed

through its various agencies over the United States. The
main office of the company is at No. 2 Liberty St., New-

York, and branch offices at 871 The Kookery, Chicago, and
at 110 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal. Mr. P. H. Hover
and Mr. Sanil. Cochrane are in charge of the exhibit.

strength of the hide. It is especially adapted for belting,

ropes, for rope transmission, lace leather, harness leather

and many other purposes.

Arranged on tables about the space, as shown in the

accompanying illustration, are displayed the different

rawhide products manufactuured by the company. On the

table at the right are placed a number of sizes of rawhide

rope from one quarter of an inch in diameter to an inch and

one-half, also samples of twist belting from one thirty-

second of an inch in diameter to three-eighths of an inch

are shown.

Another interesting part of the exhibit is the display of

rawhide packing. For packing, for jiumping and hydraulic

machinery, it is said to be unsurpassed, and for this purpose

the strands are braided into either round or square forms

and in size from one quarter inch to as large as is desired.
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For the past 12 years the company has been making raw-

hide pinions for various purposes, and with the adoption

of electric traction on street railways, ic was the first to

manufacture rawhide pinions for electric railway motors.

With their extended experience as pioneer manufacturers

of rawhide goods they have ever since turned out only the

best that can be produced. Sample pinions are shown,

together with the blanks from which they are cut. The

company also manufactures a trolley rope that is rapidly

coming into use, as it fills the place better and is much more

durable than the cotton rope.

Rolls of flat belting, both single and double, from three-

quarters of an inch to 24 inches wide are exhibited, in the

manufacture of which great pains are taken to make the

best that the hide will produce. Special care is taken in

the selection of the hides, and in the stretching, trimming and

all other important points, the best of materials only being

used. The company makes a specialty of dynamo belting,

for which they have an extensive trade both in this country

and in Europe, and which is rapidly growing. These belts

for driving dynamos being a non-conductor of electricity,

users do not experience the heavy static discharge usually

found, a point which is recognized as of great impor-

tance.

Lace leather is shown in sides and cut in all widths.

Immense quantities of this leather is used for this purpose,

for which it is specially adapted, being thin and pliable,

and yet very strong and durable. These qualities make it

valuable for ropes and bridles, for which purpose it is

used in the west by the cowboys. The company also

furnish large quantities in sides and straps for harness.

Samples of these straps and harness leather are also shown.

For a practical exhibit the company has a 38-inch belt and

an 18-inch belt in daily operation, which connect the

Willans engines to the line of shafting in the British

section. They run very smoothly. A samj)le of the raw-

hide rope can be seen in operation in the neighboring

exhibit of the Webster Manufacturing company. It is

used to show a particular system of rope transmission for

shafting and dynamos, and for any work where it is diffi-

cult to apply flat belting. Banners about the exhibit call

attention to the company and its exhibit.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES.

Schaffer & Budenberg, of New York, make a very attrac-

tive display of engine and boiler appliances on the main

aisle of Machinery Hall, just east of the large water tank.

The center of the space contains a large glass case in

which is exhibited a full line of pressure gauges, ranging

through all capacities and fitted for every class of service.

A superior display of speed indicators, recording gauges,

tachometers, and pyrometers is made. The Thompson in-

dicator and Prof. Carpenter's calorimeter, instruments

made only by this company, are also features to be noticed.

Upon raised platforms at the sides of the space are shown

samples of the "Acme" steam trap, Holtz's reducing valve,

steam jet pumps and both exhaust and live steam injectors.

Lpon the rear walls, which are covered vs'ith dark felt, are

hung photographs of the company's factory at Brooklyn,

N. Y. , and a large frame, containing an artistically ar-

ranged collection of medals, presented to the comjaany for

displays made at various international exhibitions since

1850. An ornamental column, supporting a combination

of brewers' gauges, surmounted by a golden eagle marks

the corner of the space. A handsome Brussel's carpet and

a fancy railing do much to complete a very tastefully ar-

ranged exhibit.
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The present system of distributing the bands about the

grounds of the Exposition and in the galleries of the build-

ings is a marked improvement. The popular pieces played

seem to be better appreciated, and certainly draw as large

if not larger crowds.

The present attendance at the Fair is nearly double that

of six weeks ago. The railroads are being taxed to nearly

their full capacity in the transportation of the crowds, and
accomodations on the regular trains are being engaged a

long time in advance. The special excursions on state days

have brought large numbers that have greatly increased the

attendance on those days.

The Jury of Awards has nearly completed its work. Dr.

Rowland, Dr. Mendenhall, Dr. Duncan, Prof . Barker and

Prof.Dolbear have already returned to their respective homes

and duties; many of the other members are away for a few

days. A resolution was passed by the Jury recently making
five members a quorum for the transaction of business. Tests

of lamps and dynamos are still in progress. A report is now
being prepared for j)ublication describing the progress made
in different branches of the electric art. The awards to

competing companies made by the Jury will be announced

during the coming week before the Jury disbands.

We copy from the September number of a London con-

temporary the following paragraph which we are surprised

to see appear after such descriptions and illustrations as

have appeared in the various journals. We are sorry that the

writer has not seen the electrical exhibits in the Exposition,

and that he so foolishly accepted without question the

opinion of the alleged expert. But the last jaarapraph would

imply that our contemporary was narrow-minded and

lacked the cosmoijolitan spirit that has characterized the

foreign representatives to the Fair.

"Further reports from the Columbian Exposition go to

show that, from a manufacturer's stand-point, the electrical

section is practically a failure. The spectacular effects with
illuminated columns and screens have, of course, been very
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fine, but, we are informed, on the authority of an expert
that there are very few exhibits of new electrical apparatus
and that many of the types of machines exhibited are of

patterns which would be considered obsolete here."

"When the scheme of the World's Fair was first mooted
we suggested that the British manufacturer need expect to

derive but little advantage from sending his wares to the
Exhibition and in view of the high tariff charges the only
result could have been that the American manufacturers
would have had a good opportunity of availing themselves
of English research and invention as exemplified by the
types of apparatus exhibited."

WORLD'S FAIR NOTES.

The operating force of the Electricity Building, con-

sisting of nearly fifty employes, had a group photograph

taken last Saturday.

The Electricity Building now boasts of having the only

Irish flag on the grounds, outside of Midway. It is one of

the electric flags described in our last issue, and is hung in

honor of the proposed visit of the Lord Mayor of Dublin.

After having given away over 8,000 souvenir horseshoes,

the Electrical Forging Company has secured a concession

and now sells them at 25 cents each. The number of

spectators continually watching the forging process demon-

strates the popularity of "working" exhibits.

The west restaurant of the Wellington Catering Com-
pany in Electricity Building, which has been closed for

some weeks past owing to insufficient patronage, was re

opened on Tuesday. This is certainly an indication of the

popularity of the electrical displays.

Mr. Tesla is expected to return to Chicago the later

part of this week and will then conduct in person some of

the high frequency experiments which have made him so

famous. The Westinghouse dark room will be used for

the displays, but no definite time has yet been fixed.

The Hertz reflectors, which have been promised some

time, are now shown in operation in the exhibit of Queen &
Co. The reflectors are parabolic in form and when an

oscilatory discharge of a high potential current takes place

at the focus of one, the effect is reproduced at tlie focus of

the other.

The Westinghouse company has placed a glass floor in

one of the cars exhibited in the railway department so that

the operation of the motor can be easily seen from a))ove.

The Columbus egg, which has j)roven such an attraction to

the Westinghouse space, is now shown the first fifteen min

utes of every hour from H until 10 p. m.

Visitors to the Electricity Building have found a new

attraction in the Hoggson time stamp which has recently

been placed in the exhibit of the E. S. Greeley Co. The

stamp shows the date and time of day and the machine is

electrically connected with a clock so as to change the time

indicated every minute. On account of its many commer-

cial uses the device is attracting considerable attention.

A new exhibit in the Electricity Building is the Meyer's

Ballot Machine, which has a space near the exhibit of Eng-

lish telegraphs. The machine consists of a metal booth

with interlocking entrance and exit doors. On one side of

the booth are placed the various party ballots in perpen-

dicular rows and opposite each name a plug, which, when

pushed in, registers the vote on an automatic counter and

at the same time locks the plugs on the other tickets.

thus preventing a voter from voting for two men for

the same office or voting two ballots. When the polls are

closed the back of the machine is removed and the vote can

be immediately taken from the different registers and an-

nounced. No electricity is used except for lighting pur-

poses.

The University of Illinois make a very creditable display

from the department of electrical engineering on the main
floor of the state building. A direct current dynamo,
mounted on a cradle dyanometer and driven by a motor,

furnishes current to several arc lamps and for the lighting

of a number of incandescent lamps, arranged, to form the

college monogram placed above the exhibit. A fully

equipped switchboard, a water rheostat, a number of sets

of apparatus for typical experiments in electrical measure-

ments and various styles of storage batteries, some of

which were made by students, are also exhibited. A very

good idea of the work done at the school may be gained by
examining tha photographs of students engaged at work in

the rooms of the electrical laboratory.

In the southeastern part of the gallery of Electricity

Building, The Consolidated Electric Storage Company has

an exhibit of storage batteries. It also gives a practical

demonstration of the methods of wiring for them when
used in connection with an electric lighting plant. A new
battery is shown designated as 15 I which is designed es-

pecially for electric lighting where heavy currents for an

uninterrupted period of several hours are required. This

battery has a capacity of 350 ampere hours. The great

economy of storage batteries in isolated plants has brought

many of them into use. In isolated plants, especially in

plants for lighting summer residences the storage battery

has been found a valuable adjunct. It relieves the ma-
chines of excessive loads and furnishes the necessary lights

during the hours when but few lights are required.

The scenic theater of the Western Electric Co. is playing

to crowded houses and hundreds are turned away disap-

pointed at not obtaining admission. Several new features

have been recently introduced. In the day time the scene

is now enlivened by a military procession consisting of a

band and several regiments of militia and cavalry. During

the rain storm, peasants carrying umbrellas pass across the

bridge, while toward dusk a load of hay may be seen hur-

rying toward the the castle. The booth which was formerly

occupied by the theater has been remodeled and is now
handsomely fitted up as an office. Separating the two

rooms is a screen, consisting of a large stained glass window
illuminated by incandescent lamjjs. The subject of the

picture is "The Fairy Queen" and the window is said to be

the finest stained glass at the Fair. Uj'on tte walls of the

rooms, transparencies of some of the large buildings of

Chicago, which are fitted with the Western Electric Com-
pany's system of incandescent lighting are shown. In the

lighting of the booth some new ideas have been introduced.

The walls are delicately tinted and have a figured border,

covered with a fine gauze, concealing the incandescent lamps

entirely from view, but allowing the light to be evenly dissem-

inated through the rooms, thus producing a softened effect.

Two miniature illuminated fountains, changing their colors

constantly, add to the general attractiveness. These foun-

tains are a novelty being introduced by the Western Elec-

tric Co. and are sure to become popular as ornaments for

parlors, hotel offices, etc. A model of a new alarm system,

which will be of general interest, is now being installed by

the company and other additions to the exhibit are promised,
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PERSONAL.

Mr. R. T. McDonald, of Ft. Wayne, is among the arrivals

this week.

Mr. M. C. Canfield, of the Brush Electric Co., Cleveland, O.,

is at the Fair.

Mr. D. S. Snyder, of Point Pleasant, W. Va., visited the

Pair recently.

Mr. T. F. Dorris, electrician, Newark, N. ,T., is visiting the

Fair this week.

Mr. H. B. Church, of the electrical department, is taking a

ten days' vacation.

Mr. David M. Keith and family, of Denver, Colo., registered

at the Everette recently.

Mr. Matt. M. Merritt, of the Boston Inc. Lamp Co.
,
paid the

Pair a flying visit last week.

Mr. F. E. Wells, representing the Western Electric Co. at

Antwerp, Belgium, is visiting the Fair.

Mr. S. Ekstron, Supt. of the alternating department of the

General Electric Co., is now in the city.

Mr. J. G. Biddle, chief of the electrical department of Queen
& Co., spent several days at the Exposition last week.

Mr. Jas. P. Provost, with the K. D. Nuttall Company, Alle-

ghany, Pa., is spending a few days at Jackson Park.

Judge Taylor, of the Ft. Wayne Co. has been an interested

visitor in the Electricity Building during the past week.

Mr. R. S. Williams, of the mining and power department of

the Thomson-Houston factory, is spending some time at the Fair

Mr. Otto Lemisch, electrical engineer, Klagenburt, Austria,

called at the World's Fair office of Electrical Industries
Tuesday.

Mr. F. J. Smith, manager of the electrical department of E.

S. Greeley.& Co., is now at the Fair to attend the operator's

convention.

Mr. B. B. Ward, the inventor of the Ward Arc Lamp, accom-
panied by his wife, has been viewing the sights at the Exposi-

tion the past week.

Mr. P. F. Kinney supt. of the Rankin Electric Light & Power
Company of Tarkio, Mo., has been a visitor at the Exposition
during the past week.

Mr. J. H. Fedeler, who has been with the operating depart-

ment since the opening of the Exposition, leaves this week to

take up studies at Harvard.

Mr. A. W. Cook, secretary of the Susquehanna Electric Light.

Heat & Power Company, Susquehanna, Pa.
,
paid his respects to

Electkical Industries the fore part of this week.

Mr. Geo. W. Brown, mgr. of the Belknap Motor Company, re-

turned to his home in Portland, Me., on Wednesday of this week.
Mr. Winters is now in charge of the company's exhibit.

Mr. W. S. Townsend, electrician for the North End Street

Railway Company, Worcester, Mass., is visiting the Fair this

week and called at the office of Electrical Industries.

Mr. Ralph W. Pope, secretary of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, left on the 10th for New York to complete
arrangements for the meeting of the Institute on the 30th. He
will return about the 25th.

A Correction.

In our last issue appeared a statement that Mr. \Vm. H.
McKinlock had associated himself with the Euterprise Electric

Company. We have since been informed that the statement is

incorrect. Mr. McKinlock is located at offices .311» and 3-.'0 Man-
hattan building, where he will be pleased to see his old friends.

BUSINESS NOTES.

The Electric Appliance Company is showing the trade anew
iron box bell that has a number of small improvements over the
old form of bell in au automatic set screw on the adjustment:
an armature spring that is attached to the soft iron armature
without rivets; and a frame made entirely of soft stamped iron.
They state that the bell is a winner. It is known as the
"Acme" iron box bell.

Chief Barrett, of the department of Electricity at the World's
Fair, has tonnd the operation of the Reliance Columns on the

World's Fair boilers so satisfactory that he has decided to
equip the various boilers in the electric and street railway
plants in his charge with Reliance columns manufactured by
the Reliance Gauge Co., Cleveland, Ohio, as rapidly as possible,
believing that these appliances are sources of economy, as well
as a protection to life and property. He has already equipped
the boilers in the plant of the Cicero & Proviso Street Railway
Co. with them.

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICITY.

Offices: SECTION K, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Chief, John P. Barrett,
Assistant Chief, J. Allen Hornsby.

General Superintendent, J. W. Blaisdell.
Assistant, Willis Hawlet.

Electrical Engineer, W. W. Peimm.

AMKrucAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

World's Fair Headquartere,

SECTION S, ELECTKICITY BUILDING.

Ralph W. Pope, Secretary.

Open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Amusements.

Hooley's Theater—Mr. E. S. Willard, Men., Tues., Wed.,
in "The Professor's Love Story," Thurs. in ".Judah,"

Fri. and Sat. in "Wealth.'' 149 Randolph street,

Columbia Theater—Daniel Frohman's Lyceum Theater Co.

in "The Charity Ball." 108 Monroe street.

Grand Opera House — Sol Smith Russell, in " A Poor
Relation." 87 Clark street.

Auditorium—Imre Kiralfy's Spectacle "^nmerica." Con-
gress street and Wabash avenue.

McVicker's Theater—Denman Thomson, in " The Old
Homestead." 82 Madison street.

Chicago Opera House—American Extravaganza Company,
in "Ali Baba, or Morgiana and the Forty Thieves."

Washington and Clark streets.

Schiller Theater—Chas. Frohman's Stock Company, in
" The Girl 1 Left Behind Me." Randolph, near

Dearborn.

Haverlt's Casino—Haverly's United Minstrels. Wabash
avenue, near Jackson street.

Trooadero—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.

The Grotto—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue neai* Monroe
street.

Buffalo Bill's " Wild West." 63d street. Daily at 3 and
8.30 p.m.

Everyone who comes to visit Chicago comes with a desire to
see " America" at the Auditorium. Though now in the fifth

month of its season its drawing powers are unimpaired. The
attractive force of the splendid spectacle is as irresistible as a
maelstrom.

Trocadero is having crowded houses. To lovers of vaude-
ville the Trocadero oilers a special list of good attractions.
This week Mrs. Alice Shaw, the wondrous whistler, and Jules
Levy, the cornetist, both of whom are well known, are delight-
ing the guests of the house. Sandow is introducing new evi-

dences of his strength which are surprising and wonderful.
The crowds at Buffalo Bill's Wild West have been increas-

ing. The new scenes, especially Custer's Last Ride, has awak-
ened new interest in these performances. Visitors to the Pa'r
consider this show as one of the most interesting sights of the
World's Fair season, and set aside an afternoon or evening for
seeing it.

" Ali Babi" began last Sunday night the sixteenth week of
its World's Fair run, but this engagement '-.annot be regarded
as unusual or due entirely to the presence of the great E.Kposi-
tion, for last summer the same spectacle played an engagement of
twenty-three weeks to business that was every bit as large as it

is doing now. With the exception of a new song, recently in-

troduced by Eddie Foy, entitled "They All Take After Me.''
which has made a big hit, there is nothing new in "Ali Baba."
The bright and sparkling character of the entertainment, how-
ever, the abundance of good music: the attractive scenes, the
rich costumes and the general blithe and merry nature of the
piece serve to keep it ever fresh and make it interesting', no
matter how many times it is seen,
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OUR IMPROVED SYSTEM
OF

Automatic Fire Alarm,

covered by patents recently issued, is the

embodiment of all factors contributmg to the

GREATEST SAFETY,

and the MOST RELIABLE

PROTECTION FROM FIRE,

Western Electric Company,

CHICACO and NEW YORK.
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WE ARE STILL HARD AT WORK ON

OUR NEW CATALOGUE
1 we hope to present to our friends in a very few weeks; in the meantime do not fail to make good use of our last edition which we
you alwajs have convenient for reference

YOUR OPEN ORDERS
and we will guarantee satisfactory prices and first-class material, and that your order will have

INTELLIGENT-EXECUTION.

If you are without

a copy send us

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
Electrical Supplies. 242 Madison Street, CHICACO.

THE MONTHLY ISSUE FOR SEPTEMBER

be read by everyone inteiesled in electrical matters. In its \able of contents is tlie following;

"World's Congress of Electricians."

"Nikola Tesla's Lecture."
"Love Underground Electric System in Washington." By M. D. Law.
•Gas Engines as Applied to Electric Light Work." By Geo. A. Farwell.
"The Underground System at the World's Fair."
"Electric Railway Plant of the Chicago North Shore Railway Company."
Together with illustrations of the recent applications of electricity.

The paper also contains regularly
A Buyer's Directory of Manufacturers and Dealers in Electrical Supplies and Appliances.
A Complete Directory of Electric Light Stations in North America and a Complete Directory of

Electric Railways in North America.
These directories are revised each issue to the date of going to press and are to be found in no

other electrical journal in the World. Its articles are read carefully and its directories used constantly
by all the buyers in the trade. These facts make it without a superior as an advertising medium.
Sample copies and rates sent on application.

Subscription price $3 per vear. Six months trial $1, if ordered during September.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUB. CO.,
Monsdnock: Block, CHICAGO.

WM. BARAGWANATH & SON.

LIST OF HEATERS
TO BE SEEN IN OPERATION AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

Two 500 H. P. East End Boiler Ga lery doing 1800 H. P. work.

One 300 It. P. heater and receiving tank, Wellington Catering Co's., plant.

One 150 H. P. heater at Kygeia plant.

One 200 H. P. libby Glass Works.

55 "VSTEST IDI'VISIOlSr STPLEET,
CHICAGO.
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When you visit the World's Fair, you will

naturally take a ride on the FERRIS WHEEL
and be interested in the ELECTRIC LIGHT
INSTALLATION, which is wired throughout

with

OKONIl e: \a/i
FURNISHED BY THE

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
116-118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
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COMPANY. '^^'^ ^°"'^-

192 Broadway and U Johi Stree*.

MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

The CLARK ARO LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputaiion of being

the best and most duiable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING
Greatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction tiian any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY

LACE LEATHER ROPE
.OTHER RAWHIDE

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGERS PATENT

This Belting and I.ace Leather is

not affected by steam cr dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and tlit most econcm-
ieat Belting made The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, OHICACO, UX

Standard Electric Company.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AX XHI

'WOI^LD'S IT'-A.IR,.

MACHINERY HALL, Sec Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.

Sec. S, 20

ELECTRICITY BUILDING. Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

TIte Standard Lamps LIglit the Power Plant, Machinery Halt, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Bulldirg, and

Other Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Fod Lamp.
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riile after mile of

SIMPLEX WIRE
Supplied to the

FERRIS WHEEL

SIMPLEX WIRES
INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

oimpiex Electricai Go.

620 Atlantic Ave.,

JVIada 5 amp. S. P.
1 O amp, S. P.
5 amp. 3 way-

1 O \m :>. 3 Wi /.

By...George Cutter,

The Rookery, CHICAGO. Qcorge Cutter, ChlCagO. BOSTON, MASS.

XNTRIC
"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

-%.

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South l^'th St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

^SVK\\\M

China Window Tube (Patented).

Mad, only by PASS & SEYMOUR,
Gsorge Cutter, SYRACUSE, N. Y

CHICAGO.

Enterprise

Electric-

Company
a07 Dearborn Street.

Chicago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentalives for

Electric Railway, ^><%.

Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

\(% O U 1 X^IjIILO OESCRIPTIOr

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

Locust Pins, Cross Arms, Cld^s

._,.— ,— ,—.—,—
I Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING ^

BEAR IN MIND
that the regular monthly issue of ELECTRICAL IN.

DU8TRIES contaiEB the most csmplete and correct

directories published of the electric light central stations

and the electric railways in North America.

World's Fair Headquarters Y 27 Elec'ricity Building.

CITY OFFICES. Monadnock Block.

Consolid&'ted El^c-trlc (p.

Manufacturers and Dea'ers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

115 F"rank;lin Street,

CHICAGO.

WAGNER ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS
J'\}r Direct <>/• Altenuttlmf Currentft.

Thest; motors give a stro: ger brcezf with less coiitsuiiiption cf ourrent ttiaii

any other fan motor on the market. They are full 18 horee power. Six bladed
12-inch fan. Se f-oiling. Furnished with or without guurde.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE

TAYLOR, COODHUE & AMES,
348 Dtarborn Street, CHICAGO.
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Exhibit of the Jenney Electric Motor Company.

An exhibit that impresses one with its appearance of

comfort and cheerfuhiess, as well as by the attractiveness of

the display, is that of the Jenuey Electric Motor Company,

of Indianapolis,

Ind. Located as

it is just at (he

left of the south

entrance to

Electricity
Building, few

visitors pass

through the

linilding with-

out noticing it.

The office

erected by the

company is neat-

ly designed,
and, finished

without in imi-

tation of ham-

mered copper, it

forms an inter-

esting part of

the exhiljit. The

outward appear-

ance is more
than equaled by

its interior,

which has an

elaborate wains

coting, a hand-

some ceiling
decorated b y

raised figures,

finished in white

and lighted by

i n ca n descent

lamps. Fan mo-

tors keep it cool even on the warmest days. Desk, chairs

and an abundance of writing material ofl'er accommodations

to the guests of the company.

Above the entrance sparkles in different colors the name

Jenney, an effect produced by incandescent lamps shining

through the letters formed of cut glass. A't each side are

the dates 1878 and 1893, indicating the period of the com-

pany's successful existence. The floor of the exhibit is au

imitation mosaic, and is further ornamented by numerous

rugs. The ex-

hibit proper
consists of elec-

tric light and

[)ower genera-

tors, direct cur-

r e n t transfor-

mers, automatic

motors and star-

t e r s , and the

switch board

which is fitted

with the latest

improved ap-

])aratus for the

control of the

current and the

regulation of the

differ ent ma-

chines.

The different

machines are
shown in prac-

tical operation,

t h e necessary

current being

supplied from a

40 K. w. 500 volt

compound
wound genera-

tor placed in

Machinery Hall.

The current
from this gen-

erator operates

a 3 5 - h o r s e

power motor directly connected to a 30 kilowatt 110 volt

dynamo and a 2r)-horse power motor operating a 20 kilowatt

110 volt dynamo. These machines are wired to the switch

board, from which point the current is distributed as de-

II \NV -V H K_ IfiK Mlllol
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sired. Current for the lights and motors in the exhibit, five

horse power to a neighboring exhibit, and current for the

beacon light on top of Electricity Building are furnished

from this switchboard.

Among the dynamos exhibited are a 40 e. w. 500 volt

generator, a 30, 20 and 3 k. w. 110 volt dynamos, and a 300

ampere five volt plating machine. The motors shown are

of 35 and 25-horse power 500 volt motors and 12, 0, 1|

and i horse power 110 volt motors. These machines show

excellent mechanical skill in their construction and the

smoothness with which they run, and their efficiency shows

how well they are constructed electrically. The company

has given special attention to the construction of directly

connected motors and generators and the machines exhibited

are the result of extended expe.iments. The six horse-

power motor runs a 24 ampere dynamo and to the shaft of

the half horse power motor is attached a flexible shaft fitted

with a buffer, drill or similar tool to show its advantages in

machine shop work.

The switchboard forms an attractive part of the exhibit

and among the more prominent objects on it are the auto-

matic motor starters. They are ingeniously constructed

and are a valuable protection against a sudden rush of cur-

rent. Attached to the face of the box is an electro magnet,

the coils of which are in series with the fields of the motor.

Until the main line switch is closed, or the magnet is mag-

netized, it is impossible to cut out the resistance or to start

the motor, as the armature of the magnet is dropped in

front of the resistance arm. The moment the switch is

closed the armature is drawn up, which then allows the re-

sistance to be cut out and the motor started. After the

field controllers are operated from the front of the board

by the small hand wheels, the rheostats being back of the

board.

The fact that there is always some one at the exhibit is

appreciated by visitors, who often wish to know something

EXHIBIT OF TIIK LEC^.\^CHE BATTERY COMPANY.

more of the exhibits than can be learned from a glance at

the array of machines. Mr. Farnsworth, who has charge

of the exhibit,has made it a point either to be at the exhibit

EXHmiT OF THE .JE.N-.\EY El.ECTUIC MOTOK COMrA.NY.

resistance is out or the motor running at full speed the

arm is held in place by a small lever. In case the current

is suddenly or accidentally broken the armature of the

magnet drops as the motor slows down allowing the arm to

return to its starting position, thus protecting the motor

when the current is again turned on.

The switchboard, which is of white marble, is supplied

with the necessary switches, ammeters, volt meters, etc., for

the regulation of the current. There are two sets of bus

bars, one for each dynamo. The light circuits are run from

the smaller bus bars and are cut in and out by the small

switches or are all thrown out by the main switch. The

or to have an assistant present during the time that the

building is open. This method has undoubtedly been bene-

ficial to the interests of his company.

In strong contrast with the large drills used for mining

operations is the small dental drill added, this week, to the

exhibit of the General Electric Company. The drill is.

operated by a small motor, the speed of which is easily

governed by a switch controlled by the foot, but it is not

claimed that this improvement over the foot power former-

ly used, will make any the less interesting the drilling pro-

cess preceding the filling of a tootli.
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Exhibit of the Leclanche Battery Co.

Near the center of the east gallery ot Electricity Build-

iiii,' is located the exhibit of the Leclanche Battery

Company of New York. Although the goods e.xhibited

consist entirely of b-itteries, the method of arrangement, the

design of the arch that spans the entrance, and the ap

propriateness of the details, as well as the taste displayed

in the colors of the decorations elicit tin' admiraticm of the

visitors.

At the top i.if the arcli miniaturi' incandescent lamps

spell out the word tionda, the well known trade mark of

these batteries adopted some J!t) years ago by this coui])any.

Prominent on the face of the arch appears the name of the

company, the names of the different cells manufactured by

the comjjany and near the bottom of the columns the words,

strength, endurance, qualities that these batteries are said

to possess in a marked degree.

Forming three sides of a square of wliicli the arch lorins

the front, are the glass cases that contain the exhibit nl

is nearly nine inches higii and four and one-half inches

square, and differs greatly in construction from the other

cells. The negative electrode consists of a carbon having

six vertical wings, over which is stretched a bag so as to

form pockets between the wings for the depolarizing com
pounds. From its ujiper end a carbon rod projects through

the (rover of the jar, iiy which it is suspended. This cover

screws down on the neck of the jar, and the cell is thiis

rendered water tight. The zinc of the cell is circular in

form, and nearly surrounds the carbon.

One (if the noticeable objects about the exhibit is the

shield in white and gold bearing this inscription: "Tliese

are the batteries that wind the clocks that furnish the time

for the great Exposition."

Exhibit of the Chicago Electric Wire Company.

In the east gallery of Electricity Building, the Chicago

Electric Wire Company has a very attractive exhibit as well

as very complete in representing the line of goods manu-

EXniHIT OF TUK CHICAGO ELECTRIC WIRE COMTANV.

batteries. The glass sides of the cases enable the l)atteries

to be seen from both within and without the space. The

batteries shown are designed for open circuit work, and

in all the improved batter}' connection is used. The

washers used are made of a uon oxidizing metal that is

always free from rust and corrosion, and no local action can

set up between the connection and the carbon. Among the

batteries shown is the Gonda porous cup cell, which is the

original form of the Leclanche cell. It is about seven

inches high and four and one half inches square. The

Axo cell shown is an improved form of battery in which

a porous cup is used. The special form of cup used in

this battery has a flange that fits over the top of the glass

jar, making a closed cell. Thus all dust is excluded and

evaporation is prevented. This cell is especially adapted

for physicians" use.

Among the other styles of batteries exhibited are the

Gonda cell, well known to the trade, and the cylinder cell

that possesses a large amount of surface and low internal

resistance. The Vole cell is the latest battery introduced

by this company. It is constructed for work where a

([uantity of current and continuous service is required. It

factured by this company. The exhibit has been arranged

after a very pretty and artistic design.

In the center of the space is the booth that serves as an

office of the company, reels of wire of various sizes making

the columns for the support of the canopy which forms the

roof of the booth. The canopy is constructed of insulat-

ing tubing resembling bamboo, from the edge of which is

hung in rope-like fashion a beaded curtain of different

colors.

On the peak of this booth is j)laceda circular sign bearing

the name of the company. Within the booth are desk and

chairs- while the colored curtains enclose the sjiace making

it a comfortable retreat. Around the space are heavy solid

oak tables on which are displayed the smaller samples of

wire and insulations. On the front of the tables carved in

heavy block letters apj)ear again the well known name of

the company.

Between the posts that mark the corners of the exhibit

are suspended heavy armored cables of the style manufact-

ured for submarine use. In the exhibit are shown insu-

lated wires and cables of almost every kind used in the

various branches of electrical industry, insulated according
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to the processes used by the company. This exhibit was

one of the first arranged in Electricity Building, and it

early attracted the attention of visitors. Numerous addi-

tions have been made to the exhibit from time to time to

freshen its appearance.

Mr. A. A. Cobb, representative of the company is in

charge of the exhibit, to whom very much credit is due

for the excellence of the display.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES.

Wonder has been caused in the past, by the seven great

search lights which nightly jjierce the darkness with their

powerful light, but Fair visitors of the future should pre-

pare themselves for a greater surprise. Arrangements are

being completed for the placing of an immense projector

on the roof of Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building

with which it is intended to throw advertisements on the

clouds. The various attractions along Midway are advised

to make early applications tor space.

The gondolier who follows the business of his forefathers

on the grand canals of Venice is liable to be driven to some

other form of emjaloyment. The practical test of the electric

launch on the lagoons of the Exposition grounds has shown

their many advantages. According to the Engineering News,

from which we take the following paragrajsh they have

made a favorable impression on the commissioners from

sunny Italy. "Electric launches may supersede gondolas

on the canals of Venice, as one result of the Columbian Ex-

position. At least one of the Chicago launches has been

sent to Venice by a company which is said to include several

members of the Royal Italian Commission. The Electric

Launch & Navigation Co. owning the boats at the Exposi-

tion, say this company has an ojation until Oct. 15 on 30 of

the 50 launches of the company. Past steam launches of a

considerable size now run regularly on the Grand Canal in

Venice and are well patronized, as the fare is small and the

speed great compared with the gondolas. The smoke is

said to be objected to, and these larger boats cannot traverse

the crooked smaller canals with their low and frequent

bridges. It is expected that the electric launches wdll find

favor owing to their small size, lowness and noiseless opera-

tion, without smoke."

The Actien Qesellschaft fur Chemische Industrie.

The extensive use of various chemicals in the different

branches of the electrical industry, especially sal ammoniac

or muriate of ammonia and blue vitrol, or sulphate of cop-

per, makes the exhibit of the above company of interest to

the electrical trade. This exhibit is located in the chemical

division of the German section in Manufactures and Liberal

Arts Building.

The exhibit has been arranged with the aim of not only

showing the varied products of the extensive works of the

company, but also of presenting an arrangement that will

be pleasing to the eye. Paintings form a handsome back-

ground to the piles of cylinders that contain the exhibits.

The painting on the left shows the works of the company
at Reinau, while the one on the right shows the works at

Bamen.

The company is one of the largest exporters to the United

States, and it is said that nearly three-quarters of the im-

ports of this character can be traced to the Mannheim com-
pany. The exhibit at the Pair was installed under the

direction of Mr, C, F. Holland, one of the managers of the

company.
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Owing to the report of the Jury of Awards not being

comjalete in certain details the report of the jury will not

be made public until after another meeting of the jury,

which will be called in the near future.

Through the efforts of the Department of Electricity a

beacon light has been placed on Electricity Building, at

the south end. It is of the type used in the French navy

and was placed in position by Barbier et Cie. It has three

lenses, red, white and green, which revolve in the frame

about the light. A small motor jjlaced just below the light

turns the lenses, the shaft of the motor being connected to

the frame-shaft through a number of gears. A 64-candle

power incandescent lamp, which will soon be replaced by a

150-candle power gives the light. The wiring for the light

was done by the Exposition and the current is furnished by

The Jenney Electric Motor Company from its exhibii at the

south end main floor of Electricity Building.

The committees appointed by the Mayor of Chicago and

President Higinbotham, of the Exposition, have adopted a

plan for the distribution of the funds secured by popular

contributions for the relief of the injured and those de-

pendent on the killed in the Cold Storage fire at the Expo-

sition grounds. It has required a considerable time to get

at the facts in each case and to plan for an equitable dis-

tribution of the funds. In general the plan proposes that

a certain sum be paid the adults in cash; that a certain

sum be set aside for the widows and all the money

set aside for the children be placed with one or more trust

companies to hold in trust, until they become of age and in

case of widows until death, or perhaps re-marriage, when it

is to revert to the children. The funds will allow each

widow $2,000 in cash and the interest on a second $2,000,

and the children receive what will be equivalent to $2,000

on their coming of age.
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WORLD'S FAIR NOTES.

I'he large Columbus sign at the south end of J^lectricity

Building has been greatly changed by the new colored

lamps recently put in. The work of changing the lamps

was watched with interest.

Contracts have been let fur the two principal buildings

of the California Mid-winter Exposition, the Manufact-

ures and Liberal Arts and Mechanical Arts Buildings, and

work will begin immediately. The contract price of the

two building is said to be 1172,000.

The first meeting of the present season of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers was held last evening at

12 West 31st street. New York. President Houston de-

livered his inaugural address, taking for a subject the Chi-

cago International Electrical Congress.

It is now the custom to turn off the lights on the cornice

of Electricity Building, Administration Building and Ma-

chinery Hall, on the side of the buildings toward the

electric fountains while the fountains are playing. By this

arrangements the lights and colors of the fountains appear

to better advantage.

Chief Allison of the Manufactures and Liberal Arts

Building, recently secured from Mr. Geo. B. Clark,

of the executive committee of the Gallery Exhibitors

Club, an outline of the plan followed for increasing the at-

tendance in the gallery of the Electricity Building, and ex-

jtects to iidopt similar measures for his department.

The good natured rivalry which has always existed be-

tween the employes of the electrical engineering depart-

ment and those of the mechanical department has resulted

in arrangements for a foot ball game to be played in the

stock pavilion in the near future. The elevens have been

chosen, and, judging from the amount of practice being in-

dulged in, a hard struggle may be expected.

"The oldest telegram in the world" is the title of an ex-

hibit in the space occupied by the University of the City of

New York in the gallery of the Manufactures and Liberal Arts

Building. The telegram was sent and recorded by Prof. Morse

in the chapel of the University on Jan. 24th, 1838. The tape

containing the original record in the Morse alphabet and the

translation in Prof. Morse's handwriting is shown in a glass

case. The telegram, which was dictated by Prof. Cum-

mings, reads: "Attention—The Universe by kingdoms

—

Right wheel."

The improvised tug of war between the new General

Electric Company's electric locomotive and the B. & O.

switch engine on last Saturday afternoon did not result in

a great victory for the electric locomotive. The event had

l)een well advertised and a large crowd watched the affair

with interest. The wire fence along the terminal sheds

kept the crowd Isack while the more eager climbed upon

the exhibition cars stationed on the neighboring tracks

much to the detriment of their summer clothes and the ele-

gant finish of the cars.

The illumination of the Texas state building on the

evening of the day celeljrated by the Lone Star State was

accomplished liy using the portable electric lighting plant,

which has l)een exhibited liy the Daimler Motor Co. , in the

south end of Transportation Building. The apparatus

consists of a twelve-horse power oil engine and a ten arc

light dynamo, mounted compactly on a carriage, so that

they can be (piickly moved and easily handled. ^Vhile

intended primarily tor use in military operations, the ap-

paratus is adapted for any sfervice whfere the rapid in.stalla-

tion of a temporary plant is called for. Chief Pierce, of

the Electrical Engiheering Department, speaks in high

terms of the accommodation afforded by the plant; Bind

hopes to make use of it on fiiture occasions.

The crowds of visitors these days come to see something

and those places where are to be foufid the most st^rtliftg

displays are the places where the largest crowds assemble.

By simply fusing small wires connected across the terminals

of a small plating dynamo the Jenney Electric Motor Com-

pany attracted crowds of visitors during the evenings of

last week. It is the live exhibits that attract the visitors.

The General company has a small water wheel operated by

a small motor which stirs up the water in a water tight box

located near the center of the building. The water is so

agitated that the little propellor is concealed from view and

it is a mystery to many passing by what is creating the

disturbance.

A good display of small motors may be found by exam-

ining the exhibit of the Western Electric Co. Various de-

signs, adapted to special service are shown. Near the

north entrance to the Egyptian temple four motors of the

multi-polar type are shown ranging from two to fifteen

horse power. These motors are especially designed for

low speed and high efficiency and show most excellent re-

sults. There are also two forty-horse power motors di-

rectly connected to the two generators which su}>p]y the

current for the scenic theater and the column of light.

The loads on these motors are constantly changing, but

the shunt and compound windings are so arranged to op

pose each other and make the motors j>eri'ectly self-regulat-

Street Railway Association of the State of New Yorl<.

The eleventh annual meeting of the Street Railway As-

sociation of the State of New York is held this week at

Rochester, N. Y. An interesting program has been pre-

pared, which includes a number of papers by prominent

railway men. Mr. Geo. W. McNulty, engineer of the

Broadway & Seventh Av. railroad, presents a paper on "The
Recent improvements in Cable Traction," and Mr. Thos. J.

McTighe, electrical engineer of the Atlantic Ave. Ry.,Brook-

lyn, reads a paper on " The Return Circuit of Electric

Railways." A large attendance is expected and excellent

acconuuodations have been secured at Powers' Hotel.

The popular route to Milwaukee is the Chicago Mil-

waukee and St. Paul Railway. Its double track between

Chicago and Milwaukee has been completed, and with its

block signal system, absolutely preventing accidents from

collisions, trains may be run at the highest rate of speed ob-

tainable. The equipment of the line is perfect.

Trains leave the Union Passenger Station, Canal and

Adams streets, as per following schedide:

8:30 a. m. daily.

11:30 a. m. daily, except Sunday.

1 :00 p. m. daily, except Sunday.

3:00 p. m. daily.

(5:00 p. m. daily.

8:00 p. m. daily.

10:30 p. m. daily.

Citv ticket office, No. 207 Clark street.
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PERSONAL.

Mr. AV. E. Jackson, Jr., of Augusta, Ga. , was among' the ar-

rivals during the past week.

Mr. A. Newman returned the forepart of the week from a

somewhat extended trip east.

Mr. Wilder.superintendent of the electric plant at Kalamazoo,
was a visitor at the Fair last week.

Mr. P. L. Southack, the well knoven electrical engineer of

Boston, Mass., is now at the Fair.

Mr. A. J. Wright, president of the Reliance Gauge Co., of

Cleveland', Ohio, is visiting the Fair with his family.

Mr. C. A. Paul, superintendent of the Bridgeport, Conn.,

Electric Light Co., .spent some time at the Fair recently.

Mr. .Jerome Penn, of the Electric Light & Power Co., of

Washington Court House, Ohio, is in t»he city attending the

Fair.

Mr. Jas. E. Cole, electrical inspector from Boston, Mass.,

was among the visitors to the electrical features of the Fair

this week.

Mr. D. L. Davis, superintendent of the Electric Light & Power
Co., of Salem, Ohio, was among the visitors of Electricity Build-

ing last week.

Mr. Morgan Brooks, general manager of the Electrical En-
gineering and Supply Co., of St. Paul, Minn., is in the city

visiting the Exposition.

Mr. Herbert M. Price, who is interested in the installation of

a power plant at Mt. Moreney Falls, seven miles from Quebec,
paid the Fair a short visit last week.

Prof. W. J. Herdman, a member of the Jury of Awards, De-
partment of Electricity, was recently elected president of the
American Electro-Therapeutic Association.

Mr. H. H. Eustis, of Boston, president and electrician for the
Eastern Electric Cable Co., registered at the headquarters of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers this week.

Herr I'riissman and Herr Otto Arnold, of the main factory of

SchafCer & Budenberg, at Magdeburg-Buckan, Germany, ac-

companied by Mr. L. Portong, the American manager of the
company from New York, were interested visitors at the Fair

recently, and expressed themselves as highly pleased with the
exhibits.

BUSINESS NOTES.

The Ansonia Electric CosiPANr has been given permission

by the court to continue business. The business is carried on
under the direction of the assignee, Mr. J. B. Waller. The same
line of specialties and standard supplies will be carried as here-

tofore.

The Chicaso Electric Wire Company is among the few
manufacturing companies who have sufficient orders to keep
their full force at work. The recent contract received from
the U. S. government has kept the New York factory going
night and day.

The eight boilers of the Citizen's Street Railway Co., at De-
troit, have recently been equipped with No. .5 Reliance safety

water columns, manufactxired by the Reliance Gauge Co., Cleve-

land, Ohio. They were specified by Mr. Harry Knowlton, of

the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.

The Electric Appliance Company reports a number of nice or-

ders for the new Hammond porcelain cleat, which they have
been introducing to the western trade. Its peculiar merit con-

sists in the fact that it is only one piece of porcelain, but at the
same time holds the wire away from the wall or ceiling like an
insulating knob instead of clamping it against the surface. Tlie

price is also very reasonable.

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTUICAL
ENGINEERING.

OFFICES SOUTH OF MACHINERY HALL.

Mechanical Engineer, C. F. Foster
Electrical Engineer, R. H. Pierce.

First Asst. Mechanical Engineer, John Meaden.
First Asst. Electrical Engineer, S. G. Neiler.

DEPARTMENT OP ELECTRICITY.
Offices: SECTION R, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Chief, John P. Barrett,
Assistant Chief, J. Allen HoKNSsr.

General Superintendent, J. W. Blaisdell.
Electrical Engineer, W. W. Pbimm.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

World's Fair Headquarters,

SECTION S, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Ralph W. Pope, Secretary

Open from 9 a.m. to ^ p.m.

Amusements.

Hooley's Theater—Mr. E. S. Willard, Thurs. and Sat.,

in "The Professor's Love Story," Fri. in "A Pool's

Paradise." 149 Randolph street.

Columbia Theater—Daniel Frohman's Lyceum Theater Co.

in "The Charity Ball." 108 Monroe street.

Grand Opera House — Sol Smith Kussell, in " A Peace-

ful Valley." 87 Clark street.

Auditorium—Imre Kiralfy's Spectacle "^imerica." Con-
gress street and Wabash avenue.

MoVickeb's Theater—Denman Thomson, in " The Old
Homestead." 82 Madison street.

Chicago Opera House—American Extravaganza Com23any,

in "Ali Baba, or Morgiana and the Forty Thieves."

Washington and Clark streets.

Schiller Theater—Miss Rose and Charles Coghlan, in

"Diplomacy." Randolph, near Dearborn.

Haverly's Casino—Haverly's United Minstrels. Waliash
avenue, near Jackson street.

Trocadero—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.'

The Grotto—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.

Buffalo Bill's "Wild West." 03d street. Daily at 3 and
8.30 p.m.

The Stoddard Lectures—Central Music Hall, commenc-
ing Oct. '2d, Seven courses exactly alike six evenings and
matinee each week. Week of October 2, Eastern Japan;
week of October 9, Western Japan; week of October 16,

China; week of October 23, Farther India; week of Octo-

ber 30, Xearer India.

On Monday evening, October 3, Mr. Stoddard will commence
his fourteenth season of lectures in Chicago. The lectures this
season are on Japan, China and India, the material for which
was gained in Mr. Stoddard's tour around the world. These
lectures will be elaborately illustrated.

The managers of "America" did a wise thing when they de-
cided on an extra Monday matinee. The great Auditorium has
been crowded on these occasions by people who could not secure
seats for the regular performances. 'The spectacle has been
freshened up and improved by a new and superior force of chorus
singers. Anot'uer agreeable change is the engagement of
Annie Cameron, a well-known light opera contralto. She takes
the part of Bigotry which Miss Russell has had since the en-
gagement opened. The Schaffer family continue to perform
jheir acrobatic feats to delighted and astounded audiences.

Last Sunday night "Ali Baba" began its fortieth week in

Chicago, and on Wednesday evening, September 30, at the Chi-
cago Opera House, the (iOOth performance of the extravaganza
will he given. Business continues as large as ever. All the
best seats for the evening performances are sold away in ad-
vance, and the standing room only sign is now put out in the
afternoons. The wisdom of the lavish expenditure always made
upon the American Extravaganza Company's productions is

now shown in the splendid preservation of the scenery, cos-
tumes and properties of -'Ali Baba." The rich satins, velvets
and brocades show not a sign of wear, and the beautiful pic-

tures are as bright and charming as when they first came from
the painter's brush.
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When you visit the World's Fair, yon will

naturally take a ride on the FERRIS WHEEL
and be interested in the ELECTRIC LIGHT
INSTALLATION, which is wired throughout

with

okonite: wire:
FURNISHED BY THE

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
116-118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
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ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
242 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

HIGH GRADE

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
iif I'very ilescriptidii at

LOWEST PRICES
cODsisteut with

FIRST CLASS MATERIAL.
Always fenri y ur open milerd and rcijuests for quotations to the

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
242 IVIadison Street. CHICAGO.

Should be read by everyone interested in electrical matters.

The paper contains regularly

A Buyer's Uirectorv of Manufacturers and Dealers in Electrical Supplies and Aijpliances.

A Complete Directory of Electric Light Stations in North America and a Complete Directory of

Electric Railways in North America.
These directories are revised each issue to the date of going to press and are to be found ni no

other electrical journal in the World. Its articles are read carefully and its directories used constantly

bv all the buyers in the trade. These facts make it without a superior as an advertising medium.

Sample copies and rates sent on application.

Subscription price $3 per vear. Six months trial $1, if ordered during September.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUBLISHING COMPANY, MONADNOCK BLOCK. CHICAGO.

JBNNBY
HI^U ^ND A r^ C" ELECTRICAL

IVJin Var^MLJIZ. apparatus
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY

. . OF . .

Dynamos
For Electric Lighting,

Power Circuits,

Transmisssion of

Power, Electro
Plating, Etc.

MOTORS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Write for ('ataiogue (>.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 932 Monadnock Block.

JENNY ELECTRIC MOTOR CO., . Indianapolis, Ind.

TYPE OF MOTOR FROM J4 lO 9 H. P.
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OUR IMPROVED SYSTEM
OF

Automatic Fire Alarm

covered by patents recently issued, is the

embodiment of all factors contributing to the

I

GREATEST SAFETY,

and the MOST RELIABLE

PROTECTION FROM FIRE.

Western Electric Company,

CHICAGO and NEW YORK.
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CLARK
i COMPANY, ^^^ ^Q"*^-

I-

o
192 Broadway and II John Street.

LU MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.
_l| The CLARK ARC LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

QJ the best and most durable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING
IP!) Greatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
vo OTHER RAWHIDE

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGERS PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is
not affected by steam or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and tht most econrm-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, OliCACO, MU.

Standard Electric Cdmpany.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AX THE

'WOI^LO'S F'.A^ii^.

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.

Sec. S, 20

ELECTRICITY BUILDING. Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

hs Standard Lamps Light the Power Plant, Machinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Building, and

Other Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Rod Lamp.
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riile after mile of

SIMPLEX WIRE
Supplied to the

^ FERRIS WHEEL

By...George Cutter,

The Rookery, CHICAGO.

SIMPLEX WIRES

0<<^ ef'

INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

Simplex Electrical Co.

620 Atlantic Ave.,

George Cutter, Chicago. boston, mass.

Made 5 amp. S. P.
1 O amp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.
10 im p. 3 wa/.

XNTRIC
"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South Ifeth St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

China Window Tube (Patented).

Made only by PASS & SEYMOUR,
George Cutter, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

CHICAGO.

Enterprise

Electric-^=

Company
307 Dearborn Street.

Chicago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and M!il Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, ^9^
Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

I^Ul JrJ_illl0 DESCRIPTION

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

Locust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

-. Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING_

BEAR IN MIND
that the regular monthly issue of ELECTRICAL IN-

DUSTRIES contains the most cemplete and correct

directories published of the electric light ceotral stations

and the electric railways in North America.

World's Fair Headquarters Y 27 Electricity Building.

CITY OFFICES, Monadnock Block.

WAGNER ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS
Fof Direct or Altertuitinf/ Currents,

(onsolicla'tecl E1?c-tric (p.

Manufacturers and Dea'ers in all kinds of

£LECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

llfS F"ranl<lin Street,

<:iiicAco.

These motors give a stroLger breeze with less consumption ct current than
any other fan motor on the market. They are full 18 horge power. Six bladed
IS-inch tan. Sell-oiliug. Furnished with or without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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Exhibit of the E. S. Greeley & Company.

In the noitlieasteru part of Electricity Building, Section

F., E. S. Greeley & Company, of New York, has au exten-

sive exhil)it containing a large and comprehensive dis-

play of electrical goods. The large floor space has been amougwhich is the Foote Primach battery. This battery is of

extends the entire length of the exhibit. One of the more

prominent figures in the exhibit is the pyramid of primary

batteries surmounted by a statue of liberty 3f5 inches high

holding aloft a 16-caudle power lamp. This exhibit of

batteries comprises a large number of styles of batteries

FIG. 1.—EXHIBIT OF THE E. S. GREEI.EV i COMPANY.

used to the best advantage by a neat arrangement of show

cases and elegant display boards which contain the finely

constructed articles and delicate instruments from the fac-

tories of this firm.

The space is enclosed by neat railings above which is

placed a large sign bearing the name of the company that

an improved form and construction; to the center of the

copper element is fastened a wooden post covered with as-

phaltum that supports the zinc element. The zinc is star

shape and has a recess on the under side into which the

post fits. This post keeps the two elements always the

same distance apart, thus preventing the copper working
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up and all short circuits are in this way avoided. A new

telephone battery is shown which is a modification of the

Fuller cell which is used so extensively in that class of

work. Instead of having a bell shaped zinc, it has a fiencil

zinc which is protected by a rubber tube with an opening

at the bottom. The zinc feeds down and the life of the

battery is said to be much longer. Its voltage is two and

the initial current about three amperes. This exhibit of

batteries contains 86 varieties of wet and dry batteries.

An extensive line of telegraph instruments are shown,

many of new and special designs. The most popular jsart

of this disjalay is the Victor key which the president touched

when he opened the Exposition. By the simjile pressure

of this key the current from the battery of Exeter cells

ojserated the starting device that opened the valve of the

Allis engine and the great Worthington pump. The Victor

key is the only telegraph key that has no trunnions, the

fulcrum being a knife edge. This manner of construction

presents all side motion and consequent poor contact and

also eleminates the so-called jamming motion. A short

stout spring near the fulcrum holds the lever in place. This

The main circuit runs through an electro magnet which

when the circuit is closed holds the armature up to which

there is a lever attached. A pin in this lever catches in a

slot of the main lever or the pull of the box. The box can-

not be operated except when the pin is held in the slot of

the pull so that when another box is being pulled the circuit

is closed only momentary but not long enough to magnetize

the electro-magnet. The non-interfering magnet is short

circuited when the outside door is closed, thus preventing

loss of current. The mechanism of the gong is so con-

structed that when a wire is broken it will not continue to

ring.

A large double jack telegraph switch board is so mounted

as to show the connections. It is also of the Western

Union standard type and will accomodate 200 loops and

50 circuits. In the cases along the walls are displayed

watchmen's time detectors, burglar alarms, annunciators of

a variety of forms for hotels, houses, etc. Mounted on

handsome hardwood boards are bells of all descriptions

and push buttons in a variety of designs.

The Pratt speed indicator is shown which can be used in

iit.. a.—EXHIKIT +KEELEV & COMPANY.

key is also modified to meet the requirements of cable

transmission.

The Victor relays and sounders shown exhibit the same

attention to the details of construction. The relay has a

plunger by which the adjustment of the spring is quickly

determined. Western Union relays and Giant sounders

are also mounted with the Victor keys. The Greeley ink

writing self starting and stopping register is shown in

several modifications, also connected with the Victor keys

and district call boxes. As a fire alarm instrument it is

made with either one, two, three or four pens. The four

pen register is the first of its kind built and it is able to

record four signals of various length of duration at one

time.

These instruments are connected to a single jack switch

board of the standard Western Union pattern. Each jack

will accommodate four loops and the board is built for 25

lines. The batteries supplying the current for these in-

struments are the above mentioned Poote Primach type.

There are 30 cells used which also operate the Greeley fire

alarm system, consisting of four non-interfering boxes, an

indicator, an electro-mechanical gong and two registers.

both directions and does not register until the handle is

pressed.

The W. B. G. protectors which are exceedingly sensitive

to any excess of current are mounted in various ways to

accommodate different circuits. These protectors are said

to fuse at their rated capacity to within one-tenth of an

ampere. Its value is readily seen and it is used extensively

for protecting telephone, fire alarm and other systems.

At the south end of the space is an octagonal electric

light pole on which is mounted a patented electric light

crane. It is constructed of |- inch pipe and of such a form

as to be strong and rigid. Being pivoted in the center

the crane may be raised or lowered. Weights are placed

on the end opposite the lamp to balance it so that but a

slight force is required to raise and lower it. When it is

lowered the lamp comes within a foot of the pole enabling

the trimmer to [trim the lamp from the ground. The

Wildt door opener is shown in operation.

An extensive line of testing instruments are shown in

the cases among which are the Thompson galvanometers

portable testing sets containing six chloride of silver cells,

a galvanometer sensitive to a variation of one ohm in one
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thousand and resistance coils of .001 to 1 1 ,000,000 ohms.

The Frey portable galvanometer for street railway use is

shown in which the galvanometer is suspended by a uni

versal joint so that it is always level. It also contains an

improved comjieusating device. Other instruments are dis-

played for a variety of uses.

Mr. L. J. Auerbaeher is in charge of the exhibit and will

be found a valuable assistant in au examination of the dis-

play of electrical goods.

Exhibit of the Billings & Spencer Company.

The Billings & Spencer Company has a very complete

exhibit of drop fdrgings such as are used in electrical work

in the south gallery of Electricity Building, just back of

the Weston Electrical Instrument Co.'s exhibit. On a six-

early Edison machines were made in two parts, the blade

rolled out to the required shape and the shank forged by

hand. These two jjieces were joined by small dowel pins

and then brazed, a long process and one which gave by no

means satisfactory results. Mr. Billings, who had watched

the process offered to make them of one piece. His offer

was accepted but their confidence in his ability was not

perfect until they had seen the bars produced. From that

time until the present the manufacture of these goods has

increased and to one manufacturer of electrical dynamos

and motors this company has furnished as high as IB ton s

a month.

The method of manufacture is so perfect that the fibre

or grain of the metal is preserved so that it is everywhere

parallel to the axis of the arm. They are used by the

principal manufacturers of electric generators and motors.

l-JXiUBlT OF THE BILLINGS & 81'KNCER COMPANY.

sided pyramid standing some ten feet high, are arranged

samples of forgings in pure lake copper, aluminum, alumi-

num bronze, iron and steel in the shape of commutator bars

of various shapes and sizes, name plates for machinery, eye

bolts for dynamos and other machines, wrenches, commuta-

tors, etc.

This pyramid is surmounted by a sign painted on a large

fac simile of a copper commutator bar which is supported

on four ornamented wrought iron brackets, secured to the

sides of the pyramid. At the four corners of the exhibit

are sample commutators in copper and bronze assembled

without insulation to show how perfectly each bar fits into

its place. Eye bolts of large size up to two inches, drop

orged from iron are shown at the corners of the platform.

This company has been long known for its commutator bars

and the origin of this process of manufacture is now an

interesting piece of history. The commutator bars of the

Besides the exhibit in Electricity Building the company has

an extensive exhibit in Machinery Hall Annex, main aisle,

in which are found many tools manufactured for the use of

linemen and wiremen. Billing's hand vise is extensively used

by linemen in telephone, telegrajih and electric lighting line

construction. Each part is interchangeable and can be

duplicated at slight expense. There are also shown gas

pliers and wire cutters specially adapted for the use of fix-

ture men, carbon tongs which are largely used by trimmers,

being light and strong and a great variety of machinists'

tools and drop forgings among which are various bronze

forgings used on the Whitehead torpedoes.

A large part of this exhibit shows the capabilities of the

company in the line of drop forgings, the forgings being

shown just as they were forged, no attempt being made to

finish the goods. In the show cases are exhibited tools,

etc- , finished with the greatest care.
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The List of Awards Department of Electricity.

The following is a list of the awards made at the pres-

ent time. The tests of incandescent lamps, wires, storage

batteries, of some of the transformers and a few others have

not been completed. The diplomas will soon be ready and

will be placed so that parties interested may inspect them.

UNITED STATES.

Albert & J. M. Anderson, Boston, Mass.

1. Trolleys.

2. Railway insulators.

Brush Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

1

.

Direct current dynamos for series arc lighting.

2. Direct current dynamos for series arc lighting

couj)led to engine,- 125-2000 c. p. lamps.

3. Alternating current dynamos constant potential, 36-

-150 K. W.
4. Arc circuit switch board.

5. Direct current dynamos constant potential 20-100

K. W.
6. Arc lamps all types.

Bryant Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Snap switches.

W. R. Brixey, New York.

Underground, aerial and submarine telegraph and tel-

ephone cables.

J. H. Bunnell & Co., New York.

1. Standard dry batteries.

2. Telegraphic apparatus.

C. C. Electric Motor Co., New York.

1. Direct current motors, constant potential 3-50 H. P.

2. Electric motor, fan and blower combination.

Cutter Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Push switches for electric lights.

Commercial Cable Co., New York.

1. Ocean telegraphic apparatus operating through
Murihead's artificial resistances.

2. Cuttriss improved cable telegraph apparatus.

Crane Electric Co.. Chicago, 111.

Electric j^assenger elevator complete.

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Rheostats.

Copenhagen Fire Alarm Co. , Chicago.

Automatic fire alarm.

Geo. Cutter, Chicago, 111.

Lamp supporting pulley.

Electrical Forging Co., Boston, Mass.

Electric heating and welding apparatus.

Electric Heat Alarm Co., Boston, Mass.
Thermostat for automatic fire, hot journal and hot

grain alarms.

Electrical Conduit Co., New York.

Underground conduit for electrical wires.

Electric Launch & Navigation Co., New York.

Electric launches.

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., Windsor, Conn.
Direct current motors constant potential.

Excelsior Electric Co., New York.

1. Arc lamps series circuits.

2. Direct current dynamos for series arc lighting.

Elektron Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.

Direct current motors constant potential multipolar,

slow speed.

2. Automatic motor starter.

Electric Selector and Signal Co., New York.

Electrical system for locking and unlocking.

Edison Mfg. Co., New York.

Edison, LeLande primary battery.

Eureka Tempered Copper Co., North East, Pa.

Tempered copper for use in electrical construction.

Fort Wayne Electric Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

1. Direct current "Wood" dynamo for series arc

lighting.

2. Alternating current " Wood " dynamo constant po-

tential compound wound 150 K. W.
8. Arc lamps for constant current.

I. P. Fink, New York.

Screen reflectors for incandescent lamps.

General Electric Co., New York.

1. Electric locomotives for factory and switches serv-

ices.

2. Electric elevated railway system.

3. Long distance power transmission, plant in opera-

tion, tri-phase.

4. Arc lamps for direct current series circuits.

5. Search lights and focusing lamps.

6. Transformers 250-125,000 watts.

7. Engine dynamos.
8. Automatic overload switch.

9. Electrically illuminated fountains.

10. Thomson eccentric coil ammeters and volt meters
for alternating currents.

11. Pumping machinery' driven by electric motor.

12. Electrically driven rock working machinery.
13. Mine locomotive.

14. Haskins Astatic armeter.

15. Arc lamps for constant potential circuits direct and
alternating (Knowles).

16. Jaw switches, fuses, sockets and branch blocks.

17. Direct current dynamos for series arc lighting.

18. Alternating current dynamos for series arc light-

ing.

Alternating current dynamos constant potential 30-

300 K. W.
19. System of street railway service.

20. Direct current dynamos constant j^otential (direct

connected excepted) and direct current shunt
wound motors, constant potential.

21. Edison feeder system for distribution of electricity.

22. Slate switch board for arc light circuits.

23. Ventilating set, portable. Government standard.

24. Historical ajjparatus.

25. Edison three-wire system for distribution of elec-

trical energy.

26. Exhibit of incandescent lamias all styles, i to 250
c. p.

27. Underground system complete in all details.

28. Hoisting apparatus driven by electric motors.

29. Integrating watt motor.
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The E. S. Greeley & Co., New York.

1. Testing iustruments.

2. Exter dry battery.

3. Telegraph apparatus.

Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph Co., New York.

Automatic fire alarm telegraph system.

General Incandescent Arc Lamp Co., New York.

Arc lamps for constant potential circuits.

Hart & Hageman Mfg. Co. , Hartford, Conn.
Snap switches.

Helios Electric Co.

Arc lamp for alternating current.

The Hanson Battery Co., Washington, D. C.

Primary batteries.

Interior Conduit & Insulation Co., New York.

1. System of interior insulating conduits.

2. Snap switches.

Jenny Electric Motor Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Direct current dynamos and motors constant potential.

H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York.

Vulcabestou and molded mica insulating material

worked into all kinds of insulations.

LeClanche Battery Co., New York.

LeClanche batteries, especially the "Vole" and "Cylin-

der" cells.

Mather Electric Co., Manchester, Conn.
Direct current dynamo, constant potential 500 volts.

Mcintosh Battery & Optical Co., Chicago, 111.

Electro medical, dental and surgical apparatus.

National Carl)on Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Carbons for arc lamps.

Nutting Electric Mfg. Co., Chicago.

Nutting arc lamp.

Otis Bros. , New York.

1. Electric pump.
2. Electric motor and controlling devices for elevator

and hoisting service.

H. T. Paiste, Philadelphia, Pa.

Snap switches.

Police & Signal Co., Chicago.

System of police patrol telegraph.

Phoenix Glass Co., Chicago.

Electric and gas globes and shade cut, etched and
colored.

Queen & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

1. Electrometer (Ryan).

2. Galvanometers.

3. Testing sets and resistances.

4. Portable medical induction apparatus for physician's

use.

5. Commercial ammeters and voltmeters.

J. A. Roebling's Sons Co., Trenton, N. J.

Bare copper and trolley wire.

F. A. Ringler & Co., New York.

Half tone photo-electro type steel faced.

Standard Electric Co., Chicago.

1. Arc lamps for direct current series circuits.

2. Direct current dynamos for series arc lighting.

Stevenson Hoggson Electric Co , St. Louis, Mo.
Automatic electric time stamp.

Sperry Electric Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Electric railway system.

Short Electric Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Short Electric Railway system.

Self-Winding Clock Co., New York.

Special application of an iron-clad solonorid magnet.
Thomson Electric Welding Co., Boston, Mass.

Apparatus for electric welding and forging.

Union Electric Works, Chicago.

Primary batterv.

J. C. Vetter & Co., New York.

1. Incandescent current adapter.

2. Dry LaClanche battery.

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

1. Columbian street lamp post.

2. Telegraph apparatus

3. Telephone cables, Paterson.

4. Annunciators and signaling apparatus.

5. Multiple switchboard for telephone service.

6. Direct current dynamos for series arc lighting.

7. Application of electric lights for the production of

scenic effects in theaters and for the decorations

of rooms, etc.

8. Arc lamps various styles for series circuits.

9. Arc lamps for constant potential circuits.

10. Direct current dynamos and motors constant po-

tential.

Waite & Bartlett Mfg. Co., New York.

1

.

Holtz induction machines in air tight case with 6
-40 inch revolving plates.

2. Special faradic apparatus for varying the tension

and strength of current (Engleman's apparatus).

Washington Carbon Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Carbons for arc lamps, l)atteries and dynamos, and
motor brushes.

Wm. Wallace, Ansonia, Conn.
Historical electric light exhibit.

Walworth Mfg. Co.

Poles for trolleys and arc lamps.

S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Acid gravity Ijatteries "Partz."

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

1. Engine dynamos.
2. Transformers, 250-12500 K. W.
3. Direct current dynamos and motors constant poten-

tial bipolar and multipolar (except direct connected
dynamos).

4. Alternating current dynamos constant potential 750
K. W.

5. Electric street railway system.

6. Alternating current dynamos for series arc lighting.

7. Long distance power transmission, plant in opera-

tion.

S. Two phase alternating current motors (Tesla).

9. Incandescent system of street lighting.

10. Switches.

1 1

.

Complete switchboard for controlling 1 7 dynamos
and 40 currents.

1 2. Lightening arresters.

Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Newark, N. J.

1

.

Alternating current instrument including watt-

meters.

2. Standard resistance and bridges.

3. Electrical measuring instruments for physicians use.

4. Switchboard instruments.

5. Direct current ammeters and voltmeters, standard
and portable.

Western Union Telegraph Co., New York.

Instruments used in quadruplex telegrajih, latest

design.

Zucker & Leavett Chemical Co., New York.

Collection of chemicals and appliances for electro-

plating.

Prof. Aron, Berlin.

Electric meters.

J. Berliner, Hanover.
Universal transmitter, long distance.

Geo. Carette & Co., Nuremburg.
Optical, physical and mechanical instruments and toys.

Dr. Edelmann, Munich.
Electro medical apparatus.

Felton & Guilleaume, Muhlhausen on Rhine.

1. Electric cables with special armor.

2. Electric cables.

Gehmelzen, Nuremburg.
Carbons for arc lights.

Hartmanu & Braun, Frankfort.

1. Differential arc lamps.

2. Galvanometers.

3. Electrical measuring instruments including instru-

ments of precision.

4. Photometer, large universal.

5. Apparatus for testing iron and steel with respect to

magnetic permealjility.

6. Reading telescopes, mirrors and scales.

7. Portable measuring apparatus used in laying cables.
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W. A. Hirshman, Berlin,

Electro medical apparatus.

Imperial German Postal Telegraph Dept., Berlin.

1. Maps and drawings showing system ot Government

telegraph lines using armored underground cables.

2. Telegraphic apparatus of the German telegraph

service.

3. Historical telegraphic apparatus.

Korting & Matthissen, Leipsig.

Arc lamps for constant p)otential circuits.

H. Schomburg & Sons, Berlin.

1. Insulators and insulating material.

2. Dry batteries.

Schuckert & Co., Nuremburg.
1. Search lights with parabolic glass mirrors.

2. Annunciators for vessels.

3. Arc lamps for constant potential circuits.

Siemens & Halske, Berlin.

1. Arc lamps for constant potential circuits.

2. Direct current dynamos, constant potential 750 K.

W.
3. Historical apparatus.

Schmidt & Haench, Berlin.

Lummer-Brodham photometer with accessories.

.T. Zacharias, Berlin.

Dry batteries.

Imperial Ottoman Government.
Telegraphic ajaparatus.

QEEAT BRITAIN.

British Government Postal Telegraph Dept.

1. Modern telegraph apj)aratus in operation.

2. Historical telegraph apparatus.

Corporation of Birmingham.
Original Woolwich dynamo.

General Electric Co., Ltd., London.

H. I. switches and other incandescent house fittings.

James White, Glasgow.

Electro magnetic balances, Kelvin.

F. Hardtmuth & Co., Vienna.

Carbons for arc lamps, etc.

BDSSIA.

Imperial Russian State Paper Manufactory, St. Petersburg.

Collection of electrotypes.

Imperial Artillery Arsenal, St. Petersburg.

Electrical registering attachment for testing machine.

(Prince Gagarian.)

ITALY.

Prof. Galeleo Ferraris, Turin.

Historical alternating current motors.

JAPAN.

Imperial University, Tokio.

1. Seismographs and accessory apparatus.

2. Model of an earthquake.

Def)artment of Engineering Imperial University, Tokio.

Automatic electric current recorder.

BRAZIL.

Directoria Geral dos Telegraphos, Rio de Janerio.

Telegraphic apparatus.

Arrangements are being made for a street railway day

at the Fair. It is proposed to have the day following the

close of the convention at Mihvaukee street railway day

and have a sjjecial program prepared for the delegates on

their return from Milwaukee.

sented him by the Brush Electric Co., the current for which

is supplied by the Westinghouse company, but he is also

the owner of a very handsome silken flag, presented him by

admiring friends. The graceful folds of this flag will float

over the Electricity Building in honor of Lord Mayor

Shanks, of Dublin, and all other true followers of St. Pat-

rick. Frank D. Millet, the artist of the Fair, has objected

to the hoisting of this flag and a lively fight has been going

on between him and Prof. Barrett, but as usual, the Chief

has come off victorious and the flag will be unfurled. The

electric flag taken with the other banner will certainly do

credit to the department on that day.

PERSONAL.

Irish day at the Exjaosition Saturday the 3Uth, bids fair

to be one of the most notalile of the red letter days. The

Department of Electricity on this occasion will not be behind

in doing honor to Erin. Not only is Chief Barrett the proud

possessor of the only Irish Electric flag on the grounds pre-

Mr. J. H. Smith, of Inverness, Ohio, was a visitor at the Fair

last week.

Mr. Emile Berliner, of Washington, T). C. , is making a visit

to the Pair.

Mr. W. E. Shepard, electrical engineer of Lincoln, Neb., is

visiting the World's Fair.

Mr. Wm. J. Hammer, of New York, registered at Institute

headquarters last week.

Mr. Wm. Grosvenor Ely, Jr., of Norwich, Ct., is taking in the

electrical features of the Exposition.

Mr. C. E. Billings, president of the Billings & Spencer Com-

pany, of Hartford, Ct., is at the Fair.

Mr. C. E. Clifford, assistant electrical engineer of the Buffalo

Street Railway, is in Chicago and the Fair.

Mr. H. F. Parshall, with the Thomson-Houston Company, at

Boston, Mass. , was among the arrivals last week.

Mr. E. E. Sehlosser, manufacturer of electrical appliances

from Denver, Colo., is stopping at the Palmer House.

Mr. W, E. Denning, city electrician of Minneapolis, Minn,

registered at the space of Electkical Industries recently.

Mr. Robt. Lundell, engineer for the Interior Conduit & Insu-

lation Company,ofNew York, is registered at the Great Northern.

Mr. G. H. S. Young, manager of the C. & C. Electric Com-
pany, at Philadelphia, spent some time at the Fair during the

past week.

Mr. Elias Nusbaum, superintendent of the Pennsylvania

Electrical Engineering Company, of Philadelphia, has been at

the Fair this week.

Mr. Ed. W. Norton, of Newton, Kan., vice-president of the

Armature Electric Union, was an interested visitor in the Elec-

trical Building a short time ago.

Mr. J. Hamblet, manager of the time service of the Western
Union Telegraph Company, of New York City, returned this

week after a two weeks' visit at the Exposition.

Mr. W. J. Gilmour, district manager of the Bell Telephone

Company, at Brockville, Ont., is at the Fair, and is examining

with special interest the exhibits of storage batteries.

Mr. L. W. Robinson and Mr. W. B. Cosgrove, of the Westing-

house Electric Manufacturing Company, from Pittsburg, while

visiting the Fair last week, called upon Electrical Industries.

Among the visitors to the Electricity Building who have reg-

istered during the past week at the booth of Electrical In-

DU8TBIES, are the following: Mr. H. K. McCay, of the McCay-
Howard Engineering Company, of Baltimore, Md. ; Mr. Elias

Nusbaum, superintendent of the Pennsylvania Electrical Engi-

neering Company, Philadelphia, Pa ; Mr. I. M. MoGrath, gen-

eral sales agent for the Acme Company, of New York; Mr. J. S.

Romine, president of the Electric Light & Power Company, of

Chadron, Neb., and Mr. A, M. Hanbrich, of Detroit.

Mr. W. H. McKinlock is now busy organizing the Metropolitan
Electric Co. Chicago, a corporation of which he will be the head,
with ample capital for promoting its business. Mr. McKinlock
has had a wide experience in the electric business extending
from the time of the introduction of electricity and is therefore
one of the best known men in the trade. AVith a full knowledge
of the wants of the trade, the success of his new enterprise is

assured from the start. The new company will do a large
manufacturing and supply business comprising the most desir-

a ble specialties of all kinds in the line of electric apparatus and
appliances.
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THE
FERRISWHEEL

When you visit the World's Fair, you will

naturally take a ride on the FERRIS WHEEL
and be interested in the ELECTRIC LIG-HT

INSTALLATION, which is wired throughout

w^ith

okonite: wire
FURNISHED BY THE

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
116-118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
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ELECTRICITY BUILDING—EXHIBITORS AND THEIR LOCATION.
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ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
242 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

.... HIGH GRADE ....

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
of every description at

LOWEST PRICES
consistent with

FIRST CLASS IVIATERIAL,
Always fend your open orders and requests for quotations to the

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
242 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

THE MONTHLY ISSUE FOR SEPTEMBER

UMni
Should be read by everyone interested in electrical matters. In its Table of Contents is the following:

"Wofld's Congress of Electricians."

"Nikola Tesla's Lecture."
"Love Underground Electric System in Washington." By M. D. Law.
"Gas Engines as Applied to Electric Light Work." By Geo. A. Farwell.
"The Underground System at the World's Fair."
"Electric Railway Plant of the Chicago North Shore Railway Compan3'."
Together with illustrations of the recent applications of electricity.

The paper contains regularly
A Buj'cr's Directory of Manufacturers and Dealers in Electrical Supplies and Appliances.
A Complete Directory of Electric Light Stations in North America and a Complete Directory of

Electric Railways in North America.
These directories are revised each issue to the date of going to press and are to be found in no

other electrical journal in the World. Its articles are read carefully and its directories used constantly
by all the buyers in the trade. These facts make it without a superior as an. advertising medium.
Sample copies and rates sent on application.

Subscription price $f! per year. Six months trial $1, if ordered during September.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUB. CO.,
Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.

WM. BARAGWANATH & SON.

LIST OF HEATERS
TO BE SEEN IN OPERATION AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

55

Two 500 H. P. East End Boiler Gallery doing 1800 H. P, work.

One 300 H. P. heater and receiving tanl(, Wellington Catering Go's., plant.

One 150 H. P. Iieater at Kygeia plant.

One 200 H. P. Libby Glass Works.

"WEST IDI^V^ISIOIT STPLEET,
CHICAGO.
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OUR IMPROVED SYSTEM
OF .

Automatic Fire Alarm,

covered by patents recently issued, is the

embodiment of all factors contributing to the

BREATEST SAFETY,

and the MOST RELIABLE

PROTECTION FROM FIRE,

Western Electric Company,

CHICAGO and NEW YORK.
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COMPANY, NEW YORK.

192 Broadway and M John Street.

ml MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

The CLARK ARC LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

IJJ the best and most durable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS
A SF=ECIAI_XV.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING
Greatest Adhesive Qualities. .A Non-Conductor cif Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
OTHER RAWHIDES-
GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGER'S PATENT

This Belting aud Lace Leather is
not affected by steam or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and tht most econo-m-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio street. OHICACO, UX

Standard Electric Company.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AT THE

'WOI^I-.O'S F-A-IR,.

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.

Sec. S, 20

ELECTRICn Y BUILDING. Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

lie Standard Lamps Light tlie Power Plant, Machinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Building, and

Other Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Rod Lamp.
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^ SIMPLEXyrI

riile after mile of

SIMPLEX WIRE
Supplied to the

FERRIS WHEEL

SIMPLEX WIRES
INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

^<,^^'^' Simplex Eleclricai Co.

t'i*>' 620 Atlantic Ave,
_^

By...George Cutter,
-t^^fefcit- The Rookery, CHICAGO. Qcorge Cutter, ChJCagO. BOSTON, MASS.

XIMTRIC

"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

-%.

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South If th St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

Made 5 d jj b P
10 m p >.) P
5 amp 3 way

1 amp. 3 way.
Gdorge Cutter,

CHICAGO.

China Window Tube (Patented).

Made only by PASS & SEYMOUR,
SYRACUSE, N. Y

Enterprise

Electric-^

Company
307 Dearborn Street,

Chicago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, ^o^
Telegraph, Telephone and

Electric Light

If^ D U r JrLiijlt^ DESc^RiPTior:

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

Locust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

" Feeder Wire, insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING_

BEAR IN miND
that the regular monthly issue of ELECTRICAL IN

. DUSTRIES contains the most cemplete and corrert

directories published of the electric light central stations

and the electric railways in North America.

World's Fair Headquarters Y 27 Electricity Building.

CITY OFFICES, Monadnock Block.

WAGNER ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS
For Direct or Alternating Currents.

Qonsollda'tccl ^l^ctric (p.

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

1145 F"ranl<lin Street,

CHICAGO.

These motors give a stronger breeze with less consumption of current than
any other fan motor on the market. They are full 1-8 horse power. Six bladed
12-inch fan. Self-oiling. Furnished with or without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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Exhibit of The Standard Electric Company. and a mast arm such as has been adopted by the city of

Cincinnati and which possesses special features adapting it

One of the most prominent exhibits of arc lamps and arc for street use. The lamp is easily drawn into the pole and

apparatus is that made by the Standard Electric Company lowered to a point where it can easily be reached by the

of Chicago in Electricity Building. The arc lamps hung trinmier. These devices are shown in such a way as to be

above the borders of the s]iact^ include n niimber of styles easily inspected by the visitor. The Standard lamp is also

EXHIBIT OF THE STANDABD ELEUTKIC COMPAXV.

of arc lamps, adapted for the various places in which arc

lamps are used.

In connection with the lamps are shown the safety lamp

hanger by which the lamp is disconnected from the circuit

as it is lowered to be trimmed thus protecting the lamp and

trimmer from any injury from the current while trimming,

shown in detail. These lamps although the different styles

vary in certain features, which are changed as special uses

demand, are all of the independent feed type and are so

constructed that under varying loads no difference in light

is perceptible. An open circuit is almost impossible, no

matter what position the rod may be in. The clutches are
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insulated so that no current can pass through the frame of

the lamp.

The feeding device is sensitive and the automatic cut-out

which is one of the most essential features of a lamp, acts

sharp and quickly under all conditions and great care has

also been taken with its insulation. The same lamp may

be changed to a 6, 8 or 10 ampere lamp without changing

the windings or the adjustments except the adjustment of

the arc spring which is the only change required.

Among the many improvements in the system shown in

the exhibit is the double service, eliptical carbon, weather-

proof lamp using no hood and but one carbon rod. One

feeding mechanism is thus required to keep in repair in

I^lace of two which with the time saved in trimming and the

decrease in the investment a large saving is made in the

operation of the system.

An ingenius way of showing this lamp in operation has

been devised by the company. In a cabinet placed near

the center of the space one of these lamps is burning and

by looking through a slide in this cabinet the arc of the

lamp is seen projected on a screen greatly magnified. The

ning. The heat developed in these machines never ex-

ceeds a rise of over 60 degrees above the surrounding

atmosphere. The journal boxes are self oiling and self

adjusting, thus insuring at all times the perfect alignment

of the armature shaft. To remove or put in an armature

requires simply the removing of two bolts of the journal

stands from either side of the dynamo. The armature is

of the Gramme ring type which has long been conceded to

be the best adapted for machines of high voltage. It is

made of thin laminated rings of Norway iron compressed

tightly together under hydraulic pressure, mounted upon a

brass spider at one end. Steel rods extend horizontally

therefrom, the width of pole pieces and support the arma-

ture. The danger of grounding on the core is obviated

and under this construction the ventilation of the arma-

ture is made perfect. The commutator is simple in con-

struction containing 126 sections made of the best grade of

hard drawn copper thoroughly insulated. Power is fur-

nished the exhibit by a 40-horse power iron clad Rockford

motor placed near the center of the space.

The regulations of this dynamo is so perfect that the en-

KXllIlUT in. THE EDDY ELECTRIC JI A,N b F AC TL Kl .\ t

other lamps are also shown burning, current being sup-

plied by one of the dynamos in the exhibit.

About the space are distributed arc dynamos of thediflPer-

ent sizes manufactured by this company. One dynamo of

50 2000-candle power lights capacity, a 50 1200-candle

power light, a 40 1600 -candle power light, a 30 and a 20

2000-candle power light machines are shown. There is al-

so displayed an armature showing the open commutator

and its appearance when finished and an armature partly

completed showing the armature core and method of wind

ing. In design the Standard arc dynamo presents some

special features in which the form of the well known Man-

chester type of field is carried out. The most essential

features desired in a dynamo are efficiency, durability, sim-

plicity and ease of operation. In the Standard dynamo

these requirements have been as nearly fulfilled as is pos-

sible in the present age of dynamo building. The use of

wrought iron for the cores of the field magnet coils enables

the machine to attain its required amount of magnetism

with a much smaller expenditure of electrical energy than

if cast iron was used. The wire on the field magnets as

well as that on the armature is of unusual size, which

means less energy used in the machine; hence cooler run-

tire load or any jjart of it may be thrown on or off without

subjecting the machine to an injurious strain. The device

is very quick and positive in its action. In the combina-

tion of the Standard dynamo and arc lamp an efficiency of

92 per cent is said to be secured. It is certainly an ef-

ficient combination and worthy of a careful study. This

exhibit shows more especially the mechanical features of

the various machines and appliances manufactured by the

Standard company vihile a more practical demonstration is

made by the large plant in Machinery Hall and the hund-

reds of arc lamps distributed about the grounds and build-

ings which the company installed.

Exhibit of the Eddy Electric Manufacturing Com=
pany.

The Eddy Electric Manufacturing Company of Windsor,

Conn, has quite an extensive exhibit in the east side of

Electricity Building, Section B. It occupies a space over

70 feet long and contains sample machines of the several

styles manufactured by the company.

A brass railing surrounds the space and desks and chairs

furnish accommodations to visitors as well as an office for
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the representatives of the company. The exhibit is con-

fined to motors and generators of which there are a variety

shown. A part of the exhibit is located in Machinery Hall,

over 1,000-horse power of generators being used for fur-

nishing power about the grounds. These machines were

in constant use during the early part of the Fair often

carrying a load much above their rated capacity until other

machines were in order to take part of the load.

Those machines have shown great strength under the

continued heavy service. The four 200 K. W. machines
composing this plant are of the multipolar type.

The motors in the exhibit are supplied with current and
are connected to the different generators so as to show them
in operation. A wO-horse power 500-volt motor of the style

designated as typeC, operates a 110-volt, multipolar dynamo
rated at 45 kilowatts. It is compound wound; has self

among which are one 20-horse power 220-volt motor, one

seven and one-half 220-volt, a two horse power 500-volt

and a one horse power 500-volt motor. Generators of a

number of sizes are shown and of different patterns.

These machines show care and skill in their construction.

The magnetic circuits are short, the windings well made
and their durability and efficiency is said to be of a high

order.

The rheostats and other appliances manufactured by the

company have met all requirements as to safety and dura

bility. The exhibits of the company are in charge of Mr.

F. C. Koss, manager and Mr. H. A. Balcom, electrician.

Exhibit of H. T. Paiste Switches.

In the accompanying cut is shown the exhibit of H. T.

^:xHIB^r of the h. t. paiste switches.

oiling bearings and is a very smooth running machine. An-

other motor of 15-horse power capacity is supplied with

current from the 500-volt circuit and runs at 600 revolu-

tions. It is the latest type manufactured by the company.

With two field coils and four poles it suggests the old

Wenstrom motor.

This motor operates a 3,000 gallon nickel plater, known

as No. 2. It runs 1,200 revolutions and furnishes current

at eight volts. For the amusement of visitors a number

four copper wire is connected across the terminals of this

machine. The wire is soon heated to a bright red and be-

comes so soft that it will not support itself. The plating

machine does not seem to waver while under this test.

Other plating machines are shown, numbers and one,

which give sufiicient range in sizes to supply the wants of

any customer.

Various sizes of the regular type of Eddy motor is shown,

Paiste, of 10 S. 18th street, Philadelphia. The ornamental

background is finished in pure white touched out with

gold. The arrangement of ceiling cut-outs in the center

illustrating the " xntric" movement of the switch with the

words "xntric that's the switch" is unique.

Within the very neat railing, finished in natural wood,

that marks the space, are placed several easels and stands.

On the easels, one placed at each end of the space, are

panels showing the growth of the "xntric" switch and the

evolutions of the Paiste switch. On the first are placed a

number of porcelain bases, each succeeding one having

one piece more than the preceding one, so that the set

shows the growth of the switch, step by step, from the

plain porcelain base to the completed switch with its bind-

ing posts, its spring, contacts, etc.

On the second are mounted numerous switches showing

the gradual development of the Paiste switch, the first
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being the oldest form of the Paiste switch and the last the

latest and most improved form of the "xntric."

The panels are of polished oak and present a very fine

appearance. On another jaanel are displayed numerous

porcelain block cut-outs of a great variety of sizes. Visitors

interested in switches will find an attendant at the exhibit

who will furnish any desired information in regard to the

articles shown.

The Cloud Projector.

The cloud projector spoken of in a previous issue was

given a public trial last Thursday evening and proved to

be all that inventors have claimed for it. The apparatus

has been temporarily erected upon the southwest corner of

Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building and replaces one

of the search lights. It consists of a large drum contain-

ing a powerful arc lamp and fitted with a parabolic mirror

for collecting and reflecting the light. In the front aper-

ture a combination lens is jjlaced and four iron arms ex-

tend some distance from the drum to carry another lens.

By the use of these lenses it is intended to reproduce on

the clouds pictures or words. When nature fails to provide

the clouds, vapor, produced by exploding bombs high in the

air, will be used. The method of producing the pictures

is the result of experiments which have been carried on by

Mr. L. H. Eogers, of the Brush Electric Co. The exper-

iments were first made upon Mount Washington and it is

said, that in the tests made there, pictures which could be

plainly distinguished fifteen miles away were thrown upon

the clouds. The j^resent machine is manufactured by The

Independent Electric Co., 39th and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

At a private exhibition given recently at the factory

President Higinbotham and other Fair officials were so sat-

isfied that the scheme was feasible, that permission was

given to conduct the experiments upon the grounds of

the Exposition. Mr. Elmer E. Sperry, the well known

electrician, is in charge of the apparatus, and with the as-

sistance of Mr. E. E. Stark, has been working to simplify the

adjustments necessary for the perfect control of the

light. The difficulty that has been experienced has been

to properly adjust the arc, mirror and lens in their relative

positions, a combination very hard to- secure. Mr. Sperry

regards the invention as a perfect success and calls it a

new discovery in optical engineering. It has been found

necessary to move the apparatus to an elevated platform

constructed above the walk about the roof of the Manufact-

ures Building. When this change has been completed it

is promised to give the visitors at the Fair an exhibition

during which vi'ill be thrown upon the clouds the pictures

of Columbus, Cleveland, President Higinbotham and Direc-

tor General Davis. On Chicago day the picture of Mayor

Harrison will be added to the list. Just how much the

public may expect of the new device is not yet certain,

but it is said that the development of the invention will lead

to the spacing of the heavens and make it possible to rent

certain square miles to the proprietors of Hood's soap and

Pear's sarsaparilla for the purpose of advertising the merits

of their respective articles. Mr. F. I. Rogers is the business

manager of the Cloud Projector Company and is now mak-

ing arrangements for the placing of the machines in several

of the larger cities and also at Niagara Falls, where the

spray arising from the falls will be used as a scrten for the

pictures. Several large contracts are said to have been

signed, among whi ch is one with a prominent soap man-

ufacturer of this city.
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For testing the speed of electric cars and locomotives the

use of a five mile straight track and the necessary electric-

ity has been offered. To the manufacturers of electric rail-

way motors an excellent opportunity is thus afforded for

comparing the merits of their machines. A similar trial of

speed between steam locomotives exhibited at the Fair

representing the different countries, England, France, Ger-

many and the United States is being arranged.

In the additional report of the jury of awards published

this week, it will be noticed that no award has been made

to the Allgemeine Elektricitats Gasellschaft for their ex-

cellent exhibit in the electricity building. This is due to

the fact that Director General Rathenau is a member of

the jury and it was early agreed that no award should be

given to a display in which any member of the jury was

personally interested. For this same reason the historical

exhibit in the offices of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers has received no recognition from the jury.

Chicago Day, Oct. 9, bids fair to be the greatest of all

red letter days at the Exposition. No effort is being

spared by the committee in charge to make the day so at-

tractive in special features that the crowd to be seen on

that day will be the largest ever gathered together in this

country. Guesses on the attendance vary all the way from

400,000 to 700,000. Everything, however, depends upon

the weather. Given a fine day the attendance will be

all that could be desired or expected. Among the business

houses in the electrical line there is a disposition to close

almost without exception and give employes the oppor-

tunity to be present. There will be on this day the same

electrical features as on every regular day which taken

with the other special attractions will make the day one

long to be remembered. Our advice to every patriotic

Chicago man in whatever line of business is to be present

with his friends.
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WORLD'S FAIR NOTES. Awards, Department of Electricity.

The tests of insulated wires will be continued for six

months under the direction of Prof. Jackson, consequently

it will be some time before these awards will be announced.

With the crowds who come to Electricity Building, both

during the day and evening there have come hucksters of

every kind, class and description who weary the exhibitor,

beguile the visitor and grow fat on the profits of their sales.

The long days during the early summer and spring when

customers were few are now forgotten as they reckon up

their profits at the end of the day.

One of the clearest and most comprehensive souvenir

guides of the buildings at the Fair was, until a few days

ago, being distriljuted by the Hale Elevator Co., of Chica-

go. It contained floor plans of the different buildings and

maps of the grounds completely indexed. It was too good

to give away, so the catalogue monopoly thought, and the

company has been restrained from distributing them on the

grounds.

Irish Day at the Fair last week has the distinction of

having been the worst day so far as weather is concerned

since the Exposition opened. In spite, however, of the un-

ceasing torrent of rain a large number were present to do

honor to Erin. The Irish flag was hoisted over Electricity

Building by Chief Barrett as announced in last issue. It

is true that it was hauled down once or twice by Mr. Millet's

men but the Department of Electricity came out ahead as

usual, and the flag was allowed to remain.

A collection of electrical apparatus of historical value is

shown in a glass case occupying a prominent position in

the exhibit made by Princeton college in the gallery of

Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building. The most inter-

esting objects in the collection are a glass rod covered with

sealing wax used at one time in experiments made by Frank-

lin, a galvanic trough brought to the United States in 1800,

by John Maclean and a number of roughly constructed

galvanometers and electro-magnets, made by Henry. A
series of induction coils are also shown with which Prof.

Henry first investigated the induction of electric currents

and showed the possibility of producing on electric current

of high pressure from one of low pressure. Near the case

stands a large electro-magnet made by Henry, which has

supported a weight of 3,500 pounds. An electric machine

made under the supervision of Benj. Franklin, and used by

Priestly also forms part of the exhibit.

The Western Electric Co. have understood from the be-

ginning of the Exposition, the value of moving effects and

by placing on their space a number of startling features,

have succeeded in making their exhibit one of the most

attractive in the Electricity Building. That the public

appreciates the efforts made by the company, one has only

to notice the crowd gathered around the writing finger, the

groups of visitors watching the bands of light chase each

other up the column of incandescent lamps, and the great

number always standing in line to be admitted to the scenic

theatre. Another addition has been made to the exhibit,

last week which is sure to attract its share of attention. A
device consisting of a large wheel within a wheel, made of

different colored incandescent lamps has been placed near

the south entrance of the Electricity Building. The two

wheels revolving in opposite directions and with the figures

upon them changing constantly in figure and form make a

novel and beautifully effect and are the first thing to catch

the eye of the visitor upon entering the building.

In addition to the list of awards published in the last

issue there have been made the following:

UNITED ST.4TES.

American Battery Co.

Storage batteries.

Electrical Engineer.

Historical electric railway model (Davenport's).

Elisha Gray.

Telautograph.

General Electric Co.

Incandescent lamps used for decorating rooms and

other structures.

A. H. Phelps.

Electro Pyro gravure process.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

High tension experimental apparatus.

AUSTRIA.

Schindler & Jenny.

Electrical cooking apparatus.

GERMANY.

Casmotern Fabrick "Deutz."

Dynamo, directly connected to gas engine.

Hartmann & Brauu.

Galvanometers of special form.

Chas. Pollack.

Storage batteries.

Reiniger, Gebhardt & Schall.

Electro medical ap)j)aratus.

GREAT BRITIAN.

Epstein Accumulator Co.

Storage batteries.

Awards for Street Railways and Street Railway Ap=
pliances. Group 8i.

NEW TORK.

J. M. Jones" Sons, West Troy.
Body open electric car; Body closed electric car.

John Stephenson Co., Lt., New York.
"Broadway" cable car; electric motor car.

Peckham Motor Truck & VVheel Co., Kingston.
Electric motor trucks.

James H. Stedmau, Rochester.

Detective transfer.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Lambeth Cotton Rope Co., New Bedford.
Lambeth Cotton Rope.

Beinis Box Car Co., Springfield.

Electric motor truck.

Robinson Electric Truck & Supply Co., Boston.
Electric radial truck.

Coburn Trolley Track Mfg. Co., Holyoke.
Overhead Carrying Track.

Washburn & Moen, Worcester.
Cables for street railways.

ILLINOIS.

Columbian Intramural Railway Co., Jackson Park.
Electric elevated railway.

Pullman Palace Car Co., Chicago.
Single and double deck street car.

Wni. Wharton Jr., & Co., Chicago.
Rails, fittings and special work for street railways.

Street Railway Review, Chicago.
Street Railway Review.

International Register Co., Chicago.
Conductor's portable register.
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McGuire Mfg. Co., Chicago.

Trucks.

Gennett Air Brake Co., Chicago.

Air brake equipment for electric and cable railway

street cars.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Johnson Company, Johnstown.

Street railway apjaliances

Kobinson Machine Co., Altoona.

Electric car truck.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh.

Street railway electric car equipments.

E. H. Wilson, Philadelphia.

Open and closed vestibuled street ears.

CALIFORNIA.

A. S. Hallidie, San Francisco.

Passenger and grip car; ropeway and grip; historical

collection of cable systems; pulley.

California Wire Works, San Francisco.

Wire ropes and cables.

NEW JERSEY.

Trenton Iron Co., Trenton.

Aerial tramways and rolling stock; interlocked wire

ropes and cables.

Kowell-Potter Safety Stop Co., Trenton.

Automatic block and safety stop system.

GERMANY.

Hoerder Mining & Steel Co., Hoerde.
Street railway switches; grooved rails; wheel tires,

axles, etc.

PhoenixjActiengesellschaft fiir Bergbau und Hiittenbetrieb,

Laar.

Construction of street R. R. tracks, sections, profiles,

etc.

Daimler Motor Co., Cannstatt.

Street car motor.

J. Pohlig, Cologne.

Photographs and plans of cable roads.

George Mary Mining Co., Osnabrtick.

Rails.

Felton & Guilleaume, Miilheim.

Ropes for cable roads.

BRAZIL.

Carrio Urbana Co., Rio de Jauerio.

Tramway street horse car.

PERSONAL.

Dr. J. Allen Hornsby, of the Department of Electricity is in

St. Louis, Mo.

Prof. H. S. Carhart, president of the .Jury of Awards has re-

turned to Ann Arbor.

Mr. Charles M. Wilkins, of the Partrick & Carter Co., of Phil-

adelphia, is at the Fair.

Mr. Thorburn Reid, of Lynn, Mass., was noticed upon the

Fair grounds last week.

Mr. D. E. Thompson, of the Mt. Vernon Electric Co., paid the

Fair a short visit last week.

Mr. J. W. Crowther, of the Quaker City Electric Co., Phila-

delphia, is among the visitors.

Mr. H. K. McOay, of the McCay-Howard Engineering Com-

pany, Baltimore, is at the Fair.

Mr. J. L. Cochran, of the Edgewater Electric Light Co. was a

visitor at the Fair the other day.

Mr. R. H. Moses, of Cleveland, Ohio, spent some time among

the electrical exhibits last week.

Mr. Otto Lemisoh, an electrical engineer from Austria, is a

visitor in the city and at the Fair.

Mr. R. W. Pinkerton, of the Elgin City Railway Co., Elgin,

111., was among the visitors last week.

Mr. A. L. Daniels, of the Miamisburg, Ohio, Electric Co. was a

caller on Electrical Industeies last week.

Mr. J. W. Leech, of the Keystone Electric Co., Erie, Pa., spent

a few days in Chicago and at the Fair recently.

Mr. M. Freeman, superintendent of the Mt. Clemens, Mich.,

Electric Co. has returned home from a visit to the Fair.

Mr. M. C. Austin, secretary of the Light & Power Co., of

Effingham, 111., was in the city attending the Fair last week.

Mr. M. Kellog, superintendent of the Spencer, la.. Electric

Light Co., was among the recent arrival of visitors to the Fair.

Mr. Sydney Smith, general manager of the Hoosac Palls

Electric Light & Power Co., spent part of last week at the Fair.

Mr. M. Nippert, Superintendent of the Lake Geneva, Wis.,

Electric Light Co. spent some time at the World's Fair recently.

Mr. T. H. Bentley, secretary of the Hastings, Mich., Electric

Light and Power Co. , is now in the city visiting the Exposition.

Mr. W. C. Gotshall, superintendent of the Citizens' Street

Railway Co., Muncie, Ind., spent some time at the Pair last

week.

Mr. W. G. Walter, of Pittsburg, Pa., designer lof the booth
occupied by the Westinghouse Co. has returned to the Fair for

a short time.

Mr. Wm. L. Dresser, president of the Electric Light & Power
Co., at Newman, Ga., was an interested visitor last week in

Electricity Building.

Amusements.

Hooley's Theater—M. Coquelin and Mme. Jane Hading, re-

pertoire. 149 Randolph street.

Colombia Theater—Mr. Henry Irving and Miss Ellen

Terry, " The Merchant of Venice." Saturday, "Louis

XI." 108 Monroe street.

Grand Opera House—Hoyt's "A Trip to China Town." 87

Clark street.

Auditorium—Imre Kiralfy's Spectacle "America." Con-

gress street and Wabash avenue.

MoVicker's Theater—Wm. H. Crane, in " Brother John,"

82 Madison street.

Chicago Opera House—American Extravaganza Company,

in "Ali Baba, or Morgiana and the Forty Thieves."

Washington and Clark streets.

Schiller Theater—Felix Morris, in " The Old Musician"

and "Champagne." Randolph, near Dearborn.

Haverly's Casino—Haverly's United Minstrels. Wabash
avenue, near Jackson street.

Trocadero—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.

The Grotto—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.

Buffalo Bill's "Wild West." 63d street. Daily at 3 and
8.30 p.m.

The Stoddard Lectures—Central Music Hall, commenc-
ing Oct. 2d, Seven courses exactly alike six evenings and
matinee each week. Week of October 2, Eastern Japan;
week of October 9, Western Japan; week of October 16,

China; week of October 23, Farther India; week of Octo-
ber 30, Nearer India.

This season has brought to Chicago a line of attractions never
before equaled, and the appreciation of these eminent players
by the people and visitors to Chicago, is shown by the crowded
houses at the different theatres. At the Columbia, Mr. Henry
Irving appears as Shylock and Miss Ellen Terry as Portia in the
"Merchant of Venice" this week except Saturday evening. On
Saturday and Monday evenings "Louis XI" will be presented
and the balance of next week "Becket."

At Hooley's M. Coquelin and Mme. Hading have made a very
favorable impression on the first evenings of their month's en-
gagement. Although they speak a foreign language their art
cannot be hidden, but is apparent in every movement and ex-
pression. The repertoire for a week is: Thursday evening,
"Tartuffe" and "Les Precienses Redicules;" Friday, "La Dame
Aux Camille;" Saturday matinee, "Mile, de la Seigliere;" Sat-
urday evening, "Nos Intimes;" Monday and Wednesday even-
ings, "La Megre Apprivoibe," and Tuesday evening, "La Joie
Fait Peur."
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When you visit the World's Fair, you will

naturally take a ride on the FERRIS WHEEL
and be interested in the ELECTRIC LIGHT
INSTALLATION, which is wired throughout
with

OKONITE NAZI
FURNISHED BY THE

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
116-118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
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DO NOT BUY SOCKETS
without first getting a sample of our

ACME SOCKET
with price. You will agree with us, that it is a very superior article at a low price.

We are prepared to quote exceptionally

LOW PRICES
on our full line of

General Supplies.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
242 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

Electrical Supplies.

THE MONTHLY ISSUE FOR OCTOBER

Should be read by everyone interested in electrical matters. In its (able of Contents is the following:

"Electric Railway Exhibit at the Fair."
"American Search Lights at the Fair."
"Duquesne Lines of Pittsburgh."
"A New Incandescent Arc Lamp." By L. B. Marks.
"The Return Circuit of Electric Railways." By Thos. J. McTighe.
"The Business End of Electricity." By H. C. Thorn.
"Three Point Incandescent Switches." By Albert Scheible, M. E.
Together with illustrations of the recent applications of electricity.

The paper contains regularly
A Buyer's Directory of Manufacturers and Dealers in Electrical Supplies and Appliances.
A Complete Directory of Electric Light Stations in North America and a Complete Directory of

Electric Railways in North America.
These directories are revised each issue to the date of going to press and are to be found in no

Other electrical journal in the World. Its articles are read carefully and its directories used constantly
by all the buyers in the trade. These facts make it without a superior as an advertising medium.
Sample copies and rates sent on application.

Subscription price $3 per year.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUB. CO.,
Monadnock Blook, CHICAGiO.

WM. BARAGWANATH & SON.

LIST OF HEATERS
TO BE SEEN IN OPERATION AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

Two 500 H. P. East End Boiler Gallery doing 1800 H. P. work.

One 300 H. P. heater and receiving tank, Wellington Catering Go's., plant.

One 150 H. P. heater at Kygeia plant.

One 200 H. P. Libby Glass Works.

lli'l:V
^5 ^W^EST IDI^V^ISI03Sr

CHICAGO.
STIR.EET,
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OUR IMPROVED SYSTEM
. OF . .

.

Automatic Fire Alarm,

covered by patents recently issued, is the

embodiment of all factors contributing to the

GREATEST SAFETY,

and the MOST RELIABLE

PROTECTION FROM FIRE.

Western Electric Company,

CHICAGO and NEW YORK.
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GURK
i COMPANY, ^^'^ ^°"'^-

I-

o
192 Broadway and II John Street.

LUI MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

The CLARK ARC LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

IJJ the best and most durable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELEGTRIC MOTORS
A SF=ECIAL.-rV.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING
Greatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
«ND OTHER RAWHIDE

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGERS PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is
not affected by steain or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and tht most econom-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Beltings
Transtnission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, C*1ICACO, UX

Standard Electric Company.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AX THE

WOI^LO'S F'.A.XT^.

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.

Sec. S, 20

ELECTRICITr BUILDING. Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

he Standard Lamps Light the Power Plant, {Machinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Building, and

Other Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Rod Lamp.
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riile after mile of^

SIMPLEX WIRE
Supplied to the

FERRIS WHEEL

By...George Cutter,

The Rookery, CHICAGO.

SIMPLEX WIRES

/•.

INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

^ yy- Simplex EieciFical Co.

t<®^ 620 Atlantic Ave.,

Qeorge Cutter, Chicago. boston, mass.

Made 5 artiD. S. P.
1 O V mp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.

1 amp. 3 way.

XIMTRIC

"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

-%

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South 18th St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

lW^^\^

China Window Tube (Patented).

Made only by PASS & SEYMOUR,
George Cutter, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

CHICAGO.

Enterprise

Electric-c

Company
107 Dearborn Street,

Chicago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, -%.»^

Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

Jj U r X Ijllio DESC^RlPTrON

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

ILocust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING.

BEAR IN MIND
that the regular monthly issue of ELECTRICAL I^'-

DUSTRIE3 contains the most cemplete and correct

directories published of the electric light central stations

and tJie electric railways in North America.

World's Fair Headquarters Y 27 Elec'riclty Building.

CITY OFFICES, Monadnock Block.

Consolida-ted Electric (p.

Man/facturers and Dealers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

11s Rranklin Street,

CHICAGO.

WAGNER ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS
For Direct or AlfertKifiut/ Currents.

These motors give a stronger brecz<! with less consumption of current thae.
any other fan motor on the market. They are full 1-8 horse power. Six bladedi
12-inch fan. Self-oiling. Furnished with or without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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Exhibit of the Phoenix Glass Company.

The mauy forms that glass will assume in the skillful

hands of the glassblower, as well as the colors and delicate

shading it will retain, has made it a most useful article to

The center space in Electricity Building is occupied by

the exhibit of the Phoenix Glass Company, which gives the

company, as it deserves, a very prominent position. The

exhibit shows a great variety of designs in glass goods

for gas and electric lights. The pavilion, as shown in the

EXHIBIT OF THE I'HffiNIX rjLASS COMPANY.

the decorator. Since the introduction of the electric light accompanying illustration, is circular in form, with large

glass has been used more than ever for decoration, and the

beautiful forms and creations in the line of electroliers,

pendant and bracket lights in the modern house and hotel

would fill with wonder even the more recent workers in this

art that ranks as one of the oldest.

columns supporting the roof.

A cylinder of glass mirrors rise to the ceiling in the

center of the pavilion, forming a background to the shelves

on which are displayed many of the glass goods. The

shelves and supports are finished in white and gold, pre-
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senting a very handsome aj^pearance. Above the shelves

panels of mirrors alternate with panels of plush in the

center of which cut-glass bowls of different colors are

lighted up by incandescent lights concealed behind them.

From the ceiling are suspended globes, stalactites and

other forms of pendants enclosing incandescent lamps.

The effect is enchanting, reminding one of a crystal cave.

Some of the pendants are quite valuable, being of cut

glass. The designs are quite intricate, requiring great skill

in their execution.

On the shelves are disj^layed a great variety of the stand-

ard forms and colors of shades for gas and electric lights

and a great many new designs for newel posts and hall

lights. A great variety of tints are shown in the spot,

wart, fluted and etched styles of glass. Flower-shaped

shades for electroliers in many beautiful and delicate tints

are shown. Some very neat

bracket globes are displayed,

on which the scenes and fig-

ures are hand painted and

executed with great skill.

The coloring of the paint-

ings is especially interest-

ing.

The disjDlay has been ar-

ranged with great care and

shows excellent taste. But

few duplicates are shown,

the exhibit being made up

of separate designs and

shows an extensive line of

goods. Most of the new

shades and globes are shown

on fixtures making the ex-

hibit double attractive. These

goods are used about the

grounds and buildings. The

shades in the decorations

about the power plant in

Machinery Hall were manu-

factured by this company,

also a great deal of the glass

ware in Electricity Build-

ing and the globes on Wood-

ed Island.

Great credit is due to Mr.

E. H. Fox for the neat ar-

rangement and the excel-

ence of the exhibit in many ways. Mr. Fox has been at

the exhibit a large part of the summer and has made

many new friends and acquaintances among the electrical

fraternitv.

by visitors iu the various exhibits. A great improvement in

this direction has been noticed already.

Exhibit of the Eureka Tempered Copper Company.

EXHIBIT OF THE EUKEKA TEMPERED COITEK COMPAXY.

Complaint of the lack of public appreciation has often

been heard from firms who have prepared elaborate dis-

plays in the electricity and other buildings. There is lit-

tle doubt but that many visitors simply take an outside

view of the Fair and, if they enter the buildings at all,

bestow but a passing glance upon exhibits which have been

carefully prepared and are full of interest. One reason of

this, no doubt, has been the attractiveness of the grounds

and the special efforts made by the Fair management to

entertain the crowds with band concerts, swimming contests,

Midway processions, etc. But as the cooler days of fall

approach it may be expected to find the attendance in the

buildings considerably increased and a greater interest taken

In a pavilion designed after a Moorish mosque the Eu-
reka Tempered Copper Company of North East, Pa., has

arranged an elaborate display of rolled and cast copper

goods. This display is located in the southwestern part of

the gallery, close to the front, where it can be seen from all

parts of the main floor.

The process used by this company was discovered by an

operator in the Pennsylvania oil fields. The value of tem-

pered copper was little understood by him at that time, and
the success that has attended the comjsany far exceeded the

hopes of the cajaitalists who formed this company. The
number of uses found for

liiis metal have gradually

increased, and, consequent-

ly, the output of the metal,

in the various forms. As an

anti-friction metal its value

was first appreciated, and

large quantities were early

used for journal bearings.

With the rapid growth of

'lectric lighting, and the

i;vneral adoption of electric

motors and other electrical

machines, its sfiecial advant-

ages for commutator bars

and other parts of the ma-

chines brought it at once

into great demand. Being

one of the best conductors

of electricity, and having a

great value as an anti-fric-

tion metal, it at once filled a

]ilace in the new industry for

which nothing has been

found to take its place.

This company makes a

specialty of commutator bars

which are cast, rolled and

hardened without the use of

alloys. The metal when

finished still has its natural

toughness and pliability,

which insures its wearing qualities and superior conduct-

ivity. The exhibits are artistically arranged about the

interior of the mosque and show a great variety iu the

laroducts of the company's factories. Commutators are

shown in sizes ranging from ^- to 750 horse power;

commutator bars in a number of styles, trolley wheels

gear pinions, bearings to show the extensive use of tem-

pered copper for that purpose, and an extensive line of

other goods, in the manufacture of which cop)per is used to

a more or less extent, are shown.

The commutators of the Westinghouse machines at the

Fair are made of Eureka tempered coj)per, which demon-

strates the excellence of the metal more than the most elab-

orate array of samples. A very neat souvenir of the com-

pany and the Fair is given away at their exhibit. On one

side it is a fac simile of the John Scott medal given to the

company for its improvements in casting and hardening

copper by the Franklin Institute. On the other appears
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the name of the company, the World's Fair, and a commu-

tator, brush, trolley wheel, etc., representing the goods ex-

hibited. It is of copper—a most 'ippropriate metal. Mr.

W. H. Grissom, manager of the Chicago office, is looking

after the exhibit anti the interests of the many visitors.

Power Plant the Mather Electric Company.

In Machinery Hall, Section C, is located the power plant

of the Mather Electric Company. It immediately attracts

the attention of the visitor on account of its light color, the

machines being finished in white and gold. To the street

railway man it possesses many points of interest, as it is

especially adajited for furnishing power for that class of

work. And for operating motors tor factory purposes, it is

also adapted on account of its close regulation and high

efficiency.

In this plant are four large generators, of which two are

of 225 K. W. capacity, each working at a potential of 550

volts at 450 revolutions per minute. The other two genera-

which is constructed of slate slabs set in steel frame, all of

which is enclosed in a neat and ornamental frame, on the

upper panel of which appears the name of the company.

The four generators are connected to one set of bus bars on

this switch board, so that all the machines may be operated

in multijjle if so desired. The switchboard contains four

rheostats, four triple pole switches, through which the

generators are connected to the bus bars; four ammeters,

which record the quantity of current generated by each

machine; one volt meter which is so connected by means of

the company's improved switch that readings may be taken

from either generator or from the bus bars by making the

j^roper connection on the switch; one differential indicator

which may be connected by means of the company's indicator

switch to anyone of the generators when it is desired to

throw one or another of the generators into circuit while

one or more are in oj)eration, and this instrument indicates

exactly when the machine to be thrown into circuit attains

the projier potential. There are also on the switchboard

four double pole single throw switches, four ammeters.

THE roWKR I'l.ANT OF THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY.

tors which are compound wound like the proceeding have

a cajiacity of 120 K. W. and are working at a potential of

550 volts at 525 revolutions per minute. The former

generators are six pole machines, with field magnets and

armature supports cast in one piece without joint, except

between the upper and lower half of the field.

The winding of the armature is such that there are only

two paths for the current through the armature, and yet

opposite bars of the commutator are connected and so

maintain the same potential. The commutators are cross

connected, the opposite bars being maintained always

at the same potential, so that it is possible to use either all

the sets of brushes or any two sets, as may be desired. The
generators are mounted on sliding iron bases fitted with

four screws connected together in pairs by means of a

chain, and operated by ratchets, so that the generator can

be kept in perfect alignment and the tension of the belt

regulated. These base frames are firmly bolted to the

foundations.

Near the center of the space is placed the switch board,

which show the quantity of current used on each circuit.

These circuits are protected by means of double pole

safety cut-outs which are provided with fusible strips of

suitable capacity and are also further protected by means

of automatic circuit breakers mounted on separate frames

behind the switchboard. The bus bars"and all the con-

nections between the switches and instruments are of

finely finished copper symetrically arranged on the back of

switchboard and present a very neat appearance. These

generators have been supplying the current for operating

the motors in the Mines and Mining Building, Agricultural

Building, for the movable sidewalk on the pier and also for

the Mather Electric Company's exhibit in Electricity Build-

ing. The plant presents a neat and substantial appearance

and is worthy of the attention of all power users.

The engines which operate these generators also form

an interesting i)art of the plant. A 000-horse power Wood-

bury engine, manufactured by the Stearns Manufacturing

Co. of Erie, Pa., operates the two larger generators and a

375-horse power the two smaller ones. These engines are
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of the condensing, tandem compound type and are belted

directly to the generators.

The lighting plant of the Libbey Glass Works on Midway

Plaisance which is an interesting feature of that exhibit

was installed by this company and may well be considered

a model lighting plant. The plant consists of three 55

kilowatt continuous current dynamos, wound for 125 volts

and operated by two Kussel engines of 125 and 200-horse

power respectively.

The current furnished by this station operates about

1,000 incandescent lamps and from 35 to 40 arc lamps.

These lights are lavishly arranged about the works both

inside and out, and give them a very bright and attractive

appearance at night. The continuous service demanded of

this plant puts the machines under a severe test that they

have stood since they were installed with very creditable

results. The dynamos are of the Mather ring type which

is as much admired for its neat mechanical appearance as

its efficiency in operation.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES.

A machine has recently been devised by Mr. C. S. Bradley

by which currents of high potential may be generated with-

out the injurious effects to the commutator on account of

the great difference of potential of the neighboring brushes.

The Electrical Engineer describes the machine as follows:

"The inventor has adopted the ingenious plan of mounting

upon the same shaft an armature wound with a number of

independent circuits, all of which contribute to the resultant

effect through the medium of a number of commutators, the

brushes of which are coupled together in such a way that

the several windings will be in series relation to one another.

The dielectric strain upon the wire insulation is reduced by

connecting some intermediate point of the internal circuit

with the frame of the machine. The windings are highly

insulated from each other and so arranged that parts of the

windings which lie in close juxtaposition upon the armature

will have as low a difference of fiotential as is compatible

wita a symmetrical system of winding. Each commutator

has a large number of segments in order that the potential

difference between any two adjacent ones may be as small

as possible and yet the aggregate difference at the brushes

may be high. Each has a pair of brushes. Two brushes

of opposite sign are connected together and the remaining

two are connected to the terminals of the machine. There

will thus be thrown upon the line a current having an e. m.

F. behind it equal to the sum of the e. m. f.'s developed by

the two windings, and the dielectric strain between the

frame of the machine and the windings would be equal to

the aggregate e. m. f., a condition which it is very necessary

to avoid, inasmuch as the insulation of that portion of the

winding where the potential is highest is liable to rupture.

In order to avoid this difficulty Mr. Bradley connects the

frame of the machine with some portion of the circuit be-

tween the line brushes, so as to raise the potential of the

machine and thus lower the dielectric strain by connecting

the two brushes which interlink the two windings by a good,

firm connection with the base of the machine. Thus if each

winding develops an e. m. f. of a thousand volts, the frame

of the machine will be brought to a potential of 1,000 volts

and the strain upon the insulation will only be the differ-

ence between the final e. m. f. or 2,000 volts, and 1,000

volts, or just one-half of what it would be without the base

connection. In mounting the machine care is taken to

highly insulate it from the earth in order to prevent leak-

age from the base, which, under the system of connections

described, will have a considerable jiotential."
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The convention of the American Street Railway Associa-

tion at Milwaukee next week should be attended by every

one in any way interested in street railways, electric trac-

tion or rapid transit. Milwaukee is but a few hours ride

from the World's Fair and an excursion, either by train or

boat, could be easily made up. The jsrofit derived from

such a trif) would more than comj)ensate for the expense

connected with it.

To mass at one point three-quarters of a million people

in a few hours last Monday morning was the unparalleled

task which Chicago railways were called upon to perform.

That it was accomplished is shown by the fact that that

many people went to Jackson Park and back on the long to

be remembered Chicago Day. Every piece of rolling stock

possessed by the railways was called into service, and carried

such loads, inside and out, on the roof as well as on the

sides, as are rarely carried. The crowds for blocks around

the down-town terminal stations were a remarkable sight.

That such crowds were carried with so few accidents speaks

well for the railways and their numerous employes. The

experience of the preceding months of the Pair was worth a

great deal in handling this immense traffic.

At the next meeting of the Jury of Awards, to be

held on Saturday next, it is expected that the balance

of the awards will be announced except those requiring con-

siderable time for tests. The jury has been very prompt

thus far in making the announcements, and has given

sufficient time for adjusting any differences that may arise.

Although there is dissatisfaction on the j^art of some at not

receiving awards or at not receiving the award desired, in

general there has been but little complaint in the Department

of Electricity in comf)arison with some of the other depart-

ments. The department should certainly feel pleased with

the work so far accomplished. The task is a difficult one

although the awards are numerous and broad in the field

covered. It would be hard to fix a value to an award, and

yet to many exhibitors they will represent some return for

the time and expense required to make their exhibit.
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WORLD'S FAIR NOTES.

The Calumet Electric Street Railway Company has re-

cently erected a large sign, illuminated with incandescent

lamps, at the 04th street entrance to the Fair grounds, to

guide the visitor ou his homeward way to the proper place

to take its lines for South Chicago.

Over a million paid admissions in two days is the re-

markable record for Monday and Tuesday of this week.

This Ijrings the total paid admissions up to 16,814,535, and

that wo may see the 20 million mark reached before the

Fair closes is possible.

The spray from the electric fountain, south of the Mac
Monnies fountain, cut a wider pathway in five minutes in

the crowd ou Chicago Day than a battalion of Columbian

guards was able to make in half an hour. This is not a re-

flection on the much-abused guards.

Among the visitors at the Fair last week was Miss Sarah

J. Farmer, of Eliot, Me., daughter of Prof. Moses G. Farmer

a model of whose electric street car, made in 1847, is part

of the exhibit of the Western Electric Company, a descrip-

tion of which was published in World's Fair Electrical

Industries No. 1.

An interesting entry in the register of the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers at the World's Fair is that

of Mr. W. C. Wilkinson, of 5835 Drexel avenue, Chicago. It

reads: "I knew Thomas Davenport in Brandon, Vt. I re-

member riding, when a boy, in his circular electrical railway.

I cannot recall the year—perhaps in 1846. W. C. W.

If the floats are used again on Manhattan Day, as is now
contemplated, it is to be hoped that those in charge will

jarofit by former experience and that everything will move

smoothly. It is hardly necessary to say that the electrical

lighting of the grounds made j)ossible the night pageant,

and the electrical features contributed very materially to

its success.

We are pleased to see that the impressions which our

foreign visitors received on their visit to Chicago during the

electrical congress were of such a kind that, on their return

home, they can speak of the cordiality and hospitality of

their American friends. The reports that have appeared in

the foreign papers sjieak of the pleasure, j^rofit and success

of the congress.

The Eeliance Gauge Company, Cleveland, Ohio, received

the only award made by the judges in the Department of

Machinery on Reliance safety alarm water columns and

patent solderless floats. The exhibit of this company in

the Electricity Building was described in No. 7 of the

World's Fair Electrical Industries. The awards to his

company are the bright spots in Mr. George B. Clarke's

life on those days when the other boys come nearer the

attendance figures than his own estimate.

One of the daily papers announced last week that a book

had been opened in Electricity Building for bets on the at-

tendance on Chicago Day. The paper gave the alleged

bookmaker's name, the odds offered, etc., etc. We find

there is nothing in it. The Chicago daily papers have be-

come so accustomed to record the bookmaker as part of the

attractions which draw crowds that it is hard for them to

comprehend the Fair without bookmakers, but neither Elec-

tricity Building nor the Fair need bookmakers to bring it

visitors.

It is to be regretted thai, owing to a delay in the latter

part of the procession of floats, many of the visitors on

Chicago Day left the grounds before the Commerce float,

lighted by many hundreds of incandescent lights, made its

way around the grounds, for it was conceded to be the most

beautiful of all the floats. Long after the rest of the

already delayed procession had made the tour of the grounds

the Edison dragon was got under way, but it was not pos-

sible to follow the original line of march, and many who
had the patience to wait for it were finally disappointed.

Some difficulty was also experienced with the lights ou this

float.

If one comjaany more than another, of the exhibitors in

the Department of Electricity, is remembered by the casual

visitor it will be due to the spectacular effects produced by

that company. The constant additions made to the display

of the Western Electric Company have been mentioned

from time to time in this column. The latest novelty in

this exhibit is in the shape of a border of red, white and
blue incandescent lamjis, arranged in consecutive groups of

five or six lamps of each color around the large sign ou

the north side of the Scenic Theater. The effect is pro-

duced by two strips of light of about six feet in length,

apparently being to chase each other through the lamps

around the border. While no display of this sort is needed

to attract visitors to the Scenic Theater, the device might

be used to advantage by some of the Midway Plaisance or

even down town attractions.

There has been a dem^ind on the part of exhibitors who
have been awarded medals for some sort of distinguishing

mark to be placed on their exhibits, and to meet this de-

mand the authorities have decided to issue a so-called

"official ribbon" to those entitled to medals and diplomas.

The first ones to make their appearance in Electricity Build-

ing adorn W. E. Brixey's exhibit of Day's Kerite. In design

the ribbon is neat and at the same time rich. It is of the

traditional blue, about three inches wide and twelve inches

long, with gold braid at top and tassels at the bottom.

Printed in silver on the ribbon is a fac simile of the design

of the medal together with the signatures of Gen. Geo. R.

Davis, John Boyd Thatcher and the chief of the Depart-

ment in which the award is made. Then follows the name
of the medal winner and the article or articles on which

the award was made.

Awards Department of Electricity.

The Jury of Awards announces the following additional

awards in the Department of Electricity.

united states.

Brush Electric Co.

1. Carbons for Arc Lamjjs.

General Electric Co.

1. The Thomson Lightning Arrester.

Queen & Co.

1

.

Cable testing set.

2. Conductivity apparatus.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

1. Automatic carbon shunt circuit breaker.

GERMANY.

Von Poppenberg.

1. Dry Batteries.

Schuckert & Co.

Station Ammeters and Voltmeters.

RUSSIA.

1. N. Wladinioff.

Portable Storage Battery.
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PERSONAL.

Mr. Wm. Hochliausen, E.E., Brooklyn, N.Y., is at the Ex-

position for a few days.

Mr. Fred W. Royce, E.E., Washington, D.C., is in the city and

in attendance at the Fair.

Mr. Wm. S. Lintner, E.E., Gloversville, N.Y., has been doing

the Pair for a few days past.

Mr. R. A. Ross, Montreal, Que., registered at the American

Institute headquarters Tuesday.

Mr. George Francis Myers, Pittsburgh, Pa., was seen about

the Electricity Building recently.

Mr. J. C. Van Buren, Albany, N.Y., has been viewing the

electrical exhibits the past few days.

Mr. C. S. Van Nuis, New York, of "Ajax" fame, is visiting the

Fair and calling on his many electrical friends.

Mr. Arthur Venning, Brooklyn, was one of the three-quarters

of a million people who visited the Fair on October 9th.

Mr. C. D. Jenney of the Jenney Electric Motor Co., Indian-

opolis is spending a few days in Chicago and at the Fair.

Prof. H. A. Storrs of the University of Vermont, is registered

at the office of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Mr. M. L. Beach, superintendent of the Malone Light, Heat,

Power & Coal Company of Malone, N.Y., is in the city visiting

the Fair.

Mr. H. A. Olmsted, manager of the Monterey Electric Light

Co.. paid a visit to Electrical Inditstries World's Fair head-

quarters this week.

Mr. Charles Bayliss, supt. Massillon Electric Railway Co.,

Massillon, Ohio, called at the World's Fair office of Electrical

Industries this week.

Mr. F. L. Freeman, Washington, D.G.,assisted in the celebration

of Chicago Day to the extent of getting as far as the office of

the American Institute.

Mr. Edward H. Fox, of the Pha>nix Glass Co. , has just returned

from a trip to Toledo, Cincinnati, etc., and speaks encouragingly

of the outlook for the fall trade.

Mr. Thomas A. Edison, in company with Mr. John I. Beggs,

formerly district manager for the Edison Company at this city,

now of New York, registered at the World's Fair office of

Electrical Industries Tuesday, October 10th.

Mr. W. H. Flemming, E.E., general manager of the Interna-

tional Trading & Electric Co. , New Y'ork, called at the World's

Fair office of Electrical Industries Tuesday evening, and ex-

pressed himself as enjoying the Exposition thoroughly.

BUSINESS NOTES.

The Cekteal Electric CoMrANT desires to call particular at-

tention to the Eichburg Patent Tree Insulator, listed in its new
general catalogue. This is a new device which it has recently

put upon the market, and which is intended to overcome the

trouble brought about by the destruction of the insulation on
line wire, caused from constant rubbing against branches of

trees. The insulator perfectly insulates the line and gives it

plenty of play when attached to a branch, permitting it to

move in any direction with the swaying of the limb. This de-

vice is listed and described fully in its new catalogue.

The Electric Appliance Company has just received the

order for the wire and cable to be used in wiring the new west
side tunnel. It will be wired throughout with celebrated

Paranite High Grade Rubber Covered Wire. The selection was
made entirely on the merits of the insulation, after a series of

very exhaustive tests. It was one of those deals, which are

altogether too rare, where quality and not price was made the

sine qua non, and the Electric Appliance Company are consid-

erably elated over their success. The conditions in tunnel serv-

ice of this kind are of course very severe, and satisfactory re-

sults can be obtained only with the highest grade of insulation.

Mr. C. R. Huntley of Buffalo, has purchased for the New
Lighting Co , at Niagara, N. Y., one of the No. 8 65 light, 3,000

C.P. , arc dynamos comprising the service plant of the Brush
company in Machinery Hall, to be delivered at the close of the

Exposition. This leaves but one of the sixteen dynamos unsold.

There will also accompany the dynamos CO of the double carbon
Brush-Adams lamps which are now doing duty on the "all

night" circuit at the Fair. The Indianapolis Light & Power
Co. , have placed an additional order for 100 double carbon lamps
which makes 856 which they have bought within eight months.
These, taken in conjunction with the 15 65 light dynamos which
thay have purchased during the same period shows their appre-

ciation of the Brush system.

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICITY.

OmcEs: SECTION E, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Chief, John P. Barrett,
Assistant Chief, J. Allen Hornshy.

General Superintendent, J. W. Blaisdell.

Electrical Engineer, W. W. Peimm.

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERINW.

OFFICES SOUTH OF MACHINERY HALL.

Mechanical Engineer, C. F. Foster
Electrical Engineer, R. H. Pierce.

First Asst. Mechanical Engineer, John Meaden.
First Asst. Electrical Engineer, S. G. Nbiler.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

World's Fair Headquarters,

SECTION S, ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

Ralph W. Pope, Secretary

Open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Amusements.

Hooley's Theater—M. Coquelin and Mme. Jane Hading, re-

pertoire. 149 Eandolph street.

Colombia Theater—Mr. Henry Irving and Miss Ellen

Terry, " The Merchant of Venice." Saturday, "The

Bells." Monday "Becket." 108 Monroe street.

Grand Opera House—Hoyt's "A Trip to China Town." 87

Clark street.

Auditorium—Imre Kiralfy's Spectacle "America." Con-

gress street and Wabash avenue.

McViokbr's Theater—Wm. H. Crane, in " Brother John,"

82 Madison street.

Chicago Opera House—American Extravaganza Company
in "Sinbad." Washington and Clark streets.

Schiller Theater—Felix Morris, in "Kerry and the

Major." Randolph, near Dearborn.

Haveely's Casino—Haverly's United Minstrels. Wabash
avenue, near Jackson street.

Trocadeeo—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe

street.

The Grotto—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe

street.

Buffalo Bill's " Wild West." 63d street. Daily at 3 and

8.30 p.m.

The Stodd.^rd Lectures—Central Music Hall, commenc-
ing Oct. 2d, Seven courses exactly alike six evenings and
matinee each week. Week of October 2, Eastern Jajjan;

week of October 9, Western Japan; week of October 16,

China; week of October 23, Farther India; week of Octo-

ber 30, Nearer India.

"Sinbad" which had such a remarkable run when presented a
few years ago, is revived tonight at the Chicago Opera House.
The cast is announced as follows: Sinbad, Louise Royce;
Ninetta, Frankie M. Raymond: Maraschina, Ada Deaves; Sala-
magundi, Lillie Laurel; Cupid, Nellie Lynch; Rafael, Edith
Rice; Angelo, Bessie Lynch; Fiametta, Edna Thornton; Zer-
lina. May Lowrey; Count Maladetto Spaghetti, William Arm-
strong; Snarleyow, Henry Norman: OldMan of the Sea, Josepli
Doner; Nicilo, Jack (Juilmette; and Fresco, Edwin Foy. The
premiere dancers will be Martha Irmlar, premiere danseuse
assoluta, Madeline Morando and Hulda Irmlar, premiere dan-
seuse, and Signor Nicola Guerra, principal male dancer. Gerard
Coventry will be the stage manager; W. H. Batchelor, the
musical director: Signor Filiberti Marchetti, maitre de ballet,
and Martin Krueger, principal electrician. All the scenery
will be from the brush of Frederick Dangerfield. The entire
force of the American Extravaganza Company will be engaged
in the production, and the piece on its travels and in Chicago
will be under the personal direction of David Henderson, while
the business staff will be headed by George Bowles, business
manager, and Daniel McCullough, acting manager.
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When you visit the World's Fair, you will

naturally take a ride on the FERRIS WHEEL
and be interested in the ELECTRIC LIGHT
INSTALLATION, which is wired throughout
with

OKONITE \A/I
FURNISHED BY THE

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
116-118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
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LINE-WIRE CROSS-ARMS
INSULATORS

PINS BRACKETS
General Construction Material

LAMPS SOCKETS
CUT-OUTS

SWITCHES LAMP-CORDS
Incandescent Lighting Supplies

CARBONS CLOBES
SPARK-ARRESTERS

ARC CUT-OUTS CARBON HOLDERS
Arc Lighting Supplies.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COIVIPANY,
242 Madison Street, CHICACO.

NEW YORK PITTSBURGH CHICACO
42 Murray Street. 43 Sixth Avenue. 19 & 2i Wabash Avenue.

The Phoenix Glass Co.
Manufacture the largest line of

ELECTRIC, CAS AND OIL

GLOBES AND SHADES
I3Sr THE ^WOR.rjID.

ORIGINAL DESICNS. NO COPIES.

An inspection will prove our lines to be desirable—and profitable to the dealer purchasing them.

PHCENIX CLASS CO.
42 Murray Street, NEW YORK. 43 Sixth Ave., PITTSBURGH, PA. 19 & 21 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Phoenix Glass Co.'s Exhibit can be found in the Center of Electricity Building.

THE REGULAR MONTHLY EDITION OF

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
Is the most complete Electrical Journal published,

Every issue containing descriptions of all the new applications of electricity, complete directories

of the Manufactvirers and Dealers, the Electric Lighting and RaiKvny Companies in North America,
revised and corrected to the date of going to press. These special features are found in no other Electrical

Journal in the world, and consequently it is read by more actual buyers than any other piilahcation, which
fact makes it without a superior as an advertising medium.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUBLISHING CO., Monadnock Block, CHICACO.
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OUR IMPROVED SYSTEM
OF

Automatic Fire Alarm,

covered by patents recently issued, is the

embodmient of all factors contributi"nQr to the

GREATEST SAFETY,

and the MOST RELIABLE

PROTECTION FROM FIRE

Western Electric Company,

CHICACO and NEW YORK.
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CLARK
i COMPANY. '"^^ ^°"'^-

192 Broadway and II John Street.

LU MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

_l| The ClARK ARO LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

Ijj the best and most durable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS
A SF=ECIA1_TN'.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING
Greatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
«ND OTHER RAWHIDE

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGERS PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is
not affected by steam or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and the most econoin-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, OHiCACo, ua.

Standard Electric Company.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AX THE

"WOI^LXD'S F-A-IR,.

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.

Sec. S, 20

ELECTRICIl r BUILDING, Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

lie Standard Lamps Light tlie Power Plant, Machinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Building, and

Other Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Pod Lamp.
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riile after mile of

SIMPLEX WIRE
Supplied to the

FERRIS WHEEL

By...George Cutter,

The Rookery, CHICAGO.

SIMPLEX WIRES
INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

J<,6^^'''° Simplex Electrical Co.

^<*' 620 Atlantic Ave.,

George Cutter, Chicago. boston, mass.

anriD.
mp. S. P.

amp. 3 way.
amp. 3 way.

XIMTRIC

"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South leth St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

China Window Tube (Patented).

Made only by PASS & SEYMOUR,
George Cutter, SYRACUSE, N. Y-

CHICAGO.

Enterprise

Electric^^

Company
307 Dearborn Street,

Chicago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, ^s^
Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

SUPPLIES OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

Locust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

«.„.——., Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and r^mma

BEAR IN MIND
that the regular monthly issue of ELECTRICAL IN-

DUSTRIES contains the most complete and correct

directories published of the electric light central stations

and the electric railways in North America.

World's Fair Headquarters Y 27 Electricity Building.

CITY OFFICES, Monadnock Block.

^onsorida'tecl ^l^c-tric (p.

Maniifacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

11s Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

WAGNER ELECTRIC FAN MOTORS
For Direct or AJtcriiatiiu/ Currents.

45" -3

These motors give a stronger breeze with less consumption of current than
any other fan motor on the market. They are full 1-8 horse power. Six bladed
12-inch fan. Self-oiling. Furnished with or without guards.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE WAGNER BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE

TAYLOR, GOODHUE & AMES,
348 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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Exhibit of Pullman Street Cars.

No department probably shows such extended and varied

exhibits as are displayed in the department of Transporta-

tion. These exhibits show a gradual advancement and a

points have been in general but a secondary consideration.

However in the designs of the street cars exhibited by the

Pullman company at the World's Fair these points have

received special attention.

In connection with the extensive display of passenger

TLi.MAN sii;i.:Kr

complete evolution of ideas in the succeeding stages of the

art. Among car builders the lines followed in the construc-

tion of street cars and coaches for steam roads have rapidly

diverged since the introduction of the railway. While in

cars for'steam roads the comfort and safety of the passen-

ger has been a special point aimed at, in street cars these

cars made by the Pullman's Palace Car Company are a

niunber of street cars embodying the more advanced ideas

and improvements in street car construction. The accom-

panying engraving gives a view of these exhibits looking

toward the west. Besides the features affording comfort

and increased safety to the passenger, the double carrying
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capacity and the reduced cost per passenger of operation

are worthy of attention. In the foreground is shown a double

deck center vestibule motor car. The following dimensions

will indicate its size. It is thirty feet eight and seven

eights inches long over all; eight feet two inches wide and

fifteen feet five inches in height. The center vestibule

divides the car below into two compartments and dispenses

with the end platform. At each end of the upper deik a

pilot house is provided for the motor man.

The outside of the car is sheathed in narrow widths and

painted in royal blue with special decorations in gold. The

interior is finished in mahogany with decorated ceiling.

The windows are of Chances' crystal sheet glass and plate

glass in the doors. In the upper deck of each compart-

ment are bevelled mirrors also four in the vestibule and four

at each door. The windows are fitted with fringed curtains

hung on Hartshorn rollers. The car is lighted by Hicks &
Smith combination oil and electric lamps, one in each com-

partment. The seats are of Hale & Kilburn spring pattern

covered with tapestry. The car is provided with eight

might these platform seats be given to passengers who wish

to smoke.

The stairways going to the upper deck of this car are not

of the same design as those in the center vestibule motor

car above described there being but a single stairway con-

structed into each side of the car instead of dividing stair-

ways. The inside finish of the cars is of Mexican mahogany

of special design with ceiling handsomely decorated in gold.

It is fitted with spring seats upholstered with Wilton plush

carpet. The glass in the windows is Chances' crystal plate

bevelled and in the doors one-quarter inch polished plate.

The curtains at the windows are adjusted by Hartshorn

rollers and the floor is fitted with Everett floor matting.

The trimmings are all of bronze- The upper deck has slat

seats and has an iron handrail and wire screen guard

around the top of the car. The trucks under this car are

of Pullman manufacture equipped with iron wheels and

steel axles and in addition to the ordinary brakes, with air

brakes.

Immediately to the rear of the center vestibule double

FIG. 1.—EXHIBITS OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY CARS AT THB FAIR—STEPHENSON AND BROWNELL CARS IN ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

electric heaters, electric signal bell and gongs on each

pilot house. The trimmings are all of bronze and four

folding gates are placed on the platform. The car is

mounted on Pullman trucks which are equipped with 30

inch Allen wheels, two 20-horse power Westinghouse

electric motors and Sessions' friction brake.

Next to this is a double deck center vestibule trail car. As

will be noticed it is but a little higher than the ordinary

street car, being eleven feet three and one-half inches

high or three and a half inches higher than the ordinary car.

The outside is finished similar to the above with gold orna-

mentation of a special design. There are six large windows

and one entrance on each side. There is a platform at

each end for the motor man, very much like the platforms

on ordinary cars except that they are entirely closed by a

wire screen so as not to permit anyone to get on or off ex

cept through the entrances at the sides. Seats are provided

on each platform to accommodate several passengers thus

further carrying out the idea of utilizing all the available

space and giving the greatest comfort possible, especially

deck trail car will be seen an ordinary single truck car

equipped with the double deck feature, with stairways

leading to the upper deck from the platforms at each end;

while to the right of the illustration can be seen the new
wide vestibules which have attracted so much attention in

the Pullman company's exhibit of coaches.

Exhibits of Electric Railway Cars at the Fair.

The display of street cars at the Fair does not appear as

extensive to the casual observer as the importance of the

subject would seem to demand. This is in a measure true,

but the exhibits of cars are considerably scattered and con-

sequently to the visitor to Transportation Building, the dis-

play looks small after following aisle after aisle of steam

cars and locomotives. The exhibits display the latest ideas

in the industry and are certainly models of their kind.

At the east end of street car row appear two large

sketches of the first street car, John Mason, built by the

John Stephenson Co., in 1831. These are interesting espe-
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cially wheu compared with the modern cars exhibited in the

same space by that company. The stage coach style of car

in its clumsiness is but a crude affair when placed by the

side of the trim, neat but substantial cars which the John

Stephenson Company, Ltd., of New York, have placed on

exhibition. These cars are but sample cars and were built

as part of recent orders, one for the Broadway cable line

and the other for the electric line of the Elmira and Horse-

heads Street Kailway of Elmira, N. Y.

The latter is mounted on a Tackaberry truck and is built

to accommodate Westinghouse electric motors and equip-

ment. The car presents a very neat external appearance

and is painted a light buff color. The interior is finished

in quartered oak, upholstered seats, wide windows with

window shades, double doors etc. The floor is covered with

rolling wooden matting; the platforms are wide and the

steps low and broad. The cars show excellent workman-

ship and great skill in the design. The company has also

a car on exhibition in the exhibit of the Westinghouse

Electric Mfg. Co. in Electricity Building which is com-

tions are undoubtedly the most elaborate ever attempted

and the car attracts the attention of every visitor. This

company also have a car on exhibition in connection with

the Westinghouse company in Electricity Building.

Both open and closed cars are exhibited by J. M. Jones

Sons Company of West Troy, N.Y., near the east end of

Street Car Kow. The closed car is designed for electric

traction and is mounted on a Taylor improved electric

truck. The body of the car is 18 feet long. There are six

windows on each side of French plate glass and two on

each end. The platforms are large and designed to carry

a large number of passengers. It is fitted with Wilsons

improved sand box, foot gongs, Jones ratchet brake handle,

and the W^est End trolley. The doors are double at each

end so constructed that both are opened or closed as the

case may be whenever either is moved. The interior is

finished in mahogany with quartered oak ceiling. Smith

electric lamps and shades are provided of a very neat

design. The seats and backs are upholstered in blue plush

and windows equi2iped with curtains of blue and gold.

)F KI,K(ll:ll' KAII.WAV CARS AT THE FAIR—LAMl

pletely equipped with Westinghouse ajaparatus and sup-

plied with current showing to excellent advantage the light-

ing of the car, the motive power and controlling apparatus.

The Brownell Car Company has on exhibition a model

car which is certainly handsome in appearance both inside

and out. It is finished in white, yellow and gold. The

car is 28 feet over all and 7 feet 10 inches wide. It is

mounted on a Brownell non- oscillating electric motor car

truck. The platforms are wide and have solid wrought

metal steps fitted with rubber pads. On the center panel

appear the Latin words "capacitas, pecuniae, dividendse,

commoditas," indicating the things most sought for in a

street car, i.e., capacity and commodiousness, money and

dividends. The interior is finished in white and gold and

is handsomely decorated. The seats and backs are old

gold silk plush upholstered with curled hair. In the cen-

ter panels are plate glass mirrors. The doors are of ma-

hogany and are placed two at each end. The roof is of

the improved Brownell truss form, has patented truss trolley

bridge and is equipped with trolley complete. The decora-

Bronze poles with russet hand straps are also provided for

standing passengers. The trimmings of the car both inside

and out are of polished bronze. The main panels on the

sides and ends are finished in blue and bronze borders and

gold stripes.

The open car is also constructed for electric service and

is mounted on a Bemis truck. It has five reversable seats

and four fixed. The reversable seats are maple while the

others are paneled in cherry. At each end there aie three

drop sashes with French plate glass and the sides are pro-

vided with heavy curtains, which are adjustable and run in

guides. The ceiling is of white birch decorated with

cherry moulding. The car is also equipped with solid

bronze trimmings both inside and out. It is also provided

with the Smith lamps. New Haven register, foot gongs, etc.

The Lamokin Car Company, have also an attractive ex-

hibit in Street Car Row consisting of two street cars one

open and the other closed, which show great skill in con-

struction and design. The closed car which is equipped

with two 25-hor8e power Westinghouse motors is mounted
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on a McGuire truck. The car is vestibule with large observ-

atory windows. The steps are of the type made by the

Stanwood Manufacturing Company, the trimmings are of

solid bronze, the seats are of antique oak, the backs are up-

holstered in plush, and the windows are furnished with

curtains of the roller type. The interior of the car is finely

car is mounted on an all steel Kobinson truck manufactured

by the Kobinson Machine Company of Altoona, Pa. The
fittings are all of bronze and the decorations both inside

and out are neat and tasty.

Street car trucks are extensively exhibited. The exhibit

made by the Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Company, of

millllllllh

EXHIBIT OF THE STANDAKD STBEFT CAR STO^ FS AT THE WORLDS PAIR

finished and is equipped with the Cochrane electric heaters.

The doors are of solid oak and the windows are of French

plate double glass.

The open car is of a design that has met with favor with

a great many companies and is especially adapted for heavy

summer excursion traffic. It has vestibuled ends with large

Kingston, N.Y., comprises the latest and most improved

form of truck which are built for both long and short cars.

The excellence of the construction is shown in the Individ

ual parts of the truck separately exhibited. In the accom-

panying illustration is shown truck No. 6 A. design for

closed cars up to 20 feet in length. It is of the non

FIG. 3.—EXHIBITS OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY CARS AT THE FAIR—MCGUIRE BICYCLE TRUCK.

windows. The sides are provided with drop curtains, the

car has seven seats and on each side of the motor man are

side seats capable of holding two passengers each. The
Stanwood steel step is used and the platforms are also

equipped with foot gongs and headlights. It has also

Cochrane sand boxes and a Cochrane trolley board. The

oscillating type and has spiral springs on the underside

of the frame.

The McGuire Manufacturing Company displays a num-

ber of styles of trucks in its space in the Transportation

Building as well as in connection with other exhibitors in

Electricity Building and in other parts of the grounds.
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The new adjustable bicycle truck which possesses many
points of excellence has undoubtedly attracted the most

attention. It is the latest improvement made by the com-

TUE I'ECKUAM Ti;i:CK.

pany in trucks for long cars. It overcomes several of the

objectionable features of long cars on swivel trucks. The
truck has large drive wheels with small guide or auxiliary

known Columbian four wheeled truck which is familiar to

most street car men. It is also shown in connection with

several exhibitors in Electricity Building and elsewhere.

Exhibit of Stirling Boilers.

The accompanying illustration gives an excellent view of

The Stirling Company's exhibit in the main boiler room at

the World's Columbian Exposition. It comprises two

batteries of 800-horse power each of the well known Stirling

type of water tube boilers, the construction of which is

familiar to most of our readers. A complete description

appeared in the June number of Electrical Industries.

These boilers have received a good deal of attention since

they were installed and the fact that they received a medal

and diploma from the jury of awards is sufficient evidence

EXHIBIT OF STERLING BOILERS AT THE FAIR.

wheels. The car may be mounted as low as a four wheel

car, the truck being open for the motor. The entire load is

carried, it is said, on the eight spiral springs, located over

the two driving axles, on a straight track while on curves

the proportion transferred to the guide wheels varies, but

is always sufficient to prevent derailment.

This is effected by a device consisting of a half eliptical

spring located nearly over the drive wheel and a double

cam attached to the car body directly over the spring.

Mounted on the spring is a roller which fits into a recess in

the center of the double cam thereby performing two func-

tions. While on a straight track it serves as a centering

device for the truck, at the instant a curve is encountered

the roller acts upon the cam depressing the spring and

thereby assuming part of the load and supporting it on the

guide wheels. Among the other trucks shown is the well

of their excellence. The company has made a good fight

for recognition at the Fair and is to be congratulated on

the success it has attained.

Exhibit of the Standard Street Car Stoves.

In the Transportation Annex, street car row, the Stand-

ard Railway Supply Company, Monadnock Block, Chicago,

has a comprehensive exhibit of the Standard stoves. The

general arrangement of the exhibit is shown in the accom-

panying cut. Car seats are arranged about the space of

both the upholstered and veneered pattern with the Stan-

dard stove attached showing how it can be placed in any

car without cutting the seat, no matter what the finish or

the shape of the seat may be.

The old street car manager as he inspects this display of
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neat and compactly designed heaters recalls his varied ex-

perience in heating his cars. He remembers the cars

where there was no stove and in which the passenger

poked his feet in the straw on the bottom to keep them

warm; then the introduction of the common house heating

stove which was placed at one end of the car, affording

some heat and great inconvenience. Then he recalls how

some enterprising inventor persuaded him to cut out the

seat at the center of the car and install a stove which was

protected by heavy boxing. But even this had many ob-

jectionable features. As winter approached the car was

run into the shop and equipped for the winter and when

spring came it made another trip to the shop to be pre-

pared for the summer traffic.

In the " Standard" stoves here displayed the acme of

perfection seems to have been reached. It requires but a

few minutes to place it in the car and but a few minutes

to remove it when it is no longer required. The cushioned

seats are uninjured and the car is neither disfigured nor

marred when it is taken out. The stoves are constructed

A two and one-half-horse power motor wound for 50

volts is geared to the back axle of the carriage. The con-

trolling apparatus consists of a contact board and a revers-

ing switch, both fastened to the under side of the carriage

floor. A spring plug and foot switch is placed in the floor of

the carriage directly in front of the driver, who has only to

remove his foot from this spring switch and allow the small

contact plug to raise from the cup of mercury. This action

breaks the circuit between the battery and motor. One of

the most important features of the carriage is the arrange-

ment of the front wheels to facilitate steering. Each of the

two front wheels turns upon a bearing that is swivelled to

swing horizontally and independently of the axle.

The front axle is rigidly fixed in a position parallel to

the back axle. A yoke bar carrying a rack couples the two

front wheels and the gears working in this rack and operat-

ing through the steering wheel shaft,permitsof the two wheels

being swung to the right or left so as to guide the carriage.

These batteries are what might be called an improved

form of the Plants cell. No lead oxides or active

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPAKY S EXHIBIT.

entirely of cast iron in such a manner as to make them du-

rable and efficient.

The boxing or casing of the stove is constructed of hard

wood which is finished to match the interior of the car. It

is heavily insulated with asbestos, thus protecting the car

and shielding passengers sitting next to the stove. The

stove has a large ash pan which, with the opportunity for

a coal box beneath the seat, all the necessary adjuncts are

conveniently furnished. The neat design and elegant

nickel finish of the metal work make it an ornament to the

American Battery Company's Exhibit.

The exhibit of the American Battery Company at the

World's Fair shows its storage batteries in operation for

lighting and for power. A plant of 52-150 ampere hour

cells connected in two series of 26 each is shown, furnishing

a current for 30 50-volt 16 candle power lamps. The use of

this battery for joower is shown in the electric carriage.

This carriage has a seating capacity for six people and is

equipped with 24 150-ampere hour cells.

material is mechanically applied. The plates are formed

by oxidization in an electro chemical bath. The plates

consist of a series of horizontal strips of rolled lead crimped

on both sides three-eighths and one-half inch wide and

of such thickness and separated by such distances as by tests

and experiments gives the greatest capacity combined with

the longest life. These strips are solidly united at the

ends by a process which leaves the sides of the plate a

solid bar of metal of special composition, not affected by
chemicals. The plate is then sujDplied with foot and term-

inal pieces very firmly connected of special composition.

The plate is then ready for formation and the plate is

submitted to the forming process which oxidizes the sur-

face of the lead strips, but attacking but slightly the sur-

rounding sujaport. The oxide taking more space, expands

and the process is continued until the interstices between

the strips are filled solidly, thus leaving the alternate strips

of lead and active material horizontally across the plate

and surrounded by a solid frame of metal. This makes the

plate very solid and strong. The lead strips being not

{Continued on page S.)
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The fire last Thursday night at the 39th St. barns of the

Chicago City Railway resulted in a heavy loss to the barns

and contents. Nearly four hundred horses were lost, a

number of cars, feed, etc. The damage was more severe,

occuring as it did just at the time when the traffic was

heaviest on account of the World's Fair. The resources of

the company, however, were such as to enable it to provide

an immediate service. It is the intention of the company

to equip the entire system of cross town lines with electric

traction, a part of which has already been equipped and

the system will gradually be extended until it is completed.

A most disastrous and probably fatal accident occurred

at the power house of the Atlantic Avenue Railroad Com-

pany, of Brooklyn, on last Wednesday, October 11. The

power house is located at the corner of Third Ave. and

Second St., and supplies power for the extensive Atlantic

Ave. system. One of the large fly wheels, 18 feet in diam-

eter and weighing some 20 tons, burst and flew in every

direction, badly wrecking the building and seriously injur-

ing the engineer and several persons in adjoining buildings.

The accident necessarily stopped the cars, but power was

secured from the Brooklyn City Railway's power house, and

the cars were again running.

Manhattan Day, for which Oct. 21st has been designated,

will undoubtedly be a memorable occasion. Mayor Gilroy

has issued a proclamation full of wise council for the

citizens of the metropolis and the New York papers urge

an attendance on that day of every citizen of New York

City who can possibly attend. The World says: "New
York owes it to herself to make Oct. 21st an occasion effec-

tively and forever contradicting all ridiculous suggestions

of jealousy on our part toward the sister city which has

rendered so notable a service to the whole country in mak -

ing this the greatest of World's Fairs." Everything is

favorable for a large attendance on that day. Railroad

rates are extremely low, the railroads are prepared to

The Fair is certainly an educator. Prof. H. B. Smith, of

Perdue University is spending the week with his class in

electrical engineering, numbering nearly thirty, inspecting

the exhibits in the Department of Electricity. It is to be

regretted that other colleges, not located as near to Chicago

as the Perdue University, cannot well follow this most ex-

cellent example set by Prof. Smith.

Mr. Willard A. Smith, chief of the Department of Trans-

portation, has expressed his willingness to co-operate in

any arrangements made for the convenience of the railway

people who may come from the convention to the World's

Fair. Should the convention desire to visit the Transi^or-

tation Building in a body, he will have the street railway

exhibits roped off and the general public excluded during

the pleasure of the street railway visitors.

The Milwaukee Convention.

The conditions are in every way favorable for an unusu-

ally large attendance at the street railway convention held

in Milwaukee this week. No doubt the nearness of the

meeting to the World's Fair has prevented many, and es-

pecially the larger exhibitors, from making the elaborate

display they otherwise would were it not for their costly ex-

hibits at the Fair, but the street railway men will be pres-

ent just the same. The number and variety of practical

papers that are to be presented and the discussions that

will arise will be of great value and will well repay all who
hear them. The membership of the American Street Rail-

way Association has steadily grown to large proportions

and its importance is fully recognized. The number of

members, however, should be larger and we hope to see a

very material increase in the membership during the com-
ing year. Street railway men, as a rule, are progressive as

is shown by the rapid adoption of electricity as a method of

traction over horse and other motive powers and great ben-

efit to the association will arise from the meeting.

Supj)ly men will of course be present in large numbers

—

and what would a convention be without them? Their

aid in developing this new field has been of incalculable

value.

The arrangements made by the committees in charge for

the accommodation and pleasure of the delegates and their

friends during their stay in the Cream City are all that

could be desired. Milwaukee has a well deserved reputa-

tion that is known far and wide for hospitality and gener-

ous welcome to strangers. We are sure that no one will go
away without the best impressions of the city and her street

railway men. Much good will come of the meeting. It is

to be hoped that all of the delegates will avail themselves

of the opportunity afforded to visit the World's Fair and
examine the street railway exhibits in the Electrical and
Transportation buildings. The chiefs of both departments
have extended a cordial invitation to them to come and we
trust that the exhibits made there by the representative

manufacturers will be inspected by every street railway

manager. We are sure they will be well repaid.

The baud stand just south of the Electricity Building

was occupied by the Elgin Band last week, while this week
Innes' 13th Regiment Band of New York City caters to the

public ear.
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{Continued from page 6.)

over one-tenth of an inch apart, allow a large as well as

intimate connection with all parts of the active material

thus enabling them to obtain heavy charge and discharge

rates. Corrugations of the lead strips effectively key the

active material in place preventing its falling out, while the

strips being placed edgewise to the plate solidly filled

with active material, gives the plate rigidity sidewise,

nearly equal to a solid lead plate of light thickness thereby

preventing buckling or bending.

After the plates are formed, they are assembled together,

the number of plates being governed by the size of cell

desired commencing with the outside plate, and are separated

by rubber insulators called combs. Every alternate one is

negative while those between form the positive, there being

one more negative than positive plates. The plates are

then firmly united by fusing a T shaped piece of rolled

lead, positive to positive and negative to negative plates.

This piece having a projecting strip for conveniently con-

necting the cells. The elements are then placed in a con-

taining jar of glass or hard rubber which is then filled

with a solution of one part sulphuric acid to five parts

water. The cell when charged is ready for work.

WORLD'S FAIR NOTES.

The display of Christofle et Cie in the French section shows

the progress which has been achieved by the aid of elec-

tricity in art of galvano plastic and of electro chimic.

Many of the reproductions in metal of ancient works of art

are more than ordinarily instructing.

"Can you tell me where I will find the exhibit of aereo-

lites," inquired a Vassar girl of a Columbian guard. "In

the Electricity Building," calmly answered the blue-coated

and tin-sworded dignitary with a graceful movement of his

white gloved hand towards the statue of Ben Franklin, and

added, "All the lights are over there."

The exhibit of A. C Mather, so long in au unfinished

condition, has at last, during the past week, been put in

running order. It shows a proposed solution of the prob-

lem occupying the attention of Gov. Flower, of New York,

as to utilizing electricity on the Erie canal. An electric

railway system is also shown, together with a model of a

gigantic water wheel for furnishing power from Niagara.

This is children's week at the Fair, and from 30 to 60

thousand Chicago school children have visited the Fair

daily. The Electricity Building has many exhibits which

interest them, but none more so than the Electrical Door.

Mr. Troy has given up trying to "keep order" in his ex-

hibit, but lets the boys and girls go through as many times

as they wish, much to their delight.

CONVENTION NOTES.

The McGuire Manufacturing Company, Chicago, makes

a nice exhibit of trucks. The company is well represented

by Messrs. McGuire, Cooke and Hubbard.

Taylor, Goodhue & Ames, Chicago, are to be represented

at the convention by Messrs. Wm. Taylor and Dee, who
have with them a number of their electric railway special-

ties.

The Electrical Installation Company, Chicago, is repre-

sented by its general manager, Mr. L. E. Myers. This

company make no exhibit but point with pride to the work

that it has accomplished during the past few months in the

way of railway and lighting construction. Among other

contracts it has just finished 54 miles of overhead electric

railway construction in Chicago and built complete 3-|

miles of road for the Belle City Street Kailvvay Company
of Racine, Wis. The company has also recently installed

an arc and incandescent light plant for the West Chicago

Street Railway. It is now installing a large arc plant for

the Chicago & West Indiana Railroad for lighting the yards.

The Western Electric Company, Chicago, is making a

very fine exhibit of wires and cables at the convention,

which is well worth the careful inspection of electric street

railway men. The exhibit is in charge of Mr. H. C. Eddy.

Pullman's Palace Car Company, Chicago, is well repre-

sented at the convention by Mr. W. S. Louttit, assistant

contracting agent, who with just pride points to the 100

handsome new closed and open cars running on the Mil-

waukee street railway lines manufactured by his company.

It is an exhibit worth seeing.

The Siemens & Halske Electric Company, Chicago, has

as a practical exhibit a 750 K. W. Generator in operation

connected to a Buckeye engine. This dynamo is sold to the

Consolidated Street Railway Company of Cincinnati, where

it will be shipped after the convention. Mr. A. W. Wright

and other members of the company are in attendance.

The Westinghouse Company is fully represented at the

convention. Among those present are Mr. Lemuel Bannis-

ter, vice-president and general manager, Messrs. W. C.

Clark, B. F. Stewart (Chicago), W. F. Zimmerman (New
York), W. S. Brown (Boston), E. C. Bragg (Phila.), J. A.

Rutherford, W. T. E. Gray and several others. The com-

pany is distributing large quantities of literature.

The Miamisburg Electric Company, Miamisburg, O., is

represented at the Street Railway Convention by Mr. D. H.

Allen, general manager of the company, and Mr. A. L.

Daniels, salesman of the company, has on exhibition fin-

ished street railway commutators and segments of tempered

copper in Section A Exposition Building. In the exhibit

are also Imperial dry and Burnley cartridge batteries.

The Western Electric Heating Company, Chicago, is rep-

resented at the convention by its manager, Mr. Geo Cutter,

who has on exhibition a full line of electric street car

heaters besides office heaters for street railway offices. The

season is now at haad when managers will be looking after

the best means of heating their cars in the coming winter

season and they will no doubt examine the exhibit with

much interest and profit.

The Railway Equipment Company of Chicago is repre-

sented by its manager Mr. W. R. Mason. Its headquarters

are in Parlor 92, Plankinton Hotel. Among the specialties

there on exhibition is a new rail bond spring bushing which

is of special interest in view of the recent discussion of rail

bonding. It is simple and effective, and in its use on several

roads, it is said, has proved very satisfactory.

The headquarters of the General Electric company are at

the Pfister Hotel. The interests of the General Electric

company at the convention are under the care of Mr. Theo.

P. Bailey, of the Chicago office, assisted by Mr. G. K.

Wheeler, Mr. G. Atterbury, and others from the same of-

fice. Mr. O. T. Crosby, Mr. Theodore Stebbins and Mr.

R. H. Beach, are present from the main office in New York,

Mr. W. J. Clerk, from the Cincinnati office. Dr. T. Addison,

from the San Francisco office. Mr. W. H. Knight, Mr. J.

B. Blood and Mr. A. K. Baylor represent the engineering

department.
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MAP OF ELEOTRIOITY BUILDING—EXHIBITORS AND THEIR LOCATION.

MAIN FLOOR.

BxMbitor. Section.
Anstna Y
AnBonia Electric Co Z
Am. Inst, of Elec. Eng S
American Battery Co T
Axford, H. M S
Allg. Elec. Geeellschaft D
Bates Mfg. Co Y
Bryant Electric Co K
Billings & Spencer R
Biixey, W. R T
Belknap Motor Co E
Bell Telephone Co E-G
Brush Electric Co L
Caldwell El. Cloth Cut. Mch. Co Y
Consol. Elec. Storage Co R
Cutter, George T
Canton Elec. Co T
Chicago Elec. Wire Co T
Copenhagen Vire Alarm Co S
Central Electric Co V
Commercial Cable Co Y
C. & C. E ec. Motor Co A
Cleveland Elec. & Mtg. Co A
Chicago Belting Co P
Dulaney Clock Co R
Department of Electricity R
Electbtcal Inddstries Y
Elec. Launch & Nav. Co R
Electric Separator T
Ertgerton, B. M T
Elgin Telephone Co T
Edison Elec. Mfg. Co S
Enterprise Elec. Co U
Eureka Temp. Copper Co U
Electric Appliance Co U
Elec. Sel. & Sig'l Co U
Electric Heat Alarm Co Y

Exhibitor. Section.
Electrical Review Y
Electricity Y
Electric Gas Co R
Electrical Engineer Y
Electrical World Y
Eddy Electric Motor Co B
Excelsior Electric Co B
Electrical Forging Co D
Equitable Dynamo Co O
Jllektron Mfg. Co P
Electrical Conduit Co P
England O
Empire China Works S
Franklin Elec. ApplianocB S
French Piano Exhibit Y
Felton iS Gnilleaume D
Fran ce K-P-Q
Ft. Wayne Elec. Co M
Gault&Co., N. C Y
Gamewell Fire Alarm Co T
General Electric C0....B-H-N-C-& J
General Incand's't Arc L't Co E
Greeley, E. S., & Co E
Germany X
Hubbard, Wm., & Co T
Hirleman, C. J S
HartA Hegeman Mfg. Co S
Hope Elec. Appliance Co S
Hall, Chas. F U
Holmes, N. S W
Hartman & Braun E
Hanson & V an Winkle L
Hirsh, .J. M O
Hardtmuth, F., & Co P
Illinois Alloy Co S
Intemat. Aut. L't & P'r Co V
India Rubber Comb Co S

Exhibitor. Section.
Jaeger, Chas. L T
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W U
Jewell Belting Co F
Tinney Elec. Motor Co L
Knapp Electrical Works T
K. A. P. Elec. Novelty Co V
Knapp & Buckley S
Kennedy Electric Co L
Lawton. HA Y
LeClanche Battery Co V
McNeil-Tinder Elec. Co U
Marcus, W. N S
Meeker, Dr. G S
Mcintosh But. A Opt. Co W
Munson, C, Belting Co D
Mather, A. C E
Mather Electric Co M
Newman Clock Co Y
Non-Mrtgnetic Watch Co R
N. Y. Insulated Wire Co T
National Carbon Co T
Norwich Ins. Wire Co T
North Am. Phonograph Co S-F
N. Y. &L. E. A Y
Nat. Aut. Fire Alarm Co A
Nat. Engraving Machine Co S
Owen. Dr. A U
Phoenix Glass Co I

Paiste, H.T S
Pulvermacher Galv. Co Y
Pumpelly, J. K T
Pratt El. Med. Sup. Co V
Powell, Wm. & Co U
Phelps, A. H U
Page Belting Co D
Queen & Co E
Eingler, P. A R

Exhibitor. Section
Reliance Guage Co T
Roessler & Hasslacher Chem. Co S
Street Railway Journal Y
Strowger Ant. Telph. Co T
Standard Paint Co T
Sponholz, C. L T
Star Iron Tower Co W
Spain Y
Schieren, Chae. A. & Co D
Schomburi & Sohne E
Siemens &~Halske E
Schuckert & Co E
Short Electric Co L
Sperry Elec. Railway Co L
Standard Underg. Cable Co L
Standard Electric Co P
Samson Battery Co S
Tate Aut. El. Signal Co Y
Todd, Applegate Co S
Taylor, Goodhue & Ames A
Thomson Elec. Welding Co O
Telautograph, filisha Gray W
Union Electric Co P
Vetter J. C. <fc Co W
Webb, G. P Y
Weston El. Instrument Co R
Washburn* Moen Mfg. Co V
Western Union Tel. Co V
Waite 4; Bartlett M fg. Co U
White, S. S., Dental Mfg. Co U
Western Electrician Y
Wilder Ant. Burglar Al. Co A
Western Eleclric Co A
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co ...B-H-J
Wiles & Scofield P
Wing, L. J., &Co P
Zucker & Levett Chem. Co P
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PERSONAL.

Mr. E. E. Bartlett, New York City, is in the city and at the

Fair this week.

Mr. A. L. Parcelle, E. E., Boston, was viewing the electrical

exhibits last week.

Mr. Arthur Churchill, E. E., Schenectady, N. Y., visited the

Electricity Building Monday.

Mr. G. Herbert Condict, Germantown, Philadelphia, was in

Chicago and at the Fair last week.

Mr. Wm. S. Turner, E. E., New York City, is registered at

the A. I. E. E. World's Fair ofBce.

Mr. Wm. C. Cuntz, of the Pennsylvania Steel Co., Steelton,

Pa., is visiting the Fair this week.

Mr. George Westinghouse and family are registered at the

Hotel Wildemere and are visiting the Fair.

Mr. C. G. Young, New York City, registered last week at the

office of the A. I. E. E., Electricity Building.

Mr. Harry Alexander of the Alexander-Chamberlain Electric

Co., New York City, is at present in the city.

Mr. E. E. Davis, E. E., Newburn, Tenn., called on Electkicai.

Industries during his stay at the Fair last week.

Mr. M. M. Kimble, of Claflin & Kimble (Inc.), Boston, selling

agents of the "Novak" lamp, is spending a few days at the

Fair.

Mr. Peliks Eycerski, C. E., Warsaw, Poland, was last week
devoting considerable time to the exhibits in the Electricity

Building.

Mr. H. Ward Leonard, E. E., New York City, is registered at

the World's Fair office of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers.

Mr. J. C. Boyd, supt. of the Jewett Car Co., Jewett, Ohio, is

visiting the Fair this week on his way to the convention at

Milwaukee.

Mr. J. H. McGraw of the Street Railway Journal, New York,

called at the Electrical Industries World's Fair office Monday
of this week.

Mr. Geo. Manson who has been spending two weeks at the

Fair has just returned east. Mr. Manson expresses himself as

much pleased with his visit.

Mr. T. Ahearn, of Ahearn & Soper, the Canadian agents of

the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., at Ottawa, Ont., is in

the city and at the Fair this week.

Mr. J. J. Carty of the Metropolitan Telephone Co., New York
City, is visiting the Fair and making his headquarters at the

Western Electric Company's exhibit.

Mr. B, E. Greene, publisher of Electricity, accompnnied by
Mrs. Greene, spent the forepart of the week at the Exposition

on his way from New York to the Milwaukee convention.

Mr. W. F. D. Crane, M. E.. manager electrical department of

the H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., New York, arrived in Chicago the

latter part of last week, and is putting in his time sight seeing

at the Fair.

Mr. Edward H. Chapin, formerly with the Street Railway
Journal, and at present secretary and treasurer of the Shipman
Engine Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y., called at the World's Fair

office of Electrical Industries Tuesday.

Mr. Wm. H. McKinlock, of the Metropolitan Electric Com-
pany feels that the outlook for business is encouraging, and
sees the promise of liberal support for a good, strong company
conservatively managed. Evidence of this fact is fast multiply-

ing.

Prof. George Forbes, F. R. S., the widely known electrical en-

gineer of 34 Great George St., London, Eng., has opened an
American office in the Mills Bldg., corner of Wall St., and
Broadway, New York. Mr. Horatio A. Foster is associated with
him as chief assistant.

Mr. J. A. Corby finding that his other business interests re-

quire his closer attention, has resigned the presidency of the

Railway Equipment Company, and Mr. W. R. Mason has been
elected to that office. The company is doing a large business in

electric railway supplies, which will no doubt be greatly in-

creased in the near future.

Electric Railway Power Plant Equipment.

The transportation lines of Chicago were tested on Chicago
Day as no systems of local transit were ever tested before and
the companies acquitted themselves in a most satisfactory man-
ner. The Chicago daily papers are the severest critics when
the matter of transportation is brought up, but in this case they
are all united in their praises for the magniiicent manner in
which the crowds were handled by the companies. Although
each and every company performed their duties to the public in
an admirable manner, we believe the cross-town electric lines

of the Chicago City Railway are at least entitled to be placed
at the head of the entire list. Every possible car and man was
placed on this line, and although the equipment is one of the
finest in the country, they were utterly unable to meet the re-

quirements of the crowds.
The cars were run as close as it was deemed practical and

they were so crowded that every conceivable place was taken
up, even so far as the windows and the tops of the cars. These
lines moved more passengers per mile of track than any other
line, and how they ever ran trains in such a crowd without injur-
ing a person or a breakdown is a mystery. This is without doubt
due to the carefulness and thoughtfulness of Supt. Bowen and
Chief Engineer Hill in the selection of the equipment and the
superintendence of the system.
As in every system of electric traction much depends on the

successful operation of the power equipment. The generators
and boilers were heavily taxed and the results obtained from
the engines were everything that could be desired. These en-
gines are in pair form with cylinders 24 inches in diameter by
48-inch stroke, running 100 revolutions per minute.
These engines, which are of the improved Wheeloek type, are

equipped with Hill's patented valve system, which system allows
the engine to be operated at a greater speed than the regular
Corliss practice and also allows one to take steam to full stroke
if necessity demands, thus obtaining a greater maximum out of
a certain sized cylinder than is the usual practice. Power is

transmitted direct to the driven shaft, on each end of which is

a Westinghouse generator, by means of the Hoadley system of
compound wind rope transmission. The operation of the ropes
is absolutely noiseless, and it was interesting to see how easily
they performed their heavy duty on that day.
The above engines were manufactured and installed by the

California Engineering Company, Hoadley Bros., engineers, who
also installed the system of rope transmission. This company
have also the exclusive right for manufacturing the improved
Greene engine which embodies the latest patents of Mr. N. G.
Greene. A 650-horse power tandem compound engine of this
type is being installed by this company for the Siemens & Halske
Electric Company in this city. The engine is directly connected
to the armature shaft. The armature, which is 20 feet in diam-
eter, runs 100 revolutions per minute and acts as a fly wheel.

BUSINESS NOTES.

The Filer & Stowell Company, Milwaukee, has recently
gone into the manufacture of the improved Greene engine, im-
proved Wheeloek engine and Corliss engine together with a full

line of power transmitting machinery. The company also
manufactures friction clutches, pulleys, etc. A new catalogue
has just been issued.

The Metropolitan Electric Company, offices 319-320 Man-
hattan Building, and salesroom 307 Dearborn St., recently or-

ganized,will make an announcement shortly as to the scope and
general plan of the company. In the meantime they are re-

ceiving orders for general supplies and N. I. R. wire with which
they are generously supplied.

The Central Electric Company, Chicago, has listed among
the new specialties recently placed on the market the Hammond
cleat. This new device, it is said, is meeting with considerable
favor with the trade and this company feels confident that it is

a specialty that has come to stay as it is very practical. Special
circulars bearing on this subject are sent out on request by the
company.
The Electric Appliance Company' report that the opening

of the fall season is causing a brisk demand among othes things
for their celebrated Acme Expanding wire guard which they
first placed on the market about a year ago and which, though
comparatively an insignificant specialty, has proven to be a
most successful seller. Its improvement over other wire guards
for the protection of incandescent lamps lies mainly in the fact
that it is easily and firmly fastened to a socket without any
auxiliary fastenings or clips and is particularly light and sym-
metrical in appearance.

W. L. Adams & Company, 84 Adams St. , Chicago, have suc-
ceeded to the business of W. L. Adams. This change was made
in order to secure additional facilities for handling the increased
business. The firm is to do a business of manufacturing and
selling everything necessary for the equipment, repairs and
maintenance of electric railways. Owing to the long and
practical experience of the members of the firm in the electric
railway field together with every facility for filling orders with
dispatch the new concern feel confident that they are able to
anticipate the wants of the trade and by supplying goods of the
highest character meet the most exacting requirements.
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THE ATTENTION
OF THE

DELEGATES
and others ^vho attend the Convention of the Amer-
ican Street Rail^A/'ay Association in Milwaukee this

week is called to the

100 NEW OPEN and CLOSED CARS
RECENTLY FURNISHED BY THE

PULLMAN COIVIPANY,
and now in operation on the Milwaukee Street Rail-

way.

YOUR ATTENTION IS ALSO INVITED TO THE

PULLMAN EXHIBIT

at the World's Columbian Exposition as illustrated and described in

this issue.

Address all correspondence to

CONTRACTING AGENT,

PULLMAN CO., Chicago, III.
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Map of Chicago.
Showing Location of its Electrical and Allied Business Interests, Principal Hotels, Theatres, Depots and Transportation Lines to

the World's Fair Grounds. (Index numbers refer to the black squares.)

in

Ansonia El c Co., Michigau Ave. * Kandoiph St,
American Battery Co., 188 M:ldi^ou St
Bartholomew, Stow & Co , .57 Michigan Ave
Barton & Brown, 1488 Monadnock Block
Benham, A. D., 200 S. Clinton St
Brill Co., J. G., Phenix Bldg
Bryant Electric Co
Brnsh Electric Co., Monadnock Block
Buckeye Electric Co.. 437 Rookery Bldg
Calumet Electric Mfg. & Engineering Co., 174 S.
Clinton St

Central Electric Lt. * Pr. Co., 185 Dearborn St
Central Electric Co.. 118 Franklin St
Central Telephone Co
Chicago Arc Light & Power Co, Washington St., Ply-
mouth PI 8&

Chicago Telephone Co., 203 Washington St
Chicago Edison Co
Chicago Electric Club, 175 Clark St
Chrcago Electric Motor Co., 313 S. Canal St
Chirago Rawhide M g. Co., 75 Ohio St
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.. 214 The Northern
Claflin & Kimball, 1001 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
Cleveland Electric & Mfg. Co., 149 La fcalle St
Cutter, Geo., 851 The Rookery

Cushing & Morse. 225 Dei^^bo
Commercial Elec Co., The Rookeiy..
Consolidated Electric Co
C. & C. Electric Motor Co., 201 Madl-on St
U'Unger El. Telephone Co., Stock Exchange Bldg. i

Detroit Electrical Works, 917 Monadnock Block '.

Edwards, W. S.. Mfg. Co., 21 Lake St '.

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co., 1417 Monadnock Block i

Electric Construction & Supply Co., Unity Bldg i

Electric Appliance Co., 242 Madison St
Hlectrical Industbies Pub Co., Monadock Block.'
Enterprise Electric Co., 307 Dearborn St i

Ft. Wayne Elec. Co., 185 Ueiirboro St i

Globe Light* Heat Co., 52 Lake St i

Gregory, Chas. E., Co.. 49 S. Jefferson St '.

Gr. at Western Mfg. Co., 203 S. Canal St <

General Electric Co., 175 Adams tot 1

General Incand. Arc L't. Co., 175 Adams St 1

Hood, Wm., 239 LaSalle St
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co., 307 Dearborn St i

Illinois Elec. Lamp Co., 171-173 S. Canal St
Jenney Elec. Motor Co., 933 Monadock Block S

Keystone Elec. Co., 345 S. Canal St 4

Knapp Elec. Works, 56 Franklin St 1

Kohler Bros., 1417 Monadock Block S

McDougall & Cunimines, Unity Bldg 38
McLean & Schmitt, 195 S. Canal St 4
Mather Elec. Co., Chamber of Commerce Bldg 20
New York Insulated Wire Co., 80 Prankln St 17

National Elec. Mfg. Co., Pullman Bldg 42
Postal Telegraph Co., Phenix Bldg 23
Pullman's Palace Car Co.. Pullman Bldg 44
Pnmpelly, J. K., 205 S. Canal St 40
Phoenix Glass Co., Wabash Ave. and Lake St 49
Railway Equipment Co., Pullman Bldg.. 48
Rocktord Elec. ts, Mfg. Co., 94 La Salle St 47
Standard Elec. Co.. 625 Home Ins. Bldg 25
Siemei s-Halske Elec. Co., 1225 Monadnock Block...89
Star Elec. Lamp Co., 805 Chamber of Com. Bldg 27
Stiriing Co., 606 Pullman Bldg 40
Schieren, Chas. A., & Co.,46S. Canal St 1

Short Elec. Railway Co. Monadnock Block 29
I aylor, Goodhue & Ames, 348 Dearborn St 28
Todd. Applegate Co., The, 340 Dearborn St 28
Waddell-Entz C'., 1122 Monadnock Block 29
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co, Pullman Bldg.. ,40

Western Electric Co., 227 S.Clinton St 8
Wollensak, J. P., Lake and Franklin Sts 14

Western Union Telegraph Co., Phenix Bldg 23
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EXCLUSIVELY
HIGH GRADE

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Our stock is complete in every particular. Our prices are as low as consistent with first-class material. Our facilities are unexcelled

Our careful personal attention to all orders is a fact. Our dealings are always satisfactory to our customers.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
ELECtRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

242 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

i WM. BARAGWANATH & m,
I LIST OF HEATERS

TO BE SEEN IN OPERATION AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

Two 500 H. P. East End Boiler Gallery doing 1800 H. P. work.

I One 300 H. P. heater and receiving tank, Wellington Catering Go's., plant.

One 150 H. P. heater at Hygeia plant.

H. One 200 H. P. Libby Glass Works.

fUO^ CHICAGO.
Every street railway manager, superintendent

AND ELECTRICIAN should read regularly the Monthly Issue of

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
IT WILL GIVE YOU THE NEWS

IT WILL INFORM YOU HOW TO RUN YOUR PLANT ECONOMICALLY AND THUS INCREASE DIVIDENDS

Subscribe Now
AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL OFFER TO STREET RAILWAY MEN

All Delegates and their Friends are cordially invited to call and register at our Headquarte-s.

Section Y 27, Electricity Building when they visit the World's Fair.

Electrical Industries, Chicago.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
CHICAGO.

STREET RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
Construction Tools, Line Materials,

PINS, BRACKETS, INSULATORS, ETC.

OKONITE
FEED
WIRES,

CAR WIRES,

OKONITE
and.lVIUNSON

TAPES,

ARE
THE

LEADERS.

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS,
TIED
AND

FREE
FILAMENTS.

LUIMDELL
MOTORS,

FOR

STREET
RAILWAY
CIRCUITS.

THE FERRIS WHEEL. ..wired with okonite.

Interior Conduit System of Electric Wiring.
THE ONLY PFRFECT AND COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR INTERIOR WIRING.

STANDARD PAINT COMPANY'S Celebrated P. & B. Electrical Paints and Compounds carried in Stock.

ELECTRIC LICHT CARBONS FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

Central Electric Company...cHicAGo.
SPECIAL AGENTS:

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis. - GATE CITY ELECTRIC CO., Kansas City, Mo.
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THE ONLY STORAGE BATTERY
Manufactured in the U. S. to receive

'Pi DIPLOM/=\
AT XHE \A/ORL.D'S COLUMBIAINJ EXROSIXIOISI, CHICAGO.

The following is a copy of the Award given by the Judges of
Storage Batteries at the World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago,
1893, to the only storage battery- made in this country deemed
worthy of any notice whatever:

"We afflrm that the 'American' battery has been examined
and tested by us, and found worthy of an award for its ex-
cellency of design and construction, and for its efiiciency and
indications of durability."

(Signed) WILBUR M, STINE.
W. LOBACH.

THE "AMERICAN" STORAGE BATTERY IS EFFICIENT AND DURABLE.
ITS ACTIVE MATERIAL IS FORMED FROM )TS OWN SUPPORT.

ITS PLATES WILL NOT BUCKLE UNDER ANY CI<TCUMSTANCfS.

GUARANTEED TO BE SUPERIOR TO ANY OTHER MADE.
Estimates furnished on application for complete storage battery.

EQUIPMENTS FOR CENTRAL STATIONS, ISOLATED PLANTS, DRAIN LIGHTING, TRACTION AND BOAT WORK.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
Office: Room 709 Security Building. /^LJIOAr^O

188 Madison Street, V^rllV^MI^V-^-

W. L. ADAMS & Co.
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RAILWAY SUPPLIES

CAN FURNISH YOU WITH ANYTHING FROM A SPIKE,

TO THE COMPLETE EQUIPMENT FOR AN

ELECTRIC RAILWAY,
AT PRICES CONSISTENT ^1!} FIRST CLASS MATERIAL.

Let us make you quotations; You will save money.

GENERAL OFFICES, 84 AdaiHS Street, CHICAGO.
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ELECTRIC
CAR
HEATERS

Under the patents of the

American Electric Heating

Corporation.

i ^ ^ See Exhibit at the
'^ Milwaukee Convention.

Western Electric Heating Co.
r

i ^^'rr'» "'"^® Rookery,
; ^'^''"855 CHICAGO.
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Westinghouse

Electric -"' Manufacturing

Company—
7j„3,^^^^ Pa.

USERS OF OUR

Electric Rai Ivi/ayApparatus
unanimonsly attest its

ELECTRICAL and MECHANICAL SUPERIORITY.

Get Our New Pamphlet of Testimonials,

Many statements which fully emphasize the fact, that the

WESTINGHOUSE SINGLE REDUCTION MOTOR, GENERATOR,

and all other

Electric Railway Apparatus
is the BEST in point of

CONSTRUCTION, DURABILITY, EFFICIENCY.
and low cost of maintenance.

Westinghouse Electric '' Manufacturing Co.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
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THE GREAT VARIETY OF

WIRES
...AND...

CABLES
EXHIBITED BY THE

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
AT THE...CONVENTION..OF THE

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY
ASSOCIATION

...AT...

Milwaukee

ARE WORTHY THE CAREFUL INSPECTION OF EVERY

Electric Street Railway Man.
Mi^i-^^-<7)

ii^^xT) (a^<V2) (5i-:5Vp' C'*T£^i>

Western Electric Company

CHICAGO - NEW YORK
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CLARK
o COMPANY, NEW YORK.

192 Broadway and II John Street.

QC

H
O
lU MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

_l| The CLARK ARC LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

UJ the best and most durable of any ever made in the United Slates.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTIMC
Greatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
.OTHER RAWHIDE

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGER'S PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is
not affected by steam or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and tht most econom-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting:
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, OHICACO. ILL

Standard Electric Company.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AX XHE

WOR.3L,ID'S F-A-IR,.

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.

Sec. S, 20

ELECTRICIl r BUILDING, Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

Thi Standard Lamps Light tlie Power Plant, Macliinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Building, and

Other Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Rod Lamp.
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Hile after mile of

SIMPLEX WIRE
Supplied to the

FERRIS WHEEL

By...George Cutter,

The Rookery, CHICAGO

SIMPLEX WIRES
INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

Simplex Electrical Co.

620 Atlantic Ave.,

BOSTON, MASS.

Made 5 amo. S. P.
1 O . mp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.

1 amp. 3 way.

XIMTRIC

"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

%-

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South 18th St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

Cliina Window Tube (Patented).

Made only by PASS & SEYMOUR,
George Cutter, Syracuse, n. y.

CHICAGO.

Enterprise

Electric-^

Company
307 Dearborn Street.

Chicago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, ^^^
Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

QTTPPT T17Q o^ everyour r LlilLO DESCRIPTION

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

Locust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

——— Feeder Wire, insulators.

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING_

Miamlsburg Electric Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

COMMUTATORS
AND

COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS
OF TEMPERED COPPER

FOR STREET RAILWAYS

Also Brushes and Brush Copper, Burnley's
Cartridge Batteries and Imperial Dry Batteries.

See our Exhibit at the Street Railway Conven-
tion, Milwaukee. Section A, Exposition Building.

IQipsiiiieeELE6TKii!CO.,|iilaiiis&ijrg,o.

BEAR IN MIND
that the regular monthly issue of ELECTRICAL IN.

DUSTRIES contains the most camplete and correct

directories published of the electric light central stations

and the electric railways in North America.

World's Fair Headquarters Y 27 Electricity Building.

CITY OFFICES, Monadnock Block.

Consolldak'ted CUctric (p.

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

11s Rranklin Street,

CHICAGO.
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The Exhibit of the Mather Electric Company in the

Electricity Building.

In the southwestern part of Electricity Building, Section

M, is located the exhibit of the Mather Electric Company.

It covers nearly 4,000 square feet of floor space which is

filled with sample machines and devices from the esten-

merous illuminated signs and attractive devices, drawing

the attention of the visitor to the company and its pro-

ducts. One of the most conspicuous and ornamental feat-

ures of the exhibit is a large horse-shoe shaped magnet

representing the Mather patent ring type field which is a

trade mark of the company. The magnet is 12 feet in di-

ameter, mounted on a base 10 feet long. The ring field

KXHIBIT OF THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY.

sive works at Manchester, Conn. The space is floored

with matched pine flooring, a portion of which is raised for

an office. The machines and apparatus are symmetrically

arranged about the space. The special fittings and parts

of machines showing the construction of commutator jour-

nal boxes, journal bearings, self-oiling boxes, etc., are

neatly arranged on long polished oak tables.

The walls back of the space have been concealed by nu-

and pole pieces are delineated by blue and red lamps,

while the words the Mather Electric Company are deline-

ated in white opal lamps. By a special device difl'erent

colors are shown alternately, then together, producing a

pleasing and artistic effect.

On the north wall above the switch board is a large sign

covering some 600 square feet, giving the name of the

company, its principal oiSces, the principal products man-
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ufactured, and their applications. Distributed about the

space are easels holding views of the works of the company

at Manchester, Conn., and^ also some of the prominent

buildings which are using the Mather system. Among the

other attractive features of the e.\hibit is the handsome and

interesting display of Novak lamps made by Claflin &
Kimball, (iuo), the general sales agent for the Novak lamp.

This display has attracted a great deal of attention and

has aroused more than usual interest among the many vis-

itors.

For lighting the exhibit there are 80 incandescent Novak

lamps of 16 candle power fed from a 110 volt circuit. The

lamps are distributed on brackets and chandeliers of plain

but very neat design. The space is marked by a very neat

railing made with turned posts, painted in white and gold,

through which a worsted cord of Venetian red color is

gracefully looped, forming the rail. The dynamos exhibited

are of the Mather patent ring type of constant potential, con-

tinuous current, compound wound pattern of sizes varying

from three and a half to 55 kilowatts. These machines are

all wound for a potential of 125 volts and are complete

with bases, rheostats, etc.

The 55 and 10 kilowatt machines are in operation, fur-

nishing the current for all the incandescent lights used for

lighting and decoration about the exhibit. The current

furnished has a potential of 110 volts from a speed of

750 revolutions. The seven kilowatt machine is also con-

nected so as to be used when a portion of the incan-

descent lamps are desired for lighting purposes. There is

also one multipolar slow speed, compound wound, continu-

ous current, dynamo wound for a jjotential of 125 volts and

having a capacity of 17 kilowatts, shown complete with

base and rheostat.

An electric power generator of the multipolar, compound

wound, constant potential type with a capacity of 125 kil-

owatts is shown. It is wound for a potential of 550 volts

at a speed of 525 revolutions per minute. These genera-

tors are said to have a commercial efficiency of over 90 per

cent, and to regulate absolutely from no load to full load.

The mechanical part of their construction and equipment

is of the latest designs, the generator is set on an iron

base, fitted with four screws, connected together in pairs

by means of a chain and worked by ratchets so as to

control the alignment of the machine and the tension of

the belt. These machines have also a rheostat of suitable

capacity and a commutator turning device adjustable on

the base of the machine.

Electric motors are shown of a variety of sizes and of

different types. There are two multipolar self-regulat-

ing motors having a capacity of 50-horse power each and

wound for a potential of 250 volts. These motors have

been operated in series on the 500 volt circuit supplied

by the Mather Electric Company generators in Machin-

ery Hall and are belted to run the 55 kilowatt dynamo

mentioned above. The motors are connected through an

automatic starting box which is wound for 500 volts. A
10-horse power motor is also run from this power cir-

cuit and is belted to the seven kilowatt dynamo.

There is also shown in the exhibit a six-horse power

wound for 220 volts and a one-horse power motor wound

for 110 volts. The latter runs a commutator device used

for operating the changes in the lighting of the illumi-

nated signs.

Among the other machines exhibited is the company's

latest style of armature for electric power generators. This

is of the ventilated type and is designed for a 225 kilowatt

machine. This armature has a slotted core and is built of

copper bars. The winding is such that there are only two

paths for the current through the armature which are always

maintained at the same potential. The commutator is cross

connected, and it is possible to use either all the sets of brushes

or any two sets as may be desired. The generators for this

armature are built with six poles and carries six sets of

brushes. The armature for an electric power generator of

120 kilowatts capacity is shown wound with wire on the

same principles as the one above described. There is also

shown armatures for smaller generators and a number of

field coils.

At the north end of the exhibit is placed a switch-

board on which are placed the instruments and devices for

FIG. 1.—RECOEDING INSTRUMENTS EXHIBITED BY THE BRISTOL CO.

controlling the current used in the exhibit. The board is

of white Tennessee marble from the marble works of

Davidson & Sons, Chicago. The frame in which it is

mounted is neatly ornamented and finished. The instru-

ments, switches and fittings displayed on this board are all

of the Mather comj^auy's manufacture. There are used on

the board a number of magnetic vane ampere meters both

large and small, also volt meters, a differential indicator,

three volt meter switches, both single and double pole

switches and cut outs, etc.

The rheostats for the dynamos are also mounted on the

board. For protecting the circuits an automatic circuit

breaker is used, adjustable from 100 to 600 amperes and

suitable for any voltage up to 600 volts. They are said to

act within 10 amperes of the quantity for which they arc

set, breaking off current absolutely and thus affording

complete protection to the circuits. This exhibit which

the Mather company has installed shows in a comprehensive

way the various electrical machines and appliances which
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till' company manufacture. The Hue of goods for power

and liglitiug stations is complete, and are all of a commercial

character. The machines show .skill in their construction

and careful attention to detail and are worthy of the

attention of electric light and power users.

Recording Instruments Exhibited by

Manufacturing Co.

the Bristol

The new recording volt meters exhibited by the Bristol

Manufacturing Company are attracting a great deal of

attention, notably those used in connection with the incan-

descent lamp tests made by the Jury of Awards. The main

exhibit made by the company is located in Machinery Hall

Section 25 and contains not only recording volt meters but

also instruments for recording the pressure of air, gas,

steam, water, and any liquid. The range of pressure runs

Flo. 3.—RECORDING INSTRUMENTS EXHIBITED UY THE BRISTOL CO.

from zero to fifteen hundred pounds per S(]uare inch and

adapted to record continuously day and night.

Erected diagonally across the space is an arch in imita-

tion of cut stone; on the face of each is attached one of

their gold plated recording gauges, every alternate one

being provided with an electric light. On one of the pillars

supporting the arch is a gauge which records the pressure

of the steam used in the building. On the other pillar is

placed one of their new recording volt meters which records

the voltage of the current used by the lamps in the exhibit.

Within the arch is a semi-circular grille of wrought iron of

an ornamental design which bears the name of the company

and its specialties.

About the space there has been arranged on tables so

that visitors may examine them, sample recording instru-

ments among which is shown the new recording volt meter

illuslrated in the accompanying cuts which show the in-

ternal construction and also the exterior appearance of the

instrument. The coil A of Fig. 2 is mounted on the spring

knife edge supports D and E and is free to move toward

the parallel and stationary coil B, when they are mutually

attracted to each other by a current passing in series. The

current is conducted to the moveable coil A through the

supporting springs D and E, which together with the

special feature of the moving coil B mounted on frictiou-

less spring knife edges renders the instrument extremely

sensitive to the smallest change of voltage.

The marking arm F is attached directly to the spring E
and partakes of its motion recording the changes of voltage

on a uniformly revolving chart. This chart shown in Fig. 2

is intended for 110 volt circuit and as will be noticed the

divisions on the chart are on an increased scale in the

vicinity of the voltage to be maintained. The variation of

one volt is possible to be in this way noted. The coil C is

an auxiliary resistance with the alternating current volt

meter; the auxiliary resistance is furnished in a .separate

rheostat which may be adjusted to suit the rate of alterna-

tions of the current to be measured. One of the specialties

FIG. 3.—RECORDING INSTRU.MENT.S EXHIBITED BY THE BRISTOL CO.

shown in this exhibit which is also manufactured by the

Bristol Manufacturing Company of Waterbury, Conn, is

Bristol's steel belt lacing which is shown in a variety of ways.

This company since its establishment in 1889 has developed

an extensive business in these lines of goods.

The people of Chicago are getting used to the blockades

incident to the increased number of trains on the street

railways these World's Fair days, but, even to those of us

who retain our seats in the cars for ten or fifteen minutes

"waiting for them to start," the sight of crowded cars that

never will start looks strange. One can see this sight almost

any evening in the Westinghouse exhibit in the Electricity

Building, where (a Stephenson and a Brownell) cars are

filled with tired sightseers glad of a place to rest for a few

minutes.

The Jury of Awards met last Saturday, but as only four

members were present, and the rules call for a quorum of

five, no business was transacted. The next meeting will be

held on Saturday of this week. This will probably be the

last regular meeting of the jury.
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After carefully considering the matter, it has been officially

decided that the Fair will close promj)tly Oct. 30th, the

time appointed by Congress. It was thought that the at-

tendance might be so great that it would be necessary to

hold open a short time in November, but when it was found

that this could not be done legally it was decided to offici-

ally close on the day prescribed; consequently the work of

taking away exhibits will begin early next week, although

the public will be admitted to the grounds and buildings

during the day for some time yet. In the Department of

Electricity exhibitors are beginning to get in a hurry to

pack up exhibits at the earliest possible moment. No one

can look at the exhibits, the grounds and the buildings

without feeling deep regret that within a few days the work

of demolition will begin. The fact, however, that the Fair

has been the greatest success of anything attempted in

modern times is a thought that brings some consolation.

The California Mid- Winter Fair will receive many exhib-

itors and concessioners from the World's Columbian Ex-

position. Many of the concessioners are preparing to go

to San Francisco as soon as Jackson Park is closed. The

Fair at San Francisco will be visited largely by those who

have not visited the World's Fair at Chicago. The great

distance has allowed but few from that section of the coun-

try to visit Chicago and should the winter be favorable their

holiday will be spent at Golden Gate Park. The annual

meeting of the National Electric Light Association will

bring many of those interested in electric lighting together

wlio have not jireviously attended the meetings of the asso-

ciation. To a large number of manufacturers this is an

entirely new field which will become more and more

valuable as the country is developed. No more favorable

opportunity will present itself than the one offered the

coming winter. Many manufacturers have exhibits of such

a kind as are easily moved and many constructed especially

for exhibition purposes which could be transferred at

little expen.se to San Francisco, "svhile if they were pre-

paring new exhibits the expense would be many times as

great.

The Street Railway Convention.

The 12th annual meeting of the American Street Railway

Association, which was held at Milwaukee last week, was

well attended. The preparations for the convention had

l)een carefully made, and to the Milwaukee Street Railway

Company and the citizens of Milwaukee the association is

indebted for its pleasant recejation and many marks of atten-

tion during its stay in the cream city. The papers read were

fully up to the standard, and several called forth lively and

interesting discussions. This is specially true of the paper

read by Mr. E. G. Connette on Power House Engines. The
great attractions of the World's Fair greatly lessened the

attendance toward the close, many leaving for Chicago

before the convention ended. Owing to the enormous

passenger traffic of the railroads, the railroad yards and

side tracks are full of freight waiting to be moved, and on

this account a great many manufacturers of railway appa-

ratus were unable to exhibit their goods as they had intended.

Many although greatly disappointed at not receiving their

goods made the most of the situation and established head-

quarters in the exposition building at their hotel where they

could meet their friends. The tendency toward consolidation

is noticeable in the report of the executive committee, which

shows that 10 roads formerly members of the association

have been absorbed by other companies. The consolidation

of the roads of a city has its advantages to the roads them-

selves and to the public in general, still it often has objec-

tionable features. The convention closed Friday. The

next meeting is to be held at Atlanta, Ga.

The banquet at Milwaukee Thursday evening at the

Pfister Hotel was attended by 256 ladies and gentlemen.

At the table of honor sat the newly elected president, Mr.

H. C. Payne and the nevs' executive committee of the asso-

ciation. At Mr. Payne's right sat Mrs. Payne while on his

left sat the Rev. Judson Titsworth. The banquet hall was

on the seventh floor of the hotel. The floral decorations

were elaborate and of handsome and appropriate designs.

The banquet was well planned and all voted it a great

success.

Ex-president Longstreet acted as toastmaster and to the

first toast, "Transportation and Civilization" Mr. J. C.

Flanders responded. In his remarks he called attention to

the facilities for rapid transit and said that the annual sav-

ing to the four billion passengers carried annually, by the

introduction of electricity was a million hours, which if

calculated in dollars and cents would show a large amount

of money which the jjublic owes to street railway managers
" Street Raihvay Employes and the Public," responded to

by Mr. Ogden H. Fethers was heartily appreciated and re-

ceived great applause. Mr. Winfield Smith responded to

" The Early Days of Street Railways" and Mr. H. H. Wind-

sor to " The Street Railway Man of the Past, Present and

Future." Mr. Horace Rublee upheld "The Press" and Mr.

J. Harvey Stedman read an original poem.

One of the mementoes of the banquet was a souvenir

spoon for each guest of sterling silver. In the bowl of the

spoon was a representation of President Paynes' private

car, to whom the delegates were indebted for this further

evidence of Milwaukee's hospitality.

The tests of incandescent lamps will j^robably be com-
pleted on Saturday. The results of the tests will be an-

nounced about the first of next year.
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CONVENTION NOTES.

TiiR Hai.e & KiLBURN Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, made a display

of car seats of several styles.

Mk. .1. H. Stkdman, Rochester, N. Y., was on hand with

several new styles of transfer tickets.

Thk Garton-Daniels Electric Co., Keokuk, Iowa, had sev-

eral of their lightning arresters on e.vhibition..

The Curtis Electric Motor Co., Jersey City, had a truck

equipped with the Curtis motors on exhibition.

The Gkaha.m Eqitipment Company, Boston, Providence and

Chicago, were represented by Mr. J. H. Graham.

TnK Pawtucket Brass Foundry, Pawtucket, R. I., showed

motor bearings of its manufacture of several sizes.

Thk Davis Car Shade Company, Portland, Me., had a number

of shades on model frames showing their operation.

Mr. C. S. Van Nuis. of New York, was present and distrib-

uted a great many fac simile fcjax lightning a.rresters.

The I'inkham Car-Tkack Sander Co., of Boston, Mass., dis-

played in the exposition building its electric sand box.

The EnisoN Mfg. Co., of New York, had on exhibition a num-

ber of Kennelly standard volt meters showing the construction

and points of excellence.

The Gibes Electric Company, Milwaukee, had several trolleys

complete, trolley wheels and line supplies on exhibition.

The Taylor Electric Truck Co., Troy, N. Y., had on exhi-

bition a Taylor truck and was represented by Mr. Taylor.

The Burrowes Car Shade Co. , Portland, Me., was represented

by Mr. John \V. Baker, who had a number of shades on exhibi-

tion.

L. Katzenstein & Co., New Y'ork, had on exhibition a num-
ber of journal boxes, showing the use of Katzenstein's metallic

packing.

The Walker-Marshall Automatic Switch Co., Milwaukee,

made an exhibit consisting of the Walker-Marshall automatic

switches.

The American Arch. Iron and Bras.s Works, Chicago, dis-

played Robinson trolley wheels of which this company are the

manufacturers.

Mr. W. E. Ludlow, Cleveland, Ohio, displayed a new com-

bined step and gate. When not used for a step it acts as a gate

and vice versa.

The Cutter Electrical «& Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, had an

exhibition board erected on which were displayed magnetic cut-

outs, rh eostats, etc.

The R. D. Nuttall Co , Allegheny, made an exhibit of gears,

pinions and trolleys of the design which has become well known
to street railway men.

The Empire State Radial Truck Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

had trucks on exhibition. Mr. Pfetsch of the company was
present at the convention.

Harrison & Carey, Chicago, agents for the W. T. C. Macallen
Co.. of Boston, had on e-xhibitjon circuit breakers, cross overs

and general line supplies.

The Tousley Trolley' Co.mpany', Chicago, had on exhibition

its self lubricating trolley which is claimed to possess several

new features of excellence.

W.vsimuRN & Moen Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.,made through
its Chicago representative, Mr. H. B. Cragin, quite an elaborate

exhibit of trolley and feeder wires.

The Link Belt Machinery Company, Chicago, had on exhi-

bition besides the regular line of goods a new friction clutch

which attracted a good deal of attention.

Thf; Baltimore Sand Box Co., Baltimore had sample sand
boxes on exhibition, placed on a section of car platform show-
ing their operation both by hand and foot levers.

The St. Loui.« Car Co., St. Louis had several cars on exhibi-

tion. The two placed opposite the 5th St., entrance of the ex-

position building attracting considerable attention.

The Railway Eijuip.mb.vt Comp.\ny, Chicago, had very
pleasant headquarters at the Plankinton Hotel. Mr. W. R.

Mason, manager of the company was in attendance.

The p. Wall Mfg. Supply Co., AUeghaney City, Pa., made
an extensive exhibit of street car gongs. Mounted on a display

board were arranged gongs in various sizes and kinds.

The Hartford Wovex Wire Mattress Co., Ilartfoid, Conn.,

had a number of car seats displayed showing the construction

of its spring seats. Mr. H. F. Evans western agent with head-

quarters at St. liOuis was looking after the interests of his com-

pany.

The Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y., was rep-

resented by Mr. McElroy. The exhibit made of car heaters was

of the practical order and received considerable attention.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago, displayed railway sup-

plies. The exhibit of lifting jacks was quite extensive, show-

ing jacks of several styles together with a number of models.

The National Time Recorder Co., Milwaukee, had a Uolte

automatic time keeper on exhibition showing its operation as

used in connection with street railway systems, factories, etc.

Chas. Munson Belting Co , Chicago, was well represented

by Mr. W. C. Groetzinger and Mr. J. H. Shay. The display of

belting comprised samples of the various kinds manufactured.

The Superior Machine CoMPA.VY,Cleveland, Ohio, had a num-
ber of gears and pinions on exhibition which the company

manufactures in standard sizes for the different kinds of motors.

The Vose Spring Co., Naw York, was represented by Mr.

(tus. Suckow, sales agent, who was on the lookout for new or-

ders. A number of trucks displayed were fitted with the Vose

springs.

The St. Louis Reglster Company, St. Louis, was represented

by Mr. Gardner McKnight. The exhibit of registers in the ex-

position building was attractive and showed to advantage their

general use.

Wm. WiiARTt)N,jR. & Co., Baltimore, engineers, founders and

machinists, made an exhibit of track material and gave out

neat pamphlets calling attention to their extensive exciibit at

the Worlds Fair.

The New H.we.n C.\u Register Co., New Haven, Conn., was
represented by Mr. A. N. Soper who had a display of a number
of the New Haven registers which possess several novel and in-

teresting features.

Wadhams Oil & Grease Co., Milwaukee, Wis., called the

attention of the delegates in many ways to Wadham's graphite

curve grease which is particularly intended for use on electric

and cable railways.

The Stirling Supply CoMP.\NY',New York, had on exhibition

car beaters, sand boxes, etc. Mr. John Kennelly, chief engineer

of the company and Mr. Howard Wheeler representative were

looking after the interests of the company.

H. W. Johns Mfg Co., New York, made a display of line

materials and supplies. Mr. H. A. Reeves, managerof the electri-

cal department. Chicago, and Mr. W. F. D. Crane general mana-
ger of the electrical department. New York, were present.

Mr. F. E. Carleton, representing the lubricating depart-

ment of the Standard Oil Co., at Milwaukee, had an exhibit of

samples of armature and curve greases, cylinder oils and lubri-

cants of several kinds, also parafine for insulation.

The Cudahy' Lubricating Company, Milwaukee, had samples

of Kent's motor grease in several forms. Mr. H. W. Kent, the

general manager, was looking afier the interest of his company
and the street railway men have undoubtedly become familiar

with another kind of lubricant.

The Western Electric Heating Co., Chicago had a number
of electric heaters in operation about its booth. Mr. Geo. Cut-

ter the manager was present and the interests of the company
were well cared for. The exhibit attracted a great deal of at-

tention.

Jones & Laughlin, Lim., Pittsburgh and Chicago, had on

exhibition a number of steel axles of which the company makes
a specialty. Many of the axles had been tested in various ways

and showed the excellent quality of the material used in their

construction.

The Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel Co., New York, was
represented by its president, Mr. Edgar Peckham. The e.xtra

long 6 D truck exhibited by this company attracted considerable

attention. It was equipped with (i. E. SoO motors and stood

ready for the car body.

The Eureka Tempered Copper Co., North East, Pa., had a

very fine line of copper commutator bars, pinions, etc., on exhi-

bition which showed both the character and quality of the

goods manufactured. Mr. Alfred Short, president of the com-

pany, was in attendance at the convention.

The Miamisburg Electric Co.mpany, Miamisburg, 0.,was well

represented by Mr. D. 11. Allen, general manager and A. L.

Daniels, salesman of the company. The exhibit made at the

exposition building was comprehensive, showing to good ad-

vantage the specialties made by the company, consisting of
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pure tempered copper commutator bars and segments, Burnley
dry batteries, etc.

The Rochester Cak Wheel Works, Rochester, N. Y., made
an extensive exhibit of car wheels of all kinds. Mr. P. D. Rus-
sell,general manager of the street railway department, and Mr.

Eldridge Packer, general sales agent were present looking

after the interests of their company.
Baetlett & Company, New York, distributed some very

handsome souvenirs in the shape of a little pamphlet entitled a
" Modern Triumvirate" containing some very fine engravings.

The press work is excellent and the embossed cover handsomely
designed. The trumvirate is represented on this cover in the
heads, representing the artist, the engraver and the printer.

General Electric Company, New York, made an extensive

exhibit of trolley and line supplies. Mounted on a Peckham
truck were exhibited G. E. 800 motors. Representatives from
the main office in New York, from the Cincinnati office and also

from Chicago and San Francisco offices were present. An
illuminated sign was one of the attractive features of its offices

in the Pfister Hotel.

The J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia, had a number of

trucks and sections of oars, showing the construction, on exhibi-

tion in the e.xposition building. The double decked car that made
regular trips between the exposition building and Pfister Ho-
tel for the accommodation of delegates undoubtedly attracted

the most attention. Mr. J. Randell and Mr. J. C. Brill were
present at the convention.

The Siemens* Halske Electric Co., Chicago, had one of

the most practical exhibits made. In a tent at the side of the
exposition building there was operated a complete power plant.

A Buckeye engine was directly connected to a Siemens & Hal-

ske generator. The plant was built for Cincinnati and set up
temporarily before being shipped to that point. It received a
constant stream of visitors.

The Mica Insulator Co. , New York, had one of the most
complete exhibits in the exposition building. An illuminated

sign was one of the attractive features of the display. Mioanite
was shown in a great variety of forms; in boards, in the re-

quired shapes for insulating commutator segments, armature
coils, etc. A very neat souvenir was distributed, consisting of a
card on which was mounted a piece of Micanite, in the shape of

a commutator bar. Mr. Chas. W. Jefferson, manager ofthe com-
pany, was in attendance.

The Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co., occupied a very promin-
ent office on the main floor of the Pfister Hotel, accessible both
from the street and the lobby of the hotel. A display of rail-

way material was made there, consisting of the new series

multiple controller for electric railways, lightning arresters, for

power stations and various supplies. Representatives from the

eastern and Chicago offices were present. A very neat souvenir
was given away in the shape of a book of testimonials of its

railway apparatus, through which are placed views of many
prominent electric roads.

PERSONAL.

Mr. E. F. Peck, Brooklyn, N. Y., is at the Fair this week.

Mr. C. Schlesinger, La Salle, 111., is in Chicago visiting the
Pair.

Mr. W. C. .Johnson, Pitchburg, Conn., was in Chicago last

week.

Mr. Gary T. Hutchinson, New York City, is visiting the Ex-
position. '

Mr. Chas. K. Wead, Washington, D. C, is in the city for a
few days.

Mr. Joseph Sachs, New York City, was in Chicago last week
viewing the Fair.

Mr. Chas. H. Bigelow, E. E., Salem, Mass.. is at the Exposi-

tion for a few days.

Mr. Joseph Lindsey, Riedsville, N. C, has been at the Expo-
sition the past week.

Mr. T. Fred'k Crawford, Urbana, Ohio, called on Electrical
Industries Tuesday last.

Mr. M. De Forest Y'ates, vSchenectady, N. Y., was one of the

electrical people at the Fair last week.

Mr. E. Ward Wilkins, of Patrick & Carter, Co., Philadelphia,

Pa. , was seen around the Electricity Building last week, meet-
ing old friends.

Mr. I. Hally Craig, Boston, Mass., registered at the Exposi-

tion office of the A. I. E. E. on the 17th.

Mr. Wm. J. Nieschurtz, with the Electric Light & Power Co.,

Canton, Ohio, visited the Fair last week.

Mr. S. H. Brownell, Essex Junction, Vt. , was an interested

visitor to the Electricity Building this week.

Mr. A. Wiokenheiser, Pskor, Russia, called recently at the
World's Pair office of Electrical Industries.

Mr. P. B. H. Paine, St. Louis, Mo., is making his headquar-
ters at the office of the A. I. E. E. for a few days.

Mr. D. H. Keeley, of the Government Telegraphs, Ottawa,
Canada, is registered at the A. I. E. E. World's Pair office.

Mr. James Burke, Schenectady, N. Y., registered at the office

of the A. I. E. E. in the Electricity Building on the 21st.

Mr. H. Loewenberg, M. E., of the Metropolitan Telegraph
and Telephone Co., New York, visited the Fair last week.

Mr. J. Stanley Thornton, of the Standard Electric Co., 327

Washington St., Buffalo, N. Y., is at the Fair for a few days.

Mr. John A. Seeley, New York City, accompanied by Mrs
Seeley, was a visitor to the Department of Electricity last week-

Mr. J. D. Mclntyre, of the E. E. S. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

called at the World's Fair office of Electrical Industries re-

cently.

Mr. Geo. P.^ Porter, New Y''ork City, secretary of the National
Electric Light Association, called at the World's Fair office of

Electrical Industries last week.

Mr. O. G. C. Hahn, 136 Liberty St., New York, called on
Electrical Industries while making the round of the elec-

trical exhibit a few days since.

Amusements.

Hooley's Theater—M. Coquelin and Mme. Jane Hading, re-

pertoire. 149 Randolph street.

Columbia The.4ter—Mr. Henry Irving and Miss Ellen

Terry, "Becket." Saturday, "The Bells." 108 Monroe
street.

Grand Opera House—Hoyt's "A Trip to China Town." 87

Clark street.

Auditorium—Imre Kiralfy's Spectacle "America." Con-

gress street and Wabaah avenue.

McVicker's Theater—Wm. H. Crane, in " Brother John,"

82 Madison street.

Chicago Opera House—American Extravaganza Company
in"Sinbad." Washington and Clark streets.

Schiller Theater—"Lady Windermere's Fan" Randolph,

near Dearborn.

Haverly's Casino—Haverly's United Minstrels. Wabash
avenue, near Jackson street.

Trooadero—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.

The Grotto—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe
street.

Buffalo Bill's "Wild West." 63d street. Daily at 3 and

8.30 p.m.

At the Auditorium the same crowded houses are seen. Visitors

coming to the Pair are securing seats a long time in advance in

order to see the spectacle while in Chicago.

Mr Crane and his excellent company are receiving the en-

couragement of full houses in the presentation of the fourth

week of "Brother John" at McVicker's. The engagement con-

tinues until November 4th.

At the Grand Opera House "A trip to Chinatown" draws
crowded houses. This comedy of Hoyt's as presented by the

talented company seems to meet with the approval of World's
Fair visitors, and as the manager says the only dissatisfied

people are those who cannot get admission. The dancing of

the pretty Bessie Clayton is a special feature that is admired by
all.
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WE HAVE AT THE PRESENT TIME

A STOCK OF ABOUT

4,000 INSULITE SOCKETS
OF THE

SAWYER-MAN or WESTINGHOUSE STYLE.

THESE SOCKETS ARE WELL ADAPTED FOR USE IN

DRY PLACES,

and we are prepared to offer the entire lot, or part of

same, at ten cents each, net cash.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.

NEW YORK-CHICAGO.
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MAP OF ELECTRICITY BUILDING—EXHIBITORS AND THEIR LOCATION.
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AFTER THE FAIR
It is presumed that the energies of the country will again be devoted more strictly to business interests.

We have fully prepared ourselves to meet the large increase of business which will naturally result and our stock is

LARGE And COIVIPLETE
in every line with prices lower than ever before on hij?h-grade specialties and first-class material.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
242 Madison St., CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
WM. BARAGWANATH & SON,

LIST OF HEATERS
TO BE SEEN IN OPERATION AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

Two 500 H. P. East End Boiler Gallery doing 1800 H. P. work.

One 300 H. P. heater and receiving tank, Wellington Catering Go's., plant.

One 150 H. P. heater at Hygeia plant.

One 200 H. P. Libby Glass Works.

55 "VsTEST IDI^V'ISIOnsr STPIEET
CHICAGO.

THE MONTHLY ISSUE FOR OCTOBER

Should be read by everyone interested in electrical matters. In its Table of Contents are the following;

"Electric Railway Exhibit at the Fair."
"American Search Lights at the Fair."
"Duquesne Lines of Pittsburgh."
"A New Incandescent Arc Lamp." By L. B. Marks.
"The Return Circuit of Electric Railways." By Thos. J. McTighc.
"The Business End of Electricity." By H. C. thom.
"Three Point Incandescent Switches." By Albert Scheible, M. E.

Together with illustrations of the recent applications of electricity.

The jjaper contains regularly
A Buyer's Directory of Manufacturers and Dealers in Electrical Supplies and Appliances.

A Complete Directory of Electric Light Stations in North America and a Complete Directory of

Electric Railways in North America.
These directories are revised each issue to the date of going to press and are to be found in no

other electrical journal in the World. Its articles are read carefully and its directories used constantly

by 'all the buyers in the trade. These facts make it without a superior as an advertising medium.
Sample copies and rates sent on application.

Sidiscri])tion price $3 per year.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUB. CO.,
Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
CHICAGO.

STREET RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
Construction Tools, Line Materials,

PINS, BRACKETS, INSULATORS, ETC.

OKONITE
FEED
WIRES,

CAR WIRES,

OKONITE
and.lVIAIMSOJM

TAPES,

ARE
THE

LEADERS.

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS,
TIED
AND

FREE
FILAMENTS.

LUIMDELL
MOTORS,

FOR

STREET
RAILWAY
CIRCUITS.

THE FERRIS WHEEL. ..wired with okonite.

Interior Conduit System of Electric Wiring.
THE ONLY PFRFECT AND COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR INTERIOR WIRING.

STANDARD PAINT CDMPANY'S Celebrated P. & B. Electrical Paints and Compounds carried in Stock.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

Central Electric Company...cHicAGo.
SPECIAL AGENTS:

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St, Louis, - 6ATE CITY ELECTRIC CO, Kansas City, Mo,
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CLARK
i COMPANY. '^^'^ ^°"'^-

192 Broadway and II John Street.

LU MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

_j| The CLARK ARC LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

QJ the best and most durable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS
A SF^ECIALTN'.

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING
Greatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MAHUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
AND OTHER RAWHIDE

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGERS PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is

not affected by steam or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and tht most econom-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, C41ICACO, lU.

Standard Electric Company.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AT" THE

"WOI^LO'S IT'-A.II^.

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.

Sec. S, 20 " '* "

ELECTR1CI7 Y BUILDING, Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

T he Standard Lamps Light the Power Plant, Nlachinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Building, and

Other Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Bod Lamp.
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Hile after mile of

SIMPLEX WIRE
Supplied to tlie

FERRIS WHEEL

By..-George Cutter,

The Rookery, CHICAGO.

SIMPLEX WIRES
INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

Simplex Eiectiical Co.

620 Atlantic Ave.,

George Cutter, Chicago. boston, mass.

Made 5 amc. S. P.
10 amp. S- P.
5 amp. 3 way.

1 anrip. 3 way.

XNTRC
"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

-%-

H. T. PAISTE,
10 South leth St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

P. & S.CHINA CLEAT

George Cutter,
CHICAGO.

PASS & SEYMOUR,
SYRACUSE, N Y.

Enterprise

Electric-^i

Company
307 Dearborn Street,

Chicago ....

Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
sentatives for

Electric Railway, ^.^
Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

I^UX X IjIIJ^Ij description

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins^

Locust Pins, Cross Arms, Class
.-_— Feeder Wire, Insulators.

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING.

Miamisburg Electric Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

COMMUTATORS
AND

COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS
OF TEMPERED COPPER

FOR STREET RAILWAYS

Also Brushes and Brush Copper,

BURNLEY'S CARTRIDGE BATTERIES

and IMPERIAL DRY BATTERIES.

inipne ELEGTBiG GOJiaiQlSllll^

BEAR IN MIND
that the regular monthly issue of ELECTRICAL IN-

DUSTRIES contains the most cemplete and correct

directories published of the electric light central stations

and the electric railways in North America.

World's Fair Headquarters Y 27 Electricity Building.

CITY OFFICES, Monadnock Block.

ConsolideL-ted Electric (p.

Maniifacturers and Dealers in all kinds ol

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

11s Frsnklin Street,

CHICAGO.
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Vol. I, No. 21. CHICAGO, NOVEMBER 2, 1893.

The Department of Electricity. ever apparent. Difficulties were met in the work which at

the time seemed almost insurmountable, and which were

In January, ISUI, Prof. J. P. Barrett was selected chief overcome only by the persistent efforts of the chief and his

of the Department of Electricity, and at once gathered staff. The formation and construction of an exposition of

STACliY liUTLKK. ORLANDO 8HEPAHD. (iEO. W. MOOKE. GEO. .f. HENUy, JR.

WILUS HAWLEY. .lOHN W. BLAISDELL. PROF. .T. P. BARRETT. DR. .J. ALLEN HORNSBY. W. W. PKIMM.

about him an efficient corps of assistants. The wisdom this character was something that had never before been

with which he selected his staff has never been ques- accomplished, and consequently experience was out of the

tioned, but in the struggle to create a department that question in this department. But in order to profit as much

would be representative of the industry his wisdom was as possible by former expositions, Dr. J. Allen Hornsby,
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who had been selected as first assistant, was dispatched to

Europe to visit the Frankfort Exposition and gain as much
information as possible from foreign expositions which

would be valuable in aiding the department to do the work

that was to contribute probably more to the success of the

Fair than any other feature. Thus, under the direction of

the chief, to whom Dr. Hornsby, the acting head of the

department, submitted his plans, the Department of Elec-

tricity gradually came to maturity. In the accompanying

engraving, taken from a photograph by our photographer,

we present to our many readers the chief of the depart-

ment and his assistants. In the February number, 1891,

of Electrical Industries, appeared a sketch with portrait

of Prof. Barrett, and in the April number of the present year

appeared a portrait and sketch of Dr. Hornsby, so that our

readers are in a measure familiar with their history. Mr.

John W. Blaisdell, general superintendent, has occupied a

position which to a less competent person would have

been extremely difficult, but his genial manner, espe-

cially in handling the allotment of passes, has preserved

most friendly feelings. To Mr. W. W. Primm, who, for

the past two years has been with the department, occupy-

ing the position of electrical engineer, much credit is due

to the perfection of the details of the work. Mr. Willis

EXHIBIT OF THB BELL TBLEPHOJ(E COMPANY.

Hawley, the assistant, had previous to his connection with

the department an extended experience in electrical work.

Commencing with the Western Electric Company, he be-

came familiar with different branches of electrical construc-

tion, installation and maintenance.

The inspectors of the department are Mr. Geo. J. Henry
and Mr. Orlando Shepard, and to their efforts and watch-

fulness was due the magnificent fire protection of the

building. Mr. Frank J. Sullivan and Mr. Stacy Butler

have attended to the receipt of the exhibits, and have kept a

record of every piece of ajaparatus installed. Between them

they have divided the twenty-four hours of the day so that

one of them has been in constant attendance. Mr. Geo. E.

Moore has fulfilled the duties of stenographer, which has

by no means been a light task. As the department dis-

bands and the members return to their former occupations

the goodwill and best wishes of the many friends and

acquaintances which they have made in connection with

the discharge of their duties will go with them.

Exhibit of tlie Bell Telephone Company.

In the pavilion of the American Bell Telephone Company
which occupies a prominent place at the south end the

visitor to the Fair could gain a very good idea of the

telephone system now so extensively used. In the west

peristyle is located a switchboard of the latest pattern to

which are connected all the telephone subscribers at the

World's Fair and which forms what is called the World's

Fair station. An iron railing separates the visitors from

the space occupied by the operators. An attendant is

nearly always present to explain the details in the opera-

tion.

To the south of the board through the grating in the

floor the visitor can see the cables as they emerge from

the conduit and rise to the frames where the wires of the

cable are separated and run to the different places on the

switchboard. In the east peristyle are a number of cases

which contain the historical exhibits of the company and

which show the first telephone in practical use and the

succeeding ones up to the latest pattern of the long dis-

tance telephone. There is also shown a telephone adapted

EXUIIilT OF THE ELECTKIC SELECTOR AND SI&NAL COMPANY.

to the requirements of a diver and shown attached to a

divers suit.

In the center of this pavilion are maps showing the ex-

tent to which the telephone system has been introduced in

the United States, the amount of territory covered by the

line and statistics giving the number of subscribers and

stations at the present time.

Exhibit of the Electric Selector & Signal Company.

The exhibit of the Electric Selector & Signal Company of

45 Broadway, New York, comprises a practical demonstra-

tion of its system of electric selection and signals. Its

block system is fully shown in its method of transmitting and

operating its signals. Along the back part of the space are

arranged 10 tables representing 10 railroad stations. At

the end is another table representing the train despatchers

office. Each table is supplied with the necessary instru-

ments and equipment for an office such as it represents.

But one line is used for this work and over this one line

any signal may be transmitted to any station or operated at

any one station veithout disturbing the others, from the train

dispatchers office. The system involves the use of the same

batteries, relays and keys used in the ordinary telegraph

system. By the use of small discs, notched on their edges

forming the different combinations, the train dispatchers

office communicates with the signals having the same com-
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bination as that of the disc which the train dispatcher uses.

This same method of selection is used for cutting out or

in lights, motors, or any kind of machinery or apparatus

operated by the electric current. A number of arc and

incandescent lights, motors, etc., are shown in the exhibit

illustrating the operation of the company's system. This

exhibit was one of the earlier installed and at the exhibit

some one has always been in attendance to explain the

apparatus shown. Mr. J. H. Raymond who has been at

the exhibit most of the summer has been very diligent in

arrangement of strain insulators made of moulded mica, of

which it required nearly 1 ,000 to complete the figure. Just

beyond this are some large panels on which are displayed

trolley appliances and line appliances in which moulded

mica is used as an insulator.

In the case at the end of the exhibit is shown asbestos in

the form of gaskets, washers, various forms of packing, etc.

In another case are displayed incandescent lamp sockets,

rosettes, etc., of moulded mica. These different appliances

are shown in another case cut in two, so that the relative

KXIIUilT OK THE NEW YORK IN.SUI.ATEII HIKE CO.Ml'ANV.

extending the knowledge of this system and its various

applications.

The Exhibit of the H. W. Johns Manufacturing

Company.

One of the most important parts of every electrical

machine and ajsparatus is its insulation and consequently to

electrical manufacturers and users of manufactured articles

the exhibit of the H. W. Johns Mfg. Company has been very

interesting. It is located in the west gallery of the Elec-

position of the insulation and metal is shown. Armature

rings and a great varietyof forms and shapes of valcabeston

are shown as it is used in connection with numerous

electrical devices. Near the center of the exhibit are shown

insulations for armature and field coils, magnet spools, etc

Exhibit of the New York Insulated Wire Company.

Among the exhibits of insulated wire in Electricity Build-

ing that of the New York Insulated Wire Company occupies

a prominent place. About the space, which is near the

IHE KXHllUr lUK H. W. .JOHNS MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

tricity Building and is quite conspicuous on account of the

large white balls mounted on posts and placed at the corners

of the space and also the large pavilion finished in white

and gold in the center of the space.

The illuminated sign which flashes out the name of the

company and then the word "insulation" in red lamps attracts

the attention of visitors on the ground floor. Placed about

the exhibit are a number of unique objects constructed of

various pieces of apparatus manufactured by the company.

On an oak stand just south of the pavilion is an urn-shaped

south end of the east gallery, are arranged a number of

pyramids composed of reelsof wire of difl'erent sizes. The

log cabin built of vulca duct has probably attracted the

most attention as it was designed after a primitive log

cabin. The method of construction, and the chimney that

rises a foot or two above the ridge are each suggestive of

the old-time cabin. A number of easels supporting signs

are prominent objects about the exhibit. These signs,

which are of neat and attractive design, call attention to

the Grimshaw wire, tapes and compounds,
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Exhibit of J. Lang & Co.

In the west end of the long pavilion erected under

the direction of the Ansonia Electric Co., between the

exhibit of Stanley transformers and the dynamo built by
Mr. Wm. Wallace, in 1875, is located a handsome dis-

play of switches made by J. Lang & Go. of 44 Michi-

gan St. The switches, which comprise single, double and

a very neat design as is also the bronze railing that sur-

rounds the exhibit. Current is supplied to the space by
the 500-volt power circuit from Machinery Hall. A 50
kilowatt motor drives an 800 light dynamo which is of the

standard 110 volt type. Small motors are shown in opera-

tion illustrating some of the different uses to which these

motors are applied. A five-horse power motor is connected
to a Sturdevant blower; a 10-horse power motor to a mine

EXHIBIT OF H. A. LAWTON i CO.

triple pole switches, are all finely polished and skillfully

made.

They are nearly all of the knife pattern, which closes be-

tween substantial contact pieces. The double pole clipper

switch and the single pole quarter throw switch which

have more recently been introduced are shown. In all

these switches the current passes through the blade of the

switch and in no case through the arm.

Exhibit of the C. & C. Electric Motor Co.

hoist and another 10-horse power motor to a 60 inch ex-

haust fan.

On the switch board which is of white marble are shown

an excellent display of instruments, switches and connec-

tions. This board is placed immediately beneath the

illuminated sign. The exhibit has been in charge of Mr.

Arthur Capen who has been painstaking in explaining to

the many visitors the machines and appliances on exhibition.

Exhibit of the Jewell Belting Company.

At the south end of Electricity Building near the scenic The space occupied by the Jewell Belting Co., of

EXHIBIT OF .J. I.AKG & COMPASY.

theater of the Western Electric Company is located the ex-

hibit of the C. & C. Electric Motor Co., of New York. The

dazzling brightness of the illuminated sign placed on the

wall above the exhibit immediately attracts the visitors at-

tention. In this sign that spells out the company's name
are 300 16-caudlepower incandescent lamps. Another of

the bright attractions of the display is the large clusters of

incandescent lamps at each side of the entrance to the

space.

The standard that supports these clusters are bronze of

EXHIBIT OF THK C. & C. ELECTRTC MOTOR COMPANY.

Hartford, Conn., in the north-eastern part of Electricity

Building is filled with a variety of belt goods of interest to

power users. Probably the most jsrominent feature of the

disislay is the immense star suspended above the exhibit.

It can be seen from the distant parts of the building, and

draws the visitors in that direction as they make their way

through the building.

The frame work of this star is made up of Jewell belting

and shows in the method of joining the different pieces the

different methods of joining the lengths of leather in the
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manufacture of belts. The surface of the star points is

made of oak bark, while around the large cut glass Jewell

that forms the center is the name of the company.

Belts of different widths from four inches to 52 inches

are shown. The latter represents the width of a steer hide.

EXHIBIT OF THE .lEWEI.L BEL

A brand of belting known as the diamond is shown, which

is used extensively for driving electrical machinery. It is

short lapped and tanned by the oak process, making an

exceedingly durable belt. In a case at the right is

shown a belt that has seen continual service for 36 years,

piece of belting represents a considerable, the practical use

of a belt will indicate more exactly its value for transmit-

ting power. In Machinery Hall there may be seen in use

Jewell belts of several sizes; for driving the Eddy generators

in Machinery Hall four 24. inch Jewell belts have been in

constant use; for transmitting the power from the Atlas

engine to the larger Westinghouse generator, a 72-inch

three-ply Jewell belt is used. These belts demonstrate in

the only practical way the efficiency of these belts.

Numerous views about the space in Electricity Building

EXHIBIT OF THE NEW ENGLAND BUTT CO.

show belts manufactured by this company in use for driving

different kinds of machinery.

Exhibit of the Hope Electric Appliance Co.

In the south end of the west gallery is located the ex-

EXHIBIT OF THE HOPE ELECTRIC ArPLIANCE COMPANY.

having been taken off the pulleys and brought direct to the

World's Fair. There is also shown in this space belt

dressing and cement, bearing the well-known Jewell trade

mark.

Although to the experienced eye the appearance of a

hibit of the Hope Electric Appliance Co. of Providence, R
I. The appliances displayed are all practical and useful.

They are so arranged as to show their operation, current

being supplied to the space.

On posts at each side of the large arch that sjaans the
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space are shown mast arms and cut-out boxes for both arc

and incandescent circuits. To one of the posts Wright's

automatic mast arm is shown, which is of great value for

use in crowded streets where it is dangerous to lower a

lamp in the center of the street. This arm consists of one

large pie'je of wrought iron pipe securely attached and

braced to the post. Beneath this pipe is a swinging arm

hinged at the post. To the outer end of this swinging arm

an arc lamp is attached. A thin tape of strong bronze

metal, | of an inch wide, is attached to the lamp, runs

over a pulley at the end of the stationary arm and through

it to post, where it passes over another pulley and down

the post to a windlass. By turning the handle attached to

the windlass the tape is unwound and the lamp lowered

until it hangs at the end of the swinging arm beside the

post, at the side of the street out of the way of passing

teams.

The wires are carried to a series cut-out on the post

from whence they are carried through the movable arm to

the lamp. When the lamp is lowered the lamp is cut out

of the circuit, thus protecting the trimmer while handling

the lamp. The windlass is covered and the tape entirely

concealed in a cleat on the pole and within the fixed arm

so that it is entirely protected from injury from the

weather.

The other mast arm shown is designed for use on streets

where trolley lines prevent the lamp being lowered from

the center of the street. In this case the lamp is drawn

into the pole. From the arch are suspended numerous

incandescent lamps which are fed from a transformer,

which shows the operation of the double pole primary

switch which opens the primary circuit. The cut-out

boxes shown are perfectly weather proof and are durable

in construction. The special feature of these cut-outs is

the quick break. The construction is such that the in-

stant the lever reaches a certain point the spring is re-

leased and the circuit is instantly opened or closed. A
number of styles of line insulator brackets are shown.

Mr. Wright, of the company, has been at the exhibit

most of the season.
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Exhibit of the New England Butt Co.

Under the direction of the Knapp Electrical Works of

Chicago, the western agent of the New England Butt Co.,

a number of braiding machines have been shown in opera-

ation in Electricity Building. The machines are located in

the east gallery, and power is furnished by an electric

motor. Single, double and triple braiding machines are

shown in operation. The exhibit has been surrounded by

many interested visitors who were unfamiliar with the

process of manufacturing insulating wire.

The incandescent lamp tests were brought to a close on

the 30th ult. The preparation of the report of the judges,

which will be very exhaustive, will be begun immediately.

This report will not only show the exact cost of maintain-

ing a 110, as well as 50 volt lamp, for a given time, but

will give the cost of the candle power of the different makes

of lamps tested, including the first cost of the lamp. In

other words, the report will show which of the lamps tested

is the cheapest for the public to use.

The Western Electric Co., shut off all current from their

Machinery Hall plant, except that used to light and heat

their offices at midnight on the 30th.
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The World's Columbian Exposition having closed, the

publication of the Weekly World's Fair Electrical In-

dustries will be discontinued with this issue. From the

assurances received we believe that our readers will regret

that this is the last number they will receive, but the time

having expired that it was to run, and its field having been

taken away, we must bid our friends adieu. When the

Exposition opened it was apparent that there vs^as an

important and useful field for a weekly paper devoted

exclusively to the electrical and allied interests of the

World's Fair, and Electrical Industries with its charac-

teristic enterprise promptly undertook to cover this field.

The enterprise met with favor from the start, and the great

success of the paper has been due to the support accorded it

by both subscribers and advertisers,for which we are grateful.

The many original illustrations that have appeared in these

columns have cost much labor, time and expense, but we

have the satisfaction of knowing that our efforts to give

our readers the fullest descriptions of exhibits, the freshest

and most timely notes on current events of interest at the

Fair have been fully appreciated. We have endeavored to

give our subscribers and every visitor, so far as possible,

desirous of seeing the different features of the electrical

exhibits, information not otherwise available, and the

demand for copies assures us that the maps published for

their information have been used very extensively. Our

efforts in fact, we feel have been fully rewarded. We again

thank you and make our final bow.

The World's Columbian Exposition is now at an end.

Its close was marked by no great demonstration, but in

sorrow over the death of Chicago's Mayor, the flags were
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lowered, a salute fired and the Fair was ofiicially at au end.

Festival Hall that was to have witnessed a scene of joy

over the success of the Fair, witnessed instead, memorial

exercises over the death of Mayor Carter H. Harrison.

Thus closed the greatest exposition ever held. The whole

world united in j^roduciug this Exposition, but to Chicago's

wonderful enterprise we are indebted for the magnitude

and success of the undertaking. When the success is con-

sidered in connection with this year of business depression

what the success would have been in an ordinary year can

only be conjectured. As a civilizing agency the Fair has

been far reaching in its influence and effects. Nations but

little acquainted with the United States have become famil-

iar with its people, its country aLd products. Countries in

all quarters of the globe have through their exhibits and

representatives made the people of the United States and

other countries acquainted with their manufactures and

products. But to the electrical industry it has been a

triumph. Of but recent growth, its displays at former ex-

positions have been small and have attracted but little at-

tention. Electricity was wisely adopted as the means of

transmitting power from the central station throughout the

grounds. It made it possible to operate in any building in

any part of the grounds machinery without disfiguring

in any way the light colored interior or exterior of the

buildings. It furnished the j^ower for different forms

of intramural transportation both on land and on the

canals and lagoons. It carried the visitor to the roof of the

highest building. It made trips to the galleries of the dif-

ferent buildings easy. It illuminated the grounds and

turned night into day. By different combinations and de-

vices, as a means of decoration, places otherwise unattrac-

tive were made points of interest and amusement. The

power plant and system of distribution together with the

displays made by the different manufacturers of electrical

goods familiarized the general public with this new indus-

try. Under the able direction of the Department of Elec-

tricity, the Electricity Building was made one of the most

attractive buildings on the grounds, and in it both day and

night there was always a crowd. The displays made by

the larger companies were certainly a credit to them and

the manner in which they placed attendants in charge and

the pains with which they explained the exhibits and sys-

tems is commendable. Aided by the information and ideas

gathered from the machines, plans and literature of foreign

and domestic manufacturers which have been thoroughly

discussed during the past months the American manufact-

urers will be able to produce even better machines and the

public to purchase and use them more intelligently. After

the exhibits are removed and the buildings demolished,

there will still remain vivid recollections of the White City,

its buildings, grounds, the displays and festive occasions,

and the friendships and acquaintances that have arisen

from the close relations which have existed during the six

months of the city's life.

WORLD'5 FAIR NOTES.

The Antwerp Exposition which is to open at Antwerp,

Belgium, May 5th, 1894 has brought into existence the

American Propaganda which has for its object, the presen-

tation of American industry at foreign expositions. It also

acts as commercial agent for exhibitors and will collect and

install exhibits and statistics such as will present the coun-

try's resources and products in a creditable manner. A
building is to be erected called the American Propaganda

Building for these exhibits and statistics, and which will

also afford a headquarters for American visitors.

From October 31st, the Electricity Building will be open
to the public only from 8 a.m. till 4 p.m. All current,

whether for lighting or power was cut off at midnight on
October 30th.

There was such a crowd of people demanding admittance

to the Scenic Theater of the Western Electric Co., Monday,
that at one time it was thought thetheater would have to be

closed before the day was over, not to be opened in the

evening, for fear of a disturbance on the
,
part of those who

were not fortunate enough to gain admission.

The E. S. Greeley & Co., exhibit was the first to be torn

down in the Electricity Building, Mr. Auerbacher having

had his packing cases delivered at his exhibit Monday. The
tearing down and packing of the exhibit was begun early

Tuesday morning, and Mr. Auerbacher hopes to have the

space entirely cleared and the goods shipped to New York
by Saturday of this week.

It is rumored that some of the manufacturers of insulated

wire are not desirous of having a "soak" test, as was
originally contemplated by the jury, and this part of the

test may be abandoned. This is to be regretted, for a wire

which may show excellently in a "break-down" test may be
the first to show defects when subjected to the "soak" test.

The sooner the faults in a particular brand of wire are

known, the sooner does the manufacturer set about remedy-
ing them.

Additional Awards in tlie Department of Electricity.

UNITED STATES.

Brush Electric Co.

Historical exhibit.

General Electric Co.

Ornamental lamp posts.

Greves Arc Lamp Co.

Arc Damps.
N. S. Keith.

Constant current motors.

The Mather Electric Co.

Automatic adjustable circuit breakers.

National Engraving Machine Co.

Jewelers engraving machine.
Standard Paint Co.

Insulating compound, liquid.

S. S. White Dental Co.

Application of electricity as a motive power for electric

drills.

Western Electric Co.

Automatic fire alarm apparatus.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electric Meter, "Shallenberger."

Constant potential, alternating current arc lamps.
Ft. Wayne Electric Co.

Constant potential dynamos and motors.

Mather Electric Co.

Constant potential dynamos and motors latest "ring"
type.

Queen& Co.

Hot wire voltmeter.

Washburn & Moen.
Bare copper wire.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

(1) Regulator, Stillwell.

(2) Continuous current, constant E.M.F. "Letter" type
dynamos and motors.

GERMANY.

Siemens Bros & Co.

Cored carbons.

Schuckert & Co.

Registering watt meters.
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General Electric Co., Ltd.

Carbons.

ITALY.

Societa Ceramina Richard, Milan.

Insulators.

JAPAN.

Eizaomon Tukagawa, Saga.

China insulator.

PERSONAL.

Mr. S. Dana Green, of the General Electric Co., left for New
York on Thursday last.

Mr. E. E. Winters, general manager of the Consolidated

Street Railway, Macon, Ga., was a visitor at the Fair last week.

Mr. Edw. H. Chapin, secretary and treasurer of the Shipman

Engine Company, Rochester, N. Y., was a recent visitor to the

Pair.

Mr. W. E. Scott, of the Buffalo Street Railway, was a visitor

at the World's Fair headquarters of Electrical Industries

recently.

Mr. 0. C. Benson, electrical engineer of Atlanta, Ga., vras one

of the interested exhibitors in the Department of Electricity

last week.

Mr. J. T. Myhan, supt. of the Macon & Indian River Rail-

road, Macon, Ga., spent several days at the Fair and in Chicago

last week.

Mr. C. J. Purdy, general superintendent of the Canandaigua

Electric Light & Railway Co., made an extended visit to Chicago

and the Fair recently.

Mr. W. Worth Bean, president of the St. Joseph & Benton

Harbor Electric Railway & Light Co., has been in Chicago and

at the Fair for several days.

Mr. J. C. Liggett has been appointed to the position of electri-

cal engineer of the Citizen's Street Railway Company, Detroit,

and is too enter upon his duties at once.

Mr. P. E. Elevier, electrical superintendent for the Superior

Water, Light & Power Co. , of West Superior, Wis. , has spent

several days at the Exposition and returns home this week.

Mr. G. W. Johnson, treasurer of the Western Electrical Supply

Company, of Omaha, Neb., has been in the city for several days

visiting the Fair and looking after the business interests of his

company.

Mr. Chas. A Schieren, of Chas. A. Schieren & Company, New
York, has received the nomination for mayor of the city of

Brooklyn on the republican ticket. His many friends and busi-

ness acquaintances will unite with us in hoping that he may be

elected.

Mr. W. D. Packard, secretary and treasurer of the New York

& Ohio Company, Warren, 0., has been in the city for several

days past doing the Fair and lookine after certain business in-

terests. Mr. Packard is very enthusiastic over the new lamps

which he has just brought out.

Mr. Ralph W. Pope, secretary of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, is at the Fair for a few days closing up

the World's Fair headquarters of the institute. The head-

quarters of the institute has been a most convenient meeting

place during the Fair and the information and curiosities to be

had there have been greatly appreciated by thousands of visi-

tors. Under Mr. Pope's skillful management to members of the

institute it has been a means of extending their acquaintance

and of great benefit to the institute in extending its field of use-

fulness.

BUSINESS NOTES.

during the dull times has as a whole been very satisfactory

Among the recent contracts closed is one for three dynamo
for lighting the Columbia Building at Louisville, Ky.

The Reliance Guage Company of Cleveland, Ohio, supplied
the safety water columns for the Washington street plant of

the Chicago Edison Company. These goods have become re-

cognized as important parts of every first class boiler plant and
the awards recently received by this company for its safety
alarm water columns and patent solderless floats were but a
just appreciation of their vrorth.

The Chicago Rawhide Manufacturing Company, 75 &, 77
Ohio St., Chicago, is to be congratulated upon having worked its

factory to its full capacity all the time during the late financial
stringency with no reduction in the number of hands. At the
present time the factory is exceptionally busy in all departments.
Among recent shipments made was a 40-inch main driving belt

to John Wanamaker, Philadelphia, which is to be used for oper-
ating an electric light plant. Mr. Wanamaker has used the
goods of this company's manufacture for the past 10 years, a
fact which speaks well for the quality of the product. The
company has also recently shipped several other large dynamo
belts to various points in this country. Its foreign trade is con-
stantly increasing. Awards of the highest character were given
the company on its rawhide belting, lace leather and other prod-
ucts.

The Charles E. Gregory Co., Chicago, is in receipt of the
following letter from the Ferris Wheel Co , which speaks well
for the apparatus furnished by them.

Chicago, Oct. 14th, 1893.

Charles E. Gregory Co., 47-49 S. Jefferson St., City.

Gentlemen;—We have the pleasure to say that the two 500
light Edison dynamos, which your company furnished us, have
given us most excellent service up to the present time, and that
we are very much pleased with the installation of these
dynamos. We have the pleasure to remain very truly yours,

The Ferris Wheel Co.

"Geo. W. F. Ferris, General Manager.

The company also reports business excedingly brisk having
sold 33 dynamos and motors during October.

The Laclede Carbon & Electric Company has recently re-

moved its plant to Kokomo, Ind., where it will continue the
manufacture of electric supplies and apparatus, including glass
and porcelain insulators, cut-outs, switches, sockets and Laclede
and Hercules batteries.

The Western Electric Company, Chicago, has recently
closed several large contracts for nearly everyttiing in the elec-

trical line. The business done by this representative company

Amusements-

Hooley's Theater—A. M. Palmer's Stock Company in

"A Pair of Spectacles" and "Mercedes." 149 Ran-

dolph street.

Columbia Theater—Mr. Henry Irving and Miss Ellen

Terry, "Becket." Saturday, "The Bells." 108 Monroe
street.

Grand Opera House—Hoyt's "A Trip to China Town." 87

Clark street.

AuDiToaiDM—Imre Kiralfy's Spectacle "America." Con-

gress street and Wabash avenue.

McVicker's Theater—Wm. H. Crane, in " Brother John,"

82 Madison street.

Chicago Opera House—American Extravaganza Company
in"Sinbad." Washington and Clark streets.

Schiller Theater—"Lady Windermere's Fan" Randolph,

near Dearborn.

Haveely's Casino—Haverly's United Minstrels. Wabash
avenue, near Jackson street.

Teooadero—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe

street.

The Grotto—Vaudeville. Michigan avenue near Monroe

street.

The excitement attending the recent revival of "Sinbad" at
the Chicago Opera House has about subsided, and the big pro-
duction, which is undoubtedly the superior of any of its prede-
cessors, is moving with the briskness and smoothness of an
old-timer. The houses of course have been crowded, and a
noticeable change has taken place in the clientele. Musically the
piece is full of bright hits, and the comedy incidents follow one
another thick and fast. Dangerfield's new scenes are revela-
tions of stage art, and the hundreds of beautiful costumes have
never been surpassed in cleverness of design or richness of ma-
terial. From a spectacular point of view, the new Sinbad is

much better than any of its predecessors. The great ballet
scene, with its gorgeous dresses, brilliant scenic environment
and sparkling light effects, is entrancingly beautiful, and the
immense procession in the last act, through the corridors and
over the terraces of a palace of ivory and gold, is stupendous
in conception and kaleidoscopic in its wealth of color and ever-
changing movement.



ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
CHICAGO.

STREET RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
Construction Tools, Line Materials,

PINS, BRACKETS, INSULATORS, ETC.

OKOIMITE
FEED
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MAP OF ELECTRICITY BUILDING—EXHIBITORS AND THEIR LOCATION
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THE Packard lamp Again
We are again supplying the celebrated Packard Bigh Grade Lamp at a price below that ever quoted before on strictly high grade

incandescent lamp. We are also

GUARANTEEING AGAINST INFRIIVGEMENT
suits, and furnishing a lamp, which for efficiency, long life, and non-discoloration has

NEVER BEEN EQUALLED
Write us about it

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
242 Madison St., CHICAGO

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
WM. BARAGWANATH & SON

LIST OF HEATERS
TO BE SEEN IN OPERATION AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

Two 500 H. P, East End Boiler Gallery doing 1800 H. P. work.

One 300 H. P. heater and receiving tank, Wellington Catering Go's., plant.

One 150 H. P. heater at Kygeia plant.

One 200 H. P. Libby Glass Works.

55 ^W^EST IDI"\riSIOZSr STPIEET
CHICAGO.

THE MONTHLY ISSUE FOR NOVEMBER

be read by everyone interested in electrical matters. In its Table ot Contents are the following:

"The Department of Electricity."

"The Convention of the American Street Railway Association."
"Power House Engines" b_v E. G. Connette.
"Use of Storage Batteries in Electric Generating Stations for Utilizing and Regulating Power," bv

C. O. Mailloux.
"Street Car Magnetic Cut-Outs," by W. S. Harrington.
"Accident at Atlantic Avenue Power House."
"The St. Pancras Electric Lighting Station."
Together with illustrations of the recent applications of electricity.

The paper contains regularly
A Buyer's Directory of Manufacturers and Dealers in Electrical Supplies and Appliances.
A Complete Directory of Electric Light Stations in North America and a Complete Directory of

Electric Railways in North America.
These directories are revised each issue to the date of going to press and are to be found in no

other electrical journal in the World. Its articles are read carefully and its directories used constantly
by all the buyers in the trade. These facts make it without a superior as an advertising medium.
Sample copies and rates sent on application.

Subscription price $3 per year.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PUB. CO.,
Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.



ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES.

Map of Chicago.
ShowiDg Location of its Electrical and Allied Business Interests, Principal Hotels, Theatres, Depots and Transportation Lines to

the World's Fair Grounds. (Index numbers refer to the black squares.)
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ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES.

WE HAVE AT THE PRESENT TIME

A STOCK OF ABOUT

4.000 INSULITE SOCKETS
OF THE

SAWYER-MAN or WESTINGHOUSE STYLE.

THESE SOCKETS ARE WELL ADAPTED FOR USE IN

DRY PLACES,

ad we are prepared to offer the entire ^ot, or part of

same, at ten cents each, net cash.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,

NEW YORK-CHICAGO.
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Waterhouse Arc Lamps

For Incandescent Circuits.

The best designed,

steadiest

and most

durable

arc lamps

made.

GEORGE CUTTER,
p. & s.

China Goods

(Stock at Chicago.)

851 =

853 =
The Rookery,

855 CHICAGO.

Medbery

Railway Insulators

(Stock at Chicago.)

Ferris Wheel
and the

Masonic Temple:

The tallest structures

of Chicago

of the World's Fair

Both wired with SIMPLEX
im>0sm>»^mnkti

Simplex Electrical Co.,

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

BOSTON, MASS.

GEORGE CUTTER,
851-855 The Rookery, ^'-^-"^^^S^ ClJ^^

CHICAGO. -
"^^ ^"
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CLARK
i COMPANY. ^^^ ^Q"*^-

o
192 Broadway and II Johi Street.

lU MANUFACTURERS OF ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR EVERY PURPOSE A SPECIALTY.

_l| The CLARK ARC LAMPS for use on EVERY CURRENT, have the reputation of being

UJ the best and most durable of any ever made in the United States.

RAWHIDE PINIONS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS

RAWHIDE DYNAMO BELTING
Greatest Adhesive Qualities. A Non-Conductor of Electricity

Causes Less Friction than any other Belt.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MANUFACTURING CO.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS IN THE COUNTRY.

LACE LEATHER ROPE
NO OTHER RAWHIDE .

GOODS
OF ALL KINDS
BY KRUEGER'S PATENT

This Belting and Lace Leather is
not affected by steam or dampness;
never becomes hard ; is stronger,
more durable and the mnxt ecnnr-ni-
ical Belting made. The Raw-
hide Rope for Round Belting:
Transmission is superior to all
others

75 Ohio Street, CHICAGO. LU.

Standard Electric Company.
GENERAL OFFICES: 625 Home Insurance Building.

WORKS: So. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD SYSTEM
AX XHE

'WOI^LD'S TfJ^XT^.

MACHINERY HALL, Sec. Q, 2 Standard Arc Dynamos.

Sec. S, 20

ELECTRICIl r BUILDING. Sec. P, Space 2, Arc Lighting Exhibit.

Tlie Standard Lamps Light tlie Power Plant, IMacliinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, Shoe and Leather Building, ard

Other Buildings and Portions of the Grounds.

See our Double Service All Night Lamp Before Buying an Old Style Two Rod Lamp.
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nile after mile of

SIMPLEX WIRE
Supplied to the

FERRIS WHEEL

By...George Cutter,

a:., The Rookery, CHICAGO.

SIMPLEX WIRES

^IMPLEX
rd'-

INSURE
HIGH
INSULATION

,^y^' Simplex Electrical Co.

t^*' 620 Atlantic Ave.,

George Cutter, Chicago. boston, mass.

Mad© 5 amo. S. P.
1 O mp. S. P.
5 amp. 3 way.

I amp. 3 way.

XNTRIC
"That's the Switch"

And we control that movement.

%
H. T. PAISTE,

10 South I th St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

P. & S.CHINA CLEAT

George Cutter,
CHICAGO.

PASS & SEYMOUR,
SYRACUSE. N Y

Enterprise

Electric^-^

Company
307 Dearborn Street.

Chicago ....

^^ Manufacturers' Agents and Mill Repre-
^*^^-i sentatives for

Electric Railway, -^9-^

Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Light

SUPPLIES OF EVERY
DESCRIPT10^

Agents for Cedar Poles,

Cypress Poles, Oak Pins,

Locust Pins, Cross Arms, Class

Feeder Wire, Insulators,

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE and TUBING_

Miamlsburg Electric Co. ^^'^^ "^ ^*^°
MANUFACTURERS OF

COMMUTATORS

COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS
OF TEMPERED COPPER

FOR STREET RAILWAYS

Also Brushes and Brush Copper,

BURNLEY'S CARTRIDGE BATTERIES

and IMPERIAL DRY BATTERIES.

iPISBOB§ELECTBICC0JlailliSllllF!i,0.

Htf->

that the regular monthly issue of ELECTRICAL IN'-

DUSTRIES contains the most complete and correct

directories published of the electric light central siations

and the electric railways in North America.

World's Fair H<)adquart9rs Y 27 Elec ricity Building.

CITY OFFICES, Monadnock Block.

Consollcl&-tecl Cl^c-tric (p.

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

ELECTRICAL . SUPPLIES,

11S F"rank:lin Street,

CHICAGO.










